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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

Aegean Thrace, the fertile plain between 
the Nestos and the Hebros rivers, was inhabited 
already in the Paleolithic period.1 According to 
literary sources and the rapidly emerging ar-
chaeological evidence, various Thracian tribes 
dwelt in the area before the Greek colonization 
and lived side-by-side with the colonists. No 
mention is made in the sources of any Archaic 
or Classical settlements in the rural interior, nor 
have any been unearthed through archaeological 
excavation, whereas major poleis in the coast-
al area (Abdera, Dikaia, Maroneia and Ainos) 

well as agricultural production and exports.
A recent study of a corpus of funerary re-

liefs dated between the 6th c. BC and the 3rd c. 

coast to the Ionian production centers and the 
islands of the North Aegean.2 After a short lapse 
of evidence in the 3rd c. BC, a “sudden” burst 
of iconographic motifs is evidenced in the 1st c. 
BC, along with a stronger presence of inscrip-
tions that record Thracian names. Between the 
1st c. BC and the 2nd – 3rd c. AD in particular, 
the Aegean area of Thrace provides us with the 

stelai, although Roman iconographic themes re-
main uncommon.

The time from the 3rd to the beginning of the 
1st c. BC marks a rather turbulent period in the 
history of Thrace, when the Ptolemies, the Se-
leucids and the Antigonids claimed its land. The 
picture painted by the study of relevant sources 

end of the 2nd through the end of the 1st c. BC, is 
one of uncertainty and insecurity. It thus comes 
as no surprise that very few of our reliefs are 

1 Ammerman et.al
2 Andrianou 2017a.

FIGURED GRAVE RELIEFS FROM AEGEAN 
THRACE IN THE LATE HELLENISTIC AND  

ROMAN ERAS

Dimitra Andrianou

to the 3rd c. BC in particular is rather problem-
atic in Thrace and Macedonia because of few 
securely dated monuments as a whole. Roman 

in the 2nd c. BC when Philip V’s relations with 
Rome vacillated between good and bad. In the 
1st c. BC, the areas between the Nestos and the 
Hebros rivers were under the suzerainty of the 
Thracians, who had already established client 
relations with the Romans. As a result, Aegean 
Thrace was under the surveillance of the Thra-
cian deputies-defenders of Roman interests.3 
Direct Roman rule in the area was rather poorly 
expressed throughout the Roman era, but Ro-
man presence is evidenced as early as the 2nd c. 
BC in the epigraphic record4 and Italian negotia-
tors are known through two undecorated funer-
ary inscriptions of the following century.5 

Although none of the funerary reliefs 
from Aegean Thrace were found in situ, we 
know of excavated cemeteries in the region 
(Fig. 1). In the 3rd c. BC the cemeteries at 
Abdera shifted to the northwest of the north 
enclosure wall and remained in use until the 
second half of the 2nd c. BC.6 This area has 
yielded a variety of grave types (pits, cists, 
tile-covered and pithoi) but no tumuli.7 Two 
of the four tumuli in the area of Pentalophos 
(Toumbes) have been excavated and dated to 
the 3rd c. BC.8 North of Komotini in the area 
of Symvola, a Hellenistic cemetery and a tu-
mulus with a 3rd-c. Macedonian tomb were 

4 IThrAeg 
5 IThrAeg 
6  2011, 1150.
7 
8 -
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unearthed.  The looted Macedonian tomb at 
Komnina (Stavroupolis, Xanthi) is dated to 
the first half of the 2nd c. BC.10

In the area of Alike and the coastal area of 
Maroneia cemeteries of early Roman date (1st to 
2nd c. AD) are known (Fig. 2).11 The cemetery 
of Roman Topeiros, east of the Nestos River, 
consists of rock-cut tombs, arranged both in 
groups and alone.12 In addition to producing fu-
nerary inscriptions from the Imperial period, the 
cemetery has also yielded sculpture.13 Outside 
the eastern wall of the 2nd-c. AD city of Tra-
ianoupolis, a cemetery with a variety of tombs 
and a tumulus with cremation burials has been 

14 Also of Roman date is the cemetery 
of Plotinopolis, located north and east of Agia 
Petra, at modern Didymoteicho, and consists of 
tile cist graves.15 Finally, an impressive tumulus 
located between the villages of Mikri Doxipara, 
Chelidona and Zoni, west of Hebros River, was 
continuously used from the early to mid-2nd c. 
AD.16 Members of a wealthy family, possibly of 
Thracian origin, were cremated along with their 
horses and chariots. 

Ten more tumuli with cremation burials, 
all dated to the Imperial period, are known in 
the northern area of Hebros: in the area of Ladi 
(Didymoteicho) three tumuli are dated to the 1st 
c. AD.17 The contemporary tumulus of Thyrea 
has revealed two primary cremations, a horse 
inhumation and remains of armour.18 A 2nd-c. 
AD tumulus was found at Spilaio  and in the 
area of Ambelakia (Orestiada).20 Rizia, Dikaia, 
Loutros, Rigio and Kyane also yielded tumuli 

centuries AD.21Abdera, which had so many 
tombs from the previous centuries, produced 
fewer tombs dated to the period from the 1st c. 

pl -
-

10

11 IThrAeg, 338.
12
13 IThrAeg, 264, n. 4 and 5.
14 
15 
16 
17 
18  

 
20 
21 

2013, 130.

BC to the 2nd c. AD.22 The Hellenistic cemetery 
was probably sporadically still in use and two 
stelai of the 1st c. BC have been found on its 
periphery.23 Dated between the 1st c. BC and the 
1st c. AD are two inscribed funerary stelai (one 
of which in Latin) found in the area outside the 
walls, west of the south peribolos.24At the other 
end of our geographical limits, in the Drama 
region and the area of Potamoi (at the junction 
of the Nestos and Despatis rivers, close to the 
modern Bulgarian border), two tumuli of Ro-
man date are known, both looted and discovered 
without burials.25

Although we have a picture of the type and 
location of Hellenistic and Roman cemeteries 
in Aegean Thrace, none of the funerary reliefs 
from the area has been found in situ. They were 

authorities (Fig.3).
The vast majority of tombstones, which were 

inscribed in Greek with two Latin exceptions,26 
show two basic iconographic themes: the rider 
and the funerary banquet. These motifs appear 
in comparable numbers in the Hellenistic period, 
followed by reliefs with standing male and fe-

27 a dexiosis28 and two gladiators.  
Normaltypus30 and 

females with attendants31 are rare. Although very 
few reliefs may be dated to the 3rd and 2nd c. BC, 

st c. BC. This 
may be a result of the busy world of carving in 
neighboring areas of mainland Thrace (such as 
Philippopolis and Perinthos), when the coastal 

in transit and trained quarrymen. 
The only decorated relief (Fig. 4) dated to 

the 3rd c. BC with some certainty depicts a seat-

kalathos.32 
The iconography draws from the Classical Attic 
repertoire showing women within the sphere of 
the oikos
with a back and armrests that terminate in a li-

22 2011a, 1152-1153. 
23 and IThrAeg E65 (Abdera).
24 IThrAeg E72 and E77 (Abdera).
25  2002, 138-142.
26 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 48 and 60.
27 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 23, 25 and 26.
28 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 47.

 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 51 and 61.
30 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 41 and 42
31 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 21, 35 and 70.
32 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 21.
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on’s head at the front end. This end is supported 
by a lion’s leg, so that the head of the lion and 

-
mon sphinxes, on armrests are also evidenced 
on a folding Roman silver diphros unearthed at 
Ambelakia (Orestiada).33

The life-sized relief from the coastal area of 
ancient Maroneia is another late Hellenistic ex-
ample.34

frontal pose from the waist down and in a three-
quarter view from the waist up. Her left arm 
(preserved to the elbow) was bent and her hand 

also broken at the elbow, was likely free to ges-
ture out from the body in an open, active pose, a 
format typical of the 4th c. BC that gained wide-
spread popularity in the Hellenistic period.35An 
attendant is standing to her right and a pile of 
pillows, possibly from a kline or seat, can be 
seen stacked behind her. The relief is made of 
local marble from the Marmaritsa quarry, based 
on our isotopic analysis,36 and may be dated to 
the 3rd or 2nd c. BC.

Men in the so-called Normaltypus, a topos 
for cultured, active citizens, are known since 
the 4th c. BC in the Greek world. Two such re-
liefs are known from Aegean Thrace.37 The stele 
found at Mesimvria (unknown whether modern 
or ancient Mesimvria, Fig. 5
an arched panel (Bogenstele) that ends in a trian-
gle, imitating a pediment. In the panel is a male 

the arch.38 He is enveloped in a himation. His 
right arm, wrapped inside the garment, cross-

employing the convention of a well-read man. 

standing male.  She brings her right hand to 
her chin in a sorrowful or pensive pose. Simi-
lar reliefs were found in Byzantion dated after 
the second half of the 1st c. AD. The date of our 
stele in the late 1st or 2nd c. AD, based on both 
iconographic and epigraphical grounds, makes 
33 
34 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 23.
35 Dillon 2010, 70-75.
36
37 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. n. 41 and 42.
38 Andrianou 2017a, cat, n. 41. Compare PM cat. ns. 212 , 213, 218 

and 222. For arched recesses see von Moock 2012, 155-157.
 Compare Conrad 2004, cat. no. 73 (pl. 51.3) and no. 76a (pl. 

IGBulg I.146 and 147, where 

it a rare depiction of a cultured person in Aegean 
Thrace since men are commonly depicted as rid-
ers or hunters, an iconographic feature that goes 
back to Near Eastern royal hunting scenes and 
promotes the deceased’s military prowess.

Rider reliefs
Rider scenes with heroic attributes (the true 

Heros Equitans) are common in the Roman pe-
riod in the area under study. Dismounted riders, 
double riders or riders with booty (as if return-
ing from the hunt) do not appear on funerary re-
liefs in Aegean Thrace, where the motif shows 

a spear in his raised, usually right, hand.40 Two 
examples show the rider with a lowered right 
hand, where it is hard to ascertain what the rider 
is holding due to damage to the stone.41

The earliest such relief is dated to the 4th 
c. BC42 but the majority fall between the 1st c. 
BC and 1st c. AD. One example shows the rider 
approaching what we interpret as family mem-
bers43 and another shows the rider reaching to-

44 The only instance 
of a rider attacking a human enemy appears on 
a relief of the 2nd or 3rd c. AD in combination 
with a scene depicting a funerary banquet45 (Fig. 
6a). Heroic connotations, such as the tree-and-
snake motif, the helmet, the cuirass and the in-
scription with the word heros are found on two 
plaques that depict a proper Heros Equitans.46 
Typically, the hunter on his way to hunt or dur-
ing the hunt carries a spear and is accompanied 
by a hound and other animals associated with 
hunting (hare, deer, boar, lion). The motif crys-
tallizes in the Roman period with the rider on 
horseback holding a lance in his elevated right 
hand, hunting a boar with the assistance of dogs 
usually depicted under the legs of the horse.47 
The snake-entwined tree is present in half of our 
reliefs and the majority combine this imagery 
with an altar. The boar, another heroic aspect 
alluding to Herakleian and Calydonian myths, 

48 The boar is commonly 
carved in an abbreviated form, where only its 

40 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 
41 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 
42 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 
43 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 63.
44 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 55.
45 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 54.
46 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 
47
48 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 
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head and part of the body are seen, partially hid-
den behind the right or left frame of the scene.  
The boar is depicted in its entirety only once.50 
One explanation for the abbreviated rendering, 

-

signify the beginning of the hunt, whereas a 
whole boar could indicate that the hunt is fully 
underway. 

One of the most interesting and informative 
reliefs of this variation was once part of the so-
called Alexandroupolis Collection and probably 
belonged to an auxiliary cavalryman51 (Fig. 6b). 
It is a stele with two registers (Stockwerkstele) 
and preserves traces of color. A small part of the 
upper register survives with standing male and 

bearded rider is shown dressed in a sagum and 
boots. He wears a torque with a bell-shaped 
pendant around his neck and has a distinctive 
head, quite large in comparison to the rest of his 

at a much smaller scale. Dressed in a chiton and 
himation he holds a stylus and a theca with three 
more styli in his raised right hand and a cylindri-
cal object, possibly a scroll, in his left. A third 

-
ing its tail wrapped around his right hand (a de-
tail I consider Thracian)52 and a lance in his left. 
Under the horse are three animals (a boar and 
two hounds). Based on comparative evidence, I 
interpret the rider as a member of the auxiliary 

group of professional scribes and record-keep-

in 3rd-c. Dura Europos. The fact that a tomb-
stone of an auxiliary was found in the Hebros 
region should not surprise us as military troops 

with Niger at Byzantion. In addition, auxiliary 
troops were responsible for road construction 
and maintenance: we know of a secondary road 
perpendicular to Via Egnatia, running parallel 
to the course of Hebros River, close to the area 
where the relief was reportedly found.

 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 
50 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. ns. 

51 
52 Andrianou 2017a, 123 n. 850.

A second variation found in Aegean Thrace 
shows the rider in monumenta familiaria, a con-
ventional term used by Mario Ivanov when the 
rider is depicted along with a seated or stand-
ing woman, with or without children, or in an 
association with a funerary banquet.53 The rider 

monuments of the 1st c. AD54 and the 2nd or 3rd c. 
AD55 (Fig. 6c
anakalypsis gesture on the latter example, a for-
mat known from the funerary banquet iconogra-
phy, is presumably a member of the deceased’s 
family, although unnamed in the inscription, 
of equal importance judging from her size and 
placement in the rider scene.

attacking a human enemy, a popular motif on fu-
nerary reliefs from the Rhine that survived well 
into the Christian era.56A relief from Yfantes 
shows the triumphant rider riding over a fallen 
enemy and this motif is combined with a funer-
ary banquet on the same long shaft (Fig. 6a).57 
Similar iconography is attested on votive reliefs 
from Philippi, roughly dated to the 2nd or 3rd c. 
AD.58

From the 4th c. BC onwards and mainly 
in Asia Minor, the image of the rider is com-
bined with the funerary banquet either in the 
same register or on two separate registers. This 
combination may allude to the two facets of the 
deceased, a strong male with military/hunting 
prowess (rider) and a family person (funerary 
banquet).

Funerary Banquet
The other popular subject on funerary re-

liefs in Aegean Thrace is the funerary banquet. 
-

ly in the 2nd c. BC, it becomes the single most 
common subject in funerary reliefs from most 
areas of northwestern Asia Minor until at least 
the Imperial period.  In Moesia Inferior, for in-
stance, funerary banquet reliefs amount to 80% 

53 Ivanov 2006, 106-107.
54 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 58.
55 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 55, 63.
56

Dimitrova 2002, 220.
57 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 54.
58

cave relief) and LXXI.1 (a votive relief).

Petrova 2015, 76-87, esp. 86-87.

Dimitra Andrianou
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of the corpus of decorated reliefs in the Roman 
period,60 whereas in Hellenistic Macedonia the 
banqueter experiences a limited popularity61 
and it is unknown in Roman Athens.62 In Ae-
gean Thrace (based on current evidence) in the 
Late Hellenistic and Early Roman period the 
frequency of funerary banquets and rider scenes 
is almost the same. A change is observed in the 
Roman period when the motif of funerary ban-
quets  increases over rider scenes.

Aegean Thrace seems to follow the model 

scenes, the females seated on either side of the 
kline, the furniture, the fewer heroic connota-
tions than in Samian reliefs, the Thracian names 
on the inscriptions and the lack of intellectual 
symbols, commonly seen on reliefs from Byz-
antion.63 This does not imply slavish copying, 
but rather an aggregation of details that are 
commonly seen in Kyzikian reliefs. There is 
no example of additional family members re-
clining (women, couples, or children),64 and 
the schema -
mon in Macedonia65

(Apollonia, Mesambria, Odessos and Histria)66 
is found only once.67

exists of a seated woman with a child on her 
lap.68 Servants, when present, are depicted in 
standardized idle poses, carrying a ladle  or, in 
one example, a billhook.70 During the Imperial 
period, to which most of our funerary banquets 
are dated, heroic connotations disappear. In fact, 
the earliest banquet from Dyme (Fig. 7a) is the 
only relief that retains all heroic details (horse 
protome, Chalcidian helmet, cuirass, shield with 
a snake) and in a purely Thracian onomastic 
context.71 The epigraphic characterization of the 
deceased as a hero is not to be found on any of 

60
theme. 

61 Kalaitzi 2016b, 106.
62
63 See for instance, Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns. 32 and 43.
64

65 Kalaitzi 2016a.
66 Petrova 2015, 76-87.
67 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 40.
68 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 36.

 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 33.
70 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 44.
71 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 37.

the banquet reliefs known so far.72 The depiction 
of the family, of luxury through furniture and 
vessels, and, ultimately, of status, was more ap-
pealing to Romans than the heroic aspect, which 
gradually faded away. The non-eschatological, 
worldly aspects of this iconography came to 
the forefront, such as the “image formula” for 
the civil merit bestowed upon the dead through 

73 (Fig. 7b) and the gesture of 
farewell pictured in the rhythmic motif of the 
arms touching the shoulder of the person seated 
nearby (Fig. 7c).74

The combination of the funerary banquet 
with the rider iconography may be a develop-
ment of Mysian registered stelai, where the 
standard iconography includes a banquet relief 
on one register and a rider on the other. Both 
motifs may also appear within the same register, 
which may be interpreted as a less-expensive 
equivalent, as in the case of Yfantes (discussed 
earlier), Mantaina, possibly the earliest in this 
category, Iasmos and Topeiros.75

Themes popular in the Roman repertoire 
elsewhere, such as portraits or imagines clipeat-
ae, are thus far unknown east of the Nestor River. 

-

76 busts 
have not been found in Aegean Thrace, although 
common in Macedonia and as far as Philippi. 

Regarding the epigraphic evidence for 
names signifying the population synthesis in the 
area, Thracians become “visible” after the 1st c. 
BC. Thracian names are inscribed on decorated 
funerary reliefs either in the purely Thracian 
onomastic formula77 or with the adoption of a 
Roman name as an individual name, as in the 

78 or with names that speak to 

family.  Thracians also chose from among the 
prevalent iconographic themes and types of ste-
lai, something that highlights their full integra-
tion into the dominant culture. Nothing, other 

72 Ivanov 2013, 404.
73 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 62, the only decorated funerary 

monument of citizens with newly-acquired Roman citizenship 
in our corpus.

74 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 44.
75 Andrianou 2017a, reliefs cat. ns.  36, 46 and IThrAeg E104, 

respectively.
76 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 52.
77 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 37.
78 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 57.

 Andrianou 2017a, relief cat. n. 55.

Figured Grave Reliefs from Aegean Thrace in the Late Hellenistic and Roman eras
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to Thracians.
In conclusion and bearing in mind the re-

sults of other regional studies conducted in the 
greater area of Thrace,80 a few points can be 

a regional study, presents iconographic themes 
known from the centers of the North Aegean 
and Asia Minor from the Archaic through the 
Hellenistic period. In the Roman era the funer-
ary banquet and rider motifs prevail, whereas 
Roman iconographic subjects (busts, imagi-
nes clipeatae) were uncommon. Throughout 
the province of Thracia, areas impregnated by 
Greek culture (namely the coastal areas) showed 
less preference for the Heros Equitans, as this 
iconography was crystallized inland, and more 
for the Ionic repertoire, such as the funerary 
banquet. However, based on the evidence cur-

from the Pontic region in that the banquet and 
the rider shared equal popularity in the Hel-
lenistic period, with a change observable in the  

80 Slawisch 2007.

increased over rider scenes. 
Current evidence demonstrates that the 

entire province of Thrace brings together vari-
ous influences from neighboring areas and no 
one, single Thracian style can be recognized 
in the funerary art of the province. Regarding 
the Thracian population, as this is expressed 
through names of Thracian/pre-Greek ori-
gin, it is worth noting that they only become 
“visible” after the 1st c. BC.81 This might be 
explained by the economic development and 
political stability that followed the arrival of 
the Romans along with the growing tendency 
to use inscriptions, a trend that generally al-
lowed social and ethnic minorities to express 
their beliefs and project their identity in the 
Roman world.

Finally, the isotopic analyses conducted in 
the region showed the increasing use of local 
quarries in the Roman period, perhaps indicating 
the presence of small, local workshops.82 Further 
analyses and in situ autopsies to locate ancient 
quarries will eventually answer questions regard-
ing the production of stelai as a whole.

81
82
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Fig. 1. Map of excavated cemeteries (3rd – 1st century BC), © Andrianou and Simatos

st – 3rd century AD), © Andrianou and Simatos

Dimitra Andrianou
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Fig. 3. Map of modern locations indicating where funerary reliefs were reportedly found,  
© Andrianou and Simatos

Fig. 5. Komotini Archaeological Museum 
 

relief 41, © Andrianou and Simatos

Figured Grave Reliefs from Aegean Thrace in the Late Hellenistic and Roman eras
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Fig. 6. Rider reliefs
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b. Komotini Archaeological Museum 
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Heraion Teichos is located on the shores 
of the Sea of Marmara (ancient Propontis).1 

“Hera’s city”. This name belongs to the time of 
the Greek colonization from the 8th century BC.2 

3rd millenium BC and the latest ones date from 
the 13th century AD.

Archaeological excavations have identi-

area, which is situated at the highest point of the 
acropolis, was dedicated to Hera/Kybele. The 
cult of the god of health spread throughout the 
acropolis after the cult of Hera/Kybele lost its 
importance (Fig. 1).

The sanctuary of Hera/Kybele
The Hera/Kybele sanctuary from the 7th cen-

tury BC was replaced by a monumental temple 

-

-

The Roman use of the temple area and  
damages of the acropolis in modern times

In the 20th

-
heastern parts of the temple were destroyed 

-
racotta sherds, and other objects were found, 

1 
2 

TWO IMPORTANT MONUMENTS  
IN THE ANCIENT CITY OF HERAION TEICHOS:

THE SANCTUARY OF HERA/KYBELE  
AND THE SANCTUARY OF THE GOD OF HEALTH

3

The Hellenistic period
The temple consisted of a main hall, a 

semi-open area to the south, and several rooms 
to the East (Fig. 2). The walls of the main hall 
have a thickness of ca. 110 cm, and were built 
in the emplecton technique. The lower part of 
the walls were build of stones taken from older 
buildings and the upper parts were made of mud 
brick. Some mud bricks were burned during the 

The northern wall is not interrupted and 
continues towards the east. Nowedays, it is im-
possible to understand how the western part of 
the temple was constructed, because later roads 
and stairs were built on this side.

A room to the east of the Main Hall was 
divided into two parts by a rubble wall (Figs. 2, 
4). Its northern and southern walls and the en-
trance to the south belong to the period of King 
Mostis. The northern wall was build of carefully 
cut stones forming three niches. In the past, it 
might have been an important hall like the Main 
Hall. The northeastern part of this hall was 
partly destroyed, and the emplecton wall of the 
southeast area should also have belonged to the 
temple. The other walls further east were made 
in the rubble wall technique and belong to the 
the Roman period functioning phase.

The period in which the temple was built 
could be suggested by the ruins to the East of the 
Main Hall. The archaeological excavations here 

3 
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show that this part of the complex was not re-
stored after the destruction of the temple, while 
the ruins were used for some time for medicine 
production.

The dimensions of the temple’s Main Hall 
are ca. 18 x 11 m. Thirteen votive coins were 

King Mostis (end of the second century BC),4 
the others are from Perinthos, Cyzicus, Byzan-

this evidence the errection of the monumental 
temple should be dated to the Hellenistic Period.

-
bably with 

-
saster. There was
marble columns (only small parts of the colum-
ns were found) to

-

found on the western wall of two next rooms 

by red coloured frescoes.

a monumental door. Metal parts – door frame, 

-

-

4 

have been uncovered under the pavement of the 
colonnaded courtyard (

( ).

The Classical period

ed, show the presence of stone pavements, a 

a dog skeleton has been revealed. Two further 
-

-

-

the East of the pavement at a lower level. It was 

).

-

-

large stones were constructed to the west, whe-
re the stone pavements had been destroyed. It 

contemporary.
-

-

-
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courtyards and not large structures. Food was 
-

-

-

-
ters ( ) were 
found 

-

-

5 The local 

the 4th century BC.

-

-

( ).

The Archaic period

-

) from the 7th century 

5 The local pottery from 

-
6

The cult objects from the sanctuary of Hera/
Kybele

As mentioned above, the name of the city 
“Heraion Teichos” means the “city of Hera”. 

-
vations show that during the times of the Sami-
an colonization the cult of Hera was the most 
important one in the settlement.

-
tuary date from the Archaic to the Hellenistic 

stylized long triangular face, big eyes, a nose, 
and a large mouth (Fig. 6b), is dated back to the 
7th century BC.7 The painted pottery found on 

8 
and Classical periods were made in a stand-
ing position or sitting on a throne (Fig. 7a-b). 
Hellenistic examples with lions lying in the lap 
(Fig. 7c)
Kybele, the Goddess of fertility, of herb, plant 
and animal life known since the Neolithic pe-
riod in Anatolia.

A bone hand, which was found in the tem-
ple, represents Sabazius ( ), known as a 
Thracian god. In addition, this hand points to the 
worship of the mother Goddess.10 Besides Sa-
bazius, the shields that were used at the facade 
ornamentation in the Hellenistic temple, point 
also to the god of war Ares. Moreover, the terra-

-

Goddess, becoming a Pantheon of a sort.

The sanctuary of the god of health
-

11

-

6 See below “The cult objects from the sanctuary of Hera/Kybe-
le”.

7 
8 

10 
11 .

Two Important Monuments in the Ancient City of Heraion Teichos: The Sanctuary of Hera/Kybele ...
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-
 

-

of Hera/Kybele and around the centre of the ac-

one area of the “cult and health center”.
The medicine ovens (Fig. 8c) were made of 

clay sherds and soil. It was observed that Mu-
rex mussels (Murex Brandaris) were burned in 
these ovens. The ancient writers Plinius, Aristo-
tales, Aristophanes, Vitruvius, Plutarchos, Hip-
pokrates, Dioskurides, and Xenokrates claim 
that Murex Brandaris is used as food, as medi-
cine and as paint.12 This area of medical devices 
includes iron, bronze, lead, bone objects and 
medicine containers. The attested terracotta 
models of human organs13 show that this area 
was a center of healing and worship.

Two coins of King Rhoimetalces I14 and a 
misprinted Thracian coin (Fig. 8a-b) show that 

-
tury AD. The obverse of the misprinted Thra-
cian coin is worn. However, the head of a young 

side of the coin, a standing Heracles is depict-
ed.15 A border of dots surrounds Herakles in “U” 
shape, running also over his knees. This coin is 
a Thracian imitation of the Greek tetradrachms 
of Thasos from the second century BC. Some 
terra sigillata

12 
13 
14 
15 

also from the cult and health center.
 

the sanctuary of Hera/Kybele to the east. Ano-

the water. 

Nero, a sculpture of Eros and clay sherds date 
-

-
 

Conculusion
During the 5th and 4th centuries BC, He-

raion Teichos was a prosperous Thracian port 
orientated at sea trade. After the defeat of king 
Kersebleptes by Philip II the great Odrysian 
Kingdom came to an end. However, the temple 
of Hera/Kybele shows that the sanctuary was 
rich enough to errect a monumental building in 
the second century BC. After the sanctuary of 
Hera/Kybele had lost its importance, a sanctu-

-

AD. It is not possible to say how long the cult of 
Asclepius persisted because of the destructions 
in modern times.

-
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Fig. 1. Plan of the Akropolis: on the right the Hera/Kybele Temple, on the left the Asclepios Sanctuary.

Two Important Monuments in the Ancient City of Heraion Teichos: The Sanctuary of Hera/Kybele ...
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Fig. 3. The Hera/Kybele Temple (from North to South)
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Fig. 4. The Hera/Kybele Temple (from Southeast to Northwest)

Fig. 5. The sanctuary of the god of health (from Northwest to Southeast)

Two Important Monuments in the Ancient City of Heraion Teichos: The Sanctuary of Hera/Kybele ...
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Fig. 6. Top left: the 
bull scull and the 
kantharos; bottom 
right: the head of a 
figurine.



archaic, classical and hellenistic periods.

Two Important Monuments in the Ancient City of Heraion Teichos: The Sanctuary of Hera/Kybele ...
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Fig. 8. Above: the misprinted Thracian coin; below: the medicine oven.
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communication routes from prehistory until 
nowadays. Taking into discussion the repertoire 
of discoveries, it seems that the advantages of-
fered by the terrain were exploited in Dacian 
times as well.1

The area named by the geographers the 
(Fig. 1/a) lies in the contact 

zone between the Middle and the Inferior 

2

The T  gorge (the Burjuc-Zam 
gorge) is 8 kilometres long and runs in a south-
east – north-western direction, cutting through 
sandstones and Pannonian andesites. The sides 

3

The Ilia Depression (or the Ilia Plain) de-
velops on approximately 22 km in length and 

west), the Metaliferi Mountains to the north and 

on an altitude of 160-175 metres, is an alluvial 
plain with a gentle slope, 3-5 km wide, in which 
the river presents many meanders.4

localities 
-
-

*  I would like to thank dr. Valeriu Sîrbu and dr. Aurel Rustoiu for 
their kind suggestions, ideas and support in elaborating this paper.

 1 See, for example, the discovery repertoire at Gheorghiu 2005, 

large infrastructure works, added important vestiges to the 

2 
3 
4 

CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING  
THE DACIAN DISCOVERIES  

Cristina Bodó

ence zone). Downstream from Mintia, the gorge 
narrows once again, being only 250 metres wide 

5

The archaeological research in this region 
has been scanty, the results being mainly limited 
to random discoveries.

Zam village lies just at the western en-
(Fig. 1/a). A 

vessel and a spindle whorl from the collection 
of the Museum of Dacian and Roman Civiliza-

6 
The handmade vessel (Fig. 2/c) is made from 

since antiquity. The paste is light brown, with 

buttons are placed on the walls – four bigger 
alternating with four smaller. The height of the 

the diameter of the base 6.5 x 7 cm.

Zam gorge (Fig. 1/a). On the territory of this 
locality, a coin hoard, hidden in a ceramic pot, 
was found, probably in 1872.7 It contained 50 

Apollonian drachms, 32 (or 37) drachms of 
Dyrrhachium, 833 (or 837) Roman Republican 
denarii (most minted between the beginning of 
the 2nd century and 72 BC, one minted in the 
east, 43-42 BC, and one in 31 BC) and 13 (or 
11) Imperial denarii (the oldest one from Ves-

8 Analyzing 
the hoard’s composition, the minting date of 

5 Rus 2012, 28.
6 Gheorghiu 2005, 50.
7 
8 

-
notations recorded in the “Monetary hoards” manuscript of 
the Numismatic Cabinet from Budapest with the data pub-
lished until nineteen seventy, when she published this hoard, 
with the types and the chronology of the coins).
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-
served that there were several hoarding phases, 

 The majority of the older coins are in 
good condition, they were not in circulation, 
being probably already treasured in the 1st cen-
tury BC. The only worn coins in this part of 
the hoard are a Marcus Antonius Republican 
denarius from 31 BC, minted much later than 
the rest of the Republican coins, three Dyr-
rhachium and eight Apollonian drachms, while 
most of the imperial ones show clear traces of 
use.10 Although a large part of the coins was ac-
cumulated / treasured in a much earlier period, 
the hiding of the hoard took place only in the 

rd century AD.
Câmpuri Surduc11 is located in the Ilia de-

pression, in its western part, close to the exit 
-

(Fig. 1/a, Fig. 
1/b)

-
lage in 1887, namely two Dyrrhachium coins, 
found in 1886.12

Systematic archaeological excavations 

Hunedoara Regional Museum (today the Mu-
seum of Dacian and Roman Civilization) on two 

13 Many years later, Gabriela 
-

tion, distinct from the aforementioned points, 
according to information provided by Ioan 

14

having a good view towards the valley (Fig. 
1/c). The plateau is about 25 m in diameter, be-
ing placed behind the households of the present 

military point.15 According to the published in-
formation, a ditch was observed during the re-
search of the plateau, on a length of three me-

10 
11 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 125-140.
12 
13 
14 Gheorghiu 2005, 31.
15 

bedrock appeared at a depth of 1.50 m.16 Start-
ing from this information, Aurel Rustoiu consid-
ers that these pieces could indicate the presence 

17 
The position of the peak, with a good perspec-

an observation point.18

The materials unearthed here are represent-
ed by potsherds, most of them handmade, some 
iron nails and spike nails, a circular lead frag-
ment, a bronze ring and two coins  (Apollonia 
drachms,20 Fig. 3/a). In addition, animal bones 
and daub fragments were discovered, the latter 
with twig marks.21

The handmade vessels (Fig. 3/k-n, p, r-t) 
are represented by fragments of jars, storage 
containers, dishes, fruit bowls, cups and jugs. 
The wheel-made recipients (Fig. 3/o, q) are few: 
fragments from two storage vessels, the cup of a 
grey fruit bowl (showing traces of repair), a dish 
and the rim of a grey vessel, probably a jug.22

North of this point is the place called “La 
-

enclosing an irregular oval surface, 37 m long 
and 22 m wide. The wall, 1.50 m wide, followed 
the margins of the manmade plateau and was 
built with local rough stone bonded with clay 
(preserved maximum height of 80 cm to 1 m).23 
It probably had a superstructure made of wood 
and earth – a palisade24 (considering that a thick 
layer of adobe with wood marks was found 
close to the wall).

The majority of the ceramic vessels were 
handmade (Fig. 3/c-e, g-i), the forms being di-

fruit bowls, dishes, jugs and cups.25

The wheel-made vessels (Fig. 3/f, j) are 
represented by the sherds from two storage re-
cipients and the rim fragments of small vessels 

-
mosphere (probably a jug). Another ceramic ar-

26

16 
17 
18 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 125.

 
20 The coins were determined by dr. Raoul , in 2013.
21 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 126.
22 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 126-127.
23 
24 
25 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 128.
26 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 128.
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Some metal objects come from this site, 
as well: a nail, an iron knife blade with broken 
tip, two bronze rings.27 A massive iron axe was 
also discovered at Câmpuri Surduc, belonging 
to a relatively rare type, with a good analogy at 

28

After analyzing the available archaeologi-
cal material, we may conclude that the habita-
tion of the two points was contemporary. The 
ceramic material can be dated from the middle 
of the 2nd century BC and through the 1st century 
BC. So far, there are no materials which can be 
dated reliably to the 1st century AD (but some 
of the vessels could have also been used in this 
period too).

-
lowing discovery, also in this region, but pos-
sibly to the west: “Lower than Gurasada, in the 

the height marked by the guarding post of the 
railway, Thasos tetradrachms and Dyrrhachium 
coins were found, relating to the Dacians”.30

A hoard composed of Dyrrhachium drachms 
was discovered at Câmpuri de Sus, a village 
north from Câmpuri Surduc.31

Fig. 1/a). A 

in the locality “Valea Dosului” on the south-
western side of this area, on the right bank of 
the creek. It was estimated at around 300 coins, 
from which 245 pieces reached the museum 
and the rest were lost.32 They were placed in a 
handmade biconical jug with one handle, made 

-
ter 8 cm).33

Hunedoara type (Fig. 2/a), with the obverse imi-
tating the tetradrachms of Alexander the Great 
and the reverse the ones of Philip II. All the 
coins are scyphate (the concave part is always 
the obverse). The head of Heracles – Alexander 
the Great, towards right and with the lion skin, 
27 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 128.
28 

2016, 128.
 Bodó, Sîrbu 2016, 128.

30 th century, such 
guarding posts were placed along the railway, at a relative 
distance of 2 km from one another.

31 Gheorghiu 2005, 30.
32 
33 

stylized. The representation is closed in a dot-
ted circle. On the reverse, also schematically 
depicted, is the horse rider, towards right.34 The 
analysis undertaken by Octavian Floca showed 
that eight dyes were used for the obverse and 
thirteen for the reverse. The weight of the coins 

-

and 33 mm, with an average of 30 mm.35 Many 
of the coins had countermarks (close to the cen-
tre, often as a hemispheric oval) – mainly the 

st century BC.36

A hoard composed of similar items was 

100 coins). It was observed that some of the 
coins were minted with the same dyes like the 

37

Some Dacian potsherds were also discov-
ered in the area where the coins were found, and 
sixty metres away, a quern stone fragment.38

At a distance of 1 km from the above-men-
tioned point, at Fântâna Plaiului – “Pietrari”, a 
ladle with a horizontal handle was found (Pes-
cate type simpulum). The bronze item (Fig. 2/b) 
had two distinctive parts: the globular vessel 
(height 4.2 cm, rim diameter 5.4 cm) and the 
mobile handle (length 24 cm), attached to the 
recipient with a twisted wire.  It belongs to the 
A type, with the handle made from three articu-

-
dle one is shaped like a cane, decorated with 
three relief knobs.40 North of the Danube, simi-

of the workshops in Campania, were manufac-
tured between the 2nd half of the 2nd century BC 

also used in the 1st century AD.41 Aurel Rustoiu 
concludes that the ladles from Dacia are lacking 
clear dating contexts and presumes that these 

34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

 
40 Rustoiu 2005, 65.
41 Rustoiu 2005, 66.
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artefacts entered the lands north of the Danube 
especially in the 2nd half of the 1st century BC,42 
some examples possibly earlier, at the end of the 
2nd st c. BC.43

Fântâna Plaiului lies in the southern part of 
the actual village. The terrain climbs in terraces 
until the foot of a hill with steeper slopes. Its up-
per part, shaped as an almost oval plateau, has 

-
cluding the Apuseni Mountains) (Fig. 1/d) and 

place called “Valea Dosului”, where the men-
tioned coin hoard was hidden, is also highly vis-
ible from this point, as the respective terrain is 
at a lower altitude.

we are dealing with a habitation located in a 
more remote and protected area.

just under it), between the villages of Bretea 
44 in the so-called 

-
(Fig. 1/a)

45

additional information, mentioning a large ves-
sel decorated with a relief band and reddish-
brown ceramic fragments.46

On the upper plateau there was a single 
habitation level, with remains from hearths and 
Dacian potsherds from the end of the Late Iron 
Age.47 The strategic position of the hill motivat-
ed Ioan Glodariu to include the discoveries from 

48

The plateau habitation was destroyed by a 
-
-

42 Rustoiu 2005, 66.
43 Rustoiu 2005, 73-74.
44 It has been referred to in the existing literature as belonging 

noted as a discovery for both localities in one and the same 

45 T gl  1887, 58.
46 
47  

48 

ments.
by the locals, metal objects were found here as 
well, including a fragment of a bronze statue.50 
Almost all the pottery is handmade (Fig. 2/d, 
f-k): fragments of jars with straight or slightly 

-
51 Some ceramic fragments 

consists of relief bands (simple or with incised 
lines) and buttons, sometimes in combination. 
Among the wheel-made forms (Fig. 2/e) we 

and a storage vessel (a piece from the wall of 
-

ery made on the territory of the locality Bretea 

a pinched plastic band.52

Soon after the eastern exit of the gorge, 

 com-
mune) – 13 drachms minted by Dyrrhachium 

53  –  
one bronze coin, possibly of the Hunedoara-

54

The discoveries grow and diversify starting 
with the  – Deva sector (and eastwards), 
a fact which should not surprise us actually, 

-
more, the area was considered the “granary of 
this region”, but until recently only a handful 
of rural settlements were known.55 In 2011, the 
preventive archaeological research on the route 

-
ery of the remains of several Dacian settlements 

-

 –  
56  1 – Avicola,57 and Uroi – 

Pod 58 To these we should add the latest 

 
50 
51 
52 
53 Gheorghiu 2005, 26.
54 Gheorghiu 2005, 31.
55 Gheorghiu 2005, 220-221
56 
57 
58 
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 Finally, the old 
and new discoveries attest an important Dacian 
settlement on the teritory of Deva.60

us clues for the 1st century BC habitation, but 
we have too few information for the 1st century 
AD. Summing up the data, we witness the exist-

-

concludes that the largest part of the Republican 
bronze tableware represents the result of common 

-
lation at the end of the 2nd century BC and in the 
1st century BC.61 At the same time, the analysis of 

-
bles the same author to conclude that a series of 
types of bronze vessels, amongst which the Pes-
cate type simpula as well, were imported at the 
end of the 2nd st c. BC.62 
In the micro-zone we have investigated there are 

from Apollonia, Dyrrhachium, maybe Thasos, 

-
clusion that a centre of power took shape on the 

 et al. 2013, 113, nr. 55.
60 -

, 
18-25.

61 Rustoiu 2005, 71.
62 Rustoiu 2005, 73.

segment in the current Hunedoara County) and 
also that a coin minting authority existed in the 
same region.63 In this context, the presence of 
the Pescate type simpulum 

-
ready existed there, developing a taste for this 
kind of products and participating in their ex-
change, using coinage. Thus, the vessel could 
have arrived here at the end of the 2nd century 

st century BC,64 at 
the same time when the coins of Dyrrhachium, 
Apollonia and even Thasos reached this area. 
Allies of Rome, Apollonia and Dyrrhachium 
represented the main ports through which 
the Italic products shipped from Brundisium 
reached the Orient.65 The discoveries from the 
respective region point to its connexion with 
what Rustoiu called the western roads of arte-
fact and coin penetration in the northern Bal-
kans: from the eastern Adriatic to the Danube, 

66 They also 
could suggest the existence of a centre of pow-
er, which lost its importance sometimes in the 
1st century BC.

The lack of any solid evidence for the 1st 
and the beginning of the 2nd century AD could 
be a consequence of the disappearance of this 
centre, but, taking into consideration the stra-

rather be linked to the state of research.

63 Gheorghiu 2005, 228.
64 Rustoiu 2005, 73-74.
65 Rustoiu 2005, 74.
66 Rustoiu 2005, 74-76, 83.
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

highly authoritative Real-Encyclopädie der 
classischen Altertumswissenschaft, appeared an 
extensive study of Eduard Schwartz on Eusebius 
of Caesarea
during the decades to come.1 Accordingly, the 
“verdict” that the form and content of Eusebius’ 
chronological tables are unreliable,2 predestined 
the results of numerous researches during a long 
period of time. One of them is Arthur Stein’s 
book on Thracia, in which the author rejects as 
unreliable the year AD 46 viewed as Eusebius’ 
date for the establishing of the province of Thra-
cia.3

date of this important change, Arthur Stein of-
fered the year AD 45.4

Since then the specialized literature has 
been more or less dominated by Stein’s opinion 
that the province of Thrace is established in 
AD 45. However, one still publica-
tions the year AD 46 with reference to Eusebius, 

more – some scholars are mentioning within 
one publication the two 
important change.5 th century 
the annexation of Thrace was dated to AD 47,6 

-
ed the change in AD 44 without any reasoning,7 
and the topic is in fact generally missing in 
the research.8 The appearance of a publication 

1 
2 
3 

critics concerning the respective chronological tables (Stein 

4 -
-

ous error.
5 
6 
7 
8 

2004. I would like to thank to Dr. Slavtcho Kirov for bringing 
to my attention Kolendo’s articles and providing further valu-
able information on the issue.

THRACIA HUC USQUE REGNATA  
IN PROUINCIAM REDIGITUR

Dilyana Boteva

whose author insists that the province of Thrace 
was established as late as AD -
or Vespasian (with the claim that this date had 
been reasoned already by Arthur Stein) is highly 
suggestive for the still existing uncertainty.  In 
fact, Stein speaks about 
als ob erst Vespasian die Provinz eingerichtet 

, adding explicitely Übrigens ergibt sich 
das Unrichtige dieser Vermutung auch daraus, 
dass wir ja bereits unter Nero einen Prokurator 

 Amidst 
such a historiographical context, re-opening this 

but also highly needed. Josiah Osgood’s note 
that Thrace is -

11 
provides a further impulse to start looking with 
a more careful eye into this issue, substantial for 
the history of ancient Thrace.12

First of all it should be clearly stated that the 
 Titus Iulius 

Ustus is attested with six inscriptions,13 three of 
them being identical14 and explicitly dated to the 
VIIIth year of tribunician power of the emperor 
Nero, i.e. in AD Oct./Dec. 61 – Oct./Dec. 62.15 
Thanks to these epigraphic testimonies, there 
could be no doubt that the province of Thracia 
was established long before Vespasian came to 

-

Todorov 2004, 46-48.
10 
11 Osgood 2011, 122.
12 I would like to express deepest gratitude to my colleague 

Nicolay Sharankov with whom I had the privilege to discuss 

he not only brought to my attention some important details 
and supplied me with needed publications, but also prevented 
me from certain errors. Of course, any faults in the analysis 
presented here are my own responsibility.

13 

14 

15 
solely “61 CE”. On the chronology of Nero’s rule see Kienast 
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dating of the annexation of this province is a 

discussed elsewhere.

*           *           *

Explicit information about the establishment 
of the province of Thracia is available only in 
Late Antique and Early Byzantine authors.16 
Among them, the earliest – and of fundamen-
tal importance – is Eusebius, the bishop of 
Caesarea Maritima  his-
torian, who lived in the late 3rd and the early 4th 
century AD. Information relevant to the topic 
here under discussion is found in his Chronicle, 
which consists of two parts, the Chronography 
and the Canons. The latter include chronological 
tables with synchronized important events from 
the history of ancient societies and countries. 
The Greek original is lost, but its content is 
restored on the basis of two translations: Je-
rome’s Latin one from the end of the 4th century, 
which is supposed to have preserved the origi-
nal completely,17 and an Armenian one, which is 
certainly later than the Latin,18 but has preserved 
both parts of Eusebius’ Chronicle, thus having 
a very special importance. Some excerpts from 
the Chronicle are known in Greek thanks to the 
Byzantine chronographist of the late 8th and ear-

th century AD George Synkellos.
It is precisely Jerome’s Latin translation 

of Eusebius’ Canons that provide us with the 
remarkable report “Thracia huc usque regnata 
in prouinciam  (Hitherto having been 
under kings, Thrace is reduced to a Roman 
province),  with a date based on four paral-
lel timelines. Jerome gives a reference to the 
Jewish calendar 
thus he marks the year 2060 and synchronizes it 
with the fourth year of Claudius’ rule,20 and then 
2070, synchronized with the fourteenth year of 
the same Emperor’s rule, which is also the year 
of his death.21 Accordingly, the annexation of 
Thrace remained without a direct reference to a 

16 
17 Hieronymus pp. IX- .
18

 English translation by Roger Pearse et al. Early Church Fa-
thers – Additional Texts, The Chronicle of St. Jerome (http:/
www.tertullian.org/fathers/jerome_chronicle_03_part2.htm) 
under Olympiad 206.

20
21

the Abraham timeline. Con-
cerning the other three timelines, there is now a 
more or less universally accepted way of pub-
lishing Jerome’s tables22 -
lowing milestones: the sixth year of Claudius’ 
rule, the second year of Agrippa in Judea, and 
the second year of the 206th Olympiad. Just prior 
to the establishment of the province of Thrace 
the census conducted by Claudius is reported 
when 6,844,000 Roman citizens were found, 
also dated in the 206th Olympiad and in the 
5th-6th year of Claudius’ reign. The entry about 
Thrace is immediately followed by the infor-
mation about the unrest in Jerusalem under the 
procurator of Judaea Cumanus, which is dated 
in the 7th year of Claudius and the 3rd year of 
Agrippa II.23

this chronological milestones?
1. The Olympiads: Back in 1866, in Alfred 

Schoene’s detailed edition of Eusebius’ Canons, 

th Olympiad 
covers the years AD 43-46, the 206th Olympiad –  
AD 47-50 and the 207th Olympiad – AD 51-54.24 

-
structive article on “Aera”, where he dates the 
205th Olympiad in AD 41-44, the 206th – in AD 
44-48 and the 207th 25 this is the 
chronology universally acknowledged.26 An im-
portant peculiarity needs to be emphasized, as 
explained by Kubitschek: one year of the Olym-
piad cycle covers the period between the begin-
ning and the end of the Attic year, i.e. between 
the 1st day of the month of Hekatombaion (i.e. 
July/August) and the last day of Skirophorion 
(i.e. June/July).27

2. Claudius’ rule, the census and the un-
rest in Jerusalem: Claudius was proclaimed 
augustus on January 24th AD 41,28 which means 
that the sixth year of his rule should be identi-

period of January 1st-24th

this year seems to be the least problematic con-
-

22 
23 
24 Eusebius 1866, 234.
25 
26 A. Schöne obviously accepted this chronology in his analysis 

27 
28 Kienast et al. 2017, 82.
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ful analysis of all the data, included in the relev-
ent information of Jerome, shows in fact a huge 
inconsistency which expects a plausible expla-
nation in the future.

A problem emerges due to the informa-
tion about the census conducted by Claudius.  
In the universally accepted publication of Je-
rome’s Canons it is mentioned just prior to the 
annexation of Thrace

modern literature various years are suggested 
for this census: Scramuzza places it both in AD 

30 31 
32 In fact, already 

33

Due to the fact that Jerome places the an-
nexation of Thrace after this census, the two 
years proposed in the literature for the census of 
Claudius, AD 47 and AD 48, both create a prob-
lem as they postdate the year of AD 46 which is 
traditionally viewed as referring to Thrace. This 
would mean that if this sequence of events is 
correct, then the transformation of the Thracian 
kingdom into a Roman province could not date 
prior to AD 47, when the census was initiated, 
but it could possibly even fall in AD 48, when 
the census was completed. Accordingly, we ar-
rive in the 3rd (July/August AD 47 – June/July 
AD 48) or, eventually, the 4th (July/August AD 

th Olym-
piad.

A further milestone could be the entry 
which follows immediately after the report on 
Thrace. It refers to the tumult in Jerusalem un-
der the procurator Ventidius Cumanus, who held 
the position in AD 48-52.34 The event happened 

 On Claudius’ census see most recently Osgood 2011, 158-

30 
31 Osgood 2011, 158.
32 sic!). Cf. Scheidel 2004, 6, where 

the census is placed in AD 47.
33 -

tested by inscriptions dated in the years AD 47, AD 47/8, AD 

34 -
mann 2005, 240. See however the doubt concerning the start 

only approximtely, from Josephus’s reference to the death of 

, i.e. in 
mid-April35 in an year which is variously identi-

36 37 38 
accordingly, it could not be used when trying to 
clarify the year of the annexation of Thrace.

3. The second year of Agrippa: The chrono-

to assess correctly and probably because of this 
the issue has never been carefully approached so 

-
lius Agrippa II,  better known as Herod Agrippa 
II, son of Agrippa I, the beginning of whose rule 

appointment as a ruler in the region went through 
40 starting as a king of 

Chalcis (having however the 
over the Temple and its funds but over the selec-
tion of High Priest, a right which he immediately 

),41 but actually assuming government only 

real variety of years proposed for his enthrone-
42 AD 

5043 and even AD 50/51.44 -
ly, there is another year that could make some 
sense in the context of the issue under discussion. 

Chalcis as early as AD 48, but without any ex-
planation.45 It must however have been connect-
ed with the death of Herodes, Agrippa II’s uncle, 
who was Chalcidis rex till he died in AD 48.46 R. 
Sullivan is explicit in this connection: 

Herod of Chalcis, which occurred in the 8th year of Claudi-

458, n. 10).
35 

Feast of Unleavened Bread.
36 
37 Joseph., AJ 20.5.3 – cf. http://penelope.uchicago.edu/jose-

phus/ant-20.html.
38 

 PIR2 J 132.
40 

41 
42 

interregnum of a year or more when supervision by the Syr-
. Kushnir-Stein 

43 -

44 
45 

that Chalcis was given to Agrippa II just after his uncle’s death 
“toward the close of 48 A.C.”, but “remained in Rome and had 

46 PIR2
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death in 48 of Agrippa’s uncle Herod of Chalcis, 
Claudius assigned Herod’s kingdom to Agrippa 

.47 This is the only dating that could 
be combined with the information of Jerome for 
the years of the 206th Olympiad: if Agrippa II 
was sent to Chalcis (with the right to nominate 

four months of AD 48, then his second year could 
-

lowing one or two months of Agrippa II’s second 
year to fall in the last months of the fourth year of 
the 206th Olympiad. In the Armenian translation 
of Eusebius’ Chronicle, -

. 
Thus, while in the Armenian version the turmoil 
at Jerusalem under the procurator Cumanus and 
the annexation of Thrace are synchronous,48 Je-

after that about the tumult at Jerusalem.  The 
lack of other testimonies on the matter leaves us 
wondering which of these two timelines mirrors 
more correctly the original table of Eusebius.

*           *           *
Prosper Tiro, better known as Saint Prosper 

of Aquitaine, is a Late Antique author of the 5th 
century whose Epitoma chronicon transmits im-
portant entries of Jerome’s Chronicle,50 but for 
the period starting with the reign of the emperor 
Tiberius he introduces a Roman consular list,51 

Geminus and Rubellius Geminus, dated to AD 
52 Three of the entries introduced by Prosper 

in the consular list for the rule of Claudius are 
relevant to the issue here under discusion. The 

census of Claudius, placed 
under “Vetere et Nerviliano”. After it comes 
the consulship of Claudius and Orphitus with 
a note about the unrest in Jerusalem under the 
procurator Cumanus, followed by an entry on a 
prophecy of Agabus about a famine in the whole 
world, which on its turn is followed by the infor-
mation about the annexation of Thrace repeating 
literally the respective report of Jerome.53 The 

recognises as consuls of AD 50 C. Antistius Ve-

47 
48 

 
50 
51 
52 
53 

tus II and M. Suillius Nerullinus, while among 
the consuls of AD 51 Claudius himself held the 
consulship the entire year and Ser. Cornelius 

54 There is an evident problem 
in Prosper’s chronology because the census is 
ca. three to four years earlier than AD 50, with a 

-
ing in ca. mid AD 48. Concerning the annexa-
tion of Thrace, its placing as late as AD 51 is 
certainly incorrect, and accordingly one has to 
decide whether to ignore totally this evidence or 

of precision. If one decides to follow the second 
possibility, then a system error could be recog-
nised with Prosper’s AD 50 referring to events 
of ca. AD 47 and accordingly with AD 51 (when 
Prosper Tiro places the annexation of Thrace) 
referring most probably to events of AD 48.55

*           *           *
Jerome’s information concerning the prov-

ince of Thrace appears also in the early 6th cen-
tury AD Chronicle of Cassiodorus whose pri-
mary focus is a consular list 
mistakes found among those produced by the 

.56

the consular list stated by Cassiodorus himself 
to be his main concern, there are two impor-
tant features to be taken into consideration. On 
the one hand, Cassiodorus mentions historical 
events only seldom in his Chronicle 57 the entry 
on the census held by Claudius,58 immediately 
followed by the annexation of Thrace, should be 
considered indicative for the present analysis. 
On the other hand, despite claiming an accurate 
consular list, there are some problems within the 
fasti -
tion of the two consuls, Asiaticus and Cornelius, 
and the year of their consulship, as such a con-
sular couple is not attested for the period. This is 
clearly seen by the fasti for the reign of Claudius 
suggested by Gallivan.
of Claudius there is only one consul named Asi-
aticus, namely D. Valerius Asiaticus, who held 
his second consulship in January and February 

54 
55 -

cuss this issue.
56 Klaassen 2010, 15.
57 Cassiodor. Chron. 615
58 Cassiodor. Chron. 658.
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AD 46.60

within the context of the traditionally accepted 
year for the annexation of Thrace in AD 46. 
There are problems though, not only because 
none of the other six consuls attested for this 
year61

more as the census -
nitely after AD 46. As Cassiodorus’ information 
concerning the year of the census is unreliable, 
the same seems to be the case also with the one 
about Thrace.

*           *           *
The most informative report concern-

ing the annexation of Thrace is supplied by 
the Byzantine chronographist of the late 8th 

th century AD George Synkellos. In 
his Chronography the 
Year of Creation of the world and the year of 
“incarnation”, i.e. to the birth of Jesus Christ
after noting the year 5546 of the Creation and 46 
of the Incarnation, Synkellos continues:

From this time, Thrace, which was previ-
ously a monarchy, was converted into a prov-

62

Modern researchers connect this information 
of Synkellos with the text of Eusebius preserved 
in the Latin translation of Jerome and quoted 
here above 63 the two sources give identical 
information about the transformation of Thrace 
which allows assuming that the original Greek 
text of Eusebius on the province of Thracia 
included the sentence which is now found with 
its original Greek version only in Synkellos’ text.

Synkellos’ entry about the province of 
Thrace is followed immediately by the report 
that 

,64 while Jerome lists the 
two entries in a reverse order.65 The explanation 

choice to narrate the events in accordance with 

historical events allows in my opinion the sup-
position that the annexation of Thrace in a time 

60 
61 
62 Synkellos 2002, 482. 

405, l.8 (Dind. 630):       
,  .

63 Synkellos 2002, 482, n. 8.
64 Synkellos 2002, 482.
65 http://www.tertullian.org/fathers/jerome_chronicle_03_part2.

htm, see p. 262.

postdating more or less closely the early AD 47 
happened without the personal engagement of 
the emperor.

Eusebius is undoubtedly not the only source 
of clear thanks 
to a unique piece of information in the latter’s 
Chronography. It appears in a section entitled 

 / The re-
maining years of the Roman ruler Claudius 
just after two entries within AD 50 and is in 
fact unparalleled in the entire literary tradition 
available so far. Here I have in mind the re-
port that Claudius had conquered the Thracians 
when their King Rhymetalkes66 was slain by his 
own wife:67

It is of course possible that this report was 
part of the lost text of Eusebius but the fact that 
it is missing both in Jerome’s work and in the 
Armenian translation of Eusebius’ Chronicle, 
rather speaks that Synkellos had an access to a 
further source for these events and did not rely 
solely on Eusebius. Such a view is supported by 

the information about Claudius’ conquests of 
the Britons ( introduced already after the entry 
of AD 40) and of Thrace ( mentioned previously 

testimony about the Thracian king Rhymetalkes, 
i.e. Rhoemetalces III, is introduced without any 

been expected if it had been taken from Euse-
bius’ Canons.

*           *           *
Some words are needed about the two im-

portant narratives that have come down to us, 
unfortunately without the parts relating about 
the years here of concern.

The earlier of the two is Tacitus’ Annals  
of it, books VII-X together with the  
book XI, covering the reign of Caligula and 

,68 are entire-

66 

Rhoemetalces III (PIR VII2/1, 66-67, No 68).
67 Synkellos 2002, 484 16-17 (Dind. 

631 . -

connected with AD 46.
68 
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ly lost. As John Jackson explicitly states 
the rest of the Annals (…) the only independent 
authority is the eleventh-century Langobardic 
manuscript, Med<iceus II> (Laurentianus, 

I-VI. (…) The narrative reopens midway in the 
.  Accord-

ingly, the second half of Claudius’ rule – cov-
ering the period of late AD 47 till his death in 

a book and a half (second part of XI and XII). 
Chapters 8-10 of book XI however contain a 
summary of events covering the period of AD 
42/43 – 48, not just of AD 47.70 Because of this, 
we could not have a clear view of what is actu-
ally missing in the text of Tacitus now at our 

information is missing in the preserved chapters 
of books XI and XII of the Annals, this would 
by no means guarantee that it did not happen in 
the years between late AD 47 and AD 54.

The second narrative of importance for the 
issue here under discussion belongs to Cassius 
Dio, who wrote his Roman History in the early 
3rd century AD. His report on Claudius’ reign is 
preserved up to AD 46, but it remains unclear 
what part of the year is covered by the text of 
book LX that has come down to us.71 For the 
time after AD 47 the text of Dio’s Roman His-
tory is available only in the form of epitomes 
by Zonaras and Xiphilinus, in which unfortu-
nately many more or less important historical 
events are totally missing. This state of the pre-
served narration of Dio’s Roman History seems 
to allow the conclusion that the annexation of 
Thrace did not happened prior to AD 47. As this 
year is the only one of Claudius’ reign which 
remains with “dark months” due to the state of 
preservation of both Tacitus’ Annals and Dio’s 
Roman History, it would be fair enough to sup-
pose that the tension in Thrace started at a cer-

connected with this fateful change came to an 
end within the same year, or they covered also a 
part of the next year, is at present impossible to 
reconstruct.

 
70 
71 According to E. Cary this book has come down to us “in large 

-
tion.

In any case, the pieces of evidence about 
the annexation of Thrace by Claudius available 
so far allow the following reconstruction:

1. This annexation is listed after Claudius’ 
census which started early in AD 47 and contin-

-
dated the start of AD 47.

2. Prosper Tiro and Cassiodorus report the 
annexation within a year which both of them 

Prosper places it in a consular year following 
the year of Claudius’ census, while Cassiodorus 
places the census and the annexation of Thra-

that there is an error in one of the two texts, or 
that the change is the result of a longer process, 
which lasted within two consular years, one of 
them being most probably AD 47 and the other  
AD 48.

3. Scrutinizing the Annals of Tacitus and the 
Roman History of Cassius Dio proves that AD 
47 is the sole year with months uncovered by 

as a possible candidate for the start of the events 

this change was settled within the same year, or 
the tension continued also in the following year, 

*           *           *
A further highly important piece of evi-

dence on the issue is handed down to us by 
Tacitus (Ann. 12.63), who speaks about mili-
tary activities in Thrace prior to the consulate 
of Decimus Junius and Quintus Haterius (Ann. 
12.58), both attested as consuls in the period of 
January – July in AD 53.72 According to Tacitus 
(Ann. 12.62-63) AD 53 
the Byzantians demanded exemption from the 
tax burden, or at least its reduction their request 
was supported by Claudius, who pointed out 
in the Senate that they were exhausted by the 
“Thracian and Bosporan wars”. Obviously in 
the early AD 53 Byzantium experienced -
cial bel-
lum Thracicum and bellum Bosporanum. The 
nature of these events, as well as the essence 
of the Thracian war, remain uncertain. Tacitus’ 
reference to the Thracian War is related by re-

72 .

Dilyana Boteva
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searchers to the annexation of Thrace in AD 46. 
I opposed this interpretation recently73 because 
if this were the case then one would have to con-
sider in this key 
region, which should have left more traces in 
the ancient tradition. Now, with AD 46 being no 
more a chronological milestone, the co-relation 
between the Thracian War of Byzantium prior 
to AD 53 and the annexation of Thrace follow-
ing some turmoil in AD 47 and possibly even in 
AD 48 turns to be a real option.

The imperatorial acclamations of Claudius 
are also relevant. The most recent list of these 

73 Boteva 2017, 162.
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FINDING BENDIS

David Braund

In a recent and detailed discussion of the 
goddess Bendis I examined the ancient testimo-
ny on her nature, her arrival in Athens and her 
place within the public life of the Athenians.1 
Here I now wish to look again at two connected 
features of that recent paper, namely (1) the spe-

(but very badly damaged) rock-cut dedication at 
Marathi on Paros,2 and (2) the broad and funda-
mental question of how we might best approach 
this rather crepuscular deity. My main argument 
in all this is that we should treat Bendis in much 
the same way as we treat other ancient deities, by 
considering her as a whole phenomenon across 
the full extent of the ancient world in which 
she appears. For it has become routine, if not 
quite normal, to approach her in three distinct 
contexts: (1) Bendis in Thrace, (2) Bendis in 
Athens, and (3) Bendis in Magna Graecia (with 
other instances of the goddess slotted into one of 
these categories or simply ignored). It is not my 
concern here to delve into the intellectual, geo-
graphical and political roots of this fragmented 
scholarly tendency, but rather to urge that we 
move to a more holistic method, while (to be 

religion. In particular, it is at least curious that 
studies of Bendis seldom pay much attention to 
the Italian vase of the fourth century that was 
decorated by the so-called Bendis Painter. 

The cave on Paros
Claims that Bendis was important to the 

Odrysians (often made as somehow explanatory 
of Athenian concern with the goddess) cannot 
be substantiated by any testimony in Thrace, 
nor yet in Athens. The single ancient linkage be-
tween an Odrysian and Bendis is to be found on 

1 Braund 2017, with extensive bibliography. In developing 
views expressed there, I am grateful to participants at 
Kazanlak. All responsibility remains with me, of course.

the island of Paros in the Cyclades, where the 
entrance to a cave formed in the marble quarries 
bears a complex scene of deities, among which 
Bendis is to be found. The accompanying short 
inscription dedicates the considerable work to 
the nymphs (not to Bendis, we may note). The 
dedicator gives his name (Adamas) and an-
nounces his ethnicity in this short inscription –  
“Adamas, Odrysian, to the Nymphs

more generic ethnicity of “Thracian” and quite 
exceptionally chose to specify his Odrysian 
identity, but that of course constitutes no strong 
reason to suppose any special Odrysian link to 
Bendis. More might have been made of this ded-
ication if it had made more of Bendis, who is not 

-
panying scene (at least as far as we can tell in 
its poor state of survival). The goddess appears 
in a crowded scene where we can observe Pan, 
probably nymphs and perhaps Hermes, as well 

be Cybele by some. In his key paper,3 Bodnar 
insists that the inscription must have been cut 
in the fourth century BC, which would indicate 
that the whole monument should be given the 
same date. The date is likely enough for sever-
al reasons, not least that Bendis seems to have 
been especially popular in the fourth century. 

-
tering of the inscription has nothing to indicate 
the fourth century.

Details apart, the scene at this cave encour-

most important, it shows us Bendis in a context 
much more extensive than we usually have. Ev-
idently, our Odrysian (presumably an overseer 
in the marble quarries, for attempts to identify 

-
port) considered Bendis to be appropriate to his 
dedication to the nymphs. The location of the 
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dedication at the cave-entrance was appropriate 
enough to caves and other underground features, 
as is amply illustrated, for example, by the in-
scriptions from the cave at Vari in Attica, where 
a dedicant even describes himself as “taken by 
the nymphs”.4 -
sociations with the underworld, a cave-location 
seems all the more appropriate. For, although 
we know little in detail about such associations 
there is no doubt about their importance to Ben-
dis. That is why, as Burnyeat points out, the Re-
public of Plato opens with a katabasis in the form 
of Socrates’ journey from Athens to the Piraeus 

for this and other Platonic work has been under-
appreciated by moderns. By contrast, an ancient 

5 
-

cation may be set beside Hesychius’ presenta-
tion of explanations as to why Bendis was said 
to be “twin-speared” (and appeared in art with 
two spears): it was said that her two spears il-
lustrates her two realms or spheres of activity, 
one celestial and the other chthonic (Hesychius 
s.v. dilonkhos -

Artemis, she seems to be rather more complex 
than that. The consequences are numerous. For 
example, her famous interaction with Themis in 
the dark, lit by Themis’ torch, might be located 
not at night, but in the Underworld. Meanwhile, 
Hesychius’ inclusion of Bendis with Hecate as 
potential daughters of Admetus looks still more 
interesting if we know that Bendis (like Hecate) 
has a strong link to the netherworld (Hesychius 
s.v. Admetou kore). 

Thrace and the wider world
Greek gods and goddesses were quite often 

accorded origins outside Greek culture: Dio-
nysus, Cybele, Aphrodite Ourania, Adonis and 
more. Bendis was brought from Thrace, or so it 
seems widely to have been believed. Not only 
is she sometimes described as Thracian, but she 
appears in art in Thracian headgear, and Thra-
cians in the Greek world were evidently en-

Re-
public but also in the dedication from Paros. The 

Braund 2017.

latter might reasonably be understood as a sign 
that Thracians played an active role in spread-
ing her cult among Greeks. However, an abiding 
problem in the study of Bendis is her general ab-
sence from Thrace, where we hear only rarely of 
her presence. It is particularly striking that the 
epigraphic record of the Greek cities of the re-

deity whose importance resided among Greeks 
and associated Thracians only or overwhelm-
ingly outside of Thrace? In what sense was she 

embrace (and perhaps construct) her as a Thra-
cian, with the evident involvement of Thracians 
among them? Such questions are all the more 
pressing as we focus on communities farther 
from Thrace, notably in Magna Graecia. 

The presence of Bendis in Magna Graecia is 
rather more striking than her meagre footprint in 

Bendis elsewhere, there is no particular reason 

is of course characteristic of Greek religion and 
cults that the broadly panhellenic deities took 

to region, and indeed from city to city within 
a region. Accompanying myths and aetiologies 
certainly varied and might well be at odds with 
each other, but the core features of the deity and 

know nothing for sure of myths and aetiologies 
concerning Bendis, though presumably these 
existed. In principle, we may suspect that any 

-
dis and Aegean Bendis, for example, were to be 
found in such tales, not in her core nature.

The interplay of Thrace and the west in re-

not include colonial traditions, such as the Mas-
salian adoption of Ephesian Artemis.6

perhaps set aside too all the myth and cult that 
linked religion in Italy with distant shores, such 
as the cult at Aricia, rooted in Orestes’ adven-
tures among the Taurians.7 However, it might 
be more productive to include all such materials 
(and there is a lot) within a broader apprecia-
tion of the expansive geography that character-
ises so much of Greek myth and cult. Of special 

7 On these cults, including Nemi, see Braund 2018, 15-60.

David Braund
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Metapontum, in particular, with Apollo driv-
ing this remarkable tale of world travel and bird 

nature-mistress Bendis. Central to Aristeas’ tale 
also was the conquest of death, which again just 

Detailed speculation is unhelpful. But the Ari-
steas tale shows how easily religion and cult 
might be importantly linked across the distance 
between Thrace and Magna Graecia. That is 
surely enough to encourage us to treat Bendis as 
a whole phenomenon entailing both regions and 
more, including Thessaly and Bithynia.

If that is accepted, then the images of Ben-

dis in the west become important beyond their 
region. To the fore is the wonderful image (Fig. 
1) of Bendis painted in Magna Graecia in the 
fourth century BC by the artist whom we call 

-
ing Apollo and Hermes (both of whom we have 
had cause to bring into this discussion already). 

or somehow both, this image requires detailed 
study elsewhere. However, it shows us Bendis’ 
associates in whatever sense, while we should 
observe the relevance of the so-called Rhodope 
Vase,8 painted a few decades later in Apulia. 
For this vase too illustrates the connectedness 
of Magna Gaecia and the Black Sea world, not 
least in matters of myth, religion and cult.

8 Further, Braund 2018, especially 87.
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This paper aims to put in broad perspective 
a major phenomenon of coin deposits in ancient 
times: namely the huge amount of silver hoards 
buried in the 1st c. BC in the Balkans, now cov-
ering the modern territories of Bulgaria and 
Romania, and never recovered by their putative 
owners.*

This is a rich landscape of abundant coin-
ages. These hoards originally were made up by 
major issues of tetradrachms in the name of the 
Athenians, the Thasians, the Maronitans, as well 
as the First Meris of Macedonia and the quaestor 
Aesillas, gradually evolving towards a penchant 
for drachms of Dyrrachion and Apollonia and, 
eventually, the Roman Republican denarii. To 
sum up recent research, there is a strong agree-
ment now that all these coinages, whether fully 

the Romans, likely to pay their auxiliaries.1

of the named coinages: beginning with Marga-
ret Thompson for Athens, and followed by Edith 
Schönert-Geiss for Maroneia, Robert Bauslaugh 
for Aesillas, Ilya Prokopov for Thasos as well as 
for the Merides of Macedonia, and Albana Meta 
for Dyrrachion.2

In addition, several inventories of coin 
hoards are at our disposal. The main tool re-
mains the Inventory of Greek Coin Hoards, sup-
plemented by the 10 volumes of Coin Hoards 
published later.3 Moreover, three other publica-
tions are here of prime interest: the inventory 
by Evgeni Paunov and Ilya Prokopov of all the 

  The author is very grateful to Mary N. Lannin who revised the 
English. 

1 

2 

the relative volume of these coinages, see Callataÿ 2016.
3 

PUTTING THE LATE HELLENISTIC BALKAN 
SILVER COIN HOARDS IN BROAD GEOGRAPHICAL 

AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

François de Callataÿ

hoards found in Bulgaria with Roman Republi-
can denarii,4

of all the coin hoards found in Pre-Roman Dacia 
(4th c. BC – 1st c. AD),5

set of three volumes by Nikolay Teodossiev for 
all the coin hoards found in Bulgaria.6

Additionally, we do have a substantial 
body of interpretation of all this evidence: Ilya 
Prokopov, Olivier Picard and I have made spe-

7 But the best ar-
ticulated argument is currently by Evgeni Pau-
nov whose (unpublished) PhD “From KOINE to 
ROMANITAS” aims to accurately measure the 
impact of the Roman power on monetary mat-
ters on the territory of modern Bulgaria.8

broader perspective, both historically and geo-
graphically.

Each of the above-mentioned coinage has 
been found in many deposits in the Balkans. 

-
ing with the Hellenistic-styled tetradrachms and 
ending with the more Roman styled drachms or 
denarii help us visualize and locate these hoards.

Athens. Athenian stephanephoroi, i.e. late 
Hellenistic tetradrachms of Athens (the so-called 
“New Style”) are often found in Macedonia and 
Thrace. Of particular note are four consecutive 
years of the sequence dated in the second half 
of the 120s, enormous quantities of which have 
been transferred to the north. It is hard not to 
see the action of the Romans behind this ability 
to direct nearly the full production of the Athe-

4 Paunov, Prokopov 2002.
5 
6 Teodossiev 2017.
7 

8 Paunov 2013.
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nian mint for their use during four consecutive 
years.  For modern Bulgaria, Evgeni Paunov 
has produced a map of all these hoards (c. 25) 
with a clear concentration in southern Thrace, in 
the area of Kazanlak (Fig. 1).

Merides of Macedonia (ca. 100 obverse 
dies). Much more numerous and broadly dis-
persed are the hoards containing tetradrachms 
issued by the merides (the regions) of Macedo-

hoards have been listed by Ilya Prokopov.10 
The distribution map displays a concentration 
in northeastern Thrace with a fair amount of 
hoards located further north (Fig. 2).

Aesillas 
c. 20 hoards with tetradrachms in the name of 
Aesillas the quaestor.11 These hoards have been 
found in Macedonia and southwestern Thrace, 
especially in the area of Kyustendil (Fig. 3).

As we know, these tetradrachms can be di-

with fewer dies (ca. 20) and issued in the late 

(ca. 80), likely to have been struck in the 70s. 

found in various places of southern Thrace, with 
a dispersal pattern rather similar to the Athenian 
stephanephoroi, while the second is character-
ized by a more restricted area in Macedonia and 
southwestern Thrace (Fig. 4).

Maroneia (ca. 100 obverse dies). In her 
monograph on Maroneia, Edith Schönert-Geiss 
was able to list ca. 20 hoards with late Hellenis-
tic tetradrachms in the name of the Maronitans. 
They are mostly located in southeastern Thrace, 
i.e. north of Maroneia (Fig. 5). Many additional 
hoards could now be added to the list but it is 
unlikely that these additions will substantially 
modify the picture.

Thasos (ca. 400 obverse dies). The huge 

of the Thasians appears to dominate the total 
hoard picture. No less than 334 hoards have 
been listed by Ilya Prokopov.12 They are found 
everywhere north of the river Maritsa and in ad-
ditional large quantities in the Carpathian area 

10 
11 

12 Prokopov 2006, 215-266.

(Fig. 6).13 Interestingly, no such tetradrachms 
have been found on the island of Thasos itself 
and very few have been discovered closer than 
150 km north of Thasos.

Analysis of several overstrikes14 shows the 
bulk of these tetradrachms in the name of the 
Thasians, as well as those in the name of the 
Maronitans, has been issued much later than 
previously thought: they are more likely to 
have been struck in the 80s and not in the sec-
ond half of the 2nd c. BC as thought at the time 
of the publication of IGCH. In addition, these 
Thasian-type tetradrachms have been exten-
sively imitated.15 This is a highly complicated 
topic involving hypotheses about waves and 
chronology and it currently remains conjec-

the future.
Roman Republican denarii. As summa-

rized by Evgeni Paunov, Roman Republican 
denarii are the second pillar of the Late Hellen-
istic hoards in the Balkans. The inventory noted 
by Prokopov and Paunov for modern Bulgaria 
totals 132 hoards,16 mostly located in north-
western Thrace in the provinces of Montana and 
Vratsa (Fig. 7).17

18 
reveals a great number of hoards with Roman 
Republican denarii have been found in modern 
Romania, most of them buried in the 40s (Fig. 
8).  As for Thasian-type tetradrachms, local 
imitations of Republican denarii have been ex-
tensively produced but here with a great level 

them from those struck elsewhere.
Modern scholarly tradition has long em-

phasized the economic function of these ca. 300 
hoards.20 As we shall see, once put into perspec-
tive, this hypothesis is hard to sustain.

Dyrrachion and Apollonia (ca. 1100 ob-
verse dies for the years 120/110 – 60/55 BC). 

13 For a distribution map restricted to modern Romania, see 

14 

15 
16 Paunov, Prokopov 2002 (71 unmixed and 61 mixed hoards).
17 

Montana).
18 

 See Stan 2014, 48, Fig. 1.
20 See e.g. 

François de Callataÿ
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Finally, drachms issued in the name of the Il-
lyrian mints of Dyrrachion and Apollonia have 
been found in large quantities in Romania and 
west northern Bulgaria. The map produced by 
Albana Meta in her die-study of all the issues of 
Dyrrachion is self-evident (Fig. 9).

But the evidence appears to be larger with 
more hoards for Romania21 and ca. 30 hoards for 
Bulgaria (Fig. 10).

All together, these ca. 120 hoards show 
a large dispersal area rather similar to the 
Republican denarii. As for Thasian-type tet-
radrachms, it is remarkable that we do observe 
a big no-man’s-land (ca. 300 km) between the 
mints allegedly issuing these coins and the 
area of their maximal concentration in hoards. 
In line with recent scholarship but contrary to 
the still-dominant ideas in literature,22 Albana 
Meta underscores the military role played by 
these coinages, whose bulk was issued during 
the 1st

landing in continental Greece from Brundisium 
and on their way to Macedonia through the Via 
Egnatia.

2. Putting hoard numbers in broad geograph-
ical perspective

-
its, the evidence presented is not the only thing 
that is pretty large. The total of unrecovered 
hoards is unique for the entire Greek world. In 
his monumental inventory of all the Bulgarian 
hoards, Nikolay Teodossiev calculates that ca 
13% of all the recorded hoards for Hellenistic 
time have been found in Bulgaria, while its ter-
ritory (110 000 km2) could be estimated to repre-
sent only 1% of the Hellenistic world.23

debate about the size of the Hellenistic world, 
but by focusing on hoards in the IGCH with a 
burial date after 150 BC and before 30 BC, the 
situation becomes even more unbalanced with 
more than 44% (228 hoards out of 515) of all the 
hoards found in Bulgaria and Romania (Table 1 
and Fig. 11).
Areas Total %
Spain 5
Gaul 8 1.55%
North Africa 2

21
22 
23 Teodossiev 2017, iii-iv.

Areas Total %
Sicily 0 -
South Italy 6 1.17%
Former Yugoslavia 2
Albania 8 1.55%
Greece 56 10.87%
Macedonia 11 2.14%
Bulgaria24 123 23.88%
Romania 105
South Russia 10

Asia Minor and Cyprus25 53

The Levant26 54
Egypt 18 3.50%
The East27 54
Total 515 100%

Table 1. Number of silver hoards recorded by the 

Compared with the 2387 hoards recorded by 
the IGCH, evidence has been more than doubled 
with a total of about 5000 Greek coin hoards cur-
rently recorded. But the pattern remains stable 
with a total amount of Late Hellenistic hoards 
buried during the 1st BC in Bulgaria and Roma-
nia likely to approximate 600. In other words, 
in just one century, these areas have absorbed 
more than 1/10th of all the known evidence, from 
the early Archaic period to the Late Hellenistic 

terms of coin hoarding is something without any 
comparison.

Republican denarii in Romania and north-
western Bulgaria, although to a lesser extent, 
appear as a very special area as illustrated by 
the maps we can easily create through the portal 
Coin Hoards of the Roman Republic Online. 
are fortunate to have these at our disposal due 

Fig. 12).
Two points deserve to be stressed: 1) except 

for Italy, there is no other area of the Roman 
world with such a high concentration of hoards: 

24 

25
(Cyprus).

26 24 (Syria-North Phoenicia), 30 (Hellenistic Phoenicia-
Palestine).

27 11 (Iberia, Albenia, Armenia), 11 (Mesopotamia-Arabia), 13 
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for the late drachms of Dyrrachion and Apol-
lonia, there are very few hoards in between Italy 
and the Dacian area where they have been found 
in such great quantities. Especially noticeable is 
the paucity of deposits found along the Via Eg-
natia and in Macedonia.

3. Putting hoard numbers in broad historical 
perspective

To take the full measure of such a never-
seen accumulation of hoards for the total Greek 
world, it helps to put it into perspective with a 
long-term view.

In his recent inventory of all Bulgarian 
hoards, Nikolay Teodossiev produced very in-

coin deposits for Bulgaria i.e. a territory of ca 
110 000 km2, it shows an average of one deposit 
for every 32 km2

has been gathered by the Portable Antiquities 
Scheme, it turns out that this Bulgarian aver-

coin hoards for 151 000 km2). Teodossiev also 
presents several chronological graphs giving the 
number of hoards buried in Bulgaria through 
time. Combining these graphs, one may build a 
general one for two millennia and half of hoard-
ing (Table 2).

Taking into account the number of hoards 
per century, two periods stand out: the 3rd c. AD 
and the 1st c. BC. In terms of metallic value, 
however, it is clear that the amount of pure silver 
amassed in the heavy tetradrachms and drachms 
of the ca. 380 hoards of the 1st c. BC largely 
supersedes the debased content of antoniniani 
of the mid-3rd c. AD.28 So, over the long term 
(and neglecting demographic variations through 
time), the intensity of hoarding recorded dur-
ing the 1st c. BC in Bulgaria appears as quite 
remarkable and at a level never reached before 
or after.

This is of prime interest and provides an 
11th case to the study recently published in Nu-
mismatic Chronicle about coin deposits and civ-
il wars in a long-term perspective (c. 400 BC-

 Put in a descending chronological 
order, the 10 enumerated cases are (Table 3).

All these cases are characterized by strong 
peaks and none of them could be possibly linked 

from the present study – I wrote as a conclu-
sion – is the link between hoarding and general 
fear, mostly generated by political trouble and 

caused by unfavourable monetary reforms. … 
the percentage (nb: of unrecovered deposits 

28 For the strong connection of massive hoarding in Bulgaria 
in the mid-3rd c. AD connected with the defeat and the death 
of Trajan Decius at Abritus, near Razgrad, in 251, see the 
illustrative maps reproduced in Bland 2013, 225-226 (from 
Hobbs 2006).

 Callataÿ 2017a.

th c. BC-
th

François de Callataÿ
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due to wars) looks generally close to two thirds 
(67%). It looks even closer to 70% for Hellenis-

the area or the period, chronological peaks are 
found.  … As a consequence (nb: of the general 
fear), unrecovered deposits appear a very biased 
tool to study economic matters and a totally 
misleading one to measure economic prosperity. 
Of course, the content of coin deposits is highly 
instructive about what circulated but we should 

-
opment of the monetary market’.31

of coin hoards buried in Bulgaria and Romania 
during the 1st c. BC should be better described 

-
culation. Indeed, comparing sizes of coinages 
estimated in original number of obverse dies, 
we do have relatively far more hoards for Tha-
sian-type tetradrachms than for other Hellenistic 
coinages.32 If looking furthermore at the hoards 
recorded by Ilya Prokopov with at least 40 Tha-
sian-type tetradrachms,33 it turns out that 40% are 
characterized by round numbers being a multiple 
of 10.34

predilection for round numbers being a multiple 

30
31 Callataÿ 2017a, 235.
32 
33 Prokopov 2006, 215-266.
34 16 out 40 for which we do know the precise number of coins.

600 but none for 300 or 500? The case is tenu-
ous but: ‘the suspicion may arise that these round 
numbers come from round payments which were 
kept as such by their owners who made no use 
of them before the hoards were lost… the gen-
eral pattern apparently favors the hypothesis of 
large payments made by lots of 20 tetradrachms 
and their multiples’.35 In other words, these large 
silver coins mainly played the role of storage of 
wealth. To use the well-known anthropological 
phrasing, they didn’t have the three functions of 
all-purpose-money (unit of account, means of 
payment, and storage of wealth). They quickly 
passed directly from means of payment to stor-
age of wealth with no incidence of further trans-
actions. 

It would be thus entirely misleading to pro-
pose – as it has been often done, especially for 
the Dacian area – that such an enormous ac-
cumulation of unrecovered hoards is a sign of 
monetization of the area and is related to trade. 
Quite the opposite, such a unique accumulation 
of hoards actually strongly argues for a low lev-
el of monetization of the economy. If it should 
prove anything, it is that these coins remained 
largely unused in daily transactions and were 
left aside in the ground. This is the rich paradox 
of an area where coins entered in great numbers 
through military payments but which remained 
fundamentally attached to other forms of money.

35

No. Cases Chronology Hoards

1 USA

2 France

3 Poland 1500-1800 168830

4 Belgium 160

5 Ex-Yugoslavia 3rd th c. AD

6 England c. 4000

7 Egypt 10-360 AD 136

8 Republican denarii 220-1 BC 252

Hellenistic Syria 400-1 BC 306

10 Iron Age Britain 175 BC-43 AD 308

Bulgaria 6th c. BC-20 c. AD c. 3400

Table 3. Various cases for which we do possess an inventory of all the recorded coin hoards (from Callataÿ 
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Fig. 1. 
Distribution 
map of Athens 
stephanephoroi 
tetradrachm 
hoards (from 

156: Fig. 5.14).

with tetradrachms issued by 
the Macedonian merides (from 

François de Callataÿ
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Fig. 4. Distribution map of hoards with tetradrachms in the name of Aesillas (from Callataÿ, forthcoming b).
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Fig. 5. Distribution 
map of hoards with 
tetradrachms in the name 
of the Maronitans (from 

Fig. 6. 
Distribution map 
of hoards with 
tetradrachms in 
the name of the 
Thasians (from 

335).
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Fig. 8. Distribution map of hoards with Roman Republican denarii found in Romania (from 
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Fig. 11. Distribution map of the silver coin hoards recorded by the IGCH with a burial date estimated after 
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

-
wiegend in den eroberten Gebieten zirkulierten 
und auch hier unter zentralistischer Kontrolle 

-

Stadt dar. Sie zeichnen sich durch eine größere 
-

lichen stadtrömischen Typen aus und betonen 
vor allem den Heimatstolz der unterworfenen 
Gebiete, sei es durch lokale Gottheiten, spezi-

-
auctoritas die 

zeigt: Alles ist bestens ins politische Rom-zent-
ristische System integriert. 

Ab dem 2. Jh. n. Chr. und vor allem im 3. 

eine weitgehende Autonomie in der Typenaus-
wahl, die sich vermehrt auf die Darstellung von 

-
-

ve und orientierten sich nicht an dem in Rom 

dynamischeres stilistisches Streben feststellen, 
das sich auf Aktionshandlungen fokussiert.1 

auch heilige Haine, Befestigungen, Gottheiten 

* Ich bedanke mich herzlich bei Christoph Hausmann  seine 

1 Heuchert 2007, insb. 55-57.

DAS MÜNZBILD ALS INSTRUMENT 
ZUR VOLKSIDENTITÄT: LIEBE UND TOD 

AM BEISPIEL DER DARSTELLUNGEN 
VON ORPHEUS UND VON HERO UND LEANDER 

AUF KAISERZEITLICHEN MÜNZEN THRAKIENS

Francesca Ceci

und Helden des lokalen Mythos. Die thraki-
-

thische Gestalten wie Orpheus (Philippopolis, 
Traianopolis, und vielleicht auch Hadrianopo-
lis), Eumolpos (Philippopolis), Hero und Lean-
der (Sestos), Apollo Kendrisos (Philippopolis), 
Artemis Bendis (Kabyle), oder aber Tempel 

Asklepios und der Hygieia (Pautalia). Die my-
thische Vergangenheit der Region dient dazu, 

-
2 

Diese Ereignisse werden von diversen antiken 
literarischen Quellen und einer reichen Ikono-

-

-
men aus Thrakien und machen die Region zur 
Heimat von Persönlichkeiten, die in der ganzen 

-
kiens ein erneuertes Interesse erfahren. Ausstel-
lungen, Konferenzen und internationale Pro-

3 
-

2 Peter 2007, 107 -
cal coinage and regional identity: Numismatic research in 

https://www.topoi.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Interna-
tional-Symposium-Thrace-abstracts.pdf 

3 das ganze Projekt Corpus Nummorum Online www.
corpus-nummorum.eu/thrace/home im Jahre 2015-16 fand 
die Ausstellung in Berlin statt: 
Land des Orpheus (Bode-Museum 16.10.2015 -30.3.2016), 
ohne Katalog.
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Phil-
ippopolis, Hadrianopolis und Traianopolis mit 
Orpheus, und andererseits die von Sestos mit 
Hero und Leander als Protagonisten (Fig. 1).

-

Verbreitung erfahren haben. Orpheus steht als 
Heldentypus in engem Zusammenhang mit dem 
Sakralen und ist mit außergewöhnlichen und 

-
rienkultes. Hero und Leander dagegen – ganz 

-

von Orpheus mit seiner Frau Eurydike wieder-
holt.

Orpheus
Der Mythos des Orpheus durch seinen Va-

ter, König Oiagros, thrakischen Ursprungs und 
selbst als thrakischer König betrachtet, erlebte 

v. Chr. große Verehrung, sowohl in der literari-
4 wie auch in der attischen 

Keramik.5 
Die besonderen Momente, die von den 

griechischen Vasenmalern des 5. Jh. v. Chr. ge-

Personen umgeben, die in ihrer Tracht eindeutig 
als Thraker ausgewiesen waren, oder auf seine 
gewaltsame Köpfung durch thrakische Frauen, 
ebenfalls an der Kleidung und den von ihnen 

6 Der 
Abstieg in die Unterwelt erscheint in der groß-
griechischen Keramik im 4. Jh. v. Chr., wo Or-

gekleidet ist, mit einer lange Tunica.7

-
-

dargestellt.8 

Ga-
 Roessli 2000, 10-

2012, 211-252.
5 157

6 -

7 
8 Ceci, 

-
men aus antoninischer Zeit und wurden von der 

-
gen.  Das gleiche Bild taucht dann in Thrakien 
in severischer Zeit auf, mit Emissionen des Geta 
in Philippopolis:10

orientalische Tracht gekleidet, spielt sitzend 
auf einem Felsen die Leier, umgeben von acht 
wilden und domestizierten Tieren – Schwein, 

– und alle ruhen auf kleinen Sockeln, die viel-
leicht einen perspektivischen Eindruck erwe-
cken sollten oder sich an Statuengruppen inspi-
rierten (Fig. 2). Diese bildliche Lösung kommt 
dann auch auf Mosaiken11 und Vasen12 -
ten Kaiserzeit vor (Fig. 3).

In den Emissionen aus Philippopolis unter 
Septimius Severus13 und Caracalla14

-
scher Tracht, sitzt nun allein auf dem Felsen, mit 
der Leier und dem Plektrum in der erhobenen 
Hand, als wolle er eben mit dem Singen begin-
nen oder aufhören (Fig. 4 a).15

nopolis16 hat Orpheus als Zuhörer nur einen 
einzigen Vogel, genauso wie auf einem schö-
nen tunesischen Mosaik in Budapest,17 wo der 

Roman Provincial Coinage Online

10 Geta, Philippopolis: http://ikmk.smb.museum/object?id= 

n. 1422.
11 Siehe z.B. das Bodenmosaik der Piazza della Vittoria in 

Palermo, 3. 
Palermo (Abb. 5) und dasjenige aus einer Privattherme des 
4. Jh. n. Chr. in Uthina, Tunesien, im Nationalmuseum von 
Bardo, Tunis (Bild: http://media.gettyimages.com/photos/or-
pheus-charming-the-animals-with-his-lyre-mosaic-by-masu-

)
12 in Köln gefundene 

n. Chr., im Römisch-Germanischen Museum in Köln, inv. Ton 
166: Naumann-Steckner 2015, 375-76.

13 Septimius Severus -
rumancientcoins.com/gallery/displayimage.php?pos=-30261

.
14 Caracalla: Pick

com/gallery/displayimage.php?pos=-30300.
15 m 

Mittelfeld des Bodenmosaiks in der Domus del Chirurgo in 
Rimini: www.archeobo.arti.beniculturali.it/rimini/domus_
chirurgo/eutyches_chirurgo.htm, 2. Jh. n.Chr. 

16
2007, Nr. 2748.

17
 http://antik.

szepmuveszeti.hu/antik_gyujtemeny/evszak_mutargya/evs-
zak_en.php?id=634.

Francesca Ceci



gelben Hals, dem rötlichen Kopf und den rötli-
Fig. 4 b-c). Eine 

Kalixtus-Katakomben an der Via Appia vor, im 

Jh. n. Chr.18

Das Verschwinden der Eurydike

-
liebten Frau, der Nymphe Eurydike, verbunden, 
die er aus der Unterwelt erlösen kann, sie aber 
zum zweiten Mal verliert, nachdem er sich trotz 
des Verbots nach ihr umgedreht hat.

Man meinte dieses Motiv auf einigen Bron-
-

rianopolis in Thrakien geschlagen wurden.20 

einer Frau, zusammen mit drei kleinen, im un-
teren Abschnitt angeordneten Flussgöttern. Es 

-

des Tonzus und der Arda liegt. Oder sie bezie-

-
ke zwischen Orpheus, der sie betrachtet, links 

seiner Funktion als Psychopompos in die Un-

rechten Hand ein Objekt, bei dem es sich um 
ein Plektrum handeln könnte, ein Attribut des 
Orpheus. Die andere Gestalt scheint eine Art 
Hut im Nacken zu tragen, der wie ein Petasos 
aussieht, die typische Kopfbedeckung des Her-

-
morreliefs im Louvre21

Museum von Neapel22

18 Bisconti 2015, 376-77.
 Eine Untersuchung zur Bedeutung von Orpheus’ fataler 

20

21 Relief aus pentelischem Marmor, ca. 50 n. Chr. Kopie eines 
griechischen Originals aus dem Ende des 5. Jh. v. Chr. Paris, 
Louvre. Aus der Sammlung Borghese, im Louvre seit 1807: 
ancientrome.ru/art/artwork/sculp/gr/relief/rel0067.jpg.

22 Neapel,  Nationalmuseum (inv. 6727). Mar-
morrelief mit Orpheus, Eurydike und Hermes. Römische Ko-
pie augusteischer Zeit eines griechischen Originals aus dem 
Ende des 5. Jh. v. Chr., gefunden in einer römischen Villa 
in Torre del Greco: www.museoarcheologiconapoli.it/it/sa-
le-e-sezioni-espositive/sculture-della-campania-romana.

-
pheus und Eurydike (Fig. 5 a-b).

Hero und Leander
Sestos liegt auf der Halbinsel der thraki-

Stelle des Hellespontes, der Stadt Abydos in 
der Troas vorgelagert und von ihr durch einen 
1250 Meter breiten Meeresarm getrennt. Hier 

Antike statt, zwischen der Aphroditepriesterin 

der Keuschheit geweiht war, und dem schönen 
Leander aus Abydos.23 

Die beiden jungen Leute wohnten an den 

und lebten eine verbotene Liebe. Leander durch-
schwamm heimlich jede Nacht die Meerenge, 
um zu seiner Geliebten zu gelangen, geleitet 
nur vom Licht einer Lampe, die Hero vom Turm 

Nacht verblasste Heros Licht, worauf Leander 
-

sich aus Liebesschmerz vom Turm. 
Die Geschichte ist seit der Kaiserzeit be-

kannt (Vergil, Statius, Martial, Ovid und dann 
das Epyllion von Musaios dem Grammatiker 
aus dem 5. Jh. n. Chr.), geht aber wahrschein-

-

-
ten zu betonen. Strabon berichtet im Abschnitt 

von Sestos, ein hoher Turm auf dem ein Feuer 
-

kannt war.24

In severischer Zeit, unter Septimius Sever-
us, Caracalla und Severus Alexander 

des Vaterlandruhmes.25

von Sestos oder Abydos in die Hand nahm, 
sollte ihre Herkunft leicht erkennen können 
(Fig. 6 a-b).

23 Kossatz-Deissmann 
Hawes 2017, 67-82. 

24 Geographie
25

Das Münzbild als Instrument zur Volksidentität: Liebe und Tod am Beispiel der Darstellungen von Orpheus...
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Der Mythos kommt auch auf Mosaiken, 

sich dabei wahrscheinlich an der großen Kunst, 
ersichtlich z.B. an einigen pompejanischen 
Fresken, insbesondere aus dem Haus der Vet-
tier.26 Ein dem Kaiser Vespasian geweihtes Me-
daillon aus der Mitte 4.-Anfang 5. Jh. n. Chr. 
zeigt den Mythos in der gleichen Darstellung.27 

-

Der Ruhm dieser Liebesgeschichte setzte 
sich auch in der Neuzeit fort, neben Verweisen 
von Dante Alighieri (Comedia, Purgatorio, 28) 
bis zu Marlowe (Hero and Leander

von Lord Byron, der am 3. Mai 1810 auf Lean-
ders Spuren den Hellespont an seiner schmals-
ten Stelle in einer Stunde und zehn Minuten 
durchschwamm und dabei auf die starken Strö-
mungen hinwies.28 

Abydos verwendete den Typ von Hero und 
Leander vor Sestos, unter Commodus und dann 
unter den Severern und Maximinus Thrax, auf 

Sestos nur etwa 2.3 cm messen. -
-
 

 

26
27

28 
 Calomino 2015, 207-222.

gaben meisterlich die Details wieder, so etwa das 
Turmfenster oder das Licht der Lampe. 

Man darf vielleicht eine Verbindung zwischen 
-

sich nicht gar um die gleichen Graveure han-
delte. Auch könnte die Verwendung ein und 
desselben Typs auf eine politisch-wirtschaft-

-

-
kannt machte.

Schlussworte

-
-

ferung, die aber international bekannt waren. 
Damit wollten sie ihr Zusammengehörigkeits-

-
alen Zusammenhalt zum Ausdruck bringen, der 
auf einer gemeinsamen mythischen und glorrei-
chen Vergangenheit beruhte.

Die kaiserliche Zentralbehörde akzeptierte 

-
-

mer dem Kaiserbildnis vorbehalten war, förder-
te mit einer gewissen Klugheit den politischen 
und sozialen Zusammenhalt zwischen den Ko-
lonien und Rom.
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Fig. 1. Karte mit den thrakischen Münzstatten; Orpheus, in: Ch. De Pizan, The Book of the Queen, Paris 

ero-e-leandro/)

Büste von Geta Revers: 

Orpheus unter den Tieren 
(Berlin, Münzkabinett 
der Staatliche Museen zu 

www.smb.museum/ikmk/

Sforza.
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Fig. 4. a) Philippopolis, Bronze von 

auf einem Felsen, hält die Leier mit der 
linken Hand und ein Plektron mit der 
rechten Hand (www.forumancientcoins.
com/gallery/displayimage.

Traianopolis, Bronze von Julia 

Orpheus, mit phrygischer Mütze, 
sitzt auf einem Felsen, die rechte 
Hand hält die Lyra an seinem 
rechten Knie (www.numisbids.com/n.

c) Mosaikboden mit Orpheus 

n. Chr. Budapest, Szepmuveszeti 

upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/
commons/5/58/Orpheus_-_Google_Art_
Project.jpg)

Fig. 3. Turris Libisonis (Porto Torres, Sardinien. Parco Archeologico Antiquarium Turritano). Domus 
di Orfeo (I Jh. n. Chr.), Mosaikboden mit Orpheus unter den Tieren (www.comune.porto-torres.ss.it/
Comunicazione/Argomenti/Porto-Torres-Turismo/Da-visitare)
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Fig. 5. a) Torre del Greco, Contrada Sora: Orpheus, Eurydice und Hermes, 
Marmorrelief, I Jh. v. Chr. – I Jh. n. Chr. Neapel, Museo Archeologico Nazionale 
(www.museoarcheologiconapoli.it/it/sale-e-sezioni-espositive/sculture-della-
campania-romana/); b) Hadrianopolis, Bronze von Marcus Antonius Gordianus 

Hermes (?) und drei kleine Personifizierung von Flüssen im Exergue www.

des Hellespontes schwimmend, am Ufer Leuchtturm von Sestos, auf der Zinne Hero 
stehend, Öllampe in der ausgestreckten Rechten. (www.wildwinds.com/coins/ric/

dem Turm und hält eine Lampe in der Hand. Oben fliegt Eros mit Fackel; zu l., Rock mit 

Francesca Ceci
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The skull cult was always associated with 
the location of the soul but also of the vital prin-
ciple (or life-force) which in many civilizations 
was considered to have been in the head. It has 
existed since very old times, being documented 
already in the Paleolithic. 

the detachment of skulls, placed individually or 

presence of decapitated skeletons, is to be found 
in Mesolithic sites both from the territory of 
Romania and from Serbia (Schela Cladovei and 

1 Still, the skulls were not always decap-
itated since in such situations cut marks have to 

vertebrae should be preserved attached to them. 
Moreover, some of the skulls had no mandibles. 
This last situation shows that in many cases the 
skulls were detached from the skeletons after a 
period of exposure and decomposition which 
enabled the members of the community (prob-

-
ers) to take those body parts and use them in 
various practices performing subsequently their 
burial separate from the body.2 

Compared to the Romanian Mesolithic, the 
skull cult seems to be more intensely attested 
during the Neolithic, documented especially on 

the next eras, it has become even more frequent. 

cult among the Thracians, the Geto-Dacians, but 
also other neighbouring peoples like Scythians, 
Celts, and later among the Sarmatians and Scor-
disci. For the Geto-Dacian period, Silviu Sanie 
suggested that the skull cult on the territory of 

-

2 An important paper about this practice was published by E. 
Moldovan (2003). 

“SKULL CULT” AMONG THE THRACIANS  
AND THE GETO-DACIANS

ence.3 In our opinion, it is improper to maintain 
this idea: if we take a look at the historical re-
cords for the preceding periods, the distribution 
of this practice is widely attested more or less in 
the mentioned region. 

The skull cult might be related to various 
practices like:

 
 
 
 
 

Depending on the context of their appear-
ance, the skulls used in the cultic activities could 
have belonged to worshiped persons, especially 
in the case of the ancestor’s cult, or to outcasts, 
prisoners, enemies, as well as to persons with 
certain qualities or aptitudes when human sacri-

Death is very often associated with the 
fertility rituals. In our opinion, this connec-
tion might have resulted from the empirical 
experience of the past population. They surely 
observed that the lands where their deceased 
were buried became more fertile due to the sub-
stances from the decomposition of the corpses 
which penetrated into the soil. The process rein-
forced their quality and nourished the cultivated 
plants. This is the reason why the fertility cults 
were frequently associated with human, animal, 

women or children could be more easily includ-
ed in such rituals.

In our opinion, it might be considered that 
the deposition of human skulls in proximity 
of hearths or even together with parts of them 
could be considered as an element of the fertility 

-
pretated as skull cult associated with the hearth 
were revealed already in the beginning of the 

3 
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Bronze Age in Romania.  As a relevant exam-

unearthed in a cylindrical pit cutting a hearth.4

In other situations, besides the skull deposi-
tions, there are grinding stones which could also 
be connected with the harvest and fertility. In 
Romania, we have several such situations. One 

-
ty) dating back to the 2nd century BC. There, 
under a stone pavement, the disarticulated skel-
etons of three children have been discovered, 
deposited together with metal and ceramic frag-
ments, pig and ovicaprine remains, as well as 
charred wheat grains.5 Such discoveries are at-
tested also in former Yugoslavia, at the site of 
Gomolava, in Pit no. 2, where 76 human corpses 

and some skeletons arranged along the walls 
of the pit, all buried together with several frag-
mented grinding stones. In the second layer, the 
revealed skeletons were placed with their heads 
towards the center of the pit, while in the third 
one, most of them had their skulls towards the 
edge of the pit.6 

Still, we believe that even multiple pur-
pose depositions could be unearthed like, for 
instance, those employed in rituals of fertility, 

-
ter ones being meant especially to increase the 
power of these rituals. 

D’aia parte

residential center of 4th – 3rd centuries BC was 
discovered, protected by impressive walls 
made of wood and earth, unburnt clay bricks, 
or limestone blocks. This center was situated 
in the middle of a large number of settlements 
dated back to the same chronological period. 
On its highest point, occupying a central posi-
tion, two rectangular buildings were discovered. 

eschara) and 
a hearth were found, while in the second there 

them, two pits were discovered. Four complete 
vessels, most probably containing initially food 

4  

5 
6 

-
ond pit there were various materials and a hu-
man skull.7

Regarding the foundation rituals, we could 

were used for this purpose associated very often 

their proximity, inside defending ditches, or in 
-

tuaries and contained human or animal remains, 
hearths and various other artefacts.8

In order to provide some examples for this 
kind of rituals, performed probably together with 
some others, we could mention the Babadag set-
tlement from Jijila (Tulcea County). At the base 
of its defending wall, in a truncated pit, a human 
skull and a femur were discovered, together with 
a fragment of a hearth, a stone sledgehammer, a 
big animal bone, and three ceramic fragments 
assigned to the Babadag culture (Fig. 1). All 
of them were covered with charcoal and ashes. 
The human bones belonged to a 20-30 years old 
woman, who had an approximate approximate 
height of 155.5 cm.  

In the content of the defending ditch of the 
-

dible fragment was discovered, belonging to a 

the 1st century BC and the 1st century AD.10

In many cases, the skulls were discovered 
-

ing aspect, since the world of the living should 
be separated from the one of the dead. On the 
other hand, the cemeteries were always in prox-
imity to the settlements, and each of them could 
be seen by the others. This was a manner of es-
tablishing “visual contact”, which guaranteed 
security and control. In fact, both realms inter-
fered, and the communities of the living were 
always connected with those of the deceased 
advising and helping each other, but also acting 

-
ing and dead people. However, in order to have 
this peaceful life, the living community had to 
support its deceased by certain ceremonies, of-

to maintain their favorable attitude towards the 

7 Sîrbu 2006, 24.
8 

10 
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people alive. Yet sometimes, for various rea-
sons, the spirits became relentless, and this was 
also a moment when rituals had to be performed 
in order to help them to return to the world of 
the dead and not to get revenge against their 
family or their entire tribe.11

dwellings really show that it was detached from 
the dead body after the decomposition of the 
corpses, afterwards being curated and revered 
by the respective family. Sometimes it has even 
circulated among the members of the communi-
ty, when the deceased was an important person 
(priests/priestesses, chieftains, or their wives, 
brave warriors, etc.). This last sequence of the 
ritual was used for passing over the qualities of 
the deceased to the living, but also to assure pro-
tection of the former against the evil spirits. In 
some cases, those skulls were even associated 

Cornet (Tulcea County) 
a round dwelling (no. 1 SK2000) dating from 
the Early Iron Age was discovered. It has a di-
ameter of 3.4 m and bares traces of burning. In 
its center, a skull was found surrounded by skel-
etal parts of four other individuals and a lot of 
ceramics, represented by large amphorae, bowls 
and cups of the Babadag II phase (Fig. 2).

Anthropologically, the individuals were:
infans II, probably from the beginning of 

-
sented by the left ulna, right femur, parts of the 

a 25-30 years old female individual repre-

the skull which was the main “actor of the 
scene” had probably belonged to a female indi-

fragments of the frontal bone of a young 
adult, or even an adolescent individual, showing 
traces of burning on the endocranial and on both 
maxillaries.12

In the dava from Radovanu-Gorgana a 
Doua 
a frontal part of a human skull was found, of 
which most preserved was the cranial right side 
(Fig. 3). This deposition was found together 
with two hearths, two halves of buried storage 
vessels, as well as ceramic fragments from jars, 

11 Sîrbu 2006, 144-145.
12 

pear-shaped pots, fruit stands, cups, mugs, oe-
nochoai, three spindle whorls, and a bronze coin 
of Callatis. All of them were found under the 

anthropological analysis has determined that the 
fragment belonged to a juvenile male individual. 
Since no traces of cutting or gnawing are visible, 
it could not be established whether this was part 
of a cannibal practice. In our opinion, it is pos-
sible that the deceased person might have been 
exposed to decomposition, and subsequently the 
cranial part had been removed as pars pro toto 
and kept in the dwelling. The respective individ-
ual might have been either a close relative or an 
enemy whose powers were desired to be taken 
over by the owner of the dwelling. Considering 
the age of the deceased, we assume that the lat-
ter variant is less probable. In another possible 
interpretation, the discovered bone piece might 
have been an element of a ritual practice with 

-
cumstances.13 Another fragment from the tem-
poral part of a human skull originates from the 

-
bu in one of his studies,14 but no further details 

On the other side, there are also skeletons 
without skulls, bearing traces of a violent death. 
This is the witnessed situation in the discovery 

Cornet 2000, S. VI, gr. 1. On the 
bottom of Pit no. 1, two incomplete skeletons 
were revealed lying on their right sides, with 
their hands positioned in front of their chins. 

feature, was of a male individual of 13-14 years. 
His legs were found under the skull of the sec-
ond individual. The other skeleton belonged to 
a female of age about 14 years. The body was 

this individual were traces of blows from a blunt 
object, two of them being situated on the lateral 
part of the right parietal bone, while the other 
two were observed on the left parietal and in the 
glabella. The two skeletons were buried with 
atypical ceramic fragments (Fig. 4).15 

The real extent of the skull cult during the 
-

13 
14 
15 
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dently due to the introduction of cremation as 
a funerary rite, which became very common 
with the beginning of the Early Iron Age. Nev-

or skulls which sometimes show that the inhu-
mation practice continued also in those times. 

-
ners of human corpse deposition could be iden-

complexes with detached skulls and mandi-
bles.16 The mentioned archaeologist has also 
emphasized that considering the repeatedly and 

in the Babadag Culture, they cannot be regarded 
as exceptions to the rule, but on the contrary – 
as a regular practice for the mentioned material 
culture.17

usually suggested connection between the dis-

some of those bones could result from the prac-
tice of exposure and decomposition of the ca-
davers. In fact, this may provide arguments for 
the presence of a certain ritual of using only part 
of the body which was removed from the rest of 
the skeleton.

If we take a look at the provided archaeo-
logical data, we could see that the skulls were 
discovered in distinct contexts, both in necropo-
leis and in settlements. In the cemeteries, they 
might be buried separately, or together with 
other complete human or animal skeletons, or 
their parts. In the latter case, these were most 

dedicated to the gods and originating from sacri-

of those individuals. For instance, in the Late 
Bronze Age (Coslogeni Culture) site of Stelnica-

-
earthed ash-mound, a mixture of pottery, stones, 
animal, and human bones (including skull frag-
ments from four individuals) were revealed.18 
The excavators interpreted this discovery as an 

Valea lui Voicu
animal skeletons and human skeletal parts were 

16 
17 
18 

revealed together. There, in a pit which is cutting 
the habitation level belonging to the phases II-III 
of the Babadag Culture and covering a surface of 
12.13 x 2-2.20 m, 11 animal skeletons of pigs and 

skulls and a mandible.  Mandibles are actually 
-

lieve that this one was used as pars pro toto, since 
in some certain situations this could be regarded 
as a substitute of the head.

Sometimes, the cranial vault was fashioned 
as a cup or goblet. This custom was most famous 
among the Scythians. Herodotus mentioned that 
those objects were made of their enemies’ skulls 

examples for the Thracians so far but it is highly 
possible that they used it too, as the mentioned 
drinking vessels were used for serving wine 
which was intensely produced in the Thracian 
territories as well as in the Scythian ones, and 
both people shared many common customs. Re-
turning to the Scythians and their use of skulls 
for drinking vessels, we could take a look at the 

-
mented. They were made of the frontal, temporal 
and occipital parts of the skull, having often their 
edges carefully trimmed, probably with a knife. 
On the other hand, in the Knÿshovskoe forti-

associated human skulls have been discovered, 

while also regarded as traces of cultic or domes-
tic cannibalism practiced on that spot. Accord-
ing to another interpretation, those skulls were 
preserved and venerated as parts of important 
and revered ancestors.20 At Knÿshovskoe, altars 
with human skull parts in their proximity were 
discovered. In one of the cases the skulls were 
lying under the altar, and in several other cases –  
upon them or in cultic pits. A dog jaw has also 
been discovered there along a human skull frag-
ment, and in other contexts dog skulls or such 
fragments were placed together with human 
ones. Sometimes, these were grouped in pairs 
occurring again together with  human cranial 
parts. There is one situation when a goat and a 
cow jaw were placed at the base of an altar. It 
is interesting to mention here that in the body 

 
20 Daragan, Gavrish 2017, 256-257.



of the altar no. 1, a jaw and other bones of an 
animal were included into the clay, and a rim of 
a cooking vessel was placed on its surface. 

At the base of altar no. 2, two dog skeletons 
were found along with four further dog heads, 
placed with their mouths towards the altar. No 
human bones were found there.21 

The uncovered human remains belonged 
to men and children, all of them showing traces 
of perimortem trauma, but also of manipulation 

of the cranial bones were exposed to open air for 
a long time, according to the marks of animal 
teeth visible on them.22

Regarding the head-hunting and trophy 
heads, the Thracians and the Geto-Dacians are 

not mentioning such practices for those tribes. 
On the contrary, Celts are very well known for 
this. For instance, during the battles, they used 

which were initially hung at the neck of their 
battle horses, subsequently being embalmed and 
preserved in their houses, or sanctuaries.23

Despite the mentioned lack of information, 
the evidence regarding the head-hunting among 
the Geto-Dacians was rendered on the Trajan 
Column in scenes XXIV and XXV (Fig. 5), but 
also in LIV, LXXII, CXIII, CXXXXVII and 
CLIV. Those scenes are still disputed among the 
specialists. The practice of decapitation is con-
sidered as being adopted by the Romans through 

21 Daragan, Gavrish 2017, 273.
22 
23 Negru 2004, 63.

the Celts. Strabo mentioned that the head-hunt-
ing was inhuman and this was the reason why 
the Romans prohibited it.  Although not institu-
tionalized, decapitation was often mentioned in 

-
phasize here that the Trajan Column is a kind of 
“chronicle” of the Daco-Roman battles. Similar 
scenes were also rendered on the Great Trajan 
Frieze and also on the Monument from Adam-
clisi. According to Fabian Istvan, in all represen-
tations on the Trajan Column the scenes might 
suggest three main aspects: bravery of the army 
honored by the emperor, a sequence of a psycho-
logical war, or an element of an institutionalized 
class of warriors who were Romans regarding the 
uniforms, but “barbarians” by attitude.24

Some conclusions
The funerary behavior of the past people is 

a thrilling and complex area of research. There 
are always many paths which could be followed, 
in order to reach important and sometimes un-
predictable results. Any piece of information 
which could be added to the investigation can 
bring further details, not only about the manner 
in which the Thracians and the Geto-Dacians 
had performed their funerals, the way in which 
they treated their deceased, but also about how 
they perceived the realms of the living and espe-
cially that of the dead. This contribution is just 
a small insight. It is meant to reveal the strong 
connections existing between these two worlds 
in which the skull cult was equally present.

24 Istvan 2017, 1-7.
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Fig. 3. A frontal bone fragment 
coming from a juvenile man 
discovered in the Getic Dwelling 
no. 4 from Radovanu-Gorgana a 
doua.
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

Both in and out of Bulgaria, Thracian stud-
ies have had a much longer history than the 45 
years professed in the title of this paper. From 
the outside, scrutiny of ancient Thrace and its 
historical heritage can be traced back to the pio-
neering works of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

1 these reached a certain level of scientif-
ic maturity and momentum with the publications 

-
wards the end of the latter century.2 This trend 
has continued further, with a number of impor-

following twentieth century, alongside numer-
ous other publications.3

On the inside, the known record of archaeo-
logical exploration on the territory of contempo-
rary Bulgaria, then a part of the Ottoman Empire, 
goes back even further, to 1584, when the ambas-
sador of the French king Henry III to Constantin-
ople, Jacques de Germigny, excavated a Thracian 
tumulus near Plovdiv.4 In the seventeenth cen-
tury, Count Luigi Ferdinando Marsigli explored 
antiquities, established the site of a major Ro-
man city on the Danube – Oescus, and undertook 
the excavation of several Thracian tumuli in its 
vicinity.5 In the middle of the nineteenth century, 
the local Turkish authorities appropriated the ex-
cavations of a rich Thracian tomb at Rozovets 
which was discovered by chance,6 while the for-
eign consuls in Plovdiv took turns at excavations 
around a big tumulus near Perushtitsa which pro-
duced the remains of a number of ornamented 
Roman Imperial age chariots.7 Somewhat later 

1 

. On Tomaschek see 

5 
6 
7 

the German-Austrian geologist Ferdinand Ritter 
von Hochstetter excavated two more tumuli be-
tween Plovdiv and Edirne while engaged in the 

country.8 Some Thracian tumuli were excavated 

from a rich tomb at Dalboki near Stara Zagora, 
ended in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.  But 

-
lection and study of antiquities should certainly 
go to Albert Dumont, a director of the French 
School of archaeology in Athens, who undertook 
an “archaeological voyage” in Thrace in 1868, 
published the results soon after, and produced in 
1876 a corpus of epigraphical and iconographi-
cal monuments entitled “Inscriptions et monu-

10

After the liberation of Bulgaria in 1878, the 

and historical exploration of Thracian antiqui-
ties involved the activity of a number of foreign 
scholars, some of whom settled temporarily or 
permanently in Bulgaria: the Czech brothers 
Karel and Hermengild Škorpil, their compatri-

the Italian Domenico Tachela, among others.11 
The pioneering work of Albert Dumont was 
continued by other Frenchmen including Paul 
Perdrizet and George Seure. Seure published an 

-

the Revue archéologique as well as numerous 
other publications in the Bulletin de correspond-
ence Hellénique and the Revue des études anci-
ennes

8 

10
11 Hošek

Bouzek Theodos-
siev 2015, 6.

BETWEEN MYTH AND REALITY: 45 YEARS  
OF THRACOLOGY IN BULGARIA

Peter Delev
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the monuments of the Thracian horseman and to 
undertake archaeological excavations at Nicopo-
lis ad Istrum.12

-
cavations of another major Roman city, Oescus, 

publish the important frescoes of the tombs at 
Kazanlak and Silistra.13

The foreign scholars soon had numerous local 
-

ological societies emerged in a number of Bulgar-

leading to the establishment of local museums in 
Ruse, Shumen, Varna, Plovdiv, Kyustendil, Stara 
Zagora, Turnovo and elsewhere. The Archaeo-

Bulgarian Archaeological Society, founded in 
Bulgarian 

Archaeological Institute Bulletin of the Bul-
garian Archaeological Society which had seven 

Bulletin of the Bulgarian Archaeo-
logical Institute as the most important periodical 

-

(rather irregularly) annuals, the Archaeological 
society in Varna – a Bulletin. The University of 

-

14

A generation of active and fertile scientists 
contributed to the advent of Thracian studies in 

The historian Gavril Katsarov15 and the archae-
ologist Bogdan Filov16 were certainly the two 

-
rounded by many more talented and dedicated 
scholars including the historians Yanko Todorov 
and Mladen Tonev, the linguist Dimiter Dechev, 
the archaeologist Ivan Velkov, the numisma-
tist Nikola Mushmov, and many others.17 The 

12
13 Vaj 2013.
14 
15 a

16 
Theodossiev 2015, 8.

17
Gerasimov

excavations at Duvanli (in the twenties) and at 
Mezek (in the thirties) stand out among the many 
archaeological discoveries of this period which 
shaped the basic outlines of Thracian archaeol-
ogy in Bulgaria.18

major studies on the Thracians appeared also in 
neighbouring Romania and Greece.

-
came a political satellite of the Soviet Union 
and a communist regime was established in the 
country. This occasioned a major institutional 

was merged with the Archaeological Institute in 
-

ian Academy of Sciences. The ideological ten-
ets of “Marxism-Leninism” were imposed on all 
studies of history and archaeology, and the rel-
evant institutions were kept under constant and 
careful control. Bogdan Filov who had become 
prime minister and regent during the war was 

Despite these deplorable developments, the 
-

and Gavril Katsarov published the second edi-
tion of their “Sources for the Ancient History 
and Geography of Thrace and Macedonia”, a 
major compilation of Greek and Latin historical 
texts translated in Bulgarian by a large team of 
collaborators.20 In Dechev published in Vi-
enna his major work on the remains of the Thra-
cian language, “Die Thrakischen Sprachreste”.21 
Dimiter Dimitrov, a former assistant of Filov, 
led the excavations of Seuthopolis near Kazan-

22

-
umes of his “Inscriptiones Graecae in Bulgaria 
repertae”.23 “Ancient Thrace”, a major work by 

18 Filow, 
Simon, Cahn 

 Pâ
20 .
21
22

 2016. On D. P. 
Dimitrov see . 

23 Mihailov, IGBulg
volume (IGBulg

.
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24 
Boris Gerov published in four installments his 

25 Another 
-

peared in the early seventies was “The Thracian 
Art” by Ivan Venedikov and Todor Gerasimov.26 
A new generation was gradually appearing in 
this period, including Velizar Velkov, Maria Chi-

many, many others. The quarterly Arheologia 

Bulletin of the Archaeological Institute. Among 
the many Thracian archaeological sites exca-
vated in this period were Seuthopolis, the villa 
rustica complex at Chatalka, the tombs at Vratsa 

of Panagyurishte, Letnitsa and Lukovit came to 
27

Thracology under that name was born in 

that year. Alexander Fol published his “Politi-
cal History of the Thracians”.28 Ivan Venedikov 

-
 

An Institute of Thracology was established at the 
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences with Alexander 

30 -
al Congress of Thracology was held in July in 

volume of the series “Thracia”.31

gained fast international momentum. Subse-
quent congresses were held in Romania (three 

24 A German translation was published somewhat 

25 
26 Translations in German, 

English, Czechish, Polish, Italian appeared subsequently 

27 On Seuthopolis Chatalka: 
Vratsa: Kaloyanovo: 

Panagyurishte: 
Con

 (also in German, French, and English: 
Letnitsa: Lukovit: 

.
28 .

 
30 On the Institute of Thracology see Fol et al. 2002. On A. Fol 

see 
Thracia 14, 2002, 45-61.

31 Thracia
Thracia 

became the main publication of the Institute of Thracology, 
appearing at irregular intervals. The last published volume, 

times), in Austria, the Netherlands, the Soviet 

8th and now the 13th congresses were again held 
in Bulgaria.32 In all of these, Bulgarian thracol-
ogy was well represented. Two important sets of 
supplementary international conferences were 
organized in Bulgaria – the Semaines Philippo-
politaines de l’histoire et de la culture thrace in 

and the Thracia Pontica symposia – seven times 
33

The seventies and eighties were a period 

of the Bulgarian lands in Antiquity” was cre-

Thracology”.34 A regular course of thracology 
(initially, “history of Bulgarian lands in Antiqui-
ty”) was introduced in the history curriculum at 

of thracology appeared in the eighties.35 A new 
Section of Thracian archaeology headed by Ma-
ria Chichikova was created in the Archaeological 

like the tombs at Strelcha and Sveshtari and the 
treasures of Borovo and Rogozen.36

study of ancient Thrace and the Thracians. As 
Vladimir Georgiev put it in French before the 
First congress, “La thracologie est une science 

32

33 The acts of the Semaines Philippopolitaines were published 
in the series Pulpudeva (volumes 1-6, with two supplements), 
those of the Thracia Pontica symposia – in the homonymous 
series (volumes 1 – 6.2).

34
35 second edition second 

edition second edition 

36 Jordanov et al b. Strelcha -
Sveshtari: Fol et al a

Borovo: Ivanov
Rogozen: Fol et al b

Marazov Fol Cook
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-

grandes lignes que sur la base d’une confron-
tation des renseignements historiques, des faits 

de l’anthropologie, de l’ethnographie et des 
arts.”37 It has also been suggested that (like other 
similarly styled disciplines) it was in some way 
a reaction against the traditional predominantly 
Helleno-centric and Romano-centric attitudes 
in the study of Antiquity, establishing ancient 
Thrace and the Thracians as a legitimate and in-

38

Some have sustained however that thracol-
ogy was predominantly a creation of the com-
munist regime governing the country at the time 
and have insisted on a major role of Lyudmila 
Zhivkova, the daughter of party and state leader 
Todor Zhivkov, in its creation, which is project-

-
tionalistic doctrines involving the remote past.

is for historians dealing with the recent past to 
eventually establish and assess the degree and 

-
munist Party leadership, of governmental insti-
tutions or of the security services in the rise of 

in the early seventies and actively involved in 
archaeological expeditions and other activities 
of the newly established Institute of Thracology, 
so a witness of the events as they were happen-
ing, of the people that were shaping them and, so 
to say, of the “spirit of the time”. My opinion is 

of the concerted will and devoted contribution of 
a large group of people, dedicated to the study of 
Antiquity in its various disciplines and conscious 
of the fact that the study of the past was well be-
yond the stage of the individual scholar. Profes-

alongside were the versatile Velizar Velkov, the 
elderly Hristo Danov and the younger Margarita 
Tacheva and Zlatozara Gocheva, the epigraphist 
Georgi Mihailov, the linguists Vladimir Geor-
giev, Ivan Duridanov and Kiril Vlahov, the ar-
chaeologists Ivan Venedikov, Maria Chichikova, 

37
38 See 

 
McGonagle 2016.

Mihail Lazarov, the art historian Ivan Marazov 
and many, many others.40 And all around them 
was a host of younger men and women, gradu-
ate and undergraduate students at the start of 
their career who were willing to participate and 

Dimit
again so many, many others that it would be fu-
tile to try to mention all the names here. Thracol-
ogy was a common cause and collective creation 
of all these people, and the Institute of Thracol-
ogy was meant to be a sort of organizing hub and 
general headquarters rather than a self-contained 

Contrary to the idea that thracology was a 
state-organized and state-sponsored creation, it 
was not at all well subsidized in this period. The In-
stitute of Thracology remained numerically small 

-
fessor Fol became in the eighties a government 
minister) that the necessary money for another re-
search project or conference was procured.

The political changes which swept away the 

mark the beginning of a new period in the devel-
opment of Bulgarian thracology. Both state and 
society entered a prolonged period of painful 
and stressful experiences amid internal strife and 
economic hardships, and the care for the cultural 
heritage and its study was among the govern-
ment obligations most easily dropped and for-
gotten. There was an unprecedented outbreak of 
looting of archaeological sites, of illegal digging 

-
-

ical sites, like the Roman city of Ratiaria on the 
Danube, were brutally ravaged and destroyed. 
Thousands of Thracian tumuli were mercilessly 
excavated and looted. This massive plague of il-
licit activities led to the accumulation of several 

properly documented circumstances of their ori-
gin the treasures they boast of have however lost 

State funding was diminished, and most of 

40 V. Velkov: -
Dimitrova, Hošek

H. Danov: 
G. Mihailov

V. Georgiev: Slavova I. Venedikov: 
M. Tacheva: Z. Gocheva: 

M. Chichikova: .
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the institutions connected with the study of the 

contraction of activities. Some of the best tradi-
tions established in the previous period, like the 

symposia had to be discontinued due to the lack 
of adequate means. The department of Thracol-

transformed into an Institute of Ancient History, 
Palaeobalkan Studies and Thracology under 
Margarita Tacheva in the nineties, was thereafter 
absorbed into a more general Department of An-
cient History, Thracology and Medieval History. 
The Institute of Thracology which received as an 
addition to its name that of its founder, Prof. Al-
exander Fol, after his death in 2006, was demoted 

-
ated to the existing Institute of Balkan Studies.

The Archaeological Institute escaped in-
stitutional transformations, but had to reorgan-
ize its activities in line with the new conditions. 
Most archaeological excavations in the period 

on large infrastructural sites like highways and 
pipelines. Some of the important archaeological 
sites the exploration of which had started on a 
larger scale in the previous period – like Cabyle 
and Sveshtari, were left to the meager means of 
university archaeology and their exploration was 
curtailed and slowed down. A notable exception 
to this general trend was the massive activity 
of Georgi Kitov who managed to excavate sev-
eral hundred Thracian tumuli before his death 

-
androvo, Starosel and in the Kazanlak Valley – 
were spectacular and have earned him fame and 
popularity.41 However, his methods including 
the use of heavy machinery and the simultane-
ous excavation of dozens of tumuli with a team 
lacking in experienced archaeologists have been 

-
ing haste to overtake the eminent danger from 

-
equately published, and many of the excavated 
tombs are still waiting for proper conservation 

-
cient. Furthermore, some of the ideas launched 
by Kitov – like the interpretation of Thracian 

41 

tombs as “subtumular temples” – remain highly 
questionable.42

-
tiation of Bulgarian thracology, and it is maybe 
time to ask ourselves whether it has been suc-
cessful in its main purposes. Perhaps the most 
important of these – the creation of a truly mul-

seems to have been sadly missed – or rather 
abandoned. The “fathers of thracology” who 
had acted as a team homogenous in its plural-
ity have left us one by one, and the collective, 
team spirit seems for the most part to have gone 
together with them – or did it really ever exist? 
The several institutions involved in thracologi-
cal studies have become introverted, they rarely 
work together for common causes and important 
projects, and even inside these institutions most 

members. And, sadly, the Institute (now, Center) 
of Thracology has mostly lost its former role of 
chief promoter and coordinator of Thracian stud-
ies on a national level, and only manages the in-
vestigations of its own personnel.

Like all thing new and happening fast, the 
advent of Bulgarian thracology was prone to pre-

from thracologia to thracomania, and we have 
witnessed many and various cases where wishful 

-
sis. The media always hungry for the sensational, 
and vainglorious scientists looking for popularity 
have added to this trend, resulting in widespread 
current notions of the greatness, uniqueness and 
exceptional character of the ancient Thracians 
and their civilization or in a delusive and spurious 
perception of various particular elements of their 
cultural heritage. Against these excesses there has 
always been however a rather steady main stream 

-

knowledge on ancient Thrace and the Thracians. 
In the meantime, it has also assisted in the suc-

So, I may conclude with the optimistic statement 
that thracology exists and it is here to stay.

42 See the critical notes of  2011.
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De base, le culte envers les h
culte aristocratique. À travers lui, l’aristocratie 

pouvoir suprême.1 Cette conclusion, atteinte 
quant aux h ros dans la Grèce Antique, est va-
lide en plein pouvoir en Thrace. -

-

Thraces concernent le culte fort envers les an-
en 

particulier.
La formation de la  culture de la mort 

depuis le IIIe mill. av. J.-C. Depuis le d but du 
IIIe

-

sans doute d’une oligarchie aristocratique riche, 

constructions parmi celles en dessous des tumuli, 
2

La culture de la mort , une culture des sou-
venirs exprim

-

celle de la Thrace aristocratique, la personne qui 

3

  2

2 Theodossiev Fol 2005.
3 Pour la connexion entre le pass

le basileus, voir Antonaccio 2006.

CULTE HÉROÏQUE DANS LA THRACE –  
IMAGES LITTÉRAIRES GRECQUES OU IMAGES 

RÉELLES DU CHEVALIER-HÉROS THRACE

Valeria Fol

qu’il ne traverse dans le monde aristocratique de 
-

Après le 6ème -
sement de la paideia de polis en Grèce antique, 
la  culture de la mort aristocratique dispa-
rait. Plutarque4 explique l’interdiction de mettre 
de l’armement et des objets de luxe dans les 

-

l’arrière-pays des colonies grecques aux bords 
-

tocratie militaire locale, car le rite n’est pas ca-

Une analyse comparative de la description 

l’aristocratie thrace,

romaine.5 -

somptueuses de l’aristocratie thrace. Les objets 

comme une 
une manifestation d’un gout envers le luxe de la 
part de l’aristocratie thrace.6

4 Plut. Sol. 21 et 25.1-2.
5 -

 



-

l’un des rites les plus importants dans la vie de 
-

un système de 
normes et de valeurs, elles indiquent la place de 

concernant le souverain et l’oligarchie aristo-
cratique, y compris la culture de la mort

Philippe II et particulièrement pendant le temps 
d’Alexandre et après lui, avec des innovations, 
bien sûr. On peut voir ceci très clairement non 
seulement dans le mat riel arch ologique, sur-
tout au nord et au sud de la Grèce antique, mais 

. Les notions aristo-

-

-

logique que les contacts commerciaux soient 

apparaissent les cavaliers sur les monnaies 

-
vertes dans les colonies. La plaquette d’argile 

portant un relief d’un cavalier thrace, date du 
premier quart du 6ème

7 Une plaquette d’argile portant le relief 

siècle av. J.-C. et est fort probablement un don 

une appartenance envers un système de normes et de valeurs, 
la place de l’individu dans ce système, dans le monde des 

7 Mes remerciements au professeur Jacques Perreault pour les 
renseignements et la photo fournis.

de construction.8 Ayant en vue que la dixième 
chanson de l’
de 

ème siècle av. J.-C., probablement le 

raison les premières images du cavalier thrace 
proviennent exactement d’Argilos et de Toroni.  
Il semble certain que l’iconographie du souve-
rain sur cheval dans l’art thrace datant depuis la 

e

-

plastiques des Thraces, parce qu’elle correspond 

royale et de l’ordre social.
-

sion d’un protecteur divin chez les Thraces mène 
ós , 

ros et   car les auteurs 

-
tualisme des thraces. Rhesos est un exemple de 
cette aspiration des auteurs anciens de se rap-

10

Les Grecs voient des aristocrates guer-

un aristocratisme impensable pour eux.11 Voi-
, 

daimon, theós ou h -

la foi-ritualisme aristocratique thrace, dont 

8 Papadopoulos 2000.

10 
11 Sears sans citer Boardman Plut. Sol 

21 et 25. 1-2 pour l’interdiction de mettre des armes et des 

Valeria Fol
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It has long been accepted in the scholarly 
literature that the crossing of the Thracian Bos-
porus was a hard but not impossible undertak-
ing.1 It is precisely in connection with the vi-
cissitudes related to the crossing of the Strait 
that many legends and local folklore had been 
created. Each attempt for them to be “split into 
separate layers” would be ill-doomed if it were 
not for the literary evidence available, which en-
ables distinguishing separate chronological pe-
riods related to the crossing, and in later times –  
to the sailing of the Strait. The oldest evidence 
is the one that describes that the Bosporus (as 
it is coded in its name itself) had been crossed 
as if crossing a ford, i.e. by pontoons and teams 

Etymologicum 
Magnum provided a summarized opinion on the 
name of the Bosporus Strait: 

, ,

2 There are some (rumours) that the nar-
row straits are called Bosporoi or from time im-
memorial or once in the past, when one wanted to 
reach the opposite side, he could do it by boats tied 
to one another or by teams of oxen. That is where 
the name originated from Furthermore, accord-
ing to Pliny (6.1.6): ad Bosporos duos vel bubus 
meabili transitu, unde nomen ambobus3 
the two Bosporoi, the passage across may be ef-
fected even by oxen, a fact from which they have 
both derived their name .4

As a whole, this early layer of evidence is 

1 et contra 
354.

2 Silburg 1816, 187.
3 
4 The translation from Bulgarian into English of the fragments 

from Anaplus Bospori by Dionysius of Byzantium is made by 
Mr. Ivan Daraktchiev.

CROSSING THE STRAIT: A VIEW  
TO THE BOSPORIAN SEAFARERS’ PANTHEON  

IN ANTIQUITY

Martin Gyuzelev

probably grounded in the times when the sea 
level was low enough and therefore the current 
itself was weaker, thus enabling the connec-
tion between the two continents in the above-
described way. However, the real hardships had 
been elucidated by the historical evidence when 
the level of the Black Sea had risen and the only 
alternative was the maritime transport (Fig. 1) –  
without ignoring such undertakings as the erec-
tion of a bridge across the Bosporus in con-
nection with the campaign of the Persian king 
Darius I Hystaspes against the European Scyth-

faced during their journey to Colchis. In Apol-
lonius Rhodius’ Argonautica (2.316, 568), after 
the Thracian basileus Phineus’ prophecy, the Ar-
gonauts successfully passed the dreadful Kya-
neai and since then the vast Pontus had become 

-
nected with the crossing of the Bosporus Strait 
had been known to the pre-Greek inhabitants of 
the Bosporus shores and here the divine inter-
vention was more than desired. Deities reveal-
ing features typical of the ancient Thracian and 
Anatolian pantheon, appeared both at the Euro-
pean and the Asian part of the Bosporus. If we 
consider them starting from the European side 
and heading towards the Pontus Euxinus, the 

-

the sea-related deities of the Bosporus Peninsula 
itself and the Golden Horn (see the map on Fig. 
5 with numbers corresponding to the explana-
tions below).

1. Almost at the beginning of the Golden 
Horn, at the northeastern part of the Bosporus 
Cape, there was a temple to the Lord of the Sea –  
Poseidon. Its exact place cannot be localized 
precisely due to the fact that the area at the foot 
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of the acropolis had undergone multiple an-

on that, he was one of the main deities in the 
pantheon of Byzantion and the place where he 
was worshipped could not be anywhere else 
but near the sea. According to our main source, 

Anaplus Bospori of Dionysius 

god himself did not allow to relocate the temple, 
which is clear evidence that it was a very old 
one, and most probably it had been erected here 
before the arrival of the Hellenes:  -

 , ,    , -
     

       -
       

 ,    
,      

,  ,    
   

they had decided to replace it to a large and re-
markable – and amongst the few – equally dig-

-
lowed them to. He had refused whether because 
he loved his place near the sea, or to demonstrate 

2. The name of Barbyses was mentioned by 
Dionysi
time as a hydronym for the river running into 
the bayhead of the Golden Horn (the present 
Ka thane Deresi).     

   ,  
        

   ,     
      , -

   
Kydaros starts from the spot where the sun sets 
down in summer, while Barbyses – from where 
the northern wind blows. According to some, he 

was the name of the pilot during the sea quest by 

-
verted to the aition for the naming of the place 
and the name itself. As a staunch supporter of 
sophism, Dionysius traced the legends about 
the personality of Barbyses which had survived 

as the pilot at the sailing of Jason and the Min-

yans accompanying him – “and some hold that 
this was a local hero”. The local Thracian tradi-
tion may be traced back to later times, where 
Barbyses was referred to by the author of the 
Chronica Paschale5 and described as a topar-
chos of a Thracian emporion (sic) and father of 
Phidalia (about her see below). It is not a coinci-

in the Argonauts’ list of candidates for pilots 
and not Phineus. The Dorians recognized him as 
one of Poseidon’s relatives and thus, from their 
point of view, we may place Barbyses among 
the traditional Bosporian deities patronizing 
also navigation, in addition to his role in the 
city’s establishment.6 How pressing the matter 
of crossing the narrow parts of the Strait was is 
obvious from the next character in our list. This 
time he is a typical one and was placed right in 

3. The Old Man of the Sea (Dion. Byz. Fr. 
: 

steep rock descending in the depth is standing 

to take up on itself the entire rage of the sea, 
stricken by its stormy waves. On its top is the 
Old Man of the Sea. Some claim that this is 
Nereus, others – Phorkys, some others Proteus, 
and yet another group – the father of Semystra. 
There is talk also that he was the one who gave 

the sailing, and was their navigator during the 
passage through the narrow part of the strait. 

-
ian> by origin, gave to the next generations of 
apoikoi a vision in his dream, that they must 

5 Dindorf 1832.
6 Russell 2017, 44-45.
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emphasizing on the attempts of Dionysius to 
liken him to some of the Hellenic mythologi-
cal heroes (namely, Nereus, Phorkys, Proteus, 
and even to the father of the nymph Semystra), 
there is one essential characteristics of the Old 
Man of the Sea – he was directly called “pilot 
of the sailing through the Strait” by Dionysius. 
On the other hand, the many attempts for him 
to be likened to some of the known sea-related 

Old Man 
of the Sea is to be sought in the local pantheon 
of marine deities. The place set for him – the 
present Cape Defterdar Burnu (in the district of 
Ortaköy) clearly reveals that his public worship-
ping was mainly due to one of the most perilous 
places at the crossing of the Strait where the cur-
rent was strongest and unpredictable in its vor-
tex. Petrus Gyllius cited the Greek name of the 
cape – Clydion, “as if the Bosporus itself was 

“7 
4. The next mythical character (Dion. Byz. 

-
ius gave 

prominence to the local genealogies (trans. into 
Latin by Petrus Gyllius): Deinde promontorium 
praetergresso occurrit petra a natura, non ab 
hominum manu facta, colore albo, alarum si-
militudinem aquilae prae se gerens et tanquam 
plantam pedis extendens atque in alteram par-
tem contrahens, velut ludicrum quiddam natu-
rae omnia imitantis; nominatur Phidalia, quam 
nescias dicerene debeas insulam an continentem, 
illam quidem ob naturam, hanc vero ob vicini-
tatem. qiudam aiunt appellatam esse  
ex eo, quod primum in ea piscatio appareat; alii 

-
plexu venereo se miscuisset cum Byzante, com-
motam verecundia stupri et metu patris se in 
mare proiecisse atque periisse; Neptunum autem 
progenitorem cum misericordia adductum, tum 
benevolentia sui generis continentis magnam 

sepulchrum Phidaliae.
a rock born by the nature, not sculpted by a hu-
man hand, white in colour, rises up just in front. 
It begs to be noticed by its resemblance with ea-
gle’s wings, and it looks as if the eagle stretches 

7 E .

a foot and bends it towards the other side, like 
a play by the omni-imitating nature. It is called 
Phidalia and one does not know whether to call it 
an island, which it is by character, or a part of the 
land, because of its proximity. Some claim that 
it is called Phaidalia

was the daughter of Barbyses, who – after having 

from the dishonour and of fear from her father, 
had jumped into the sea and perished. However, 
Poseidon, moved by compassion towards his kin, 

a large part of the land and hammered it deep into 
the sea. The next generations had considered the 

account compiled by Stephanus of Byzantium 
(215.15) on the victory of Phidalia as Byzas’ wife 
and the women over Strebos – Byzas’ brother and 
his rival for the control over Byzantion, and for 
that reason the place was called Gynaikon Limen. 
Further grounds for it provide the epigraphical 
monuments found in the area of the present-day 
Baltaliman : one of them is a dedication to Nere-
us and Nereids in gratitude for the abundant catch 

-
petitions in the month of Bosporion.8 However, 
Dionysius gave us a more peculiar version of this 
account – it is true that Phidalia was called “Bar-

Byzas and because of the shame of dishonour she 
threw herself into the sea. “However, Poseidon 
driven by sympathy for his family… broke much 
of the land and dug it deep into the sea.” In this 
case, the role of Poseidon is a secondary one and 
puts the end to the sequence of events. 

5. As a mirror image of the Asian Hieron, 
near Cape Milton there was the European Hieron 
(Dion. Byz. Fr. 75): circa autem ipsum est mare 
taeniis distinctum, et Fanum, cunctum contra 
frontem Fani Asiatici situm; aiunt hic Iasonem 
litasse duodecim diis. haec Fana sunt oppidula 
iuxta Ponti ostium posita; est etiam templum 
deae Phrygiae, sacrum illustre et publice cultum. 

deposits, and the Hieron is situated directly oppo-
site to the Asian Hieron. It is said that here Jason 

temples are small towns, placed near the mouth 
of the Pont. Also there is situated a temple of the 

8 IByz.10, IByz.11, see also Russell 2017, 158, 181-182.
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Phrygian goddess – famous and commonly hon-
. 

The famous and publicly worshipped temple 
to the Phrygian goddess was also situated here. 
Small settlements arose around these cult places. 
The concentration of gods at the end of the Bos-
porus and the beginning of the Pontus is not ac-
cidental. It is actually the last of the narrow parts 
that appears to be the last serious obstacle here 
and not the Kyaneai where there is a safe road-
stead right before the entering into the Black Sea. 
That is why it is the right place for the sanctuary 
to the Mother of Gods in her aspect of patroness 
of the seafarers too, e.g. Cybele with a base con-
taining an inscription by Quintus Lollius Catus.

77 Dionysius reported about a feature which was 
directly related to navigation. This is the light 
tower of Timaea: In summo vertice collis… existit 
Timaea, turris admodum excelsa, circunspecta et 
permulto mari illustris, ad salutem navigantium 
excitata; utraque enim Ponti pars caret portu-
bus naves excipientibus; nam maris insedati et 
turbulenti littus longum in neutram continentem 

sublatae perferebantur, rectae viae ad Ponti os-

auferebant, praetendentes ex Salmydessi littori-
bus fraudulentas faces, ut in errorem nautas in-
ducerent in naufragiaque subducerent. Ora enim 
maritima importuosa est et maris vadum ob ex-

-
tum his, qui aberrarunt a recta via, naufragium 

iam vero lucernam extinxit tempus omnia consu-
mens et turrim magna ex parte dissolvit. 
very top of the hill… rises up Timaea, a tower 
of great height, which is visible from far away 
in the sea. It is constructed for the safety of the 
sailors. By the way, both parts of the Pont are 
deprived of harbours for the ships. Because the 
long stretch along the shore of the tireless and 
stormy sea does not have bays at either one of the 
continents. People have been bringing torches at 
this tower, which were burning during the night, 
thus showing the proper way towards the mouth 
of the Pontus. But the barbarians took away the 
trust into the true torches, because they extended 
misleading deceitful torches out of the shores at 

.

Salmydessos, in order to bring the sailors into 
confusion and cause the ships to wreck. The sea-
coast is devoid of harbours, the sea bottom – be-
cause of the tide – is not reliable for anchorage, 
and the shipwreck is ready, especially for those 
who have deviated from the correct route, after 
they have mistaken the deceitful torches for the 
true ones. The time, which eats everything, has 
already extinguished the light, and has destroyed 

-
tioned the barbarian practices of lighting deceit-
ful torches along the Salmydessos coast in order 
to mislead the sailors. I simply mention it as an 
auxiliary means in the ancient navigation.10

7. The review of places and characters 
along the European part of the Bosporus Strait 

86) (traces of it are still visible, Figs. 2-3) erect-
ed on one of the rocks of the Kyaneai: Supra 
Cyaneas ara existit Apollinis a Romanis statuta. 

-
ius will be 

our pilot again for the sailing along the opposite 
side from north towards south.

8. First of all, on the Asian side is the Hieron –  
the most important sanctuary with a view to navi-
gation from and to the Pontus (Fig. 4). I will not 
deal with the issue why Dionysius had not men-
tioned the numen of the place, which according 
to the general opinion, belonged to Zeus with the 
hypostasis Urios – “of the fair wind”, which is so 
badly needed when sailing the Black Sea, notori-
ous for its whims. I revert to Dionysius’ words (Fr. 

Post Chelas esse nuncupatum Hieron, hoc est 
-

quidem possessum, sed commune receptaculum 
omnium navigantium.
called Hieron, i.e. a temple erected by Phryx, son 
of Nephela and Atamantus, when he sailed to-
wards the Colchians. Even though it is possessed 
by the Byzantines, it is a common shelter for all 

bay could provide a safe stay for many vessels, 

is proven by the multiple literary and epigraphical 
testimonies that not only specify it was a starting 
point for measurement of all distances by sea11 

10
11 Moreno 2008, 656.
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(e.g. in Stadiasmoi and what has survived from 
the peripli), but also as a meeting place for sail-

or economic issues connected with commercial 
shipping were solved by divine sanction. For this 

pantheon, a peculiar Pontic koinobomia, because 
the place began to be commonly worshipped as 
late as the time when the regular navigation from 
and into the Black Sea started.  

ius and his listing 
of the places along the Bosporus ends with the 
temple of Apollo and its oracle in the ancient 

  
   ,  

  
Apollo’s temple and the oracle, no inferior than 

If we apply the method of splitting the ver-
-

acters, directly related to the navigation along 
the Bosporus it is the Old Man of the Sea who 
appears to be the most ancient one and also 
closest to the Thracian and Anatolian folk-
lore. It is not clear whether he was the Heros 
of the Strait that we know about from the vo-

sea-related functions. From Megarian point of 
view, Barbyses was also Jason’s pilot and it is 

only Phineus who is otherwise well-known to 
Dionysius, that was not a pilot. In this respect, 
the issue of the Thracian-Anatolian deity pa-
tronizing the navigation across the Bosporus 
Strait remains open. However, there is another 

ius of 
Byzantium furnished two hapaxes when talking 
about two harbours – one on the European and 
one on the Asian side of the Bosporus, which 
he connected with Thracian rulers – Pithecus in 
Europe and Moukaporis in Asia, although the 
latter was called Bithynian king. It is not im-
possible to seek grounds for possessions owned 
by this anonymous Thracian ruler on the Eu-
ropean side, including the present-day Cape 
Defterdar. There is also the problem with the 
Phrygian goddess – the Mother of Gods. The 
popularity and the particular worship that she 
enjoyed along the Bosporian coasts may be 
the key to the spreading of her cult all over the 
Pontus – from its eastern to its western limits 

In any case, the Old Man of the Sea, Phi-
dalia, Byzas, and Phineus undoubtedly bear the 
memory of the ancient Thracian population, but 
only the issues arisen out of the contacts with 
Greeks survived to our times, as well as the 
reconsidering of the ancient mythological ver-
sions, which we discover in literary evidence 
and archaeological materials.
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Fig. 1. The Strait of Bosporos.
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Sayar) 

Fig. 4. The Asian Hieron.
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Fig. 5. A map of the Bosporos.
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Introduction
The Homeric episodes describing the plun-

dering of the city of the Cicones living in Is-
maros (Od.
(App. 1) and  his banqueting with the priest of 
Apollo Maron, who also lived in Ismaros (Od. 

-
ally considered in major studies of the Homeric 
epics.1 Studies and lexicon entries dealing with 
the two episodes tend to fuse and interpret the 
information within the framework of a single 
narrative. This approach leads to the temporal 
bonding of the episodes and erroneous percep-
tions such as the invented identity of Maron as a 
Ciconian/Thracian priest2 or even a king-priest.3 
A close look at the two stories in the light of such 

and raises a number of questions regarding the 
-

common perception of the episode with the Cicones and its 
marginalisation in relevant studies: “Appropriate to its small 
size and its designation as one of the “minor episodes”… 
the encounter of the Ithacans with the Cicones has by and 
large received only brief, passing commentary by scholars,” 

usually referred to in relation to the narrative about Odysseus’ 
encounter with the Cyclops, just as a mentioning of the 

2 For example LSJ: , , , name of Thracian 

foundation of Maroneia to Maron’s “home” town – Ismaros, 
thus implicitly connecting the Ciconian city and Maron. 

linking the root mar- and the name Ismaros. The perception 
was supported as well by the interpretation of the name 

12, Linear B Onomastics), however, this particular personal 
name is omitted from the discussion. Cf. also Nelson 2005, 27 
followed by Rosso 2012, 250, who even ascribe to Homer the 
attribution of the Greek practice of mixing wine with water to 
the Thracians, because of the misleading perception of Maron 
as Ciconian. As it will be discussed further down Homer 
actually never calls Maron neither Ciconian, nor Thracian.

3 The term has been forged in Thracological studies which 
make Maron a Thracian king of the royal residence of Isma-
ros and link the episode to the Late Bronze Age, cf. the entry 
Ismaros in the on-line encyclopaedia Ancient Thrace and the 
Thracians (with earlier bibliography). Ismaros has also been 

followed in the same on-line encyclopaedia.
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ther down I advocate that the discussion should 
focus on each episode without creating a tempo-
ral link between the two. I would also like to dis-
cuss these two sets of information in the light of 
nearly contemporary or slightly later literary tes-
timonies and set them in the light of the emerg-
ing archaeological background of the Northern 
Aegean. The realia featured in both episodes 
beside the archaeological evidence will allow for 
the suggestion that we are provided with a rare 
glimpse at the Early Archaic Ismaros, which did 
not remain isolated from contemporary develop-
ments in the Northern Aegean within the broader 
Mediterranean context.

Discussion
The nature of the Homeric epics is a subject 

of a long-lasting debate and it is generally agreed 
that these are examples of oral poetry composed 
in the second half of the 8th and in the early 7th 
century BC with the Odyssey being the later one.4 
Despite the long-standing tradition of associating 
the Homeric world with the Mycenaean era, it has 
been convincingly advocated that the Homeric 

world.5 The poet presents, on the one hand, a co-
herent socio-political and economic setting, while 
on the other a number of Mycenaean elements, 
such as traces of Mycenaean dialect and the men-
tioning of Mycenaean artefacts, are anachronis-
tic survivals, employed to achieve archaisation 
and to create an “epic distance.”6 Unlike studies 
in which archaeological discoveries in mainland, 

4 
termini between 700 

th 

5 

6 Mycenaean elements (traces of Mycenaean dialect, mentioning 

-
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Aegean and East Greece, Magna Graecia and the 
eastern Mediterranean, comparable to the world 
of the Homeric epics, provide the starting point,7 
the archaeology of Ismaros is still not very reveal-
ing in this regard. Despite this limitation I would 
like to discuss the two stories in the context of 
the Homeric world as relevant to the Early Ar-
chaic period and Northern Aegean archaeology, 
since several important elements, such as the gift-
giving and the xenia-bond, the Ismaros wine and 
the manner of wine-drinking ascribed to Maron, 
as well as the archaeologically attested increased 
mobility of people and products in the Aegean 
and the Eastern Mediterranean, can all be paral-
leled in the realia of the epics and corroborated by 
contemporary archaeological evidence.

Two brief surviving mentions of Ismaros 
and Maroneia by Archilochus complement the 

-
vides the earliest reference to Maroneia in the 
context of a strife with the Thasians over Stryme 
(Harp. s.v. Stryme). Considering the generally 
accepted date for Archilochus’  in the 
mid-seventh century, this information provides 
us with a terminus ante quem for the founda-
tion of Maroneia before the middle of the 7th 
century.8 The combination with the date of the 
composition of the Odyssey leaves us, therefore, 
with the very late 8th or the early 7th c. BC as 
the most likely chronological setting of the two 
episodes on the coast of Ismaros,  but before the 
establishment of the Chian apoikia, since Hom-
er does not know of a town called Maroneia, un-
like Archilochus.

The second fragment by Archilochus, usual-
ly referred to in every study of the early history of 
Maroneia, is his famous mentioning of the “  

”.10 This reference to wine from the 

7 
372.

114-115.

Cicones and Maron echo certain real-time knowledge on the 
inhabitants of coastal Ismaros and their interaction with the 
rest of the Aegean at the time of composition of the Odyssey, 
i.e. in the early 7th c. BC. There is no reason to doubt the 
Homeric location of the Cicones in the area of Ismaros as it has 

Cicones, Str. 6.44 telling us about the Ciconian poleis Ismara, 

104 with collected bibliography.
10

area of Ismaros corresponds well to the earlier 
and much fuller Homeric description of the drink 
given as a gift to Odysseus by Maron, and also 
provided by the priest during their feast. There 
appears to be a general consensus that both texts –  
the epic and the lyric, attest to wine production in 
the coastal area of Ismaros prior to the permanent 
establishment of the Chian apoikia there. Isaac 
even suggests that the fame of the wine-making 
in the area attracted the Chian colonists to settle 
there.11 Despite the ancient testimonies, Thracian 
wine-making remains archaeologically poorly 
documented, especially for the period before 
the Greeks settled along the Aegean and Pontic 
coasts of Thrace, and the question remains open 
to subjective interpretations.12

Going back to the two Homeric episodes, 
any attempt to discuss these in the light of the 
alleged link between Maron and the Cicones 
leads to a striking discrepancy in the narrative 
manifested by the contrasting attitudes of Odys-
seus towards the Cicones on the one side and 
towards Maron on the other.13 The Homeric text 

-
rades attacked and plundered the city (polis) of 
the Cicones, who then called their inland kins-
men and fought back, defeating the feasting 
Achaeans.

-
seus protected Maron, a priest of Apollo, and 
his family “out of reverence.” The text locates 
Maron’s oikos in the grove ( ) of the god 
watching over Ismaros. In return the priest of 

type scene and the famous gold and silver pre-

his men “spared”14 the priest and his house-
hold. There are several details, however, which 
are hard to be viewed as logical in the chain of 
events if both episodes are interpreted as one 
temporal unit. The Homeric text does not sug-
gest any explicit, temporal, narrative and con-
textual link between the two episodes. The only 

kneaded bread, on the spear wine from Ismaros, I drink on 
the spear reclining). The reference to wine in both Homer and 
Archilochus is explicitly linked to Ismaros, not to Maroneia.

11
growers themselves, to settle in this area.

12

13 The Homeric text does not actually suppose such a discrepancy 
as each episode can be paralleled in similar scenes described 
in the Odyssey.

14
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unifying element mentioned in both instances is 
the common ground – coastal Ismaros. In addi-
tion, the interpretation of the  act of Odysseus as 
“sparing” Maron and his family implies a con-
temporaneity with the attack over the Ciconian 
city. But were the two acts contemporary? The 
episode of the banqueting with Maron is retro-
spectively intertwined in the story of Polyphe-
mus and is employed to explain the origin of 
the wine given to the Cyclops. The text does not 
provide any reason to interpret both episodes, 
the attack on the Ciconian city and the banquet-
ing with Maron, as a set of consecutive events.

Odysseus tells his audience that the Achae-
ans “ Maron

that he lived in the alsos of Apollo. The narra-
tive does not clarify, however, why did Maron 
and his family need protection and who was 
threatening them? The interpretation of the two 
episodes as related implies that the Achaeans 
protected the priest of Apollo from their own 
selves during the attack against the Cicones. In 
addition, the popular perception of Maron as 
a Ciconian priest and the fact that the Cicones 
were allies of the Trojans during the war (Il. 
2.846), makes it even less clear why the Greeks 
felt reverence and protected the priest of their 
enemies, especially during an act of plundering. 
The banqueting of Maron and Odysseus and the 
gift-giving, typical acts of a xenia-bond, also 
defy any logic in the context of an armed con-

after all, we still assume that Maron organised 
a banquet and gave Odysseus gifts because he 
and his family were saved during the attack on 
Ismaros, then it follows that this must have hap-
pened after the Greek attack over the city, but 
before the Thracian counter-attack. During this 
second clash the Cicones living further inland 
helped their coastal kinsmen and killed a lot of 
Odysseus’ fellows, while the rest ran back to 

In spite of the position of the two episodes 
in the text of the Odyssey, with the attack against 

more sense if seen in a reverse chronological 
order with Odysseus banqueting with Maron 

In this case Odysseus would most likely have 
protected Maron against his Ciconian neigh-

bours. If Maron is seen as Ciconian, though, 
this does not sound logical. I believe that a few 
principal details regarding the Homeric descrip-
tion of the two episodes should be introduced 

very clear about the identity of Odysseus’ en-
emies – the Cicones,15

their “city” (polis),16

absent in the episode with Maron. He tells us 
that Maron and his family live in the alsos of 
Apollo “who watches over Ismaros,” but the to-
ponym Ismaros is not linked to a “city”, neither 
is Maron introduced as a priest of the Cicones.

The next important aspect relevant to 
Maron and the nature of his relationship with 
Odysseus is the consumption of wine and the 
way it is done. Archilochus (fr. 42) and later 
authors17 often associated the Thracians with 
drinking bryton

at the same time he describes a Thracian or a 
Phrygian man sucking bryton with a straw. The 
interpretation of these two contrasting bits of 
information is open to speculation since we can-
not be sure if Archilochus implies that the Thra-
cians on Thasos and the opposite coast whom 
the poet confronted and experienced personal 
contact with,18 were still drinking bryton at the 
15 Since the Cicones are also included in the list of the Trojan allies 

regarding their tribal name and habitation area. Therefore, it is 
not a mere coincidence that the ethnonym Cicones/Ciconian was 
not used even once in the episode with Maron.

16 For the use of the term polis in Homeric epics mostly in 
topographical terms and less so in a political sense, often 
in conjunction with city walls and referring to the city as a 
whole, cf. Crielaard 2013, 351. Later, Hecataeus of Miletus 
mentioned Zone, polis Kikonon and perhaps it will not be an 
exaggeration to imagine the existence of some settlements 

dissimilar to the LBA – EIA walled hilltop settlement on Asar 
Tepe in western Ismaros, cf. Ilieva 2013, 137-185.

17 Aeschylus and Sophocles in Athen. 10.447b-c, Hellanicus 

2005, 16), the negative connotation of beer and beer drinking 
as related to the barbarians/Thracians seems to appear for the 

18 The oldest written testimony on the colonization of Thasos by 
the Parian Greeks comes from Archil., fr.13 LB. He mentions 
the Thracian Saioi/Sapaioi, but it is not clear if he refers to the 
inhabitants of Thasos or the Thracians living on the opposite 

view the Saioi/Sapaioi as the Thracians of Thasos, by contrast 

living on the mainland. For a new reading of Archilochus and 
re-interpretation of Thracian-Greek relations immediately 
following the Parian arrival on Thasos see Tsantanoglou 
2003, 235-55, followed by Tiverios 2006, 73-85. According 

Maron, xenia and plundering Odysseus
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was being produced to the east, in Ismaros. The 
next important element in the banqueting scene 
is that Maron mixed the sweet red wine with 
water. This manner of drinking, quintessential 
to Greek culture, is well attested in ancient tes-

vessel to serve this purpose, was in use for cen-
turies.  This was also the type of vessel which 
Maron gave to Odysseus. The Thracians, on the 
other side, were notorious, according to later au-
thors, for their drinking habits and their prefer-
ence to drinking undiluted wine.20

not entirely excluded from the Homeric banquet, 
unlike the Archaic symposion which respectable 
citizen women were not allowed to attend. Only 
married women, however, appear in Homeric 
feast scenes.21 In this regard, the episode with 
Maron is not an exception from the “fundamen-
tal banquet structure of the Odyssey”.22

Another principal detail in this episode is the 
gift-giving. It is a powerful tool in establishing a 
xenia-bond, so important in the world of Homer 
and well-attested in the Aegean and the Eastern 
Mediterranean since the Late Bronze Age.23 In a 
number of instances in the epics, gifts were ex-
changed between the host and his guest/guests24 

to this reading of Archilochus the Sapaioi were located on the 
mainland while the Thracians on Thasos remain anonymous.

 The “drinking in a Greek style” as a part of the Homeric 
banquet and of the later Archaic aristocratic symposion 
culture has been extensively discussed in a number of studies. 
Drinking unmixed wine was regarded as a sign of barbarian 
uncouthness (for a recent summary on the culture of the 
symposion cf. Murray 2013, 508-523).

20 Plato, Laws, 637d5-e7, Theopomp. fr. 31, fr. 288. If the 
association of Maron with the Cicones was correct, he would 
have been a notably early exception.

21 Murray 2013, 512-513.
22 Murray 2013, 514.
23 The system of gift-exchange as a way of establishing and 

maintaining a social status in the Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age Eastern Mediterranean and the Aegean has been 

2008, 161-168, Fappas 2013, 157-182, Aubet 2001, 133-134, 

24 Thoas, king of Lemnos, received a silver bowl (krater) from 
Phoenician merchants in the port of Lemnos (Il. 23.740-745). 
Menelaos, king of Sparta, received Telemachos as his guest 
and gave him a silver mixing bowl (krater), following the 

mixing bowl had been a gift from the king of Sidon, who 
received Menelaos as his guest, as a gesture of recognition 

Polybus of Thebes (in Egypt) had given Menelaos two silver 
baths, two tripods and gold (Od. 4. 125-130). Alkandre, the 
wife of Polybus, had given Helen a silver basket, a basket 

well. Maron acts as a typical host and he and 
Odysseus develop a xenia-bond which serves 
to portray them as equals sharing the virtues of 
civilised life through the symbols of banquet-
ing and gift-giving. It has been suggested that 
gift-exchange is a central mechanism by which 
social relations are established, therefore it is 
important with whom the gifts are exchanged.25 
Similarly to the wine-drinking, Maron acts more 
like an Aegean host in the fashion of his time.

The two discussed episodes present a strik-
ing discrepancy in Odysseus’ contrasting at-
titudes towards the inhabitants of Ismaros. On 
one side he attacks the Cicones, who are clearly 

reason apart from greed. He plunders their town, 
“city”, in an act not too dis-

similar to piracy where social values were not 
respected. On the other hand he develops a so-
cially high-valued xenia-bond with the priest of 
Apollo who is not called a Ciconian and does 
not live in this city. Despite his presumably 
Thracian name,26 Maron’s genealogy links him 
to the Aegean world through his grandmother 
Ariadne.27 It is hardly a coincidence that he is 
introduced by Homer as a priest of Apollo, the 
god of colonisation par excellence, especially in 
the light of the later sources that call him found-
er (ktistis) of Maroneia (Diod. 1.20.2).28

-
edge on the various inhabitants along the coastal 
zone of Ismaros at the time of the composition 
of the Odyssey and their perception in the Greek 

25
26 The name Maron relates to the ancient Greek adjective maron, 

-os (whitish-grey), used to describe the colour of the skin of the 

other hand, tells us that “There is also a sanctuary of Maron and 

at Thermopylae they consider that these men distinguished 

himself.” The two brothers are also mentioned by Herodotus 

received exceptional distinction in Sparta, cf. Currie, 2005, 
105. There is no reason to link the name Maron to Thrace in this 
case, unless we assume an imaginary and unfounded Thracian 
family connection in the sources.

27
144 he is son of Dionysus, while in Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 3. 

and Ariadne.
28 The role of Apollo and the Delphic oracle in the Greek 

colonisation has been widely discussed in relevant studies. 

sea, and Apollo Archegetes, who leads and opens up routes for 
settling are tightly linked to this aspect of the God’s image, cf. 
Malkin 2013, 383.
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world. Although the area of Ismaros must have 
been controlled by the politically and military 
strong Cicones, the presence of Aegean people 
there before the establishment of Maroneia seems 
to be very likely. The archaeology of the North-
ern Aegean, which illustrates the existence of a 
pre-colonial  phase in several coastal settlements 
between the Strymon and Hebros rivers and on 
the islands of Thasos and Samothrace supports 
the idea that such a scenario is most likely. 

The second half of the 8th

of the 7th c. BC was a period when a locally de-

the dynamic interactions between the coastal 
communities in the Thermaic Gulf, Aegean 
Thrace, the North Aegean islands and Troy are 
manifested through the distribution pattern of 
the material record of the area.30 Various Thra-
cian tribes living along the Northern Aegean 
coast, Luwians in the Troad, a mixed popula-
tion on Lemnos, Euboean Greeks in the Ther-
maic Gulf and Chalkidike, some Phoenician 
merchants and perhaps even craftsmen, most 
likely from Cyprus, as well as Parian Greeks on 
Thasos after the 670-660’s BC,31 all contributed 
to the emergence of a recognisable Northern 
Aegean signature in the material record. The 
role of the Northern Aegean as a contact zone 
between the Greek world, continental Thrace 
and North-western Anatolia is best attested in 
the archaeological record, the ceramic wares in 
particular, of exactly this period when elements 
of the material culture of each area can still be 
traced back to their original homeland and at the 
same time the overall picture clearly reveals the 
amalgamation of traditions.32 The distribution 
pattern of various local Sub-protogeometric and 

 On the introduction and initial use of the term pre-colonial 
as referring to a probably short period of time right before 
the establishment of the Greek settlers in the area when the 
local communities became part of an exchange network 
developed in the Northern Aegean during the second half of 

implies the existence of a number of certain historical and 

used here in a purely chronological sence referring to the 
period just before the permanent establishment of the Greek 
settlements. For a discussion on ceramics from pre-colonial 

30
bibliographical reference).

31 Ilieva 2020, 55-66.
32 Ilieva 2010, 138-170 with a discussion on Samothrace as a 

case study.

Sub-geometric transport and table wares con-
necting the Thermaic Gulf to Troy ( ),33 the 
introduction of new categories of ceramics in 
Thracian coastal settlements,34 the appearance 
of still not very numerous Phoenician and Phoe-
nician style as well as Cypriot ceramics and 

),35 all illustrate an active exchange 
and travel of goods, of knowledge and most 
likely of craftsmen along the locally developed 
sea routes and contacts with more remote areas 
such as the Eastern Mediterranean, probably via 
Euboea and Cyprus. In this context of expand-
ing contacts, one could imagine that the area 
of Ismaros did not remain isolated. Although 
relevant archaeological evidence datable to the 
discussed period is still limited to a few ceramic 

36 these in-
dicate that at least some of the local people were 
familiar with fashionable products of the time.

Conclusion
The contrasting patterns in the way Odys-

seus interacts with the inhabitants of the coastal 
Ismaros imply that the Cicones were perhaps not 
the only people living in the area and Homer must 
have had certain knowledge about that. I suggest 

composition of the Odyssey in the early 7th c. BC. 
Elements such as the banqueting and the gift-giv-
ing conform  well to the Homeric world portrayed 
in the Odyssey in which Maron appears as one of 
the many hosts that follow the system of contem-
porary social values in contrast to his neighbours, 
the native Cicones. On the other hand, the emerg-
ing archaeological picture of the late 8th –early 7th 
c. BC Northern Aegean provides a relevant back-
ground for advocating increased mobility of peo-
ple, locally oriented travels and itinerant profes-
sionals. Seeing Maron and his household (wife, 
child, servants and house-maids) as a collective 
image of a group of non-Thracian, but Aegean 
people on the territory of the Cicones just before 
the establishment of Maroneia is consistent with 
his portrayal in the Odyssey as a host who shares 
the virtues of civilised life and agrees with the 
emerging archaeological picture of the contem-
porary Northern Aegean.

33 Ilieva 2020, 55-66.
34

35
36 Ilieva 2013, 137-185.
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Appendix 1. Odyssey 9:39-60

Appendix 2. Odyssey 9:193-215

From Ilios the wind bore me and brought me to the 

and great store of treasure, and divided them among 
us, that so far as lay in me no man might go defrauded 
of an equal share. Then verily I gave command that 

was drunk, and many sheep they slew by the shore, 
and sleek kine of shambling gait. Meanwhile the 
Cicones went and called to other Cicones who were 
their neighbors, at once more numerous and braver 
than they – men that dwelt inland and were skilled 

need were, on foot. So they came in the morning, as 

and then it was that an evil fate from Zeus beset us 

They set their battle in array and fought by the swift 

bronze-tipped spears. Now as long as it was morn 
and the sacred day was waxing, so long we held our 

than we. But when the sun turned to the time for 
the unyoking of oxen, then the Cicones prevailed 

rest of us escaped death and fate.

Then I bade the rest of my trusty comrades to remain 

chose twelve of the best of my comrades and went 

wine, which Maro, son of Euanthes had given me, 
the priest of Apollo, the god who used to watch over 
Ismarus. And he had given it me because we had 
protected him with his child and wife 

of Phoebus Apollo. And he gave me splendid gifts: of 
well-wrought gold he gave me seven talents, and he 

sweet and unmixed, a drink divine. Not one of his 
slaves nor of the maids in his halls knew thereof, but 
himself and his dear wife, and one house-dame only. 
And as often as they drank that honey-sweet red wine 

for my proud spirit had a foreboding that presently a 

savage man that knew naught of justice or of law.

Petya Ilieva
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amphorae (black dots) (map by the author).

sites associated with Phoenicians by ancient literary sources (map by the author).
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According to a passage in the tragedy “Rhe-
sus”, written by (Pseudo-)Euripides in the end 
of the 5th and the beginning of the 4th c. BC, 
which treats the participation of this Thracian 

1

earnest a prayer will I address to the bride of 
the nether world, the daughter of the goddess 

and, debtor as she is to me, show that she hon-
ors the friends of Orpheus. And to me for the 
rest of time he will be as one who is dead and 

-
den in a cavern of the land with veins of sil-

prophet of Bacchus dwelt in a grotto beneath 
Pangaeus, a god whom his votaries honored.” 

which can be understood as a half-human and a 
demi-god. The meaning of the text may be that 
Rhesus will attain immortality and will become 
an “ . He will become a priest 
and a prophet of Dionysus on Mount Pangaeus.2

This text is of particular importance for the 
understanding of ancient Thracian religion. The 
passage of Euripides describes one sacred to-
pos in the Mount Pangaeus, where the Thracian 
king-priest Rhesus was to serve his god. The an-
cient writer Philostratus has described a similar 

1 There have been numerous opinions about the authorship of 
the “Rhesus” tragedy. It may have been written by Euripides 

poet in the end of the 5th and the 4th , 
1: 120-121). See a review of the 

( ) 
and D. Ebener . The above cited English translation is 
by E. P. Coleridge.

2 V. Lozanova-Stancheva remarks that this passage is quite 
fragmentary and vague in the part which concerns the relation 
of the dead man toward Bacchus and his prophetic functions, 
as well as the honors which were to be paid to him (

with literature). About the religious 
cults and myths in Mount Pangaeus in Antiquity as a whole 

KING RHESUS AND HIS MOUNTAIN CAVE

Milen Tsonev Ivanov

sacred place in the 3rd c. AD:3

“You should also know something about 
the Thracian Rhêsos. Rhêsos, whom Diome-
des killed at Troy, is said to inhabit Rhodopê, 
where they celebrate many of his wonders in 
song. They say that he breeds horses, serves as 
a soldier, and hunts wild beasts. A sign that the 
hero is hunting is that the wild boars, deer, and 
all the wild beasts on the mountain come to the 

-
cial knife. This same hero is also said to keep 
the mountains free of pestilence. Rhodopê is ex-
tremely populous, and many villages surround 
the sanctuary.” (Philostr. Her. 17.3-5.)

Here the Thracian king has been closely 
related to horses and hunting. He has been rep-

description of him – in Homer’s “Iliad”. He is 
presented there as an epic hero from the My-
cenaean age who is absolutely equal with the 

are “the greatest, whiter than snow, and in speed 

wrought with gold and silver, and armour of 
gold brought he with him, huge of size, a won-
der to behold. Such armour it beseemeth not that 
mortal men should wear, but immortal gods.” 
(Hom. Il. 10.436-441).4 In a fragment written 
by Hipponax the king has been presented as the 
power of the people of Ainos, who was knocked 
down from his chariot and his white horses very 
close to Ilion (Hippon. fr. 41).5 In the above-
mentioned tragedy of Euripides, the Thracian 
ruler has also been referred to as a “god” (Eu-
ripid. Rhes. 301). In the same work king Rhesus 
has been described by the goddess Athena as an 
extraordinary threat to his enemies – the spears 
of Achilles and Aias would not stop him from 

3 English translation by J. Berenson Maclean and E. Bradshaw 
Aitken.

4 English translation by A. T. Murray.
5 The Bulgarian translation by  ( 1, 67) 

has been used in this paper.
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destroying the ships of the Greeks, having laid 

The Thracian king has been described as 
a warrior and a hunter in the story of Parthe-
nius of Nicaea from the 1st c. BC. His literary 
work treats in romantic terms the love-story be-
tween Rhesus and the mythical maiden Argan-
thone from Asia Minor. They went together to 
hunt wild animals with the help of hunting dogs 
(Parth. Erot. Path. 36).6

So, Rhesus may be considered, together 
with the Thracian rulers depicted in the ancient 

the Thracian hero from the Roman age. It also 
seems possible that the name of Rhesus should 
be a primitive transcription to Thracian lan-
guage of the Indo-European root “reg”, which 
gives the basis of the Sanskrit “râjâ”, the Gallic 
“rix” and the Latin “rex”, all of them with the 
etymological meaning of a “king”.7 In this way 
the personal name of “Rhesus” may be treated 

-
thority, and Rhesus – as an embodiment of the 
Thracian rulers in general.8

In this respect, it is worthy to pay attention 
to the correspondence between the above-men-

Ancient Greek epithet “ ”, which stands 
for the words “lord” and “ruler”, and the Latin 
“dominus” with the same meaning, on the other 

the Thracian rider in the votive reliefs during the 
Roman age.

The mother of Rhesus, the Muse, also refers 

-
ship to Orpheus, making a comparison between 
Rhesus and the Thracian prophet of Bacchus, 
worshipped as a deity by the wise people.

In this respect, it is worth reminding one 
very important fragment of Aeschylus about Or-
pheus in the tragedy “Bassarae”, which also sit-
uates him in Mount Pangaeus. According to it, 
“Orpheus… considered Helios to be the greatest 

by making haste during the night, he reached at 
dawn the summit of Mt. Pangaeus, and waited 
there that he might see the rising of the sun.”

6 English translation by J. Edmonds and S. Gaselee.
7 
8 See 

Aesch. Bassar. fr. 83. English translation by Smyth.

It is obvious that in the texts of both Euripi-
des and Aeschylus Mount Pangaeus is a sacred 
place. It has the same features as the sacred to-
pos of the mythical hero Rhesus in the Rhodope 
Mountain, described by Philostratus. This holy 
place is typologically similar with the topos, de-
picted on the reliefs of the Thracian rider. One 
piece of evidence from an unfamiliar ancient au-
thor from the 3rd c. AD, known as Pseudo-Plu-
tarch, stands in this line of ideas. He has written 
as follows:10

“Also upon the mountain Pangaeus grows 
an herb, which is called the harp upon this oc-
casion. The women that tore Orpheus in pieces 

being changed, the whole body was turned into 
the shape of a dragon. But as for his harp, such 
was the will of Apollo, it remained in the same 
form. And from the streaming blood grew up the 

forth a sound like that of an harp when played 
upon. At which time the natives, being covered 
with the skins of young hinds and waving their 
thyrsuses in their hands, sing a hymn, of which 
these are part of the words,

as Clitonymus reports, in his Third Book of 
Thracian Relations.”

These sacred places in Antiquity, as well 
as other similar places, described in the ancient 

of religious beliefs and ritualism in South-East 
Europe and Asia Minor, which have preserved 
many ancient relicts as a vital heritage up to the 
present day.11

In this respect it would be useful to investi-
gate in more detail the connection between the 
ancient pagan topoi of religious beliefs and ritu-
alism like the above-mentioned – on one hand, 
the cultic topoi depicted upon the plaques of the 
Thracian hero – on the other, and the cult topoi, 
known in popular Christian religion as conse-
crated grounds – on the third hand.12 Let us re-
mind what has been depicted upon the plaques 
of the Thracian hero. First of all, it is the horse-

10 English translation by several 
hands, c .

11 On the subject of the rock topoi of religious beliefs and ritual-
ism, see in particular and 

12 Most recent on this subject 
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man-hero himself, who is the major subject of 
the cult and ritualism. An altar is situated in 
front of him. Behind the altar there is a tree with 
a snake in its branches, which is turned toward 
the head of the horseman. Sometimes he holds a 
ritual phiale in his hand, and sometimes he takes 
part in a hunting scene with the chased animal 
most often being a boar. Both types of icono-

has been depicted is obviously a stylized kind 
of a holy place or of a sacred topos of religious 
belief and ritualism. There are numerous simi-
larities between the sacred places depicted on 
the plaque, and the cultic topoi, known as con-
secrated grounds in popular Christianity. In this 
sense E. Theodorov remarks quite appropriately 
that the combination between the three com-
ponents of the serpent winding around the tree 
above a stone altar, depicted on the reliefs of the 
Thracian hero, actually represents consecrated 
grounds – quite similar to the ancient Thracian 
sanctuary: the snake on the plaques corresponds 
to the patron of the consecrated ground and its 

the consecrated ground, in which the patron of 

13 Besides, the 
tree is in leaves because of the relation of the re-
ligious cult to the spring season. There are also 
depictions of urns turned aside, from which wa-

Glava Panega. These representations may be re-
lated to the idea of consecrated grounds, situat-
ed beside water and to rituals involving washing 
and bathing in rivers and springs.14 The repre-
sentation of nymphs, who are holding a jar with 

-
ary near the village of Saladinovo, ten kilome-
tres south-east of the town of Pazardzhik, can 
also be related to this notion.15 The above stated 
elements represent by means of artistic expres-
sion and simplicity the characteristic features of 
the consecrated ground in folklore religion.16

There is also a piece of evidence about the 

13 
14 
15 
16 

Theodorov is his emphasis on the connection of the above 
discussed consecrated grounds with the popular beliefs in the 
patron of the locality.

Thracian cultic topos of beliefs and ritualism, 
which is similar with the holy place on the vo-
tive reliefs and with the consecrated grounds, 
provided by Theopompus when narrating about 
the Thracian ruler Cotys I. He tells how the king 
used to build banqueting halls in shadowy loca-

gods.17

In fact, it is as early as Homer that a cul-
tic topos in the lands of the Thracian Kikonians 

the priest of Apollo, the epic poet says: “for he 
dwelt in a wooded grove of Phoebus Apollo”.18

Herodotus respectively described the fa-
mous sanctuary of Dionysus, which was located 
in the lands of the Satrae: “It is they who pos-
sess the place of divination sacred to Dionysus. 

Bessi, a clan of the Satrae, are the prophets of 
-

than there”.
If we turn back to Euripides’ passage from 

-
mous being of the Thracian king as an -

 in his mountain cave in Pangaeus, 
and compare what it says with the iconography 
of the Thracian hero, we will see that they are 
quite similar. There is a sacred place in both 
cases. In the text of Euripides the half-human, 
demi-god and priest Rhesus serves to his god 
Dionysus. In the representation of the Thra-
cian rider, who has king Rhesus and the ancient 
Thracian rulers as his prototypes, the hero also 

ritualism by an altar upon one holy topos. It is 
reasonable to assume that he also serves to the 
supreme Thracian god. It is possible that the 
serpent-god in these reliefs occupies the highest 
position in the religious pantheon.20 And if the 

-
ure of the supreme Thracian god Dionysus, than 
the similarity to the situation in the “Rhesus” 
tragedy becomes even deeper. This disposition 
is also in compliance with the narrative of Philo-
stratus about the mythical hero in the Rhodope 
mountain.

It seems that both Euripides and Aeschy-

17 Ath. 12.42. English translation by C. D. Yonge.
18 English translation by A. T. Murray.

 Hdt 7.111. English translation by A. D. Godley.
20 See , 25.

King Rhesus and his Mountain Cave
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lus situate in Mount Pangaeus both Dionysian, 
chthonic type of religiousness, and Apollonian, 
solar type of religiousness. Is this by accident? 
One very important feature of Thracian religion 
is quite evident here – both its unity and its va-
riety. The Apollonian and the Dionysian princi-
ple are closely related at one single sacred place 
– this fundamental juxtaposition which marks 
the entire European cultural and historical tra-
dition. It has been the subject of philosophical 
analyses, like for example in Nietzsche’s fa-
mous book “The Birth of Tragedy”.21 But this 
relation is quite reasonable and it becomes clear 
from some passages of the ancient Roman au-
thor Macrobius. In his work “Saturnalia” he has 
given numerous arguments that Apollo and Dio-
nysus are one and the same god.22 He says that 
according to the sacred beliefs in the religious 
mysteries of the ancient people, when the Sun 
went through the upper hemisphere, i.e. in day-

-
ated in the lower hemisphere, i.e. in nighttime, 
it was called Dionysus. Macrobius also narrates 
about a sanctuary, dedicated to the Sun and to 

21 Nietzsche 2008.
22 It is the French translation of Ch. De Rosoy which has been 

used in this paper.

Bacchus. He says that the Sun and Bacchus 
were considered as one and the same among the 
Thracians, who called him Sebadius and wor-
shipped him with great solemnity. According to 
the text, there was a round sanctuary dedicated 
to him upon the Zilmissus hill, which was il-
luminated from the center of its roof (Macrob. 
Saturn. 1.18.1-11).23

In conclusion, Mount Pangaeus may be de-

of Dionysian and Apollonian types of religious-
ness.24 The present paper may be understood as 
an attempt at re-interpretation and explanation 
of the Thracian religiousness in the light of the 
above analyzed literary evidence. The cultural-
historical and religious situation of king Rhesus 
in Mount Pangaeus by the cave, perceived in its 
context, is fundamental for the understanding 

that the Thracian religion has a multiple nature, 
but at the same time it has its immanent unity, 
which becomes obvious when analyzing in de-
tail its evolution from the mythical past until the 
Thracian hero during the Roman age.

23 See also a detailed commentary on the text of Macrobius by 
, 148-170). One of the best and most compre-

hensive studies of the relation between the Dionysian and the 

24 The present attempt at the Thracian religion is quite in com-
pliance with the fundamental studies of A. Fol, in which the 
author developed and grounded the concept of Thracian or-

 (with summaries in 
English, French and Russian) 
2000.
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
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The beginnings of Romanisation of the 
Skopje – Kumanovo region can be linked with 
the invasion of the Roman legions to the north 
of the province of Macedonia during the 1st cen-
tury BC.1 The process of colonisation and ur-

the status of the original settlement of Scupi was 
raised to the rank of a colony (Colonia Flavia 
Scupinorum) with the settlement of veterans in 
the time of Vespasian or Domitian.2 The status 
of colony would have great impact in the fur-
ther administrative, urban, economic, social 
and religious development of the city of Scupi, 
the southernmost city of the Moesiae Superior 
province. Developments in Scupi -
ed the process of Romanisation of the Kumano-
vo region which forms a strategic, geographi-
cal and economic unity with Skopje Valley. The 
administrative status of the Kumanovo area is 
not known, though some believe it belonged 
to the ager of Scupi and others that it was an 
independent urban centre, possibly with a sta-
tus of municipium or an imperial domain with 
autonomous government.3 Epigraphic evidence 
indicates that there were two customs stations, 
situated in the vicinity of the villages of Lopate 

Lamud and Vi-
zianus4 and probably a vicus in the vicinity of 
the village of Biljanovce.5 However, the largest 
settlement was that near the village of Lopate, 
located at an important crossroad, where the 
main road forked into two branches: to Pau-

- - -
- IMS VI, 17-18, 23-24.

2 IMS 

IMS VI, 41
-20, 27-45.

4 IMS  2013, 70-72, 77-83.
5   

THRACIAN INFLUENCE IN THE ROMAN COLONY 
SCUPI AND THE SKOPJE – KUMANOVO REGION

talia and to Naissus.6 The high administrative 
status of Scupi as a colony, as well as the fa-
vourable location, the natural resources of the 
entire Skopje – 

of the Empire, mostly from the neighbouring 
regions, and especially from the Thracian area. 
The presence of Thracian settlers in the region 
is most clearly attested in the onomastic data, 
especially the anthroponyms, and in the cults.

Onomastic data 
Scupi, as a military colony, has a dominant 

presence of Latin personal names, but also a 
presence of some epichoric names, which are 
linked to the autochthonous population of these 
and the neighbouring regions. On this occasion 
we shall make a presentation of the names that 

the linguists.  
The male name Bithus is found on three in-

scriptions. Once on the Viminacium laterculus 
-

charged soldiers originating from Scupi, who 
VII 

Cl.7 The other example is found on an inscrip-
tion from the Scupi region (Fig. 1/a),8 and the 
third one in the village of Lopate/statio Lamud 
in the region of Kumanovo.  The name Bithus is 

10 

6   2013, 
70-72 and 77-83.

7 IMS II, 53/Ia20: [….B]ith[us] Sc(upis)
8 Cesus Mes/tri f(ilius) Mace/do Apeunen/ses (!) 

-
tus (!) f(ilius) Cesu/nis (!) heres bene merit(o) / f(aciendum) 
c(uraverunt).
IMS VI, 222: 
/ ann(is) L h(ic) s(ita) e(st). / Abascantos / lib(ertus) patro/
ne (!) b(ene) m(erenti) p(osuit) / Abascantus (!) Iucundae 
lib(ertus) / vivo se.

10 
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Bithus 
was named Cesus and had a cognomen Macedo, 

The male name Cesus 
rare names. Except in Scupi (Fig. 1/a),11 it is also 

regions of Paeonia and Pelagonia, which is why it 

as the name of his father Mestrius.12 Some schol-
ars thought that this name was Thracian,13 or that 

-unis, i.e. included it in the anthroponymy of the 
protohistoric tribes of the Balkans.14 

Mestrius is a Latin gentile name, but since 
in Macedonia the names Mestrius/Mestrianus 
are often encountered as congnomina or per-
sonal names, some scholars believe that these 

-
tic names and that they probably originate from 
the same root as the name Mestus.15 Beside in 
Moesia Superior and Macedonia, these names 
are frequent in Thrace, but individually also oc-
cur in other provinces.16 From Scupi are known 
more personalities with the name Mestrius/
Mestrianus (Fig. 1/a).17 On the Viminacium 

discharged soldiers originating from Scupi are 
listed some persons with these names.18 

The name Daizo belongs to one of the dis-
charged soldiers with Scupi provenance on the 

Viminacium laterculus.  The linguists have 
provided opposed opinions regarding the eth-
nicity of the name, but most of them identify it 
as a Thracian one.20

The name Delus is found on two Scupi in-
scriptions as a female name. One of these is the 
previously mentioned inscription (Fig. 1/a) in 

11 
12 Babamova
13 Dana 2014, 83.
14 
15 , 

, 132. Exept Mestrius/Mestrianus there 
are one Mesta and Mescena

16 Dana 2014, 215-218.
17 Aurelius Mes-

trianus, vet(eranus) leg(ionis) IIII Flavie (!)  VI, 50: 
M(arcus) Aurelius Mestrius, vet(eranus) leg(ionis) VII 
Cl(audiae). 

18 IMS II, 53/Ib13: M(arcus) Ael(ius) Mestrius,  Sc(upis); 
C(aius) Aur(elius) Mestrius, Sc(upis).

 IMS II, 53/ Ib47: M(arcus) Aur(elius) Daizo, Sc(upis);IMS 
VI, 26. n. 17.

20 
2014, 108.

which Delus is mother of Bithus and spouse of 
the deceased Cesus.21 On the second inscription 
the name Delus belongs to the dedicator of the 
monument, who was a wife of the deceased Posis 
(Fig. 1/b).22 Her provenance is from Albanopo-
lis (a city near Krujë in modern Albania), i.e. she 
was a settler from the Illyrian regions. The name 
Delus is most frequently associated with the ter-
ritory of Dardania (Scupi)23 and Macedonia,24 al-
though there are some opinions that it is Thracian 
in origin.25

been interpreted as a residue from the protohis-
toric tribal substrate in the Balkans.26 

The name Mucatus belongs to Delus’s fa-
ther and the opinions regarding this name are 
divided. Some scholars identify it as a Thra-
cian one (Fig. 1/b).27 The others suggest that 
the names with root - are spread over the 

Mucatus/Mucasa (Mucata) is com-
28  and  

-  are found in Mac-
, , 

 and Mucianus are 
found in Thrace.  This is why some of them 
thought that this name should be considered as 
a name originating from protohistoric substrata 
of the Paleobalkan population to which were at-

ethnic group accepted it.30 
The name Posis, which belongs to the hus-

band of Delus (Fig. 1/b), is rare and most often 
interpreted as a Greek name, because it can be 
found in Greece and Asia Minor,31 although there 
are some opinions that it might be of Thracian 
origin.32

name characteristic for Dardania (Scupi) with a 
possibility for its dispersal from Upper Macedo-

21 Refer supra to n. 8.
22 IMS VI, 142: Posis Mest/ylu f(ilius) Fl(avia) / Delus Mu/cati 

f(ilia) dom(o) / Albanop(oli) / ipsa Delus / [….;
23 
24 Dana 2014, 120 with cited literature.
25 
26 

27 

28 
Dana 2014, 236.

 
Dana 2014, 227-244.

30 
31 
32 Posis is intrinsic to 
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nia (Derriopos)33 due to the name of the father 
(Mestylus).34

The name Mestylos/as is found on three in-
scriptions from Scupi (Fig. 1/b and d).35 This 
name belongs to one of the discharged soldiers 

Viminacium 
laterculus.36 The name Mestylus is linked with 
Upper Macedonia, especially with the Paeonian 
territory (the regions of Prilep, Kavadarci and 
Veles).37 There are opinions that it is of Thracian 
origin,38 although in Thracian regions names 
with root - are extremely rare. 

The name  is found only on one 
inscription from Scupi (Fig. 1/d).  It is a rare 
name, while the names with this root ( ) 
can be found in the vicinity of Thessalonica and 
in the Thracian part of Macedonia in the region 
of Strymon.40 In our case, the presence of the 
name Momonio with the name Mestylas, which 
is linked to the Paeonian territory in Upper Mac-
edonia, provides clues about the region from 
which these two names came into Scupi.41

The name Sita42 
a Thracian name (Fig. 1/c),43 although it is also 
found in the Paeonian part of the province of 

Kavadarci.44 
The name Dida can also be included among 

the rare names (Fig. 1/c).45 The linguists iden-
tify it as Thracian,46 Illyrian47 or Celtic.48 Some 
have assumed that this name belongs to the 

33 
34 
35 Drutie 

[vix(it) an(nis)…]; IMS VI, 133: D(is) M(anibus) / Mestylas / 
Momonio? / coniugi be/ne merenti / titulum posu(it). 

36 IMS II, 53/Ia27, [-] Aur(elius) Mestula, Sc(upis).
37  60-61, author thought 

that this name is related to the names Mesta, Mestys

38 
 IMS VI, 133: Mestylas Momonio coniugi (refer supra to n. 

35).
40 

2014, 224-226.
41 

 
42 IMS VI, 132 bis: 

/ h(ic) s(ita) e(st) / Lucius Dic/conis f(ilius) con/iunx et Dida 
/ Site (!) pater et Mes/cena mater et Sita / Mestri avius et / 
Mania avia / p(ie) f(aciendum) c(uraverunt).

43 
2014, 324-325.

44 

45 IMS VI, 132, Dida Site (!) (refer supra to n. 42).
46 
47 
48 

epichoric names characteristic for Dardania, 
which originated from protohistoric substrata of 
the Paleobalkan population.    

The name Teres is found only on one in-
scription from Scupi (Fig. 1/e).50 Teres is one 
of the most widespread Thracian names. It is 
mainly found in Thrace, but it is also present in 
Macedonia, especially along the Strimon River 
valley, and less frequently occurs in the other 
provinces of the Empire.51

The name Torcula belongs to a soldier 
originating from Scupi, who is listed among the 
discharged praetorians on one Rome latercu-
lus.52 There is an opinion that it is of Thracian 
origin, although it is not found in Thrace. It is 
a  diminutive of the name Torkos, which is also 
present in Macedonia, especially in the region 
of Thessalonica,53 and one example is found in 
Paeonia.54

In the context of the Thracian presence, we 
should emphasise the occurrence of the term 
Bessus on two inscriptions, which is frequently 
used as a synonym of Thrax (Thracian).55 On 
one inscription from Rome, from the reign of 
M. Aurelius, dedicated to one equitus singularis 
Augusti of Scupi origin, it is emphasised that he 
was natione Bessus.56 This inscription had been 
previously used as a proof that Scupi was in-
habited by Thracian population.57 However, the 
emphasis that the bearer was a member of the  
Bessi tribe puts a highlight on his ethnicity, which 

 
Scupi population.58 

The other inscription is from the village of 
statio Vizanus (region of Kumanovo), 

where the father of the departed woman has the 

 Dida, 
Mesta, Mestus, Mestrius, Mestrianus refer to a relationship of 
Scupi with Macedonia, or more precisely with Pa
71, nn 56-58.

50 IMS VI, 55: M. [Pe]troni/us M. [f](ilius) Vetu/r[i]a Placen/
tia Severus / vet(eranus) leg(ionis) VII / C(laudiae) p(iae) 

s(itus) e(st) / Petronius / Teres patrono bene / merenti de suo / 
f(aciendum) c(uravit).

51 
Dana 2014, 355-361.

52 CIL Vl, 32 536 d, II, 8: [Tor]cula Scupo.
53 ; 

Dana 2014, 374.
54 
55 Dana 2013, 245-246, nn. 32-33.
56 CIL VI, 3205: Aur(elio) Gaio eq(uitus) sing(ularis) im-

p(eratori) n(…) Fl(avia) Scupis nat(ione) Bessus

57 
58 
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cognomen Bessus functioning as an ethnonym 
(Fig. 1/f).  The presence of Bessi settlers in this 

the local lead and zinc mines, since they were 
renowned as skilful miners.60 

The Thracian Horseman cult
-

Thracian deities such as Zeus/Jupiter Zbelsurd-
os and the Thracian Horseman (Thracian Hero). 
The votive representations of the Thracian 
Horseman should be regarded separately from 
the similar horseman representations on sepul-
chral monuments, which are a heroized illus-
tration of the deceased, and were found on few 
monuments in this region.61 Eight votive monu-
ments of the Thracian Horseman cult are found 
in the Skopje – Kumanovo region (Fig. 2). Sev-
en of them are votive reliefs, and one is a sculp-
tural composition. Four of the monuments are 
from the Skopje region (No. 1-4), three are from 
the Kumanovo region (No. 5-7) and one is from 

 
Kumanovo region?) (No. 8).

No. 1. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/a)
Skopje, village of Semenište, marble, dim.: 

46 40 8 cm (Archaeological museum of Mac-
edonia, inv. No. 67). 

Rectangular plaque with arched upper side. 
The horseman is galloping to the right, with 
raised right hand in the gesture of benedictio 
latina. In front of him is a tree with a spirally 
coiled snake. Under the horse legs is a dog at-
tacking a boar which is peeking out behind an 
altar. 

Bibl.: 

CCET V, 26, no. 35.
No. 2. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/b)
Skopje, village of Katlanovo, limestone, 

Macedonia, inv. No. 577).
Asymmetrical rectangular plaque. The 

horseman is galloping to the right, with a spear 
in his right hand. In front of him is a tree  with a  

 B[…]/thae f(iliae). 
Bessus / beneaudivit / vix(it) ann(is) L / titulum sibi / in testa-
mento/……

60  2013, 70-72.
61 

spirally coiled snake. Beneath the horse, a dog 
is attacking a boar. 

Bibl.: CCET V, 23-24, no. 32, Taf. XVI-
II/32.

No. 3. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/c)
Skopje, Northwestern necropolis of Scupi, 

marble, dim.: 15.6x8.7x2.7 cm (Museum of the 
City of Skopje, entry No. 40802). 

Only the central part of the plaque is pre-
served with the horseman riding to the right, 
with a spear in his right hand. 

Bibl.: unpublished.
No. 4. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/d)
Skopje, unknown location, marble, 35x28x6 

86558).
Rectangular plaque with damaged sides. 

The horseman is riding to the right. In front of 
him is a tree with a spirally coiled snake. Be-
neath the horse, a dog is attacking a boar. 

Bibl.: unpublished.
No. 5. Part of a sculpture (Fig. 2/e)

Preserved central part and the lower right 
corner of a sculpture, showing the main part of 
a horseman riding to the right. Under the horse 

Latin inscription on the lower frame: [Apol]lini 
ex vot(o) Festus ...... 

Bibl.: 

No. 6. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/f)
Kumanovo, village of Lopate/statio Lamud 

(site: Drezga), limestone, dim.: 35 35 7 cm 
(Archaeological museum of Macedonia, inv. 
No. 584). 

the right side of the plaque is missing. The 
horseman is galloping to the right, holding an 
unclear object in his right hand.

Bibl.: 

No. 7. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/g)
Kumanovo, village of Konjuh (site: Gole-

mo Gradište), limestone, dim.: 28x17 cm. 
Only the lower right corner of the plaque 

is preserved. Several elements may be distin-
guished: a snake entwined around a tree, an al-
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-
fronting a hound.

No. 8. Anepigraphic votive relief (Fig. 2/h)
Skopje – Kumanovo region?, unknown lo-

cation, marble, dim.: 36x31x7.5 cm (Museum of 

Rectangular plaque with plane frame. The 
horseman is galloping to the right, with raised 
right hand. In front of him is a tree, with a spiral-
ly coiled snake. Under the horse legs is a dog at-
tacking a boar which peeks out behind the tree. 

Bibl.: unpublished.
The Thracian Horseman monuments from 

the Skopje – Kumanovo region are dated in the 
3rd century AD.62 Most of the monuments of this 
group belong to the same type (Kazarow type 
B),63

scene where the horseman is represented as a 
hunter in a frontal aspect, riding slowly or gal-
loping to the right, wearing a short chiton with 

chlamys, holding his right hand 
raised in a waiving position, with (No. 3-4) or 
without a spear (No. 1-2, 5-8), and accompa-
nied by accessory components: a tree coiled by 
a crawling snake (No. 1, 3-4, 7-8 ), a dog at-
tacking or confronting a wild boar (No. 1, 3-4, 
7) and in one case instead of the dog, a lion at-

two of the monuments, there is a representation 
of an altar in front of the tree (No. 1 and 8). On 

is in the gesture of benedictio latina.  Only on 
one monument part of an inscription with the 
dedicator’s name is preserved.  Although the 
horseman is represented in his conventional 
iconography, the inscription is dedicated to an-
other deity – to the god Apollo (No. 5). From 
the dedicator’s cognomen (Festus) cannot be 
drown any sure conclusion about his origin. 

of data about the situation of discovery, and the 
lack of epigraphic data do not allow the iden-

status of the dedicators, or to perform a more 
profound and consequential analysis of the 
presence of this cult in territory of the Skopje – 
Kumanovo region.

62 CCET V, 21-27.
63 

The Zeus/Jupiter Zbelturdos cult
In addition to the monuments of the Thra-

cian horseman cult, there are two further epi-
graphic votive monuments dedicated to the 
Thracian deity Zeus/Jupiter Zbelsurdos from the 
Skopje – Kumanovo region, one from the Skop-
je (No. 1) and one from the region of Kumanovo 
(No. 2). On this occasion, we also present two 

Kosovo (No. 3), because of its provenance near 
to the border zone of Scupi  municipal terri-

location (probably from the border zone of the 
Skopje – Kumanovo region? (No. 4).

No. 1. Votive altar (Fig. 3/a)

Deo Zb[el/t]iurd[o] / [S]ex(tus) Fl(avius) 
F[la]/mina[lis] / [v(otum)] l(ibens) [p(osuit)].

No. 2. Votive altar (Fig. 3/b)
-

ne, 70x54x48 cm.
Text: De?]I Zbelsurdi SIL[../ Catulus Muna-

tia/nus G [pr]o salu/te  paren[tium]et / fr[at]rum.

No. 3. Votive altar (Fig. 3/c)

(Archaeological museum of Macedonia, inv. 
No. 220). 

 [Z]beltiu[r]/[d]i Sext(ius) Ba[-?]/p(?)ecus 
o[p]/t(io) pro sal(ute) / sua et suo[r(um)] / v(o-
tum) s(olvit) l(ibens) m(erito)

Bibl.: 
1428.

No. 4. Part of a sculpture (Fig. 3/d) 

Skopje – Kumanovo region (probably from 

location, limestone, dim.: H: 24 cm, pedestal: 
17x7x6 cm (Museum of the City of Skopje, en-
try No. 86560).

Part of a sculpture with preserved irregular 
rectangular pedestal, which has two parted feet 
of an adult male in a standing position preserved 
on the topside. To the right, there is a represen-
tation of snake spirally coiled around the pedes-
tal. On the front side of the base is an inscription 
with Greek letters:  
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In the context of this monument, we should 
also mention the fragment of a sculpture found 
in Scupi, which shows a preserved section of a 
similar scene. The lack of an inscription and the 

-
Zeus/Jupiter Zbelsurdos.64

The monuments of Zeus/Jupiter Zbelsurdos 
from the Skopje – Kumanovo region are dated to 
the 2nd and early 3rd century AD. The dedicator 
of the monument from the village of Ljubanci 
in the Skopje region (Sextus Flavius Fluminalis) 
has a Roman tria nomina name (No. 1), which 
indicates a well Romanised settler, while the 
dedicators of the monuments from the village of 
Dovezence – Kumanovo (Catulus Munatianus) 

Sextius Ba[-?]p(?)
ecus) have Romanised epichoric names (No. 
2-3). On the other hand,  , the dedi-

-
tion (No. 4) has a Romanised Thracian name.65 
One of the dedicants (No. 3) is an optio from an 
unknown military unit and the other is a mem-
ber of voluntary association, gerousia (No. 4). 
The names, social status and the professions of 
the dedicants of the presented monuments sug-
gest Romanised natives or settlers from Thrace.

Final considerations
The presence of some Thracian names in 

the Skopje – -
ences and settlers from Thrace, but it does not 
mean that the region was settled by Thracians. 
Analysis of the cognomina shows a high level of 
Romanisation in this region with dominance of 
the Latin names in relation to the Illyrian, Thra-
cian, Greek and the epichoric names.66 In the 
text above, we have analysed the Thracian per-

-

In our case, a combination of names on one and 
the same inscription (Cesus, Mestrius, Delus Bi-
thus; Posis, Mestylus, Delus, Mucatus Mesta, 
Dida, Sita, Mescena, Mestrius) is an indicator 

64 
65 
66 IMS 171-

-180.

of local families, with a prevalence of autoch-
thonous names among their members. The lo-

by their appearance on the lists of discharged 
soldiers originating from Scupi. The presence 

-
grations of population from neighbouring 
provinces to the Skopje – Kumanovo region, 
mainly due to family or economic reasons. 

state that the Thracians came to the Skopje – 
Kumanovo region rather as civilian settlers 
than as members of the army. The presence of 
the Bessi -
tion in their engagement in the local lead and 
zinc mines, since they were renowned as skil-
ful miners. 

The migrants from Thrace did not relin-
quish their identity and remained loyal to their 
customs, traditions, and deities, such as Zeus/
Jupiter Zbelsurdos and the Thracian Horseman. 
Through their customs and beliefs the Thracian 
migrants had considerable impact on the reli-
gious and daily public life in Scupi. The lack 
of data regarding the ethnicity, social status, 
profession and origin of the worshippers of the 
Thracian Horseman cult do not allow making 
any conclusions about the reasons or the man-
ner of arrival of this cult in our territory. On the 
other hand, the names, the social status and the 
professions of the worshippers of the Zeus/Jupi-
ter Zbeltiurdos cult suggest Romanised natives 
or settlers from Thrace. 

Finally, we can state that the presence of 
some Thracian names and deities in the Skopje –  

settlers from Thrace. Thracian migrants came to 
this area mainly as civilian settlers due to fam-
ily, trade or other economic reasons, but they 
retained their identity by preserving indigenous 
names and beliefs in the deities of their home-
land.
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-
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-

180.
-

, 
-

-

 13-14, 
113-125. 

Fig. 1. Gravestones with 
inscriptions of Thracian 
and indigenous personal 
names from different 
locations in the Skopje –  
Kumanovo region. a) 
Skopje/settlement of M. 
A.  (after IMS VI, 

Skopje/village of Gorno 
Solnje (after IMS VI, 

museum of Macedonia, 
inv. No. 461); d) Skopje/
village of Sredno 
Konjare (after IMS VI, 
133; Archaeological 
museum of Macedonia, 
inv. No. 155); e) Skopje/
village of Bardovci 
(after IMS VI, 55; 
Archaeological museum 
of Macedonia, inv. No. 
141); f) Kumanovo/

fig. 4).
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Fig. 2. Votive monuments of the Thracian Horseman cult from different locations in the Skopje – Kumanovo 

Skopje/unknown location (Museum of the city of Skopje, entry No. 86558); e) Kumanovo/unknown location 
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Fig. 3. Three votive monuments dedicated to Zbelsurdos from different locations in the Skopje – Kumanovo 
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-
-

gen Stadt Kran, Gemeinde Kazanlak auf einem 
-
-

Fig. 
1). Die Lage dieser Festung, die in römischer 
Zeit zur Provinz Thrakien gehörte, wurde wahr-

Straße in der Ebene beobachten, sondern auch 
den ganzen westlichen Teil des Tals von Kaz-
anlak. Von der Festung gibt es eine direkte Aus-
sicht auf die antike thrakische Hauptstadt Seu-
thopolis vom 4. Jh. v. Chr. beim Dorf Koprinka.1

Die Festung wurde in den 80er Jahren des 
20. Jahrhundert unter der Leitung von Dimitar 
Nikolov (damals Direktor des Historischen Mu-
seums in Stara Zagora) und unter Beteiligung 
von Gergana Kabakchieva, Krasimir Kalchev 
und Krasimira Stefanova untersucht. Dabei 
wurde ein wesentliches Teil der antiken Fes-

-
-

lich zu der thrakischen Periode, der römischen 

Dieser Bericht bietet eine Zusammenfas-
sung der Forschungsergebnisse von allen chro-
nologischen Perioden.

Archäologischen Befund und Baukeramik aus 
der thrakischen Periode 

Erhaltene Mauerwerke aus der thrakischen 
Periode wurden in nördlichen Bereich der anti-

Fig. 
2). Dort wurden Steinmauerreste, sowie ein Teil 
einer kultischen Feuerstelle (Eschara) entdeckt. 

-

ANTIKE FESTUNG UND SIEDLUNG IM ORT 
„GRADOVETE“ BEI KRAN, GEMEINDE KAZANLAK

Gergana Kabakchieva,  Krasimira Stefanova-Georgieva

Diese Reste wurden von einer dicken Schicht 
zersetzten und teilweise verkohlten Lehmzie-

Fragmenten aus Ziegeln korinthischen Typs, 

die letzten mit roter Farbe an der vorderen Seite 
bemalt. Die Dichte der Schicht aus Lehmziegeln 

in allen ober genannten Teilen des erforschten 
Bereichs der Siedlung festgestellt. 

der Reste aus der thrakischen Periode spielen die 
Funde von dekorativen und außerordentlichen 
Baukeramik. Sie wurden von Daniela Stoya-
nova mit Beteiligung von Krasimira Stefanova 
untersucht.2 Dabei wurden vier Gruppen von 
Ziegeln korinthischen Typs3 festgestellt. Die 

wie auch mit architektonischen Motiven (ioni-
schen S ulen und Kapitellen) verziert (Fig. 3). 

-

Verzierung an der Vorderteil aufweisen. Dani-
ela Stoyanova hat diese Ziegel und auch Ante-

4 Ähnliche Ziegel wurden in 
den griechischen Kolonien – Apollonia Pontica, 
Mesambria, Odessos, aber auch in Seuthopolis 
entdeckt.5

Kran-Festung unterscheidet sich nicht viel von 
-

chischen Kolonien am westlichen Schwarzmeer-
 und Kleinasien.6 Es handelt 

sich hier um einen S-förmigen, mehrmals wie-

2 -110.

4 

 
2016, 47, Fig. 26-27.

6 Robinson
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Gruppe der hellenistischen Baukeramik bilden 
und eine Verzierung aus je drei ionischen kan-

-
luten und einer Palmette darauf aufweisen. Auf 

abgebildet, die ein charakteristisches Ornament 

-
-

tonische Steinverzierung der Ostrusha Tumulus 
bei Shipka gefunden sind,7 so wie diese von den 

Kazanlak.8

in der Kunst und Kulturmilleau der alten Thra-
ker bearbeitet. Das erlaubt ihre Datierung um 

-
en von der Shipka Tumulus, so wie die Ziegeln 

-
rung von der Festung bei Kran zeigen, dass in 
Thrakien noch am Anfang der hellenistischen 

entwickelten.  Die Architekturterrakotta, die bei 
den Ausgrabungen von Gradovete“ bei Kran 
entdeckt wurde, ist  und 
reichlicher dekoriert im Vergleich zu  dieser, die 
in anderen oben genannten Fundstellen in Thra-
kien gefunden wurde. Das zeigt, dass die Ziegel 

-
ude (oder 

-

Ziegeln und Stirnziegeln Korinthisches Typs, 
-

nung von D. Stoyanova und K. Stefanova-Ge-
orgieva10 wurde die Baukeramik nicht aus der 

am Ort und Stelle hergestellt. Sie datieren die 
-

schen Periode. Die Schlussfolgerung von Dimit-
ar Nikolov ist auch wichtig, nach welcher in der 

-
chiterturkomplex ( yrsis) in der hellenistischen 
Zeit existiert hat“.11 -
gen diese Meinung akzeptiert und bestimmt die 

7 
8 

itov
10 
11  

12 Die 
Stellen, wo die einzelnen Funde Baukeramik 
festgestellt sind, weist darauf hin, dass unter den 
Resten der antiken Festung aus der römischen 
Zeit sich um eine Bebauung aus der genannten 
Periode handelt. Ob es sich um eine thrakische 
Residenz (Tyrsis) handelt, oder aber sie zu ei-
nem Tempelbau gehören, können nur weitere 

Die Festung von der spätrömischen Periode 
(3. – 4. Jh. n. Chr.)

-
legen war (cf. Fig. 2).
sie in der letzten Viertel des 3. Jh. n. Chr. als 

-

 könnte man mit der 
 der Grenzen der Provinzen in der 

Diözesen Thrakien und Dakien nach dem Ersten 
Goten Krieg verbinden.13 Die Festung bei Kran 

Hauptstraßen durch die Haemus Gebirge ver-
binden. In dieser Periode wurde die Festung mit 
einer Steinmauern umgeben, deren Dicke 2.10 –  

-
ner Höhe von etwa 4.0 m erhalten ist. 

Das einzige Tor, das bei den Ausgrabun-

der westlichen Festungsmauer. Sie ist errichtet 
aus bearbeiteten Bruchsteinen verbundenen mit 
Mörtel. Allerdings ist sie schlecht erhalten. Die 

-
er noch nicht gut erforscht. Von ihr wurden aus-
schließlich kleine Zonen bei dem Tor freigelegt. 
Daher kann man momentan nicht vermuten, 

dem Tor ein Turm errichtet worden war, was die 
Erweiterungen (1.20 x 1.30 m) in ihrem Vor-

Verlauf der östlichen Festungsmauer freigelegt. 

diesem Grund Kurven an bestimmten Stellen. In 
der nordöstlichen Ecke der Festung wurde ein 
Turm aus dieser Bauperiode festgestellt. Seine 

12 , 
Stoyanov, Tonkova . 2-3.

13  2002, 
72-74.
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Form ist beinahe quadratisch und er ragte völlig 
aus dem östlichen und aus der nördlichen Mauer 
hinaus. In der Mitte der nördlichen Festungs-
mauer wurde ein weiterer fast quadratischer und 
dazu noch sehr massiver Turm errichtet (Fig. 4). 
Die Bautechnik des Turms ist pseudo-opus mix-
tum. Die Steine und Backsteine sind mit weißem 
Mörtel verbunden. Die Funde von Baukeramik 

sind viel. Die Tegulae sind viereckig und leicht 
bogenförmig. Ihren Ausmaßen sind groß (0.64 x 

imbrices sind eng, mit gro-
ßer L

-
mauern nicht nur bei den alten Ausgrabungen, 
wie auch bei der Rettungsausgrabungen im Jahr 
2016, aufgefunden.14

Es ist schwer fest zu sagen, wie der innere 
Festungsraum in der ersten Bauperiode organi-
siert und bebaut wurde. Es wurden nur wenige 
Mauerresten mit weißem Mörtel als Bindemittel 
erhalten und untersucht. Am meisten sind sie in 
den östlichen und nord-östlichen Bereichen der 
Festung freigelegt.

Ich nehme an, dass, wie auch bei anderen 
erforschten antiken Festungen dieser Art in 
Thrakien, die Kaserner ume im Zentrum oder 
in der N he der Festungsmauern standen und 
dass die Zahl der Truppen ist gering.15 Von die-
sen wurden nur abgesonderten Teile freigelegt, 
da sie unter den Bauschutt aus der zweiten Bau-
periode liegen. Es gibt jede Menge Beispiele 

Moesien. Ein sehr gutes Beispiel bietet die er-
haltene Festung beim Dorf Kipilovo, Gemeinde 
Zheravna, die von Dimitrina Mitova-Dzhonova 

 wurde.16 
Bei den Ausgrabungen ist ein Ziegelstein 

Mezide-
ve17 (Fig. 5). 
Siedlung – Mezideva. Die Inschrift wurde im 
Ziegelstein eingeritzt bevor er gebacken wur-
de, um zu zeigen wohin man die Ziegelsteine 
und Ziegeln von der Ziegelwerk schicken soll-
te. Die Inschrift von Kran ist nicht das einzige 

14 7, 
15 

 2002, 72-74. 
16 ,  60-61.
17 Nikolov

Beispiel von den Provinzen in der Diözesen 

Ähnliche Inschriften sind auf einen Ziegel, wie 
auch an den eines kleinen Do-

sind bei den Ausgrabungen der Siedlung in der 
18 Sie 

sind auf Lateinisch geschrieben. Bei diesen In-
schriften gehet es um Bestellungen von Ziegeln 

kadoi und kernoi, Gefäße für 
Wein und Kultgefäße) verschiedenen Pri-
vatbesteller oder Heiligt mer. Die Inschrift an 

Kreuz, was bedeutet, dass der Töpfermeister 
einer christlich war. Eine andere Inschrift mit 

der Provinz Thrakien) entdeckt worden.  Bei 
dieser Inschrift gehet es um den Namen eines 
thrakischen Dorf s . Das neueste Bei-
spiel wurde bei den Ausgrabungen in Ulpia Oe-
scus (Nord Bulgarien) im Jahr 2017 gefunden.20 
Die Inschrift von Oescus ist auf Griechisch. Der 
Text ist eine Notiz des Baumeisters oder Töp-

21 -
ten Inschriften sind mit den Bestellungen der 

sind in der Kulturschichten vom 3. – 4. Jh. ge-
funden und zeigen, dass die Töpfermeister aus 

-
chisch könnten. Meine Meinung nach gehört die 
Inschrift von Kran zu der ersten Bauperiode der 

 
4. Jh. zu datieren. 

Die meisten Fundm gehören zu der 

h. aus der Regierungszeit des Kaisers Konstan-
tin der Große und seine Söhne (306 – 361). 

Diese Festung bildet ein Teil der Errichtung 
eines umfassenden Abwehrsystems in Provinz 

-
kangebirge, das in der letzten Viertel des 3. Jh. 
n. Chr. tzen sollte. Die hier 
unternommene Bestimmung der Funktionen 

18 1, 207-211, . 6-12.
 

20  2018, 
21 Hier möchte ich meine Dankbarkeit Prof. Mirena Slavova von 
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der ersten Festung unterscheidet sich von der 
Vermutung von D. Nikolov.22 Er meinte, dass 

-
lung ausschließlich von ziviler Bevölkerung 
bewohnt wurden. Nach Angaben, die aus den 

-
gen können, kann der Aufbau der Festung in der 
Periode nach dem Ende des Ersten Gotenkrie-
ges festsetzen. Das bedeutet, das die erste Fes-

n. Chr. bis zum Ende des 3. Jh. n. Chr. gebaut 
-
 

in Jahren 376 – 378 bestimmen.

Die Festung und Siedlung aus der Periode  
5. – 7. Jh. n. Chr. 

Nach einer kurzen Unterbrechung wurde an 
-

richtet, die bis zum Ende der Antike existierte 
(Fig. 2). Grunds

-
endige Teilen aufgeteilt. Am nördlichen Rand 

-

Munitionslager verwendet. Alle freigelegten 
sind 

wurde die Festungsmauer repariert, und da-

Festung weiter aufgebaut. Das ist eigentlich das 
besterhaltene Teil von den Ruinen in der Ort-

este dieses Turms 
sind in einer Höhle von 4.00 m erhalten 
(Fig. 4). Der quadratische Plan des Turmes ist 

Turm drei Stöcke hoch, um eine gute Sicht zur 

dem ersten Verteidigungssystem von römischer 
Zeit gehört. Nach der Zerstörung wurde sie in 
der Höhe baut. Man sieht den Unterschied 
zwischen dem unteren und oberen Teil der er-
haltenen Baureste von dem Turm. Im oberen 
Teil gibt es keine Spuren von der Technik opus 
mixtum -
nen Festungen in Thrakien, Moesia Secunda 
und Skythia erhalten. Einige von denen sind 

22 Nikolov  170.

noch besser erhalten, andere doch schlechter.23 

-
-

-
24

ausgedehnten Viereckplan auf und waren in ei-

7.00 m aufgeteilt. Sie wurden aus Lehmziegeln 
auf einem niedrigen Sockel aus Bruchstein er-
richtet. Die vielen entdeckten Fragmente von 

mit Ziegeln bedeckt worden waren. Ein einziges 
-
-

Reste von backsteinbedecktem Boden gefunden. 

aus der Zeit der Regierung der Kaiser Maurikius 
(582 – 602) und Phokas (602 – 610). Hinweise 
auf das Alltagsleben der zivilen Bevölkerung, 
die dieser Festung besiedelte, stellen die vielen 

Instrumenten, Fragmente aus Glasarmreife und 
Glasperlen dar, die bei den Ausgrabungen ge-
funden wurden. Dazu werde ich die Daten aus 

zu den Gruppen der grauen und der grauschwar-
-

auch eine kleine Menge von feinem Speisege-
schirr Fragmente. 

der Ausgr ber der Festung Dimitar Nikolov, daß 
dies der Name der Festung und Siedlung sei. 

 vermu-
tet er eine thrakische Herkunft von der Bevölke-
rung 
der antiken Zeit.

Die antike Festung aus der zweiten Bau-
periode unterscheidet sich nicht von allen an-

in Thrakien und Moesia Secunda.25 Sie wurden 
höchstwahrscheinlich zu Beginn des 7. Jh. n. 
Chr. von Slaven und Avaren zerstört wurde. 

23 
24 -32.
25 23- -80.
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Die antike Festung bei der Stadt Kran ist 
-
-

Seuthopolis innerhalb der hellenistischen Pe-

riode, sondern auch
Verteidigungssystems entlang 

der
das Siedlungsleben im 5. – 7. Jh. n. Chr. im 
Diözese Thrakien. 
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Fig. 3. Antefix mit Palmette und ionischer Säule 
(Foto von D. Stoyanova).

Fig. 4. Reste von dem großen Turm im 
nördlichen Bereich der Festung (Foto von 
den Autorinen).

Fig. 5. Bruchstück des Ziegels mit dem Namen 
der Siedlung – Mesideve/Mesideva (Zeichnung 

Gergana Kabakchieva,  Krasimira Stefanova-Georgieva
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THE SANCTUARY OF THE NYMPHS AND 
APHRODITE BY THE VILLAGE OF KASNAKOVO: 

BETWEEN MYTH AND REALITY

Veselka Katsarova

This article presents the results of the re-
newed archaeological investigations on one of 
the most fascinating archaeological sites from 
the Roman Age within contemporary Bulgarian 
lands – the so-called “Sanctuary of the Nymphs 
and Aphrodite” by the modern village of Kas-
nakovo, Municipality Dimitrovgrad, Haskovo 
region. Archaeological observations, surveys, 
excavations and geophysical surveys have been 
conducted at intervals since 2007, for 20 – 25 
days per season. They produced considerable 
amounts of new data which extend what was 
previously known about the chronology, char-

buildings (Fig. 1, 1).1

The birth of a myth
The site became known as early as the 

th c., with the publication of the Greek 
inscription carved onto the crown of the stone 
arch which stands above the spring (Fig. 1, 4), 
feeding the three basins of a small nymphaeum 
(IGBulg. III, 1714).2 The explicit statement, 
recorded in the inscription, of a dedication of 
the fountain to the Nymphs and Aphrodite by 
a Romanized family couple, where the hus-
band is of indisputable Thracian origin, as well 
as the strikingly picturesque locality in which 

towering karst rocks from which cold fresh wa-

grounds to conclude that the remains belonged 
to a Thracian sanctuary from the Roman Age, 
dedicated to the cult to the Nymphs – guardians 
of the forces of nature and of the springs, as well 
as to the Goddess Aphrodite.

In two brief archaeological seasons in the 

1  
2  Mihailov  140.

-
Fig. 1, 2-3), and 

traced partially the layout of a larger building 
to the north of Nymphaeum, which he assumed 
to be the remains of a small theater.3 Stepping 

-
tions on the site, and essentially on the style of 
a marble acroterion (Fig. 1, 5) discovered in the 
eastern building, he considered the site to be a 
cult complex, conceived and erected in one stage 
towards the end of the 3rd c. AD.4 Regardless of 
the evidence supporting the presence of repre-
sentative architectural decoration within the two 
excavated buildings, he had reservations to in-

associated with the practice of pagan cults.5

were launched in connection with the conserva-
tion works on the already excavated buildings. 
A new structure with hypocaust installation was 
located “around the sanctuary” and recognized as 
a balneum -
vetment (Fig. 2, 1-2).6 The director of this project 
Dimcho Aladjov asserted that the Nymphaeum 
was erected towards the end of the 2nd c. AD, 
while the rest of the buildings on the site dated to 
the 3rd and the beginning of the 4th c. AD.7 Over 

and materials of a broad Roman date, he came 
also upon pottery shards from vessels, the forms 
and decoration of which are distinctive of the 
Thracian Early Iron Age. According to Aladjov, 

sanctuary on the site, which remained in use dur-
ing the Roman period.8

3  
4  
5  
6  
7  
8  .
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The interpretation of the site as a Thracian 
sanctuary from the Roman Age quickly gained 
popularity and was adopted by the local oral tra-
dition. From the moment of the accidental dis-

-
tive participation of the people from the village 
of Kasnakovo in the site excavations contribut-
ed to the layering of new material to the ‘myth’ 
of the sanctuary. It is not entirely clear what the 
villagers found while clearing the destructions 
in the vicinity of the spring, but they were left 
with the conviction that they had stumbled upon 
the ruins of a church.  Hence, at the beginning 
of the 20th c. a make-shift chapel dedicated to St. 
Spas appeared in front of the Nymphaeum, and 
the villagers inaugurated an annual feast on the 
site, observed to this day. Among locals it be-
came common knowledge that the spring water 
had curative properties. The building north of 
the Nymphaeum designated by Ivan Venedikov 
as a ‘theater’ became in the accounts of the lo-
cals an ‘amphitheater’ where gladiatorial battles 
once took place.10

Archaeological reality
The archaeological investigations on the 

site renewed after almost 40 years demonstrated 
that a large architectural complex spreads over 
an area of about 15 decares (3.7 acres), includ-

oriented east-west along the long axis. Build-
ings of various purpose were erected on three of 
those terraces.

The excavations in 2007 revealed partially 
on one of the lower northern terraces a residen-
tial building (Fig. 1, 1).11 Its presumed total sur-
face area is approximately 1.500 sq. m. The six 
rooms revealed are arranged in two rows, with 
a portico on the west (Fig. 2, 3). The associated 

a small statue, sherds of domestic wares and 
clay lamps, jewelry, iron tools, large volumes of 
fragments from marble cladding, door frames, 
sills etc., indicate that the building was residen-
tial. The walls of two of the rooms were richly 

.
10  , 67-72.
11  .

decorated, with plinths of marble slabs and mu-
rals above them. The elements of the marble 
cladding were discovered in a highly fragment-

an exact reconstruction (Fig. 2, 4-5). Based on 

and some of the details at the villa Armira by 
Ivailovgrad it could be expected that the clad-
ding imitated an architectural order. Fragments 
of similar marble revetment panels were found 

(Fig. 2, 1). The residential building was erected 
at the end of the 2nd c. AD and burnt in the mid-
dle of the 3rd

major Gothic invasion in Thrace in AD 251.
In 2014, the geophysical survey detected 

another building with rectangular layout and 
chain arrangement immediately above this 
building, on the higher terrace south of it (Fig. 
1, 1).12 Its surface is 600 sq. m (Fig. 3, 1-2). This 
building has not been excavated as yet.

A small rectangular building with two 
rooms was excavated in 2013 and 2014 on the 
uppermost southern terrace east of the Nym-
phaeum (Fig. 1, 1).13 Its dimensions are 11 by 
8.50 m (Fig. 3, 3). There is certain evidence 

of the larger of the two rooms but already de-
stroyed in Antiquity. The building layout re-
sembles closely two popular types of Graeco-
Roman temples – the Tetrastyle Prostyle and 
the Temple ad Antes. In light of the assumed 

Nymphs and Aphrodite”, it is logical to recog-
nize this building as a temple. However, this 

found within it – fragments of a life size mar-
ble statue of a man in military attire. This can 
hardly be associated with the cult to either 
Aphrodite or the Nymphs.14 The rest of the ar-
tefacts from the remains south, west, and east 
of the building include coins, bronze jewelry, 
hobnails and four lead frames of votive mir-
rors. They show that this building was used be-
tween the second half of the 2nd and the end of 
the 3rd/the beginning of the 4th c. AD.

Since 2014, excavations are under way on 
the so-called ‘theater’, north of the Nymphaeum 

12  -561.
13  
14  
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(Fig. 1, 1).15 Its surface area estimated through 
geophysics exceeds 2 700 sq. m. Archaeologi-
cal excavations cover an area of 750 sq. m., in 
the west half of the building (Fig. 4, 1-2). The 
architectural plan includes a semicircular court-
yard surrounded by a covered portico with a 
colonnade, a large central room with mosaics, 
living rooms, a swimming pool and a bathroom. 
The mosaics in opus tesselatum in the central 
premises is preserved over an area of ca. 25 sq. 
m. with a geometric composition in white, blue 
and red.16 A marble statue of Isis was found in 

17 During 
the excavations in the area of the semicircular 
courtyard a completely preserved Corinthian 
capital was found (Fig. 4, 3).18 A marble head 
from a satyr statue was found in a garbage pit 
at the same place (Fig. 4, 4).  The premises at 
the north-western end of the building, equipped 
with a hypocaust installation, are the same ones 

20 The building existed in 
the 3rd c. AD. It underwent reconstruction after 

-
saic was placed in the central room. It was aban-

4th c. AD.21

The archaeological evidence available cur-
rently suggests that the architectural complex 
emerged at the earliest in the second half of 
the 2nd c. AD. In addition to the Nymphaeum, it 
included six more buildings. Five of them had 
a rich interior decoration, including murals, 
marble revetment and architectural details, and 
mosaics. Three of the buildings known to date 

west of the Nymphaeum, the small building on 
the highest terrace and the big building with 
the bath premises). There are documented de-
structions, dated to the middle of the 3rd c. AD. 
That is when the large building north of the 
nymphaeum and the small temple-mausoleum 
building were renovated. The residential build-
ing on the low north terrace was not restored. 
The architectural complex was abandoned at 
the beginning of the 4th century, as evidenced 

15  271-284.
16  .
17
18  

  
20  .
21  .

buildings.22 Dwellings were built by new in-
habitants around the middle of the 4th century 
in the courtyards and part of the premises of 
the large building north of the nymphaeum. 
These were made of non-durable materials, and 

animal bones, quern-stones, iron agricultural 
tools, bronze and glass jewellery. The dwell-
ings were inhabited until the end of the 4th or 
the beginning of the 5th c. AD.

Dimcho Aladjov about the existence of a Thra-
cian sanctuary since the Early Iron Age, the re-
newed excavations suggest instead the habita-
tion of the site not only during the Early Iron 
Age, but also during the Late Iron Age (Fig. 5). 
The features excavated beneath the foundations 

burnt wall plaster), with the assorted pottery 
artefacts and vessels found within them, were 

th – 8th 
c. BC and 3rd – 2nd c. BC.23 -
poral lapse, on the one hand between the two 
1st millennium BC habitation phases, and on the 
other between those and the architectural com-
plex of the 2nd – 4th c. AD, renders any continu-
ity in the evolution of the hypothetical Thracian 
sanctuary during the Roman Age currently un-
warranted.

Conclusions
-

vo as a sanctuary to the Nymphs and Aphrodite 
was based to a great extent upon the contents of 
the inscription found above the central fountain 
in the Nymphaeum, as well as on the presence 
of a theater within the building complex.

From the inscription we know that the con-
structions on the site were associated with a 
Roman citizen of Thracian decent – one Titus 
Flavius Beithykentos Esbeneios and his wife, 
Claudia Montana. The Flavian Romanization of 
the dedicator and the mention of the name of the 
Emperor’s tribe Quirina have been highlighted 
as evidence that he was the heir of an aristo-
cratic Thracian family of strategoi, incorporated 
in the administration of the province during the 

22 
23  
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24 The members of 
this social group in Roman times are considered 

largest villa estates in Thrace.25 -
ered in this context, the small building on the 
highest terrace east of the Nymphaeum could be 
a family mausoleum within the villa owned by 
Titus Flavius Beithykentos and his descendants. 
That would also explain the complete absence 

common votive artefacts, discovered in great 
numbers in Roman Age sanctuaries within the 
Bulgarian territory – the marble votive reliefs. 

-
ings in the architectural complex.

The observations and the analysis of the 
data gathered during the investigations on the 

24  Tatsheva 2007, 41.
25  .
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large building (the so-called ‘theater’) indicate 
that it was in fact a residential building with 
bathrooms in its western half. None of the dis-
covered architectural remains support the func-
tion proposed by Ivan Venedikov. The building 

building with representative functions and part 
of a villa – a Roman Age country residence.

At the present stage of the investigations, 
it seems that a rich villa belonging to a promi-
nent citizen of Thracian descent emerged during 
the second half of the 2nd c. AD around the karst 
spring by the village of Kasnakovo. By its con-
cept, the architectural complex resembles one 
of the best-known types of Roman architectural 
monuments – the aristocratic villas, used for lei-
sure and entertainment.
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Inscriptiones graecae in 
Bulgaria repertae.

Verwaltung der Provinz Thracia. – Thracia 17 (In 
), 33-47. 

arch and a dedicatory inscription (photo by the author); 5) An acroterion found in the eastern building 
(photo K. Georgiev).
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Fig. 3. 1) Map of the ter-
rains covered by geophysical 
survey (author N. Tonkov
A building newly discovered 
through geophysical survey-
ing, unexplored (author N. 
Tonkov); 3) A small building 
on the uppermost southern 
terrace (photo by the author).
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Fig. 5. Ceramic finds and fragments of ceramic vessels from two 1st millennium BC habitation phases on the 
th – 8th c. BC and 3rd nd
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Mythological representations in Roman 
sculptural monuments from the territory of pre-
sent-day Bulgaria (in Roman times parts of the 
provinces Moesia Inferior, Thrace and Macedo-
nia) are quite numerous, rendering myths linked 

-
nysus and Zeus. The monuments featuring the 
Labours of Heracles are most copious. I shall 
presently limit my discussion to the depiction of 
plots from Greek mythology on votive reliefs. 
On the one hand, these monuments provide an 
opportunity to study the nature of Roman art 
in those provinces and to compare it to the ar-
tistic monuments attested in other parts of the 

the reproduction of iconography, of models cur-
rent in Roman Imperial art, and featured in the 
provinces. On the other hand, they present an 
opportunity to extract information about the 
provincial settings in which they functioned. 
The inscriptions associated with some of the de-
pictions make known some of the makers and 
some of the users of those monuments, some of 
them of Thracian decent. By and large, this is an 
inquiry into the reception of Greek culture and 

particular provincial setting.
But before attending to the monuments, a 

few words on the manner in which mythological 
subjects are depicted in Greek and Roman art. 
Myths show up on various monuments of Greek 
art as early as the 7th c. BC.1 They are common 
during the Archaic and Classical periods, when 
numerous depictions are known from the Greek 

2 Sculpture, 
too, is a very rich source preserving illustrations 
of mythological stories and characters.3

1 
72.

2 
3 

GREEK MYTHS, ROMAN ART AND  
THE THRACIANS

Marina Koleva

People living in Greece and Rome knew 
many myths. They heard them recited on vari-

words is different from conveying it through 
images, as words instantly name the partici-
pants and the circumstances, while imagery 
doesn’t. Artists had to figure out a way to guar-
antee that viewers will recognize the myth and 
characters illustrated. Usually, when depicting 
myths they make use of visual formulae which 
enable the informed viewer to identify the 
myth unequivocally.4 Romans refer freely to 
the Greek myths, usually reinterpreting them 
within the framework of their own culture.5 
The Greek mythological narrative is exten-
sively incorporated in Roman private art and 
demonstrates the sophistication of the posses-
sors as well as their familiarity with the Greek 
world.6

Iconography. Scenes and characters
Usually, when depicting a myth, one seizes 

a moment familiar to the observer and the most 
obvious choice is the moment of climax. That 
point would naturally indicate most clearly the 
participants and the story. The moment of the 
dramatic metamorphosis of Daphne is depicted 
on several reliefs from Bulgaria, unfortunately 
preserved only in fragments. They were discov-
ered in the vicinity of Stara Zagora and Kazan-
luk: one, dated in the second half of 2nd c. AD, 

7 fragments 
of two reliefs come from the sanctuary by Vi-
den8 (Fig. 1) and one more from the sanctuary of 
Apollo Zerdenos by Kran.  A similar scene was 

4 , 60-61.

6 Barringer 2008, 210.
7 .
8 -5

-211 -28
8 .

.
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also chosen for a relief from Plovdiv10 and for 
another one from South Bulgaria.11

In some of the mentioned monuments we 

Apollo12 in one of the most common types of 
the Roman Imperial period – that of Citharoe-
dus. This is a static iconography of the god, and 
his participation in the myth is suggested by 
the presence of the nymph. The combination of 
Apollo Citharoedus with the image of Daphne 
is common for Roman art.13 Her metamorphosis 

already changed into laurel leaves, as well as by 
laurel leaves on her head. This is the accepted 
means for representing the transformation in 
Roman art.14 All the above monuments from 
Bulgaria belong to a large group of similar im-
ages from across the Empire showing Daphne’s 
ongoing metamorphosis.15 In some instances the 
chase is rendered intensely dramatic,16 but there 
are also monuments where the pursuit is absent 

seated.17

The most dramatic moment of the meta-
morphosis and death of Actaeon is presented on 
a relief from the village of Marchevo, District 
Montan , dated at the end of the 2nd – beginning 
of the 3rd c. AD18 (Fig. 2). A similar scene of 
Actaeon’s transformation is also chosen for the 
reliefs from the village of Starichene, Munici-

 from Ilindentsi, District Blago-
evgrad20 and from Heraclea Sintica.21 The meta-
morphosis itself is often marked only by a single 
detail, in this case the sprouting of antlers on 
Actaeon’s head. This is the accepted means for 
representing his transformation in Hellenistic 
and Roman art.22

10 .
11 .
12 

13
No. 444a.

14
N .

15 .
16

N .
17

425, No. 444a, 446.
18 .

 
.

20 .
21 .
22  36, 38, 58 a, 62, 65, 66, 68, 

73.

Likewise, the First labour of Heracles is 
usually illustrated through the climax of the 
myth, and Heracles is portrayed in the act of 
killing the Nemean lion.23 The scene is very fre-
quently rendered on Greek vases where, true to 
the mythological narrative, Heracles is typically 
shown killing the Lion with his bare hands.24 
The images of the wrestling antagonists are very 
popular in Roman monumental plastic art (stat-
ues, sarcophagi), as well as in the small bronze 

25

Some of the votive monuments from Bul-
garia were created in exactly this classical 
scheme of Heracles’ First labour. They originate 
from the village Souhache, Vratsa District,26 
dated in the end of the 2nd – the beginning of 
of the 3rd  27 a frag-
ment of a relief from the environs of Shabla28 
and another one of unknown provenance, now 

 
and one from Pautalia30 dated in the end of 
the 2nd – the beginning of the 3rd c. AD (Fig. 
3).31 The iconography is identical, with a cer-

-
ent monuments. Heracles is depicted standing, 
wrestling the lion, gripping the animal’s neck, 
while the lion is erect, the front paws grabbing 
at the hero’s hands, one of the hind legs claw-
ing at his.

In contrast, we also observe occasionally 
depicted the beginning of a story, the cause of 
all subsequent hardship. Such is, for example, 
the scene with the bathing Artemis, depicted on 
the relief from the village of Marchevo, District 
Montana (Fig. 2).32 The setting on the fore-
ground is tranquil, while in the background Ac-
taeon has already started his transformation and 
the climax nears.

And sometimes we are presented with the 
resolution of the myth, and the culmination 
might also be simultaneously tragic to some, 
and glorious to other characters. To this group 
belongs Heracles holding the tail of the defeated 
lifeless Nemean lion. The scene is popular in 
23  2003, 27.
24 30.
25
26  
27   IGBulg. II 700.
28  

30 .
31  2016, 268.
32 .
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Roman art,33 with monuments found in Bulgar-
ian lands following suit. Related local examples 
include images on votive reliefs from Kavarna34 
and from Philipopolis.35

A very curious case is presented by two re-
liefs featuring the Twelve labours of Heracles, 
where he is portrayed reclining, and below him 

-
dara, District of Shumen, dated in the 2nd c. AD 
(Fig. 4).36 The second one, surviving only in 
part, was found in Gorotsvet (former Yutyuk-
ler), District Razgrad.37 These belong to a small 
group of Roman artworks, rendering exclusive-
ly the victims from a given myth.38 Obviously, 
the images were popular and familiar enough to 
the people who purchased them. These clearly 
indexed the respective myths, albeit by the de-

the subject matter. One such monument, of un-
known provenance, depicts the Labours through 
the moments when Heracles engages his foes . 

-
ever on this one instead of just the antagonists, 
the battles are also presented.

The resolution of the myth is presented on 
a monument from the end of the 2nd c AD found 
near the village of Kraynitsi, Disrict of Kyus-
tendil, and showing Ariadne (Fig. 5).40 Ariadne, 

by Dionysus and his followers on the island of 
Naxos, and had a more peaceful future ahead. 
She is depicted leaning on the lower part of the 
monument, and Dionysus with his companions –  

a part of the satyr image are preserved).
In rare instances, several scenes of a myth 

are represented, as if occurring simultaneously, 
with the presumption that the viewer was knowl-
edgeable of their sequence and was capable 
of navigating the storyline. A typical example 

depicting the goddess bathing, and at the same 
33 .
34 .
35 IGBulg. III/1
36 Boardman , 12, No. 

1738.
37 .
38 Boardman Nos

1743, 2270.
 .

40

location – Actaeon, already undergoing his stag 
metamorphosis (Fig. 2).41 The same scenes, but 
on separate panels, are shown in another monu-
ment from Bulgaria – the mosaic from villa 
“Armira” near Ivailovgrad.42

Repertoire and copying of models
Love stories between mythic characters are 

quite widespread in Roman art, and include the 
dramatic Apollo-and-Daphne scenes, as well as 
the more collected Dionysus-and-Ariadne. An-
other favorite topic is the punishment for those 
daring to challenge deities, like Actaeon. The 
Labours of Heracles are also among the most 
popular myths appearing in visual form.

The repertoire of mythological scenes in 
the sculpture from Bulgarian lands consists of 

-
ing broadly within the borders of the Empire. 
In most instances the primary participants in 
the myth are depicted: Apollo and Daphne, Di-
onysus and Ariadne, Heracles and the Lion. All 
measures are taken to ensure the scene would 
be deciphered with ease and the myth identi-

Everything outlined above: the preference 
of the familiar and commonly found myths and 
the selection of an appropriate scene for repre-
sentation, although illustrated with examples 
from the local provinces, is in fact a feature of 
the culture and art of the Roman Imperial pe-
riod. The subjects, the compositions, and the 
iconographies were created during the Classi-
cal or the Hellenistic age (some also during the 
Roman one), changed over the centuries, were 
adopted by the Romans and circulated within 
the borders of the Empire. They arrived in our 
provinces already shaped, complete with arti-
sans and designs.

Pattern-books were used presumably in the 
making of Roman copies of Greek originals and 
in the production of sarcophagi in order to fa-
cilitate the duplication of motives. The scrolls 
likely featured drawings of scenes and indi-

proportions. Sculptors were schooled in the rep-
-

riety of scenes, slightly modifying them when 
needed. These books would explain the occur-
rence of similar motives in mosaics, murals, and 

41 .
42 
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sculpture.43

One instance of such copying is presumed 
44 as 

a leaning nude woman from a back view, is at-
tested on numerous frescoes,45 as well as, local-
ly, in the villa “Armira” mosaic (Fig. 6).46 This 

locations, but an identical scheme. It is one of 
the arguments supporting the copying over of 
the same designs throughout the Empire.

The unrestricted re-combination of discrete 
models is of even greater interest. Combinations 
of images of deities familiar from many monu-
ments, for example of Apollo Citharoedus or 
of Dionysus with a satire and Pan, are coupled 
with distinctive mythological scenes – Daphne’s 
metamorphosis and the sleeping Ariadne. Curi-
ously, however, these compositions were not in-
tended as a unit, representing the myth, because 
the key participants have no correspondence 
with each other. Such a mixture of designs could 
be explained, on the one hand, by a preference 
for the standard rendering of the deity as it was 

most commonly depicted. The intention was to 

function in a provincial setting, where the view-

the Greco-Roman culture and art. On the other 
hand, as it has been pointed for the monuments 
depicting the myth of Artemis and Actaeon, the 
inferences to moments from the Actaeon myth 
could have functioned to contribute to the char-
acterization of the iconography and the aspects 
of the deity.47

Here we could pose a question: Could it be 
that in these instances the mythical scenes be-
come “attributes” of the deities? This idea has 
been suggested for the separate depictions of 
Heracles holding Cerberus, when they are not 
part of the cycle of the Twelve Labours. In this 
instance, what we observe is not the myth, but 
the application of Cerberus as an attribute of 
Heracles.48 Perhaps we should also consider the 

43
44 .
45 , 1060-1061 , 124, 128 Ga-

554, no. 180-181. 
46 .
47 .
48 Boardman et al .

discussed Bulgarian monuments from a similar 
perspective.

Reception
The Thracian society of Pre-Roman times 

had encounters with Greek mythology, and 
Greek art and culture as a whole. But the mass 

entrance in various genres, contexts and parts of 
the society belongs to the Roman Imperial pe-
riod.

Epigraphic evidence of artisans working 
in Moesia Inferior and Thrace is known from 
sanctuaries, urban and other types of settlement 
centers – the usual marketplaces for sculptural 
works. Most sculptors and stone dressers whose 
names are preserved in the inscriptions are of 

-
ing with the style of the plastic arts from our ter-
ritories nor with the traditionally strong impact 
of the art centers of Greece and Asia Minor lo-
cally.  These observations could indicate how, 
along what path, those iconographic schemes of 
mythological themes did arrive, and who were 
the people responsible for their distribution.

to learn the name of a local artisan. The inscrip-
tion indicates that workshops managed by local 
people operated in one of the Roman cities in 
Thrace – Pautalia. The dedicator of the Pautalia 
relief (IGBulg. was named Herod s, 
son of Eptaikentos, a Hellenized Thracian with a 
Greek personal name and a Thracian patronym, 
who also mentioned his occupation – a sculp-
tor.50 This particular sculptor selected, and like-
ly cut, the representation of a myth – the First 
labour of Heracles – upon a votive relief. The 
repertoire of the workshops in Thrace includes, 
certainly, similar images, known, as evidenced 
by this monument, also to local craftsmen of 
Thracian origin.

Three other monuments, from Byala Cherk-
va (IGBulg II 700), Philipopolis (IGBulg. III/1, 

 (IGBulg. IV 2210), 
through their Greek inscriptions, additional in-
formation allowing to trace familiarity with and 
use of the images by the provincial population. 
They were dedicated by Romanized or Hel-
lenized Thracians. The dedicator of the Byala 

 
50 
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Cherkva relief bears a Roman praenomen.51 Al-
though Roman, the name does not comply with 
Roman naming conventions and it is believed 
that the use of a single Roman name reveals in-
complete Romanization.52 The dedicator of the 
Philipopolis relief bears a Thracian name.53 The 
dedicator of the Ariadne relief found on the ter-
ritory of ancient Pautalia was also a Hellenized 
Thracian, and a priest.54

The Latin inscriptions on some of the mon-
uments from Moesia Inferior, as well as the 
epithets for the deities like Conservatrix for Di-
ana on the relief from the village of Marchevo, 
District of Montana,55 and Invictus for Hercu-
les on the relief from Madara,56 -
ences from the military and the Limes. The evi-
dence from the Gorotsvet inscription, District of 
Razgrad, points also in the same direction.57

51 IGBulg. II 700.
52
53 IGBulg. III, 1
54 IG-

Bulg. IV 2210.
55 
56  2016, 257.
57 .

The dedication of images and inscriptions is 
a Graeco-Roman tradition introduced in the Thra-
cian lands and an expression of the cultural in-

58

monuments depicting myths were used by the 
local population, who preferred these representa-
tions for their personal votives. These instances 
refer to Thracians who were Romanized or Hel-
lenized to a varying degree and were in contact 
with the urban or military society. Following 
from the evidence, it could be suggested that the 
dedicators not only recognized the iconographic 
types of popular deities, but could “decipher” the 
mythological plots. This is an issue of acquaint-
ance with mythology, with art, and in general with 
Greek culture, although reworked during the Ro-
man age, and distributed in a provincial context.

58 348.
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Fig. 1. Apollo and Daphne, Viden, Stara Zagora 
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Fig. 3. Heracles and the Nemean lion, Pautalia 

Fig. 4. Hercules and his defeated enemies, Madara, 
Shumen district (photo by K. Georgiev, Archive 
NIAM-BAS).
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Fig. 5. Dionysus and Ariadne, Kraynitsi, 

Fig. 6 Ariadne, villa 
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maps with emphasized Thracian ethnic and cul-

focal zone of the present study.1 During the Ist 
millennium BC and at the turn of the new era 
Southwest Serbia and Northern Montenegro 
were an integral part of the Illyrian world, but 
on the threshold of the Thracian. The wider area 
shared between the modern states of Serbia and 
Montenegro bears traces of human presence, 
which go back to the Palaeolithic. In spite of 

later an intense archaeological research of the 
area was performed, resulting in the discovery 
of a number of sites from late prehistory and the 
Roman period,2 the state of exploration is still 
not satisfactory. One of the reasons for that lies 
in the environmental diversity. On the one hand 
the valleys of important rivers provided good 
connectivity. For example, considering that the 

-
longing to the Raška and Ibar watershed, it is 

could reach the inhabitants of these valleys. 
On the other hand, the highlands shared today 
by Serbia and Montenegro and the wide Pešter 

-
tions. The Pešter plateau is sharply separated 
from the surrounding zones by both its height 
and its geomorphological characteristics. It is 
an area without forest, with an average height 
of 1100 – 1250 m above sea level, having the 
characteristics of the karst and with very little 
water. It makes the shortest connection between 
the Raška and Lim valleys, and in a broad sense 

1 Cf. Fol, Popov, Yordanov 2014, 10.
2 

BETWEEN THE ILLYRIAN AND THRACIAN 
WORLDS: SOUTHWEST SERBIA AND  

NORTHERN MONTENEGRO  
AT THE TURN OF THE NEW ERA

between the Morava valley and the river Drina, 
i. e. between the eastern and the western parts 
of the Central Balkans. There is a shortage of 
fertile soil, and the climate is not convenient for 
planting every sort of cereals and fruits. Fortu-
nately, pasture is very spacious and rich in grass 
for grazing. Inside the Pešter plateau, the best 
life conditions can be found at Peštersko polje 
and Koštam polje – two troughs surrounded by 
hills and relatively rich in water – which are in-
habited with a high density even today, as it was 
the case in the past.

The archaeological picture of the studied 

tumular necropolises. The greatest number of 

the First Iron Age/Hallstatt period. It is under 
no doubt that in the Late Hallstatt the area was 
incorporated in the cultural complex Glasinac –  
Mati. In spite of the fact that the ethnic attri-
bution of the complex was Illyrian in a wider 

which can be connected with the north-Thracian 
cultural circle.

Thanks to the priority the Glasinac plateau 
got with the early start of excavations of the tu-
muli and hillforts, already in the 2nd half of the 

th c., the complex of archaeological sites from 
the territory of the Autariatae was attributed to 
the bearers of the Glasinac culture. On the other 
hand, even a glimpse into the geographic map 
provides enough information to claim that the 

heart of the Glasinac cultural complex or the ter-
ritory of the Autariate. Consequently, archaeo-
logical sites from the region chronologically at-
tributed to the Hallstatt period are memorabilia 
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of the Autariatae.3 Two areas of the region, the 
Novi Pazar area and the Pljevlja area, were cho-

-
ment inside the vast cultural complex. Each one 
of them revealed its own cultural development 

The material culture of the Autariatae from 
Northern Montenegro is well known due to the 
archaeological excavations of tumuli. The re-
gion of the city of Pljevlja is of particular impor-
tance, since tumular necropolises were explored 

Fig. 1). In most of the 
mounds, built of earth and stone, with outstand-
ing complexity of funerary practices and several 
burial horizons, there were graves of inhumed 
deceased in supine position, with jewellery and 
elements of attire (most of them made of bronze, 
such as massive cast bracelets, decorated cir-

weapons and pottery. The ceramic repertoire is 
reduced to greyish beakers with one or two han-
dles and incised geometric ornaments. In spite 
of the fact that in the Pljevlja area more than 

from the Hallstatt period have been explored, 
the archaeological material from the graves in-
dicates the middle of the 5th c. BC as the latest 
date. In contrast to this, in the Glasinac area and 
the Drina valley there were graves from later pe-

-
tinual presence of the Autariatae, unlike in the 
region of Pljevlja.4

The greatest number of tumular burials in 
-

zon of the Halstatt period. Apart from the Novi 
Pazar princely grave, the remains of graves be-
longing to this horizon were found at more than 

Novopazarska Banja), most of them being found 
under tumuli at the Pešter plateau. The picture 
of funerary practices during the Hallstatt period 
in the Novi Pazar area reveals neither chrono-
logical nor ethnical unity. Two groups of graves 
can be sorted out: an older one, with skeletal 
burials in supine position within massive, rec-
tangular or oval stone grave constructions, like 
the mound I from the site Latinsko Groblje in 

3 
4 

Glogovik (Fig. 2), with grave inventory re-
sembling the one from the mentioned region of 
Pljevlja, and a younger one, in which crema-
tions predominate, with human remains scat-
tered across foundations made of pebbles and 
broken stones. According to grave goods (more 

-
ramic vessels, sometimes imported or made un-

or south Macedonia, or even from the Thracian 
world as it is the case with the Latinsko Groblje 

more connected to Kosovo and the southern 
parts of the Balkan peninsula, in contrast to the 
older ones, which are incorporated in the wider 
complex Glasinac – Mati.5

6 (length 2.4 cm) of Thra-
cian type from tumulus II at Latinsko Groblje 
(Fig. 3) is from the same period or slightly later 
in time in comparison to the black-brown var-
nished bowls of Greek production, which came 
mostly from cremated burials at several sites at 

of the 4th or in the 3rd century BC.7

The thorough analysis of the funerary prac-
tice of the older period revealed that a number 
of Basarabi elements were recognised in the 
material from the mound with incinerations in 
Melaje. At the base of the mound there was a 
large circular area, lined with a row of broken 

were spread all over the earthen covering of 
the mound. Except for the numerous fragments 
decorated with the false cord technique (Fig. 4), 
there were some fragments of wheel-made ves-
sels of Greek provenance, and also some hand-

horizons could be distinguished on the basis of 
the ceramic material: a horizon with false cord 
pottery of Basarabi style and a horizon with 
Greek imports. The fragments of vessels deco-
rated in Basarabi style form a separate group 
of pottery. Parts of vessels decorated with rows 
of false cord came from the base of the mound. 
It is worth mentioning that no trace of pottery 
with the “S” stamps decoration was found there, 
which is in contrast with the Basarabi pottery 
from the hillforts in the Novi Pazar area.8 There 

5 
6 
7 
8 
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is a tempting idea, according to which a woman 
originating from the Triballi tribe (or generally 
from North-Thracian ethnical space) was cre-
mated and buried among some local inhabitants 
of North-Dardanian origin. The ethnic attribu-

sherds of Basarabi bowls found at the mound 
base and the small ceramic cogged tool used 
for the pottery decoration. Such tools have been 
found mainly in the western part of the vast Ba-
sarabi complex, where the tremolo pottery was 
most common, and to which the early Triballi 
can be cautiously connected.

the 3rd century BC. The following centuries BC 
left almost no trace in an archaeological sense. 
If this observation about the chronology of the 

the Pljevlja region and other parts of the territo-
ry of the Autariatae is connected with historical 
sources, it can lead to interesting and tempting 

10 empha-
sized the often-quoted information on the move-
ment of the Autariatae towards the east and their 

Autariatae is not chronologically positioned 
with precision, although some historians, F. Pa-
pazoglu above all, consider it to have taken place 
after 335 BC. It was the most convenient mo-
ment to defeat the Triballi and expel them from 
their homeland, after the defeat by Alexander III 
of Macedon. However, the archaeological mate-

th 
c. BC in the area prompts an assumption that the 
Autariatae left it for good exactly in that period.

The absence of material from the Late Iron 

with the problems of ethnic and cultural conti-
nuity and the question about who had lived there 
in the several centuries prior to the Roman con-
quest.11

-
habitants of this region after the Autariatae dates 
from the 1st century AD. During systematic re-

10 
11 The missing link should be sought in the inhumation burials 

nd/1st

searches in Komini near Pljevlja (the ancient 
Municipium S.
almost seven hundred graves were discovered, 
mostly cremated deceased buried from the 1st 
to the 4th century.12 According to the research, 
there were two ancient necropolises, an older 
one, necropolis I, situated in the area of Bijelo 

literature as necropolis II, placed at the foot of 
the eponymous hill. The necropolis I, with about 
400 graves of cremated burials of native non-
Romanized population, dated to the 1st and the 
beginning of the 2nd century AD and contained 
a few grave forms, which could be divided into 
two groups: graves with recipient and graves 
without a receptacle for the ashes of the dead. 

pit with remains from the pyre as well as rectan-
gular pits with burned sides. The other group is 
represented by circular grave pits with a ceramic 
urn (mostly hand-made), which is often covered 
by a stone slab, or placed in a ring of stones, i.e. 
surrounded by stones (Fig. 5). The graves with 
stone caskets for the ashes of the dead also be-

section of the necropolis, while the other graves 
of necropolis I are distributed without any par-
ticular order.13

Graves from the older necropolis in Komini 
contain simple grave goods, mostly composed 
of ceramic vessels (hand- or wheel-made) and 

type, rare bronze coins, rings and earrings), 
while the graves with long knives and spears 
with their tip dug into the earth are especially 
interesting (Figs. 6, 6a).14

As we have already seen, according to the 
several investigated tumuli, cremation was not 
known in the earlier burial tradition, i.e. the native 
population used only inhumation under mounds. 

the Roman occupation or even earlier, the burial 

12 
bibliography.

13 

14 This custom is also familiar to the Iapodes. Some links and 
analogies with the Iapodean pottery are notable as well 

with the material from the Cetina river (the Delmate region) 

Between the Illyrian and Thracian Worlds: Southwest Serbia and Northern Montenegro at the Turn of the New Era
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rite changed.15 Since there is no evidence that 
the native population had cremation in their own 
sepulchral tradition and according to the grave 
forms and material from them, which cannot be 
ascribed to the Romanized population, it is be-
lieved that the new grave forms were probably 
adopted from the neighbouring regions, where 
cremation was the dominant burial form in the 
pre-Roman period.16 So far, several assumptions 
have been made in relation to this issue. Grave 

are indicative of relations with the Iapodean, 
Dalmatian, Desidiatean and Dardanian cultural 
circles.17 According to the opinion of prof. Alek-

for the ashes of the dead, with the remains of the 
pyre or the pits with burned sides are older and 
belong to the native population.18 He supposes 
that this models came from the east or from the 
neighbouring territory of the Dardanians (the 
basic forms of the graves of Mala Kopašnica 
Sase type) at the turn of the new era, i.e. with the 
beginning of the Roman domination. The oth-
er grave form, the pits with urns or ash-chests 

the beginning of the 2nd century with the arrival 
of population from central Dalmatia.  Moreo-
ver, it has been suggested that this depopulated 
area was resettled by groups of refugees of the 
Scordisci and Dardanians during the 2nd or the 
1st century BC.20

However, we are of the opinion that we 
could count on varied ethnic components in this 
territory in the pre-Roman and early Roman 
period, but we should also be very careful with 
any conclusions about the indigenous popula-
tion. All of the suggestions should be taken with 

15 
16 This custom is characteristic after the middle of the I millen-

nium BC in the wider Illyrian region, from the Iapodes in the 
north-west to southern Serbia and Kosovo in the south-east. 
It is suggested that this form could have been adopted from 
the north-western territory of the Illyrian/Pannonian tribe of 
the Daesidiates, or from the east, from the Illyrian-Thracian 

17

18 -
gested that the Pirustae were an autochtonous population, or 
one that resettled in the region of modern Northern Albania 
and North-Eastern Montenegro. About this problem see also 

 
20 

caution, because the results of the excavations 
in Komini have not been completely published. 
They are the subject of a study which is in prep-
aration.

On the other hand, the epigraphic material 
from the younger necropolis in Komini, dated 
between the second half of the 2nd century and 
the middle or the second half of the 4th century 
AD, is well known and published.21 The com-

-
cates that the population buried in this necropo-
lis was mostly Romanised. Besides the simple 
grave pits with a container for ashes of the dead 
(an urn or a stone ossuary), several monumental 
tombs of the so-called Aquileian type were built 
by notable citizens of Municipium S. who were, 
according to the onomastics, mostly of Illyrian 
origin (Fig. 7).22 However, we could consider 
the presence of varied (Celtic, Thracian) ethni-
cal entities, too.23

Thracian personal names are epigraphi-
cally attested during the 2nd and 3rd centuries 
AD in the mining area of present-day North-
ern Montenegro and Southwest Serbia. Several 
names from the Pljevlja and Prijepolje region, 
such as Teres,24 Bessus and Bessio could be of 
Thracian origin. But it is important to note that 
these few Thracian names should not be neces-
sarily connected with the native population. It 
should be kept in mind that certain individuals 
or families could have been moved from other 
parts of Balkans to this territory during the Ro-
man period.26 The ethnic names are common in 
the epigraphic material from this region. From 
that point of view especially interesting are the 
names Bessus and Bessio which could be eth-
nics, or could derivate from name of the Thra-

21
22

with an ash chest (ossuary) of stone, often decorated, which 
frequently contained rich and variuos material imported from 
the farthest provinces of the Empire. The notable population 
of this Roman town also included veterans and soldiers from 
the legions and auxiliaries. Several graves with cremated 
remains containing weapons or equipment for the members 
of the auxiliaries were excavated in the necropolis II (see 

23

24 
Teres (from Terent) 

and Bessus
25 It is interesting to note that the name Bessus is present in Dal-

matia, Gallia, Noric, Dacia and Moesia Superior, but not on 

26 
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cian tribe Bessi.27 If we read carefully the his-

war against the Bessi somewhere in the terri-
tory of Illyricum during the Second Triumvi-
rate (35-33 BC).28 A part of this Thracian tribe 
was then moved to Dalmatia by the order of M. 
Antonius. Some of them could have been set-
tled in this metalliferous part of the province 
for the exploitation of silver.

According to the opinion of G. Alföldy, two 
more names from the territory of ancient Muni-
cipium S. could be of the Thracian origin. The 
name Plares is noticed in the region of Pljevlja 
and Prijepolje,30 and the other one is known from 
Komini and Lever Tara. The name of Aurelius 
Argyrianus31 is mentioned with the function of 
imperial procurator on the inscription from the 

accounts, carried out the administration of the 
mines in this area during the seventies of the 3rd 
century (Fig. 8).32 A couple of inscriptions from 

the exploatation of mineral resources in north-
ern Montenegro and southwestern Serbia.33

27 

28 App. Ill. 1.16.

30 , Plares (also Pla-
rens

31 According to G. Alföldy, the name Argyrianus/Argurianus 

on a monument from Lever Tara is unsure. Further about this 

32 2003, 12, 21. About the organi-

2003.
33 No. 

Finally, a very attractive assumption is 
-

cient Thermidava, listed by Ptolemy among 
the towns of the province of Dalmatia,34 
should probably be sought somewhere in the 
territory of northern Montenegro or northwest 
Albania. In his opinion, the etymology of the 
place name – Thermidava – a compound of 
the prefix therme – spa and the sufix dava – 
the Thracian name for a settlement, suggests 
a settlement developed near hot springs, and 
which has a Thracian component.35 The con-
nection between hot springs and mines is 
clear, but unfortunately from the archaeologi-
cal point of view this territory is still a terra 
incognita.

In the end, we can only conclude that one of 

questions for the archaeologists is the problem 
of the development of an indigenous settlement 
into a Roman town. One of the most important 
tasks for the future exploration is at least a par-
tial enlightening of the structure of the popula-
tion the Romans found in this area at the turn of 
the new era.

34 Ptol. 2.16(17).
35 .
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Figure 3. Glogovik, Latinsko Groblje, 

Figure 5. Komini, Montenegro: ceramic urn covered and surrounded by stones from necropolis I. 
Documentation of Archaeological Collection, Faculty of Philosophy, Belgrade.
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Figure 6. Komini, 
Montenegro: 
grave with long 
knife, necropolis 
I. Documentation 
of Archaeological 
Collection, 
Faculty of 
Philosophy, 
Belgrade.

Figure 6a. Komini, 
Montenegro: long 
knife, necropolis 
I. Documentation 
of Archaeological 
Collection, Faculty 
of Philosophy, 
Belgrade.

Montenegro: monumental tomb of the 
so-called Aquileian type, necropolis 
II. Documentation of Archaeological 
Collection, Faculty of Philosophy, 
Belgrade.

Between the Illyrian and Thracian Worlds: Southwest Serbia and Northern Montenegro at the Turn of the New Era
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Figure 8. Lever Tara, Montenegro: Inscription from Mithras temple. Documentation 
of Archaeological Collection, Faculty of Philosophy, Belgrade.



Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

The present study aims at presenting further 
arguments on the foundation date of Nicopolis 
ad Nestum in the southwest corner of provin-
cia Thracia (Fig. 1). It is not surprising that the 
problem has met controversial interpretations 

th century, largely because, beside 
the short description in Ptolemy (Geog. 3.11.7 

coins reading   
 ,1 no other document was found 

case. The evidence is likely to speak for one of 
the numerous Trajanic foundations in the prov-
ince.

Recently the subject has been extensively 

-
maschek published in 1867, a new scenario has 
been contrived having the foundation of Nico-
polis ascribed to the triumvir Mark Antony as 
an important step in his propaganda war against 
Octavian in the years after the Battle at Philippi 

31 BC). Ultimately, victorious Octavian took 
care to wipe away his opponent’s achievement. 
It was only at the beginning of the 2nd centu-
ry, in the context of the large-scale urbanizing 
programme in Thrace that Trajan decided to re-
vigour the civic community at Nicopolis, com-
memorating at the same time his recent military 
triumph over the Dacians.2 Given the echoing 
importance in the scholarly debate both on the 
historical geography and the general processes 
of urbanization in the region3 the issue calls for 
re-examination.
1 See most recent studies with critical commentary on the 

-
va 2007.

2 

shall only refer to the English version.
3 This hypothesis is further elaborated (Boteva 2014, 201 f.), 

and apparently is accepted by others (Petrova 2012, 306-307).

NICOPOLIS AD NESTUM BETWEEN  
MARK ANTONY AND TRAJAN

Ivaylo Lozanov

The argument is built up exclusively on 
the following basic assumptions: Nicopolis 
should have been founded on the site of a bat-

nec-
essarily prompted the establishment of a “City 

4 it was Antony’s initiative looked 
through his military, political and administra-
tive activities on the Balkans that gave birth to 
the project. However, the whole construct is ac-
companied by various problematic conjectures, 
which are hardly to be addressed individually. 

Nicopolis in an area remote from the main com-
munications of southern Thrace and outside 
Roman provincial land5 should be considered a 
“successful propaganda move”? It is necessary 
to emphasize how little can be deduced with cer-
tainty from the scanty and distorted record for 
Antony’s colonial and urban foundations after 
Philippi. Our conclusions rest almost entirely on 
the coin-evidence and on occasional remarks by 
the ancient authors. Some documents contain-

42-31 BC are referred to by Josephus Flavius, 
relating to Syro-Palestinian cities and tyrants,6 
others came through epigraphic monuments.7 
No doubt, there were plenty of similar decisions 
intended to introduce a new order of the prov-
inces and the client-kingdoms in Asia Minor.

eastern provinces, even when we are mindful of 

4 The reasons for creating Nicopoleis in the Ripe Principate can 
go beyond Hellenistic antecedents. Nicopolis in Judaea stands 
out as an alternative reminder lacking an obvious military 
context. It was an honourable refoundation/renaming of the 
former Emmaus under Elagabalus (Eck, Kossmann 2016).

5 
around Nicopolis ad Nestum became provincial territory only 
after the annexation of Thrace (45 AD), so it is most unlikely 

earlier date. 
6 Joseph. AJ 14.12.3-5.
7 
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of it, Antony, who otherwise sought to imitate 
Alexander the Great, Pompey and Caesar, is far 
from being renowned for his urbanizing activi-
ties. For the triumvirs one of the most sensible 
social and economic issues in the post-Philip-
pi period was to satisfy their veterans’ claims 

a recurring problem even in the next decades.8 
Caesar projected his colonial policy in the East 
at accommodating veterans and dispossessed 
Italians, creating clienteles, keeping watch and 

promoting the urban life by honouring the cities 
and strengthening their human resources.  An-
tony is credited in continuing this plans.10 In a 
more pragmatic manner, he reversed Pompey’s 
policy of premature urbanization in recently 

-
cia, Pontus) he found it preferable to transfer 
the burden of direct administration to reliable 

over vast territories.11 Imitating the style of Hel-
lenistic royalty, he apparently agreed to be hon-
oured only with a few ostensible “foundations”: 
a city changed its name to Antoniopolis, while 
the centre of Eumeneia in Phrygia was renamed 
Fulvia, after his third wife.12 Macedonia’s major 
city Thessalonica having been granted “free-
dom” by Antony started a new civic era to com-
memorate its promotion, and even paid divine 

8 

10

coinages in Macedonia and Asia Minor commemorating 
foundation/refoundation under Antony through his legati. 
Grant’s conclusions were accepted by some scholars (Magie 

disprove the bulk of his arguments or at least to cast certain 

rarity and poor execution of the Macedonian colonial bronzes 

numismatic studies can more positively relate to Antony’s 
colonial reinforcements at Dyme in the Peloponnese and 

Barat 2011) and Apamea in Bythinia (Fernoux 2004, 172 f).
11 

12 For Antoniopolis in Lydia (former Apollonia on the Maean-
der), see below (note 30). For Eumeneia’s renaming into Ful-
via or Fulviana the evidence rests entirely on bronze coins 
with reverse legends  and a magistrate’s 
name (RPC RPC Cons. Suppl.  
RPC Suppl. 
(Fulvianopolis 
reshaped into Antonia

honours to the triumvir.13 However, this is not 
exactly the same as to found entirely new civic 
communities. In other words, Antony’s alleged 
Nicopolis in Thrace would have been his only 
ex-novo foundation of a Hellenistic type – a de-
cision highly incompatible with the rest of his 

either by his own, or by any other Roman mag-
istrate’s presence, between 42 and 31 BC14.

Antony’s Eastern coinage is also instructive 
on his propaganda intentions and self-represen-
tation. Two issues of denarii from 35 and 34 BC 
commemorate the conquest of Armenia and its 
following reduction into a province.15 It was the 
only augmentation of the Roman eastern territo-
ries under the triumvir to compensate the earlier 
failure against the Parthians and probably to an-

military successes at the same time in Illyricum. 
Antony had managed to recover the situation on 
a diplomatic level and to regain his positions in 
the East.16 However, the conquest was not ac-
companied by the creation of new civic foun-
dations or even the re-founding/re-naming of 
old cities, though the moment presented itself 
as most inviting. In contrast with the “Arme-
nian” representative coin-series, throughout the 
whole period characterized as “a dialog in the 
coinage of Octavian and Antony”17 the latter did 
not make a single attempt to exploit further the 
theme of his victory at Philippi in an empire-
wide context. The subject stood locally restrict-
ed to the colony’s bronze coinage.

An important part of the foundation-scenar-
io of Nicopolis is focused on the closing epi-

13 Voutiras 2011.
14 Boteva (2007, 82) suggested Antony had founded Nicopolis 

at the eve of Actium. However, none of the triumvir’s known 
itineraries between 42 and 31 BC led him close to Southwest-

the autumn of 32 Antony began to transfer his army from Asia 
Minor taking the traditional route from Ephesus via Samos 
to Athens and thence to Patrae where he spent the winter in 
preparation to face Octavian. None of his legates is said to 

as recruiting ground (see below). In a situation of an utter 
constraint of resources it is highly improbable to have Antony 
ordering a new foundation.

15 
on both is the Armenian tiara. The obverses on the issue of 34 
BC convey a stronger message combining Antony’s portarit, 
tiara and legend ARMENIA DEVICTA

this issue in 32 BC, considers the portrait a direct borrowing 
from the iconography of Alexander the Great.

16 Traina 2003, 113-114.
17 

Ivaylo Lozanov
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sodes of the second battle at Philippi. It was sug-
gested that vanquished Brutus withdrew with an 

Antony to commemorate the event by founding 
a “City of Victory”.18 Yet again doubts arise out 
of this conjecture, which is thoroughly contra-
dicted by our main source Appian. In the end of 
the second battle Antony unleashed his cavalry 
to prevent any organized escape of the enemy 
and the gathering of another army. Brutus him-

nearest mountains 
with a considerable force (incomplete four le-
gions) from where he intended to return to his 
camp by night, or to reach the sea. Antony suc-

forcing Brutus to desperate decisions and even-
tual suicide.  The whole episode is strictly lim-
ited to Philippi’s surroundings and the evidence 
cannot be pressed further. It is plain to see that 
the failed intention of the republican command-

Neapolis and on the opposite island of Thasos 
from where he could have tried the only suc-
cessful retreat and recovery. The surviving body 
of the army of Brutus, approximately 14.000 
people, surrendered to the triumvirs. It is prac-
tically incredible to have even isolated surviv-
als breaking through at a distance of more than 
50 miles north,20 but even so they would hardly 

let alone to provide a worthy occasion to either 
of the triumvirs to boast of such a “victory”. In 
fact, the huge losses on both sides (the modern 
estimate varies between 40.000 and 50.000),21 
and the pressing task to reorganize the immense 
mass of soldiers would have made Antony and 
Octavian most unwilling to waste time and ef-
forts into a distant pursuit through the moun-
tains. All the more, a large part of the republican 
nobilitas -
render (BCiv. 4.17.135-137).

Thus, the alleged foundation of a Nicopolis, 
taken almost as an obligatory one,22 would be 
18 Boteva 2007, 83.

 App. BCiv
20 Notably, Appian’s earlier account (BCiv. 4.13.104) on the 

roundabout maneuver of the Liberators’ army through the 
mountains before reaching Philippi stays in mind, and now 
the Sapaean allies, consolidated on the victorious side, were 
no more there to provide safe passage.

21 
22 Boteva 2007, 81: “…it should be surprising if the historical 

”.

inadequate to serve the victorious claims of the 
triumvirs. It was the colony at Philippi, founded 
mainly on Antony’s initiative and styled Colo-
nia Victrix
exploited.  And it was the only proper way to 
proclaim the successful elimination of Caesar’s 
murderers and the anticipated restoration of 
peace in the Roman world. In contrast to what 
Octavian did ten years later after having defeat-
ed twice Antony and Cleopatra at Actium and 
near Alexandria, the situation was thoroughly 

has already exposed Antony as an eastern tyrant 
and a traitor to Rome. Stripped of his triumviral 
power, he was condemned for assisting a Roman 
hostis. In mobilizing Italian resources, Octavian 
still felt it necessary to disguise the imminent 
clash as if against a foreign enemy, hence the 
war was formally declared to Cleopatra.24 Con-
sequently, the manner in which both victories of 
Octavian were commemorated by founding two 
Nicopoleis next to the battle places, took an in-
ternational overtone, recalling Alexander’s and 
Pompey’s victorious triumphs over the “Eastern 
menace” (Achaemenid Persia and Mithridates 
VI).

The idea for a pervasive damnatio memo-
riae upon Antony’s foundations25 also served 
in explaining the eventual concealment of the 
Thracian Nicopolis by the Augustan propagan-
da after 31 BC.26

should mean in a practical way: total destruc-
tion, abandonment or suppression of legal sta-
tus? Neither of these is likely to have happened. 
It is true, as late as 30 BC Antony’s memory was 

23 The foundation issue combines an obverse legend: A[ntoni] 
I[usu] C[olonia] V[ictrix] P[hilippensis] or P[hilippensium] 
with Antony’s portrait on the larger denominations (Collart 

RPC -
giadou-Bani 2004, 31).

24 Ant

f. 
25 Papageorgiadou-Bani 2004, 31 for the colonies in Macedonia.
26 Boteva 2007, 82. The author’s assumption that it was soon 

before Actium, in 32 BC, when Antony founded Nicopolis, 
helped to explain “why this establishment had left neither a 
trace in the ancient literary tradition, nor any other kind of 
evidence”. Further on (p. 84): “we should not be surprised to 
see Trajan investing in a city founded to remind not only of 
Mark Antony’s double victory at Philippi but, it seems so, of 
Octavian’s double defeat as well”. However, if the Antonian 
foundation was suppressed by Octavian with immediate ef-
fect, what reminder could have possibly been found by Trajan 
to invest in?

Nicopolis ad Nestum between Mark Antony and Trajan
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representations were torn down.27

imagine, however, the real extent of these meas-
ures, their application and how they evolved 
in time. Once Octavian securely installed him-
self as Augustus, concerned in remedying the 

signs of a partial rehabilitation of Antony.28 It 
must be remembered also that Augustus not 
merely played as a “founder/restitutor” of cit-
ies and colonies, but actually proceeded with 
their reinforcement  suppressing only their An-
tonian origins. Surprisingly and in contrast to 
what ancient authors make us believe, the plac-
ard “foundation” of Antoniopolis
damnation.30 Thracian Nicopolis has to be seen 
against a similar background and in a strong re-
gional alignment with Philippi.31 Importantly, 
one must expect a “City of Victory” to comply 
with the general purposes and practical results 
of its foundation. The type is usually a product 
of synoecism, characterized by a larger resettle-
ment of both local and foreign population (vet-

“not simply a war memorial”, nor just a military 

improvement of the social and economic in-

27 
in the gens Antonia (Plut. Ant Cic

28 His name was restored in the triumphal fasti
Augustus it was now a question of not commemorating the 
civil wars and respecting the family ties with his former col-
league (sources and discussion in Hollard, Raymond 2014, 5 
f, 18-20).

 
colonies in Macedonia refounded by Augustus cf. Papazoglou 

-
passim. A special reference 

IVLIO) in the coinage of Philippi and Apamea in Bithynia 
places Augustus in the direct line of Caesar, a way of erasing 
all trace of Antony as founder (Papageorgiadou-Bani 2004, 

30 Pliny listed the city within the provincial assizes of Asia un-
der the formula  “Tripolitani, iidem et Antoniopolitae” (NH 5. 
30.111). An inscription of Flavian date provides convincing 
data for the parallel use of the two names: “  

  ” , 65, II.1.26-27). Both ref-
-

tus (idem
31 Along with the massive deduction of loyal veterans and Ital-

ians, which changed profoundly its political and religious 

referring to Augustus as a founder (new obverse types with 
legend COL[onia] AVG[usta] IVL[ia] PHIL[ippensis] IVSSV 
AVG[usti] (RPC I, 1650). Representations of Victory, holding 
a globe and a palm branch, may be seen not only in the general 
trend of commemorating the battle at Actium (Papageorgia-

to Augustus’ (not Antony’s) primary role in the victorious 
battles of 42 BC.

frastructure of the region where the victorious 
battles were won.32 There are also tangible ben-

physically recognizable.
Nothing of the sort seems to have happened 

in the Middle Mesta region in the last decades 
of the 1st millennium BC. Recent studies of the 
site at Koprivlen, brought to a re-evaluation the 
idea of the settlement life in the area (Fig. 2). 
Although limited in size, the archaeological re-
search outlined the growth of a centre with a 

political and economic environment from the 
7th to the 1st century BC. Throughout its whole 
existence the primary role of contacts with the 

objects, intense coin circulation, and absorption 
(albeit in part and on a more modest scale) of the 
achievements of Hellenic representative archi-
tecture has been proven. The observed continu-
ity and internal characteristics of the site at Ko-

with the resulting organizational and economic 
potential, placing it at the top of the settlement 

-
mined by its key-location at the south entrance 
of the Middle Mesta valley along the trade route 
connecting the Aegean coast from the Nestos es-
tuary to the north through the Rhodopes and the 
Upper Thracian lowland and the possibility of 
organizing and controlling metal mining in the 
area along with the presumable export of metals 
to the south.33

Coin-hoards from the region dated to the 
second half of the 1st century BC, including 
those containing Antony’s silver, open much 
room for speculations.34

32 
33 

 2002, 60-70.
34 possible 

tension”, “turbulent times and uncertainty in the region ca. 

decade of turmoil with an emerging urban centre. On the other 
hand, the coin content and burial-dates of the hoards do not 
allow such a wishful terminus. Those from Ognyanovo and 
Garmen, considered by D. Boteva as “extremely suggestive”, 
are dated by the authors of IRRCHBulg after 32 BC with a 
preference to the 20’s (Paunov, Prokopov 2002, nos. 45 and 
105). Recent observations on the deposits closing with Anto-
ny’s legionary denarii in Thrace (in our region Ognyanovo) 
set their concealment in the aftermath of Actium, mainly ca. 
31/30 BC (Paunov, Prokopov 2013, 115-116, Table 1). The 
hoards from Bogolin, Ablanitza and Kornitza, containing ex-
clusively imitative bronzes of the Strymon/Trident type, can 

Ivaylo Lozanov
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on the purposes and the pattern of coin circula-
tion in southern Thrace in the late 2nd and the 
1st

of multiple intentions: payments of mercenar-
ies, in-cash bribes or tributes to Thracian po-
tentates, booty, etc.,35 that should be interpreted 
individually. Further on, there are particular 
signs indicative to our zone. Certain hoards may 
rather mark nuclei of intensive recruiting for the 

the contemporary written sources. Caesar re-

the Bessi, as volunteers and mercenaries in the 
armies of Pompey.36 Dio’s narrative of Antony 
having sent two commanders, Quintus Dellius 
and Amyntas, into Macedonia and Thrace to se-
cure mercenaries before the battle at Actium,37 

between the circumstances of accumulating and 
the reasons for subsequent burial of the coins. 
The latter could have happened some time later 
than the date of the most recent coins in a hoard 
in result of an emergency. Certain deposits may 

the Bessi, in result of M. Crassus’ punitive cam-
paign in 28 BC.38

The idea of a “latent“ existence of Nicopo-
lis from the end of the 1st century BC until the 
time of Trajan, not recorded in any source  and 
having left no material traces – representative 
architecture, epigraphic monuments, etc., ap-
parently is compromised by further considera-
tions. An epigraphic document with a Flavian 
date places the region under the command of a 
Thracian strategus40 as a testimony for the con-
tinuing use of the system of strategiae, probably 

-
ing remarks (2002, 247 f. “the second half of the 1st century 
BC and more precisely in the early years of the Principate of 

end of the 1st c. BC – beginning of the 1st c. AD”). Boteva 
(2007, 83, n. 21) is otherwise aware of that problem.

35 Here one should consider the whole mass of coinages inspired 
or promoted by the Roman authorities in Macedonia (Kre-

36 Caes. BCiv. 3.4.
37 Cass. Dio 50.13.
38 Cass. Dio 51.25.

 
lapse is not necessarily to be explained as a (deliberate) ne-
glect in his Augustan sources (cf. the case with Antoniopolis).

40 Inscription of uncertain provenance, set up by the strategus 
Flavius Dizalas, who took 8 consecutive (?) posts (IGBulg IV, 
2338 = IGBulg

inherited by the client kingdom after AD 45/46. 
The text refers to the site and sanctuary of Keir-
para41, where the strategus performed important 
religious ceremonies. The site is likely to have 
been his place of residence and the central one 

setting up of inscriptions in the Middle Mesta 
valley, as prove of an “epigraphic habit” and 
the existence of a corresponding urban environ-
ment, began only by the second half of the 2nd 
century AD.42

Along with the arguments denying the 
earlier foundation date of Nicopolis, some ne-
glected evidence from the military diplomas can 
help to build a positive case for the city’s Tra-
janic origins. At present, there are four known 
transcripts of a constitution of Antoninus Pius 
dated to August 1, AD 142 – two intact diplo-
mas and two fragments – issued to sailors of the 

refer to Thracians originating from Nicopolis ex 
Bessia.43 No document has an established prov-

-
ies named Nicopolis is meant here.44 The recipi-
ents have served 26 years, so it can be presumed 
that they have been enlisted in the spring/early 
summer of 116. The obvious explanation, in 
addition to other cases supported by the extant 
evidence,  implies that due to the increased de-
mand in the legions, caused by the losses in the 
opening campaigns of the Parthian war in 114-
115, it has been resorted to the already trained 
and sometimes battle-hardened soldiers of the 
auxilia -

-

41 Keirpara is tentatively placed by B. Gerov ( ) at the 
modern village of Gospodintzi some 8 km north of Nicoplis 
ad Nestum. G. Mihailov believed it was the Thracian settle-
ment (para = village) preceding the foundation of the Roman 
city by Trajan (IGBulg
n. 153) suggested a reading Ketripara relating the toponym 
to the local dynast Ketriporis of the mid 4th century BC and 

42 224-225.
43 AE RMD IV 264 ex gregale L. Petronio 

Eptaezeni f. Eptaetrali RMD
ex gregale M. Ulpio Byzae f. Rivozi  

2002 = AE RMD -

origo are not preserved is likely a copy of the same constitu-
tion (RMD 

ex gregale Suri Dialpuri f. pa-
tria is Nicopol(is) – probably the same as in the documents of 
AD 142 (RMD V 422).

44 The editors of AE and RMD believe it is rather Nicopolis ad 

Nicopolis ad Nestum between Mark Antony and Trajan
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of redundancies and diplomas 26 years later.45 
In our case it was the organization of the classis 
Syriaca stationed at Seleucia Pieria to answer 
the logistical needs of Trajan’s Parthian expe-
dition46 which provoked the relocation of units 

-
sequent replenishing of the gaps with new re-
cruits in their place. Other suggestive evidence 

and 145 refers to the creation of auxiliary co-
47 throw-

ing additional light on the urgency of comple-
menting the land forces in 116. The emergency 
is made apparent by the privileges bestowed on 

probably given Roman citizenship upon joining 
military service.48 Judging by the number of the 
known copies of the constitution from August 1, 
AD 142 many of the recruits came from Thrace. 
Usually the personal data including the name, 
the patronymic and the origin of the soldier were 
picked up, collected and archived at the local 
command from where they were copied into the 

 The peculiar and so 
far unique expression  can be related 
to the veterans’ origo described in a new format 
of “city ex province”.50 Hence the term marks the 
still incipient phase of organizing the urban ter-
ritory within the larger tribal area of the Bessi. 
The latter is traditionally located in Southwest-

the area around the massif of Rila (and prob-
ably of Pirin) with the Upper plain of the rivers 
Mesta (Nestos) and Maritza (Hebros).51 Even in 

45 
46 
47 Cohors I Aelia classica and two cohortes Aureliae classicae, 

land auxilia (e.g. the Thracian sailor of RMD V 422 was dis-
charged as veteran from the Ala I Thracum Victrix).

48 See the commentary in RMD IV 262 and RMD
 Eck, Pangerl 2008, loc. cit.

50 “Bessia, however, is not a province; it should have been Thra-
cia as later. However, on tombstones of second century date 

-
ly given as BESSVS, referring to the major tribe in Thrace. On 

-
ent is usually often given as a tribe or people. It is therefore 
possible that when the decision was taken to give the origo of 
these sailors as ‘city ex province’ the tribal home entered on 
the record of a sailor was converted to the name of a province. 
In this instance it was not realised that Bessia was not correct 
and that Thracia should have been written as happened later.” 
(Roxan, Holder 2004, 273 with Table 1).

51 See 

the recent studies the Middle Mesta region has 

is partly due to the vague account of the ancient 
sources and the silent epigraphic record. Our di-
plomas, however, should be regarded as an im-
portant piece of evidence for the localization of 
the Bessi or their branches, matching Pliny’s ref-
erence to “Bessorumque multa nomina”, who in-
habited the left bank of the Strymon “as far as the 
river Mestus”.52 Therefore, Nicopolis ex Bessia is 
clearly to

Our discharge documents date back to the 
time when Ptolemy is believed to have compiled 
his list of Thracian strategiae drawing from 
Trajanic sources,53 and therefore led solely by 
this presumption, one can easily be tempted to 
identify Bessia with Bessike.54 In spite of some 

-
cal order in the list of Ptolemy clearly places 
Bessike in the “intermediary belt” of the strate-
giae, between the ones facing the Aegean coast 
and those along the Haemus range, with the 
important notice that it lay “north of Maidike”, 
whose location can be determined more or less 
accurately. Following Ptolemy’s description, 
compared to other evidence, P. Delev locates 
Bessike into the plain of Dupnitza along with the 
northern slopes of the Rila mountain stretching 
up to the east on the upper course of Maritza 
around Belovo-Pazardzhik, possibly including 
the northern skirts of the Rhodopes.55 Accord-
ingly, Bessike did not extend south to the Mid-
dle Mesta valley and it is also missing from the 
inscription of the strategus Flavius Dizalas.56 
Even taking into account that the list refers to 
a period in which the strategiae in Thrace were 
more numerous and smaller than Ptolemy’s 
fourteen57 and the possibility that in the last 

52 Plin. NH 4.11.40. The context in Dio (47.25.2) having the 
Bessi attacked by Brutus and the Sapaean Rhaskouporis (43 
BC) also suggests a close-range operation launched from the 
Lower Mesta region to the north.

53 Ptol. Geog 123 f.
54 So 
55 
56 IGBulg IV, 2338 lists eight strategiae: , 

, , , 
, .

57 IGBulg V, p. 423: dates the inscription of Flavius Dizalas be-
tween the end of Vespasian’s and the beginning of Domitian’s 

Vespasian. She believes also that the rest of the evidence for 
the emperor’s activity in Thrace is indicative of a large-scale 
administrative reform including the creation of Ptolemy’s 
strategiae later in his reign, between AD 76-78.
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have been swallowed up by a larger strategia, 
the latter could not have been Bessike as seen 
by the geographical order discussed above. It is 
worth noting that all smaller strategiae in the 
inscription of Flavius Dizalas seem to belong 
to the mountainous region of Southwest Thrace, 
but with the only exception of Dresapaike, no 
other can be related to a known tribe from the 
region. Considered to a local scale this fact is 
a reminder of the original intent of the Roman 
authorities in pursuit of security after AD 45/46 
to split up the major Thracian tribes into frag-
mented administrative divisions. 

It is only to be supposed that the Middle 
Mesta region was hypothetically a part of a 
strategia (Bessike or another) within the Thra-
cian client kingdom,58 but this question has no 
bearing to the situation at the beginning of the 
2nd century AD.

The extant copies from the constitution of 
AD 142 provide a secure evidence on the exist-
ence of Nicopolis ad Nestum around 116. The 
date appears as a reference point to the city’s 
foundation by Trajan, which until now could 
only be perceived by Ptolemy’s information and 
the epithet Ulpia on the coins. Besides being a 
sign for the lack of organized urban life before-

58 It is possible to presume some formal incorporation of the 
lands of the Bessi to the territory of the client kingdom af-
ter the suppression of the revolt led by Vologaeses in 11 BC 

).

recruitment in the territories of the inner 
Thracian cities during the 2nd and the first half 
of the 3rd centuries AD. A particular question 
of lesser importance for the present study is 
whether the city was preceded by an older 
(Thracian) settlement as is traditionally sug-
gested  or it was established in a previously 
uninhabited area.

In such context, the date and circum-
stances of the foundation of Nicopolis must be 
seen as a result of Trajan’s victorious military 
campaigns. The city may have been founded to 

of which reached the capital early in 116,60 but 
this would mean to press the evidence too far. 
At present, it is preferable to favour a loose 
dating between summer 107 and spring/sum-
mer 116.61 It is remarkable that, quite near to 
Nicopolis, we hear of another commemorative 
foundation – Parthicopolis (modern Sandan-
ski) in Northeastern Macedonia, established in 
AD 116-120.62 From a local perspective, both 
foundations would stimulate further econom-
ic and social developments in an isolated and 
somewhat backward border region of Thrace 
and Macedonia, having at the same time a deep 
symbolical and ideological meaning, a remind-
er of the everlasting power of the Empire to 
conquer and to civilize.

 , 220-221 IGBulg 

the study of Nicopolis ad Nestum, despite more than 35 years 

mostly coins from the 2nd and the 1st centuries BC (Petrova 
2012, 337, n. 12), no stratigraphic observations were made to 

-
vided by Dr. Ivan Valchev, former curator at the Museum at 
Gotze Delchev).

60 

which may be taken as the earliest possible terminus for com-
memorative foundations in the provinces.

61 The date can only be deduced indirectly. The war in Dacia 
ended late in 106, while Trajan celebrated his second Dacian 

Kienast 2004, 122). In 107/108 a provincial census was car-
, 181), which – it is believed 

– was preceded by a promotion of the province’s rank from 
procuratorial to praetorian and the start of a major administra-
tive reorganization, including a pronounced urbanization of 

(2014, 227) is arguing for a reorganization around AD 110, 

62 On the foundation of Parthicopolis see Sharankov 2016, 60.
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1. Introduction
The great variety of ancient numismatic 

samples (historically and geographically re-
lated to the Balkans) is well known. Therefore, 
our study is taking in account only the Roman 
coins minted and/or found in Bulgarian lands. 
The research period covers the 2nd and 3rd c. 
AD. At that time, coins with architectural im-
ages are not a small number: some traditions of 
their manufacturing could be traced back to the 
period of the Roman Republic. 

The focus of this study falls on architectural 
images recreated on coins. 

A large number of the study examples are 
derived from the database “Coin and Monument 
Images and Symbols on Antiquity and Middle 
Ages” (created in a project funded by Bulgar-

workers in the Department of Numismatics and 
Epigraphy, NAIM – BAS, as well as by special-
ists from the Institute of Balkan Studies & Cen-
tre of Thracology “Prof. Alexander Fol” at the  

University “St. Kliment Ohridski”, the National 
History Museum, and the Regional History Mu-
seum in Veliko Turnovo. 

Another coin database, used in the study, is 
-

tal”. Publications of Bulgarian authors have also 
been applied in the text. 

It is important to note that our analysis of 
the chosen samples is based on the image attri-
bution, which was already indicated in all the 
sources. 

here are:
 

objects depicted on coins?
 

on their images – the chosen angle, 
viewpoint and perspective?

ARCHITECTURAL IMAGES ON ANTIQUE COINS  
FROM BULGARIAN LANDS (ROMAN EMPIRE)

Sasha Lozanova, Stela Tasheva

 -
orative features of the presented build-
ings?

 
the evolution of Balkan art?

Our systematization of coin samples is done 
through a matrix table in a chronological order 
(Table 1). Our selection and presentation of 
examples (which were listed in the above-men-
tioned coin database sources) follows all archi-
tectural types and elements found there. Accord-
ing to the chosen research subject, the matrix 
highlights the following features of the images:

1. The role of the architecture in an image – 

2. The function of the presented architectur-
al object: temple (one or two-storey), acropolis, 
public building, fortress, etc.

3. The used projection type: façade, section, 
plan, perspective view

4. The presence of depicted outdoor and 

interiors
5. The nature of the architectural design, 

including:
 structural elements: columns (number), 

 roof structure: double-sided, quadrangu-

 foundation structure: one or many-step 
foundations, platforms, etc.

6. Decoration type: acroteria, embossed 
decoration of the gable, visible material of the 
wall, masonry, crenels.

It is well known, that in the long period of 
Antiquity there were brilliantly executed ar-
tifacts, as well as lots of coins done with low 
quality craftsmanship – and this has nothing to 
do with the extent to which both types of speci-
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mens have been preserved until now. 
Yet, our analysis of the architectural im-

ages in coin samples (shown in table 1) would 
not have been possible without relying on their 
high technical and plastic execution. So, we 

examination, tracking their accurate forms and 
artistic rendering.

coins (within the collections chosen here) as de-
termined by:

 
 Traditions and complexity of applied 

 Realization requirements due to their 
metal-relief craft, following the accessi-

-
tion, etc.

Comparisons and assessments of all three 
factors could be taken into account in later stud-
ies, oriented on decorations or skills. In these 

-
tectural typologies must not be put together, and 

should be assessed separately in its own per-
spective. There, a possible evaluation line could 
also be the image composition as a whole – the 
degree of its complexity (as, the number and the 
type of building projections, or the presence of 

Architecture is an important part of metal 
currency decoration. And as expected, in the an-
tique coin databases chosen here, the image of 
a Roman temple is quite common1. But, as for 
the nature of the miniature engraving art, there 
were no measure or size tracks of the depicted 
objects, and thus some visual and space conven-
tions in the composition were inevitable. At the 

used as universal scale comparisons for build-
ings and urban structures) cannot be drawn re-
alistically in temple representations on coins, as 
they are too small (considering the size of An-
tique cult buildings). Therefore, without scale, 
an observer is not able to specify any dimen-
sions of the presented temples and their parts, as 
well as their distances to other objects. 

There are two basic iconographic “tem-
plates” for representing architectural objects 

Table 1):

 as buildings (parts of buildings, single 
buildings or whole complexes) in real 

 as reduced architectural attributes of 
characters: most often a model in their 
hands or a (fortress) crown on their 
heads.

real-size buildings and their models were rela-
tively realistically detailed and presented (see 
samples 11, 13, 22)2. Fortress crowns, however, 
were created with a strong visual generalization 

There were two main drawing projections 
used in coinage:

 orthogonal (i.e., of facades, sections or 

 perspective (views from an angle) – see 

According to their composition place (size 
and location), single temples and buildings pre-
sented in orthogonal projection predominate 
(see samples 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 

exist (see sample 13). However, the perspective 
projection is generally used more in building en-
sembles (see sample 14) or when buildings are 
depicted as attributes (see samples 20, 21, 22).

Coin reverses with a recreated temple and 
a central sculpture (a god, or a goddess) are 
also pretty common and interesting. Usually, 
the statue displayed was with the height of a 
column, i.e., much larger than the size of a real 

monumental features of temple sculptures. On 
the other hand, the character of the temple im-
age itself is determined by the miniature frame 
space of the coins and the centuries-old compo-
sitional principles that are consistent with it. 

Roman temple (as it was, partially preserved so 
far – for example, prostyle or peripter type with 
an inner chamber – cella) from the iconography 
of its re-creation in coinage. So far, we have not 
known a temple whose façade consists of a raw 
of columns and a single, centrally located statue 
of a god among them. But the divine statue (re-

is a common element located behind the facade 
colonnade (or colonnades) in the central cham-

2 All sample numbers quoted refer to Table 1.
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ber of the temple.
And as there are many examples of stand-

ing and sitting statues in the interior of the an-
cient temples, we may assume that such image 
compositions on coins (see samples 3, 4, 5, 6, 
7, etc.) show the internal space of the buildings. 
On samples of NAIM – BAS (like the one with 

interior (Zeus), depicted sitting on a throne in 

of two vertical orthogonal projections was used 
in those coins, implanting:

 Facade (for the drawing of the roof/ 

 Section (for presenting the interior space 
of the main cella).

Today, the number of columns is often used 

But from an architectural perspective, this num-
ber is not decisive for the construction scheme 
of the temple – especially in the mentioned case 
of combining façade and section projections. In 
fact, an image of a temple with 4 columns and 

In reality, on the temple facade (which is in front 
of the internal statue) – there would probably be 
another 1 or 2 supporting columns. 

The presence and location of the temple 
sculptures in the image composition of coinage 
varied depending on the type of the depicted 
temple – if it consisted of one or two storeys for 
example, as well as the choice and the combina-
tion of existing architectural objects, their parts 
and environment, and in addition it depends on 
the applied projection type. Thus, there was a 

engraving.
The presentation of a free-standing sculp-

ture in coins is also peculiar in its features. Most 

center of the temple, but also the center of the 
coin frame. They had a soft, plastic character of 
execution, in contrast with the severe geomet-
ric forms of the depicted architectural shapes. 
The known, established “divine” attributes and 
symbols were also used in those statues. From 
a semantic point of view (as a form of visual 
communication with the users of the coinage), 

to whom the temple was dedicated) is clearly 

connected with the emperor’s portrait usually 
depicted on the obverse. This link highlights the 
unity of secular power with the heavenly and 
“divine” function of the building.

In addition to buildings, some coins depict-
ed environmental elements – terrain (see sam-

showed the Three graces located near the cen-
tral temple. This composition gives us reasons 

facades and a master plan.3

Columns as structural elements were most 
often clearly depicted – with bases and capitals. 
However, their details are not always recogniz-

geometrically correct and clear was the projec-
tion of the image, the more detailed and corre-
sponding to reality were the structural elements 
and materials. Demonstrations of this thesis are 
the realistically presented temples on coins (see 
samples 2, 13, 14). In some perspective compo-

shown even roof tiles or beam structures, as 
well as all classic decorations along the ridge.

Roof shapes and spaces used in coin en-
graving varied a lot. There were common dou-
ble-sided structures with almost the same slope 

temple with a steeper roof is shown in sample 6, 
while in sample 3 we can see a temple, covered 
with a vault or a dome. The image of a temple 
in sample 11 was very detailed, and presenting 
even metopes under the building gable. On other 
similar coins (like one from the period of Elaga-
bal minted in Philippopolis – NAIM-BAS Inv. 

temples were displayed as one-storeyed, with 
a one-step (single line) base, “landed” directly 

some cases, platforms or multi-layered founda-
tions (which raise buildings visually above the 
environment – see Figure 2, 4, 6, 8) were used. 
The temple in sample 7 was impressive with 
its attitude to the terrain – its ground or under-

The functions of  the depicted public build-
ings (see sample 8) can hardly be determined, 

3 Another example of this composition of master plan of a 
cult complex, can be seen in the coin of Caracalla – 
Pautalia, Varbanov 3405 – {2}.
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was emphasized by the monumental three-stage 
base under a special platform.

Fortress structures were also conditional 
in size, despite the scale which is visually re-
quired by their central gate and tower images. 
In most of the chosen examples (see samples 
10, 16, 17, 18) the fortresses had been present-
ed in the same way: through the symmetrical 

towers.
So, we believe that the shown decoration of 

objects on coins depends on their architectural 
typology. Temples were usually decorated on 
their roofs, with free-standing sculpture pieces 
(acroteria) as well as gable reliefs: round or-
naments and shields (with spears), eagles and 
moldings. The building’s masonry type and tex-
ture same as the top crenels were used as such a 
“graphic” decoration for fortresses.

3. Conclusions
The symbolic and representative functions 

of coins are well known in both numismatics 
and archaeology. In this respect, architectural 
elements represented on Roman coins in Bul-
garian lands followed the general character of 
the coinage production of the epoch: with its 
assorted presentation of temples, public build-

-
tributes, etc.

However, we think that Bulgarian com-
positional models reveal their own, regional, 
iconographic character in all the wide ranges of 
similar artefacts in the period. Their typologi-

be clearly tracked in comparison with symmet-
ric coin databases concerning parallel develop-
ing regions of the Roman Empire (like Southern 
and Central Europe, North Africa, the Middle 
East and others).

Some traditions in architectural images, 

which are typical of Roman work (such as art 
motifs, iconography, partly semantics and sym-
bolism) were preserved and developed during 
the Middle Ages in the Balkans. One of them 
was the motif of the imperial crown that resem-
bles a temple roof from Antiquity.4

see coins from Byzantium and the Second Bul-
garian State very similar to the Roman samples 
with fortresses.5 

At the same time, many of the visual and 
compositional patterns presented in the study 
were permanently used in other medieval artis-
tic media: illustrations, mosaics, frescoes, icons, 
etc. Such an example is the non-scale (relative 
to reality) correspondence between buildings 
and characters in a great number of book min-
iatures (for example, in the illustrations of the 
Manasses chronicle).6

An iconography template often attributed to 
the Orthodox iconic tradition, is the depiction of 
a church as an attribute of sacred characters and 
rulers. It is shown even in a mosaic from the ca-
thedral “ th centu-
ry), where Emperors Justinian I and Constantine 
I present models of the church and the town to 
St. Mary and Christ (Fig.1). Another example 
here is from the Boyana Church (13th century), 
where Kaloyan and Desislava as temple donors 
are holding a church model.7

These examples reveal the important role 
of the antique pictorial archetypes in the later 
appearance and development of Medieval Or-
thodox art. In such a context, Roman coins and 
their architectural images occupy a key position. 
They preserve stable visual forms (of architec-
tural motifs, characters and compositional rela-
tionships, semantics, symbolism, etc.) as well 
as the continuity of artistic traditions between 
Antiquity (Rome) and  Middle Ages. A detailed 
study of these links, intersections, and peaks is 
also yet to come.

4 th century silver coin of Basil I from the British mu-
seum collections at: https://www.britannica.com/biography/
Basil-I-Byzantine-emperor.

5 A coin with a triple tower fortress is depicted even on the 
book cover of a research on coinage of the Second Bulgarian 
state by  K. Dochev ( ).

6 Manasses Chronicle, 48
7 See the page of Boyana Church at: http://www.boyanachurch.

org/ 

Numismatic databases

symbolscoinsmonuments .com/index.php/

symbolscoinsmonuments.com/index.php/bg/
obrazovatelni-resursi/45-izobrajenia-rimski-
moneti

Archaeological museum in Plovdiv, Coins, 2018: 
https://archaeologicalmuseumplovdiv.org/
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Table 1: A systematization following the images of architectural objects and types.
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

Old Attic Comedy participated in the con-

manner, albeit on the basis of the fundamental 

tendencies focus attention on the deliberate in-
version of the cultural values suggested by the 
comedy masks, with a grotesque exaggeration 
of the contrasts and recreating multiple per-
spectives. In principle, Otherness results from 
a discursive process whereby the dominating 
group (We) constructs one or several dominated 
groups (They, the Others) by stigmatising the 

denial of the identity, but also as a motive for 
potential discrimination. Cultural-historical re-
construction based on the discourse would only 

-
tuting historical reality with modern subjective 
constructs and models of thinking…

1) The Men. Thales of Miletus (ca. 624 – 
ca. 546 BC), the father of philosophy, also 
known with the story The Laughter of the 
Thracian maid, and one of the Seven Sages of 

-

not a barbarian (Plat. Theaetetus
L. 
the same time construct the identity of the polis 
citizen in Classical Athens. 

The ideal centre of the classical Greek 
world in which Athens is the most visible polis 
is occupied by the free man – citizen

kalos kagathos) – handsome and 
noble. This is a male-centred society, built and 
generating male-centred art forms. And if that 

-

ANCIENT THRACE AND THE THRACIANS  
AS A PARADIGM OF OTHERNESS  

AND THE OTHER IN OLD ATTIC COMEDY

Vanya B. Lozanova-Stantcheva

position of what was neither “beautiful,” nor 
“good,” nor male, nor human, then everything 
beyond that category falls into the deformed dis-
course of the otherness
stereotype models of the comedy discourse.

The comedy model of foreigners or wor-
shippers of the alien are positioned outside that 
male-centred polis completeness. The comedy 
model of transgression deprives them of the most 
important quality of the polis citizen and places 

Two examples are particularly emblematic: the 
image of Smikythes in Aristophanes’ Knights 

1 and that of Alcibiades and his com-
panions in Eupolis’ Baptai.2 As Smikythos is 
travestied into Smikyte, similarly the Thracian 
deity Kotys is travestied into Kotyt(t)o,3 driven 
partly by comic exaggeration…

Predominantly eminent politicians were 
the victims of comedy invectives in Old Com-
edy.4

Alcibiades,5 Cleophon,6 a very popular politi-
cian at the end of the 5th century BC (415-404 
BC), and Hyperbolus, an outstanding dema-
gogue, who became famous after Cleon’s death 

7 One of the principal and 
favourite comedy derision models was the accu-
sation against an eminent politician that he was 
of impure Athenian origin, which raised doubts 
about the legitimacy of his political positions. 
Plato Comicus apparently ridiculed Cleophon, 
discrediting him for his mother being allegedly 

1 Schol. at Aristoph. Knights  

3 
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Thracian (fr. 61 Edmonds). Most probably, both 
Aristophanes and Plato Comicus sought a comic 

their audience. The scholiast to the verses by 
Aristophanes8 believes that the comedy play-
wright presented the politician’s mother as a 
woman speaking broken Greek and noted that 

woman” and a common name for a slave: 
Schol. Aristoph. Ran

The scholion to Clouds 552 notes that Her-
mippus in Artopolides presented in the same 
way the mother of Hyperbolus:

Schol. Aristoph. Nub

And elsewhere again:
Schol. Aristoph. Nub

Schol. Aristoph. Nub

in Eupolis’ comedy Maricas (Lenaea, 421 BC) 
with the same pseudonym:

Schol. Aristoph. Nub

Br., Vict. -
ner 1883).
Hyperbolus was a comedy victim of Plato 

Comicus, who dedicated him a whole comedy:
Schol. Aristoph. Nub

The “Thracian” mother clearly suggested to 
the Athenian audience not only low origin and 
dubious social status, but also poor Greek lan-
guage, as well as lack of Greek paideia and the 

8 Ran. 681.

Greek values ensuing from it.  Athenaeus quotes 
Eupolis, who says in his comedy Prospaltioi:10

His mother was a Thracian woman,
A seller of tænie…
The kings in the non-Greek world also de-

viated from the model of the polis male-centred 
ideal with their lack of moderation and sense 
of measure, with the excessive splendour and 

-
nateness and non-virility. Narrating about the 
excessive luxury in the royal court of the Per-
sian king, the envoy in Aristophanes’ Acharni-
ans -
barians according to the Greek paideia:

…For great feeders and heavy drinkers are 
alone esteemed as men by the barbarians…
The speech of Teoros in Aristophanes’ 

Acharnians (150-160) is emblematic, in which – 
unlike the Persians – the Thracian king Sitalces 
played the role of erastês during the feast, dem-
onstrating his sexual desires towards Athenians 

erômenos), as the desires dem-
onstrated by Cleon and Paphlagonian towards 
Demos in Aristophanes’ Knights:

Aristophanes Acharnians 140-150: … I was 

so, he was a true admirer of you all, like when 

really cute.” And his son, whom we had made 

sausages from the Apatouria. He constantly 
begged his father to help his new homeland. 

-
tion, and commanding such a great army that 

grasshoppers!”11

The examples in this context can be mul-
tiplied and they are in themselves a clearly de-

2) The Warrior. -
ment in the fundamental opposition between 
Hellenism and barbarianism. The superiority 

10 in Athen. 7. 128.
11 Translation: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=P
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of the Greek hoplites – disciplined but free and 
independent, well trained but spirited – over 
the insanely brave but uninspired, numerous, 
spiritually poor barbarian army featured promi-
nently in the stratagems of the ancient authors.12 
According to the Athenians, the Greek army 
– unlike the barbarian one – was made up of 
personalities with an independent nature, citi-

 
Aristophanes in The Acharnians exploits the 
example with the Odomantoi, an army of “the 
most warlike soldiers of all Thrace” (   

     
), which the Thracian king Sitalkes sent to 

help the Athenians.
However, the polar model of the otherness 

is violated here, too, with respect to the ancient 
Thracian traits and the Thracians: Attic vases 
began to be decorated with rhythmic idealised 
images of warriors in Thracian attire and arms, 
without the irony of stigmatisation. Research 
during the past two decades increasingly rejects 
the parallel between the images of Thracians and 
of Scythians.13 If some warriors characterised 
with Thracian clothes and attri butes ( , 
zeira, fawnskin boots called embades, etc.) or 
armament are placed in unambiguous mytho-
logical scenes (Rhesos, Lykourgos, Tereus), 
others practically evoke no doubt that they are 
…. Athenians. According to K. Schauemburg, 
it is possible to speak about a kind of “Thra-
cian fashion in the clothing, moreover predomi-
nantly among the horsemen in Athens during 
the Classical Age.14 Hardly anyone would think 
that the young horsemen from the frieze of the 
Parthenon, wearing Thracian clothes, had Thra-
cian ethnic belonging! Similar processes of rap-
prochement and imitation are also perceived in 
the spreading of Thracian names or names as-
sociated with ancient Thrace among the Athe-
nians.

3) Language constructing the identity of 
Hellenism is transformed into a sensitive instru-

functionality of the marked language, as well 
as of speaking unmarked or barbarised Greek, 

-

12
13 .
14

matic context in most cases.15 Stephen Coluin16 
-

tophanes’ comedies:
1) occasional representation of Barbarian 

language (i.e., gibberish, as at Achar-
nians 100: 

 and
2) (more commonly) barbarised but intel-

ligible Attic.17

Unfortunately, the attention of later come-
diographs was not directed with the same inter-
est either at Attic speech or dialects, or at bar-
barised Greek, which can be explained with the 
political and cultural processes of Hellenism, 
but especially with the disintegration of the po-
lis model of identity building.

Aristophanes in Frogs ridicules Cleophon’s 
language and likens it to the chirping of a Thra-
cian swallow:

: ,     
’  

 ,
    ,  

 
 , ’  

 
 
 

   . (674–82)
Chorus: Muse, start up holy dances and 
come for
enjoyment of my song,
seeing the great crowd of men, where 
boundless
wisdom lies,
more ambitious than Cleophon, on whose
bilingual lips
a Thracian swallow
roars terribly
sitting on a barbarian petal.
Swallows in Greek Classical Antiquity 

were often associated as “chirping nonsense, 
due mainly to their twittering songs.” The 
roots of this mythology go up to the Sophocles 
tragedy Tereus,18 which para-tragical exempli-

Birds.  A similar characterisation is given to 

15 Coluin 2000, 286.
16
17 Coluin 2000, 287.
18 .

.
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the language of the strange deity Triballos in 
Aristophanes’ comedy Birds, suggesting that 
Triballos did not say anything comprehen-
sible, but was chirping like a swallow, i.e., 
spitting out nonsensical gibberish. Triballos, 
whose name is clearly associated with the eth-
nonym of the famous Thracian tribe Tribal-

envoys of the Olympian gods (together with 
Poseidon and Heracles) for negotiations with 
the birds in the Nephelococcygia (1581–1621) 
of Aristophanes’ Birds, newly established by 
the two Athenian “adventurers.” Peisetairos 
explains to the Olympian envoys why people 
must swear in the birds just as they swear in the 
Olympian gods. He asks Triballos:

Peisetairos: So what do you say?
And the answer of the strange “god” is en-
tirely incomprehensible:

1616)
Triballos: Na, Baisatreu!
Heracles: You see, even this one approves.
Heracles translates the words of Triballos, 

which are apparently meaningless, as he pleas-
es. In fact, although he is asked about his opin-
ion, it actually is of no interest to them and they 

owing to the absurdity of the parallel mono-
logues that only ostensibly build a meaningless 
dialogue. It seems to me unnecessary to seek a 
logical reading of the comedy language of the 
Other, because its function is to distinguish him 
as such and to position him in the model of Oth-
erness, of the uncivilised individual deprived of 
the Greek paideia.20

4) The Women. The cover of the volume 
Not the Classical Ideal: Athens and the Con-
struction of the Other in Greek Art. Leiden, 
2000, edited by Beth Cohen21 and devoted to the 
construction of the Otherness of Athens, shows 
the image of a tattooed Thracian woman, run-
ning with a sword that had just been taken out 
of its sheath in her hand, from the famous Attic 

krateros of the Pan Painter (ca. 470 
BC, Munich, Staatliche Antikensamlungen und 

20
21 Cohen 2000.

Glyptothek 2378). The associations are unam-
biguous!

The deforming discourse on the Other-
ness takes place most perceptibly above all 

Dionysian set. The hypersexuality of the Thra-
cian woman and the excessive freedom of her 
behaviour should naturally be in contrast to the 
pious and restrained conduct of the Athenian 
woman: maiden, wife and mother. A preserved 
fragment in Photius (fr. 5) and in the Suda lexi-
con (s.v Tereus by 
Kantharos, characterises Prokne22 as an “Athe-

It is not by chance that only one instance of mat-
rimonial unfaithfulness by an Athenian woman 
has been presented in the entire ancient literary 
heritage.23 However, the husband subsequently 
withdrew his charges from the court, although 
in the indictment speech that he had ordered it 
became clear that she had been caught -
grante delicto!

On the other hand, in Old-Attic comedy and 
in lyrical poetry the Thracian woman is skilled 
in the games of love, coquettish and haughty at 
the same time, compared in the poetry of Ana-

of love lyrical poetry Anacreon, according to 
the comment of Heraclitus,24 scorning the co-

the haughty woman, allegorically recreated her 

shy away with sidelong glances,
thinking I’ve no expertise?

Be assured, I’d put your bit on
smartly, hold the reins and run you
round the limits of the course.

But for now you graze the meadows,
frisk and play, for want of any
good experienced riding man.25

22
23 Lysias 1, De caedo Eratosthenis Contra 

Timarchum
sqq.

24 Heraclit. Quaest. Hom. 5 p. 7 fr. 88/ Heraclitus, Homeric 
Allegories

25 .
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In the parodos of Aristophanes’ comedy 
The Acharnians, celebrating the rural Dionysia 
and singing to Phales in a phallic procession in 
which a pair of male slaves are responsible for 

Dikaiopolis imagines raping a Thracian female 
slave:

Aristoph., Ach

Aristoph. Ach. 271-274: … For it is much 

ta (from) the scrub, the slave of Strymodoros, 
stealing, with wood in her hands, and to take her 
by the waist, lift her up, throw her down, and 
stick your grape-stone in her.26 

It is not accidental that researchers of Aris-

transgressive sexuality”.27 Both the lyrical poets 
and the Old Attic Comedy poeticise with great 
pleasure the image of the Thracian woman, who 
was – apparently – a highly preferred partner 
owing to her skills in the game of love: Aris-
tophanes mentions with pleasure the beauties of 
Thracian women in his comedies.28 A number of 
comedy writers have dedicated their works to 
her. The Thracian slave is usually a silent and 
passive object of male sexual desires, but she is 
not present onstage. Giving pleasure is a sign of 

-
trary to values of the type of being masculine, 
autonomous and authoritative. The deforma-
tion of the image of the alien and of the persons 

moves along the same axis.
-

ure of the female slave named Thratta or Geta as 
a favourite participant. The personal name Geta/
Getas is clearly associated with the ethnonym of 
the Thracian tribe Getae. In one of Menander’s 
comedies a slave named Getas jokes: “he holds 

than the ordinary run of males who must make 

can’t get along with less than ‘ten, eleven, 

26  2012,  135.
27 Halliwell 2002, 120–42.
28 Acharn Vesp Thesmoph Pax. 1138.

count as married’.”
The descriptions of the free sexual conduct 

of unmarried Thracian girls   are in harmony 
with the behavioural model of the Bacchae/Bas-
sarides and tend to be born from the stereotype 
of deformation-interpretation of Otherness, 
taken out of the mythical-ritual and artistic, 
resp. dramaturgical context. Thracian women 

-
ages of the Bacchae, of women freed through 
the Dionysian orgiastic rituals. This is why they 
are depicted tattooed in vase-painting, similar to 
their mythical and ritual proto-images.30 This is 
also suggested by the frequent presence in vase-
painting both of Dionysian scenes and of battle 
scenes of the murder of Orpheus by the Thracian 
Bacchae.31

This mystical context of re-interpretation 
transforms the image of the Thracian woman as 
someone very competent not only in love, but 
also in magic and the religious mysteries. Ac-
cording to the famous fragment from Arrian’s 
Bithyniaca, Thrace was named after the nymph 
Thrake, who was very knowledgeable about 
magic spells and herbs, and was able both to 

-
ers, followers of Zalmoxis, whose image is ty-
pologically close to that of Orpheus, has similar 
religious and magic nuances. In Plato’s dialogue 
Charmides (Plat. Charm. 156d) Socrates ad-
duces the philosophy of their healing practice:

Plato Charm. 156d: Then I, on hearing his 
-

my spirit began to rekindle. So I said,—Such, 
then, Charmides, is the nature of this charm. I 
learnt it on campaign over there, from one of the 
Thracian physicians of Zalmoxis, who are said 
even to make one immortal. This Thracian said 
that the Greeks were right in advising as I told 

“our king, who is a god, says that as you ought 

 Hdt. De re rust. 

30 Plut. Mor
-

31 
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not to attempt to cure eyes without head, or head 
without body, so you should not treat body with-

They healed the soul with charms and in-
cantations resembling the melodeclamatory 
sermons of Orpheus. Plato, in his Charmides 
(158b), places Abaris the Hyperborean along 
with Zalmoxis among the “Thracian physicians” 
who practiced medicine on the soul as well as 
the body by means of “incantations”: 

Plato Charmides 158b: …However, the 
case stands thus: if you already possess temper-
ance, as Critias here declares, and you are suf-

of the charms of Zalmoxis or of Abaris the Hy-
perborean…

The iconography of the Athenian vase-
painting divided Thracian women – and accord-
ingly those characteristics of theirs in Old Attic 
Comedy – into two categories: on the one hand, 
wild women freed from polis moral values, and 

on the other – devoted slaves (Aristophanes in 
Thesmophoriazousai 280 informs that Euripides 
has a Thracian woman as a servant), the best 
nurses (trophoi).32 Both types were radically dif-
ferent from the image of the Athenian woman: a 
decorous maiden or a chaste wife, worthy moth-
er of polis citizens.33

However, the mythical-ritual features of 
Ancient Thrace, the Thracian and the Thracians 
could not be understood outside the big theme 

rather wide horizon.
Hence, Ancient Thrace is interpolated as a 

dramaturgical and cultural topos in the Old Com-
edy so as to function and to reveal the system of 
the Otherness, to be modelled in an extremely 

 Oth-
erness
means of constructing models of rapprochement 
and of identities.

32 Schol. ad Plato Laches H.N. .
33 Tsifakis 2000, 364-412, see particularly p. 373.
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

A. The author and his age

demonstrates that he was a homo universalis. 
He studied religion, philosophy, and law and 
became Professor of Philosophy in Erfurt and 
from 1772 to 1813 was also a royal teacher in 

-
-

ered to be the founder of the German modern 
Bildungsroman.1 He belonged to the age that 

-
ism’, “an age of humanistic revolution” when 
“the masterpieces of classical literature once 
again produced a miraculous quickening of the 
spirit”, and Greek and not Latin models became 
the source of inspiration.2

this period, his name was one of the most in-

Humanism. His work made him a ‘Vorklassiker’ 

of Herder, Schiller and Goethe. The latter’s im-
age of  paid tribute to his sincerity, his 
eagerness of thinking and especially his critical 
mind: “Mensch und Schriftsteller hatten sich in 
ihm ganz durchdrungen: er dichtete als ein Leb-
1 For improvement of the English summas gratias go to 

the friends Vasso Kazamia and Dora Kourkoulou and the 
anonymous editor. See the brief foreword of D. F. Mahoney 

the same volume who speaks of the 18th century as seminal 

which follows the chapters on the Italian Renaissance, 
Humanism in the Netherlands and in Germany, and the French 
Renaissance.

WIELAND’S GESCHICHTE DER ABDERITEN  
AND SOME THOUGHTS ON THE RECEPTION  

OF ANTIQUITY

Flora P. Manakidou

Mit der Dummheit kämpfen Götter selbst vergebens
With stupidity, the gods themselves struggle in vain

(Fr. Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orléans)

ender und lebte dichtend. In Versen und Prosa 
verhehlte er niemals, was ihm augenblicklich zu 
Sinne, wie ihm jedesmal zu Muthe sei, und so 
schrieb er auch urtheilend und urtheilte schrei-
bend”.3 K. M. Koumas, the Greek translator of 
the book under examination (1887), named him 
the “German Plato” endowed with Socrates’ 
virtues. It has been accepted that his primary 
concern was aesthetic, that he strived for moral 
arete while he was also interested in the concept 
of happiness, which he believed to be a result of 
living according to nature.4

-
posed one satirical novel entitled Geschichte 
der Abderiten (Story of the Abderites).5 It was 

of four years.6

1774, and four years later, in November 1778, 
the conclusion of the second part was presented 
in the journal ‘Der teutsche Merkur’. Later that 

Onoski-
amachie) and published it as a complete work 

-

times, see e.g. one very positive treatment in http://www.
deutschlandfunk.de/ein-unvergleichliches-naturell-wieland-
und-goethe.1184.de.html?dram:article_id=185274.

5 On the preference for the term “history” instead of “novel” see 

remarks that it is “one of the most striking things” concerning 



peared Das letzte Kapitel der Abderiten again 
in Merkur.7 As the title suggests, the protago-
nists of this work are the inhabitants of ancient 
Abdera in Thrace. The other protagonist of the 

cosmopolitan who, after many travels to expand 
his mind and to enrich his knowledge, decided 
to return to his native city where he constantly 
strived to no avail to impinge his ideas and way 
of thinking on his fellow-citizens.8

In the Vorbericht -
nuary 1774) in Der teutsche Merkur 
stressed the fact that he did not compose any 
satire against the small republics of Germany: 
“sollte aber jemand auf die Gedanken kommen, 
dass diese Abderiten wohl eine Art von Satyre 
auf kleine Republiken seyn könnten: so lassen 
wir ihm unverhalten, dass es wenigstens des Ver-
fassers Meynung nicht gewesen, eine Satyre zu 
schreiben”.  Even as he left this passage out of 
his revised form of the work, it is certain that his 
depiction of the ancient Abderites intended to do 
exactly the opposite. His exposé was, actually, 
meant to recall circumstances and persons of his 
own age and personal experiences “in the small 
republics”, apparently in German territory, where 
he lived and acted as a man of letters and action 

wundervolle Republik (p. 14), he spoke of Rat-
sherr10 and named classes of public servants in 
the city that were intentionally meant to point out 

 all those terms 
were intended to be understood as verbal signs 

as part of strategic contemporary critique. Many 
attempts have been made to identify some of his 
Abderites with contemporary acquain tances or 
personalities, in the city of Mannheim in par-

presentation of the Abderites after the four-year interval where 
Euripides takes the place of Democritus and represents a rather 
urbane and mild critique to the condition of the Abderites 
especially as regards matters of theatre.

8 E.g. 52: “
a man customarily is who has learned how to associate with 

10 The Abderite Ratsman (councilor), a fat, short and jovialisch 

one conversation with Democritus. His main opinion is that 
there is no better place to be than Abdera. 

ticular, where by the time of his composition 

and strived, as he repeatedly said, in vain to im-
pose his theatrical taste – one attitude that recalls 
Democritus’ in front of his fellow citizens.11

Such a comparison of a Greek city-state with 
the “miniature republics” is one out of many an-

-
-

warding models and productive perspectives for 
its own future. This kind of correlative thinking 
agrees with the unanimously accepted assertion 
about continuity and heritage of the illustrious 
Greek past. As said, Greek tradition was most-
ly accepted to work out as a positive model to 

leading person in this rediscovery of Hellenism 
-

-
itiator of “Neohellenism” who laid emphasis on 
the imitation of the Antiquity as the only way to 
achieve immortality.12

many great names of German cultural life, both 
from the academic and the literary world, at-
tempted to create new masterpieces “only in 
emulation of earlier masterpieces”.13 Some dec-
ades later, a young historian from Prußland, J. 
Gustav Droysen, studied the world after Alexan-
der’s the Great conquests in his epoch-breaking 
thesis on the Geschichte des Hellenismus
held on to the conviction that this historical pe-

-
land’s ‘small republics’ under the guidance of a 
worthy leader.

It is not, therefore, noteworthy that dur-
ing this new age of German preoccupation with 

case but it is strange that he went for one nega-
tive model in order to show a society in defect. In 

11
facts from the author’s times and attempted to reconstruct such 

Mannheimer-time. E.g. 44: “All diese Vergleichungen geben 
-

nisse und Erfahrungen den Hintergrund des Romans bilden”. 

12 
uns, groß, ja wenn es möglich ist, unsterblich zu werden, ist die 
Nachahmung der Alten”.

13 
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“as a contribution, although a modest one, to the 
history of human understanding”.14 To fully un-
derstand this statement one has to take into ac-
count the cultural milieu and the social implica-
tions of this choice. In an essay on the ideas of 

-
est in matters concerning nature, man and their 
social implications. He pointed out the abstract 
concept of the Abderites in connection with the 
author’s other essays on these matters. It is of 
interest that Yuill linked this particular subject-
matter with the contemporary trends of reception 

is … rather to illustrate a problem of cultural de-
velopment that occupies the poet’s mind. The Ab-
derite way of life and thought represents a certain 
disorder, an aberration from the proper evolution 
of man in society, a psychopathic condition that 

‘Abderitis’ ought to be interpreted as “a condition 
of retarded development, or even of ingrowing 

is out of keeping with their cultural environment” 
-

-

and the people of Abdera “dwell in a comfortably 
stagnant backwater, from which Democritus tries 
to drag them into the main stream of progress” 
(p. 77).15 He rightly observed that “the Greek set-

in the satire, since it was one of the poet’s aims 
to counter the modish admiration of the Greek 
‘ideal’. The negative ideal of Abderitisim could 
be seen as an antidote to Winckelmania
my italics).

The paper will look into the reasons that 
Winckelmania 

by presenting a negative aspect of the much-ad-
mired Greek Antiquity – a world that he treated 

following investigation will also venture to 
14 In the original next to ‘understanding’ stands also ‘heart’: “wie-

wohl geringen Beitrag zur Geschichte des menschlichen Ver-
standes und Herzens”.

15
success in his depiction of the Abderites: “It is wit that 

miniature republics of Germany … It is wit that enables him 
to blend personal experience with legends and anecdotes from 
Classical sources.”

connect his decision with Kant’s contemporary 
treatment of the same subject-matter. 

B. Abderitism in Antiquity and in Wieland
-

sisted that his heroes appear in their true light. 
He named his sources, Greek and Roman alike: 
Herodotus, Diogenes Laertius, Athenaeus, Ae-
lian, Plutarch, Lucian, Palaephatus, Cicero, 
Horace, Petronius, Juvenal, Valerius (Maxi-
mus), (Aulus) Gellius, Solinus “and others”. He 
also asked his readers to consult the articles on 
Abdera and Democritus from the Dictionary of 

-

he was a thorough connaisseur. He also admit-
ted that in case of gaps of knowledge he could 

he declared his general conviction in the neces-
sity of nature and his awareness of its limits 
together with his belief in the wrongdoings of 
human race when the latter deviates from it. In 
sum, such are the beliefs that make the corner-

very idea also anticipated the Romantic Move-

of late Classicism and eventually of a rather Ro-
coco concept of Antiquity.

In short, the main feature of the Abderites 
-

agination and the silly things they always said 
-

word among Greeks for silly people, in German 

A brief survey of the Abderites’ reputation 
throughout Antiquity displays that they were 
believed to be notorious fools and of bad taste 
and such a condition was considered to be in 
contrast with their famous countrymen, Leucip-
pus, Protagoras and, of course, Democritus. 
For instance, Hippocrates very often referred 
to them as people subdued to various diseases 
(e.g., de morb. vulg.
inclination to sickness has been allegedly under-
stood to be the cause for their bad reputation. 
They were also distinguished for their lack of 
common sense and any sense of analogy. One 
late work called Philogelos
stories highlighting the stupidity of the Abder-
ites.16 The Romans appropriated this reputation 

16 Philogelos (the work contains a section with short 
stories highlighting the stupidity of the Abderites, e.g.: 
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and often referred to their city as a model for 
lunatics. Cicero for instance employed Abdera 
as a metaphor for the madness of his contem-
porary senatus (Att. 4.17: hic Abdera, non ta-

the same connotation as Bedlam, i.e. a state of 

epigram Martial, instead of saying someone is 
stupid, said that he has the brain of the people 
of Abdera (10.25: Abderitanae pectora plebis 

-

wise and brilliant mind although he originated 
from a place with dullard air and stupid people: 
“his wisdom shows us that men of high distinc-
tion and destined to set great examples may be 
born in a dullard air, and in the land of mutton-

used as a term of abuse for a stupid and sluggish 

prudentia mostrat/summos posse viros et magna 
exempla daturos/vervecum in patria crassoque 
sub aere nasci). 

 
, the Abderite disease, is known to us by 

a long discource of Lucian’s How to write His-
tory (ch. 1): it became the cornerstone for the 
future unanimously unfavorable reception of the 
Abderites. There we are told how the Abderites 
became victims of an epidemic situation by the 
time of the Thracian king and one of Alexander’s 
Epigonoi, Lysimachus. The disease was caused 
because of the tragic performance of Euripides’ 
Andromeda in the town: in the blazing heat of 

everybody went mad with tragedy, and pale and 
thin, they were shouting iambics and made loud 
noise roaring the song about the power of Love. 

inspired the British Lawrence Sterne to devote 
a chapter on the Abderites in his last novel, A 
Sentimental Journey (1768).17

-
el, namely the disfunctional relationship of the 
sage Democritus with his fellow-citizens, is also 
already attested in ancient sources.18

from the ancient tradition on the Abderites is 
their geographical and cultural origin that he 
also related to their disposition of stupidity and 
bad taste. The author felt obliged to clarify that 
Abdera, being a city of Thrace, is a distinct 
place. The Thracians are depicted as “wild” and 
“barbarian” (p. 42) people who did not want any 
cities to arise in their proximity and therefore 
impeded the foundation of the city and drove 

-
-

of the city, the people coming from the Ionian 
city of Teos, stood and undertook the deserted 
city making it their own under the name of the 
Abderites. A latent juxtaposition is therefore 
the sine qua non condition for the existence of 

lively, witty, and clever little nation as has ever 
existed under the sun” (p. 43): “when the Teians, 
being Ionian by origin and Athenians had turned 
into Abderites, they began to degenerate” (p. 
44).

As for their Ionian patriotism, a whole 
chapter (7) is devoted to it and their relation-
ship with Athens in particular, which the Ab-
derites considered their mother city: “they were 
proud to being considered the Thracian Athens 
… They strove to imitate the Athenians in every 
respect and imitate they did accurately – as the 

vivacious and witty, they now and then dropped 
into drollery, dealt with important things in a 

-
bled the people or their council twenty times for 
every petty matter in order to make long, silly 
speeches pro and contra about things which a 
man of every-day common sense would have 

17
devoted to the Abderites is a part of the presentation of his main 

18
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settled better in a quarter of an hour, while they 
-

tion and enlargement and, as often as they un-

got to the middle of their undertaking that it 
went beyond their means, and they interlarded 
their half-Thracian language with Attic idioms” 

-
est in matters of music and theater, his Abderites 

in this city was musical… their moral philoso-
phy and politics, their theology and cosmology 
were based on musical principles”. Even so, they 
made no distinction between good and bad, they 
included every sort of harmony and instrument 
and according to their wrong taste “they main-
tained that all serious things should be treated 
in a jolly way, and all jolly things seriously” (p. 

identity as a man of theatre at work but we may 
also detect one (more) reason why he chose this 
people who had the reputation of becoming mad 
because of one theatrical performance. It has 
been noted that the description he makes of all 
aesthetic ideas and the theatrical ones in particu-

times. -
land himself when he equates both Abdera and 
Mannheim with Athens: Abdera are the “Athens 
of Thrace”, “a second Athens – except for its 

of Pfalz”. Also, his own small native town, Bib-
erach, can be detected as playing a minor part in 
this Abdera-presentation.

This high patriotism was behind their igno-
rance of everything and its resulting undeserved 
arrogance: “An idea that contradicted their ide-
as, a habit that deviated from their own, a way 
of thinking or of looking at things that was un-
known to them, they regarded – without further 
examination – as absurd and ludicrous” (p. 68). 
Consequently, it comes as no surprise that the 
Abderites came to blame Democritus for being 
‘cosmopolitan’ and went as far as to pass a law 
that would permit travelling up to the Isthmus 
of Corinth and no longer than a year while this 
could be implemented only under the supervi-
sion of an older Abderite man in order to prevent 
their children from becoming like Democritus 
(p. 77). In short, “with all their enthusiasm for 

 

the arts, the Abderites had no taste at all” (p. 

which guided their disproportionately grand and 

least taste, an enormous passion for the arts and 
always prattled about painting and statues, and 
music and orators, and poets without having had 
a painter, sculptor, orator or poet worthy of the 

the story of Vulcan’s net painted in their council 
chamber and the Great Council of the Greeks 
concerning the return of the beautiful Chryseis 
painted in their gymnastic school, when they at-
tended comedies where they were made to weep 
and tragedies where they were made to laugh, 
and in twenty similar things these good people 
believed they were Athenians and were – Abder-

20

-
logues on various topics that take place between 
the wise Democritus and his fellow citizens, 
degenerate in all matters of taste and ideas.21 

these meetings by saying that “whoever wished 
-

city and republic of Abdera, with all its pertinent 
parts, attributes, and contingencies, was alto-

(p. 68). Indeed, in all their encounters and the 
ensuing discussions, the thinker proves to be the 
open-minded and much-travelled wise man, in-
terested in his observations in the natural (natür-
lich -
derites are steadily depicted to react as tasteless, 
narrow-minded, stupid people and such tasteless 
narrow-minded morons who are interested ex-
clusively in astounding things (Wunderbar). The 
reason why the Abderites were unable to fully 
appreciate someone who had been honored by 

-
20 Later in the story it is mentioned that Democritus decided to 

paint his pictures in front of the Abderites not so rococo-like 
as he actually did “but with only one color, as did the painters 
in Thrace” (p. 58). It is said only in a pejorative intention that 
the Abderites interlarded their half-Thracian language with 
Attic idioms (p. 68). Once one Abderite woman threatened 
Democritus with the reminder that being a woman-hater he 
ought not to forget that “we are in Thrace, and beware of the 

21
make everything his Abderites are doing, thinking, saying and 

dealing with a city of dummies (“Narrenstadt”: 7).
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picted them: “they did not consider him a wise 

couldn’t they? Because they would then have 
had to consider themselves block-heads” (p.50). 

presented in his typical attitude of the smiling 
philosopher (lächelnd), displays how he cannot 

and, therefore, he prefers to remain silent. This 
is, for instance, shown in the rhetorical question 
“when a wise man sees that he is dealing with 
children, why should he consider himself too 
wise to talk to them the way they do ?” (p. 55). 
After a number of debates that led in absurdum 
regarding the creation of the surrounding world, 

-
ally a dangerous thing for a person to have more 
sense than his fellow citizens” (p. 74). The phi-

to make his fellow citizens become reasonable 
was completely shattered and utters a very harsh 
judgement about their nature: “your bodies have 
grown, but your souls are still lying in your cra-
dle” (p. 75). Since their “brains were in such a 
bad way” he resolved that “it would have been a 
vain project to wish to improve” them and even 
thought that “only a good epidemic … would 
wipe them from the face of earth …”. After all, 

 This 
led him to draw back in order to save his own 

Therefore, he moves far away from them and 
dedicates most of his time to the study of nature 

 This decision can 

own life because the author also reached his 
retirement to his private garden during the last 
period of his vain attempts to improve the taste 

peace of mind.

Abderitism describes one human condition de-

The primary concern of his presentation was 
to display aspects of a mental condition that is 
steadily defective in matters of gusto, intellect, 

-
more had the authority of the established Greek 

-

size its negative nature and to strengthen his 
critique. The Greek model allowed him to put 
forward his message not to be an Abderite. Ad-
ditionally, this caveat for his times is part of his 
general concern for morality that is the other 
side of beauty and good taste: “The develop-

feeling for everything beautiful, is the best foun-
dation for that famous Socratic kalokagathia, or 
inner beauty and goodness of soul which makes 
the kind, generous, charitable, and happy human 
being” (p. 47).22

C. Kant’s Abderitism

how he was inspired to write a book on these 
stupid people. He reported a personal experien-
ce of his temporary inertness and stupidity du-

“der Zustand lag schwer auf mir… ich 
konnte weder denken noch lesen... alle meine 
Laune, alles Feuer meines Geistes schien erlo-

dumm – aber ohne an den Se-
ligkeiten der Dummheit Antheil zu haben, ohne 
eine Gran von dieser stolzen Zufriedenheit mit 

-

sagt, witzig, weise und in Marmor gegraben zu 

schwer
mich vergebens… Auf einmal war mir, als ob 
ich die Stimme eines Geistes… hörte, die mir 
zurief: Setze dich, und schriebe die Geschichte 
der Abderiten! – Und plötzlich ward es leichter 
und heller in meinem Kopfe. Ja, ja, dacht ich, 
die Abderiten! die Geschichte der Abderiten! 
was kann auch natürlicher seyn?”

a very particular situation, that of the stagnancy 
and complete foolishness he once experienced, 
became the cause that led him to talk about the 
Abderites. In his view, such a subject-matter was 
the most suitable for such a condition of mind. 
In doing so, he applied his general conviction 
that following the natural way in all things (in-
cluding the negative ones) is the best course of 
action. Indeed, the novel proves that this prelim-
inary personal confession summarizes the main 
features of his Abderites. Even so, it is notewor-

22
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between the author and his creatures: the former 
is fully aware of his alleged condition and knows 
that this is a negative state of mind of temporary 

-
viation from his normal and permanent state of 
mental and moral nature. He also admits that of 
this temporary defect he takes no pleasure but, 
on the contrary, he feels depressed by it. All 
these conditions are not applicable to the Abder-
ites of his story, which lists many incidents on 
how a permanent state of mental stagnancy and 
silliness permeates all their actions, thoughts 
and relationships, notably in front of Democri-

His-
tory in which he remarked that the ancient Ab-
derites “still continue living and being active… 
they are an indestructible, immortal tribe… they 
are found everywhere”. There, he also disclosed 
that his main aim when writing this novel was 
to demonstrate to his contemporary countrymen 
what these Abderites have been and of “mak-
ing the descendants of the ancient Germans (sic) 
among us more cautious to be on their guard 
against whatever could arouse the suspicion that 
they either were of Abderite blood or wished… 

this people, in which for diverse reasons, they 
would have little to gain” (p. 307).

in Kant’s contemporary idea of Abderitism. Be-
ing colleagues as professors of philosophy, they 

-
mit something for publication in his journal Der 
teutsche Merkur. 
published a work entitled Streit der Fakultäten 
(Dispute between the Faculties) 

-

as regards the prognosis (Vorbestimmung) of its 
future development. These are the “terroristi-
sche Vorstellungsart der Menschengeschichte”, 
the “eudämonistische Vorstellungsart”, and the 
“Abderitism”. 
belief that there is a kind of backward progress 

-

majority and such a view is explained because, 
according to Kant, “a buzy/bustling foolishness 
is the character of our species”. In his view, it is 
in our nature that the good quickly disappears 

Sisyphus, we destroy the progress. In this type 
of mentality bad and good are not mixed but 

-
come is “Stillstand”, stagnancy, which in turn is 
not understood as such, but on the contrary as a 
sort of empty business, a kind of Possenspiel!

The relevant passage is: “Diese Meinung 
möchte wohl die Mehrheit der Stimmen auf 
ihrer Seite haben. Geschäftige Thorheit ist der 
Charakter unserer Gattung: in die Bahn des 
Guten schnell einzutreten, aber darauf nicht zu 
beharren, sondern, um ja nicht an einen einzi-
gen Zweck gebunden zu sein, wenn es auch nur 

des Fortschritts umzukehren, zu bauen, um nie-
-

-

der Naturanlage des menschlichen Geschlechts 
scheint also hier mit dem des Guten nicht so-
wohl amalgamirt (verschmolzen), als vielmehr 
Eines durchs Andere neutralisirt zu sein, wel-
ches Thatlosigkeit
hier der Stillstand -

daß das ganze Spiel des Verkehrs unserer Gat-
tung mit sich selbst auf diesem Glob als ein 
bloßes Possenspiel

Thiergeschlechter haben, die dieses Spiel mit 
weniger Kosten und ohne Verstandesaufwand 
treiben” (my italics).

-

most parts of his novel and most importantly, has 
a lot in common with the rococo explanation the 
writer provided on how he came to write about 
the Abderites during a (albeit temporal) period 
of personal stagnancy and mental inertia. Both 
thinkers conceived the idea of Abderitism with 
its negative implications as regards aesthetic, 
cognitive and moral matters, at the time when 
Europe and German republics in particular, dis-

Wieland’s Geschichte der Abderiten and some thoughts on the reception of Antiquity
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covered and forwarded the concept of Greek Ar-
cadia as the emblematic locus for an ideal life.23 
I shall not pursue further the implications and 
divergences such a concept aroused among Ger-

was to this ideal Neverland
and Kant opposed their concept of Abderitism.

Many decades later another German thin-
ker, no other than Nietzsche, made a thoughtful 
remark regarding Greek reception: “

-
-

– damit jene nun 
selber dem sinnendem Leser Etwas in’s Ohr sa-

24  

23 For a general overview, see Gildenhard, Ruehl 2003.
24 This is the motto in the book of Gildenhard, Ruehl 2003.

more. In his novel addressed to his contemporary 
Germans, he spoke for “today” while putting 
forward the Abderites as a caveat for all times 

to Kant who, speaking of Abderitism, abstained 
from any critique or message and restricted to 
an objective presentation of the majority of 

the diachronic existence of people like the Ab-
derites, they found resonance in the next gen-
erations of German intellectuals: they have been 
shared by Schiller, a young friend of his, who 
declared in one of his plays that “with stupidity, 
the gods themselves struggle in vain”,25 and the 
same idea is reproduced in multiple forms by 
Brecht many decades later.

25
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Les sources historiques qui associent les 
Besses au christianisme sont peu nombreuses 

celles qui donnent de l’information sur la chris-

Les sources sont les suivantes :
1

2

du IVe 3

-
 4

5

6

7) Les actes du concile de Constantinople 
7

8) Antonini Placentini Itinerarium.8

-

qui donne de l’information sur la christianisation 

-

leur convertissement au christianisme. Pourtant 

quem parce que les Besses apparaissent comme 

-

qui est la seconde source sur les Besses et le 
christianisme.

1 Euseb. Hieronym. Epist. 60, 334b (Migne, PL 22 - ).
2 Paul. Nol. Carm
3 Joan. Chrys. Hom. 8 (Migne, PG 63, 500-501).
4 Theod. Vita S. Theod
5 Cyrill. Scythopol. Vita S. Sabae
6 Mosch. 157 (Migne, PG 87, 3025 B).
7 

45, 32.
8 Ant. Plac. Itiner

Euseb. Hieronym. Epist. 60, 334b (Migne, PL

LES BESSES ET LE CHRISTIANISME

Boryana Markova

L’œuvre de Paulin de Nole10

invincibles qui une fois convertis se sont trans-

auteurs anciennes (Amiens Marcellin, Iordanes) 

ont fait preuve de leurs courage et force dans 
les luttes contre l’invasion Romaine en Thrace. 

en faveur de l’hypothèse que l’ethnonyme des 

e siè-
cle.

L’œuvre de Paulin donne aussi de 

-

-

foi. Donc, selon le texte la christianisation des 

Comme on a vu, une telle datation est aussi don-
-

rôme. En plus cette datation semble logique en 
vue du contexte historique dans lequel le chris-

IVe siècle.

Nole sont les seules sources qui donnent de 
l’information sur la christianisation des Bess-
es. Dans des autres sources il y a des rensei-
gnements indirects sur le convertissement des 

10 Paul. Nol. Carm
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Thraces. Une telle source est un sermon de Jean 
Chrysostome,11

Dans son œuvre Jean Chrysostome parle 

Scythes, Thraces, Maures et d’autres, mention-
nant que tous ces peuples avaient traduit la Bible 
en leur langue.  Selon la plupart de chercheurs 

d’une traduction de la Bible en langue thrace ou 
la soi-disante Biblia Bessica. Pourtant il faut 
souligner le fait qu’il n’y a aucune source his-

-
tion. Cela voudrait dire que les Besses ne doivent 

En même temps l’existence d’une traduc-
tion de la Bible en langue thrace aussi ne peut 

parce que le texte de Jean Chrysostome contient 

-

-

 
façon on ne peut pas être sur qu’il y avait une 
traduction de la Bible en langue thrace mais 

Les sources parlent non seulement du 
convertissement des Besses mais aussi de leur 

monastères en Palestine entre le V  et le VIe 
siècle. La première source qui donne une telle 

12 au VIe siècle.

du monachisme en Terres Saintes au Ve siècle. Il 

-
-

est très important parce qu’il lie les Besses au 

e siècle.

11 Joan. Chrys. Hom. 8 (Migne, PG 63, 500-501).
12 Theod. Vita S. Theod

un autre texte – de Jean Moschus.13 Dans son 
-

-

questions de ses fondation, emplacement et ex-

-
antine y inclus le monastère des Besses.14 Selon 

Jourdain près du Nahal Perat, le plus grand ruis-

la question reste ouverte.

-

se trouve la vie de saint Saba qui est un des plus 

-

des Besses. Vers le milieu du VI  siècle il y a un 

de saint Saba. Les derniers sont poursuivis dans 

leur secours. Parmi ces Besses se distingue par 

n’y a pas d’information d’autres victimes mais 

-
tions.

-
tive dans la vie monastique. Pourtant ils ne sont 

15 Ce fait donne 
-

des soldats en Palestine. Cette proposition sem-

13 Mosch. 157 (Migne, PG 87, 3025 B).
14 

Boryana Markova
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-
tre source – les actes du concile de Constan-
tinople de 536,15 lie les Besses au monachisme. 

monastères de la ville. Parmi les noms apparait 

-
erge. C’est le seul document qui mentionne un 

-

probable.
Une autre source – Antonini Placentini 

Itinerarium16 donne aussi de l’information sur 

15 
45, 32.

16 Ant. Plac. Itiner. 37 ( -27).

 siècle, sont mention-

syrien et besse. Ce renseignement est très 
-

de l’hypothèse que l’ethnonyme des Besses a 

En conclusion, on peut dire que les sources 

-

Ils apparaissent comme les premiers Thraces 
convertis au christianisme qui par suite avaient 
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I. Introduction
Thracian glosses are the most reliable lan-

guage material that allows us to make veritable 
conclusions about Thracian phonetics and word 
formation. Problematics in regard to Thracian 
glosses has always raised many controversial 
issues which are still on the agenda nowadays, 
such as: understanding the concept of glosses 
and the distinguishing of properly Thracian 

-
gard to the distinction of Thracian glosses from 

-
ings, interpretations and origins of each gloss.

The most comprehensive  work, 
which collected and analysed all studies on 
Thracian glosses available at the time, is the 
book by ivka Velkova.1 Taking into considera-
tion the studies and conclusions made by lead-

th c. and 
-

nitely Thracian and 22 glosses as of probable or 
uncertain Thracian origin.2

-
gies of those Thracian glosses, traditionally ac-

By supplementing and updating the already ex-
isting database for the glosses listed, as well as 
proposing some alternative etymological solu-
tions, we have compiled a new list of Thracian 
glosses of certain etymology, as a result.

The main criteria for inclusion in this list 
are:

 Reliable cognates in other IE languages
 IE pattern of word formation

The purpose of this revision is to extract 
and comment on the particularities of the com-
parative historical Thracian phonological sys-
tem from modern perspective, with a focus on 
the main problem of the shift of Indo-European 
stops. Concurrently, our careful and detailed 

2 Velkova

THE THRACIAN GLOSSES REVISITED

Bilyana Mihaylova, Albena Mircheva

analysis of some of these glosses drove us to 
challenge the certainty of their Thracian origin.

‘mouse’ 
Steph. Byz. 112.133

  
 

  
 

Arist., Fragmenta, 611.75: 

The best argumented etymology among 
those is that of N. Jokl (cited by . Velkova)4 
and of V. Georgiev,5 deriving the form from the 
Indo-European root *h - ‘white, shining’, 
cf. Hittite - ‘white’, Greek  ‘shining, 
white’, Old Indian árjuna- ‘light, white’, Tocha-
rian A arki, Tocharian B arkwi-.

From a semantic point of view, this etymol-
ogy is convincing, since in the Indo-European 
languages the evolution of ‘the gray’> ‘mouse, 
rat’6 is well documented, cf. OBg. ïëúõú, Old 
Croatian  ‘a type of dormouse’, OPrus. pele-,  
Lith. , Latv. pele, OIr. luch llych 
‘mouse’ from the IE root *pel- ‘gray’.7 The suf-

-ilo- -
ic adjective , as Jokl also 
assumes, as well in PSlav. hoh -ilo-. 8

From the perspective of phonetics howev-
er, the explanation of this form as Thracian is 
problematic. Even we assume that there was no 
consonant shift in Thracian, the lack of palatali-

and 
4 , 41.
5 
6 
7  804-805.
8 
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zation of 
Georgiev hypothesizes that the gloss is actu-
ally borrowed from Macedonian or another lan-
guage.  
as an own Thracian word, originating from 
the IE *h erh3-: a composite with the mean-

10 -
posite is formed from the Indo-European root 
*h erh3- ‘to plough, a plough, a till’11 and has the 
meaning of ‘arable land’ (cf. formations from 
IE *h erh3-w-, Gk. , Skt. , Lat. 
arvum ‘arable land’). The second component 
is the well attested in various Indo-European 
word for ‘mouse’ * -,12 cf. Skt. giri-, 
‘mouse’, Gk.  ‘weasel’, Lat. ‘a type 
of dormouse’.13 Unlike the Indo-European root 
*muHs-, * - denotes even larger mammals of 
the Mustelidae family. The etymological link 
between ‘weasel’ and ‘mouse’ is unmistakable, 
and this is clearly evident in the Latin name of 
the weasel mustela, derived from - meaning 
‘mouse-like animal’.14 From a semantic point of 

but is problematic from the perspective of word-
formation: the words meaning ‘arable land’ de-
rived from the root *h erh3- have been attested 
with the -w- root extension, which is missing in 
the Thracian form.

Therefore, from phonetic, word-formation 
and semantic point of view, the most convincing 
explanation of the form  is as a deriva-

-ilo- from the root *h  
‘white, shining’ of Phrygian or Macedonian ori-
gin.

‘meat’
Eust. ad Od p. 1854:

        
  .

Eust. ad Il
     ,    

  .
Herodian L.):

 
10 
11 , 272-273.
12  367.
13 lH-, 

from which words meaning ‘dormouse’, as well as ‘weasel’ 
are derived, could be an ancient euphemism, etymologically 
correlated to the root for ‘sister-in-law’ * lh -
368).

14 De Vaan

 .
Suda:

    , 
.

Hesych.:

Georgiev15 explains the gloss as an ad-
jective formed with  -to- meaning ‘cut 
(piece)’ from the well-attested Indo-European 
root *gwhen- ‘to kill, hit, injure’.16 There are 
several problems with this etymology. First of 
all, as in the case of , which we shall ex-
amine below, the voiceless stop t is preserved. 

to- is either evidence in support of Sv. Yanaki-
eva’s opinion17 that there is no consonant shift 
in Thracian, or it occurred by analogy with nu-
merous Greek formations. On the other hand, 
for the deverbative formations with -to
zero grade of the root and a stress on the suf-

-
rectly to a full-grade stem of an unattested verb. 
Such a process can be observed, for example, 
in Proto-Germanic18 semantic development ‘cut 
piece, piece’ > ‘meat’ is perfectly acceptable.  
However, in the root *gwhen- the meaning is 
more that of a strong blow, causing death. Thus, 
a careful etymological analysis leads to the con-
clusion that the old commonly accepted expla-
nation for  should be rejected.

On the other hand, the gloss  ‘secale 
cereal, kind of cereal, spelt, rye’, which is most 

in terms of the Thracian historical phonetics, be-
cause it seems that this word is not Indo-Euro-
pean and we ignore its initial source and form. 
It is from the same origin as Skt. , Old 
Persian MPers. birinj and Arm. brinj 
(from Iranian), etc. According to Mayrhofer,20 
these Iranian words are loans from an Eastern 

 ‘rice’, 
-

ings from Eastern Iranian dialect.21

15 
16 LIV
17 Yanakieva 2016. 
18 Ringe 2006, 163-164.

20
21 GED 1113.

Bilyana Mihaylova, Albena Mircheva
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Gal. De alim. facult. 1.13: 

Ed. Dioclet. I, 1: 
 = cenenum sive secale

II. List of glosses of certain Thracian origin
1.  ‘coltsfoot, Tussilago farfara’
Diosc. 3.112 RV: 

...  ,   
,  ,   

,  ,   , 
 , , 

Most researchers are unanimous about the 
etymology of  from IE. *h  – ‘sharp’ (Gk. 

 ‘point’22) and about its connection to the 
Greek plant name . 

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *h e 
>Thrac. a, Palatalization IE * > Thrac. s.

the Thracian Bacchantes’
Hesych.: 

,  
Schol. ad Pers. 1.101: 
Bassarides omnes Bacchae dictae sunt, sed 

et ipse Liber pater ab ea veste talari qua uti-
tur, quam Thraces bassarin vocant. Quidam a 
vulpibus, quarum pellibus Bacchae succingitur. 
Vulpes Thraces bassares dicunt.

Schol. ad Lycophr. 772. 1343: 
  

.
Bekk. Anecd. Gr. 1.222. 26: 

  
.  .

Etym. Magn.:
   …

       
.  .

A similar word  is attested in 
Lydian (Poll. 6.50:     

 ). It is related to Hitt. was-

22

suwar ‘clothing, clothes IE. *wes- ‘to cloth
clothes (cf. Lat. vestis ‘clothes’). According to 
Georgiev,23 the word is borrowed in Thracian 
from Lydian.

Changes from IE/ Lydian to Thracian: IE 
*w > Thrac. b.

 ‘ 24 European bison’25

Arist. Mir. ausc. 1: 
        

,       
,      , 

   .   
      , 

      , 
    

According to Georgiev26 and Velkova27: 
 of 

From IE *bhl-n-ent, cognate with PGerm. 
bul(l)an- ‘bull’ hl- -, *bh -n-ós.28

  is 
of Pre-Greek origin.

If  
be borrowed from the IE Pre-Greek substra-

is Thracian and corresponds exactly to - ò- in 
òåë òå tel-ent-.

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *bh > 
Thrac. b lV > Thrac. ol t > Thrac. th.

 ‘town’
Str. 7. 6.1: 

 …
Steph. Byz. 446. 15:

  
.

Hesych.:
 .

From IE *wrih1-eh  ‘town, city’, cf. Toch. 
A ri / Toch. B riye ‘id.’.30 Perhaps related to 
OBg. çà-âð òè ‘to close’, OBg. îòâîðèòè ‘to 
open’, Lith. vérti, veriù ‘to pierce, string’ from 
IE*h werH- -

23 
24 
25
26 
27
28 Kroonen 2013, 83-84.

30  
from Chinese  ‘village, hamlet’.

The Thracian Glosses Revisited
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sion of *h wer- ‘to enclose, to pierce, to put in, 
to bind, to attach, to cover’ (Gk.  ‘to bind 
together, to join’, Skt. vrtá- ‘enclosed’, etc. see 
LIV 227-228).

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *(h )w > 
Thrac. b.

 ‘string instrument, guitar’
Hesych.:

This Thracian gloss is derived from IE 
*bhrmkos and is considered to be one of the most 
important glosses in terms of its phonetic devel-
opment, as it shows three characteristics typical 
of the Thracian phonetics: *bh >b, *r >ur, *k >kh 
(according to the theory of consonant shift in 
Thracian). However, it has correspondences in 
the Balto-Slavic languages only: OBg. áð öàòè 
‘to buzz’, áð  ‘an instrument’, Bulg.  
‘to buzz’,  ‘to play the bagpipe’, Serb. 

 ‘to thunder, to roar’,  

, ,  ‘to clang, to jangle’, 
Ukr.  ‘ring, sound’, OCz.  ‘to utter 
a sound, make a noise’, Pol.  ‘to clang, 
buzz’,  ‘to buzz’, brz k ‘ring, ringing 
sound’, Lith.  ‘to crumble’. A kinship 
with Skt. - ‘big black bee’ is possible. 
Relationship with the Gk.  ‘guitar, lyre, 

- -, 
which is also found in   
‘trumpet’, is undoubtedly of non-Greek origin 
and the last two lexemes cannot be explained 
as own Greek forms.31 In such a case, though 
less likely, we could assume that to the properly 
Greek root - *bhorm
- - was added which is productive in naming 
musical instruments.

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *bh 

>Thrac. b, IE *r >Thrac. ur, IE*k >Thrac. kh.

beer’
Ath. 10. 447 B: 

       
…

Hesych.:
   .

The word was used by Thracians, Paeonians 

31 GED 1587.

and Phrygians.32 The Celtic, German and Latin 
forms (OIr. bruth, bruithe ‘boiled, soup’, Lat. 
de-frutum  and OHG. 
prod ‘soup’) are explained as deverbal adjec-
tives in -to- with the characteristic zero grade of 
the IE root*bhrew- ‘to boil, simmer’.33 If we as-

-
cian by the ancient authors, but not Phrygian or 
from other Paleo-Balkan language, it shows de-

34

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *bh 

>Thrac. b, IE *t > Thrac. t (?).

-deva ‘settlement, town’
Hesych.:

  
The gloss -  (according to researchers 

written incorrectly by Hesychius as ) is ac-
cepted by some linguists as being of Dacian (or 
Dacian-Moesian) origin, only because of its dis-
semination in the toponymy north of the Balkan 
Mountains and on the territory of present-day 
Romania.35

According to the general opinion, this word 
is derived from the well-documented Indo-Eu-
ropean root *dheh1

36 The se-
mantic transition ‘place, seat’ > ‘settlement’ is 
convincing.37 The formant -w- is problematic, as 
it is not found in other name formations from 
this root.

Verbs with extension -ew- / -w- are attested 
in Slavic and Baltic languages. According to 
ESSJA,38 PSlav.  is an iterative verb of 
-ati from , and this new formation is in line 
with the tendency towards imperfectivization of 
the Slavic verb. Lith. is an inde-
pendent derivative with a similar root extension. 
According to Kortlandt, the i-present d vi origi-
nated from an old perfect stem *dhh1 .

On the other hand, verbs with the extension 
-ew-/-w- are also found in Sanskrit and Anato-
lian: Skt. dadháu ‘put’ (1/3 sg, perfect), CLuw. 
t a-, HLuw. tu(wa)- and Lyc. tuwe-. Oettinger 
analyzes these forms as formed on the basis of 

32 , 13.
33
34 -to- see above the case of .
35
36
37
38 
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PLuw. *  ‘(we) place / put’.40 However, 
Kloekhorst believes that the form for 1st person 
pl. could hardly serve as a basis for formation 
by analogy, and that it is more likely that we 
are dealing with u dhh1-
ow-ey, *dhh1-w-enti, which was later thematized 
in *dhh1-we/o-.41 In that case, it is most likely 
that the Thracian -  is a deverbative noun, 
formed from the verbal stem *dhh1-ew-, *dhh1-

> -  *dhh1-ow- 42

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *dh > 
Thrac. d, IE *w > Thrac. b, w.

8. - , - , - , - , - , -dizo, 
-dizos, -dison, -disza ’fortress’: occurs as the 
second element in compound toponyms as 
Bedizos, Beodizos,  Burtudizos), 

 (Dacidizus), , Ostidizo, 
Tarpodizo, .

Derived from IE*dhei h-, ‘to knead clay, to 
build’ cf. OPers. did  ‘fortress’ from *diz -, Gk. 

 n.,  ‘wall’, OBg. ,  
‘to build, mason’ with metathesis dh- h> h- dh.

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE*dh > 
Thrac. d h > Thrac. z.

 ‘skin, pelt, (bear)fur’
Porph. Vita Pythagor. 14:

 ’       
     ,  

      
     .
The attested in the Thracian gloss  

‘skin, pelt, (bear)fur’ 
of PN , 43 – king, priest and 

chthonic unity in the Thracian religion. Zal-
moxis is the god, closely related to the Thracian 
idea of self-improvement and immortality, later 
known as orphism. The etymology of  
leads to the gloss , because the bear’s fur 
that Zalmoxis wore, as well as the bear in gen-
eral, are present in the symbolism of the Chtonic 

40 
41 
42 A new perspective on the etymology of -  from the IE 

*
with the name (
the same name is also attested in Mycenaean in the forms te-
qa-d  (= ) and te-qa-ja (=
presence of a voiced labio-velar in the Indo-European root. 

43
the name –  is related to Avest. - ‘master, ruler, king’ 
from IE. *ksey-. 

deities.
Thrac.  should be derived from IE 

*  from the root * - ‘to cover, hide’,44 
cf. Skt. arman ‘shelter, protection, refuge’, 
Goth. hilms ‘helmet’ , 

, -selmius, - , - , zelmis, 
- , ‘protector’ appear as second member 
in personal names and also go back to the IE 
root * -.45 An interesting parallel to Thracian 
forms is found in Luw. -zalma-, which occurs 
as second member of several proper names, al-
ternating with the logogram PAP ‘to protect’, as 

Melchert46 means ‘protection, shield’ and con-
tinues IE 

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *o > 
Thrac. a > Thrac. z.

10. ,  ‘kind of upper garment, 
cloak’

Hdt. 7.75: 

Xen. An. 7. 4.4: 

Hesych.:

Poll. 7.60:

From IE * h s-r- (Gk. , Hitt. ke-eš-šar, 
/keššar, OArm. )

Changes from IE to Thracian: Palataliza-
tion IE* h >Thrac. z esr- >Thrac. *-eyr- 
(as in Greek and Phrygian  48 ‘hands’).

44
45 
46
47 See Rikov, Miha lova 2007. 
48
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11.  ‘pot’
Poll

Hesych. s.v.:
 .

The gloss is derived from IE root * hew- ‘to 
pour’. In view of the fact that it is attested late, 

 =  and  in Greek, Geor-
giev argues that the original form is *

hu-tr- (cf. Gk.  ‘earthenpot, pipkin’) 
which could be written also as * , and has 
been assimilated to * with alternative 
writing .

It is interesting that this gloss is derived 
from the same root as the one yielding the PN 

 – name of kings of the Odrysian king-
* h (cf. Skt. hó - -

est. zaotar- ‘priest (who pours libation)’ and 
perhaps Goth. guþ, E. god.) The PN is very well 
attested and appears very rarely with unaspirat-
ed dental. 

Just like the above-mentioned Germanic 
words,   could be explained alternative-
ly from IE * hewH-/* hweH- ‘to call’ (Skt. há-
vate, Avest. zavaite ‘to call’, Lith. ti,  
‘to conjure’, OBg. 
B  ‘to call’). As regards the semantics, cf. 
Skt. - ‘invoked’, an epithet of Indra). In the 
religious thought of the Thracians the supreme 
deities have been closely related to both the 
myths of the creation of the world and the origin 
of their kings, who are respectively perceived as 
gods and priests simultaneously.50

Changes from IE to Thracian: Palataliza-
tion IE * h > Thrac. z t > Thrac. t.

 ‘wooden fortress’
The gloss is extracted on the basis of the 

Thracian toponym  and the mention 
in Etym. Magn.:

In view of the meaning ‘wooden fortress’, 
we consider that the most convincing etymology 

“Occasionally, however, the laryngeal is simply lost without 
lengthening of the vowel: PIE *wih1rós ‘young’ (cf. Toch. 
A wir) > ‘warrior’ (cf. Skt v rás) > PGmc *wiraz ‘man’ (cf. 
Goth. wer exhibits an unexpected 
lowering of PGmc *i to e *suHnús

te ‘she’s giving birth’) > ‘son’ (cf. Skt s nús) >PGmc 
*sunuz (cf. Goth. sunus, OE sunu).”

50 See  216-234. 

is the one proposed by Duridanov51 who con-
nects the forms with the outcomes of PGerm. 
*spelda/o- n./f. ‘piece of wood’ (Goth. spilda f. 
‘tablet’, ON spjald n. ‘tablet, square’, OE speld 
n. ‘splinter, piece of wood’, MHG spelte f. ‘id.’), 
an e spaldan- ‘to 
split’.52 The Germanic forms could be derived 
from IE *spelt- or *speldh- (LIV 577), an ex-
tended variant of the root *spel-53 ‘to split, cut 

 could also be 
parallel semantically to Lat. castrum

- ‘to 
cut’.

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE * l > 
Thrac. ol, IE *t > Thrac. t.

13. 
and Aulus Gellius) ‘a kind of spear, a large 
sword’

Hesych.: 

Plut. Vit. Aem. 18: 

Eust. ad Il. 7.166:

Thracas quoque rumpiae, ingentis et ipse 
longitudinis, inter obiectos undique ramos im-
pediebant.

Aul. Gell. 10.25.4:
…item rumpia genus teli est Thraecae na-

tionis.
A Thracian loanword in Greek with Gre-

54 borrowed also in Alb. rrufë, rrufe-
ja ‘thunderbolt’, Bg. dial. , ,  
‘thunderbolt’. Cognate with Latin rumpere ‘to 
break, tear’, MHG rumpeln ‘noisy, jerky move’, 
OE reofan ‘to tear, break’ from IE *rewp- ‘to 
break, tear’. The Thracian word must be ex-
plained as deverbative formed on the basis of 

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *m  > Thrac. 

51 
52 Kroonen 2013, 466.
53
54 
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om/um p  > Thrac ph. 

14. 
Hesych.:

Soph. Fragm. 563: 
   

Poll. 10.165:

Phot. Lex.:

Marc. Ant. In semet ipsum 11.15:

This gloss should be derived from IE 
*skelh - ‘cut’,55 cf. Hitt. iškalla-i/ iškall- ‘to 
slit, to split, to tear’, Lith. skeliù, skélti‘ to split’, 
ON skilja ‘to divide, separate’, Arm. ‘to 
split, tear’. The reconstruction of the larynge-
al in Auslaut is supported by the Hittite data56 
and especially by the Lithuanian acute intona-
tion. In order to explain the Greek form  
Beekes57 supposes *skl-ye/o- with loss of the la-
ryngeal according to Pinault’s law. Another pos-
sibility is to presume a non-Greek (Thracian) 
origin together with  ‘pin or thole to 
which the Greek oar was fastened’ and the Thra-
cian gloss  *skolh -mo/meh , compa-
rable in view of the word formation to *Germ. 
*  > ON skalm,  ‘Gabelzweig, fork 
tines, sword’, LGerm., Du. schalm ‘metal ring, 
part of a chain’. The hypothesis of Thracian ori-
gin explains the nominal forms where the laryn-
geal is lost in interconsonant position without 

-
nym  related to Skt - ‘strong, active’ 

 *h1ish1ro-.58

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *o > 
Thrac. a -

 ‘silver coins’
Hesych.: 

  .
Phot. Lex.:

  .

55 LIV 553.
56 
57 GED 1340.
58 See

*skorgeh IE.*skerg-/*sk(h)org- ‘to clank’, 
an extended variant of the onomatopoeic root 
*(s)ker- for hoarse, harsh sounds, such as ani-
mal cries, etc.,  cf. Skt. khárajati ‘to creak
Gk.  ‘to croak, of the raven Norse 
skark ‘noise OBg. ,  
‘to creak’, PSlav.*skr gati,*skr .

The root is onomatopoeic, attested with dif-
ferent enlargements, so we cannot be sure if the 
root has been extended with voiced or voiceless 
stop.

Changes from IE to Thracian: IE *o > 
Thrac. a g > Thrac. k .

Hesych.:
     

.
From IE*h3d-ur-, cf. Gk.  ‘to wail 

loudly, lament, grieve’.
Changes from IE to Thracian: loss of initial 

d > Thrac. t.

III. Conclusions: Phonetic changes from In-
do-European to Thracian

Vowels:
1. IE *o > Thrac. a (3: , , 

)
2. IE ClV >Thrac. ol , ur, om/um (4): IE * l 

> Thrac. ol ( , ), IE *r > Thrac. ur 
( ), IE*m >om/um ( )

3. IE *w > Thrac. b (2: , - pos-
sible loan word: )

Consonants:
4. Palatalization (5: , - , 
, ) well-evidenced in the glosses 

and proving without doubt that Thracian is a 
 language. Therefore,  could not 

be a Thracian word.
5. IE Laryngeals:
5.1. IE*h e >Thrac. A at the beginning of 

the word (1: )
5.2. Loss of initial laryngeal #HC- > #C (2: 

?)
5.3. Loss of the laryngeal in interconsonan-

) 
6. Lautverschiebung:
6.1. IE voiced aspirated stops lost their 

The Thracian Glosses Revisited
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aspiration in Thracian (5: , 
, - ) 

6.2. IE voiced stops > Thrac. voiceless 
stops (2): IE *d >Thrac. t (1:  
*g > Thrac. k in extended onomatopoeic root 

)
6.3. IE voiceless stops > Thrac. voiceless 

*k >Thrac. 
kh (1 onomatopoeic: ), IE *t > Thrac. 
th : : 

), IE p >Thrac. ph (1: )
6.4. IE voiceless stops > Thrac. voiceless 

stops: IE*t >Thrac. t (2:  – in 
both cases*t -

Regarding the recording with Greek and 
Latin letters of voiceless aspirated stops in Thra-
cian words, the following considerations have to 
be taken into account:

During the Koine period, the fricatization 
of the voiceless aspirated stops began in Greek: 
the pronunciation of    as  de-
veloped into the fricatives  and /x/, and 

of the new era.60

Thracian glosses have been recorded main-
ly in sources after the 1st century AD. So it was 

60 Sihler

natural for the Greeks to record the Thracian 
voiceless aspirated / with the voice-
less aspirated stops as they no longer had 
such a phoneme in their inventory.

Voiceless aspirated consonants were usu-
ally represented in Latin with voiceless ones.61

Consequently, Latin rendition of Thracian 
voiceless aspirated with simple voiceless (cf. 
rumpia for ) is not an argument in favor 
of their phonetic character. 

to-) in hybrid word formation as is 
the case with bhrew to.

The presented glosses material is not con-
clusive, but allows for considering the existence 
of Lautverschiebung in Thracian. The shift of IE 
voiced aspirated stops*bh, *dh, *gh > Thrac. b, d, 
g, is best attested. However, the loss of aspira-
tion in voiced aspirated is also characteristic of 
other Paleo-Balkan languages as Phrygian and 
Macedonian, where there is no Lautverschie-
bung. The shift of IE voiceless stops *p, *t, *k 
> Thrac. voiceless aspirated  is highly 

of voiceless aspirated in Greek and Latin. The 
shift of IE voiced stops > Thrac. voiceless stops 
is most illustrative of the existence of Lautver-
schiebung in Thracian, but we have one certain 
case IE *d >Thrac. t in *h3d-ur-.

61
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1 a number of 
opinions have been expressed concerning the 

items (mainly pottery, but also artefacts made 
of metal, bone, wood or stone).2 The tamga 
signs have been lately interpreted mainly as 
identity or ownership signs, either of a family, 
or the clan, used in order to protect propriety 
or to indicate the clan members’ participation at 
a collective action (concluding a peace treaty, 
a religious ceremony).3 The Sarmatians started 
to use tamga signs in the second half of the 2nd 
century BC.4

phrase “Sarmatian world”, used improperly for 
a long period of time, to designate the popula-
tions living on a large territory. This name, “Sar-
matians” is lately criticised,5 even, sometimes, 

concrete content,6 and is interpreted as a con-
struction, a mental projection of the Greek and 
Roman historiography.7 In a paper written some 
time ago,8 we drew attention that, in our works, 
we used the term “Sarmatians” not to designate 
an ethnic reality, but in the same way that the 
ancient literary sources do – namely a general 
name, covering a diversity of tribes, having 

one could distinguish certain common features.
But, most of the tamga signs found so far 

in the Black Sea and Azov Sea regions, conse-
quently in the areas considered as inhabited by 
the Sarmatians, do not come from the nomads’ 

-10

3 
4 Yatsenko 2010b, 142.
5 Mordvintseva 2013, 203-216. 
6 
7 Dan 2017, 113. 
8 O a, Sîrbu 2012, 128.

DACIANS OR SARMATIANS?  
TAMGA SIGNS IN DACIA  

(1ST CENTURY BC – 1ST CENTURY AD)

tombs, but they concentrate in the border zone 
between their territory and the Greek cities, or 
in the Greek cities on the northern coast of the 
Black Sea.

Because of the military power of the popu-
lations generically named “Sarmatians” in the 
Greek and Latin written sources, and because 
also of their political and economic relations, 
the tamga signs have been adopted also by the 
populations of the neighbourhood: the Bospo-
ran Kingdom, the Greek cities on the northern 
coast of the Black Sea (particularly Olbia), the 
Crimea, the Kuban zone, the Russian Forest 
Zone (between the Oka and Dnieper Rivers),10 
northern Europe (present-day Poland and Ger-

all of them dating from the second half of the 
2nd

century),11 Dacia.
Constantin C. Petolescu underlined the fact 

that the name “Dacia” is a “relatively late crea-
tion of the Roman scholars”,12

being in Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa’s work, that 
is during the reign of the Emperor Augustus. It 
seems that this name is quite scarcely used in 

next mentions only after the middle of the 1st 
century AD, even at the beginning of the 2nd cen-
tury, and it designated the territories to the north 
of the Danube.13 In the Romanian historiogra-
phy, the term “Dacia” is used in a larger sense, 
implying the territory where the Getae and the 
Dacians lived.14 In the present study we are go-

Yatsenko 2010b, 142. 
10  2014, 66. 
11 , 

 2014, 72-74.
12 Petolescu 2000, 17.
13
14
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ing to use the name “Dacia” in this larger sense 
of the word, meaning the territory inhabited by 
the Dacians and the Getae, and the term “Da-
cians” will generally designate the populations 
having lived not only on the territories forming 
later the Roman province, but also outside it, in 
the region between the Olt River, the Danube 

well as in the territory between the Prut River 
and the Carpathian Mountains (Moldavia).15

-
search, 21 items with tamga signs found in 
the territory inhabited by the Dacians, the one 
found at Arad raises, though, some questions. 
The ten sites where the mentioned items have 
been found do not cover, in a uniform way, the 
territory inhabited by the Dacians (Fig. 1). Most 
of the items – 14, are concentrated in four sites 
of Moldavia: a) six at Poiana16 (a fragmentary 
amphora,17 a fragment of wheel-made pottery, 
of grey fabric – Fig. 4/5a-b),18 three items made 
of bone – Fig. 4/1a-b, 3a-b, 4a-b,  a lid of a 
small box made of bone – Fig. 4/2 20 b) three 

tamga signs on each side – Fig. 3/6-7,21 a frag-
ment of pottery from a wheeled vessel, made 
of grey fabric – Fig. 3/5,22 a small handmade 
jar – Fig. 3/4) 23 c) three at Dumbrava (pottery 

15
16 Despite its presence in the catalogue of items with tamga 

excluded from our analysis the fragmentary vessel with a tube 
and a handle, wheelmade of grey fabric (R. Vulpe, E. Vulpe 

there is no mention of an incised decoration, such as the tamga 
signs, but to three short and thick prominences, marking 
the two ends of the handle. The only available caption, as 
the pottery fragment is not to be found in the monography 
dedicated to the excavations of Poiana (Vulpe, Teodor 2003), 
which means it has not been found anymore, is too small for 
checking the drawing proposed by C. Beldiman.

17
18 

 
Fig. 4/1

Fig. 4/4a-b

(third item) (Fig. 4/3a-b). 
20 

21 

22 -

23 -

fragment from a perforated vessel – Fig. 3/3,24 
pottery fragment from a biconical vessel – Fig. 
3/2,25 and a fragment from the upper part of a 
mug – Fig. 3/1 26 d) two at Brad (fragment from 
an imported wheel-made vessel, of red fabric – 
Fig. 2/1a-b,27 and a fragment of a bone plaque – 
Fig. 2/2a-b).28 Four items with tamga signs have 
been discovered on three sites of Transylvania: 
two at Sânsimion (a wheel-made vessel with 

Fig. 5/4,  and 
a fragment of an amphora – Fig. 5/5)30 and one 
each at Moigrad (handmade jar – Fig. 5/2)31 and 
at Covasna (handmade pottery fragment – Fig. 
2/3a-b).32 Two items – one of them uncertain 

fragments from a handmade jar – Fig. 6/1a-d),33 

– Fig. 6/2),34 the latter with an ornament very 
similar to that on the Sînsimion amphora frag-
ment, therefore we have included it, with certain 

-

(Fig. 5/1a-d)35 remains unique, at least for now, 
either for its material, or because it is the only 

now missing from the map of the territorial dis-
tribution of the items with tamga signs, although 
some Sarmatian pottery vessels have been found 

– 
36  – .37

Most of the tamga signs found in Dacia were 
reproduced on vessels or pottery fragments (15 

-
tery fragments with tamga signs being greater 
(three at Dumbrava, one each at Poiana, Brad, 

24 

25 

26 
27
28

30
260-261, pl. IV.

31 

32
33
34 Information from Victor Sava, to whom we thank once more.
35
36

37
2016b, 207, 208, 223, 224. 
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Sânsimion and Covasna, all in all nine) than that 
of the entirely preserved vessels (three – at Sân-

were found at Poiana, the only exception be-
ing the fragmentary plaque of Brad, while the 

Although the tamga signs come from a dif-
ferent cultural environment than the Dacian one, 
they were registered in Dacia particularly on lo-

pottery fragments from Dumbrava, described 
by the authors as being of “Sarmatian features” 
(Fig. 3/2-3),38 a pottery fragment (Fig. 4/5a-b) 
and a lid from a small bone box (Fig. 4/2) from 
Poiana, considered as imported from the north-
Pontic region,  plus the tube-vessel from Brad 
(Fig. 2/1a-b), manufactured, probably, in a pot-
tery workshop of the Greek or Roman world.

Usually, each of the 15 items had only one 
tamga sign on them, except for the amphora 
and the third bone item from Poiana (Fig. 4/3a-
b – two tamga signs each), the vessels from 

Fig. 6/1a-d) and Moigrad (Fig. 5/2 – 
tamga signs on each, although on the published 
drawing from the last site, we could see only 
one tamga sign),40

na (Fig. 4/1a-b – with seven signs) and the pot-
Fig. 3/6-7 – with, 

at least, nine tamga signs).41

The tamga signs on the pottery vessels and 
fragments have been equally made either be-
fore the burning of the vessel (on the handmade 

Dumbrava), or after the burning (on the wheeled 
ceramic vessels or fragments from Brad, Sânsi-

Unfortunately, for four items, the discov-
ery context remains unknown: the fragmentary 

been discovered in the settlement of Poiana 

have been found in habitation layers of the Da-

38
not been found, so we cannot express our opinion. 

been found. 
40 142, No 13.
41

thorough look reveal at least nine signs on the published photo 
(Fig. 3/6-7).

cian settlements of Poiana (three items – two 
of them made of bone and the wheel-made pot-

fragment with at least nine tamga signs), Brad 
(both items with tamga signs), Dumbrava (two 

Sânsimion (the amphora fragment) and Co vasna 
(the ceramic fragment). The fragmentary am-

which could indicate it belonged to a dwell-
ing. Four other items have been found in pits –  
the fragment from the upper part of a mug at 
Dumbrava, a wheel-made pottery fragment at 

the two-handle vessel from Sânsimion. Accord-
ing to some opinions, the pits from Sânsimion 
(Fig. 5/3) and Moigrad were cult pits.42

In Dacia, the oldest item with a tamga sign 
seems to be the imported vessel from Brad (Fig. 
2/1a-b), found in the second habitation layer of 

in the 2nd – 1st c. BC.43 The tamga sign could 
bring supplementary chronological information 
– although there are no identical analogies in the 
north-Pontic territory, it is still resembling to a 
sign of the old tamga series (1st

of the 1st c. AD) in the Lower Don area.44 If we 
take into consideration the vessel type and the 
incision of the sign after the burning, we could 
date it by the end of the 1st c. BC, or maybe in 
the early 1st -
ed in the 1st c. BC and the 1st c. AD: the pottery 
fragment from Covasna (Fig. 2/3a-b),45 the mug 
from Arad (Fig. 6/2), and, taking into considera-
tion that almost all the discoveries are dated in 
the same period, the vessel and the ceramic frag-

Fig. 3/4-7). Some 
st 

c. AD: the bone item from Brad (found in the 
-

tlement (Fig. 2/2a-b),46, the two-handle vessel 
from Sânsimion (Fig. 5/4) (the entire structure 
is dated in the 1st c. AD, possibly the beginning 
of the 2nd century),47 and, according to the vessel 

42

43
44
45 The construction of the fortress began in the 2nd century BC, 

but it was destroyed and rebuilt in the 1st

Sîrbu 2010, 272).
46
47

Dacians or Sarmatians? Tamga Signs in Dacia (1st century BC – 1st century AD)
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Fig. 
6/1a-d). Two items bring supplementary details 
concerning their chronology. On the third bone 
item from Poiana (Fig. 4/3a-b)48 is reproduced 
a tamga of king Farzoios,  who started to issue 

50

Fig. 5/1a-c) 
reproduces a tamga of his successor, Inismeos.51 

of the tamga type signs in a Dacian cultural mi-
lieu is a phenomenon dating particularly to the 
second half of the 1st c. BC and the 1st c. AD, 

datable in the second half, if not even in the last 
quarter of the 1st c. AD.

signs found in Dacia is obvious. So far, most 
of the researchers interpreted them as evidence 
of the real Sarmatian presence in the territory 
inhabited by the Dacians.52 In a recently pub-
lished study, we have reviewed the evidence of 
the Sarmatian presence in the areas inhabited by 
the Dacians, insisting on their small number and 
uncertainty.53 If one corroborates the mentioned 
evidence of the Sarmatian presence in Dacia 
during the 1st c. AD with the features presented 
above, concerning the items with tamga signs 
found in the territory inhabited by the Dacians, 
the hypothesis that these items express a real 
Sarmatian presence is debatable. First of all, be-
cause of the small number of items with tamga 
signs – only 21 (among them, the Arad mug 
raises a few questions), found in 10 sites, spread 
on a very large territory (Fig. 1). In the present 
stage of the research, we need to be, once more, 
very cautious, as the tamga signs are predomi-
nantly present on locally manufactured items 

would be the small number and the uncertain 

that could be attributed to the Sarmatians. There 
are no more than six sites where archaeologists 

48 

50
361.

51
52

53

found ceramic or metal Sarmatian vessels – four 
pottery vessels at Poiana, three pottery vessels 

-

-

tumuli, whose inventory contains a “Sarmatian” 
54 in the 1st c. 

AD is not at all certain, and the publication of 
-

cating further the matter.
Therefore, we need to look for certain evi-

dence of the Sarmatian arrival in the present-

-

be dated later, starting from the end of the 1st 
c. AD. In the present stage of the research, the 
Sarmatian discoveries show that the Sarmatians 

of the 1st

-
ence, the graves, not so many (53/54), are con-
centrated in the eastern and north-eastern part of 
the region, less in the south.55 As for the terri-
tory between the Prut River and the Carpathian 
Mountains, we could speak about a certain Sar-
matian presence only starting from the second 
half of the 1st c. AD and the beginning of the 2nd 

are concentrated mainly in two areas – the 
north-eastern part and the south, on the lower 
course of the Bârlad and Siret Rivers. In Banat 

two) also testify to a Sarmatian penetration in 
these territories from the end of the 1st c. AD, if 
not only from the beginning of the 2nd century 
AD.56

Nevertheless, if items with tamga signs 
have been found, even in small number, in the 
Dacian settlements, we need to explain some-
how their presence. From the very beginning, 
we need to draw attention on the fact that no 
item with a tamga sign was found in the early 

cannot justify the presence of the tamga signs 

54
55
56
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as being spread by these Sarmatian communities 
and the Dacians taking them over from them. 
Even in the Pannonian Plain, where the Sarma-
tian presence is dated earlier57 than in the re-
gions between the Prut River and the Carpathian 
Mountains or between the Danube River and the 
Carpathian Mountains, we know, so far, only a 
single item with a tamga – a golden plaque with 
the king Farzoios tamga,58 interpreted as an im-
port from the eastern areas and deposited in the 
Dunaharaszti grave, dated before 70 AD.

S. Voronjatov resumed lately the discussion 

than the Sarmatian ones, and tried to explain their 
presence in certain environments, including the 
Dacian one, by the Sarmatian women who came 
here as result of intermarriages.60 This hypoth-

are certain doubts. The question is why these 
women kept, as evidence of their identity, only 
tamga signs on items manufactured in Dacian 
milieu, and not dress items, such as jewellery 

-
cal appearance, such as deformation of the skull. 

61 can 
be interpreted as archaeological evidence of the 
individual migration of Sarmatian noble women 
in the Roman Empire, in the province of Moe-
sia Inferior. The earliest of these funerary struc-

62

of the 2nd c. AD,63

for the manner that the Sarmatian noble woman, 
no matter how she arrived in Moesia Inferior, 
kept her identity through certain dress items, 
physical appearance (intentional deformation 
of skull) and typically Sarmatian funerary ritu-
al.64 It is important to point out the fact that the 
other two burials, although dated much later, in 
the second half of the 2nd

no earlier than the end of the 2nd c. (T. 17 from 
65 carry on the tradition of displaying 

the social status in the same way as the tomb 

57
58

60
61
62

63
64
65

66

Considering it by comparison with the cases 
of individual migration, we think the items with 
tamga signs found in the territory inhabited by 

is not a single one for all the cases. Because 

Fig. 5/1a-d), in the shape of king 
Inismeos tamga, could have been a diplomatic 
gift. It is also possible that certain items made of 
bone from Poiana, mainly the item (Fig. 4/3a-
b) with the king Farzoios tamga, arrived in the 
same way, through diplomatic relationships, in 
the Dacian milieu.

But as for the other items with tamga signs, 

rather the outcome of trade relations. Besides 
the fact that these signs are mainly represented 
on locally manufactured items, particularly pot-
tery vessels or fragments, the lack of analogies 
of the signs found so far in Dacia with the tamga 
signs attested in the north-Pontic region, except 

supplementary argument in favour of the hy-
pothesis that these signs have been borrowed 
through the trade exchanges.

Even if similar to a certain point, the signs 
on the items in Dacian milieu are not identical 

the vessels from Moigrad (Fig. 5/2),67 Sânsi-
mion (Fig. 5/4),68 Fig. 6/1a-d),  the bone 
plaque from Brad (Fig. 2/2a-b),70 the ceramic 

(Fig. 3/5),71

from Poiana (Fig. 4/1a-b, 4a-b),72 the ceramic 
fragment (Fig. 4/5a-b)73 or the amphora from 
Poiana,74 the ceramic fragments from Dumbrava 
(Fig. 3/1-3),75 or on the ceramic fragment with 

Fig. 

66
67
68

70
71 No No 128.
72 No

73 No 148.
74 No
75
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3/6-7),76 but we could speak about identity in 
only one case, more precisely one sign out of 

77

-
cian world, about an independent evolution of a 
symbol taken from the Sarmatian world, the re-
sult of a combination of several signs or even a 
new creation. The borrowing of a certain tamga 
sign and its elaboration into a new sign should 
have followed some rules, such as taking over 
only a part of the initial sign, or adding a cer-
tain element – one or two lines or a geometrical 

image, or combining two signs which could still 
be recognisable in the new sign.78

The absence of the identical analogies 
(which would be natural to look for, as tamgas 
were signs of an entire clan, not of a single per-
son, who could change them as he pleased)  
and the impossibility of discerning an initial 
sign, enriched later on, but observing the rules 
known in the Sarmatian world, make us think 
that the Dacians themselves made such signs on 
vessels, maybe also on bone items. It is likely 

76
77

No 187.
78

that the Dacians had seen such signs either in 
the Greek cities on the Black Sea coast or even 
in the Sarmatian communities interested in the 
Lower Danube region, as treaties with the Ro-
mans80 or with the Dacian Kingdom ruled by 
Decebal81 seem to prove.

The Dacians did not make exact copies 
of the Sarmatian tamga signs, but what they 
thought resembled such signs, and they made 
them not only on complete vessels, but also on 
ceramic fragments, and even sometimes incised 
the signs on both sides of a ceramic fragment 
(such as the fragment with nine tamga signs 

milieu, the tamga signs did not keep the initial 

signs of identity or property.
Did these signs acquire another meaning in 

the Dacian world, or were they drawn on vessels 

only as simple ornaments? Unfortunately, at the 

proper answer to this question.

80
81
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Fig. 1. Tamga signs in Dacia (1st c. BC – 1st c. AD).
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

My previous work on the linguistic situa-
tion in the Balkans in antiquity has dealt with a 

1 I 
tried to answer the question of how many lan-
guages were spoken in the Balkans in antiquity. 
In another paper2 I tried to clarify the pointlessly 
complicated matter of Albanian origins, which I 

In the wake of other comparative linguistic stud-
ies focussing on the prehistoric linguistic herit-
age of Europe, it is perhaps high time to clarify 
the long-debated issue – and one with political 
connotations too – of the ‘Thracian language(s)’ 
spoken in the antiquity.

One aspect of this latter issue relates to the 
ethnic names used by the Thracians, including 
the long-debated issue of whether Getae and 
Daci, Dacisci 

the Thracians did not have an organized, unitary 

-
nic names would include the following:

• Thraces, sg. Thrax, with several spelling 
variants3 is the ancient name of the Thracians, or 
the Thracians proprie dicti. This ethnonym has 
been preserved in some river names, in Bulgaria 
and Serbia, respectively: Trakana, a tributary of 

Trakanska reka 
(‘the Thracian River’, in a free translation), and 
Trakanje . The 
ultimate origin of the ethnonym Thrax is debat-
ed. If we admit that the Romanian adjective tare 
‘strong, hard’ and the derived verb a  ‘to 

în- in) 

1 Paliga 2015.
2 Paliga 2016.

have several spellings, out of which only the currently used 
ones have been preserved. 

THRACIAN V. DACIAN (DACO-MOESIAN).  
HOW MANY ‘THRACIAN LANGUAGES’ WERE 

THERE SPOKEN IN THE ANTIQUITY?

Sorin Paliga

are related to the same root, and that it is there-
fore a substratum survival, then we may recon-
struct the initial meaning of the root as ‘strong, 
powerful’, from the same root as English stark, 
strong, strew and strain. Alternatively, the root 
*T-R-  may be of Pre-Indo-European origin, and 

In DEX, the adjective (adverb, according to 
other sources)4 tare ‘strong, hard’ is considered 
related to the adj. atare ‘such as’ and tare adv. 
‘very’, all from Lat. talem, acc. of talis 
great’. Such an account is extremely doubtful, if 
not entirely erroneous. It is quite clear that the 
adj. tare ‘hard, strong’, also in the personal name 

and other variants of this name, can-
not be explained from Lat. , given 
that the Latin form does explain tare adv. ‘very’ 
and adj. atare eccum-talem. Therefore, Rom. 
tare 

being paronymic, not etymologic:
1. The adverb tare ‘very’ and atare 

Lat. talis, acc. talem. It is probable that the 

2. tare -
gin, a substratum (Thracian) element related to 
English stark, strong, strew and strain, also to 
German stark ‘strong’ and, very probably, to the 
ethnonym Thrax, pl. Thraces ‘the strong, power-
ful ones’. The Thracian forms tarabostes (tara–
bostes), by which the ancient Latin sources refer 
to the Dacian aristocracy, may also contain the 
root tar- (Boerescu s.a.).5

This ethnonym has been adopted in the sci-

to all the Thracian groups, the extent of which 

4 See dexonline.ro which, beside DEX proper, now includes a 
series of other dictionaries as well.

-
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roughly corresponds to the modern territories 
of Romania, the Republic of Moldova and Bul-
garia, along with some of the neighbouring ar-

literature, on the one hand, and the historical 
and archaeological literature, on the other. This 
is a topic which cannot be covered in this brief 
analysis. I would just mention the use of syn-
tagmas like Thraco-Dacian (Rom. traco-dac) or 
Daco-Getian (Rom. daco-get) etc. mainly in the 

more appropriate formula when referring to the 
Thracian groups located north of the Danube. 
These forms were coined in the modern period.

• Odrysae
some ‘kings’ of the Odrysae, e.g. Kotys I (in the 
4th

spelled Kotys was probably * -is 
ciot 

cioc ,  su pred-
,  are Pre-Ro-

mance Pannonian words)”.6

• Daci, Dacisci ~ Getae. There is an ongo-
ing debate regarding whether the two forms re-
fer to the same ethnic group of the north Thra-

reason to believe that here we have a typical 
example of an endonym~exonym contrast, i.e. 
one form used by (and within) an ethnic group 
and another one used by foreigners, e.g. Suomi, 
suomalainen ~ Finland, Finnish (of Germanic 
origin) or Euskara ~ Basque Deutsch (related 
to Dutch) ~ German, Hellenoi ~ Graeci (indig-
enous v. Latin form) etc. There is no clear proof 
that these forms (Daci, Dacisci and Getae) have 
been preserved, yet compare the place name 
Decea, pronounced ‘ a’, in one syllable. In 
our view, the ethnic name Daci, Dacisci is re-
lated to , the typical Romanian folk 
song, which in turn has a Baltic (Lithuanian and 
Latvian) parallel: dainà, . The Thracians 
in general, and their northern branch, in par-
ticular, were known as good singers and good 
musical instrument players. Therefore, the tra-

modern times is entirely logical and supported 
by the etymological analysis. The meaning of 
the ethnic name Daci, Dacisci may have been 

6 

‘the singers’.7

• Moesi. In the modern archaeologic and 
linguistic literature, they are sometimes called 
Daco-Moesians, suggesting that the character-
istics that were believed to distinguish the Moe-
sians were similar to features also recognised as 
Dacian, therefore a (more) northern Thracian 
group. The etymon is unclear, perhaps from 
the same root as the Thracian personal names 
spelled Mussatis, Musiaticus,8 and their prob-
able modern continuations like the typically 
Aromanian , adj. ‘beauti-
ful’ (hence personal name ) and the plant 

‘camomile’ (family Chamaemelum). 
The ancient spelling of the ethnic name with 
-oe-  may indicate a long vowel or perhaps 
another vowel with no clear orthographic repre-
sentation in Greek or Latin. One of the enduring 
family of rulers of Medieval Moldova, or 

(pl.) derives its name from this pre-
Roman root, beyond any reasonable doubt. They 
must have initially been a family of local rulers, 
later Romanized. This corresponds entirely to 

of Thracian origin was Romanized, along with 
the rest of the indigenous inhabitants – since I 
would expect that rulers to have been Roman-

• Triballi. This ethnic name seems to have a 
clear translation: ‘three dragons’, cf. Romanian 

and balaur, typical terms of the tales with 
the general meaning ‘dragon, a fantastic mon-

is, beyond any reasonable doubt, the numeral 
‘three’: *tri-balloi ‘three dragons’.  For the 
preservation of intervocalic -l-  in Romanian, 
see below.

• Carpi, Carpiani, Corpili. This is the best 
attested and most analyzed group of the so-
called Free Dacians, Latin Daci liberi in Bar-
baricum. They resisted Romanization until the 
late 4th and even in the 5th c. C.E. Their ethnic 
name has not been directly preserved. Compara-

7 
8 It is not clear whether these personal names are related to 

the river name Mousaios, Mouseos, the present day river 
, in eastern Romania. The spelling with initial m in 

the ancient documents may be deformed, as  seems 
related to another series of Thracian forms: the ancient 
Byzantion founded by the semi-legendary Byzes, whose name 
corresponds to Rom. personal name Buzea, Buzescu related to 

 ‘lip’. See also 
For a complete analysis of this ethnonym, see Papazoglu 

Sorin Paliga
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tive analysis shows it is related to Karpates, the 
Carpathians, and also to Albanian karpë ‘a rock’ 
and to the mountain name , in Romania, 
by folk etymology associated to ‘a rug, a 
torn piece of a cloth’. There is a continuing lit-
erature dedicated to this Thracian group, which 
resisted Romanization for at least 3 centuries. 
Studies on the subject have regularly been pub-
lished in the journal Carpica.10

• Costoboci. They represent the northern-
most Thracian group, located north of the Carpi-
ans. No etymon has been suggested, but it seems 
to be a compound form *cost(o)-boc-i.

The Carpi and the Costoboci represent the 
northernmost Thracian groups. Their territory 
was not conquered by the Romans. The Carpi 
were attested until at least the 4th c. C.E., and 
represented a constant threat to the Roman army. 
They had a certain role in Slavic ethnogenesis, 
an issue analysed in an interdisciplinary work.11 
They must have represented the avant-garde of 

rivers Siret and Prut, dated approx. in the inter-
val 500 to 550 C.E. They may have met some 
other Thracian groups located south of the Dan-
ube and together were pushed further west un-
til they settled on the Romanized Illyrian area. 
Together with the local population, of Illyrian 
descent, they came to form a new ethnic group, 
the Albanians, through the well-attested process 

the whole territory of Europe. The role of the 
Carpians in the widespread process of ‘(re)eth-
nicization’ of southeast Europe was correctly in-
terpreted by Hasdeu in the 2nd th c. 

(Carpian) origin of the Albanians. Hasdeu’s hy-
pothesis was later developed by Giuliano Bon-
fante and I. I. Russu.12 

Many other Thracian groups (tribes, local 
groups etc.) are noted in the ancient texts. One 
such is the Bessi, Bessoi, a Thracian group locat-
ed in the Rodope Mts region, whose main town 
is Bessapara.13 Its likely etymon is IE *bhendh-  
‘to bind’, hence also Alb. besë ‘pledge, word of 
honour’, ‘vow to revenge a murder’, ‘religious 

10 Many issues of the journal Carpica are available online (Feb. 
25, 2018): http://www.enciclopedia-dacica.ro/?operatie=subi

11 
12 See the discussion and further references in Paliga 2017.
13 

faith’. The same etymon is accepted for the 
Thracian goddess Bendis, which after Romani-

Diana. The Bessi 
were one of the Thracian groups (‘Stamm’ in 
Detschew’s terminology) to survive Romani-
zation for a longer period. One may surmise, 
as an interim hypothesis at least, that the Me-
dieval name Basarab originated in this ancient 
ethnic name, with personal name variants such 
as Bessius etc. The family Basarab dominated 

Moldavia the family ( ) had the 
dominant role.14 This series of names reminds 
us, of course, of the Moesi.15 Currently, the per-
sonal name Basarab is held to be of Turkic ori-
gin, which may be debatable.

As the list of probable or, at least, possible 
-

ably longer, I will close the discussion. It is high 
time to ask the essential question: does each of 

-

referred to accepting or not accepting at least 

one ‘Thracian proper’ (echtthrakisch, as used by 
Ivan Duridanov) and another one more north-
ern, Daco-Moesian (or Daco-Thracian, or Daco-
Getian), whose speakers were mainly in the ter-
ritory of modern Romania. 

The hypothesis of ‘the two Thracian lan-
guages’ was seemingly invented by Vladimir 
Georgiev, and adopted by most Bulgarian schol-
ars, and some Romanian linguists, in those 
times: there would have been a dichotomy be-
tween Thracian proper16 and Dacian or Daco-
Moesian.17 The argument most often invoked, 
weak as it is, refers to the distribution of place-
names in -dava v. the ones in -bria and -para. I 

-
lyzing seven Thracian terms referring to urban 
structures: ‘township’ and/or ‘fortress’. These 
are, in alphabetical order: bria, dava or deva 
(also dova, daba, deba), dina or deina, diza 

14 
15 
16 

17 An unexpected resurrection of the old hypothesis that there 
were two Thracian languages is in Dana 2004. His study is 
based on this old, but wrong assumption. See our comments 
and corrections to Dana’s analysis, useful and reliable to a 
certain point, in Paliga 2010, with a second part in Paliga 
2014.

Thracian v. Dacian (Daco-Moesian). How many ‘Thracian languages’ were there spoken in the Antiquity?
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(also dizos, deize), leba, ora (also oros, oron, 
crucial in understanding the situation of some 
modern place-names of Romania, and some also 
in the South Slavic area), para, also bara.18 Our 
conclusion was straightforward and clear: there 
is no convincing argument to support the idea 
that there were more ‘Thracian languages’.

Meanwhile, the hypothesis that we should 
use the phrase ‘Thracian languages’ in the plu-
ral has been abandoned by all or almost all our 
Bulgarian colleagues.20 In fact, the old hypoth-
esis, which supported the dichotomy Thracian 
language v. Dacian (or Daco-Moesian) language 
had already been abandoned to my knowledge 
in 2000, on the occasion of the congress of thra-

21 All these circuitous 
and hesitant approaches to the question ‘one 
or more Thracian languages’ involved a high 
degree of political intrusion into the academic 
research. This was clearly stated in the introduc-
tory speech to the 13th Congress of Thracology 

-

serious discussion.

both Romanian and Bulgarian do preserve per-
sonal names of Thracian origin. I referred to Ba-
sarab and above. The list may be consid-
erably larger, even if not impressively so.22

All these studies clearly show that there is 
no serious argument in favor of the proposition 
that there were ‘several Thracian languages’ in 
antiquity or whatever other formula one may be 
tempted to use. This does not mean of course 
that there was a uniform language spoken over 
such a vast area. There were, beyond any doubt, 
dialects, but they probably were mutually in-

doubt this assertion very much as the ancient 
sources speak of ‘homoglottic speakers’ in the 

-

18 

 
as well.

20 See a recent discussion in Janakieva 2014, who seems to have 
reached exactly the same conclusion as the author of this pa-

21 
volumes there is no reference to the would-be ‘two Thracian 
languages’.

22 A detailed analysis, in two parts, is given in Paliga 2010 and 
2014.

tively clear analysis of the two, also much de-
bated, ethnic names Daci (also Dacisci) v. Ge-
tae
names? 

There are, in fact, several ethnonyms refer-
ring to Thracian groups. As was usual for those 
times, those names cannot be equated with dis-
tinct language names. In those times, ethnic 
groups had their local, tribal names, while ge-
neric names, referring to the whole group, were 
associated with larger, more comprehensive cul-
tural areas. This was the norm in those times, and 
therefore the fact that a Thracian subgroup had a 
distinct tribal name does not mean the members 

may surmise, with fair certainty, that they spoke 
a dialect more or less related to the neighboring 
dialect. It is of course debatable whether, say, a 
Thracian dialect spoken in a region which cor-
responds to the Transylvanian plateau was intel-
ligible to the Thracian speakers located in the 

they were indeed mutually intelligible at least 
during the ‘classical Thracian age’, i.e. the 1st c. 
BCE. Over time these Thracian dialects began 
to diverge but in the end their speakers were all 
Romanized. 

The Thracian heritage of Romanian and Bul-
garian

The debates of the last decades, in fact of 
the last century, beginning with Hasdeu in the 
2nd th c., have referred to the prob-
able or possible Thracian heritage in the mod-
ern languages, mainly those currently included 
in the Balkansprachbund. As the problem is too 
complex to be analyzed here, I shall refer to 
only some conclusions in the wake of my analy-
ses of the last years. A comprehensive set of Ro-
manian words, including place-names, together 
with large appendixes referring to place-names 
of Thracian, Illyrian and Celtic origin spread 
over a large area was published more than a dec-
ade ago.23

research, and is now in need of revision. Sev-
eral entries should be revised and some (few) 

though. This will be done in the forthcoming 
etymological dictionary of the Romanian lan-
guage, almost completed and planned to be pub-

23 Paliga 2006.

Sorin Paliga
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In this analysis, the estimation was that we 
should consider at least 450 elements of Thra-
cian (substratum) origin. Now, I am rather in-
clined to consider an even higher number. If we 
take into consideration the dexonline.ro, which 
includes not only the previous printed versions 
of DEX, but also many other dictionaries, in-

Romanian, then the origins of the Romanian lex-
icon can be summarised as follows, by source:24

– 1442 words of (old) Latin origin, i.e. pre-
served at the colloquial level.

of Romanian, mainly after 1848.
– 1214 words labelled ‘et. nec.’ (etimologie 

covers a range of situations, from words of un-
known origin through words that might have 
been assigned to a (Thracian) substratum, had a 
label such as ‘substratum origin’ been used. 

– 86 words with the label ‘cf. alb.’, which 
have a corresponding form in Albanian. The set 
of Romanian forms with Albanian correspond-
ences is in fact larger, including forms of Latin 
origin that occur in both languages. 

label, indicating that they may be from Bulgar-
ian and/or Serbian and/or Slavic in general. 

-

Unfortunately, the database of DEX is the 
only comprehensive one available, though it re-

-
nian etymology. Some relevant corrections still 
need to be made, approx. 5-10 words, to the 
Latin portion of the database. 

The rest of the etymological labels assigned 

forms labelled Slavic (e.g. , etc.) 
are not of Slavic origin, and others labelled 
Hungarian ( etc.) are not in fact of 

24 
dexonline.ro, who promptly sent me the essential data refer-
ring to the etymological labels in DEX. The last list was sent 
in the summer of 2016, but there are no relevant changes ever 
since.

Hungarian origin. One can approach a kind 
of ideal ‘traditional Romanian’ as it would be 
without more recent Latin forms and ‘bookish’ 
borrowings, and by removing dialectal, rare, 
and outdated words (such as those of Ottoman 
Turkish origin that are now of historical interest 

The result, considering root forms only, is the 
following: 

out of these, some – few – are not used any more 

b. approx. 500 to 1,000 substratum (Thra-

c. approx. 500–750 Slavic elements, mainly 
of Bulgarian origin, some of bookish origin via 
Old Church Slavonic.

d. approx. 200–500 words of various ori-
gins, some obsolete, regional or irrelevant. It is 

-
cant circulation.

-
aggerated, of ‘dacomaniac character’. In fact, 
the substratum heritage of Romanian (and Bul-
garian) has been largely underestimated, not 
overestimated, despite the false impression of 
the former that some scholars give.

A brief analysis of some dialectal evolutions 
and the debated issue of the Thracian surviv-
als after the 5th c. C.E.

There are several examples which show di-

> a in south Thracian (‘echtthrakisch’) v. > ô 
> o and > > ô > u.25 But there are other, con-
vincing examples, which show that the dialectal 

not involve a strict north ~ south 
dichotomy, as perhaps implied by the example 
above. Rather, they involve complex local or 
regional developments, e.g. river-names Struma 
(Bulgaria) and Strei and (Romania), on 
the one hand, v. Siret and Siriu (east Romania), 
which indicate an evolution from IE *ser- -
el to *str- 
an evolution did not occur, at least from the avail-

25 Linguistique 
Balkanique no. 38 with a critical answer of Ivan Duridanov. 
Meanwhile, after years of comparing other data as well, I 

Thracian v. Dacian (Daco-Moesian). How many ‘Thracian languages’ were there spoken in the Antiquity?
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eastern Thracian dialects, which must be associ-
ated with the idiom spoken by the Carpians and 
Costoboces, two groups, which were not under 
the Roman conquest and which survived at least 
to the 4th – 5th c. C.E., perhaps longer.26

-
ments from Thracian to Romanian, one cannot 
avoid the questions whether these were identical 

Those who hastened to postulate ‘parallel evo-
lutions’ put, in fact, the cart before the horse, 
and then tried to move it ahead without traction. 
There are several clear examples which show, 
among others, that intervocalic b/v have been 
regularly preserved, while intervocalic l did not 
rotacize (l > r). These are phonetic phenomena 

cannot be automatically transferred to the Thra-
cian language. There are, in fact, several exam-

-
tum heritage. One such example, showing the 
preservation of intervocalic b is Rom. abur ~ 
Alb. avull ‘fur cap’ is a 
good example showing how intervocalic l does 
not rotacize. Nor does it in the case of the two 
forms and balaur (see above when the eth-
nic name Triballoi was discussed). I would add 

ll in Alb. avull is not phonetically a lat-
eral of any sort, but a phoneme whose phonetic 
realisation is similar to that of English /r/. Once 
such phonetic developments are accepted, then 
a place name like Deva may be related to the 
second part of the compound Bulgarian place 
name Plovdiv Pulpu-deva.

a 
avea habeo, habere, with an exception-
al preservation of intervocalic b > v, and with 
some forms of the present indicative probably 

am (substra-
tum), ai (Lat.), a (used as aux. verb, Lat.) and 
are 
plural forms avem, (Lat.) and au 
Lat. heritage, with the exceptional preservation 
of intervocalic .

Thracology and ‘ethnogenesis’
I recently tried to show that ‘enigmatic Al-

banian ethnogenesis’ is mainly a political issue, 

26 See the development in Paliga 2016, including the hypothesis 
th c., later developed by Giuliano 

Bonfante and I. I. Russu. It could be labelled ‘the Hasadeu-
Bonfante-Russu hypothesis’.

rather than a linguistic one.27 From various rea-
sons, which cannot be developed here, the emer-
gence, through ‘ethnogenetic processes’, of a po-
litical construct in the 1st millennium C.E. is not 
rare, but has occurred on a number of occasions. 
It is clear, I think, that the Albanian language 
must be understood as a local development from 
the Romanized Illyrian language, which gave 
rise to a language of Dalmato-Romance type, 

group coming from the east, the last remnants 
of the non-Romanized Thracian groups, pushed 
down south by the Slavic migration. 

(the hypothesis of Hasdeu, later developed by 
Bonfante and Russu) or with non-Romanized 

often-invoked Bessi (Bessoi), or perhaps both: a 

groups, and a second Thracian group (Bessi? 

Thracian, non-Romanized groups merged and 
moved further west and settled along the Adri-
atic coast, and ultimately gave rise to new ethnic 
group, using a blend of the indigenous Roman-
ized Illyrian language and the more newly ar-
rived Thracian idiom. If this view is accepted, 
we may surmise that Thracian is still a living 
language, only now it is called Albanian or gju-
ha shqipe. Albanian is therefore a language with 
a dual heritage: one of the Romanized Illyr-
ians, the other of the non-Romanized Thracian 
groups, which settled here approximately in the 
6th c. C.E. This is in agreement with the general 
situation in southeast Europe (and Europe in 
general) during the period of great migrations. 

The ‘Thracian theme’ has long since be-

The Thracians are often considered the glorious 
ancestors of both Romanians and Bulgarians. 
The Thracians are now used to nurture various 
hypotheses that are more political ideologies 

been recently treated in Daskalov and Vezen-

the volume written by Tchavdar Marinov (this 

cannot be analysed in this text).28

27 Paliga 2016. 
28 Marinov 2015, 10-117.

Sorin Paliga
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Conclusions
Using several names in order to denote local 

groups or tribes of the Thracian world was the 
norm in the antiquity. Using such tribal names 
does not imply that each such group spoke a dif-
ferent language. 

The dichotomy Daci, Dacisci ~ Getae does 

endonym ~ exonym dichotomy, like dichoto-
mies of the type Suomalaisia ~ Finns, Hellenoi 
~ Graeci, Deutsch ~ German etc. This is a com-
mon cultural pattern used in various cultural 
contexts up to the present day.

features in the Thracian world, we must refer 
to the historical period and context. It is clear 
that the initial convergent tendencies gradually 
turned into divergent tendencies as historical 

-
ence on the south Thracians, and Romanization, 
which arrived earlier there than in Dacia.

The substratum heritage of Romanian (and 
the Balkansprachbund in general) has in fact 
been underestimated, not overestimated. A more 

-
ures than those in current circulation.

-
manian linguists have now agreed on the fact 

Thracian languages, but of Thracian dialects. Of 
course, archaeologists have their own criteria, 

both linguists and archaeologists should use the 
same terms, and these should be regulated by 
norms. Unfortunately, this rarely happens. 
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Post Scriptum

The problems connected to the Thracian 
ethnicity are complex and cannot be covered in 
this brief text. Between the moment when I pre-

(September 2017) and the moment when this 

some other analyses have been published. I 
-

there more detailed analyses of some facts just 
sketched here. One of the other two co-authors, 

Abbreviations
DEX = www.dexonline.ro
The site includes now, beside DEX 

two printed versions), many other dictionaries, 
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Case in point: a rare coin issue
The case study presented here is focused 

on a rare copper issue with the head of Zeus on 
the obverse, and a six-rayed star accompanied 

reverse. This rather inconspicuous coinage is 
known only through a handful of specimens.

Fig. 1) surfaced in an 
1 in 

2 This piece 

on, Professor Franke presented this coin with a 
3 then in November 2014 

the aforementioned piece was sold once more in 
an auction.4

It took quite some time for the appearance 

kind had reached a private American collec-
tion (Fig. 2) in early 2011.5 Five more pieces 

one was auctioned in March 2015 (Fig. 3),6 the 
fourth in February 2016 (Fig. 4)7

Fig. 5)8, while the sixth (Fig. 
6)  and the seventh (Fig. 7)10 in May 2020.

2 

3 
4 

ex
ex 

ex
ex

ex F. Sternberg, Auktion XXV, 25-26 No-

ex 
RustyRomans (January 2011). Thanks are due to Mr J. A. 
LeMay for kindly providing information on this specimen.

 ex CNG, e-Auction 
346, 11 March 2015, lot 27.

ex G. Hirsch, 
Auktion 317, 18 February 2016, lot 1572.

30 August 2020, lot 36.

May 2020, lot 50.
10

May 2020, lot 123.

THE INCONSPICUOUS COINAGE  

Status quaestionis
Unfortunately, there is no known prove-

-
-

tested, there was proposed a more or less likely 
link deriving from Plinius –
with the Moriseni, a tribe once situated on the 
Black Sea littoral.11 In the only scholarly study 
so far,12 Franke adopted the view for an issue 

13 he also proposed a 
chronology from ca. 187 to 168 or 148 BC.14 An 
assumption was made as well that the settlement 
area of the tribe was then in the Machtbereich of 
the Macedonian Kingdom and not on the Pontic 
coast as related by Plinius.15

Some minor remarks concerning the coins 
per se should be made here, correcting or clari-
fying certain details.

11 NH, 4.41: ... et circa Ponti litora Moriseni Sitonique, Orphei 
vatis genitores, optinent (“... and round the shores of the Black 

Orpheus”). It can be noted that in the manuscripts preserving 
the text of Plinius the name of the second tribe is written 
as Sitoni (not Sithoni, which is a proposed emendation). 

74: Von den Moriaseis/Moriseni hat sich lediglich eine kurze 
Notiz bei Plinius, n.h. IV 41, erhalten: ... „...und im Uferbe-
reich des Meeres wohnen Moriseni und Sithoni, des Sängers 

.
12 Other than Franke’s article there is just a couple of brief 

the tribe is tentatively listed in Macedonia, but with the note 
(n. 3) möglicherweise thrakisch-makedonischer Stamm an der 
Schwarzmeerküste (“possibly Thraco-Macedonian tribe on 
the Black Sea coast”), followed by citations to Plin. 4.41 and 
to Franke 2008. See also Peter, Stolba 2015, 40: Franke inter-
pretierte eine im Handel bekannt gewordene Bronzemünze der 

Jh. belegt 
und dessen Siedlungsraum laut Franke dem Machtbereich des 
makedonischen Staates zuzuordnen ist (“Franke interpreted 
a bronze coin of the Moriaseis known in the trade which 

nd century BC, and 
to the assignment of its settlement area in sphere of power of 

to Franke 2008.
13 Franke 2008, 67.
14 Franke 2008, 68.
15 Franke 2008, 68.
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• The diameter of the coins ranges from 
16.516

g.17

• There can be no doubt that the god’s head 
18 as it can be asserted 

from the better-preserved specimens.

seems that the coins known so far have been 
produced from two obverse dies and probably 
from three reverse dies.

Iconography and stylistic analysis
Going through comparanda for the reverse 

issue in the 4th century BC, in association to cer-
tain coin issues from the northwestern corner 
of Asia Minor,20 has to be summarily discarded 

21 
From the region of Thrace comes a highly inter-
esting case, that of Seuthes III, because of the 
use of a star as a coin type (Fig. 8),22 and not 
only as a supplementary symbol23 on another is-

16 Pace Franke 2008, 67, n. 1 (claiming a diameter of 12 mm).
17

measurement given in the auction catalogues before and after 
(7.18 g).

18 On this matter pace Franke 2008, 67, n. 1 (doubting on the 
presence of a laurel-wreath). Accordingly, there is no chance 
that the head in question could be of Poseidon (see also 
Franke 2008, 67, 68).

 An additional correction should be made with regard to the 

2008, 67).
20 4. Jh. 

v.C. ... Dieses erste bekannte Exemplar einer ihrer Münzen 
erinnert an gleichzeitige Gepräge aus der Nordwestecke der 
Türkei, aus Gargara, Kolone u. Thymbra.

21 For the 4th-century Æ coins of Thymbra bearing an 8-rayed 
star see SNG München SNG KIKPE I cf. 

For the analogous case of Kolonai (ca. 400-310 BC) see SNG 
von Aulock  

recte
used a star only as a supplementary symbol (SNG Turkey 

type a star, 12-rayed (SNG KIKPE I 754-755) or 16-rayed 
(SNG Ashmolean
supplementary symbol (SNG Paris

22
122.

23 See AR hemidrachms of the Thracian Chersonese (Hoover 
ca. 386-338 BC): forepart of lion r., head 

turned back / quadripartite incuse square with two raised 

star appears 
occasionally as a supplementary symbol, forming a part of the 
coin type. According to Julia Tzvetkova, who is working on a 
study of this mint, the coin series could be dated ca. 360-315 
BC (personal communication). Cordial gratitude is expressed 
to Dr. Tzvetkova for sharing her view on this matter.

sue of the ruler (Fig. 9).24 For the issue with the 
eight-rayed star and the thunderbolt is accepted 

rd century BC.25 
To our view, there is a certain chronological dis-
tance between the star of Seuthes and the star 

comparison of the heads of Zeus.26 The render-
ing of a star coin type is quite characteristic on 
examples dated to ca. 27 some evolution 
may be noticed during the next decades,28 by in-
clusion of examples with stars used also as sup-
plementary symbols.  The coinages from the is-
land of Keos, on which several star30 variations 
appear (Fig. 10),31 may provide a rather valuable 
insight. Through the overall examination of the 
Kean coin issues some essential chronological 
sequence could be established, framed in the 
3rd century BC.32 It can be claimed that this time 

33 On 

24
other supplementary symbols used: wreath, torch.

25 ca. 320-310 BC (see 

26 For the issue of Seuthes III ‘head of Zeus / rider’ a probable 
dating would be ca.

27 See the characteristic example on the Æ coins of Ouranopolis, 
ca. SNG KIKPE I 404. See also a Æ issue of the 
Euboean Confederacy, ca. SNG KIKPE I 565.

28 See e.g. Pergamos, Æ issue, head of Athena r. / two 6-rayed 
stars, ca. SNG Cop. SNG Paris 1588.

 See e.g. as main type: Æ issue of Itanos, ca. 320-270 BC 

Æ issue of the Euboean Confederacy, ca. SNG 
KIKPE I ca. 305-275 BC (Ashton 

ca. 250 BC (87, 
late 4th – early 3rd 

30 The star appearing on coins of Keos is usually recognized as 

16.
31 The theme was used by all the mints on the island and by the 

st

st

130, nos 536-538 (late 4th century BC). See esp. Ioulis, 

Hoover 2010, 135, no. 567), Koinon of the Keians, Series III. 

rd century – early 2nd century BC).
32
33 For a couple of late comparanda (star as supplementary 

AR tetradrachm issue, ca.
6.12 (Rhodian AR didrachm issue struck on Crete, ca. 205-
200 BC).
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the other hand, a dating in the years after 187 
BC, as proposed by Franke, does not seem to be 
aligned e.g. with the style of the star appearing 
on the coin issue struck by the Scythian ruler 
Sariakos:34 there the rendering is clearly more 
schematic (Fig. 11).

Moving on next to an overview of obverse 
comparanda. An eye-catching element on the 
head of Zeus is the rendering of the hair, and 

the top. This is a characteristic feature making 
its appearance after ca. 300 BC on Hellenistic 
coin portraits (Fig. 12 35 quickly spreading to 
be à la mode already in the next decades, it can 
be considered to be stylized in the second half 
of the 3rd century (with special regard to the por-
traits of the founder of the Ptolemaic dynasty)36 
and rather immobilized during the 2nd century 
BC.37 By evoking a number of Zeus’ heads dated 
in the 3rd century38 a closer dating may be ob-
tained, turning the attention also to the render-
ing of other details (eyebrow, nose, moustache, 
etc.). It seems that a style belonging in the last 
twenty years of that century (Fig. 13) is more 

 It can be noted that the issue of Ptolemy 
IV40 with the bust of Serapis (Fig. 14) is rather 

34 See Draganov 2015, 137-138 (ca. 180-168/7

1062-1084, pl. 71-72.
35

 ca.
ca.

ca.

no. 168, pl. 12 (AR tetradrachms).
36

Ptolemy III, Alexandria, AR tetradrachm (ca.

1, 425, no. 866, pl. 67, Ptolemy III, Ptolemais (Ake), AR 
tetradrachm (225/4 BC).

37
on a AR tetradrachm of Ptolemy VI, ca. 180-145 BC).

38 See e.g. SNG KIKPE I 445-447, Æ coins of Ptolemy Keraunos 
(formerly “Paroreia”), ca.

116, no. B468, pl. 37, Ptolemy III, Tyre, Æ ‘obol’ (ca. 235-
222 BC).

ca.  BC), module 6, 
post 210 BC (monogram of 2nd phase, 

commented in 48, 50, esp. 52). See also Lorber 2018, Vol. 2, 

40 Part of the Aegean coast of Thrace and the Thracian 
Chersonese had passed under Ptolemaic control early in the 

2015, 61). This is documented by the narrative of Polybios 

well dated in relation to the Battle of Raphia in 
217 BC,41 at a time when the Ptolemaic pres-
ence in Thrace was still felt.42 This impression 

comparanda 
(Fig. 15),43 allowing a chronology in the afore-
mentioned period, with a possibility also for the 

nd century (Fig. 16).44 
On the contrary, a dating after ca. 180 BC would 

analysis. A coin issue of Sariakos, again, with a 
head of Zeus on the obverse (Fig. 17)45 should 

-
cause of the typically linear rendering of the hair 
(Fig. 18).46

Coin legend arrangement
An intriguing detail has to do with the ar-

rangement of the coin legend, which is placed 
counter-clockwise. This may seem as a rather 
casual matter, but it is worth examining. An early 
case from Thrace is that of Metokos (ca.
BC).47

with a reference (5.34.7-8) linked to the beginning of the 

Delev 2015, 63. The Ptolemaic rule over the area started to 

of Macedon launched two campaigns in Thrace (202 and 200 
BC) and conquered the Thracian littoral from the Aegean 

Maroneia and Ainos).
41

cf.
42 For the circulation of Ptolemaic coins in Thrace see the hoard 

CH
165, 175, no. 23 (61, not ca. 

et 
al. 2008, lxxxv, 117-118, nos M364, M365-366, worn a–b: 

also Psoma 2008, esp. 262-263. See particularly Lorber 2018, 

43 See e.g. Æ issues of Rhodos dated ca.

44

et al.
45

46 One can compare the linear hair locks e.g. on the head of 

nd century BC) or on the head of Zeus on Æ 
coins of Mostis (Paunov 2014, 458, 460, Type 4, 470, 477, pl. 
1.8, ca.

54, 181, 182 (ca.
noting that the monogram of the Æ coins of Mostis appears on 
an AR tetradrachm dated in his 25th regnal year.

47 There are AR specimens with counter-clockwise legend (Peter 
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the 4th 48 Kolonai provides interesting par-
allels for the arrangement of the ethnic name (Fig. 
19  some other examples date from the second 
half of the 4th century.50 It is notable that examples 
with a counter-clockwise legend are very rare in 
the 3rd century BC (Fig. 20 51 this clue might sug-

or it could point to some sort of conservatism.

Coin legend letter-forms
Despite its relative character and the paucity 

of adequate comparanda from the area, a dating 
in the second half of the 3rd century BC seems 
feasible on the basis of certain letter-forms (Fig. 
21), e.g. alpha with straight horizontal bar, epsi-
lon with three horizontal strokes almost equal in 
length, mu and sigma with external strokes not yet 
parallel to each other but slightly tilted outwards, 
and an open omega which has broad horizontal 
extensions.52 The famous Seuthopolis inscription, 
dated ca. 300-280 BC,53

terminus post quem, e.g. because of the notable 
lack of apices. On the other hand, a letter of Per-
seus addressed to the city of Alkomena in Derrio-

48 Pharkadon, Æ (see Nomos, Auction 4: Coins of Thessaly, 

Teisiphonos, ca. 358/7-355/4 BC, Æ (SNG KIKPE I
 SNG von Aulock

SNG Cop. 278 SNG 
Cop. 277

50
SNG BM Black Sea SNG Stancomb 

463 (specimens with inscription counter-clockwise). Also 

Rhizous, Æ, late 4th century BC (Lanz, Auktion 156, 2 June 

Thessaly, 3 January 2012, lot 725).
51 E.g. Koressia, Series VII. AE (see supra note 31): 8-rayed 

ante ca. 207 BC (Hoover 2010, 137).
52 For the evolution of letter-forms on Hellenistic coin issues 

coin inscriptions. Those which we call early are almost 
indistinguishable from the classical in letter forms, but they 
can be recognized by a new element introduced by the die-
cutters. The letters, while still formed by straight lines, end in 

the late Hellenistic period it became overused. Additionally, 
“... the sigma bars became parallel rather than oblique, the 
O and omega became the same height as the other letters ...” 
“One of the most obvious characteristics of middle and late 
Hellenistic inscriptions is the changing omega. The former 
semi-circular or bowed shape with straight extensions to 
the right and left became more and more compressed. The 
bow became taller, the extensions shorter at the sides, and 
the opening at the bottom became narrower until the shape 

bar of the A was sometimes seen as a small arc.” In genere 

53 IGBulg SEG

pos and dated in November 173 BC,54 provides a 
good terminus ante quem: broken-bar alpha, mu 
and sigma with parallel external strokes and an 
omega tending to close (Fig. 22). A most suitable 
parallel can be located in an inscription found at 
Kabyle, because of the striking similarity of the 

based on the letter characters, is placed after the 
middle of the 3rd century BC (possibly late 3rd –  
early 2nd century BC, or later).55 A relative se-
quence of letter-forms during the 3rd century BC 
in the broader area can be also gleaned by funer-
ary inscriptions, like those from the early Hel-
lenistic necropolis at Chersonesos Taurike,56 the 
Hellenistic cemetery of Beyazit at Byzantion57 or 
the eastern cemetery at Thessalonike.58 On the al-
ready mentioned issue of Sariakos  the use of a 
broken-bar alpha may not go unnoticed (Fig. 23). 
The Tauropolos issues of the First Macedonian 
meris 60 
one can mark down the use of a closed omega 
there, as well as of an omega with short horizontal 
extensions (Fig. 24). The closed omega appears 
also on the ‘bust of Artemis / club’ issue of the 
First Macedonian Region which is dated after 168 
BC.61

What’s in a name?

by itself would not preclude a possibility to refer 
either to a tribe62 or to a city. For the coins bearing 

63 an option to have been 

54 IG

55 
56 

57 
5 = IK Byzantion, 67, dated to the 3rd century BC.

58 See e.g. IG X 2.1s, 1330-1332.

60 XIV,10 (cf. also 

201.
61

62

157 (ca.
ca.

ca.
535 (ca. 171-167 BC). For the ‘Thracians’ see de Callataÿ 
2012, 307-321 (ca. 80 and ca.

ca. 80-75 BC).
63

form of the tribal name (Odrysai), but it could had been 
formulated in accordance to a particular phonetic/graphemic 
phenomenon traced on occasion. See Slavova 2004, 27 
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produced by a city was put forward,64 though 
it is more probable that they may constitute a 
tribal issue.65

coinage, one might consider a scenario where 
a tribe could be assembled at some point in 
time to a city and then issue coins. Based on the 
scarce evidence, it would appear more logical to 
suppose that this is a tribal issue, even if a city 
might have been named after this tribe later.66

In any case, a city named Moriasos is not 
known from Thrace – or in fact from any other 

67 which may be a location 
68 this place name 

 and a relation to the case in 

 is attested for Zeus,70 

trees that grew in the precincts of temples, as 
opposed to private olive-trees.71 It should be 
stressed that this connotation comes most of-
ten in relation to Attica,72 so it could have been 
largely used over a limited area. The intriguing 
possibility to have a ‘canting pun’73 connecting 
64
65

533-534, 535.
66 See infra the commentary on the later literary testimony 

(Synekdemos
which had been established by the 6th century AD in Thrace 
and on the possible connections arising.

67 Steph. Byz. s. v.
F 2b,115,F fr. 32).

68

 Dana 2014, s. v.

70 Soph. OC, 705.
71 Lys. Areopagiticus Lexicon in decem 

oratores, s. v.
72 See Ar. Nub. 1005 (referring to the sacred olives in the 

fr. Ath. Pol.
an example of use of the term elsewhere (Aigina) see Diog. 
Laert. 5.71.

73

not be necessary. Sometimes it seems not so easy to make the 
distinction between a laurel-wreath and an olive-wreath on 
certain coins (see e.g. some descriptions of the AR tetradrachms 
in the name of Aesillas), but this has to do mostly with the 
occasional interpretation of such an element and probably 
not with the intention of the engraver. See esp. the comment 
in Bauslaugh 2000, 21, n. 1 (arguing quite convincingly for 
a laurel

the Aesillas’ coinage see de Callataÿ 2016. In the case of the 

on this matter see also Laky 2017, 264-266, favouring the use 
of an olive-wreath on several coin issues with a head of Zeus.

the ethnic name with the obverse type cannot be 
proven.

Historical geography matters
Taking into account the possibility for a 

tribe in Thrace, let us return to the testimony of 
Plinius about the Moriseni.74 This unique refer-
ence is included in Pliny’s narrative of the ter-
ritories in connection to the sinus tertius of Eu-
rope (i.e. from the Ionian and the Aegean Sea 

75 his description dealing with 
the enumeration of Thracian tribes mentions 
them in a loose though recognisable way from 
the west to the east, ending with the Moriseni 
and the Sitoni on the Pontic coast. Pliny’s rela-
tive geographical order does not allow to speci-
fy whether these two tribes lived to the north or 
to the south of the Haimos range.76

Some attention can be drawn to the Sitho-
nes, who at an earlier period were connected 

place them on the Black Sea littoral or imply 
their relocation eastwards. Ovidius relates that 
the Sithonian matrons participated in the cele-
bration of the sacred rites of Bacchus in connec-
tion to the rural scenery of Rhodope.77 Solinus, 
a later author of the 3rd century AD who imitates 
Plinius78 to some extent, mentions the Sithones  
but omits though the Moriseni. It may be sug-

an indirect chronological hint by tracing their 
activity in a period that could be framed in a 
post-Herodotean context.80

74 Plin. NH, 4.41 (... et circa Ponti litora Moriseni Sitonique, 
Orphei vatis genitores, optinent).

75 Plin. NH
the territories in association to the sinus quartus, covering the 

76 On the basis of Pliny’s general tendency for geographical 
order, it might be suggested that the Moriseni dwelled to the 

77 Ov. Met.
78 See Brodersen 2015, 302-310.

promontory (in Sperchivo promunturio) which is problematic 
– for other variations in the manuscripts as e.g. Spergivo see 

apparatus criticus in the edition 

2014, 116, 117. An emendation like in Serrhio promunturio 

80 Solinus’ description of Thrace seems, indeed, characterized by 

the Thracian customs and habits (10.1-4), focuses mostly on 
Thrace’s southern coast and mentions Diomedes and Xerxes’ 
expedition. Accordingly, out of the almost thirty tribal names 
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Another possible hint can stem from the 
testimony of Plinius who mentions among the 
mountains of Thrace one called Meritus.81 Other 
literary references give a variation of the name 

82 Pliny’s passage includes two 
mountains (Edonus and Melamphyllos) which 
point to the southern area of Thrace.83

the testimony of later literary sources. A series 
of fourteen cities located in the Thracian prov-

84 is attested by Synekdemos of 
Hierokles (6th century AD) and by Constantine 
VII Porphyrogennetos (10th century AD). The 
former mentions85 86 

87 while the latter refers88

in both sources makes certain that we obviously 
deal with name transformations of the same set-
tlements (Fig. 25).

the reference of Plinius to Moriseni and Sitoni 
in tandem is purely coincidental or if it could 
point to them having been located in the area 

-
ble pattern, taking into account the alteration of 
geographical terms, might give a better insight 
to the whole matter, alongside with the probable 
relocations that may have transpired through the 
centuries (Fig. 26).

It has to be kept in mind that the geography 

testimonies of Hierokles and Porphyrogennetos, 
which seem to point with some deviations to a 

mentioned by Plinius south of the Haimos range, Solinus picks 
only eight, namely the Denseletae, Bessi, Odrysae, Priantae, 

tribes share the common characteristic of being mentioned in 
Herodotos’ Histories. Sithones are mentioned on the Pontic 
littoral (10.8), in a context that can be possibly associated 
with areas which lie to the south in the following passages of 
Solinus’ narrative (10.8-11).

81 Plin. NH, 4.50.
82 Callim. , fr. .
83 Edonus

Melamphyllos is mentioned by Pindar in 
association to Abdera (Pind. Pae. fr. 52b, ll.
IThrAeg, T163, 74-76).

84 See 
85 Synekdemos of Hierokles, 633,3.
86 s. v.
87 s. v.

7-35, Parissaki 2015, 36-46, and Paunov 2015b, 228-237.
88 Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos, De thematibus, 86.50.

trajectory from the east to the west, research up 
until recently attempted to trace the location of 

Meritus.  A proposal which has been made for 
Çatal-tepe  has probably to be discarded for a 
number of reasons, such as its low height, as 
well as the close proximity to Ainos.  The loca-
tion of the fourteen cities is well known in most 
cases, but it is problematic for three of them 

The overall sense is that the minting loca-
-

tively sought in the European part of Turkey,  
and perhaps within the aforementioned area of 

 (Fig. 27). The matter should be seen 
in perspective depending on whether the coins 

the settlement area of the Moriseni may have 
been in the territory between the Strandzha 
mountains  and the Pontic coast (Fig. 28) at the 

mount Meritus could be considered to possibly 
be somewhere in the Strandzha range.  In retro-
spective, it is of interest that the great cartogra-
pher Abraham Ortelius in one of his maps, dated 
in 1585,  placed both the Moriseni and the Sito-
ni in this region (Fig. 29), around the bay area 
of Salmydessos, from Thynias  promontory to 
Philia  promontory.

Alternatively, the mount Meritus could 
have been one of the mountains in southeast-

 For the mountains of Thrace see – 
n.b.

is given either as 356 m or 385 m. For the history of 
research regarding the proposed connection to Çatal-tepe see 

s. v.

 At the time of Hierokles, Ainos was included in another 
 2008, 

in the province of Rhodope) is another close-by city. For the 
whole  in the early Byzantine period see 

 In all probability, the coastal part of southeastern Bulgaria 
might not be excluded too.

 For the Strandzha mountains (or Small Haimos) see e.g. -

-

 Thraciae Veteris Typus
from Ortelius’ Parergon. See e.g. Mapping the Ancient World. 
Ortelius, Hondius, and Moll, exhibition catalogue, Oxford 
2017, introduction and cat. no. 6.
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 or 
perhaps the elevation rising south of the mansio 
Syrascellae (Fig. 27).

Chronology – historical context
It seems that the other tribal issues known 

from Thrace do not have a chronological af-
100 with the coin issue of the Moriaseis. 

As discussed so far, available data point in fa-
vour of a dating in the 3rd century, rather dur-
ing the years  (Fig. 30). This 
would be probable in association also to a series 
of coins countermarked with a star (Apollonia 
Pontica, Lysimacheia, Lysimachos, Antiochos 
II, Adaios, etc).101 There is a debate concerning 
the authority responsible for the countermark-
ing (Kypsela,102 Kardia,103 Apollonia,104 etc.), but 
the whole discussion has been inconclusive.105 
Aside from that problem, the coin issues of An-
tiochos II and Adaios106 (Fig. 31) with the said 
countermark set up a strong case for the coun-
termarking to have taken place in the second 
half of the 3rd century. Additionally, it should be 

-
riaseis issue is measured at about 3.5 mm,107 a 
metrical value more suitable for a date in the 3rd 
than the 2nd century BC.

As noted, an interesting connection of the 
coin types of the Moriaseis may arguably be 
that with the coin issue of Seuthes III (star / 

108 the use of the star device as a 
main coin type (Fig. 8) in coexistence with the 

 See the ‘Hieron Mons
of the Barrington Atlas near Ganos. For Hieron oros (mod. 

s. v.
237, 240, table 1.

been suggested that Syrascell(a)e / Sirogellis could be located 

51 of the Barrington Atlas and Barrington Atlas
s. v.

n. 131.
100 See supra note 62.
101

with the “solar symbol” or star countermark (200-201, nos 
17-18) could be distanced from the previous cases as coming 
from a faraway area.

102 Peter n
103 
104 
105 Peter n
106 Antiochos II campaigned in Thrace probably in 255–254 

BC (Delev 2015, 60-61) and he died in 246 BC. Adaios was 
eliminated ca.

107 Piece of information given for the second specimen.
108

a fashion on the iconographic diptych employed 
by the tribe – the presence of the Zeus’ head on 
another royal issue (Fig. 9)  seems to be an ad-
ditional element. The probable time frame of the 
Moriaseis issue (if belonging indeed to a Thra-
cian tribe) suggests that the minting could have 
happened during the period that the Tylis king-
dom110 thrived in Thrace or just after its demise.111 
It can be hypothesized that a coin issue hinting 
back at Seuthes might have consisted some sort 
of a political statement in the power vacuum 

-
tation of the Thracian lands.112 The adoption of 
the star device as a main coin type by Seuthes 

113 a combi-
nation of the use of the device stamped on pithoi 
at Seuthopolis,114 alongside with the reference 
to the Great Gods made in the Seuthopolis in-
scription115 might suggest a link to the cult of the 
Samothracian gods (Kabeiroi).116 In any case, 
some recollection of Seuthes two generations or 
so after his death, if eventually proven, would 
be quite interesting. 

Aside from the preceding analysis nail-
ing down the few certain facts and minutiae 
regarding the said coinage, the interpretation 
of the issuing authority should remain open. 

110

111
112 Mutatis 

mutandis, cf. Stoyas 2012, 157, considering the -
 coinage as produced “after the collapse of the Odrysian 

kingdom, practising in a sense their autonomy” cf. Paunov 
 coinage as issued “in 

the political vacuum after the withdrawal of Philip V”. After a 
similar fashion, the coinage of the Moriaseis could have been 
issued possibly in the years ca. 215-200 BC, however the 
period of the previous thirty years or so cannot be excluded, 
at least for now.

113
the coinage of Seuthes III used images “mainly in the spirit of 
the Macedonian royal traditions”, such as “the eight-pointed 
star known as the badge of the Macedonian dynasty”, is based 

114 The stamp 
is called “eight-leaf rosette” and is related to the symbol used 
on the coins of Seuthes III (obviously the 8-rayed star).

115 IGBulg III.2, 1731 = V 5614 and SEG 42:661, lines 17-18 and 
31-32.

116 -

area and in Thrace (esp. Seuthopolis) see Rabadjiev 2017, 
esp. 11, 12 (map), 15, 17. It has been suggested that the Great 
Gods of Samothrace were “undoubtedly the tutelary deities of 

(cult imported by Seuthes, who wanted to present himself as 

on the role of Seuthes), 20-21 (arguing for the possible 
imposition of the cult by Lysimachos, with regard to a broader 
area).
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The lack of solid evidence for the provenance 
of the extant pieces is a restricting factor that 
cannot be overlooked. For all we currently 
know, there is always a chance that the coin is-
sue in question might belong to some obscure 

an intriguingly similar ethnic name ( -
) traced in an inscription from Mourisa in

Lycaonia,117 but establishing a valid connec-
tion is anyway far from simple.118 For long, the 

 stayed 
120 their issuing author-

ity largely remains so, but hopefully through 
further research those responsible for this coin-
age will turn out to become less elusive to our 
eyes.

117 See MAMA VIII, 13, no. 66: |  . . |  | -
 | |  | . This stele comes from the area of 

Akören (54 km south of Konya, anc. Ikonion) and it was more 

it had been called Mourisa in the past.
118 Apparently, this is an inscription of the Roman times, while 

little if anything is known about what kind of a town was this 
, -  is otherwise unattested.

 Thanks are due to Dimitrios Gerothanasis and Dr. Evgeni 
Paunov for kindly discussing some facets of the problems 
pertaining to these elusive pieces.

120 This study had been submitted for publication, when a 
previously unrecorded Æ coin came to light: head of Athena 
r. / palm branch,  (Obolos 16, 11 Octo-

browse?a=1303&l=1380381). The coin types and the metric 
-

nation, however no further comment will be attempted here.
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 coin legend with the letters lined up, taken from the 4th specimen. Under scale.
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The expression “Thracian king” in the 
sources traditionally refers to the Odrysian rul-

-
garian historiography through V. Dobruski and 
was developed further by Y. Todorov, who notes 
that when ancient authors wrote about the kings 
of the Odrysae, they attested them as Odrysian or 

1 
The hypothesis was updated recently.2

the dynasty in Thrace after Seuthes restored the 
political authority of the Odrysae around 200 

However, I notice that their information is dubi-
ous for some modern authors3 and is declared 
to be an anachronism. However, it stems from 
Polybius, who was contemporary to the events 
taking place, hence it is not possible for him to 
have produced an anachronism, as has been as-
sumed. Moreover, Kotys was very well known 
in Rome, because his role around and during 

 – 168 BC) 

about his belonging to the Odrysian dynasty. In 
fact, P. Delev attributes a number of rulers in 
Thrace to the Sapaioi and the Astai. However, 
ancient writers stubbornly refused for some rea-
son to inform us about their Sapaian and Astian 
belonging, although they did not lack good op-
portunities, because those rulers – albeit men-
tioned in passing – were active participants in 
important military and political events.

Polybius and Titus Livius categorically cite 
Kotys as Odrysian king, and the Roman author 

1 , cf
2 

ON SOME PROBLEMS OF THE THRACIAN  
DYNASTIC HISTORY IN THE 2ND CENTURY BC 

Plamen Petkov

adds that he was son of Seuthes.4 In the same 

envoys of the Maidoi, the Cepnati (assumed by 
a number of researchers as the Kainoi?) and the 
Astai who concluded an alliance with the Ro-
man Republic and received gifts estimated at 
2,000 assarii each, which was the usual practice 
on the part of the Senate.5

The evidence should not be ignored or in-
terpreted in an extremely modern and witty 

Odrysian king Kotys fought on the side of the 
Antigonids and was undoubtedly the Thracian 
ruler enjoying the highest authority, which is 
suggested also by the arrival of three famous 
Roman politicians in the Odrysian court: Titus 
Quinctius Flamininus, M. Caninius Rebilus and 

that Seuthes and Kotys, mentioned in Strab. 7.fr.48, were 
precisely the Odrysian rulers, i.e., father and son, mentioned 

researchers have failed to consider that possibility. I discuss 
, 57-66, which is 

are an uncertain place in the text, reconstructed by the 

with the Kainoi is even more complicated, as well as the role 
of the Astai – see Titi Livi Ab urbe condita libri: Pars V, Liber 

 , Lipsiae, 1851-1868, S. 145 
see , 1-4, who sees in the 

text of Livy “Sedis Cepnatisque et Satis”. According to him 
the Satae are the Satrae. It is logically to look for Bessi among 
the Thracian emissary at Rome: Bessi are the main adversar-

the Odrysian dynasty is principal in the 1st c. BC, and it de-
termines all political events in Thrace, that is clear from the 
literary sources for the time from the Rabocentus’ death to the 

, 100-103.
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G. Licinius Nerva.6 The acts were a diplomat-
ic recognition of the international importance 
of the Odrysian kingdom, because during that 
period Titus Quinctius Flamininus was one of 
the most eminent Romans who determined the 
trends in the foreign policy of the Roman Re-
public and actually organised the international 
situation in the Mediterranean. At that time the 
Astai, the Kainoi (Cepnati) and the Maidoi fol-

Macedonian and anti-Odrysian.
Y. Kabakchiev,7 on the basis of the informa-

Autlesbis as ruler of the Kainoi. Following the 
agreements with the Roman Republic, Autlesbis 
attacked the lands of Kotys and thus separated 
the Odrysian king from the main war front at a 

 – 168 BC). 
However, according to the information in Titus 
Livius,8

as Astaian ruler, and – less likely – as ruler of 
the Maidoi. Sapaian belonging should be ruled 
out, because there are no data on participation 
of the Sapaioi in military operations during the 

-

In my opinion, Kotys succeeded in coping 
both with the Sapaian dynast Abruporis, and 
with the dynast Autlesbis of the Kainoi (Astai?). 
The Odrysae conquered and usurped the lands 
of the Sapaioi even before the Third Macedoni-

-
ris was eliminated by the Odrysae, who neutral-
ised the Sapaian dynastic home. The Sapaian 
lands were ruled by Odrysae and it becomes 
clear why Appian  mentions Rheskuporis eleven 
times, but without mentioning him as Sapaian! 
That struck Y. Kabakchiev,10 who noted that Ap-
pian (the most punctual source on Rhaskos and 

two toponyms – the Korpilian and the Sapaian 
passes – without noting belonging to the Sapa-
ian dynastic home. Precisely that made it pos-
sible for the author to accept Rheskuporis and 
Rhaskos as Odrysae, sons of Kotys and brothers 
of Sadalas. In fact, no ancient author attested a 
Sapaian king until 45/46 AD, which rules out 

6 Liv. 45.42.11.

8 Liv. 42.67.3-5.
B.Civ.

10 stemma.

the existence of a Sapaian dynasty.11

It is necessary to introduce some precision 
in connection with the military campaign of Au-
tlesbis and Koragos, strategos of the Attalids. 

edition of Titus Livius:12 Kotys was unable to 
defend his lands against Autlesbis and Koragos, 
being threatened from behind by the Dardanioi. 
The Odrysian king begged his ally Perseus for 
help and the latter, respecting the agreements as 

heavily defeating the Dardanioi.
The hypothesis that the dynasty in Thrace 

in the 1st century BC was Astaian is very old, 
13 The assumption was 

made by U. Kahrstedt, who believed that rulers 
st cen-

tury BC in Thrace. The idea was subsequently 
developed further by K. Patsch and from there 
it entered Bulgarian historiography through the 
research of H. Danov.  Recently there was a ten-

11
attributed to Rheskuporis the power over the Sapaioi and 
the Korpilioi. However, Appian does not say anything of 
that kind anywhere, although he had a chance to write it 
eleven times. The author only notes that the Sapaian and the 
Korpilian Passes were under the control of Rheskuporis. He 
has no idea whatsoever that Rheskuporis was a Sapaian king 

B.Civ.

12 Titi Livii Patavini Historiarum libri qui extant: 4: Interpreta-
tione et notis illustravit Joannes Dujatius  Et librorum om-
nium deperditorum integra supplementa Joannis Freinshemii 

-
rici notae, Venetiis, 1715 – Epit. Liv. Supp. Lacun. 43.5: Co-
tys ubi Atlesbis vicini Reguli atque Eumenis copiis, quae sub 
Corrago erant, teneri ditionis suae partem, seque iis pellendis 

-

urbibus praesidium agitabant, & parte magna phalangis adve-
niens, brevi Marenen regiunculam fusis fugatisque hostibus 
receptam domino priori restituit. 4 Inde versis in Dardanos 
armis, corum non modo excursus coercuit: sed nihil supli-
cantibus superveniens, exercitum decem millium cecidit, & 
qui cladi superstites fuerant, trans montes suos regredi coe-

-

oppidorum cumulate redito: unde illorum opulentos spoliis 
Aem. Paul

reconstruction of the events connected with Autlesbis and 
Kotys. The attack against Marene, assuming that the lands 
around Maroneia were meant, i.e., the Sapaian lands, subor-

Odrysian king Kotys, according to Titus Livius, shows that 
nothing good happened to the Sapaian king Abruporis during 
the years prior to the war.

13

Plamen Petkov
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dency to revive it, but it was criticicised even by 
G. Mihailov,14 who notes that it is just as original 
as it lacks arguments. The only argument is that 
Bizye, the hypothetical principal settlement of 
the royal dynasty in the 1st

half of the 1st century AD was on the territory of 
the Astai.15 The author adds with good reason that 
the issue of whether the dynasty was indeed Asta-
ian is rather debatable. The hypothesis is assessed 
as unconvincing in the review of K. Patsch by M. 

assumption.16 The hypothesis that the Odrysian 
dynasty was replaced in Thrace after 167 BC by 
an Astaian dynasty is smart, but – as I noted at 
the beginning in connection with the Sapaioi – 
it is not clear how not one single ancient author 
found a reason to attest in writing at least one 
Astaian king for more than a century, although 
there were opportunities to do that. The authority 
of the Odrysae is denied, while at the same time 
claiming that the tradition was so strong that the 
attesting of Odrysae after 167 BC, and accord-
ing to some authors even after 341 BC, was an 
anachronism! P. Perdrizet17 believs that the Thra-
cian kings from the late 1st century BC and the 
rulers from the 1st century AD belonged to Kerse-

In other 
words, the same Odrysian dynasty did not cease 
ruling in Thrace until it was transformed into a 
Roman province. The written sources lack both 
attested Astaian king, and Sapaian king, which 
also discredits the so-called Astaian and Sapaian 
dynasty, which were merely pretentious historio-
graphic constructs and a most ordinary historio-
graphic manoeuvre.

In fact, after the end of the Third Macedoni-

14
15 However, this is debatable, because according to some 

sources, Bizye was in Kainika, which suggests that after the 

subsequently fell under the power of the king of the Kainoi 
Diegylis together with the remaining Odrysian lands – Plin. 
NH. 4.47: … intus Bizye, arx regum Thraciae, a Terei nefasto 

non longe Flauiopolim coloniam Bizye oppidum, quondam 
area Terei regis, inuisum hirundinibus et deinceps alitibus 

Geog

Elder must be understood as it is in Solinus, i.e., “Bizye …, 
Caenica territory”, is equivalent to “Bizye … in the Caenica 
territory” – it is not a continuation of the enumeration.

16
17

Senate so as to conclude a treaty against Ko-
tys and Perseus, shared the fate of the Sapaioi. 
However, after the failure of Teres’ anti-Roman 
policy, all Odrysian lands, including those of the 
Sapaioi and of the Astai, fell under the rulers of 
the Kainoi Diegylis and Zibelmius. Obviously, 
the political calculations of Byzas, the traitor 
of Andriskos (Pseudo-Philip), were wrong. Af-
ter 100 BC, when the political prestige of the 
Odrysae was restored, Bizye, which was once in 
the Astika or Kainika area, already became the 
main settlement of the Odrysian kingdom.

One should not rule out the possibility that 
the Odrysian kingdom, which was initially a feu-
dal structure and society of knights, consisted of 
three parts, attested in writing under Berisades, 
Amadokos and Kersebleptes in the 4th century 
BC, and under Sadalas, Rhaskos and Rheskupo-
ris in the 1st century BC. However, such a struc-
ture could be assumed even under Sitalkes and 
Sparadokos, and their sons: M dokos (absolute-
ly identical to Sadokos18), son of Sitalkes, and 
Seuthes, and Maisades, sons of Sparadokos. In 

Astai – were formed.  Precisely the last dynas-
tic line – Maisades, Seuthes, Kotys and Kerse-
bleptes – was most aggressive and tried to con-
quer the lands of the remaining Odrysian rulers, 
which is clearly seen in the sources. Its striving 

 – 336 BC), who conquered the Odrysian 
kingdom in 341 BC. The political authority of 
the Odrysae was restored 140 years later by 
Seuthes and his son Kotys.

The anti-Roman position and the support 
of Teres, Barsabas and the rest of the Odrysian 
aristocracy for Andriskos (Pseudo-Philip) led 
to temporary decline of the dynasty after Quin-
tus Caecilius Metellus put an end to the Fourth 

 – 148 BC).20 The Kainoi 

18

, 13 and , 23-24 – ae are 
considered part of the Odrysae.

20 Diod. 32.fr.15.5-7 = (FHG) fr.16. Byzas, who betrayed 
Andriskos (Pseudo-Philip) to the Romans in 148 BC, can be 
assumed to have been ruler of the Astai based on his name, 
but the name is not a prerequisite for attributing an individual 
to a concrete Thracian ethnos. Besides, it is more important 
that the Astai were a component of the Odrysian kingdom. 

Philip), defeated in 148 BC by Quintus Caecilius Metellus, 

two betrayed the claimant to the Macedonian throne. The 
person who betrayed Andriskos (Pseudo-Philip) is perfectly 

nd Century BC
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under control through Diegylis and Zibelmius.21 
If the hypothesis that Autlesbis was ruler of the 
Kainoi is maintained, then the anti-Odrysian ac-

associated with the annexing of the Odrysian 
kingdom under Diegylis and Zibelmius, as-
sumed by V. Strazzulla, whereby it should be as-
sumed that the Kainoi were successful owing to 
the unpromising anti-Roman course of Teres and 

can be seen in another way as well. Mostis was 
the Thracian ruler under whom Greek numerals 
were used to mark the minting of the coin issue, 
that calendar being based precisely on his ascen-
sion to the throne. However, after the rebellion 
of the Thracians Odrysae against Diegylis and 
Zibelmius and the death of the latter, as well as 
owing to the subsequent successful Roman mili-
tary acts of Titus (Marcus?) Didius in the Kain-
ian/Thracian Chersonesos, after 100 BC22 Odry-

clear owing to Ioannes Zonaras, and he was Byzas – Zon. 

21 Diod. 33.fr.14-15: mentions the terror of Diegylis against 

later by his son Zibelmius as well – Diod. 34-35.fr.12. That 
gave grounds to some researchers to perceive precisely the 

most noble Thracians – 
 

22 Euseb. Chron. p. 231 = CLXX Olymp. = 100 BC: a. Thraces 
a Romanis victi Rom. Chronicle and Jordanes 

at that time the Kainoi controlled the Haemimontus area 
and Astika with Bizye, i.e., the lands of the Odrysae and 
the Odrysae themselves. Hence Pliny the Elder and Solinus 

referred to the peninsula as Kainian Chersonesos. After 100 
BC, there are no data in the sources on military and political 
activities of the Kainoi. Their dynastic home was liquidated by 
the Romans, and the Kainian/Thracian Chersonesos, on which 

territorial loss. Later Bizye, the principal centre of the Kainoi, 
became centre of the Odrysian kings who restored the military 

the Kainian Chersonesos does not appear elsewhere, some 
researchers reject the possibility for it to have been identical 

launched: due to the poor condition of the inscription, it should 

is sought between the Propontis and Hebros, etc. – on the issue, 

, -

of Didius, see Cic. in Pis.

sian rule was restored through Sadalas, attested 

-
tis. After the death of Zibelmius, the situation 
between the Kainoi and the Odrysae was prob-

coins of Mostis – the last ruler of the Kainoi.23 It 
is not in vain that his name no longer appeared 

-
sive on the Kainian/Thracian Chersonesos re-
sulted in the liquidation of the dynastic home 
of the Kainoi and created prerequisites for the 
restoration of the Odrysian kingdom. Sadalas 

1st century BC, which explains the propagation 
of the name during that century in Thrace. He 
was identical to Sadalas from the inscription, 
who sent Amadokos, son of Teres, at the head 

Lucius Cornelius Sulla in the battles near Chai-
roneia and Orchomenos in the Kephissos Valley 
in 86 and 85 BC, and to the Thracian king noted 
by Marcus Tullius Cicero.24

were events in Thrace that were not noticed by 
most researchers. A fragment by Diodorus,25 
which mentions the rebellion of Euphanes, son 
of Exekestos, in Macedonia and the role of the 
Thracian king Kotys, seems to be incorrectly 
dated. I ignored the Sapaian belonging ascribed 
to Kotys as totally unacceptable according to 
the available sources. V. Strazzulla26 probably 

 
de Callataÿ 

l kl o lu 

23

things. Mostis was more likely the last ruler of the Kainoi, not 
an Odrysian king.

24 Cic. in Verr. 2.1.63: … regem Nicomedem regemque 
Schol. ad Orat. Cic.:  Nicomedes 

autem Bithyniae rex est, Sadala Thraciae, ambo socii populi 

25

26

Plamen Petkov



of Seuthes, known from the Third Macedonian 

Romans treated after the triumph in a way simi-
lar to that of the Odrysian ruler. That was a fact 
that I was not well aware of earlier. Moreover, 
V. Strazzulla very plausibly assessed the role 
of the Kainoi during the period in question, but 
underestimated the importance of the Odrysian 
king Teres, mentioned by Diodorus, if he knew 
at all about his existence.27

-
lia Narbonensis and a Caeni Gallicani station 
in Bithynia, where – according to Ammianus 
Marcellinus – Constantina, wife of Constantius 
Gallus (354 – 351 AD) and sister of Constantius 
II (324 – 361 AD), died of sudden high fever, 
the Kainoi may have been a relict of the Celts 
in Thrace.28

III the Great (223 – 187 BC) again entered the 

in Thrace against the Thracians and defending 
the Greeks. It is curious that it becomes clear 
from Appian  how the Syrian king won over 
the Celts from the region with gifts out of fear, 
relying on their huge size and military skills to 

27
hence he assumed that after Zibelmius’ death the positions 
of the Odrysian dynasty were restored by the so-called 

the inscription IG II2 3443 referred more probably to Kotys, 
son of Sadalas and Polemokrateia, who was under the 
supervision of his guardian Rheskuporis, brother of Rhaskos, 
defender of the Odrysian dynasty against the aggressive acts 
of the Bessi. That was also Koson, known from the coins. 
Kotys was adopted by Rheskuporis for political reasons, 
hence being also brother of Rhoimetalkas and Rheskuporis. 
The importance of Kotys/Koson for the Thracian throne is 

is a very acceptable analysis of the coins of the cited rulers, 
which were in agreement with the epigraphic evidence – IG 

28
somewhat resembles the one between Cavari and Cavarus – 
Strab. 4.1.11-12.

 App. Syr. 6.

the above, the Kainoi could prove to have been 
among the cited Celts.30

After the liquidation of the dynastic home 
of the Kainoi, i.e., after 100 BC, it was no longer 
possible to refer to Kainian Chersonesos, be-
cause the name is connected with the political 

the Kainian Chersonesos in the sources and its 
absence there.  In fact, the Kainoi are no longer 
mentioned. There is a memory of them in the 
Caenophrurium (in present-day Istanbul), i.e., 
the fortress of the Kainoi, where Emperor Au-
relian (270 – 275 AD) was killed in 275 AD.31

Consequently, the role of the Kainoi in 
Thrace during the second half of the 2nd century 
BC was similar to that of the Getae in the ‘twen-
ties of the 4th

3rd century BC,32 whereby their rulers remained 

-
quista of the Odrysian dynasty was successful 
and the end of the Thracian kingdom occurred as 
late as in 46 AD. However, the heirs of Antonia 
Tryphaena and Gepaepyris continued to reign in 
the Bosporan Kingdom until about the end of 
the 3rd and the beginning of the 4th century AD.

30 From a fragment by Carystius, preserved through Athenaios, 
we learn that even Philetairos (283 – 263 BC), son of Attalos 

ancient sources is not a precedent. Florus notes the Skordiskoi 
among the most ferocious Thracians. Hence it becomes clear 
that the attesting of the Kainoi with the Thracian kings has 

Saevissimi omnium Thracum Scordisci simularum et montium 
situ cum ingenio consentiebant Rom.
… quorum saevitiam pariter habent et Scordisci et Emimontii 
Asticique … In fact, it is not a precedent for the Celts to live 

in Strab. 7.3.2 around the Istros, but is perfectly plausible for 
other regions of Thrace as well.

31 SHA 26.35.5 (Aurel.).
32 , 57-66  –  As I noted earlier, the present paper is 
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The process of institutional and ideological 
inculcation of Christianity as the main religion 
of the East Roman Empire along the South-
western coast of Thracia Pontica incorporated 
a change of attitude towards the pagan temples. 

the region, the temenoses of some pagan tem-
ples were re-utilized. The adoption of pre-Chris-
tian sacred places was essentially an act of the 
spiritual reshaping of traditional sacred topoi 
and retaining them as sustainable spiritual foci 
of the territorial community, a materialization 
of the victory of Christianity over death and the 
pagan cults.1

Dionysopolis
The pagan temple of Cybele in Dionysopo-

lis existed and was visited up to the third quarter 
of the 4th c. AD (Fig. 1). The only Latin inscrip-
tion in the temple, carved into a marble base, at-
tests to the fact that Emperor Licinius I dedicat-
ed a silver statue of the Pontic Mother of Gods 
through the governor of the province of Scythia 
Aurelius Speratianus. The statue replaced an-
other silver statue of the goddess, mentioned in 
the temple list of donations and lost during the 
Gothic raids in the second half of the 3rd c. AD. 
The donation from the emperor took place after 
his successful campaign against the Sarmatian 
tribes in AD 310.2 The temple of Mater deum 
(the Mother of Gods) probably still functioned 
in the third quarter of the 4th c. AD, as one of the 
few pagan sacred places in Dionysopolis. Dedi-
cations were made to the Thracian Horseman, 
Apollo, Dionysos, and Pan. The latest coins un-
der the burned roof tiles in the pronaos and the 
naos belong to the reigns of Valentinian I and 
Valens. Before or after the destruction caused 
by the earthquake in 366/7 – 368 and/or by the 
Gothic raid of AD 378, some of the temple stat-

THE (RE)USED PAGAN TEMENOSES IN THRACIA 
PONTICA (4TH – 6TH CENTURY AD)

Hristo Preshlenov

ues were probably desecrated by Christians as 
well.3

Odessos
A single-apse basilica with side aisles, 

narthex and baptistery was built in the early 
-

cated approximately 4.5 Roman miles southeast 
of Odessos (Fig. 2

have been carried out between the reign of Mag-

408).4 Pagan dedication slabs were inserted in 

basilica. Three of these were made in the 3rd c. 
BC,5 and the rest are from the end of the 1st to 
the end of the 2nd c. AD.6 Their images had been 
erased by the Christian builders just before the 
slabs were reused. Originally the slabs had been 
used in the sanctuary of the local Thracian de-

-
ary were dismantled. A part of its foundations 

-
silica. Autonomous coins of Odessos, emissions 
of Marcus Aurelius from Augusta Trajana and 
coins of Maximinus II Daia, Constantine I, Con-
stantius II, and Magnentius were found in the 
pre-Christian layers.7 The choice of location for 
the construction of the Christian church was not 
accidental.

During Hellenistic and Roman times, the 
Thracian Heros Karabazmos was honored in the 
nearby polis of Odessos as well.8 In the 2nd c. AD 
his cult was associated there with that of Apollo, 
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a deity highly respected in the Ionian poleis.  
The temples of the two deities in Odessos were 
built in the coastal zone over the harbour and 
located about 130 m apart. The temple of Apollo 

rd c. 
BC in a Doric order.10 A part of the public ar-
chive of the city was kept in this temple.11 The 
pagan templum in antis

was repeatedly repaired and reconstructed (Fig. 
3).12 Probably only after the end of the 4th c. AD 
the building was destroyed and the temenos of 
Apollo was transformed into an early Christian 
basilica. In and around the temple Doric capitals 

crowning cornices, and a trapezium-shaped ear-
ly Byzantine capital with a monogram from the 
6th c. AD were found.13 

Mesambria
In Mesambria, the basilica at the main 

gate was built on the square, where in the Hel-
lenistic and Roman periods the founders and 
the heroes had been celebrated. Its apse was 
constructed over a temple of Zeus (Fig. 4), and 
next to it a pagan heroon had existed.14 There 
the tombs intra muros -
ers (oikistes) had become a cult place where 
the founders were also honoured as heroes of 
the polis. Around the heroon citizens who had 
defended the city were also honoured in the 
late Hellenistic period.15 Around the middle of 
the 5th c. AD, the basilica had already inherited 
the sacred place and the existing pagan build-
ings had been demolished. In the altar space, 
a cruciform vaulted subterranean building has 
been discovered as well as pieces of a mar-
ble sarcophagus and a reliquary.16 Despite the 
questionable link between the cult of the pagan 
heroes and the Christian martyrological cult,17 
one cannot exclude the possible formation of a 
memorial complex near the heroon before the 
construction of the basilica where holy relics 

10
11 IGBulg I2, No. 43.
12
13
14
15
16 -

17

were (re)buried.18 Data about the existence of 
relics of the martyr St. Irene in the town in the 
4th c. AD is available in the Synaxarium Ec-
clesiae Constantinopolitanae.  It was included 
in the altar space-like crypt and was preserved 
during the reconstruction of the basilica in the 
7th c. AD, which turned it into a cross-dome 
church.20

Apollonia – Sozopolis
A similar topographic continuity has also 

been found on Saint John’s Island, near Sozo-
polis. Northwest of the early Christian church, 
which housed relics of Saint John the Baptist,21 

BC has been located.22 On the adjacent Saint 
Cyriacus Island a topographic continuity of 
pre- and early Christian sacred places was es-
tablished. A basilica with a necropolis from the 
5th to the 7th c. AD inherited the pagan temenoses 
where late Archaic and early Hellenistic tem-

“the Helper”, terracottas associated with the cult 
to Aphrodite, and Roman votive tablets of the 
Thracian Horseman were found (Fig. 5).23

Deultum – Debeltos
At the end of the 2nd c. AD, probably on the 

location of a prior pagan a temple was 
(re?)built, in which Septimius Severus’ military 
victories were celebrated during his expected 

Fig. 6).24 In the 3rd c. 
AD the building dominated the skyline of the 
city. To the west, south and east, it was border-
ing streets, which connected it with the central 
urban zone. At the end of the 3rd and in the 4th 
c. AD the built-up area of the abandoned pa-
gan temple was reused. An impressive Domus 
was constructed, which had a living space for 
residents and visitors with a hypocaustum, store 
rooms, and an inner courtyard. In the middle 
of the 5th c. AD, the eastern part of the former 
built-up area of the Roman temple and the Late 
Roman Domus was bordering the city walls and 
adapted as a storage space for grain.

18

20
21
22
23

344-346.
24

Hristo Preshlenov
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head of Septimius Severus was also discov-
ered.25

*          *          *
After the apostles’ century, the church was 

not only a community of believers but also a 
building where they communicated with God. 
Their holy spaces topographically matched the 
urban traditions which were often linked to the 

Their layout and interior were continuously re-
constructed and renovated till the end of Antiq-
uity.

25 

Structural architectural elements in Attic-
Ionian order, an internal architectural decora-
tion in Corinthian order, pieces of fresco wall 

parts of marble statuettes, bas-reliefs, statues 
of Greco-Roman Gods, and pedestals of statues 
of Philip I and Otacilia Severa were discovered 
in the leveling layers of the pagan temple and 
the late Antique Domus. Legs of larger than 
life-size bronze (emperor?) statues were also 
found. Some of them belonged to the type of 
“heroic nudity” statues. A fragmentary bronze 
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Fig. 5. Apollonia-Sozopolis. 
Pre- and early Christian 
sacred places on the Saint 

-

Hristo Preshlenov
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-
-

-

provinces balkaniques au sud du Danube aussi 
bien qu’en Asie Mineure, quoiqu’avec une den-

-
1 Ayant pris conscience de cela, les 

l’appellation de Heros equitans.2

Il faut reconnaître que le sujet est complexe, 

3 et 
les opinions sur les divers aspects du cavalier 
sont contradictoires – voire contestables.

Outre l’appartenance ethnique de ce cava-

communs. La question de l’origine de cette ico-

allant des Balkans,4 5 la Grèce,6 
l’Anatolie,7 ou le littoral de la Mer Noire, etc.8

2 
3 

4 
5 
6 En dernier lieu Dimitrova 2002, 220-224.
7 

LES REPRÉSENTATIONS DU « CAVALIER THRACE »  
SUR LES MONUMENTS FUNÉRAIRES  

EN HAUTE MACÉDOINE

Nade Proeva

-
 

iconographiques ensemble, sans faire de dis-

l’iconographie. La distinction entre les monu-
-

-

-

10 Ainsi, sur les 

-

caractère anachronique du titre de sa communication, ce qui 

Moesia 
Superior et Macedonia,
bien distinctes. On relève aussi des erreurs dans la topographie 

près de Kumanovo (p. 515), ce qui est exact.
10 -

venant d’Odessos, colonie de Miletos, CCET 1, no 60. Les 

d’Odessos.
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sur le monument.11

qui est un cavalier, nous permettent de distin-

-
12 13

-

14 sont beau-
coup plus nombreux que les monuments votifs, 

symbolique du cavalier sur les monuments fu-

-

plus rarement avec des bustes. Quelquefois, les 

devant l’arbre avec serpent.15 Cette attitude du 

il n’en est pas de même pour l’aspect des mo-
numents. Les monuments votifs sont petits et 

Héron 
dans les grottes, et presque toutes les stèles fu-

-
laire.16

Heron.17 Deux fragments 
Heron 

-
18 On trouve la même 

11 Voir l’inscription du village d’Alkomene, aujourd’hui Bela 
– Styberra: IG 10.2.2, nos

12 Porphyr. De them. 2.
13 CIL 8, no

de la ville de Rhisinium 

14 os

os os 40, 42, 48, 
os os 255, 163.

15 os o

CCET 5, no o 631. On ne trouve que très rare-
ment cette pose sur les monuments votifs.

16 
17 IG 10.2. 2, no o 64. Les noms 

o

18 IG 10.2. 1, no

de cavaliers, chacun avec plusieurs variantes.  
L’un est un cavalier immobile ou au pas de pa-

-

assyro-babylonienne.20 Ils sont loin d’être seule-

21

-

le cas de l’homme nu, il s’agit d’un personnage 
Fig. 1)22 ou d’une 

Fig. 2).23 Dans le cas de l’homme 

des deux en même temps, comme sur la stèle 
du village de G. Toplica, près de Prilep (Fig 3). 

24

deux hommes, dont l’un avec le gladius, et deux 
-

-

25 Les stèles de soldats sont 

 
-
-

ments les plus courants sont l’arbre avec un serpent et l’autel.
20 L’opinion dominante est en faveur d’une origine orientale – 

il est loin d’être seulement thrace.
21 
22 

10.2.2, no 37, ce qui montre qu’il ne s’agit pas des Dioscures 
-

kovo ( o 367), mais sans inscription.
23 no

24 o 244).
25

relief (deux femmes et deux hommes). On sait que pour 

Nade Proeva
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-
provincia inermis, et le plus souvent 

elles concernent des equites. Sur la stèle d’un 
eques singularis natione Noricus d’Heraclea 
Lyncestis – Bitola, un homme devant un cheval 
porte un baculum, et non pas deux lances ou un 

Fig. 4).26 
Dans le champ du relief de la stèle de Malino, 
K. Marios Longeinos, le centurion de la legio III 
Gallica baculum tandis 
que dans le champ de l’inscription un homme 

27

stratiotes hippeus
(Petersko)28

-

le cheval. Telle est la stèle du village de Topli-
ca, dont l’inscription n’est pas complètement 

Fig. 5), sur laquelle une lance verti-
cale devant le cavalier,  et un acolyte derrière le 

-
dat. Sur une stèle d’equites
de Mojno (Fig. 6
corona immortalibus  avec laquelle, on le sait, 
on couronnait les equites. Sur la stèle bilingue 
d’un soldat de la XIII cohorte Hispanensis pro-
venant de Rufci, entre le texte latin en haut et 

cavalier thrace.31 Sur la stèle de Kaisareia le ca-
baculum).32 Ce 

limes romain, telles que Britania, Germania, 
Syria.33 Sur une stèle de Dojran (Tauriana) (Fig. 
7),34

26 IG 10.2. 2, no 127.
27 o 157.
28 EAM, no

 IG 10.2. 2, no 242.
30 IG 10.2. 2, no stratiotes hippeus

-

31 IG 10.2. 2, no

32 EAM, no

33 Kramer 2014.
34 o 30 (LIMC 6, no e s., mais la 

date DKR  
(elle convient mieux au type de cuirasse) ce qui donne l’an 24 
av. J. C.

autel. S’agit-il d’un soldat ou d’un dieu cuiras-
-

vant sont plutôt en faveur d’un soldat (peut être 
originaire d’Asie Mineure). D’ailleurs tous ces 

Hormis l’acolyte masculin on peut trouver, 
-

35 
mais le plus souvent debout devant le cheval, que 

-

d’une mortelle. La femme assise sans attribut 

d’Heraclea Lyncestis – Bitola (Fig. 8)36 appa-
-

lier chassant, avec derrière lui une femme assise. 
-

dat avec lance et bouclier se tiennent debout de 

dans l’inscription. Nous avons ici une double re-

-
-

37 l’icono-
-

doublements ne sont pas rares : ainsi, sur la stèle 
du stratiotes hippeus 
avec trois bustes renvoie aux personnages men-

main droite et tenant son cheval par la bride.38 Un 
autre exemple encore se trouve sur la stèle prove-

35 IG 10.2. 1, no o 136 (Trebišta /Agios 
o

36 IG 10.2. 2, no

37 Proeva 2015, 151.
38 EAM, no 125 (Petersko/Petron).
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nant de D. Disan, -

de cheval,40 et une seconde fois dans le registre 
bas sous la forme de cavalier.

Avec le temps se produit une contamina-

-

chien, le sanglier derrière l’autel et l’arbre.41 Il 

-
lisation a pu être casuelle. Comme les lapicides 
avaient l’habitude de travailler d’après des mo-

culte du cavalier, soit par inadvertance.
-

cavalier thrace.
-

rie chez les Thraces K. Porozhanov42 conclut 

thraces au 3e siècle av. n. ère, l’image du cavalier 

nationale des rois thraces.43 Certes, l’image 
-
-

Makedon, l’ancêtre 
hippiocharmes44 – le 

cavalier belliqueux.
Sur un fragment de relief de provenance in-

e 
s. av. J.-C.,45

 

 LIMC 60.
40 

sa fonction de transport du mort dans son dernier voyage.
41 EAM, no o 50 (Veles).
42
43 -

e siècle av. 

Lukovit.
44 Const. Porphyr. De them. 2.
45  LIMC 6, no 33.

Makedôn herôs. Un 
e s. 

av. J.-C., porte l’image d’un cavalier chassant 
Heros 

Hippalkmios.46

e siècle 
av. n. ère 47 -

48 Il faut rappeler ici la pratique 
de la chasse aux animaux sauvages par les rois 

hétairoi (compagnons) dans 

(gentius suae more).50 -

-
51 
-

52 koinon 
makedonon au milieu du 3e siècle.53 Le plus 
ancien exemple est un statère du roi Amyntas 

. 9).54 
Ces exemples prouvent bien que la chasse n’a 

er siècle,55 Alexandre est 
en train de tuer un sanglier, dans la posture ty-

. 10). Sur ses 

46 IG 10.2.1, no o 518.
47 
48 LIMC 6, no 40.

la scène de chasse sur la façade de la tombe de Vergina sont 

le lion comme ex-voto pour le sanctuaire de Delphes (Plin. 
4.64).

50
51

52 

53
54 
55 Catalogue 2010, 157.

Nade Proeva
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animal.56 Certains chercheurs considèrent que ce 

par Lysippe.57 On sait bien qu’Alexandre post 
mortem

-

gentius 
suae more

-

du 4e

-
donien de Peukestas
taureau descendu de la montagne près de la ville 
de Doberos (probablement Valandovo), se vante 
de boire le vin dans les cornes qu’il avait prises 

58 -

Heros Hippalkmios.
le prothyron d’un certain Aietion

60 
On trouve une image semblable sur la plaque de 

-

Fig. 11),61 ainsi que sur une stèle 
de Pieria.62

Héros patroos
-

Héros teichophylax,63 Propylaios,64 Aulonites.65 

la R(es) P(ublica) C(oloniae) P(hilipensis) porte 

56 
57 

1044.
58 Adaios Makedon, cf. Anth. Pal 300.

 LIMC 6, no 518 (IG 10.2. 1, no 48).
60 Anth. Pal

la tombe de Lyson et Kallikles un serpent est peint près de 

61 o 371 (LIMC 6, no 125).
62 LIMC 6, no

o 148.
63 

64 o 4).
65 

o o 267. 

l’image d’un cavalier avec l’inscription Heroi 
aulonite,66 un collegium  Aulonites est 

67

Phylakos68 ainsi que 
propator, archegos, progonos, patroios.  Et il 
faut souligner que sur les monnaies de Philippe 

cavalier.70 Ici le lapicide a fait ressortir la fonc-

dieux.71 -

estrade ou un socle bas indiquant qu’il s’agit pro-
72

heroa

daimonas hypochthonious 
se banalisa. Mais il faut faire la distinction entre 
l’anthropodaimon

-
-

raires en tant que protecteur et des tombeaux et 

-
73 En Haute Ma-

(Heros Chaire, Heros chreste chaire).74 Preuve 

66
67 o 263.
68 o o 275.

 Arr. Anab. Phil. 106-110: progonos et 
Anab o 327 (inscription d’Ai-

gai): patroios.
70 o

o

10.2. 1, no

71 

exemple, Thessalonique (IG 10.2.1, no. 37, 2e/3e

-
-

IG 10.21, no e siècle.
72 Cheval statue : IG 10.2. 2, no o

sur un autel).
73 Sur une stèle de Peristera (Maritza) EAM, no -

74 IG 10.2. 2, no os 53, 121, 167. On trouve ces 
formules aussi sur les stèles anthropomorphes et amorphes, 
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-

75 parfois posant son pied sur l’autel, rare-
76 Telle est la stèle 

premier un banquet funèbre, et dans le second un 

femme et un serviteur se tiennent debout.77 Cela 
montre que l’image de cavalier sur les monu-

peut se trouver soit sur le fronton soit dans le 
champ du relief, et quelquefois aux deux en-
droits, comme sur une stèle de Nebregovo (
13).78 -

-

 

80

-

de benedictio latina -
Fig. 14),81 parfois avec un arbre et 

serpent devant lui.82

Le cavalier dans le champ du relief est re-
83 soit 

84 et la 
os

-

75 os o

no os

76 EKM, no

77 EAM, no 121.
78 IG 10.2. 2, no

 Parfois on trouve dans le fronton le buste (tels sont les stèles 
de Bitola et de Smilovci/Veles, LIMC 6, nos -

Proeva 
2015, 151-152.

80 IG 10.2. 2, no os

81 o o o

CCET 5, no o os 226, 240, 265.
82 os o o 

155.
83 os o os

o

10.2. 2, no 223.
84 o o 

-

os

-
-

o 55 (homme et femme). Sur 

85 Beaucoup 

même champ avec des bustes,86 mais ce motif 

-
vent les autels, avec cavalier et bustes le long 
des voies telles que la Via Egnatia et dans les 
villes avec une population romaine.87

dans le feuillage de l’arbre n’exprime aucun 
antagonisme entre le cavalier et le serpent. Le 
fait qu’ils ne se combattent pas montre que 

monde chtonien, ce qui relie le cavalier aux 

d’arbre qui est une espèce de lianes arbustives 

transformation de Kadmos en serpent après son 
88 Des 

-

-

Nana, Ko-
ragos),
chien, un arbre et l’autel (Fig. 15). En dehors de 

-
 d’un chien derrière lui ou un 

-
val derrière lequel se trouve un serviteur. On trouve le même 

o 343 de Berroia): le 

bride le cheval, derrière lequel se trouve un serviteur).
85 EAM, nos

o

(homme et femme sur une base, un serviteur derrière).
86 EAM, no

o o

os 53, 54.
87 o

 108, no

10.2. 1, no os

Plus rerement on trouve dans le fronton le buste (tels sont les 
stèles de Bitola et de Smilovci/Veles, LIMC 6, nos

88 Eur. Bacch
de Lyson et Kallikles un serpent est peint près de l’autel (voir 
n. 60).

 IG 10.2. 2, no 16.
 EAM, no 163.

Nade Proeva
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sanglier devant lui restent exceptionnelles.
Pour conclure, on peut dire que l’image du 

Heros equitans revêt de multiples aspects, c’est 
-

-

thrace. 

 

-

 Dans un 
autre domaine, on retrouve encore la trace du 
cavalier balkanique dans les chansons du folk-
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Fig. 5. Stèle funéraire de Toplica, dans l’église du 
village

Fig. 3. Stèle funéraire de G. Toplica, Musée 
Archéologique de Skopje

Fig. 4. Stèle funéraire de Héraclée Lyncestis/Bitola, 
Musée Archéologique de Skopje Fig. 6. Stèle funéraire de Mojno, Musée de Bitola
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Fig. 8. Stèle funéraire de Héraclée Lyncestis/Bitola, 
Musée Archéologique de Skopje

Musée de l’Ermitage à St. Pétersbourg

Fig. 11. Stèle d’Heros propylaios de Prilep, Musée 
Archéologique de Skopje
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Musée Archéologique de Skopje
Fig. 13. Stèle funéraire de Nebregovo, Musée de 
Prilep

Fig. 14. Stèle funéraire de G. Radobil, Musée 
Archéologique de Skopje

Fig. 15. Stèle funéraire de Paralovo, Musée de 
Bitola
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The paper is an attempt to discuss anew the 
Thracian gods and the concept about their anthro-
pomorphism. The problem is the little we know 
about them – the late mentions of foreign observ-
ers, the absence of cult images and the silent ar-

an inventive speculation about their names, nature 
and appearance. The concept of man as a deiform 
creature, close to his divine superiors, was and still 
is primary in the thinking and religious behaviour 
of the societies in the Eastern Mediterranean and 
the Balkans. The dimensions of this concept, an-

-
cern the world of ideas and the myths about gods, 
and the created imagery on the second. But all 
these possible interpretations are discussed within 
the limits of our knowledge about the Thracians, 
their spiritual life and social behaviour.

1. The Thracian concept about gods
The preserved stories of foreign observers, 

the legends and tales, as well as some Thracian 
rituals presume an anthropomorphic concept 
about their gods and supernatural creatures. Most 
clearly this is stated by Xenophanes about the 
Thracians who “make their gods blue eyed and 
red-haired”, because they were among those like 
Greeks who “conceived the spirits of their gods 
to be like themselves” (fr. 16). But the question 
whether we should trust the text retold by Clem-
ent of Alexandria (Strom. 7.4) remains, since it 
could be just a product of imagination, or a fabri-
cation to exemplify a philosophical concept. And 
this comes clear in another of his fragments – 
Xenophanes stated that if horses or oxen or lions 
had hands to draw and accomplish such works as 
men, they would draw their gods and give them 
bodies in form similar to their own – horses like 
horses, oxen like oxen (fr. 15).1

1 
-

pomorphic character of gods.

THE THRACIAN GODS:  
THE PUZZLE OF ANTHROPOMORPHISM

Kostadin Rabadjiev

The goddess Cotyto of the Thracian Edo-
ni, as we know her in Edonoi (fr. 57), the Ae-
schylian drama staged in 467 BC, was anthro-
pomorphic in her outlook, as much as could be a 
goddess who appeared on stage in the image of 

men. It happened in Baptai, a comedy written 
by Eupolis for the Athenian Lenaia in 415 BC,2 
and Alcibiades probably was parodied in it for 
his real devotion to Cotyto, as well as for his 
preference for female attire and strange sexual 
habits. Her religious cult in Athens may have 

(?).3 But Cotyto was mentioned as a divinity 
among the Corinthians,4 her cult was present 
in Selinous (Magna Graecia) by 450 BC,5 and 
her name was also known in Asia Minor.6 Al-

rites and those of Bendis were practiced among 
Thracians, all these show a suspicion about her 
Thracian provenance, and in Baptai it was not 
even mentioned. So should we trust Aeschylus 
for the localization of her cult? Lycurgus was 
the Thracian king in the drama, he was even the 
protagonist of the whole tetralogy, and the plot 
was about his clash with Dionysos. In Homeric 

-
vine Nysa where the god was nourished by his 
wet-nurses (Hom. Il. 6.130-140), and this Nysa 
in the Homeric hymns to Dionysos was placed 
in Egypt (Hom.Hymn th c. drama 
however, the Thracian space was preferred, in 

2 
3 

popularity in the Greek world due to political reasons after 
431 – to gain the trust of the mighty Edonian dynasty in the 

 2010, 113).
4 Stated in Suda (s.v.):  (  381) and  (  

5 
6 
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-
trigues with Thracian kings, and this was the 

dramatic suggestion about Dionysos as a god of 

with a thiasos
and zoomorphic, has found its steadily political 

of this, the presence of Cotyto in the play seems 
like a complement to the picture of Thrace, but 
probably not observed realia in the Thracian 
southwest. In the same way, Diodorus placed 

Thracian Hersonessos (Diod. 3.65), where it 
probably was involved in the propaganda of the 
Eastern Campaign of Alexander.7 And there is a 
problem in the reconstruction of the anthropo-
morphic concept of Thracian gods again, since 
any connection of Cotyto with Thrace is uncer-
tain, even doubtful8 – the cult was distinctly cur-
rent in sea-oriented environment and the men-
tioned localizations were in coastal areas, which 
rejects it as a universal Thracian cult.

anthropomorphic outlook, but we should mind 
that this happened in Hellenic environment and 
the natives (Athenians) were among the partici-
pants in her cult (Plat. Rep. 327a-328a). There 
were accounts of a story about a spinning wom-
an, leading a horse, known from three much 

and places, probably versions of a religious idea 
or reminiscences of ritual activities and cult per-
formances, as discussed by G. Macurdy.  The 

saw a tall and fair Paeonian woman in the sub-
urb of Sardis – bearing a vessel on her head, she 
was leading a horse by the bridle to her arm and 

ordered all the Paeonians to be brought into Asia 

560 BC) was mentioned by Nicolaus Damasce-
nus with the same idea in a version which could 
be even earlier than the Herodotean story. He 
wished to settle Thracians in his kingdom with 

7 Through the Thracian Hersonessos passed the road to Asia 
– the pontoon bridge between Sestos and Abydos, used by 
Xerxes in his march on Greece, and by Alexander on his way 
to Persia, and there the legend “invented” the triumphal return 
of Dionysos from India (Rabadjiev 2002, 857-858).

8 
 2010, 71-73.

sic!
was impressed by a young Thracian woman, 
who came in Lydia from Mysia in Thrace (?) 
and she had passed through the city gates with 
a jar of water on her head, coming back from 
the fountain with a horse that followed her, and 

told by Kallinikos about the life of St. Hypa-
tius in Bithynia. He had a vision of a tall woman 
with a spindle, spinning on her move, followed 
by swine, and she was interpreted as Bendis. So, 
we could not trust her anthropomorphic outlook 
since the goddess in Athens seems to come from 
among the Anatolian Thracians,10 especially in 
Bithynia. They were akin to the European ones 
and the closeness of religious ideas and practice 
was explained with a mass migration from Eu-
ropean Thrace. However, these Thracians had a 

an all-Thracian goddess.
Another such story could be the one about 

-
ranged a banquet for his marriage with the god-
dess Athena. He prepared a bedchamber for her 
and waited for the goddess after he drank a lot 
of wine. Being already totally out of his mind, 
he sent one of his bodyguards to see whether the 
goddess had arrived. And the king put him to 
death when he reported that there was nobody 
there. In the same way he treated a second one, 
until the third man on his return told him that 
the goddess had been waiting for him for a long 
time (Theopompus in Ath. 12.42). This event has 
been steadily interpreted as a hierogamy of the 
Thracian king with the Great Mother-Goddess,11 
an act in accordance with the Orphic doctrine.12 
But it seems strange enough, since the body-
guards, the close circle of men around the king, 
remained ignorant about this! And the only way 
to understand what happened was to discuss it 
on a diplomatic level,13 as a politically motivat-
ed demonstration towards the Athenian Empire 
in the complex dynamics of their relations as al-
lies and enemies, or even with the ambition of 
a foreign historian to present the Thracian king 
in an illogical and awkward situation. And this 

10 According to G. Macurdy her cult was close to the one of 

11 
12 
13 The second possibility, according to A. Fol (

Kostadin Rabadjiev
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deprives the story of its emphatic conviction in 
the very human appearance of Thracian gods on 
the example of the alien Athena.

Completely human is the appearance of 
Salmoxis/Zalmoxis in his behavior as a table-
companion of the Thracian nobility. Herodotus 

disbelieves nor fully believes whether there was 
a man called Salmoxis, or this be a name among 
the Getae for a god ( ) of their country.” 

that “when there is thunder and lightning these 
same Thracians shoot arrows skyward as a 

no other god ( ) but their own.”14 This pre-
sumes a more complex model in which between 
the men and their gods were the “anthropodai-
mons”, men of double nature like Rhesos after 
his death, according to Euripides (Rhes

Beyond.15 So, this could make us believe in the 
anthropomorphic concept about Thracian gods, 
even the possible transition of nobility into di-
vine status.

But surely I can stress another strong argu-
ment for the anthropomorphic character of Thra-
cian deities and these were the imported Greek 
gods in Thrace, a process that was explicitly reg-
istered by foreign observers like Herodotus (5.7) 

and about the oracular shrine of Dionysos on a 
mountain top in Thrace, similar to the practice 
in Delphi (7.111). Some were mentioned in the 
political suggestions of 5th

and for some of these like Dionysos, Apollo, 
and Artemis, we know about their cult from epi-
graphic documents of Early Hellenistic politi-
cal centres.16 The images of these very gods we 
register in the coinage of Odrysian kings from 

th c. BC, and on the coins of 
their successors in the interior of Thrace in the 

14 
-

ently, revealing Salmoxis as the god of thunder-storms and 

 2000, 75-77).
15 Rabadjiev 2016.
16 An altar to Dionysos in Seuthopolis, an altar to Apollo and 

a guarantee for a treaty of a Thracian king (successor of 
Kotys) with Greek merchants in Pistiros in Thrace (Velkov, 

-

whose son/slave (?) was Kotys (the king?), on a phiale from 

second half of the same century (infra). And it 
seems highly incredible to assume the concept 
about Thracian gods not as anthropomorphic in 
its essence, and the Hellenization to be the only 
reason for such a fundamental change (if any!) 
in the nature of supernatural creatures, thus re-
sembling their human worshipers in appearance.

2. Imaging the Thracian gods
The picturing of gods could not be an ac-

cident, but a sequence of events and evolution 
of ideas, maybe even a stage in the develop-
ment of the society (?). The images in the Greek 
world appear in the sacral realm of man, as a 
substitution for the missing heavenly gods and 
the subterranean dead, their incarnation in the 
world of man in ritual communication with the 
supernatural.17 But how it happened in Thracian 
environment – could these ideas be much dif-
ferent? Here, they are discussed functionally in 

“ideal” objects18 – statues and reliefs, the small 

the gods, with no other function in life. The oth-
-

table-ware, all these objects decorated with an-

could be cult images of god/goddess for his/her 
presence in the human world, and votive images 

too, and functional/ decorative as well.
2.1. The earliest “ideal” images could be 

some stone statues from the EBA “pit-grave” 
culture, a steppe tradition imported through mi-
gration in Northeastern Thrace.  They were not 
images of gods, but presented images of war-
riors, primitive in appearance, erected as grave 
markers for elite burial mounds, probably as 
doubles of the deceased in this world, a kind 
of mediators with the supernatural being in be-
yond, similar to the Greek kolossoi.20

Other early examples were the marble ste-
lae from Razlog, Stolovatets locality, dated in 
the LBA (14th-13th c. BC).21 They were interpret-
ed as parts of a sanctuary, the decorated enclo-
17  2018.
18 Here I attempt a distinction in the function of imagery, see: 

 2018.
 -

20 Vernant 2006, 321-332.
21 Discovered in rescue excavations and published by G. Ton-

cheva (
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sure perhaps, which is the most ancient way to 
sacralise a place or structure, starting perhaps 
some millennia before in Göbekli Tepe. But at 
the same time they resemble Mycenaean tomb-
stones with much similar patterns of design and 
composition,22 and they could be grave mark-
ers as well, reused in the construction of the 
later building. One of these has in the lower left 
corner a zoomorphic boat, presented with two 
monster-like heads as a front and back prow, a 
circle in it with triangular rays – the sun (?), and 
an ithyphallic
(Fig. 1) – “a god/ hero rescues the sun” (?).23 
The surface is ornamented with spirals, maybe 
the sea, much similar to Mycenaean art.24 On 
another stele, a boat with oarsmen is presented 
between two spirals:25 perhaps sea people from 
a myth, which would be too strange among the 
mountains at Razlog, if not a distant Aegean in-

Another example of divine images could 

LBA “Encrusted Ceramics Culture” on the Low-
er Danube in Northwestern Thrace.26 The so-
called “bell-shaped” idols (Fig. 2) were mostly 

a third from villages, which could explain their 
interpretation as the Great Mother-Goddess.27

-
urines, usually less than 10 cm, some of them 
roughly anthropomorphic (Fig. 3), while others 
look like zoomorphic, or in simple geometric 
forms. In most cases, they were excavated in as-
semblages, probably a set for the ritual. The clay 

they seem like products of cult activities, not 
of professional skill. Disregarding the context, 
they are similar through much of the Thracian 
area and for nearly the entire Iron Age (the 1st 
mill. BC), so their interpretation should be simi-
lar. In the EIA, the artefacts were much popular 
in settlements and in sacred areas, also in burial 
22 

The same were attributed by T. Gerasimov to the Celts with a 
late date in the second half of 3rd c. BC, in a much disputable 
and formalistic analysis of the ornaments (

23 About similar interpreta-
tion, see Go

24  2003, 42-44.
25 Two boats are described, but the image is not distinct in the 

published photos: 
26  2003, 22-26.
27  2005, 55-66, 216-220.

context as grave goods for some ritual purpose.28 
Especially, I would mention the Gluhite Kam-
ani rock-cut complex, a peak sanctuary where 

a hearth, among them anthropomorphic male 
 also in sanctuaries in the 

lowlands – the Rogozinovo site for example.30 

31 
some even from one place, but separated by 

-
land settlement.32 Their divine interpretation as 
supernatural beings in human-like form is under 

a male or female deity – the Mother-Goddess 
for the female ones (?). And neither of them has 

power in religious cult,33 or to present him/her 
in a sacred story, but just a ritual with the prior-
ity of moulding process. This is obvious in their 
uniformly primitive appearance, far from the re-

cult, or dedicated as gifts to the gods. Usually, 
their locations were sacred areas or pits, depos-
ited/buried therein, not in temples where the 
cult and votive images were displayed.34 Their 

28 
 . 2017, 137-

138.
30 
31 From settlements: one from the site near modern Septemvri, 

emporion Pistiros (
from the city of Seuthopolis ( . 

-
ment on a summit in Rhodope mountains (

From sanctuaries
from an IA pit-sanctuary at Svilengrad (  2006, 405, 

-
 2013, 187, 

pits in the cult place of Gledachevo, site Dvora (Tonkova, Sa-

north from Danube, between the second half of 3rd c. BC and 
the end of 1st AD (S rbu, D v nc  2014, 303, Fig. 22 – Mologa 

tea). From 
burials: an Early Hellenistic burial in Tomb II in Mogilan-
skata Tumulus in Vratsa (  2005, . 

Pazardjik region (  2005, 386, . 1-6). More 
-

ments) north of Danube in Muntenia (S
32  2014, 50, . 23:15 (Golyama Dragoina, Early 

. 24:12 (Malka Dragoina, EIA).
33 A cult scene was suggested for a collection of about hundred 

artefacts from Konevo, but some of their details seem a bit 
exaggerated (Konova 2004). For the interpretations of similar 
artefacts, see 

34 V. S
interpretation in the area north of Danube.
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anthropomorphic outlook is much conventional, 
and if they were not “dolls” for children,35 they 

-
thetic?) magic, or ritual artefacts. Such collec-
tions in burials could be interpreted as personal 

36 
and sets for personal ritual activities in settle-

37 So this ritual occupation could be 
magic, but the witchcraft and black magic were 
not the only possible interpretation for magic 

38 since any traces 
of injury are not visible and there are other pos-
sible interpretations, like healing, erotic magic, 
or used for laying ghosts where they provided 
new bodies for them, etc.

times, neither a single one was mentioned. It 
was not an exception among the Thracians since 
the Scythians had neither statues, nor altars and 
temples to their gods, but they worshiped their 
Ares in the image of an ancient iron scimitar, 
as attested by Herodotus (4.62): on the top of a 
pile of fagots of sticks an akinakes was set for 
each people and to it they brought yearly sacri-

the captured enemies. The only one in Thrace 
could be the statue of Artemis Phosphorus on 
the coins of Kabyle – the image on the reverse 
of Type C, minted incidentally, perhaps as a 
commemoration in the middle of 3rd c. BC.40 
The goddess is presented facing, standing up-
right on a high pedestal, holding long torches 

kalathos on 
her head (Fig. 4), much primitive in appearance, 

xoana.41 The date of 
the statue coincides with the municipal organi-

35 Their interpretation as “toys” (

adults ( -
ing Orphic interpretation has been proposed, as collected toys 
used by the Titans to trick, kidnap, and dismember the child 

 2002, 156.
36 Similar clay artefacts, mainly in burials, were interpreted as 

instruments in folk medicine, widely practiced even recently 
( -
lus III at Sboryanovo, buried with such artefacts, was inter-

37 See also in:  2002, 72.
38 “Black magic” for the anthropomorphic and “white magic” 

 
40 After 
41 The xoanon type statues usually were presented as a whole, 

legs separated, the two arms with torches, and a long neck as 
well (  2018).

zation of Kabyle as a polis when the main deity 
(Polias) replaced the monarchic institution as 
central, thus becoming the city’s protector and 
insignia. And the presence of Artemis’ cult in 
Kabyle was due to the Macedonian power when 
in 341 BC the town was seized by Philip II and 
organized as his stronghold.42

About another bronze statue, again of Phos-
phorus, in another Hellenistic political centre – 
the presumed Helis of the Getae, we could judge 
from a high pedestal with votive inscription, 
naming a certain Menecharmos, son of Poseido-
nios, a Greek and probably a citizen of nearby 
Histria, the Greek apoikia on the Pontos.43 The 
two monuments, the cult statue and the votive 
one, were presented in an urban environment 

2.2. Quite numerous are the images depict-
ed on functional artefacts, the so-called “animal 
style” presentations among them, with animal 
motifs and struggles between beasts: preda-
tors, or predator versus herbivore, even fan-
tastic monsters. They were popular in Eastern 
and Greek Archaic art, and especially among 
barbarians like the Scythians and Thracians. 
Their plot was concerned with “animal to ani-
mal” relations, opposed to Classical Greek art 
where the relation was “man to man”.44 The zoo-
morphic imagery was “fashioned” in the decora-
tion of Thracian artefacts for all the Iron Age,45 
and the question is about their meaning – was 

an idea for metamorphosis/ incarnation and me-

or a calendar symbolism and zodiac scenes?46 

about the nature of gods – were they imagined 
anthropomorphic when all the images were zoo-
morphic? Probably the imagery had nothing to 
do with gods, since in the LIA all these beasts 
were presented in combination with anthropo-

-
man heads.47 -

42 
43 
44 
45 
46 For the discussion, see 
47 These fantastic creatures in zoomorphic and anthropomorphic 

appearance – the winged centaurs on matrixes from Gorsko 
Ablanovo and Kubrat (
headed bulls on Jug 158 from Rogozen Treasure (Stoyanov 

rejects any idea about evolution by stages of the anthropo-

The Thracian Gods: The Puzzle of Anthropomorphism
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ings on local pottery – an EIA knobbed-ware 
urn from tell Nova Zagora, dated somewhere in 

th c. BC.48 It is black in 
colour with incised decoration, encrusted with 
white in horizontal lines and hatching, among 

thrown up arms (Fig. 5), in adoration perhaps.  
But some centuries later we can see mourners 
on the so-called Dipylon Athenian vases with 
similarly raised arms (in a circle around the 
head), in Late Geometric style from the mid-8th 
c. BC.50 Another one, much similar in decora-
tion, but some centuries later, is a ceramic cra-
ter from Dushantsi near Pirdop: a wheel-made 
local Thracian imitation of a calix-crater type, 
dated sometime after the 7th c. BC.51 A whole 

among them, was incised on its surface, on the 
places where the painting on Greek vases was 
(Fig. 6). The human bodies are very schematic, 
of lines and triangles like in Greek Geometric 
style, similar in composition to the “birth” of 
picture on early Attic vases,52 while in Thrace 

the 3rd c. BC and even later.53 And this one could 

seen in its Greek shape, as well.54 
Here come the coins with much clear dates 

and images, which also could shed more light 
on the process of adoption of Greek gods with 
their iconography. The usual place for the de-
ity was on the obverse and in the second half 
of the 5th c. BC, the image of a horseman was 
placed there:55 on silver tetradrachms (Spara-

early 4th c. BC, on bronze coins (Kotys) as well. 
Later, on Hellenistic coinage the image was 
moved on the reverse (Seuthes III, Skostokos, 
Roigos), the obverse being assigned for the por-
traits of kings or Greek deities. And its presence 

morphic idea, which simply has been borrowed from Greek 
pictorial art.

48 

50 
51 . 1-2.
52 
53 . 4.
54 

232.
55 

Nos. 101-102 (Skostokos).

like, but a protector, one from the ancestors.56 
-

the early 4th c. BC: Cybele (?) and Apollo (?) 

of Ketriporis, and Demeter (?) on coins of Ker-
sobleptes.57 Much popular was their presence 
on coins of the Early Hellenistic successors of 
the Odrysian kingdom:58 it was Zeus and Zeus/

Heracles (?) on coins of Spartocos, with Artemis 

Heracles, Apollo and Athena on coins of Adaios. 
From the Late Hellenistic coinage these were: 
the head of Artemis on coins of Kotys (178-168 

Zeus and Hera, Apollo, Zeus, and Artemis on 
the obverse of Mostis’ coins, and Athena on re-
verse. So, the 4th – 3rd centuries were a perfect 
time for the Hellenization of Thracian culture 
and the adoption of images on coins was a part 
of this process, especially for the coins that were 
struck as commercial signs in Greek mints in the 
apoikiai on the Thracian littoral, when the trade 
was mainly with Greek merchants and poleis (as 
evidenced by amphora stamps). But were these 
Greek gods worshipped by Thracian kings, or 
were they just a sign for their Thracian inter-
pretation (interpretatio Thracica)? For some of 
these deities, we know about their religious cult 
from epigraphic evidence, and about some from 
Herodotus himself. And this would prove and 
explain their popularity in Thrace.

The same process we could examine on 

products of Greek workshops and craftsmen: 
painted pottery and luxuries with images of gods, 
somewhere in the 5th c. BC. The local taste con-
cerned the function of artefacts mainly, and could 

th c. 
BC and later. I am not sure we could trace any 

56 
57 

-

137-140, 142, 144 (Mostis).
58 For the ideology of images and signs on dynastic coinages, 

-
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Thracian selectivity in the pictorial program,60 
-

somewhere about the middle of the century and 
mostly in its second half. These were precious 
metal artefacts with depicted scenes from popu-
lar Greek myths. Such were the Greek heroes 
like Heracles with a boar on a silver plate from 
a burial at Panagyurishte (Fig. 7 61 the silver Jug 
154 again with Heracles, but against the queen 

62 the silver Jug 155 with Cybele 
mounted on a lioness,63 the silver Jug 158 with 

64 
and the silver Jug 162 with Bellerophon on 
Pegasus against Chimera,65 all from the Rogozen 
Treasure. Others imitated Greek imagery like the 
two charioteers opposite to one another in chari-
ots on the golden mug from a burial in Vratsa,66 
the two sitting women with two sitting charioteers 
in opposing chariots (Fig. 8) on Jug 157 from Ro-
gozen treasure,67 and the scene with two seated 
women and another two standing beside them on 
the rhyton from Poroina (Fig. 9
could present a Thracian hero (?), a mortal man 
who achieved a divine chariot and immortal-
ity like the Greek Herakles. But were all these 
seated women Thracian goddesses? The dignity 

in their hands, also the presence of female attend-
ants, could mean their divine appearance. So the 
depicted scenes could be myths about Thracian 
gods, and their presentation on table-ware indi-
cates its use in some sacred activity – a commun-
ion with gods, or simply epic scenes about gods, 
performed in songs, or tales, or ritual acts at the 
banquets of nobility. And this could be one and 
the same?!

3. The anthropomorphic culture:
Our knowledge about Thracian gods, al-

though limited and scanty, is adequate to assume 
their anthropomorphic nature and appearance. 

60 Certain scenes on painted Attic vases in burial context were 
discussed in accordance with eschatological ideas of the Thra-
cian consumers and their preferences (

61 
62 
63 
64 
65  2014, 276-277, 

66 From Tomb 3 in Mogilanskata Tumulus in Vratsa (  
2013).

67  2014, 36-40, 

But were they omnipresent, omnipotent and om-
niscient, like the Greek gods were? Any answer 
will be a mere speculation, although we are told 
that Kotys searched for places shaded with trees 

sympo-
sia
(Ath. 12.531e). And the question about their an-
thropomorphic appearance in cult remains.

The anthropomorphic epiphany of gods in 

since the images were part of imported traditions 
like the “pit-grave” culture of steppe migration 

in the reliefs on the stone stelae from Razlog in 

“Encrusted Ceramics Culture” on the Lower Dan-
-

western Thrace. Their function in religious cult is 

-

“receptacles” for the ancestors 
or protective deities here and beyond. But they all 
had faded away without any noticeable trends in 
the Thracian Iron Age culture.

The EIA was marked with a new popularity 

small in size, were deposited in sacred areas, set-
tlements and burials all over Thrace. They prob-
ably were products of individual activity, means 
to achieve the desired in ritual magic. But the 
question about their nature remains – did they re-

gods, or just supernatural beings that were used 
to help in magic? The same with ceramic vessels 
sporadically decorated with anthropomorphic 

adoration or mourning on one of them, or a prim-
itive attempt for narration of human realm on the 
other. So the anthropomorphic images were most 
likely human, and there are no traces of personi-

The great change could be observed in the 
LIA and this was the emergence of the Odrysian 
Kingdom, the growing wealth of its aristocracy, 
and the need for imported Greek luxuries, some 
with images of gods and heroes. Most of them 
were registered in elite burials. The intensive 

68 was marked by the 

68 
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mention of Thracian gods with Greek names, 
somewhere in the 5th c. BC. And later in the 4th 
c. BC, some of these gods appeared in the coin-
age of Thracian kings, others were mentioned in 

they really Greek gods, or were only their names 
Greek: the question remains open for discussion. 
But their anthropomorphic appearance is beyond 
doubt. As well as the aniconic character of Thra-
cian cult – no “ideal” images were known, except 

those from the EIA, probably in function too. And 
they probably were not cult or votive images of 
gods, and neither of the imported artefacts with 
images was placed in possession of gods.

Things changed about the middle of the 
4th c. BC, after the victory of Philip II over 
the Odrysian Kingdom, when the Greek gods 
and Macedonian culture became very popular 
among the Early Hellenistic Odrysian succes-
sors in the interior of Thrace. Such evidence was 
the royal coinage. The same with imports, some 
of which were even custom-made and adapted to 
the taste and manners of life of Thracian noble 
clients. And the images appeared on products 
of local workshops, imitating Greek products, 
or using the Greek pictorial language to present 
their own myths and ideas. But “ideal” artefacts 

Thrace and Thracians could be seen in the imported imag-
-

posed by I. Venedikov (
concerned partly the style, not the iconography and narra-

“Persian-Greek” style, through the mediation of the Bithynian 
Thracians and the Milesian Greeks in the apoikiai in Thrace. 
For the discussion, see 

neither were any such deposited in sanctuaries 
and sacred spaces,  except for the tombs, some 

the only known cult statue was in Kabyle, while 
a votive one is known from Helis, but they were 
part of urban culture. Kabyle was organized as a 
Hellenistic centre by Philip II and was a polis in 
the middle of the 3rd c. BC, when the statue was 
depicted on coins. And the statue in Helis was 
dedicated by a Greek from nearby Histria.

*         *         *
So, starting with the 5th c. BC, the Thracian 

culture changed into iconic and the anthropo-
morphic images became the accent in the propa-
ganda of ideas, as we could compare to the zoo-
morphic imagery (!).70 But notwithstanding the 
political and cultural changes in the Thracian 
world, the cult remained aniconic for the entire 
1st

sphere of religious life, since we could not trace 
the use of anthropomorphic images in sanctuar-
ies, of statues and reliefs, which would have no 
other function except the image itself to address 

or some kind of religious establishment which 
was overcome only with the urbanization of 
Thrace in the Roman provinces, when the dedi-
cation of images in sanctuaries became a popu-
lar practice?

 The question about the buried treasures remains – were they 
-

of horsemen, discovered in bothroi from the cult centre at 
Cârlom ne ti (Romania), were discussed as evidence for 
iconic cult, but late in the second quarter of 1st c. BC (S rbu 

 2014, 261, . 4.2.1-4).
70 A similar process was examined in 5th c. Scythian culture with 

the appearance of anthropomorphic images (
81).
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Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

Premodern warrior societies without written 
tradition are amongst the least known in world 
history, although they represented key actors in 
many regards. Documented by archaeological 
material and external literary testimonies, they 
have been primarily approached through nation-
al perspectives, or as scattered, subaltern and 
marginal topics in historical studies focused on 
lettered and state organized neighbouring civili-
sations. Putting them in the centre instead of the 
margins, by shifting the focus toward the nonlit-
erate warrior societies, would represent a deep 
change in our traditional approach of ancient as 
well as medieval history.

Ancient and medieval nonliterate warrior 
peoples such as Thracians, Illyrians, Scythians, 
Gauls and other Celtic peoples but also, later and 
farther, Berbers in North Africa or Xiongnu in 
Central Asia share many common characteris-
tics regarding their military structures and social 
practices as well as the nature of their military re-
lations with neighbouring states or empires, prior 
to the modern worldwide interconnectedness: 

-
changes. These nonliterate peoples also have in 
common the nature of the documentary sources 
regarding them: very rare local written docu-
ments, rare and external historical narratives, oth-
er scattered external literary sources and a more 
abundant material documentation. Amongst it, 
some objects look like those produced in the 
nearby states and literate civilisations, but were 

(such as coins or epigraphic documents). A last 
common characteristic lays in the prejudice and/
or the nationalist instrumentalisations developed 
around these nonliterate warrior peoples.

ANTHROPOLOGY OF WAR EXCHANGES:  
A NEW APPROACH TO PREMODERN  

WARRIOR SOCIETIES WITHOUT WRITTEN 
LITERATURE

The scattered and unequal quality of studies 

a lack of historical analysis of the lasting phe-
nomenon they represent in world history. This 
paper aims at presenting, in this regard, what an 
anthropology of war exchanges could bring to 
enlighten this phenomenon. This new approach, 
based on a comparative and cross-disciplinary 
perspective, setting these peoples as a proper 
subject of research, with methodologies rel-

large historical questions for which the Thra-
cian studies, better documented than many other 
cases, may be of great help.

1. A lasting exclusion from the world history
-

sulted in the lasting exclusion of these peoples 
from historical academic studies as a proper 
subject, because of their lack of literacy. But 
their relegation to protohistory is questionable. 

conventionally limited to ancient times, where-
as the subject of the societies without written lit-
erature documented by external textual sources 
goes beyond. Moreover, protohistory implies 
evolutionist conceptions related to the develop-
ment of state and literacy1 that we should put 
into question.

As a consequence of this relegation outside 
-

torical studies have focused, from one continent 
to another, on their neighbouring, state and let-
tered civilisations,2 while ancient warrior socie-
ties without written literacy have been stu died 
as dependent, subaltern and marginal topics. 

but: Goody 2006.



Because the historical traditional methodolo-
gies have been based on literary sources (mostly 
narratives), the history of premodern times has 
largely been confounded with those of literary 
states and empires: the historical weight of non-
literate societies has therefore been greatly un-
derestimated. They even sometimes disappeared 
from historical maps, being abusively integrated 
into the neighbouring states or empires. These 
false representations, grounded in ancient texts 
(for instance those of the neighbouring literate 
societies claiming their victory on one or an-
other warrior people), have been reinforced in 
modern historiography especially by the mod-
ern European colonisation pattern, and the mod-
ern conceptions of state and boundaries. Yet by 
taking nonliterate warrior people into considera-
tion, a re-examination of some aspects of em-
pire and state history is invited. This implies a 
major historiographical challenge, as it opposes 

-
cal studies by the exclusive criteria of the writ-
ten sources. Inquiring (Greek historiè) is indeed 
possible on these past societies: such criteria 
being a barrier to their inclusion into history, 

the latter being usually opposed to barbary and 
associated to literacy. The continuing study of 
nonliterate peoples through protohistory as a 
step between prehistory and history, as it has 

th century, is 
indeed very debatable.

-
tent use of the word “barbarians” to designate 
them in academic works, despite the heavy 
burden of negative connotations it has carried 
through the ages. This prejudice of barbarity, 
grounded in external literary sources, is obvi-
ously linked to the current priority given to the 
point of view of their “civilised” neighbours in 
global history. If cultural and commercial ex-
changes have been progressively highlighted 
by academic studies, mostly archaeologic, non-
literate warrior societies are still regarded as 

alliances with these warrior peoples have been 
largely neglected although they provide one of 
the richest documentations about them.

Moreover, some misapprehensions devel-
oped about premodern warrior and nonliterate 
peoples have been reinforced due to the fact that 

and methodological biases.

2. Ancient misapprehensions and modern 
misuses

Because of the lack of internal literacy, ex-
-

derstanding: beside the ancient prejudice of bar-
barity, the narrative of their neighbours describe 
them with a foreign language and through the 
deforming prism of their own representations. 
The Greek “basileus” or Latin “rex” describing 
Thracian or Illyrian chiefs led for instance, abu-
sively, to reenvision state-organised kingdoms 
in these lands.

Secondly, the national paradigm, in ar-
chaeological and historical studies, resulted in 
publications hardly accessible to international 
scholars, in national narratives3 and even in 
pseudo-archaeology and protochronism, such 
as the “dacomania” in Romania.4 Consequently, 
although the links between archaeology and na-
tionalism have been largely put into light in the 
last decades, and despite a number of high qual-

-
enced some lack of credibility.

a lack of adapted methodologies to study docu-
mentary sources akin to those found in literate 
and state contexts, but cannot be studied in the 

nonliterate warrior peoples for instance, like 
Thracians or Celts, borrowed Greeks coinage 

thus applying usual Greek numismatics method-
ologies for the study of their coinages may lead 
to some misapprehensions.5

Regarding this situation, the Thracian stud-
ies may help taking major epistemological and 
historiographical challenges in Ancient as well 
as in Medieval History. The lack of written nar-

material documentary sources require a multi-
-

ologies. It is clear that the ancient Thracians 
are much more documented than many others: 

of choice for strong methodological investiga-

4 Daskalov, Marinov 2015.



tions and a key actor for an anthropological 
comparative approach as well as a wide-scale 
historical and anthropological analysis.

3. War exchanges
Following anthropologists on their ques-

tioning of the ethnocentric way of writing 
history,6 the point of view of the warrior peoples 
involved in war relations with the neighbouring 
states has to be taken into consideration not only 
as enemies or vanquished targets of war,7 but 

Not only were the ancient authors loqua-
cious on the subject of warrior ententes in some 
cases, as I demonstrated in my PhD thesis un-
covering the numerous military collaborations 
between Greeks and Thracians,8 but these en-
tentes are also documented by material sources, 
especially precious metal objects exchanged in 
these contexts: coins, but also jewels and ves-
sels. Literary sources describe personal alli-
ances: accompanied by regular social practices 
(wine, gifts: dôra, exchange of women), they 
permitted the Greeks to recruit Thracians for 
war, and the Thracians to recruit Greeks for 
the same purpose. These wealth exchanges are 
distinct from the payment of the warriors, but 
they are part, together with the loans as well as 
the riches plundered or the payments regulating 
the plundering attacks (called dôra again by the 

to war. 
enlightens social practices as well as the dif-
ferent uses of coinage and other values in war 
exchanges with the Greeks: the methodology 
used there for at the analysis of the monetary 
strikes and the circulation of the coins together 
with other precious metal objects  may then be 
used where we have the same kind of exchanges 
and the same kind of material documentation, 
but less texts. Thracian studies, thanks to the 
richness of both material – especially precious 
metal objects – and literary sources describing 
the social practices, may indeed help setting an 
historical and anthropological archaeology of 

the study of the uses, aspects and circulation of 

6 Especially: 
7 
8 S’entendre et combattre. Grecs et Thraces d’Homère à la dis-

parition du royaume de Macédoine en 168 avant J.-C., Sor-

goods in the context of war alliances between 
aristocracies, and by its methods: provided by 

philology, social anthropology, archaeology, art 
history and numismatics.

The process of the adoption of coinage by 
these peoples may especially be investigated in 

Lydians, a warrior people who left no written 

reasons for the invention of coinage are still 

in electrum also by some Ionian Greek cities, 
are linked, in historical studies, to the existence 
of a Lydian state dominating these cities at that 
time, i.e. before Croesus.10 Under the reign of 
Croesus, the coins struck  in either gold or silver 
were a useful tool for raising tribute from the 
Greek cities 11 -
changes, especially military. However, the anal-
ysis of the literary sources challenges the image 
of a Lydian kingdom imposing tribute on the 
Greek cities of the coast before Croesus. Instead 

a warrior system dominated by the Mermnades, 
and characterized by unequal warrior alliances 
with other kings.12 The situation would thus be 
comparable to what we observe in Thrace, even 
at the time of the Odrysian kingdom: a warrior 
people with many chiefs called basileis by the 
Greeks. It is also similar to what we observe in 
the kingdom of Macedon before Philip II, where 
several kings were allied and at the same time 
dominated by a prestigious dynasty of kings 

-

Greek cities on the coast were free before Croe-
sus (1.6.1):      

    
 , 

  
   

(Before the reign of Croesus, all Greeks were 
free: for the Cimmerian army which invaded Io-
nia before his time did not subjugate the cities, 
but raided and robbed them).

These Greek cities certainly used to pay 
the Lydians when the latter attacked them. But 

10 Especially Le Rider 2001.
11 Picard 2001.
12 See Xen. Cyr. 7.2.23.
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these payments have been interpreted as trib-
ute raising, although they are never mentioned 
as such (phoroi) and were much more probably 
dôra. The comparison with the Thracian case, 
for which a set of sources helps clarifying the 
distinction between these two categories of 
payment,13 supports the assertion of Herodotus 
concerning the freedom of the Greeks at that 
time: paying a phoros was linked by the Greeks 
to a lost of political freedom. Comparing further 
the Thracian and the Lydian cases, the analysis 
of the textual testimonies highlights the per-
sonal aristocratic relationships with the Greeks. 
It can be seen in ancient Thrace and other war-
rior regions how recruitments were facilitated 

philia 
by the Greeks, and took the form of xenia, the 
traditional aristocratic hospitality, marked by 

relation and of the negociations. The various 

settled on the coasts (especially dôra and the 
payment of mercenaries) linked to attested per-
sonal relations between the kings of Lydia and 
the Greek aristocracies may support the hypoth-
esis that coinage in Lydia, before Croesus, was 

between Greek and non-Greek aristocracies. 
If so, the comparative approach, highlighting 
such systems of war exchanges, may help un-
derstanding why the Greek workshops seem to 
have been involved in the process of striking not 
only in Lydia and in Thrace, but also in Illyria 

-
sion existing in some cases about the issuing 
authority, especially when a king of the interior 
strikes coins with the types of a coastal Greek 
city. The question of the invention of coinage is 
certainly very controversial and the hypothesis I 

-
tion. But this example, in Greek context, illus-

of war exchanges: through further studies of 
material as well as literary sources, the analy-

-
rior peoples without literacy were involved may 
enlighten, by a comparative approach, not only 
their own warrior structures, but also the mecha-
nisms of exchanges with the neighbouring state 
organised societies.

13

The importance of the war relations with 
neighbouring states, on which our literary 
sources largely focus, is not only a documen-
tary bias: it is linked to the characteristics of 
every society relying on war as a normal way 
of enrichment and a socially distinctive activity. 

-
cal point of view, the link between these char-
acteristics and the relations with neighbouring 
states generating wealth exchanges, including 
plundering, alliances and mercenaries, wonder-
ing how much such war exchanges would have 

-
lations were regulated through precious metal 
exchanges with neighbouring states or empires, 

explains why the social characteristics of these 
peoples were so durable, especially the warri-
or structures. Such a comparative study in war 
exchanges would indeed help investigate the 
counter-model these nonliterate warrior socie-
ties represent toward state and lettered civili-
zations, from a historical and anthropological 
point of view. Focusing on the warrior peoples 
involved in close relations of warlike exchanges 

-
ties. This consideration may at least partially 
explain the remarkable resilience of the pre-
modern nonliterate warrior civilizations next to 
state organised societies through the centuries. 
This may even be a new approach to the issue 
of literacy. Studies on material as well as non-
material exchanges, in archaeology or historical 
anthropology, have been focused mainly on the 

art, technology and social practices. Accultura-
tion studies especially, in both archaeology and 
history, focused on measuring the borrowings to 
neighbouring states, without questioning their 

reasons why we do not have a written litera-
ture from these premodern societies, although 
their use of writing is evidenced in many cases. 
If they were nonliterate, we may wonder why 
these societies, in deep contact with their state 
and lettered neighbours, stayed out of the state-
model organization, adopting coinage and other 
materials or practices which have been inter-
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preted as marks of progress or civilisation, but 
not literacy. In other words, we may wonder if 
they wittingly rejected literacy and state-model 
organization.

The lasting phenomenon these societies 
represent in world history is a huge subject, 

Temptation is certainly high to link the absence 
of literacy to the power and warrior structures 

persistence of their warrior structures was 
linked to the enrichment permitted by the war 
exchanges with the nearby states and empires. 
It is beyond doubt that further methodological 
investigations for comparative studies between 

-
eas and periods of time will contribute to a bet-

deserve a better place in the global history of 
premodern times.
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Introduction
The Late Iron Age in Transylvania was 

-
rizons: the “Celtic horizon” (between ca. 350 

1 The 
-

ized by the arrival of some Celtic groups from 
-

ited with the indigenous populations and their 
interactions contributed to the hybridization 
of material culture and practices, so typical 
Central European La Tène elements were of-
ten combined with the indigenous ones.2 The 
second chronological interval was character-
ized by the appearance of Dacian communities 
in this region and the subsequent emergence of 
the Dacian Kingdom. The corresponding ma-

those of the previous period, being oriented to-
wards the Lower Danube region.3 

-
tures of the two successive cultural horizons, 
the paper is going to identify and compare the 

were constructed and expressed through time in 
the aforementioned region. The discussion will 
involve certain elements of the material culture 

and communal identities. These include ele-
ments of the funerary rite and ritual, ways of or-
ganizing the habitation and the funerary space, 
diet and food processing practices etc.

*  This work was supported by a grant of the Ministry of 
Research and Innovation, CNCS – UEFISCDI, project 
number PN-III-P4-ID-PCE-2016-0353, within PNCDI III

2 
3 

LATE IRON AGE IN TRANSYLVANIA (ROMANIA): 
MATERIAL CULTURE AND PRACTICES  

AS MARKERS OF COMMUNAL IDENTITIES

Aurel Rustoiu, Iosif Vasile Ferencz

Funerary practices
During the Celtic horizon the habitation had 

a rural character, which can also be noted in the 
funerary practices. Each community consisted 
of a small number of people organized in family 
groups or clans.4 This pattern can be observed 
in the internal organization of the settlements 
and also in that of some cemeteries.5 In settle-
ments, the dwellings were grouped at a certain 
distance away from one another, for example at 

6 and Cicir (Fig. 1/1).7

A similar organization in family groups has 
also been observed in the layout of the funerary 
space, for example in the case of the Fântânele-
Dâmbu Popii cemetery8 (Fig. 1/2), as well as in 
other cemeteries from the eastern Carpathian 
Basin (Fig. 1/3-4).

The analysis of the cemeteries from east-
ern Hungary and Transylvania indicates that, 
although the Celtic arrivals always determined 

interactions between the colonists and the indig-

to another. As a consequence, a single cultural 

for the entire region in question.10

In some cases the local populations pre-
served their traditional funerary rites and rituals. 
Some cremation graves with the remains placed 

-
ples.11 In both cases the urns and their lids be-

4 
5 Rustoiu 2016a.
6 
7 Rustoiu 2013.
8 Rustoiu 2016a, 240-241.

10 
11 
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long to the local ceramic repertoire that predates 
the Celtic colonization (Fig. 1/5). According 
to their funerary rite, ritual and inventory, the 

end of the Early Iron Age.12

On the other hand, the majority of the 
graves belonging to the earlier phases of the 

colonists (Fig. 1/5).13 These have analogies in 
Central Europe or the middle Danube region. 
These funerary contexts indicate that the new-
comers preserved the traditional funerary cus-
toms of their homeland.

In other cases, the indigenous people were 
integrated relatively rapidly into the new com-
munal structures, as the preponderance of the 
funerary practices of the colonists seems to 
suggest. However, the locals continued to in-

during a few generations, and the persistence of 
the indigenous pottery is among the most vis-
ible features.14 The association of local pottery 
with the Celtic Central European one more like-
ly indicates the appearance of hybrid culinary 

assemblages based on ethnic criteria is far less 
convincing. 

Unlike the period of the 4th – 3rd centuries 
BC, when dozens of cemeteries consisting of 
hundreds of cremation and inhumation graves 
are known from Transylvania, during the Da-
cian horizon of the 2nd century BC – 1st centu-
ry AD the cemeteries are almost non-existent, 
and when some do appear, they seem to belong 
exclusively to certain social groups. From the 
funerary perspective, the corpses of most mem-
bers of the community were treated in an ar-
chaeologically “invisible” manner. Perhaps they 
were cremated and their remains were then scat-
tered in water bodies or other places outside the 
settlement.15

However, certain social categories belong-
-

ently upon death. For example, some members 

12 
13 
14 
15 Regarding the scattering of cremated human remains in land-

scape features or rivers during the European Bronze Age and 
Iron Age, and for ethnographic analogies from Nepal, see 

of the military elite were cremated and then laid 

tumulus graves, close to the settlement over 
which they ruled (Fig. 2/1; 5/2).16

The body of some women, probably priest-
esses, who used to wear rich sets of silver orna-
ments, was also treated in an archaeologically 
“invisible” manner upon death. Their costume 
and other objects (ceramic and metal vessels) 
related to their function were also removed from 
the world of the living by “killing” and then bur-
ying them in pits which were probably located 
in sacred areas from the settlements’ vicinity 
(Fig. 2/2).17

On the other hand, the presence of human 
skeletons or parts of them in settlements indi-
cates the existence of various manners of treat-
ing the deceased, more likely according to the 
social and symbolic categories to which they 
belonged: small children, ancestors, local and 

unusual death18 etc. (Fig. 2/3-4).

Organisation of settlements and their sur-
rounding landscape

The ways in which the habitation and the 
funerary space were organized, as well as the 
manipulation of the surrounding landscape, are 

expressing collective identities. There are also, 

Celtic and the Dacian “horizon”. 
During the early and middle LT, the rural 

settlements were surrounded by their agricul-
tural lands, being located on fertile meadows or 
river terraces. Unlike the settlements, the cem-
eteries were usually located on heights in the vi-
cinity: hilltops or slopes, high terraces or river 
ridges.  Among the most relevant examples 

Accordingly, the cemetery of a community 
was visible from the settlement and the nearby 
roads, and also from the neighbouring settle-
ments (Fig. 3/1).

The situation of the cemeteries from Aiud 
area, each having a good visibility of the others, 

16 
17 Egri, Rustoiu 2014. For the rich sets of silver ornaments see 

Spânu 2012.
18 

 Berecki 2015.
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Fig. 3/2).20 Taking into considera-
tion these norms of organizing the habitation 
and the funerary space, it might be presumed 
that the cemeteries marked symbolically the 
community’s ownership rights of a territory ac-
quired by or inherited from the ancestors. Along 
the same lines can be interpreted the fact that 
several Celtic cemeteries from Transylvania are 
located on the same areas previously occupied 
by cemeteries dated to the end of the Early Iron 
Age.21 The latter could have been incorporated 
into the construction of some new collective 
identities, based on certain myths of origin, in 
the context of Celtic colonization in Transylva-
nia.

settlement at Cugir provides a relevant exam-
ple of the manner in which the landscape was 
organized.22 The fortress was built on a hilltop 
dominating the surrounding areas. Some de-

lower terraces of the hill and in the surrounding 
valleys (Fig. 3/3-4).23

Regarding the funerary space, this includes 
a small cremation cemetery consisting of four 
tumuli, which is located in the close vicinity of 

fortress. The graves contain weapons and other 
military equipment, and one of them also con-
tains a ceremonial chariot which may suggest a 
higher social status of the deceased.24

The horizontal organization of the terri-

a “central place” for the settlements from the 
vicinity and also for those in the surrounding 
agricultural hinterland. Consequently, the entire 

-
ed on supplying the fortress and its “masters”.

The vertical organization of the landscape 
also had important symbolic connotations. The 

elites of the community from Cugir. Its location 
on a hilltop having a wide visibility over the set-
tlements from its vicinity and the agricultural 

promote a visual expression of their dominance 

20 
21 Berecki 2014.
22 See further in Rustoiu 2015b with bibliography.
23 
24 

over their people and lands, which was also vis-
ible from the distance.

Regarding the funerary space, the cemetery 
which more likely belonged to the founding 
dominant family was established on a location 
which was highly visible for the community. 
This fact again indicates the intention to high-
light visually the social status of the deceased 
and their families in relation to the communi-
ty. The important social role played by the de-
ceased’s families is also demonstrated by the 
rituals performed during funerals, in which most 
likely a large part of the community also partici-
pated.

Accordingly, the organization of habitation 
and funerary space related to the Cugir settle-
ment had not only a practical, economic rele-
vance, but was used to express the local social 
hierarchy both visually and symbolically. The 

organizing the habitation and landscape which 

cultural horizon preceding the Roman conquest. 

Culinary styles and practices
Lastly, regarding the dining practices,25 it 

has already been noted that they went through a 
process of hybridization during the “Celtic ho-
rizon”. In this case the regular dining set con-
sisted of an individual drinking vessel (either a 
beaker of local tradition or a Central European 
cup), a deep or shallow bowl (again of either 
local or LT Central European inspiration) and a 

(Fig. 4/1).26

during the “Dacian horizon”. Drinking vessels 
consist of ceramic beakers which were some-
times replaced by ceramic or silver cups or by 
bronze beakers of Mediterranean origin.27 These 
were accompanied either by large ceramic ves-
sels for liquids or by “imported” bronze situlae.28 
The most particular dining shape was the so-
called “Dacian fruit-bowl”, in fact a bowl hav-

25 

2014a etc. 
26 
27 -

Rustoiu 2005b.
28 
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ing a more-or-less tall hollow foot (Fig. 4/2) . 
Some of these fruit-bowls were very large (for 
example the one from tumulus 2 at Cugir has a 
diameter of 0.70 m), indicating their use in com-
munal feasts.30

Conclusions
This comparative analysis that has taken 

into consideration the funerary practices, the 
manner of organizing the habitat and funerary 
space, the manipulation of landscape and the 
dining and culinary practices point to important 
variations from the Celtic to the Dacian “hori-
zon” in Transylvania. Among other things, each 
of these elements of material culture and prac-
tices also served as markers of the manner in 
which these communities and various groups 
within them had built and expressed their iden-
tity. Accordingly, these variations are the result 

and dynamics of the respective societies. These 

and cultural concepts and practices, thus lead-
ing to the successive evolution of distinct com-
munal identity constructs inside the Carpathians 
range during the Late Iron Age.

The two cultural models raise the question 
regarding the manner in which they quickly 

 
185.

30 

succeeded one another (Fig. 5). The “Celtic” 
groups from the Carpathian Basin experienced 
a long evolution as concerning the way in 
which the new structures and relationships in-
side and outside the community were built, in a 
region colonised in successive phases starting 
with the second half of the 4th century BC. In 
general, the societies of the Second Iron Age 

-
herence and stability during the second half of 
the 3rd century BC. Their evolution was ended 
by the arrival from the south of new groups of 
warriors, who controlled communities having a 

Archaeologically, these warriors belong to the 
Padea – Panagjurski Kolonii group and they 
form the elites who created later the Dacian 

-
pearance of the Celtic horizon in Transylvania 
was caused by the migration from the south of 
these warriors and communities who imposed 
new forms of organization and who built a dif-
ferent ethnic and cultural identity from that of 
the previous groups.31 This migration led to the 
disappearance of the “Celtic” elites, together 
with the entire social and cultural model pro-
moted by them.

31  see contra
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Fig. 1. 1-4. The internal organization of the settlements and cemeteries on the basis of kin groups: 1) Cicir 
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Dacian horizon (3-4): 1) Topographic distribution of cemeteries and settlements at Blandiana (after Rustoiu, 

terraces outside the fortified enclosure; 3. lower plateau with traces of habitation; 4. Cugir River; 5. tumulus 

aerial photo Z. Czajlik); 4) Vertical organization, from the south to the north, of the social and economic 
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Fig. 5. 1) The distribution of settlements (black squares), funerary discoveries (black dots) 
and votive offerings (stars) in Transylvania during the Celtic horizon (map A. Rustoiu after 
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Der nordöstliche Teil Olteniens, d.h. der 

-
-

-

sind.1

Zur Dakischen Buridava (Abb. 1/1, 2A)

auf der höheren Terrasse des rechten Ufers des 
-

aus Bukarest und dem Bezirkmuseum Vâlcea, 
geleitet von Dumitru Berciu, unternommen.2 Ab 
dem Jahr 2014 wurden die Grabungen von der 

-

Schichten und/oder Komplexen:3 Äneolithikum 
-

-
na- und Verbicioara-Kultur), Hallstatt (Basa-
rabi-Kultur) und geto-dakische Zivilisation.

Die zivile Siedlung wurde von drei befesti-
Festungen 1, 

 und 3 genannt, abgeschirmt (Abb. 2/1).4 Die 
Dakische Buridava mit 

1 
2 

3 
4 

BURIDAVA – EINE DAKISCHE UND RÖMISCHE  
ANSIEDLUNG IN NORDOSTOLTENIEN

ihren insgesamt sechs erforschten Terrassen5, 

2 Jh. v. Chr. – 1 Jh. n. Chr.6 In seiner Rezension 
des Buches  von Dumitru Ber-

-
schichten,7 die ihm nach, dem 1 Jh. v. Chr. bis 
zu dem Ersten Römisch-Dakischen Krieg, d.h. 
am Ende des 1 – Anfang des 2 Jhs. n. Chr., an-
gehören.

Ohne in die Einzelheiten der Funde in der 
Dava -
tigen Entdeckungen die Tempelanlage in der 
Festung 18 und verschiedene Materialien (eine 
Bronzemaske, -
marcus,10 bemalte Keramik, die zahlreichen Fi-

werden (Abb. 2/2-8).

Das dakische Gräberfeld (Abb. 1/2B)
-

in Urnen, die meisten in Gruben und weitere 
11 Es wurden 

nur geringe Mengen von gebrannten Knochen 

schuld gewesen sein.12 Diese Hypothese wurde 
-

-

5 Iosifaru 2011, 83-85.
6 -

kfragment mit der Inschrift Basileos und Thiamarkos epoiei 
an.

7 
8 

10 
11 
12 
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gezeichen ein.
Sicher ist aber, dass auf einer der oben 

Abb. 3/1), u.z. die VIII., 
welche im nordwestlichen Randgebiet der An-

-
turms vermutet wurde, im Jahr 2016 ein Frie-
dhof erforscht werden konnte (Abb. 3/2).13 Es 

(Abb. 3/3-5): – Grab Nr. 1, eine rechteckige 

– , eine runde Anlage mit einer 
– Grab Nr. 4, unmit-

– Grab Nr. 6, in 
– Gräber Nr. 3, 5,  und , unter 

Die verbrannten Knochen wurden anthro-
pologisch untersucht und dabei konnte die Hit-

Gräbern 
Nr. 1 und 
und im Grab Nr. 4 eines jungen Erwachsenen 
bestattet.14

Das ans Licht geförderte Grabinventar – 

-messer, Teile von Panzerhemden, ein Glas-
rython – erlaubte den Entdeckern von dem Ze-
itabschnitt 1 Jh. v. Chr. – 1 Jh. n. Chr. zu spre-
chen. 

Die Römische Buridava (Abb. 1.1)
Die zivile Siedlung liegt am rechten Olt-

Chemischen Werk 
Govora -

-
neasca

Tabula 
Peutengeriana -
ben sollte15

,16 so dass die Fra-
ge des Ortes, wo die Festung liegen könnte, we-

.17 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

-
tungsgrabungen wurden auch in den letzten Ja-
hren unternommen (Abb. 4/2). Es wurden dabei 

Abb. 
1/3A, 4/1)18

:  – Niveau I: in 
der Zeit von Traianus und Hadrianus, mit dem 
wahrscheinlichen Ende am Anfang von Antoni-

– Niveau II: von Antoninus Pius bis 
– Niveau III: von Commodus bis 

– Niveau IV: von Caracalla bis Phi-
– Niveau V: von Philippus Arabs 

– Niveau VI: 
nach dem Aurelianischen Abzug bis in die er-
sten Jahrzehnte des 4. Jhs.

Hypocaustum, Praefurnia, Alveus, Piscina, Zu- 

Die Mauren wurden mit lokalem Stein, ausge-
meißelt in den Steinbergwerken neben Ocnele 
Mari-Buleta, und Mörtel gebaut. Dabei war das 
Fundament aus Flußsteinen und Mörtel errichtet 

-
ren auch Lehmziegeln verwendet. Vorher, im 1 
und 2 Jh., sind die Ziegeln nur beim Bau der 

Pilae, Praefurnia

Die Mauren aus dem Zeitabschnitt Traia-
nus-Septimius Severus wurden viel aufmerksa-
mer gebaut. Jene von Caracalla bis Aurelianus 

-

solide Fundamente errichtet worden. In dieser 

-

Mauer umringt. Die Zone ist dadurch befestigt 

die Bevölkerung im Falle einer Gefahr. 
-

-
tion, es ist aber auch Importkeramik entdeckt 
worden (die meiste aus Gallien, weniger aus 
Pannonien). Es wurde ein sehr reiches Materi-
al gefunden, nennen hier gestempelte Ziegeln, 

-

18 
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(Abb. 4/4-7).
-

chen Spuren gleich am Ende des Ersten Römis-
ch-Dakischen Krieges sprechen. Die ersten 
Bauten sind in Traianus Zeit zu setzen, diese 
sind sehr wahrscheinlich den Truppen aus Moe-
sia Inferior, wie die Legionen I Italica, V Mace-
donica, XI Claudia und den Auxilien Cohors II 
Flavia Bessorum, Cohors IX Batavorum, Pedi-
tes Singulares,20 zu verdanken.

Die Forschungen wurden auch nach dem 
Jahr 2000 fortgesetzt, sie hatten aber nur einen 
Rettungscharakter. Jetzt wurde auch das erste 
Grab gefunden (Abb. 1/3B, 4/3). Die verbrann-
ten berreste erlauben uns von einem Ustrinum 
zu sprechen. Das Grab gehöhrt nach seiner Ma-

Obwohl Dumitru Tudor von einer Festung 
in Buridava -

Grabungen im Punkt , keine Spuren 
-

che Schicht, stark von einem mittelalterlichen 
.21 

Ta-
bula Peutingeriana und dem Papyrus Hunt bis 

Die meisten Forscher sahen das Ende der 

der Römer aus Dakien in Aurelianus’s Zeit. Die 
neusten Forschungen scheinen aber eher auf 
Gallienus und das Jahr 260 hinzudeuten.22

Die Anwesenheit der zwei Ansiedlungen 
von Buridava, die dakische und römische, sind 
durch die strategische Lage des Ortes, der den 

,23 aber 
auch seine wirtschaftliche Rolle, u.z. die Ausbe-

.24 Neben Burida-
va lief die römische Strasse25

Olt, beide wichtige Bindungsglieder zwischen 

-
karpaten.

20 
21 
22 
23 Schuster 2014.
24 Schuster et al. 2012.
25 

Die römische Siedlung im Grabungsort Aval 
Baraj (Abb. 1/2C)

-

Dabei sind die Spuren einer römischen Siedlung 
entdeckt worden. Die Forschungen konzentrier-

-
in- und Erdbauten ausgegraben werden.26 Diese 
Siedlung, welche sich am Fusse der Dakischen 
Buridava
ihr befand, hatte am Anfang ihrer Existenz, d.h. 
in der Regierungszeit der Kaiser Traianus-Hadri-
anus, sehr wahrscheinlich eine strategische Rol-

die Salzausbeutung gebunden war, ersetzt wurde.
Zwei der angesprochenen Bauten beher-

-

-
,27 aber 

worden. Diese letzten gehören der Zeitspanne 
Traianus – Marcus Aurelius,28 mit einem Höhe-
punkt unter Hadrianus,  an.

Das Ende der Siedlung kann an den Be-
ginn der Regierungszeit des Kaisers Commo-

Moment spricht auch ein Zerstörungsniveau in 
der Römischen Buridava. Nicht zu vergessen 

-
-

es sich um eine regionale Auseinandersetzung 
gehandelt.30 Anderseits zeugt die Anwesenhe-
it in den Siedlungen Aval Baraj und Römische 
Buridava von Keramik dakischer Tradition da-
von, dass die einheimische Bevölkerung in das 

-
bezogen wurde.

26 
27 
28 Schuster et al. 2010, 264.

 
30 
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Abb. 1. 1 – – A. Dakische Buridava, B. Dakische Nekro-
pole, C. römische Siedlung im Punkt Aval Baraj; 3 – Luftansicht mit A. dem Bad in der Römis-
chen Buridava, B. mit dem römischen Grab.
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– – Bronzeanhänger; 3 –
mit Inschrift; 4 – Bronzemaske; 5-8 –

Buridava – eine dakische und römische Ansiedlung in Nordostoltenien
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Abb. 3: Dakische Nekropole: 1 – -
–
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Abb. 4. Römische Buridava: 1 – – – Grab; 4-5 –
– –

Buridava – eine dakische und römische Ansiedlung in Nordostoltenien
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Abb. 5. Römische Siedlung im Punkt Aval Baraj: 1 –
– –



Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

In this paper, I would like to propose a dif-
ferent approach to Thracian as a spoken lan-
guage, one somewhat unusual for the traditional 
research, and try to answer the question how 
this barbarian language sounded to Greeks and 
Romans by scrutinizing the Thracian names of 
the Roman period.

Initially, I need to make some theoretical 

the distribution of segments of the human speech 
is organized is in terms of sonority. This is de-

which corresponds directly to the relative loud-
ness of a sound. The most sonorous sounds are 
the vowels… the least sonorous sounds are the 
voiceless stops.’1 This phonological principle is 

-
tion (SSG).2 SSG says that in a well-formed syl-
lable, the sonority of segments decreases from 
the nucleus to the edges of the syllable and that 
every syllable has only one peak of sonority 
contained in the nucleus. The principle is based 
on the concept of Sonority Scale or Sonority Hi-
erarchy.3 Under this notion, the syllable is de-

terms of a sonority curve. If one speaks with a 
given amount of energy, the vowels sound loud-
er than any of the consonants, the more open 
vowels – louder than the closer vowels, the 
voiced consonants – louder than the voiceless 
consonants, etc.:

1 Zsiga 2013, 333.

formedness depending on sonority-related ordering of the 
sounds can be found as early as 18th century (Parker 2011, 
1161).

3 

ON THE THRACIAN SYLLABLE:  
WORD-INITIAL CONSONANTS AND CONSONANT 

CLUSTERS IN THRACIAN NAMES

Mirena Slavova

vowels > glides > liquids > nasals >  
fricatives  >  stops

Consequently, all speech is a series of 
waves of varying height4 which may be graphi-
cally represented. Almost a hundred years ago, 

of Ancient Greek and English words using the 
principle of the Sonority Sequencing Generali-
sation.5 He drew the conclusion that the Greeks 
have always had sounds of high sonorousness 
at the syllabic crests (Fig. 1), while in English 
(Fig. 2) many syllables have less sonorous vow-
els or just sonorants at their crests (the approxi-
mants /w/, /y/, the syllabic consonants /r/, /l/, 
/m/, /n/), and that is why the troughs between 
the waves of the segments are often shallow in 
contrast to the Greek syllable, whose slopes are 
steeper.6

In the example of Sturtevant, I have pre-
pared a similar comparison between Ancient 
Greek and Thracian names (Fig. 3, 4), chosen 
on a random basis. As one can see, their sonor-
ity diagrams are more similar. The Thracian 
language, however, has a greater preference 
for more sonorous boundaries of its syllables, 
which are positioned in the higher part of the 
sonority scale in comparison to the Greek ones 
which are positioned in the lower part of the 
scale, although – in accordance with the Sonor-
ity Sequencing Generalisation – sonority de-
creases toward their margins.

Despite the many theories that govern syl-
-

proach in determining constituents of a syllable. 
Syllables have two main constituents: the onset 

4 Cf. die Schallwellen
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and the rhyme, each of which performs impor-
tant functions within the syllable and operates 
quite independently of each other. The rhyme 
consists of nucleus and coda. The most sono-
rous segment of the syllable is the nucleus, or 
sonority peak, as this is predominantly occupied 
by vowels and often the nucleus may be the only 
component of a syllable. 

As for the Thracian language, there is 
enough evidence that the engravers and/or the 
authors of the lapidary private messages of the 
epitaphs and dedications of the Roman period 
have a natural sense of syllable borders of the 

near Sandanski, for instance, the engraver has 
put a little rho
to use the space more economically and to di-
vide the theonym into syllables the right way as 

-  (Fig. 5). In the same manner, 
Asclepius’ epithets in dative -  
(Batkun Sanctuary, Fig. 6) and - -

-  (Glava Panega sanctuary, Fig. 7) have 
been properly divided and laid out.

The focus of this paper is limited on the 
word-initial onset of the syllable of Thracian 
names from the Roman period, although paral-
lells to other periods of the history of Thracian 
language will be drawn, including the inscrip-
tions in Zone. The chosen approach makes it 
possible to shed additional light on the conso-
nant inventory of the Thracian language and on 
the compatibility of the consonants. Its advan-
tage consists in avoiding the complicated ques-
tion of dividing into syllables the clusters in in-
ternal word position. 

Another important point which should be 
mentioned is that the Thracian language is a rel-
ict language and consequently, our knowledge 
of it is based primarily on onomastic material. 
Observations on the syllable sounds of proper 
names cannot be compulsory for appellatives 

the lexicon of any language. My hypothesis for 
the onset of the initial syllables of the proper 
names in comparison with that of the appella-
tives is that it should be more in line with the 
well-formedness rules, as its easy pronunciation, 
the distinctiveness and the maximum sonority 
distance are important for the articulateness and 
communicativeness of the names. For instance, 
in Greek, there are word-initial bipartite clus-

ters /thn/ as in  or /sb/ as in , but 
personal names beginning with them have not 
been attested. 

On the basis of preliminary observations, 
we can assume that the slot of the word-initial 
onset of Thracian names can be either empty or 

Empty onset of the initial syllable in Thra-
cian names

The empty slot is illustrated by names be-
ginning with a vocal or a diphthong, cf. the 
example of the theonym -  (IGBulg 

is no onset consonant (Fig. 8). Empty slots 
are attested in a lot of Thracian names such as 

 (IGBulg 
2338),  (gen., IGBulg 1817),  
(dat., IGBulg 357),  (gen., IGBulg 

earlier: No 153, 158, 208 – y
/ 7 

Word-initial consonant in Thracian names
As for the cases of one-consonant onset in 

the beginning of the Thracian names (Fig. 9) 
compared with the Greek ones, the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

First of all, word-initially, there are no aspi-
rated labials and velars, unlike in the Greek lan-
guage.8 As for the initial theta in names such as 

 
(IGBulg 2338), one can hesitate whether or not 
this grapheme stays for a voiceless dental frica-
tive / /. lternations such as  ~ , 

 (IGBulg 5612) ~  
(IGBulg 2218) or Dansala (CIL XIII.8308) ~ 

 (IMS III,2.101) could possibly 
present proof of the existence of such a pho-
neme, at least in the Roman period. 

Another labiodental fricative sound, /v/, 
> as in  

~  (cf. the same routine practice in 
rendering the Latin /v/ in Greek, Valerius = 

), could be detected as a word-initial 
consonant. /v/ could be a fricative development 

7 The last two names have the chance to be Greek ones.

also the lack of graphemes for aspirated stops in Thracian 
words attested in the newly published inscriptions of Zone 

Dana 2014, 311

Mirena Slavova
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of the genuine labial /b/ of the pre-Roman Thra-
cian language, analogous to the Greek at least 
in cases where doublet forms with alternation 

 ~  are attested. Hence, there is a process 
of fricativization of the stops similar to that in 
Greek in accordance with the economy principle 
in the languages: b > v.

 ~ 
 (OnomThrac 412), Tsinta ~ Tzinta 

(OnomThrac 382), Tzitzis ~  (OnomThrac 
408), Tzurta ~ Zurta ~ Tzorta and  
~ Zioncellus could be indicative for the exist-

z-/, 
/t s/ at least in the Roman period which is 
unfamiliar to the Greek. 10

Another observation is connected with the 

pairs such as  ~ Heptaporis similar 
to the Greek Spiritus asper. In the pre-Roman 
Thracian sources, there are at least two cases 
which could serve as evidence for the existence 
of such a phoneme in the pre-Roman times, judg-
ing from the intervocal position of the graph-

11 (?) .12

The last remark concerns the existence of 
a phoneme /y/ in the onsets of word-initial syl-
lables of Thracian names in the Roman period. 
Cases such as  (dat., IGUR I.132) 

-
cian names of Zone as early as the 6th cent. BC 

and 142 – y .13

The most word-initial onsets in Thracian 

clusters (Fig. 10).

Word-initial bipartite consonant clusters in 
Thracian names

-
isfying the requirements of SSG twofold – on 
the one hand, their two elements are at the most 
possible distance from each other in the sonor-
ity scale and, on the other, their second sonorant 
consonant is pronounced without turbulence, 

10
11 Brixhe 2015, I.4.
12 .
13 Brixhe 2015, 3.5.2.1.

with less noise and most loudness.
The clusters in question are as follows: 
Plosive-liquid clusters
bl- , IGBulg 1516
pl- Plestrensis (Diana)14

kl- , IGBulg 1805
br- , IGBulg 1516
dr- Drulent(is), gen., ILBulg 166
gr- , gen., IGBulg 2236
pr- 15

tr- , IGBulg 860
kr- 
Sibilant-plosive, liquid or sonorous nasal 

clusters
sk- , IGBulg 1803
sp- , IGBulg 2065
st- , IGBulg 474
zb- , IGBulg 5612
sg- , IGBulg 1654
zg- , IGBulg 1460
sd- 16

zd- 17

zr- , IGBulg 2338
sm-  (gen.)18

Obviously, word-initially, there is both a 
voiceless and a voiced sibilant /s/ and /z/ in the 
Thracian names. /Z/ could be an allophone of 
/s/ before voiced consonants /g/, /b/, and /d/ in 
cases such as:

sg ( zg 
( , IGBulg 1460)

sd ( , dat. , or Sdapeze20 zd 
( )

There is also another cluster of the sibilant 

-
dental fricative /v/ in the theonym  
(IGBulg 1726). 

As for the word-initial clusters of conso-
nants of equivalent sonority, they are probably 
avoided in order to achieve maximal sonor-
ity distance – for instance in Thracian names, 
word-initially, there are no */pt-, kt-/. The only 
permitted cluster of equivalent sonority in word-
initial onsets is that of #/bd-/ attested in Bdutua 
(ILBulg 127) or  (IGBulg 1474).

14
15
16 
17 Procop. Aed. 4.11.25.
18

20

On the Thracian Syllable: Word-initial Consonants and Consonant Clusters in Thracian Names
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Another interesting observation is that in 
Thracian, as in Latin, there is most likely a la-
biovelar phoneme /kw/ attested word-initially 
before vowels in names such as: -  
(IGBulg 1846), -  (IGBulg 5462), -

.21

Forbidden clusters in Thracian are:
Clusters of aspirated stops with sonorants 

hl-, thl-, khl-, phr-, thr-, khr-, kh -
ing the ethnonym  which is however an 
exonym22

, , , , , 
, X ).23

Unlike the Greek language, the homor-
h

avoided in order to obtain optimal economy of 
pronunciation with more distinctiveness and less 

 or  in 
Greek).

There are no clusters of the sibilant /s/ with 
h-, skh-, sth

Greek names , , .

M     
 

As for the complex consonants known from 
Greek, word-initial clusters of a velar with the 
sibilant /s/ which give the complex consonants 

attested yet (cf.  in Greek). D. Dana lists 
>, the patro-

 from Bithynia, whose Thra-
cian attribution however is dubious.24

Clusters of voiceless plosives such as */pt-/, 
phth-/ and /khth-/ are missing, in contrast with the 
Greek  and . 

One can conclude that word-initially, the bi-
partite onsets of Thracian names compared with 
the Greek ones can be divided in three groups: 
21 Procop. Aed. 4.1.68.
22 Cf. the banal case of the endonym Deutsch and the exonym 

the Slavic peoples use for calling their Germanic neighbors as 
“mutes” because their language was unintelligible, Russian 
nemtsy ( ), Bulgarian nemtsi ( ), Polish Niemcy, 
Czech  and so forth.

23 This is the explanation given by Brixhe of the unaspirated 
forms y  and y  (corresponding to the Greek ) 

24 > 
o 13 

–  and No

a) seven word-initial clusters which have not 
been attested in Greek names (sd-, zd-, sg-, zg-, 
sv-, zb-, zr-, Table 1):

Table 1
Word-initial bipartite clusters which 

have not been attested in Greek names
Clusters Thracian names Greek names
sd- - -
zd- - -
sg- - -
zg- - -
sv- - -
zb- - -
zr- - -

b) thirteen initial bipartite clusters which are 
common for both the Thracian and Greek names 
(sp-, st-, sk-, sm, bd-, bl-, br-, dr-, gr-, pl-, pr-, 
tr-, kr-, Table 2):

Word-initial bipartite clusters which 
are common for the Thracian and the Greek 
names

Bipartite 
clusters

Thracian names Greek names

sp- - -  
st- - -
sk- - -
sm-
bd- - -
bl- - -
br- - -
pl- Pl-estrensis -
pr- Pr-ilus -
dr- - -
tr- - -
gr- - -
kr- - K -

c) twenty-four clusters which are missing in 
Thracian but present in Greek names (pt-, kt-, 
ks-/gs-/ khs-, kn-, pn-, tm-, tl-, gl-, phth-, khn-, 
phl-, thl-, khl-, phr-, khr-, thr-, gn-, dm-, sph-, sth-
, skh-, mn-, Table 3): 

Mirena Slavova



It is evident that word-initial clusters of 
consonants of equivalent or adjacent sonor-
ity in Thracian names attested so far have been 
avoided in aiming at maximal sonority distance. 
Subsequently, Thracian names with initial clus-
ters as the following Greek ones have not been 
attested so far:

   
 

  -
-  -  -
-  -  -
-  -  
-  -
-  -

Word-initial tripartite consonant clusters in 
Thracian

As for the word-initial tripartite consonant 
clusters in Thracian, there are only 3 of them 
– #/s.tr-/ ( - , IGBulg 2050), #/s.
tl-/ ( - ..., IGBulg 2802), #/s.kr-/ (Scr-
etisca25). The order of consonants in these clus-

position one is occupied by liquids /r/ and /l/, 
position two – by voiceless plosives /k/ and /t/, 
and the third position – by the sibilant /s/. 

The rule that the syllables in the Indo-Eu-
ropean languages contain only two positions of 
increasing sonority can be maintained here by 
simply treating the occurrence of /s/ in position 
3 as appendix, as suggested by many authors. 

25

Although the tripartite clusters in Greek are 5 
(#/s.tr-/, #/s.tl-/, #/s.kl-/, #/s.pl-/, #/s.phr-/), and 
in Latin – 6 (#/s.tr-/, #/s.tl-/, #/s.kr-/, #/s.kl-/, 

of the word-initial onset of names.26

Thracian names have the word-initial clus-
ter #/s.cr-/ which is missing in Greek but present 
in Latin, while Greek has a special cluster with 
the aspirated plosive /ph/ – #/s.phr-/, and Latin – 
#/s.pr-/ which are missing in Thracian (Table 4).

the 
Thracian syllable onset has:

 a voiceless dental fricative #/ -/?
 a labiodental fricative #/v-/.
 z-, ts-, t
 a labiovelar #/kw-/? 
 a glottal fricative #/h-/.
 clusters of sibilants with voiced consonants 

#/sd-, sg-, sv-, zb-, zg-, zr-/.
 a cluster #

and does not have:
 aspirated velars and labials */phl-, thl-, khl/, /

phr-, khr/.
 homorganic clusters */tl-, thl-/.
 complex consonants */ks-, ps-/.
 consonant clusters of equivalent sonority */

pt-/.
 clusters of nasals */mn-, pn-, kn-, gn-, tm-, 

thm-/.
 

sn-, sm-, sth-, skh-, sph-/.
 clusters */spr-, sphr-/.

26 The survey is made in the online databases of PHI Searchable 
Greek inscriptions and Epigraphic Database Heidelberg.

Table 3
Word-initial bipartite clusters which are missing in Thracian but present in Greek names
C2 C1 = plosive C1 = fricative C1 = sibilant C1 = nasal C1 = liquid
Plosives p, t, k ph, th , kh b, d, g v s z n m l r

p, t, k pt-
kt-

ks- kn-
pn-

tm- tl-

ph, th, kh phth- khs- khn-
phl-
thl-
khl-

phr-
thr-
khr-

b, d, g gs- gn- dm- gl-
Fricatives

s, z, v
sph-
sth-
skh-

Nasals 
m, n mn-

On the Thracian Syllable: Word-initial Consonants and Consonant Clusters in Thracian Names
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-
garding the phonology of the Thracian word-
initial syllable of the proper names particular-
ly, that it prefers a steeper sonority slope and 
a more sonorant onset in comparison with that 
encountered in the Greek names. 

This statement could be indicative mutatis 
mutandis in answering the interesting question 
whether and how the Greeks distinguished the 
Thracian speech. The answer based on the above 
observations would be that they could recognize 
Thracian at least from its word-initial syllables 
without nasals and aspirates, but with more jin-
gle consonants such as voiced fricatives, voiced 

In connection with this statement, it is suit-
able to remember the ancient authors’ usage of 
the verb  (“sing as a swallow”) as a 
synonym of  (“speak incomprehen-
sibly like a barbarian”). Obviously, for them, the 
tweeting of the swallows with its warbles and 
trills was related to the vibrant and ringing un-
known languages of the barbarians, including 
Thracians.

      

   ,
     .

Why, if she is not, in the swallow’s fashion,
possessed of voice that’s unknown and barbaric,
I, with speech – speaking in mind’s scope – per-

suade her.27

b) Sch. Ar. Av. 1680:  
      , 

  .     
    

   
      ).

He says this in a barbaric way and as indis-
tinctly as the swallows. Aeschylus calls the bar-
barian speaking swallow tweet. And Ion in his 

-
lows in masculine (the same way as Herodian 

.28

observations, apart from the general linguistic 
remarks, the demonstrated scrutinizing of the 
Thracian syllable could be helpful in both dis-
tinguishing the genuine Thracian names and 
in supplementing their corrupted letterings in 
Greek and Latin inscriptions.

27 English translation by Browning 1877.
28 Translation by the author.

Voiceless 
sibilant C2 = plosive C1 = liquid Thracian Greek Latin 

S 

t r  - Str-abonius
t l - ... - Stl-accius 
k r Scr-etisca - Scr-ibonius 
k l - - -
p l -  Spl-endonius
ph r - -  -
p r - - -

Table 4
Tripartite word-initial clusters in Thracian, Greek and Latin

Mirena Slavova
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Introduction
The Tundzha Regional Archaeological Pro-

ject (TRAP)1 conducted systematic survey in the 
– 2011 in order to shed 

light on the evolution of settlement patterns in the 
-

toman period. This paper analyses surface survey 
data from the Early Iron Age to the Roman period, 
in order to contextualize the rise of Seuthopolis in 
the Hellenistic period, and the growth of extensive 
mortuary landscape within the valley. Archaeo-
logical sites, derived from the TRAP distributional 
record, are analysed using methods from loca-
tional geography and ecology. Diachronic changes 
in their distributions are explained in relation to 
socio-political changes in the region, using the 
longue-dur e theoretical framework.

The results, showing Early Iron Age growth 

Roman-period stability and growth, represent an 
independent line of evidence complementing an-
cient sources, site-based excavations, and artefact 
studies.2

Study Area and Background
The Kazanlak Valley, famous for its pleasant 

summer climate, the production of rose attar, and 
hundreds of burial mounds, gained an additional 

and Maria Chichikova excavated the remains of 
the city of Seuthopolis on the bank of the Tundzha 
River.3 Founded on a Hippodamean plan, the city 
was labelled the royal residence of the Odrysian 

1 TRAP was possible thanks to the generous support of the 
Australian Research Council Linkage Project Funding 

Regional Museum, Archaeological Institute of Bulgarian 

America for Bulgaria Foundation.
2 This paper is an abridged version of a chapter no. 10 in the 

volume The Tundzha Regional Archaeological Project, Sur-
face Survey, Palaeoecology, and Associated Studies in Cen-

3 .

THRACIAN STATE: A MYTH OR REALITY?

Adela Sobotkova

of the so-called Seuthopolis inscription inside the 
citadel. The city has quickly become the symbol 
of Thracian culture and an implicit centre of the 
Odrysian realm, or state, however one chooses 
to translate the 
symbol looms large despite questions surrounding 
the city’s purpose, founders, and short-lived span, 
whose treatment is limited due to the drowning of 
the city’s remains in the Koprinka reservoir.4

Aside from Seuthopolis, the investigations 
of Classical Antiquity in the valley have focused 

Georgi Kitov’s expeditions opened dozens of local 
burial mounds, revealing a diversity of funerary 

-

signaled through the variance in wealth of assem-
blages and the size and elaboration of the tombs 
contrasted sharply with the largely blank map of 
settlement in the hinterland of Seuthopolis.

Tundzha Regional Archaeological Project (2009 
– 2011): Survey Methods

-
atic surface survey. Systematic surface survey has 
been a standard method of archaeological research 
in the Mediterranean for over four decades. Total 

-
ers walk the study area in a contiguous and uni-
form manner and document surface remains (or the 
lack of them) systematically.5 The results of such 
a method that can shed light on the material real-
ity of prehistoric to ancient lifeways and provide 
a complementary view of the past to that derived 
from written sources.6 

The data presented below originate from cam-
– 2011 in the Kazanlak Valley.7 

4 Balkanska,Tzochev 2008
5 .
6 .
7 .
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walked some 86 sq km of this intermontane land-
scape, documenting manmade surface remains. 
On average the teams encountered nearly one sur-
face concentration of artefacts per square kilome-
tre. The terrain covered was chosen to represent a 
cross-section of local topography and geology, and 
included hilly terrain in the Sredna Gora and Stara 

survey were used depending on the passability and 
visibility of the ground. Teams applied intensive 

pasturelands with low visibility, we used extensive 
survey and in the poorly accessible hillslopes with 
no ground visibility we utilized the adverse terrain 
survey (ATS).

documenting line of sight and standing features, 
-

bris.

spaced 15-20 m apart, and called out and recorded 
observations of the surface remains every 15-20 
m, picking up the most characteristic artefacts. For 
documentation purposes, the observations were 
recorded in square ‘survey units’, which usually 
measured 75 by 75 m or 100 by 100 m and includ-
ed 25 observations. Team leader recorded the spa-
tial extent of each survey unit with a GPS-linked 
PDA while another team member would note in-
dividual walker counts and environmental condi-
tions in paper forms. Later the unit-level sums of 
artefact groups were digitized in the project GIS 
and translated into density per hectare, allowing 
the mapping of both chronological and activity 
variations across the study area. The walkers pro-
ceeded as a team ensuring the uniformity of speed 
and contiguous coverage. The extensive survey 

-
tervals of 20-30 m, which resulted in larger survey 
units and an overall lower number of observations 

and processed the same way in intensive and ex-
tensive mode.8

usual levels or when unusual artefacts were noted, 
the team would return and resurvey the unit(s) at a 
higher intensity, usually 5 m intervals. High density 

8 During adverse terrain survey only standing features were 
documented as the leaf litter or other dense vegetation cover 
hindered the observation of surface densities. Line of sight 
determined the extent of coverage for ATS units.

areas were further sampled via total pickups. This 
means that we staked a few 5 by 5 m squares and 

-
facts to measure the functional variation within the 
sample. Total pick-ups brought up low-frequency 
or poorly visible artefacts (tiny fragments of black 
slip, or inobtrusive handmade wares and daub) 
that could easily escape detection during regu-
lar survey. Chronological variation of a surface 
concentration was usually established back at the 
base through formal analysis of the grab samples 
from the entire surface area rather than the total 

was instead a product of post-facto assessment that 
weighed the quantitative and qualitative aspects of 
the survey material in the context of its recovery.

The survey area in Kazanlak Valley centred on 
the city of Seuthopolis, and extended in all direc-

and Sredna Gora. The aim was to shed light on 
the settlement dynamics in the valley and provide 
some context for the rise and the fall of the Hellen-

BC. Formal analysis points to the changing settle-
ment preferences of local communities through 
time, which can be explained through social and 

-
-

ver in settlement around the middle of the millen-
nium . Before we proceed with the results, a few 
caveats touching on chronology and spatial analy-
sis are worthwhile.

Temporal Scales
This paper deals with survey data spanning 

from 1100 BC to AD 300, which were divided into 
three chronological groups: the Early Iron Age, the 
Late Iron Age and the Roman period. The coarse 
chronological resolution owes to the worn nature 
of most surface remains. As only 1% of collected 
samples bore diagnostic features, most surface 

– 

black-slip fragment or a coin that provided a more 
-

Only prominent phenomena can be expected 

Sobotkova forthcoming.
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neatly Ferdinand Braudel’s long-term approach,10 
but correlating poorly with the history of events 
based on written sources. Such chronological dis-
crepancy is common for pedestrian surveys even 
in Greece or Italy, where pottery styles and fab-
rics have received a lot of attention. Perhaps, fu-
ture studies of fabrics can help tackle the problem 
through better typologies of the handmade and 
coarse wares in Thrace, which tend to dominate 

Spatial analysis
TRAP in Kazanlak produced continuous den-

sity data that forms a heatmap visible in Figure 1. 
Spatial analysis requires points as the main input 
and so I have reduced the continuous survey data 
into points representing potential habitation sites. 
These site points form an interpretive layer de-
rived from the raw distributional data, which may 
vary with each re-interpretation of what comprises 

Furthermore, contiguous coverage, the assumption 
of complete site recovery and a spatially homoge-
neous environment are additional prerequisites to 
a formal assessment of local settlement patterns.11 

one of the main aims of total coverage survey, gaps 
in coverage remain under the reservoir, modern 

-
west. Likewise, no archaeological survey dataset 
can guarantee complete site recovery due to for-

landscapes.12 That said, we undertook the survey 
with awareness of the problems above, attempting 

strategies. Last, but not least, spatial homogeneity 
is perhaps the least problematic aspect of the Ka-
zanlak study area as its intermontane topography 

better source of data for spatial analysis.
Two methods of spatial analysis were ap-

plied to the point dataset derived from the Kazan-
lak survey data: Nearest Neighbour analysis and 
Ripley’s K. Both are methods used in ecology to 
study the behaviour of communities of plants and 
animals.13 Nearest Neighbour analysis (NNA) 
is a global measure that looks at a distribution of 
10 .
11 Bevan,Conolly 2006.
12 
13 

.

-
viduals deviate from a random spatial distribution. 
The formula is a mean distance between existing 
points divided by expected distance between points 
in the given study area. The resulting ratio can fall 

1, the sites are dispersed, or widely spaced. A ratio 

phenomena are concentrated in one place, then the 
ratio approaches 0. As the NNA ratio is a function 
of the area, boundaries of study area matter. Large 
boundary will make sites appear clustered, while 

make sites appear dispersed. Gaps in the study area, 
such as caused by non-contiguous transect or quad-
rat survey preclude this analysis, as they intractably 

the issue even when dealing with continuous spa-
tial phenomena and model sites beyond boundary 

ArcGIS 10 with a bounding rectangle and correc-
tion for sites outside the boundary.

The ratios can be translated into more mean-
ingful social concepts. Clustering indicates attrac-
tion – to a strategic resource or in a generative 
process – such as mother community14. Regular 
or dispersed pattern indicates hostility, mutual 
antagonism, competition, desire for space and au-
tonomy. Nearest Neighbour analysis is a descrip-
tive statistic and does not explain the phenomena 
behind these patterns. However, with large enough 

on subsets categorized by environmental zone (i.e., 
to test for resource competition, etc.), site size or 
site type (to test for political competition). In the 
present paper, I ran Nearest Neighbour analysis on 
the dataset and then on a subset of sites, marked 
either by larger size, or by the presence of high-
quality pottery.

Spatial phenomena, however, may show dif-
ferent clustering and dispersal trends depending on 
the scale. Nearest Neighbour analysis provides us 
with a measure that is valid at the scale of the val-

Neighbour results, I also ran Ripley’s K, multi-
distance cluster analysis, to investigate the patterns 
below the level of the valley. Ripley’s K is a mov-
ing window analysis that puts a radius around a 

14 .
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given site and asks how many other sites fall in-
side and outside of this radius, outputting a ratio of 

can thus see how sites cluster or disperse at a range 
of distances, allowing us to explore local alliances, 
mother-daughter relationships, and change over 
time in the constellation of rural sites.

Settlement Patterns from the Early Iron Age to 
the Roman period

– 2011, three 
-

ous terrain, mapping the density of surface remains 
over the entire area. Upon processing, some 82 

-
preted as 72 sites spanning from the Neolithic to 
the Ottoman period (see Table 1).15 In this paper, I 
focus exclusively on the results from the Early Iron 
Age to Roman period.

Early Iron Age
The Kazanlak landscape contains 23 Early 

Iron Age sites, a more than three-fold increase in 
site numbers and settled area after the Late Bronze 

-
ly found on the banks of the Koprinka reservoir 
and nearby terraces of the Tundzha River (likely a 
skewed result produced by erosional activity here 
rather than the full picture of the valley), Early Iron 

the Sredna Gora terraces and Stara Planina shields. 
Settlements continue to concentrate on river ter-
races, but new settlements appear across all eco-
logical niches, pointing to the exploitation of all 
available resources and new economic strategies. 
Settlements of 1 to 5 ha size form the core of Early 
Iron Age settlement. As communities grow, they 
exert pressure on surrounding resources, a phe-
nomenon that likely contributed to increased spa-
tial dispersal of new habitation and activity areas.

The dispersal of Early Iron Age sites is appar-

value of 1.053. This ratio is complemented by Ri-
pley’s K which also signals remarkable regularity 
at all scales. The regular spacing of sites signals 
respect, such as can be expected between peer-
communities, which are politically autonomous. 
Communities exercising their independence exert 
just enough antagonism to hold other communities 
a distance away.

15 Sobotkova, Ross 2018.

Late Iron Age
The Late Iron Age is the period of site num-

ber growth in Kazanlak, correlating with the rise 
of the Odrysians. Mortuary evidence in the valley 
points to the concentration of wealth among local 
elites and to the ranking of clans and families.16 

the proliferation of sites. Site count increases from 
23 to 38, a 40% increase, and the settlement area 
doubles from 21.5 to 43.3 ha. Average site size 

biggest increase in site counts is happening in the 
smallest tier of sites whose area falls below half-
hectare. The expansion is localized, with small 
sites encircling larger ones, leaving footprints of 

exceed the area of 5 ha, but overall, the hierarchy 
remains bottom-heavy with a majority of fairly 
ephemeral, single-component sites that disappear 
with the next period.

Despite these increases in site counts and ag-
gregate settled area, the minimal increase in the 
average site size signals that there is not as much 
population growth and stability in the settlement 
system as might be expected from a prosperous 

during Early Iron Age, signalling a tendency to-
wards clustering. Given the nearly double increase 
in site count, however, the ratio is still fairly high, 

-
veals that sites cluster up to the distance of 5 km, 

-
tern showing multiple spatially distinct clusters of 
sites. These clusters either represent contemporary 
political factions, or resource-based clustering, or 
are the footprint of sequential settlement shift.  The 
chronological coarseness of survey data precludes 
subdivision into shorter phases to further test 
these propositions. If we, however, run NNA only 
on sites that contain large amounts of grey ware 
(dated 6th – 4th

showing a distinctive, highly dispersed pattern of 
sites where high-quality pottery was documented. 
If we assume that these sites are contemporary, the 
ratio means we are dealing with competing centres 
of elite consumption and display.

The dispersal of elite sites and the dominance 

about 35% of Late Iron Age sites are likely con-

16 Stoyanov, Stoyanova 2016.
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temporary.17 It is hardly surprising to suggest that a 
settlement is unlikely to be occupied for the entire 
500 years that nominally comprise the Late Iron 

use span of each individual site, we can examine 
the fraction of contemporaneous sites in a survey 
dataset as a whole. Robert Dewar devised an al-
gorithm that supplies such a test using the census 
statistics.18 The present study uses Dewar’s model 
transcribed into R, applied to the three periods un-
der discussion. -
man period datasets returned as 44% and 50% con-
temporaneous respectively, in the Late Iron Age at 
most 35% of sites were estimated to be contempo-
raneous (13 out of 38, see Table 2). This result in-
dicates that the proliferation of Late Iron Age sites 
is not a result of stability and population growth, 

relocation. The map of the Late Iron Age settle-
ment in Kazanlak is, therefore, considerably over-

where 65% of sites exist in sequence rather than 
contemporaneously. 

The Late Iron Age corrected numbers raise 
a number of questions. Is the fast site turnover 
a product of sensitive survey methodology that 
picked up twice as many ephemeral sites compared 
to other periods? Or is the model illustrating a true 
trend? Half of Roman sites are likely contempo-
rary, which is the best fraction over the long-term. 
Given than Roman material is highly visible and 
diagnostic, survey data and Dewar’s model should 
have produced similar results for the Late Iron Age 
if the ratio of short-term sites stayed the same. 
Given the contrast between the corrected counts of 
the Late Iron Age and the Roman period, it seems 

trends. Social change and pressure as well as ex-
ternal disturbances can contribute to community 

in the historical and excavation record and point 

their detailed assessment, however, is beyond the 
scope of the current paper. 

Despite the correction, the site number of 13 
for the Late Iron Age still represents a long-term 
maximum between 10 Early Iron Age and 11 Ro-
man sites. Other indicators, such as the aggregate 

17 Sobotkova 2018.
18 .

 See www.github.com/adivea/Rscripts.

settled area and results of distance analysis, how-
ever, do not correlate with a settlement heyday. In-

-
petition among peer communities.  Small overall 
settled area does not support increasing population 

unrest, contrasting with the political consolidation 
and integration of the communities in the valley in 
the following period.

Roman period
In the Roman period, site counts drop by near-

ly 40% from 38 to 23, but site average size doubles 
from 1.1 to 2.4 ha. Aggregate settlement area grows 
to 55 ha (by 20%) despite the lower site count. All 
of these markers point to population growth and 
site nucleation. The decline in site count mostly af-
fects the smallest tier of sub-hectare sites, leading 
to the growth in the upper tiers of site hierarchy. 

In the Roman period, the NNA ratio drops to 
0.866 signalling that sites are now located even 
closer together than in the Late Iron Age. If we run 
the NNA only on the largest sites (no other dis-
tinction being available for sites in the valley at 
this period), the ratio drops further to 0.846. Hav-
ing large sites clustering this close to each other 

would expect independent communities to be at 
a distance as they compete for resources, com-
mand respect, and maintain a territory. The clus-
tered arrangement suggests that our communities 
are locked in a symbiotic relationship or that the 

external authority. In this case the pattern seems 
most easily explained by the Roman period itself. 
Kazanlak Valley is within the orbit of the Roman 
imperial rule, which means that most communities 
have been deprived of some of their autonomy and 
integrated in a regional hierarchy. Large villages, 
sitting in a comfortable cluster in the middle of the 
valley are likely the spatial footprint of the Pax Ro-
mana.

Discussion
Spatial analysis shows that the patterns of set-

tlement, and site use span varied from one period 
to another, and site clustered and dispersed at mul-

The consideration of site numbers together with 
aggregate settlement area provides a major correc-
tive to the traditional view of the Kazanlak Valley 
reaching its pinnacle during the Hellenistic period. 
The period of material prosperity instead follows 
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during the Roman period, for which the historical 
sources are rather silent in the area. 

It is an interesting coincidence that the Late 
Iron Age phenomenon of short-lived, small-sized 
sites correlates well with the known span of the 
city of Seuthopolis, which was excluded from the 

neatly into the span of 0.5 – 5 ha of the Late Iron 
Age. The occupation period of Seuthopolis of some 
2 generations (315 – 275 BC) is consistent with the 
mean use span of ~264±8 years generated by De-

estimate is rather long, it represents an average that 
needs to be viewed in the context of the preceding 
and following period. Early Iron Age estimate is 
twice that of the Late Iron Age, and Roman period 
estimate is 100 years longer still despite a shorted 
period length. Finally, in spatial terms, Seuthopo-
lis is located in the middle of the valley, between 
other elite sites, further accentuating their regular 
arrangement. These points of agreement between 
Seuthopolis and dataset are interesting and call 
for a broader testing of individual excavated sites 
against the spatial statistics of individual period 
datasets.

A number of issues remain problematic. The 
coarse chronology of survey pottery makes the 
results preliminary and tentative, potentially col-

-
ments in site chronology, either through excavation 

subphases and modify the Ripley clustering and 
NNA ratios. Furthermore, the northwest gap in the 
TRAP survey area together with inaccessible areas 
below modern villages can lead to lower estimates 

-
tra sites added into Ripley’s K may obviate major 

-
cantly should new sites be discovered here. Poten-
tial underestimation is, however, the case with any 
and every archaeological survey dataset, and not 
unique to Kazanlak.

In terms of interpretation, I opted to ex-
plain variation in locational patterns though 
socio-political changes although other eco-
nomic or ideological-ritual frameworks might 
explain the settlement dispersal and contrac-
tion, hierarchies, and changing mobility rates 
equally well20

this approach aligning neatly with the braude-
20 .

to relate the major changes to historical mile-
stones, these are conceived as continuous pro-
cesses, rather than single annexation events or 
battles. Finer-grained knowledge is either not 
accessible or not consistent with the resolution 
of survey data at present. The analysis, there-
fore, is best taken as an initial exercise to go 
beyond interpretations based on site numbers 
alone. Looking out for variation in total settled 
area, in occupation span, and in spatial constel-

evolution in the valley and ask if other parts of 
Thrace follow this pattern.

Conclusion
This paper presents the results of Ripley’s 

K and Nearest Neighbour analysis as two formal 
-

tinuous survey data in order to describe and in-
terpret long-term changes in settlement systems. 
The dataset comprises Kazanlak Valley survey 
data dating from 1100 BC to AD 300, which en-
compass the rise of the Odrysian kingdom and 
the absorption of Thrace by the Roman Empire. 
The Kazanlak Valley settlements grow in num-
ber and disperse through the landscape during 
the Early Iron Age. Site numbers peak in the 
Late Iron Age, but population growth and stabil-
ity arrive only in the Roman period, placing the 
state-building and relative prosperity after the 
heyday of Seuthopolis.

Survey statistics and Nearest Neighbour anal-
ysis show that the Late Iron Age communities were 
short-lived and small, signalling autonomy through 
the distance they maintained from each other. Most 
resources were committed to ostentatious displays 
of elite wealth in the form of burial tombs and fu-
nerary assemblages, whilst settlements remained 

The state-forming processes might have been un-
derway in this period of political ferment and elite 
competition, but nucleation and prosperity did not 
arrive in the valley until local communities lost 
their autonomy to the authority of the Roman Em-
pire.

Looking through the lens of survey data, the 
Thracian state appears to be a myth rather than re-

Adela Sobotkova
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the Kazanlak Valley. 

Period NL CHL EBA LBA EIA LIA RM LA BYZ MA OTT
All sites 0.341 0.746 0.538 1.053 0.866 1.015 1.104 1.053 0.866?
Elite sites - - - - - - - - -

Table 1: Nearest Neighbour ratios for sites in Kazanlak.

Period N a b c d p Eocc Aocc Mean Occ Mean Use Span
LBA 7 1 1 5 0 500 0.010 0.002 3.74 ± 1.28 1873 (1364-2381)
EIA 22 2 4 10 6 500 0.032 0.016 608 (472-745)
LIA 38 8 6 7 17 500 0.048 0.050 13.24 ± 0.43 264 (256-273)
RM 23 7 6 4 6 400 0.025 0.033 11.20 ± 1.04
LA 5 5 2 7 300 0.030 0.040 208 (185-232)
BYZ 15 6 1 3 5 300 0.027 0.037 144 (118-170)

Period – abbreviation of archaeological period, N – number of individuals within a period, a – number of 

number of sites established per year, Aocc – number of sites abandoned per year; Mean Occ – an estimate of 
the mean number of simultaneously occupied sites; Mean Use Span – an estimate of mean occupation length 
at sites during the period in question.

Adela Sobotkova
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Abstract
Ancient Thrace has been a land considered 

exotic, wild, and wealthy, famous for its war-

lands of the Greeks, it apparently attracted them 
already in early times and developed close rela-
tions with them. The Greek presence there, in 
the form of trading posts (emporia), colonies 
(apoikiae) or other, is evidenced at least from 
the times of the colonization (apoikismos).

The Greek presence in ancient Thrace is 
the topic of this paper. The aim is to explore, 
through certain aspects of myth and reality, the 
formation of the culture in the region of Aegean 
Thrace in the Archaic Period (7th–6th c. BC). A 

private, public, religious, mythological, etc.) 

the structure and image of Thrace in the follow-
ing centuries (Classical and Hellenistic).

In order to achieve those goals, evidence 
is included coming from the archaeological re-
search as well as narratives from the world of 
myth. Those two sources form the primary tools 
to the exploration of the Greek presence in the 
region along with its interrelations with the lo-
cal Thracian tribes.

Introduction
Does the image provided by the Greek 

sources correspond to aspects of reality in an-
cient Thrace? The knowledge of the past is an 
ongoing procedure that demands continuous 
work in order to get only some glimpse of it. 

Based on this, it will be explored whether the 
Greek mythology includes some traces of truth 
regarding Thrace and Thracians.

Ancient Thrace as a land or term placed 
within the framework of ancient Greek world 
and culture refers to a territory to the north of 
Greece occupied by people and customs that 
sounded exotic and wild.1 This wealthy land 
famous for its warriors and horses attracted the 
interest and intrigued the imagination. Numer-
ous myths and episodes within Greek mythol-
ogy refer to the region and include heroes rec-
ognized as Thracians.2 This is the information 
we get from the various testimonies. The Greek 
presence in the area is attested at least from the 
Iron Age onwards, even though earlier Greek 
knowledge of the region is evidenced through 

3

the latter have become more frequent than it was 
suspected earlier, due to the current excavations 

These perhaps sporadic, not very well un-
derstandable yet types of communication or 
knowledge get a clear shape during the times 
of the second Greek colonization. From that 
period onwards, the Greek presence in the area 
becomes obvious – literary sources and archae-

phenomena (e.g., emporia, apoikiai). The Greek 

with the Athenians to appear at the scene some 
time later. During this period and until the 4th c. 
BC with Philip II and the Macedonian conquest, 
Thrace enjoys a multi-culturalism and gets its 
physiognomy that leads it to the next phases of 
its history.

It is also during these times that the myths 
and stories related to Thrace and its people ap-

1 Valeva et al. 2015.
2 
3 
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pear or reach their peak.4 Heroes, kings and 
gods related to certain Thracian tribes (or not) 
and placed in certain Thracian places (or not) 
participate in exciting stories and episodes that 
attract drama and visual arts, at least.

This is the chronological period of interest 
here, and after setting the time limits, it should 

chronological framework (7th to 4th c. BC), the 
geographical part that is investigated concerns 
mainly Aegean Thrace and the mythology re-
lated to it. Even through a quick investigation, it 
becomes evident that many myths, stories, and 
episodes attributed especially by Greek literary 
sources to ancient Thrace and its inhabitants 
took place here.

The question, however, is how many of 
those existed or were known in their homeland? 
And if they were known, did they share the same 

the Greeks hear about them from Thracians or 
they invented them? How myth and reality are 
interrelated?

Myth and/or reality
The study of the Thracian presence in 

Greek art and literature, and particularly in Ath-
ens, produces as a result the ability to extract an 
adequate portrait of the region through Greek – 
especially Athenian – eyes for the examined pe-
riod (Archaic through Classical). The narratives 
and descriptions of historians from those times, 
such as Herodotus, Thucydides or Xenophon, 
enriched with information provided by earlier 
(e.g., Hecataeus) or later sources (e.g., Strabo), 
complete to a certain extent this image.5 Based 
on all these, it can be suggested that to “Greek 
eyes” Thrace and its inhabitants, the Thracians, 

mineral resources, colorful in clothes and tex-
tiles and with skillful warriors and horses. And 
this should be reality. For all those and perhaps 
other reasons as well, Thrace attracted the Greek 
interest apparently already earlier than the colo-
nization. For trade, permanent settlement or oth-
er reasons, they got in contact and got familiar 
with each other.

Looking from the Greek perspective, 
Thracian people were distinguished through 
their garments as well as their facial features 

4 
5 

and colors. Kings and heroes, such as Rhesus, 
Lykourgos and Diomedes, appear to be some of 

in the sphere of religion, myth or reality, they 
came down to us enriched with impressive sto-
ries and episodes of their lives.

existed in Thrace or corresponded to Thracian 
gods and heroes? How do we know if this image 
applies to the entire region, since it is known 

tribes? Edoni, Bistones, Kikones, Odomantes, 
Satrae, just to refer to some of the most known 
today who lived in the area of interest.6 Those 
questions, even though not easy to be answered, 
are important to be raised in order to improve 
our knowledge for the region and its past.

As it is known, the Thracians were illiterate 
and they did not use writing to record their cus-
toms and culture. Even in later times, Classical 
and Hellenistic, they used the Greek alphabet in 
order to express phrases in Thracian language, 
as it is shown by some preserved inscriptions.7 
Therefore, it is only the material remains in the 
area of Thrace that should be studied in order to 
attempt to cross-examine whether and to which 

Thracians.
Aegean Thrace and its people was well 

known to Greeks and it was densely inhabited 
by them by means of the various apoikiai they 
established there. The literary sources along 
with the numerous unearthed material remains 
are concrete evidence of that. Among the popu-
lar myths of the region are those of Lykourgos 
and Diomedes. They are considered Thracian 

-
ed in Thracian society, but maintained a strong 
presence and power within its organization, de-

Lykourgos is considered a king of the Edo-
ni, a tribe placed in the area of the lower Stry-
mon.8 According to his story, Lykourgos, son of 
Ares – the god of war – opposed the cult of Dio-
nysus and attacked with his soldiers the god and 

6 
7 Cf. the inscriptions on pottery coming from the Sanctuary of 

the Great Gods in Samothrace and those from the sanctuary 

-  2017, 542-547.
8 

-
liography.
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the Maenads. As punishment, the Thracian king 
was driven mad and, in this state, he murdered 
his son Dryas, believing that he was a vine (the 
sacred plant of Dionysus). Lykourgos is known 
to Homer (Il. 6.130-140) who narrates about his 
battle with Dionysus, but he places the episode 
in Nysa and there is no mention of the Edoni. It 
is in the 5th c. BC that Aeschylus in his Lykour-
gia presented Lykourgos as a Thracian and a 
king of the Edoni, placing him at the same time 
within a realistic framework in terms of people 
(Edoni, Thracian tribe) and space (lower Stry-
mon area). Lykourgos’ madness is depicted in 
Greek art with the Athenian vase painting also 
of the 5th c. BC and plays a principal role in it.

Diomedes was considered to be the king of 
the Bistones – also an existing Thracian tribe 
that inhabited the area around the seaside lake 
Bistonis.10 The Greek colonies of Abdera, Di-
kaia and Maroneia were probably established 
at least partly on former Bistonian land. The 
mythical ancestor of the Bistonians, Biston, is 
said to have been a son of Ares and brother of 
Odomas (the Odomantoi were another Thracian 
tribe) and Edonos.11 Diomedes with his man-
eating mares is the most popular myth related 
to the tribe.

Abdera,12 the town settled by Klazomeni-
ans and Teians, is closely related to Herakles’ 
eighth labor focused on this king Diomedes and 
his horses. Eurystheus asked Herakles to get the 
horses of Diomedes, the son of Ares. In his ef-
fort, the hero was assisted by Abderos who un-
fortunately was eaten by the horses. After de-
feating Diomedes and his warriors, Herakles 
gave the Thracian king to be eaten by his own 
mares. Afterwards he founded Abdera to hon-
or Abderos and took the horses to Eurystheus. 
The myth is sporadically depicted in preserved 
Greek art of the 6th and 5th c. BC and is known 
through various literary sources.13

Rhesus14 is another Thracian king, also 
famous, but not for his ferocity in contrast to 
the former two (Lykourgos and Diomedes). He 

10 For Bistones, see  2014. For 

200.
11 Stephanus of Byzantium s.v. Bistonia.
12 
13 
14 

 2003, 3-5.

was renowned as a capable warrior, who would 
have aided the Trojans to attain victory over the 

Therefore, Odysseus and Diomedes (this time 
a Greek hero) murdered him and his compan-

night. Even though not ferocious like the previ-
ous kings, he shared with Diomedes the fame 
for his horses and with Lykourgos the region of 
his kingdom (the lower Strymon area). As such, 
Rhesos is known to Homer (Il. 10.433-511), and 
Strabo (7, frg. 36) mentions him as king of the 
Bisaltes, Odomantes, and Edoni. This could be 
an interesting note, since it suggests a type of 
unity or co-existence of Thracian tribes under 
one ruler – a form that historically is mainly 
known after the foundation of the Odrysian 
Kingdom in the 5th c. BC.15 The Athenians erect-
ed a heroon to honor Rhesus in Amphipolis, af-
ter they transferred his bones from Troy to his 
homeland at Strymon, based on an oracle they 
received.16 This action of theirs was probably 
driven by political motives aiming at their es-
tablishment in the region, but it might also be 

him in the Thracian tradition. Nevertheless, it 
has been suggested already that there was some 
cult of Rhesus in the Rhodope area as well that 
he is related to the Heros Equitans, or “Thra-
cian Horseman”.17 Moreover, Philostratus (Her. 
17.5, 18.3-6) presents Rhesus as a hunter, war-
rior and horse-breeder and he accounts that wild 

-

suggests that he was indigenous in the region, 
even though we cannot reconstruct his original 
form and role.18

Rhesus might be a term referring to a “roy-
 In general, 

the provided name could correspond to how the 
Greeks heard and perceived its pronunciation. 
This of course could be valid for other terms and 

15 
16 Polyaenus Strat. 6.53. According to Polyenus that was done 

b  Hagnon, the founder of the Athenian colony, Amphipolis, 

which as it is known was the last of numerous previous at-
tempts. The employment of heroes in the colonization process 

17 -

18 
 -
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names as well. It cannot be excluded that the 
Greek – or even Latin and Byzantine – sources 
did not maintain the original Thracian names 

Hellenized versions of them.
As it is shown, it is not unusual that cer-

tain myths contain names of existing Thracian 
tribes along with their territories. Apart from 
those mentioned above, we should not forget 
the Kikones, known to Homer (Od.

an area in Aegean Thrace related to Maron,20 a 
priest of Apollo, where Odysseus spent some 
time. Based on the Homeric account, Odysseus 
was defeated by the Kikones and they expelled 
him from their land.

It seems that in several cases the histori-

those tribes and to show that they were not pure-
ly inventions of the Greek mythology or imagi-
nation. All those are as a rule placed in Aegean 
Thrace along with many other tribes, which, 
however, are not included in known myths.

Conclusions

conclude with certainty whether those myths 
originated in Thrace itself or if and to what ex-
tent they were adjustments, enhancements or 

suspect that the contacts with Thracians (in 
Thrace or in Athens for example) were a source 
of knowledge, as well as of inspiration for trans-
mitting and enriching various stories. About 
Euripides for instance, it is said that he had a 
Thracian woman as trophos (nurse) and he used 
many Thracian stories in his plays. Therefore, 
one could assume that she could have been his 
source of information and inspiration for the 
stories narrated in his plays.

It is also known that Miltiades concluded a 
dynastic marriage (ca. 515 BC) with Hegesip-
yle, the daughter of the Thracian king Oloros.21 
Their son was Kimon, the famous Athenian 
politician and outstanding general (strategos). 
Moreover, Thucydides, the known historian, 
seems to have had family ties with Thrace where 
he possibly owned property and perhaps mines 
and he could have spent some time of his life 
in the region.22

20  
2003, 7-8. Cf. also P. Ilieva on this volume.

21 Plut. Cim. 14.
22 Plut. Cim

101) geographic and ethnographic information 
on the region and its people. Xenophon is anoth-
er Greek historian and soldier who also provides 
us with substantial information on Thrace. It 

23

To these should be added the Thracians 
living in Greek poleis, such as Athens, where 
they should have been living since the time of 
Peisistratus. They formed undoubtedly a strong 
community at least after the middle of the 5th c. 
BC, as it is indicated by the introduction of their 

24 
Bendis was considered equivalent to the Greek 
goddess Artemis and it is worth noting that 
among the earliest mentioned Thracian sanctu-
aries is that of Bendis in Athens. It was located 
in Peiraeus, on Mounichia Hill, where the Thra-
cian goddess was celebrated by both Athenians 
and Thracians. Even though the existence of the 
goddess is not clearly attested in Thrace, since 
no cult places or sanctuaries of her are known 
there so far, hints of it are traced through various 
material evidence.25 The existence of her cult in 
the Roman Period is attested by Titus Livius 
(Liv. 38.41.1). As for earlier times, inland Thra-

-
less, in Aegean Thrace, namely the area related 
to the rest of the above-discussed myths, there 
are names derived from Bendis and it has been 
suggested that a sanctuary of Bendis existed on 
Samothrace.26 As a female deity, Bendis might 
have had attributes found in Greek and Thracian 
goddesses, such as Artemis or the Great Mother. 
Therefore, aspects of her cult could be found in 
sanctuaries of female deities situated in Aegean 
Thrace (e.g., the sanctuary of Parthenos in Ne-
apolis) where a common worship by Greeks and 

statue from Amphipolis with Bendis emphasizes 
the presence of the goddess in the region, es-
pecially if it is a cult statue, as it has been sug-
gested.27

Hence, it seems that myth and reality are in-
23 Xenophon‘s Kyrou Anabasis and Hellenica are invaluable 

sources for the region regarding the early 4th c. BC. For the 
ancient authors referring to Thrace, see 

 2002.
24 

25 
26 
27 
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terrelated and through the myths we get to know 
some aspects of the Thracian life and culture. 

the relations between the Greeks and the Thra-
cians. In support of that, it should be mentioned 
that the above-presented myths refer to Thracian 
realities that occurred in Aegean Thrace, a re-
gion better known to the Greeks than the Thra-
cian interior. Besides, it was a region cohabited 
by Greeks and Thracians. However, it is obvious 

and in the understanding of the mythmaking.

get an all-round approach to the topic, the fact 
that the region is not yet well explored archaeo-
logically should be added. At present, the num-
ber of excavations is limited and among them 
the Greek colonies are better excavated and 
known than the Thracian sites. Furthermore, 
and as a result of the above, the publications 
are even scarcer. Therefore, we can anticipate 
that the future archaeological research in com-
bination with the accumulated knowledge will 

these and will provide us with a clearer picture 
of ancient Thrace and its stories.
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Zwei Ortsnamen kennzeichnen in der An-
-

östlich von Abdera. Ismaros, die Stadt der thra-
kischen Kikonen, ist zum ersten Mal bei Homer 

der Apologoi des Odysseus. Die Kikonen, Bun-
1 -

-
ten, auf die Odysseus nach seiner Abfahrt aus 

-

auch das Innere des Landes bewohnten, basiert 

Dichters, die Zeit der Kolonisation wider, in der 
-

-
ten. 

Strabon scheint den genauen geographi-
schen Ort von Ismara zu kennen, wenn er drei 

Maroneia und Ismaros. Im Teil des siebten Bu-

1 Herodot spricht auch von den Kikonen im Rahmen seines Be-

,   “. Strabon 7. Fr. 
  -

    ,  ,   
         -

  ,       
    “. Orpheus wird 

auch bei Diodorus Siculus in Zusammenhang mit den Kiko-
-

  “. 
Bei Vergil G. 4.520 werden die Kikonen in Verbindung mit 

DER WEIN UND DIE ANTIKEN THRAKISCHEN 
ORTSNAMEN ISMAROS UND MARONEIA:  

EINE LITERARISCHE, LINGUISTISCHE  
UND GEOGRAPHISCHE ANNÄHERUNG

Georgios P. Tsomis

Fragment-Sammlungen, aus Testimonien von 
Eustathios zu seinem Kommentar der Odys-
see und aus Scholien anderer antiken Autoren 

2 
-
-

-
phie der gesamten Region, als ob er sie selbst 

die Trennung dieser Ortsnamen auf die helle-
-

sen die traditionelle Geographie aufgrund des 
großen Interesses der gebildeten Klasse sowie 

Kartographie und Chorographie des Ortes an-

erneut behandelt und besprochen wurde.
Es ist bemerkenswert, dass die antiken 

Scholiasten zu den homerischen Epen, die 
ausgiebig und fast ausschließlich Abhandlun-
gen der alexandrinischen Philologen verwen-

Informationen nicht von den alexandrinischen 

2 Vgl. auch Strabon 7. Fr. 18c Radt (= Eustath. Ad Hom.Od. 
   ,    , 

, ,   .   ,   
  .     ,  

  .“   steht wahrschein-
lich in Zusammenhang mit der Auseinandersetzung des Odys-
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Grammatikern selbst bekam, sondern aus zeit-
genössischen Abhandlungen schöpfte, die in 

-

berichtet), die darauf hinweist, dass in den ho-
-

bei Strabon.3 Ihm folgt auch Plinius der Ältere, 
-

Namen Orthagurea (Orthagoria) trug (Plin. HN 
4.42),4 -
liefert, dass es unweit von Maroneia eine Stadt 
mit dem Namen Orthagoria – vermutlich nah 
der heutigen Stadt Makri – gab. Dies hat Plinius 

-
neia zu betrachten.5

wie der Grammatiker Harpokration (II. Jt. n. 
-

-
schieren von Xerxes aus Asien nach Griechen-

3 Vgl. auch Boshnakov 2003, 141-142. 
4 

Phalesina, Maronea, prius Orthagurea dicta.“
5 -

men Quellen zwischen Strabon und Plinius siehe Boshnakov 
2003, 143. Zu den antiken Quellen, die sich auf Maroneia be-

-

6 
Hier wie bei Hekataios wird nicht von Ismaros 

nahe gelegenen See Maris/Ismaris, was, wie 
-

Demosthenes kennt die Stadt von Maroneia – 

Jt. v. Chr.), wie uns Harpokration s.v. Maroneia 
(FGrH IIA Fr. 38) in Zusammenhang mit De-

-

Scholien zu Alexandra von Lykophron zu v. 815: 

-

Zeugnis ist vielleicht in Analogie mit anderen 

7

Bei Diodoros Siculus 1.20 ist Maron der 
-

gleichgesetzt wurde. Maron war ein Diener 
von Osiris und kommt mit ihm nach Thraki-
en. Aufgrund seines hohen Alters bleibt Ma-

6 Jenseits des ausgetrockneten Bettes des Lisos kam Xerxes an 

Dikaia und Abdera, und zugleich an einigen bekannten Seen, 
von denen der ismarische zwischen Maroneia und Stryme 

-
se ergießen, der Trauos und Kompsatos.

7 
Greek cities to search for possibilities of settling in the North 
it was natural for the Chians, expert vine-growers themselves, 
to settle in this area.“

Georgios P. Tsomis
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-
-

her existierte und wurde an Euanthes, Marons 
Vater, verschenkt. Dieses Zeugnis verbindet 
Maroneia mit Chios, denn Euanthes, Sohn des 
Dionysos und der Ariadne (vgl. Scholia zu Ap. 

der von Rhadamanthys die Insel Chios erhielt. 
Die göttliche Abstammung von Euanthes, des-

Hom. Od. 1623. 44) schon Hesiod bekannt 

Apollons Priester in Ismaros und hat Odysseus 

die Ereignisse mit dem Kyklopen Polyphemos 

von Kikonen nach dem narratologischen Prinzip 

Odysseus Polyphemos anbietet, war ein Ge-
schenk von Maron, weil Odysseus ihn und des-

-

-
-

gleich nach einem zweiten Becher verlangte. 
Er gab zu, dass, obwohl die nahrungsspenden-

-

8 Bei Euripides (Cyclops 
141) ist Maron Sohn des Dionysos und wurde 
von einem Selenos aufgezogen. 

der sehr gut Thrakien kannte,  scheint, dass 

charakteristischen Aroma produziert und ver-

Phoinike meint, ebenso wie den Maron in der 
Odyssee gut versteckt habe. Man beachte auch 

Der Heros Maron erscheint tags und nachts in 
-
-
-

-
10 Bei 

-
nem Fragment von Kratinos aus seiner Komödie 

Die Information von Plinius dem Älteren 

-

8   /        
    … / … /    

  /  ,    -
       -

.“ -

Der Autor bezieht sich oft auf Thrakien, dessen Geographie 
Her. 1.4, 17.2-6, 23.13, 

26.4, 45.6, 48.14. 
10 Diese Passage stammt aus jenem Teil des Heroikos, das mit 

Helden endet (16.4-17.6). In diese Kategorie gehören auch 
zwei Thrakier: Rhesos und Maron. Sie helfen den Menschen 

-

ihrem Zorn auseinandersetzen. Maron wurde in dieser Ge-
gend im Rahmen der Göttertrias Zeus, Dionysos und Maron 
vereehrt. Der Kult von Maron in dem Gebiet von Maroneia ist 
auch von Inschriften zusammen mit den Namen der Götterte-

   
  ,   

v. Chr.). Siehe 
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rakteristisch, beruht auf wirklichen Zeugnissen 
und stimmt Homer zu (HN 14.53-54): Der be-

-

eigentlich nicht, auf Mythen, Sagen und alte 
-
-

se Bemerkung ist von Bedeutung: Der Thraker 

mischte und dies deswegen, weil beide Produk-
te nach allgemeiner Ansicht von außergewöhn-

-

zeitgenössischer Autor, Licinius Crassus Muci-
anus, berichtet, der dreimal das Amt des Kon-
sules bekleidete (67, 70, 72 n. Chr.) und diese 

-

-

mit den Jahren wird er immer noch besser.11 Den 

dem Corpus Tibullianum in dem Panegyricus 
-

mals Nonnos in seinen Dionysiaka, z.B. 1.36f.: 

-
roneia und Ismaros zusammen: Schon bei 

-

11 
Thraciae maritima parte genito, ut auctor est Homerus. neque 
enim fabulosa aut de origine eius varie prodita consectamur, 
praeterquam Aristaeum primum omnium in eadem gente mel 
miscuisse vino, suavitate praecipua utriusque naturae sponte 
provenientis. Maroneum vicies tanto addito aquae miscendum 

-
neri rigorque indomitus, quippe cum Mucianus ter consul ex 
iis qui nuperrime prodidere sextarios singulos octonis aquae 
misceri compererit praesens in eo tractu, esse autem colore 
nigrum, odoratum, vetustate pinguescere.“

das Gefunkel u.a. bei raschen Bewegungen, 
-

wandt. Dieser Etymologie stimmen auch Ety-

12 Man darf auch das Verbum 

-
mischt verbinden, ein Adjektiv, das in der latei-

-
13 

Sowohl in der Dichtung wie auch in der Prosa, 
besonders nach der Zeit des Augustus, wird das 
Neutrum merum -

14.22.28 u.a.14

-

-
keit kennzeichnet – bei dem Dichter Menander 
Fr. 315 und in griechischen Inschriften – sind 

15

-

Ismaros -
-

Vergil (Ecl. 6.30) ist die Form Ismarus einmalig. 
Es scheint, dass Lukrez der erste Dichter nach 
Homer und Archilochos ist, der sich wieder auf 

-

Properz (2.13.6), Vergil (Ecl. 6.30) und Ovid. In 

12 
Beekes, Beek 2010 s.vv.  und . 

13 -
lum: at nunc merum purum appellamus“. 

14 Vgl. auch die Derivate meracus und meraculus, meraculum, 
mericulus, meralis, meratus, merarius, meribibulus, merobi-
bus 42001 s.v. merus. 

15  bei 
-

     
        

 .“
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-
marischen Bakchen, Properz (2. 33b.32) vom is-

-
rere.“ Er lobt die Gegend von Ismaros als die 

-

diese zwei Regionen und Vergil ermuntert die 

Bauern in Ismaros und in Taburnum. Die römi-
schen Dichter verwenden das Adjektiv ismarius 

-
rebe im Gebiet von Ismaros mit der Bedeutung 

-

in den Her. 1.46 als ismarisch, in Met. 2, 257 

-
us dem Periegeten 113, der den heftigen thraki-

vergleiche Tzetzes zu Lykophr. 

Ismaros und Maroneia. Handelt es sich da-
bei um ein und dieselbe oder aber um zwei ver-

meisten antiken Schriftsteller, dass es sich um ein 
und dieselbe Stadt handele, d.h. Maroneia, deren 

Ortsnamen zeigt, dass ein direkter Zusammen-
hang zwischen diesen besteht. Zugrunde liegt die 

Region produziert wurde und in der Antike hoch-
-

der griechischen und der römischen Literatur hin, 
wenn sie sich auf diese Ortsnamen beziehen, so 

der lateinischen Dichtung sind zwar die Belege 
dazu zahlreicher als in der griechischen Litera-

-
tiger geopolitischer Knotenpunkt und bildete die 
Grenze zwischen dem westlichem und dem öst-
lichen Teil des römischen Imperiums. Schon seit 

der Kaiserzeit haben die Römer das Gewerbe und 
den Ackerbau gefördert, das Straßennetz erweitert, 

mit bedeutenden Agraranlagen in dieser Region 
16 Die römische Provinz Thra-

-
gestellte und Soldaten, sondern auch Beamte, 

wirtschaftlichen und kulturellen Entwicklung 

-
dope besonders durch den Anbau von Reben, den 
Kult des Gottes Dionysos und des mythischen 

-
roneia als auch Ismaros, sei es, dass es sich um 
ein und dieselbe oder aber um zwei verschiedene 

als Hauptvertreter des ganzen Thrakiens. 

16 -

datieren mit möglichem terminus post quem das Jahr 167 v. 
-
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The modern digital era challenges the tra-
ditional historical studies in multiple ways. The 
rapid introduction of the computer technologies 
in the humanities has led to the establishment 

1 
-

signed to the Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS). The GIS technologies, which initially 
emerged as an intersection between cartography 
and computer sciences, has gradually become 
popular far beyond the Earth-based studies. In 

-

data,2 providing new possibilities for studying 
various aspects of the archaeological landscapes, 
settlement patterns, reconstructing relationships 
and communications between the sites, etc.

In terms of the historical research, GIS 
technologies started slowly gaining ground with 
the beginning of the new millennium.3 Initially 
conceptualized as an attempt for a revival of the 
traditional historical geography,4 the historical 
GIS (HGIS) does not belong to the primary dis-
ciplines which contributed to the development 
of the GIS as it is, but adopted already existing 
technologies and methodologies, only adding 
the temporal aspect of the historical study.5 One 
of the shortcomings of the HGIS concerns the 
primary data which are historical in their nature. 
This inherited value of the information from the 
written sources, being incomplete, inaccurate, 
or ambiguous,6 and in many cases statistically 

historical investigation, and is one of the most 
challenging parts of any such research. Never-
theless, its possibilities to question the estab-

1  Cf. Berry 2012, 1–20.
2  Eiteljorg 2004, 23.
3 
4 
5  Cf. Gregory, Ell 2007, 11.
6  Cf. Gregory, Ell 2007, 17.
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-
al studies emphasizing the geographical aspect, 
as well as to contribute to the academic para-
digm on methodological level,7

of GIS application in history worthy.
From a methodological point of view, GIS 

information (raster and vector data) in singular 
-

tures – elevation, soil, vegetation, hydrology, 
land use, urban features, roads, etc., supplied 
with certain attributive non-spatial information 
(e.g., settlement types, population numbers, 
road classes, vegetation types, and many oth-
ers). The combination of this information allows 

multifactor-based analyses of the landscape and 
the (historical) features within.

The more we go back in time, the more all 
-

nologies increase. In ancient history, and in par-
ticular thracology, the lack of source informa-

even for traditional studies. However, this on 
the other hand makes much more necessary the 
application of new methodologies and revisiting 
the existing hypotheses.

In terms of ancient history/thracology, a 
GIS database may include information retrieved 
from the primary sources which allows spa-
tial positioning (settlements, roads, epigraphic 
monuments, votive plates, linguistic data, i.e., 
personal names, etc.) and its non-spatial attrib-
utes, e.g., date, count of occurrence in the sourc-
es, road length and distances, but also e.g., ele-
ments of the Thracian imagery language from 
the votive plates, and many other.

Regarding the practical application of GIS in 
ancient history, two main lines could be distin-
guished: only for mapping and visualizing cer-

7  Cf. Gregory, Ell 2007, 13, 16.
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tain geographical information retrieved from the 
sources, or for computer modelled spatial analy-
ses. Of course, the latter option should be the 
envisaged aim for its adoption: it includes at 
the outset the initial mapping, while during the 
second stage the GIS analysis is expected to 
produce new data, which on the other hand re-
quires subsequent interpretation and allows the 
achievement of new knowledge.

The possibilities for performing a GIS 
analy sis depends, as noted, on the input data 
which should be: 1. spatially related and/or 2. 

be included in an analysis.

be focused on local microanalysis or predictive 
modelling,8 where in historical terms “predic-
tive” means suggesting and reconstructing past 
geographic realities – ancient road system, site 
locations, political extent, etc., combining infor-
mation from the ancient sources, archaeological 

The present paper is attempting to show the 
possibilities for such GIS-based analyses with 
three case studies from ancient Thrace.

1. Road system in ancient Thrace
-

strate a possibility for road reconstruction. The 
often discussed passage of Herodotus mention-
ing the springs of the Tearos in the context of 

usually interpreted in connection with the iden-

route of the Great King through South-Eastern 
Thrace.  However, it contains also a piece of in-
formation about the existence of a direct road 
between Heraion (near Karaevlialt )10 on the 
Propontis and Apollonia (modern Sozopol) on 
the Black Sea, the springs of the Tearos being 
equally distanced at a two days’ journey from 
each of them. None of the later sources – ancient 
narratives, Roman itineraries, or Mediaeval 
traveller reports – provide any data for the exist-
ence of such a shortcut connecting the Propontis 
and the Black Sea coast.11

Boteva 2011.
10 Atik 2007.
11 See the detailed discussion in Tzvetkova 2018, 75-85.

An opportunity for modelling the supposed 

analysis. The input data requires: DEM (digital 
elevation model) for generating the slope on 
which depends the energy cost and hence the 
choice of the route, as well as the rivers which 
should also be taken in account. Both natural 
features have experienced minimal changes from 
Antiquity until present times, so we practically 

the ancient natural realities. Another possible 
hindrance for the path course might be the veg-
etation, e. g. impassable forests. Since there are 
no data for reconstructing the past vegetation 
cover for such a large area during the studied 
period, we are not able at that stage to include 
it in the analysis. The situation with the human 
factor like the local tribes – hostile or not – con-
trolling the territory and probably showing dif-
ferent political behaviour towards allies or other 

-
struction of the paleoenvironment, the undertak-
en GIS analysis could be performed on the basis 
of the current state of the surface model.

According to Herodotus, it took four days 
to get from Heraion to Apollonia via the springs 
of the Tearos. As noted elsewhere in his account, 
the distance of a day’s journey was ca. 200 sta-
dia (Hdt. 4.101.3). This information is the main 
reference for calculating the road’s length at 800 
stadia, or a total of ca. 160 km, equivalent to 
ca. 40 km/per day. This corresponds well with 
the straight distance of 158 km between Heraion 
and Apollonia,12 so we can assume with a great 

through the Strandzha Mountain. Accepting an 
average speed of 5 km/h that would mean that a 
day’s journey took about 8 hours. Several other 
considerations are resulting from these calcula-
tions: we should expect stations/stops each 40 km 

not exceed the 80 km radius (= 2 days’ journey) 
from the end points at Heraion and Apollonia.

-
cause of the debated localisation of the springs 
of the Tearos at P narhisar, two scenarios were 

modelled a direct path between Heraion and 
Apollonia, while for the second scenario the sug-

12 

Julia Tzvetkova
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narhisar was 
accepted, modelling thus a path between the 
three sites. Furthermore, for each scenario three 
variants were tested, depending on whether the 

the rivers, or both.
To sum up the results, all modelled paths 

are much longer than the suggested straight line 
of 160 km, some of them running outside the 

modelled paths gets even close to the alleged 
location of the springs of the Tearos (Fig. 1 a), 

shortest variant of 186 km was modelled only by 
the second scenario, where a lower cost was as-
signed to the steeper slopes, so the path follows 
the hill ridges in the region of the Strandzha 
Mountain (Fig. 1 b). The path length is at clos-
est to the calculations according to Herodotus’ 
data, thus the variant remains the most probable 

through the four days which will prolong the 
day’s journey with some 6-7 km, or ca. one and 
a half hours.

The proposed path model demonstrates one 
theoretical possibility for the ancient route and 

the known Roman roads in the region, the path 
runs close to the later road stations of Druzipara 
(modern M s nl ), and Ut surgas (considered to 
be in the vicinity of the modern town of Malko 
Tarnovo), both situated at the borders of the 40 
km radius, i.e., one day’s journey (Fig. 1 c). It is 
quite possible that these stations had existed al-
ready in earlier times (considering the Thracian 
origin of the name Druzipara), and their location 
coincides exactly with the expected stops along 
the ancient path, which may be regarded as an 
argument supporting the modelled course of the 
road between Heraion and Apollonia.

2. Land and borders
Another case from ancient Thrace suitable 

for a GIS analysis can be derived from the Ana-
basis of Xenophon. More than one year after the 
battle of Cunaxa in 401 BC Xenophon and his 

-
nally succeeded to escape from the Persian em-
pire and successfully reached Byzantium. They 
were hired by the local Thracian ruler Seuthes 

II, and spent two months during the winter of 

over the former lands of his father Maesades in 
South-eastern Thrace.13 The personal contacts 

witness providing valuable information about the 
Odrysian kingdom in the late 5th and the early 4th 
century BC. The geographical data which pro-
vide key reference points for the modern inter-
pretations of the Odrysian control in Thrace are 
of special importance. Following Xenophon’s 
report, we learn that Seuthes II had a residence 
situated at a distance of 60 stadia (ca. 11 km) 
from Perinthos (Anab. 7.2.17). This obviously 
should be accepted as a starting point for all other 
geographically related data mentioned further in 
the ancient narrative: a) the provisional extend 
of the military campaign of Xenophon’s merce-
nary army which was anticipated to be within the 
range of seven days inland from the sea (Anab. 
7.3.12), aimed apparently at the re-establishment 
of the power of Seuthes over the former lands of 

then Odrysian king, who was said to be residing 
at some 12 days march inland (Anab. 7.3.16).

The reported numbers seem very tempting 
to undertake easy calculations. In modern his-
toriography there are multiple attempts to locate 
the extend of the lands under the control of Mae-
sades/resp. Seuthes II, and – on the other hand 
– the borders of the Odrysian kingdom under 
Medokos. An important question here is what 
was Xenophon’s distance measure of a day’s 
march? The usually accepted value of 25 km = 
5 parasangs is assumed according to the aver-
age calculation of summarized overall distances 
and traveling times at the end of the Anabasis 

-
sades lands have been proposed more or less 
extending his power northwards from the shores 
of the Propontis to the hinterland of the Bay of 
Burgas, up to the foothills of the Balkan Moun-

14 The 
location of the residence of Medokos has also 
been the object of various suggestions ranging 
from the old hypothesis placing it somewhere 
near the Mezek tomb,15 to the upper reaches 

13 On the chronology of the march of the 10 thousand see 
Paradeisopoulos 2013, 683 Tab. 6.

14 
15 

actual dates for the Mezek complex.
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of the Arda River,16 the Duvanliy-Kazanlak 
region,17 or the Adzhiyska Vodenitsa/Pistiros.18

Summarizing the formulated hypotheses, 
and with respect to the reported numbers of 
days’ march from the sea (7 days vs. 12 days), 
we have to admit that if our considerations are 

territories of Maesades, he then would have con-
trolled more than half of the Odrysian kingdom!

Actually, as discussed above and pointed 
out in recent studies, the ancient people had no 
standardisation for a day’s journey and the travel 
distances may have varied considerably ranging 
between 15 to 150 km.
is the reason why we should apply an individual 
approach to each author or single case. 

The systematic analysis of Xenophons’ data 
allowed a reassessment of the overall picture 
and suggests that there were two standards for 

equivalent to 30 km for the “highways”, i.e. the 
major roads, and a shorter one of 15 km for the 
case outside the “highways”.20

Regarding Thrace, it is highly possible that 
we should reckon on these two standards: a jour-
ney of 30 km per day when Xenophon describes 
the location of the king Medokos at 12 days in-
land, and one of 15 km per day when he speaks 
of the military campaign in which the men with 
Xenophon were supposed to advance through 
a hostile environment. This mixed scenario al-
lows to expect the residence of king Medokos 

lands of Maesades should have ranged up to 7 

-
plication of a GIS analysis will help to draw a 
clearer picture of the described ranges. Thereby, 
the simple straight line – the so-called Euclid-
ean distance – provides the furthest range of the 
studied space which should not exceed the range 

terrain curvature and obstacles, should be rela-
tively less.

During the GIS analysis two scenarios were 
tested for a day’s journey: the maximum equiva-
lent of 30 km per day (i.e., Medokos at 360 km, 

16 
17 
18 

  Geus 2012.
20  Paradeisopoulos 2014, 237 n. 68.

and Maesades up to 210 km), and the minimal 
of 15 km (i.e., Medokos at 180 km, and Mae-
sades up to 105 km) (Fig. 2. a-b).21 However, 
only the mixed one provides reasonable visuali-
sation and simultaneously corresponds well to 
the picture from the ancient narratives and the 
archaeological background (Fig. 2. c).

The outlined range of a journey of 12 days 
allows us to look for possible candidates for the 
residence of Medokos. By the scenario “maxi-
mum” several well-known excavated sites are 
shown to be situated very closely to the 360 
km perimeter, at only 1 to 5 km away from it: 
Krastevich, Vasil Levski, or Kozi Gramadi (de-
spite the fact that the heyday of the latter appears 
to be a little bit later) all fall in the interior of the 
Odrysian territories, and reveal materials from 
the same chronological period of the late 5th-
early 4th century BC.22

Other sites like Adzhiyska Vodenitsa/Pis-
tiros, Duvanliy or Philipopolis, although being 
chronologically close to the time of Medokos, 
are situated further away from the 360 km pe-
rimeter, at ca. 20-26 km which is a considerable 
distance, almost equal to another day’s journey.

The model suggested here for the lands of 
Maesades, plausibly outlined in the minimal 
scenario and ranging within the perimeter of 105 
km from the sea (Fig. 2. c
the fact that all mentioned settlements under the 
control of Seuthes II – Bisanthe, Ganos, Neon-
teichos (7.5.8), and Salmydessos as the further-
most point of the campaign (7.5.12-14) – are 
falling within this perimeter. On the other hand, 
Apollonia, situated as shown in Herodotus, at 
a distance of four days from the Propontis (see 
above), is not mentioned in Xenophon’s account 
at all, which might be another argument that his 
distance measures describing that part of Thrace 
are indeed relatively lower.

3. GIS and numismatics
Digital numismatics, established in the last 

-
manities, emphasize the eligibility of coins for 
computer-based analyses.23 Regarding GIS, nu-
mismatics is also a well compatible discipline 

21 
renders wrongly the extent of Medokos’ lands which should 
reach up to the 210 km perimeter as shown in map 11 there.

22 Discussed with pros and cons in Tzvetkova 2018, 108-113.
23 On digital numismatics see especially Grozdanova 2021.
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since it works with a plethora of spatially related 

mint, or the museum collection they are stored, 
and simultaneously having all additional – at-
tributive in GIS terminology – information (coin 
types, weight, dimensions, symbols, mono-
grams, contents of the coin hoards, etc., i.e., eve-
rything that belongs to their description and is 
included in a numismatic database). Such GIS-
based studies in numismatics are gaining slowly 

24

The present case study is attempting to show 
the possibilities for such a GIS analysis by trac-
ing the hoards of bronze coins with the types of 
Philipp II and Alexander III in Thrace. The pri-
mary numismatic information – hoard content, 
coin types, mints, deposition date, etc., parallel 
to the spatial information for the place of dis-
covery, allows to organise these data in GIS 

-
ent spatial queries: tracing concentrations, out-
lining dependencies in the spatial and chrono-
logical allocation, testing spatial patterns (e.g., 
concentrations along rivers, roads, settlements, 
or sanctuaries).

The database comprises 51 hoards in which 
bronze coin types of Philipp II and Alexander III ap-
pear together. The information is systematized 
according to several criteria: name, geographic 

coins (or an estimated one if the exact number is 
not provided in the primary reports), quantity of 
the represented coin types, etc.25

-
tribution of these mixed coin hoards mainly in 
Thrace already noted in the literature (Fig. 3. 
a).26 Only the Beirut hoard – IGCH 1518 (not 
shown on the map) is located outside the Balkan 

-
bly from all the other hoards, and for that reason 
it is excluded from the further analysis.

Of particular interest is the concentration of 

while in the periphery, with an exception of the 
region of Philippi, the treasures are relatively 
modest.

Mapping the hoards and tracing the over-
all picture of the coin distribution builds only 

24 
25 
26  Touratsoglou 2003, 100.

granted to the density analysis. One such GIS 
function is the Kernel Density analysis for mod-
elling the so-called “heat maps” through which 
areas of intense concentration could be distinct-
ly highlighted. It enables calculating the value 
of concentration for a map unit in a perimeter 
around a certain point, assigning higher values 
for the core and lowering towards the periphery.

During the study, two density analyses were 
tested. The main variable was the number of the 
bronze coins for each of Philip and Alexander 
types. The produced heat map models (Fig. 3. 
b-c
there is a traceable reduction of Alexander types 
in the eastern parts of the territories, in compari-

relatively big hoards could be distinguished: in 
the region of Philippi, in the central part of the 
Sredna Gora Mountain, in the hinterland of the 
Bay of Burgas, and around Odessos.

The overall picture allows to conclude for 
underlying processes in early Hellenistic Thrace 
and its integration in the broader political and 
economic entities. The mass introduction of the 

of coin circulation in the early Hellenistic era 
and shows the advance in the monetization of 
the Thracian market.27 Scholars are consider-
ing the appearance of the bronze coinage and 
its wide distribution with military payments of 
the so-called type sitarchia/siteresion (

28 The interpretation of the bronze 
coins as an indication for the presence of mili-
tary garrisons is suggested for Thessaly,  as 
well as for Seuthopolis.30 If we follow the initial 
idea of M. Domaradzki31 for the accumulation 

-
tres, we could imply that the outlined concen-
trations suggest the presence of such Macedo-
nian garrisons, resp. residing places in Thrace. 
Literary sources provide explicitly the names of 
some Macedonian settlements – Drongilon, Ka-
byle, Masteira, Philippopolis, Alexandropolis 
which are considered as a part of the Macedo-
nian colonisation in Thrace.32 These settlements, 

27 
28 

2016.
 Liampi 2000.

30 
31 
32 
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although not all of them are unambiguously lo-
calized, may have played a key role for the or-
ganization of the political and economic life in 
the region.

The current archaeological investigations 

the evaluation of the density model. Aside from 
the Greek apoikiai along the Black Sea coast – 
Odessos, Messambria, and Apollonia which are 
obviously responsible for the observed concen-
trations of the bronze series in their hinterlands, 
the systematical research in inland Thrace at 
the archaeological site Halka bunar near Bratya 
Daskalovi (Stara Zagora region) has revealed a 
multifunctional center with intense habitation 
during the Hellenistic age.33 It is highly probable 
that the rich coin hoards like Mogilovo (IGCH 
844) and Novo selo (IGCH 861) should be asso-
ciated with the functioning of this settlement.34

-
cated and studied in recent years. Situated in the 
mountainous region of the Sredna Gora Moun-
tain, they are usually interpreted as residences 

33  Tonkova, Sideris 2011.
34 

of the Thracian aristocratic elite.35 These sites 
have obviously attracted the attention of the 
army of Philip II during his campaigns in 
Thrace which is clearly attested by the discov-
ery at some of them of indisputable traces for 
military activities – arrowheads or sling bul-
lets originating from the sites of Kozi gram-
adi, Sotirya, as well as from Yabalkovo.36 It 
sounds plausible that at some later point Mac-
edonian garrisons were situated in their vicin-
ity to guarantee and secure the loyalty of the 
local elite.

*     *     *
The present text is aimed only to provoke 

the discussion about the reasonable application 
of a quantitative approach towards Thracian his-
tory. Of course, it should be pointed out that the 
application of GIS in historical research is not a 
goal in itself, but just another approach, a tool for 
analysing the past, which is attempting to elimi-
nate all subjectivism and to provide an unbiased 
ground for the suggested hypotheses.

35  Popov 2017.
36  Nankov 2015, 2 Tab. 1.
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distance model for the 
perimeter of Maesades  
and Medokos lands: 

c) Mixed variant with the 
probable reconstruction.
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Fig. 3. Coin hoards with 
bronze coins of Philip II  
and Alexander II types:  
a) Distribution map showing 
coin types’ ratio and total 
coin content; 
b) Heat map according to  
the volume of the Philip II 
coin types; 
c) Heat map according to  
the volume of the Alexander 
III coin types.
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Among academics, there is no shortage of 
interest in the cult to Apollo at Kabyle.1 Yet, 
perhaps due largely to the comparatively limited 
sources, it has not been the subject of a mono-
graph.

At Kabyle, the cult to Apollo is attested 
since the Early Hellenistic period. The earliest 
evidence of worship in the city is the so-called 

th – early 
3rd c. BC.2 According to the oath treaty conclud-
ed between Berenice with her sons on the one 
hand, and Spartokos on the other, two copies 
of the treaty were to be exhibited at Kabyle – 
one at the Phosphorion, and one at the Agora, 
by the altar to Apollo. The popularity of the de-

-
mous bronze coins. The obverse features a head 

tied in a bun at the back, crowned with a laurel 
wreath (Fig. 1).3 The date of these coins – types 
A and B after D. Draganov, falls within BC 275 –  
250.4 Also of Early Hellenistic date are two 

part of the torso with the right and portion of the 
left leg of a nude youth survive (Fig. 2 5 and 
from the second – the lower body of a seated 

Fig. 
3).6 -
resentations of Apollo is highly problematic, yet 
nevertheless imaginable.7

The above artifacts exhaust the available 
evidence of a Hellenistic cult to Apollo at Kab-
yle. Clearly, the deity should have been among 
the most-revered gods in the settlement, as indi-
cated by the altar dedicated to him at the Agora, 

*  The text has been translated into English by Valeria Bineva.
.

2 IGBulg. III, 2, 1731 .
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 I am grateful to Kalina Petkova for consulting me on the two 

Kabyle terracottas. 

THE CULT TO APOLLO AT KABYLE

Ivan Valchev

and the posting of his portrait on the obverse of 

any conclusions regarding the nature of the cult. 
In my opinion, the cult of Apollo was most like-

The god enjoys popularity in Macedonia since 
the Late Archaic Age. The known dedications 
by Macedonians from Pieria at the sanctuary of 

th c. BC.8 The link 
between Apollo and Pieria is suggested as early 
as the Homeric hymns, and dedications from 
Macedonian kings and generals at Delphi con-
tinue throughout the Classical Age.

Furthermore, depictions of Apollo are also 
featured on the coins of the Macedonian kings. 
The head of a youth, with hair secured by a tae-
nia, appears on the coins of Archelaus (413 –  

 BC). The interpretation of the image of the 
youth as Apollo is disputed, with alternative 

yet it remains the best supported thesis.10 De-
picting the head of Apollo with a laurel wreath 
becomes a norm for the gold and bronze coins 
of Philip  – 336 BC), and the bronze 
issues of Alexander the Great (336 – 323 
BC).11 The association between Philip  and 
Apollo is also asserted by the fact that during 

 (355 – 346 BC), the Mac-
edonian king ordered his troops to crown them-
selves with laurel wreaths as a sign that they 

his oracle at Delphi.12

Given the popularity of Apollo in Mac-
edonia, the presence of his cult at Kabyle does 
not seem unexpected. A -
tration has also been proven for the other main 
deity of the Hellenistic settlement – Artemis 
Phosphoros,13 as well as for the cult to Hera-

8 Hatzopoulos 2011, 54.
Iossif 2011, 231-232. 

10 . 
11 
12 .
13 
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cles.14 The dual worship of Apollo and Artemis 
is also attested at another city founded by Philip 
II – Philippi. Two 4th c. BC inscriptions with 
dedications to Apollo Komaisos and Artemis 
are available from Philippi.15 This picture dem-

in conjunction with the Macedonian garrison 
and the colonists settled at Kabyle, following 
the capture and urbanization of the town during 
Phillip II’s reign.

The earliest Roman Age monument linked 
to Apollo is a pedestal for a statue, inscribed in 
Latin.16 The statue itself does not survive. The 

co-
hors Lucensium -
cation to Apollo Tadenus. V. Velkov places its 
date no later than the middle of the 2nd c. AD,17 

Taking into consideration evidence regarding 
the stationing of the cohort at Kabyle, the dedi-
cation could be dated between AD 136 and the 

nd c. AD.18

The cult to Apollo Tadenus is also at-
tested in other inscriptions from Thrace,  but 
also Thessaly,20 and Dalmatia.21 D. Detschew 
dismisses the possibility that the epithet Tade-
nus could be Thracian or Illyrian,22 whereas Z. 
Go eva supports Illyrian origins of the cult.23 V. 
Skari attempts to link Apollo Tadenus to hot 
springs, and thus to hypothesize healing quali-

-
-

ity with a bath complex from the Roman Age, 
as well as the association of the Kabyle inscrip-
tion with the thermal spring at the center of the 
modern town of Yambol.24 The beeline distance 
between Kabyle and the now dried up spring at 
Yambol exceeds seven kilometers, and hence 
the association seems forced to me. Z. Go eva 
is also against ascribing healing qualities to the 
deity.25 The connection between the cult and the 
extraction of ores and the associated activities 
14 
15 Koukouli-Chrisanthaki 2011, 444.
16 
17 .
18 

 
215-216.

20 IG IX, 2, 1076.
21 CIL III, 13858. 
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .

seems rather more plausible. Further support to 
this proposition lends the dedicatory inscription 
from Malko Tarnovo, placed by workers in-
volved with iron industry. The dedicators from 
Thessaly were also workers at a public ergaste-
rion, while the monuments from the vicinity of 
the town of Tran in Bulgaria and from Illyria are 
discovered in regions known for intense mining 
in Antiquity.26

Tadenus – and thus the functions of Apollo – re-

origin appears however certain, as well as its 

To date, the centurion Aelius Tarsas is the only 
known dedicator of Thracian ethnic origin, but 
by itself this fact does not invalidate the con-
clusion regarding the cult to Apollo Tadenus. In 
this connection, Z. Go eva’s assertion that the 
dedication from Kabyle is a continuation of a 
tradition carried from the Hellenistic age seems 
unfounded.27

An inscription on a pedestal for a statuary 
group, dedicated to the God ( ) Aularchenos, 
is also likely associated with Apollo. The dedi-
cator, Aurelius Posidonius, is a centurion (prin-
ceps) of one of the cohorts stationed at Kabyle, 
and, according to V. Velkov, likely of the cohors 

Athoitarum.28 Only two bare feet of an erect 

and the talons of a perched bird, possibly an ea-
gle (Fig. 4).

In the majority of the surviving dedica-
tions, the epithet Aularchenos / Aularkenos is 
associated with the Thracian Horseman. These 
include the closest geographically monuments –  
from Augusta Traiana and her hinterland, and 
from Karnobat.  All of them feature the Thra-
cian Heros, while the deity is not evoked by 
a(nother?) theonym. The object from Kabyle 
cited by Z. Go eva, however, does not represent 
a horseman, but the preserved feet could be in-
terpreted as belonging to a depiction of Apollo.30 
The association of Aularchenos with Apollo is 
attested on several items from Marcianopolis 
and its hinterland. Once more, all surviving 

26  2016, 108-110  notes 
32-33.

27 .
28 . 20. 

 IGBulg. III IGBulg. V, 5646.
30 .

Ivan Valchev
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images render the Thracian Horseman,31 but 
the dedicatory inscriptions celebrate the cult to 
Apollo Aularchenos / Aularkenos.32 The epithet 

, distinctive of the lo-
cal epithets derived from a toponym. In light 
of the wide distribution of the monuments, Z. 
Go eva is not inclined to accept this line of rea-
soning. Instead, she considers it to be a func-
tional epithet, attached to Apollo as a byprod-
uct of the syncretizing with the local deity.33 D. 
Detschew links the attribute to the Greek word 

of the house and the yard.34 Z. Go eva accepts 
Detschew’s reading, but at the same time agrees 
with G. Mihailov and V. Georgiev regarding the 
Thracian root of the word.35 Perhaps the most 
credible proposition presently is the one belong-
ing to G. Mihailov, who supports the Thracian 
origin of the name Aularchenos. Mihailov nei-
ther attempts to interpret the epithet, nor agrees 
with the etymologies put forward by Detschew 
on the basis of Geek and Latin words.36

Notably, a considerable portion of the Thra-
cian monuments are sponsored by persons on 
active military service – also the case of the 
Kabyle dedication. One of the Augusta Traiana 
dedications37 is paid for by a soldier in legio 
Claudia, stationed at Durostorum, and the tablet 
with the image of the Thracian Horseman from 

-
man in cohors Britannica, Aurelius Mouki-
anus.38 Still, it is problematic to claim military 
functions of the deity based only on those three 
monuments. The rest of the dedications are 
sponsored by civilians, and manifest no connec-
tions to soldiery.

The Kabyle artifact is perhaps the only one 
on which Aularchenos is not represented as a 
horseman.  Further ambiguity is introduced 

the feet with the talons are preserved, V. Velkov 
considers the bird to be an eagle, typically as-

31 IGBulg. V bis.
32 . .
33 .
34 
35 .
36 IGBulg. III, 2, p. 213.
37 IGBulg. III .
38 IGBulg. III, 2, 1838 = IGBulg. V, 5646.

 For the dedication from Baykalsko, Municipality Kyus-
tendil, which also mentions Aularchenos, see most recently 

sociated with Zeus, not Apollo. The extremely 
small portion surviving from the statuary group 
renders even conjectures regarding the iconog-
raphy of the composition, or propositions for a 
possible syncretism (?) with Zeus, such as the 
one obviously accepted by V. Velkov,40 
to substantiate.

-
ment of a marble statue depict Apollo in his usu-

, 
discovered among the boulders at Zaichi Vrah 
hill, depicts Apollo Toxophoros, with now miss-
ing bow in his right hand, a laurel branch in his 
left hand, and quiver with arrows on his back. V. 
Velkov dates the monument to the beginning of 
the 3rd c. AD.41 Only a small fragment of a kitha-
ra is preserved from the marble statue,42 possi-
bly rendering Apollo Citharoedus (Fig. 5). The 
partially preserved dedication is reconstructed 
by N. Sharankov as 43

I know of only one artifact from the imme-
diate vicinity of Kabyle connected to Apollo. 
This is a bronze statuette of the deity, once at-
tached to the front of a chariot, from the Chatal 
Tepe mound, west of Yambol. Apollo is ren-
dered in a rare iconographic type. The deity is 
seated. The right leg is bent, the left leg hanging 
freely. His cloak is draped around the shoulders 
and falls down the back. The right hand once 

bow. The left hand suspended by the body holds 
the edge of the cloak. B. Filov draws attention 
to semblances to Apollo on tetradrachms of An-
tigonus III Doson (227 – 221 BC), where the de-
ity is represented seated on the prow of a ship.44 
Two bronze bindings in the shape of a prow, 

indicated iconographic scheme on the Yambol 
chariot.45

the entire body of evidence for the cult to Apollo 
at Kabyle and its immediate hinterland with re-

Tadenus 
and Apollo (?) Aularchenos, honored through 
40 .
41 .
42 

piece of a tombstone, possibly depicting funerary feast. Ex-
amination of the object at RMH Yambol determined it is part 
of a kithara. 

43 .
15.

44 .
45 .
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inscriptions and statuettes represent two cults of 
-

ent routes. The presumed Illyrian roots of Tade-
nus, and the broad distribution of Aularchenos 
in Eastern Thrace, predominantly in the vicinity 
of Marcianopolis, preclude us from recogniz-
ing these two Apollos as evidence for tradition 
and maintenance of the Apollo cult observed in 
Early Hellenistic Kabyle.

The two bronze statuettes and the fragment 
from a marble statue do not contribute further 
clarity on the nature of the cult during Roman 

more attention. Among the deposits on the peak, 
only a single fragment from a votive tablet to 
the Thracian Heros, one complete and several 
fragmented clay lamps date to the Roman Age. 
It is possible that a small open-air sanctuary ex-
isted on this spot during the 2nd and 3rd c. AD, but 

whether Apollo was the only deity worshiped 
there is yet unclear.46 To date, the idea that an 
Apollo sanctuary existed in, or near Kabyle,47 is 
highly contested.

In conclusion, we arrive at the observation 
that the cult to Apollo at Kabyle during the Ro-
man Age is not a continuation of the Hellenistic 

-
gest newly-arrived cults, rather than surviving 
traditions. The carriers of these new cults appear 
to be the servicemen from the cohorts stationed 
at Kabyle, or the Hellenic elements settled at the 
civic settlement near the military camp. Hardly, 
however, could these have been the only devo-
tees to the deity. Apollo was the most popular god 
in the eastern parts of Thrace and it is entirely 
possible that future discoveries will indicate syn-
cretism with the Thracian Horseman, and place 
the deity among the most-revered ones at Kabyle. 

46
47 I proposed a similar idea in my monograph on the extraurban 

-
-

tion  with Dionysus rather than Apollo 
disprove this hypothesis (see also ).
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Fig. 1. Head of Apollo. Autonomous bronze coin of 
Kabyle, obverse (photo by the author). 

fragment (photo by Milena Krumova). 
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Fig. 3. Terracotta figurine of a seated youth, 
fragment (photo by Milena Krumova).

Fig. 4. Fragment of a statuary group, dedicated to God Aularchenos (photo by the author).

Fig. 5. Fragment of a marble kithara (photo by the 
author).
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Eros as a Greek cultural phenomenon
Almost everything worth knowing about 

Eros has already been said in 1874, by Adolf 
Eros in der 

Vasenmalerei (Leipzig), followed by his article 
on Eros in the Roscher Lexikon (Band 1, 1884-

Realencyclopädie 
der classischen Altertumswissenschaft  
a further convincing demonstration of the Ger-
man school’s contribution to the Classical 
studies.1 This somewhat eccentric statement, 
however, does not intend to undervalue later 
seminal publications, such as those by Adolf 

LIMC
more. It rather comes to emphasize that those 

literary and archaeological evidence, which will 
perpetuate in all later publications. On the other 
hand, the ever-increasing stock of iconographic 
information – primarily from vase painting and 

our knowledge about Eros’s deeds and his rela-

of interpretation posited, again, by the pioneer-

present-day attitude to Eros’ iconology, which 
derives from post-postmodern developments in 

and gender studies. Our modern sensitivities and 
perceptions of the past (upon which we are in-
clined to project our modern views) increase the 
number of publications emphasizing on traits of 
Eros the older studies only brushed on. An ex-
cellent example of this is the modern commen-
tary on Eros as a daimon

1 RE s.v

EROS IN THRACE: THE GREEK COLONIES  
AND THE INTERIOR OF THRACE

Julia Valeva
Omnia vincit amor

Eclogue

emotions in Greek culture.2

In fact, ancient sources name Eros a god, 
a daimon, who through his hypostases personi-

triumphant over gods and mortals alike. To the 
philosophers he was the divine power so well 
described by Diotima in her conversation with 
Socrates (Plato, Symp

daimon is found 
in Euripides’ Hippolytus (535-540).3

In the Theogony of Hesiod, Eros is a god-
demiurge.4 He emerges from Chaos along with 
Earth and Tartarus. It is assumed that Hesiod 

and Orphism, which presumably has also incor-
porated eastern religious ideas.5 The information 
present in the Orphic fragments is complicated 
and contradictory in some details, but a recur-
rent moment in the variants of the cosmogonic 
myth is the Egg from which Eros, “whom some 
call Phanes”, will be hatched to set the Universe 

2 

3 “[535] ‘This folly, folly, that the land of Greece makes great 
the slaughter of cattle by the banks of the Alpheus and in the 
Pythian house of Apollo

 
if we pay no honor to Eros, mankind’s 

Aphrodite! He ruins mortals and sets them upon all manner of 
disaster when he visits them

4 Hes. Theog. 126: 
wide-bosomed Earth, the ever-sure foundation of all

 
the 

deathless ones who hold the peaks of snowy Olympus, and 

and Eros, fairest among the deathless gods, who unnerves 
the limbs and overcomes the mind and wise counsels of all 
gods and all men within them. From Chaos came forth Ere-
bus and black Night; but of Night were born Aether

 
and Day, 

Erebus.

5 RE al. 
Symp. 178b) informs us about the theogony 

of Acusilaos (latter half of the 6th century BC) which is fol-

Parmenides (fr. 132).
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of the gods, have not come to us from the time 
of Hesiod. Interestingly enough however, de-
spite the cardinal transformation of Eros over 
time: from a demiurge to a playful, sweetish 
child during the Hellenistic age, although rarely, 
images appear, which hint to his paramount, pri-
mordial role in the creation of the world.6

“in the sense that uncontrolled sexual passion 
could be disturbing in ordered society”.7 The 

expiring Archaic period and the Severe style, 
at the end of the 6th and early 5th century BC.8 
Plato in Phaedrus (252c) calls him Eros-Pteros 
for the strength of his wings. The Hellenistic po-

response of Love.

as protector of homosexual love, an expres-
sion of the aristocratic paideia in polis culture, 

-
ning of the 5th century BC onward Eros became 
linked increasingly closer to the world of wom-
en and the family, respectively with heterosex-
ual love,10 and especially later, in the 4th century 
BC, presumably because of the increasing role 
of women in society after the devastating and 
men-slaughtering Peloponnesian war.

To the average person, not only in antiquity 
but today as well, Eros is identical with love, 
predominantly with erotic love.11 A cursory in-
quiry into the countless images of Eros in an-
cient art might leave one with an impression that 
he was something of a common place – which in 

6 
theogony, suggested in Aristophanes’ “Birds At 
the beginning there was only Chaos, Night, dark Erebus, and 
deep Tartarus. Earth, the air and heaven had no existence. 

the revolution of long ages, sprang the graceful Eros with 
his glittering golden wings, swift as the whirlwinds of the 
tempest. He mated in deep Tartarus with dark Chaos, winged 
like himself, and thus hatched forth our race, which was the 

exist until Eros had brought together all the ingredients of 
the world, and from their marriage Heaven, Ocean, Earth 
and the imperishable race of blessed gods sprang into being. 
Thus our origin is very much older than that of the dwellers 

-
sand proofs to show it...”.

7 
8 

10 gynaeceum scenes 
around 480 BC: Dasen 76.

11 Reeve 2016, 11

fact is not true, as the love sentiment, although 
befalling everyone, and therefore on the face of 
it banal, is idiosyncratic. The arrows of Eros ini-
tiate the process of shaping the individuality as 
love revolves – a process enthusiastic, mysteri-
ous and unpredictable, which transports the soul 
and at the same time frightens it. Because it is 
clear that Eros, looking so playful and pleasant, 
can bring both happiness and grief. Therefore, 
Sappho calls him  – “sweet-bitter” 
(fr. 130), a characteristic of Eros which will per-
sist throughout antique poetry.12

In this article we shall discuss the percep-
tion of Eros in two ideological and spiritual 
environments which, although interpenetrat-

Greek colonies along the western Black Sea 
coast, and the culture of the Thracian elite in 

-
terpretation of Eros appears to revolve around 
his relation to Dionysos in both his matrimonial 
and chthonic aspect. Greek iconography perme-
ates Eros imagery in Thrace, but there are in-
dications that anachronistic models, apparently 

of the essence of Eros, are preferred.

Eros in the Greek colonies of the western 
Black Sea littoral

The majority of Eros images discovered in 
Bulgaria have been found on Greek vases from 
funerary contexts in the Greek colonies along 

The vessels are predominantly of Attic produc-
tion. Many of those found in Apollonia are of 

and 330/20 BC.13 The Black Sea area was the 
principal market for the Kerch style vessels.

The most popular renditions of Eros on 
these vases are: Eros in the gynaeceum

ephedrismos

12 -
ing Eros (Love) makes me tremble, the bitter-sweet, irresist-

Alcaeus: Eros: He sprang, of gods the might-
iest god, / From Zephyr, the golden- tressed, / And gentle Iris, 
neatly-shod, / When Love these lovers blessed (Easby-Smith 

13 
vases have taken the place of the special Lenaia vases, which 
disappeared after the end of the 5th

About the material from the Greek colonies on the Black Sea 
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in a ritual with women. The presence of Eros 
within the company of women in the gynaece-
um symbolizes the wise love, institutionalized 
by marriage.14 The subjects become popular in 
the second half of the 5th century BC in Athens 
and continue to grow in popularity during the 
4th century BC throughout the Greek cultural 

Greek colonies will illustrate this trend.

tomb 150, dated to the early 4th century BC,15  
) to a 

half-naked young woman, who holds the other 
shoe of the pair. Below and between them is a 
xoanon. A young naked man sits to the right of 
Eros, and a standing woman to the left end holds 
a box (Fig. 1). This is probably the image of a 
newly-married couple, evoking Aphrodite and 
Adonis, performing a rite in honor of Aphrodite. 
Many details like the jewelry and the ribbons, 
but most importantly the feathers of Eros’ wings 
are gilded.

2. Eros and women burning scent on a thy-
miaterion
lekythos from tomb 624 in Apollonia16 (Fig. 
2
thymia terion are known from a large number 
of vases.17 A well preserved vase with a scene 
showing Eros and a woman on both sides of a 
xoanon and a thymiaterion was found in a cist 
tomb in the Apollonia Pontica necropolis18 
(Fig. 3). The xoanon most probably is that of 
Aphrodite,  and the woman is an ordinary one. 
On many other vases with Eros, however, it is 
unclear whether the woman (or one of the wom-
en) is Aphrodite, due to the absence of instruc-
tive inscriptions. In some cases, the established 
iconography, or simply the atmosphere of the 

-
rodite. This is the case on the aryballic lekythos 
from Apollonia,20 which shows Eros and Aphro-
dite on both sides of a xoanon (Fig. 4). Indeed, 
14 
15 

preferring a dating in the early 4th century.
16

diam. 7.6 cm, suggested date: 350 – 340 BC, Attic production.
17 

2010, 184.
18 

328, H. 13.8 cm, Inv. No. PIN 3648.
 Delivorrias et al. 

20 -
th century BC.

it has been noted that Eros eclipsed Aphrodite in 
vase iconography, a fact which demands a com-
plex explanation.21

nia, found in tomb 283, Eros is depicted be-
tween two women.22 The seated woman to the 

with bracelets, she seems to hold a ribbon (tae-
nia). The woman to the right is trying to escape 
from Eros, who is, however, reaching her, hand-
ing her a ribbon (?) (Fig. 5). The scene echoes 
the verse from Archias (Anth. Gr
say “
how shall I on foot escape from a winged crea-
ture that pursues me close?” A similar scene 

-
posit 1 in the Apollonia necropolis.23

the same necropolis is decorated with an ephed-
rismos scene24 (Fig. 6). This piggyback game, 
called ephedrismos, was especially popular 
among young women, therefore more women 
are portrayed playing it than men. The game 

and then throwing a pebble or a ball at it in an 
attempt to knock the stone over. The player who 
was unable to overturn the stone had to carry 
the winner on his or her back, while the winner 
covered his or her eyes.25 In the interpretation 
of Anacreon, picked up by Apollonios Rhodios 
(3.117), the game is a sheer pleasure born by 
love, attraction and play. However, Sappho, Iby-
kos, and Anacreon again, saw the ephedrismos 
as symbolic for Eros’ ruse in this game, in which 
he is always the winner, the “basileus”.26

5. A popular scene, with Eros riding a dol-

from tomb 378 in Apollonia27 (Fig. 7). The ear-

21 
22

th 
-

nov.
23 

No. PIN 2664a-b.
24

th 
century.

25 Description of the game by John Hopkins Archaeological Mu-
seum. The covering of the eyes, according to Dasen 2016, 74, 
is a metaphor for the blinding of love.

26 
27
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liest images of Eros riding a dolphin appear in 
Archaic art. At that time Anacreon wrote (fr. 
57): “Aphrodite] roaming over the waves like 
sea-lettuce, moving her soft-skinned body in her 
voyage over the white calm sea... Over the sil-
ver on dancing dolphins ride guileful Eros and 
laughing Himeros...”

On the other hand, the dolphin is the mes-
senger of love for the nymphs, hence we prob-
ably see them, or the Nereids (the sea nymphs), 
on this lekythos. And since the dolphin is sen-
sitive to music, he is ridden by Eros, who is 

front of him is playing the tambourine. The 
frequency of the images of Eros riding a dol-
phin in his iconography as represented in vase 

-
ing from the sea.

6. A simple but suggestive composition 

28: a woman, who is in 
the company of the golden-winged Eros, is 
holding spherical objects – apples, balls or 
clews – which all have erotic connotations.   In 
the Greek Anthology V. 80 we read: 

                                                              at thee.
.”

A suggestive text by Apollonius of Rhodes 
(Argon. III. 130-141) also points to the connec-
tion between the ball, the arrows of Eros, and 
love magic.

Another large series of Eros depictions re-
lates to the Dionysian iconography, in which 
Eros was introduced after 420 BC. The joint ap-
pearance of Dionysos and Eros was very pop-

th 
century BC,30  again in harmony with the poetic 
art: “Lord [Dionysos], with whom Eros the sub-
duer and the blue-eyed Nymphai, and radiant 
Aphrodite play, as you haunt the lofty mountain 
peaks...” (Anacreon, fr. 357). Several bell-cra-
ters from Thrace, both from the colonies and the 
interior, are decorated with Dionysian scenes, 
sometimes with Eros included.31

28
diam. 6.2 cm, suggested date – the middle of the 4th century, 
Attic production

30 
31 -

ed with thiasos scene, including Eros holding a bunch of grapes.

An appropriate illustration would be the 

th century BC. (Fig. 8). On 
side “A”, Dionysos, crowned with ivy leaves 
and a ribbon, is facing Eros crouching on a base. 
Maenads and satyrs accompany the divine pro-
tagonists.32 A somewhat similar composition is 
chosen for the central scene on the body of the 
Meleager crater from the J. Paul Getty Museum 

c. 

is the scene with Dionysos crowned by Eros on 
the Baksy crater (end of 5th or early 4th century 
BC).33 On both these famous vases, and also on 
the Odessos krater, Eros is depicted not stand-

head, usually crouching and handing a crown or 
a taenia.

To conclude: our goal in this article is not 
to build a catalogue of the vases with Eros de-
pictions from Thrace,34 but to present some of 
the most common iconographies, and the wide-
spread distribution and persistent interest in 
Eros in the colonies along the western Black Sea 
littoral.35 Indeed, this is to be expected in this 
typical Greek environment. The power of the 
erotic connotation of Eros in the Greek milieu 
is well illustrated by Alcibiades’ swank narrated 
by Plutarch (Life of Alcibiades, 16): 
had a golden shield made for himself, bearing 

 The immense popularity of Eros 
in Greek art of the 4th century is attested by the 
description of the painting of Alexander and 
Roxana’s wedding by Aetion (Lucian, Her., 5). 

work in Hellenistic art. And of course, we can-
not bypass the depictions of the Erotes by the fa-
mous artists of the fourth century, Skopas, Prax-
iteles and Lysippos.36 Eros is a genuine classical 

32 -

33 

44a.
34 

-
dite riding a swan in the company of three Erotes and a dol-

35 
36 Praxitèle, Louvre Catalogue 2007.
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Greek cultural phenomenon, and this is plainly 
manifested when compared to the depictions of 
Eros in Thracian art, which are rare in the pre-
Roman period.

The vast number of images of Eros on vases 
found in funerary contexts is suggestive. On the 

brings. As we saw, Eros is often in the company 
of women, for whom in Greek society love is of 
prime importance, because it culminates in mar-

status of spouse and mother was an assurance 
of her honorable place in society. This was con-
sidered the purpose of her life. Therefore, some 
scholars believe that the images of the winged 
youths could be Pothos or Himeros, and that the 
Kerch style vases are wedding presents.37 M. 
Bieber is inclined to interpret the winged youths 
on the Kerch vases as Hymenaios.38

On the other hand, youth, beauty and love 
one day vanish, and death comes. Therefore, the 
scene of the pursuit of the female by Eros can 
be deciphered as a metaphor of the chase of the 
soul-maiden / maenad by the probable suiter, 
who is the ruler of the Underworld, represented 

Eros in Thrace
Eros was a stranger in Thracian religion: 

we have no evidence of divine creatures analo-

– Pothos, Hypnos, or Hymenaios – in the Thra-
cian pantheon. Unlike the situation in the Greek 
colonies, in the interior of Thrace Greek vases 
with images of Eros are rare. One such exam-
ple is the crater in the Kazanlak museum, with 

Fig. 
9).40 He is also depicted on rings discovered in 
archaeological context: a gold ring found in the 

Fig. 10), 
a gold ring found in Odessos (NAM 1572), and 
a bronze ring from a tomb under tumulus 23 in 
Sveshtari.41

The burial under tumulus 23 is dated to 285-
280 BC on the basis of an amphora from Thasos 

37 
38 

 This interpretation has been proposed by  2008.
40 - , -

.
41 et passim

deposited with the other grave gifts. These are 
plentiful: among them are a bronze mirror, a red 
bowl containing the ring with the Eros image, 

object (a whipping-top) and a clay bead.42 The 
objects in the bowl are interpreted, with good 
reason, as “the toys of Dionysos”43 which imply 

44 It seems 
logical to interpret “the toys of Dionysos” in 
tombs as evidence of initiation in the Dionysian 
mysteries.45

So far, the most interesting object with 
Eros’ image from Thrace is the jug-rhyton from 
the Borovo treasure set (Regional Museum of 
Ruse, Inv. No. II 361) (Fig. 11).46 The inscrip-
tions on the jug itself and the rhyton with the 
horse protome from the set are believed to refer 

decades of the 4th century BC.
The interpretation of the main scene on 

the jug as the hieros gamos (the sacred mar-
riage) of Dionysos and Ariadne is accepted by 
many scholars,47 although there are opinions 
that the iconography is related to the cult of the 
Kabeiroi,48 or Zalmoxis.

The Borovo jug features two images of 

the two ribbons that cross on his chest, and the 
shoes on his feet. His adolescent body is well 
built, even athletic. He has thick short hair and a 
crown of ivy leaves, which however resembles 
a solar crown (Fig. 12). The iconography and 

42  2015, 236.
43 As noted also in  2017, 141. The earliest account 

of the toys hitherto can be seen in the Gurob papyrus of the 
3rd century BC, found in Egypt (Kern OF

of Dionysos include Clement of Alexandria, in Protr. 2.17-18: 
“...the Thracian Orpheus, says: ‘Cone, and spinning-top, and 
limb-moving rattles,/ And fair golden apples from the clear-
toned Hesperides.’ And the useless symbols of this mystic rite 
it will not be useless to exhibit for condemnation. These are 
dice, ball, hoop, apples, top, looking-glass, tuft of wool.”: see 

44 Cf. Levaniouk 2007, 170, referring to Plutarch, Consolatio ad 
uxorem 10, 611d.

45 -
pretation is that mirrors have been discovered in male burials 

46  

47 Theodossiev
48  2008, 347.
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the style of the image should be linked to the 
Pheidias’ tradition: Eros on the Parthenon frieze 
(432 BC) has the same muscular, yet adolescent 
body, and short hair. In my opinion, this con-
nection is more relevant than the more common 
association with Praxiteles’ works, and particu-
larly with his Satyr pouring wine (c. 370 – 360 
BC).50

vase painting since the end of the 5th century, 
but the graceful adolescent body became typi-

half of the 4th century and continued throughout 
the Roman period.51 T. Stoyanov is inclined to 
see a correspondence between the image on the 
jug and the sculptures of Praxiteles, citing as ex-
ample the handle of a hydria from Myrina (Asia 
Minor, ca. 350), which M. Pfrommer compares 
to the statue of the Satyr pouring wine.52 Indeed, 
the hydria image can be compared to the style 
of Praxiteles, but it is not especially akin to the 

in the proportions, the movement of the bodies, 
and the hair-style53, not to forget the chronologi-
cal discrepancy.

To support the pre-Praxiteles’ stylistic in-
spiration, I shall call upon two more artefacts. 

-
ing satyr taken from a vessel, probably a silver 
oinochoe or a squat lekythos, coming from the 

c 54 The satyr has an ivy wreath 
-

ing his vigorous body backward (Fig. 14). The 
second analogy is a fragment of an ancient clay 
impression of a mirror cover with the masculine 
body of Eros holding a large bird in the crook of 
his left arm.55 That the muscular body of Eros 
is a sign of the Classical style is well illustrated 

50 

accession number 23.22.
51 A Roman copy of a Praxitelean style sculpture depicting Eros 

was found in Nicopolis ad Istrum, unfortunately fragmented. 

Selected Sculptures, 61, no. 36.
52 
53 A Praxiteles’ type is evoked for the fragmented relief with 

Eros’ image found in Histria (Romania), dated to the end of 
4th – early 3rd -
pression is that Praxiteles is too often cited in stylistic com-
parisons.

54 

55 

– 430 BC), attributed to the Orpheus Painter, 
today in the Metropolitan Museum (17.230.15, 

On the Borovo jug, Eros is the cup-bearer at 
the sacred marriage of Dionysos to Ariadne. He 
ladles out wine from the crater and pours it in 
the phiale. His actions are presumably related to 

attributes – the phiale and the ribbon – which 
Ariadne gives him, as well as by the metal vo-
lute krater. The next scene captures Eros danc-
ing a sacred dance, and this time one of the rib-
bons is tied around his hand, while the other one 
is around his head (Fig. 13). Some details in the 
image of Eros evoke images of satyrs, like those 
on the clay impression with a dancing satyr with 
ivy crown, or the vase images on the krater from 
Munich, and the vessel from the Louvre (507), 

56

Eros symbolizes the love of Dionysos for 
Ariadne.57 He is usually present in the Diony-
sian hieros gamos scenes.58 On the Borovo jug 
he should be seen as the paredros of Aphrodite, 
as suggested by the swans – her symbols, fea-
tured on the bottom of the jug. He performs liba-
tion with the phiale, followed by a ritual dance. 
These seem to be moments of a rite of a nuptial 
character, an initiation into the secrets of love, 

presence of Dionysos and his thiasos is a sign 
of an initiation into the mysteries of Dionysos, 
as the god both of marriage  and of civilization, 
precisely because marriage is the wise love, 
which overcomes the madness of free love, sug-
gested here through the orgiastic frenzy of Bac-
chic dances. The couple that we see in the upper 
left part of the composition has already the mys-
tic knowledge: their slow and quiet walk sug-
gests that they already belong to those blessed 
with immortality and eternal beatitude.60

56 

57 
58 thiasos 

scenes is illustrated by the oinochoe, attributed to the Modica 
Painter, and found in a necropolis in the Burgas area:  

 Dionysos has the epithet Hymenaios in an epigram Anth-
GrPalatina

60 An opinion has been expressed that they are Dionysos and  
Ariadne, depicted one more time on the jug (Theodossiev, 

dinoid volute krater with stand, painted by the Meleager 
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On the basis of these observations, I would 
interpret the Borovo jug as a wedding present. 
Dionysos’ wedding and the nuptial thiasos was 
“a model of happiness and a symbol of eternal 

61 still more, through her marriage to Dio-
nysos Ariadne achieved immortality.

At the same time there is an almost imper-
ceptible eschatological hint in this program, 
through the gesture of Eros, who puts his hand 
on the head, and more generally, through the 
idea of the initiation. Here I will also point to 
a notable iconographic analogy: the similarity 
between the posture of the dancing Eros from 
Borovo and that of the dying Talos, from the fa-
mous crater from the Jatta collection.62  Finally, 
the swans at the bottom of the vessel, though 
related to Aphrodite, could also imply the idea 
of the after-life, because birds are believed to 
incarnate the souls of the dead.63

The overall mysterial spirit of the Borovo 
scene is enhanced by the ovoid shape of the jug. 
A fragment from Plutarch linking the egg to Or-
phic ideas is often cited in this respect: II.3.1 
“When upon a dream I had forborne eggs a long 
time, on purpose that in an egg (as in a Carian) 
I might make experiment of a notable vision that 
often troubled me; some at Sossius Senecio’s ta-
ble suspected that I was tainted with Orpheus’ 
or Pythagoras’s opinions, and refused to eat an 
egg (as some do the heart and brain) imagin-

...I speak to those that are acquainted with the 
mystical and sacred discourse of Orpheus, who 

And therefore in the solemnly feast of Bacchus 
it is very well done to dedicate an egg, as the 
emblem of that which begets and contains every 

The oldest mention of the Cosmic Egg in an 
Orphic context is found in Aristophanes (Birds 

64  His text, considered by some schol-
ars to be of a parodic nature, is complemented 
by other Orphic fragments, which contribute to 
the reconstruction of the Orphic cosmogonic 
myth and the place of Eros in it. At the very 

61 Sabetai 2011, 138.
62 

to remind of a depiction of Talos with giant wings on Phais-
tos silver staters, dated to the early 3rd century BC: Svoronos 

63
64 

primary agents Earth (Ge Hudor), 
who will manifest their material essence when 
they emerge from the Principle, and transform 
themselves in Chasm and Ether with the inter-
mediary of the Orphic Chronos. The next stage 
of creation is marked by the appearance of the 
Cosmogonic Egg, from which Phanes – Eros 
will spring.65 This very moment of transition 

Ge-
Hudor to the animation of the Cosmic Egg from 
which Phanes-Eros originates, is not clear to us 
because of the imposed secrecy on the Orphic 
texts, as S. Anemoyannis-Sinaidis notes in her 
study. In her opinion this is the most important 
message of the Orphic cosmogony, revealing 
the creation of the individual human souls.66 
The transition from the level of the Egg to the 

the soul(s) to divinity. This moment is embodied 
in the initiation rite. In this respect the Borovo 
ovoid jug with the images of Eros engaged in 
an initiation rite conceals a hint to the creation 

-
ity of the soul.

Of special interest here is the presence of the 
egg in the Dionysian iconography.67 Among the 
numerous examples relevant to the present discus-

BC), featuring a depiction of an egg on the table 
in front of Dionysos, who is reclining on a bed, 
calling to mind the above cited words of Plutarch.

Furthermore, the egg is included in fu-
nerary imagery, as shown by several vase de-

th 
century BC), attributed to the Painter of the Un-

white-ground lekythos, attributed to the Painter 
of Athens 1826 (460 – 450 BC), on which the 
egg is shown as a gift. In funerary scenes, the 
egg was a symbol of rebirth68 but it functioned 
as a love gift as well, as demonstrated by the 

65

66 -
relation with the philosophy of the soul as revealed in Plato’s 
Timaeus (34b10-35b3).

67 A good comment in the dissertation of R. Gicheva:  

text.
68 Real eggs have been found in Etruscan tombs. About such 
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BC) attributed to the Painter of the Bathing, fea-
turing Aphrodite seated and Eros leaning on her 
thigh. An egg is likely painted on the table in the 
main scene of the Kazanlak tomb.

Another argument towards the presumed 
mysterious meaning of the ovoid shape of the 
Borovo jug is that four more jugs found in Thra-
ce have this form: the Rogozen jug 112, the am-
phora from the Panagyurishte treasure, the jug 
from the Mogilansla mogila in Vratsa, and the 
jug from Kukuva mogila.70 Two of these were 
found in burials, but not the other two, thus cor-
roborating that in antiquity the egg was included 
in rituals connected both to life (wedding) and 

71

Yet another interesting detail in the Borovo 
scene is the huge gadrooned crater.72 The body 
of the krater tapers down to the foot which is 

of the foot resembles the form of the Archaic 
kraters from Capua, Vix and Trebenishte.73 The 
gadroons on the body are separated at the top 
by darts, and there are no tongues on the shoul-
ders. A string at the base of the neck emulates 
a kymation, and another similar imitation ap-
pears round the rim of the mouth. The handles, 
which enhance the impression of its archaistic 
look, are the most intriguing component of the 
krater.74

 
70
71  2012, 186.
72 The volute kraters are an invention early in the 5th century 

for their production is around 380-370. Ceramic Attic red-

metal ones: Barr-Sharrar 2008, 48. The technique of ribbing 
on vases appears in the second quarter of the 5th

becomes common around the middle of the 4th century.
73 A helpful set of drawings for comparison in Barr-Sharrar 

(2008, 57-58) along with rich information serving the analysis 
of the Borovo jug’s shape too.

74 They have cannelures, do not terminate at helices at the joint to 
the mouth, and are decorated with masks at the base, on the up-
per part of the krater’s body: all these elements are characteristic 
for smaller vessels like kantharoi and jugs, although huge metal 
kylikes and jugs with raised handles appear also in the work-
shop scene on the Caputi hydria: I am also of the opinion that 
the image depicts an atelier for metal vases. Similar not fully 
formed helices, of rather low handles, are found on the Archaic 

the famous François vase (570-565 BC) can also be cited as a 
comparison, although while already with small helices, they rise 
higher than the Sophilos vase handles: Barr-Sharrar 2008, 66-

mask-applique at the base as the krater on the Borovo jug, but 
they of course do not reach the mouth of the vessel.

metal krater. Similar huge vessels made of sil-
ver or bronze were generally used in sanctuaries 
and in rituals,75 which supports our interpreta-
tion that a ritual scene is depicted on the Borovo 
jug. Metal kraters are included in scenes with 
divine protagonists, as seen on some notable 

-
ourgos hydria Dionysos and Ariadne recline on 
the bed, beside which is a ribbed volute krater,76 
and on the Baksy bell krater (end of 5th century), 
a metal volute krater is seen at the gathering of 
the Olympian gods.77

Our analysis of the program of the Borovo 

by Attic iconography.78 Its spirit, however, is 
-

mosphere in the Thracian artifact, compared to 
the depictions on the Greek vases, which are 
predominantly hedonistic. Several further idi-
osyncrasies of the iconography of this scene de-
mand our scrutiny. One of these is the bearded 
Dionysos type (Fig. 15). In the 4th century BC, 
his appearance is anachronistic, inasmuch as 
since the end of the 5th century BC, the adopted 
norm is the unbearded young Dionysos type, in-
formed by the depiction on the Parthenon.  Yet, 
simultaneously, Alcamenes created a chrysele-
phantine statue of the god with beard, seated 
upon a throne holding a kantharos in his right 
hand and the thirsos as sceptre in his left hand 
for the Great Temple of Dionysos by his theater 
at the Acropolis.80 A cast of a Dionysos mask 
from a handle of a metal vessel related to the 

Fig. 16) shows 
several identical iconographic and stylistic 
traits present in the image of Dionysos on the 
Borovo jug: a tainia tied at the forehead on top 

-

75 Barr-Sharrar 2008, 63. The author notes that both metal and 
ceramic kraters have been exported from Athens to Macedo-
nia and South Italy.

76 
Giulia, Inv. No, 55703 (425 – 400 BC, attributed to the Painter 
of Louvre).

77 

78 
Dionysos and Ariadne is associated with the rites performed 
during the Antestheria in Athens. He also considers the ico-
nography of the Borovo jug inspired by Attic vase painting.

 Diodorus Sicilus, IV. 5. 1-4 : “He was thought to have two 
forms, men say, because there were two Dionysoi, the ancient 
one having a long beard, because all men in early times wore 

and young...”
80 
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ing into the beard, a mouth with full lower lip.81 
Dated to the end of the 5th century BC it exem-

bearded Dionysos which, however, did not dis-
appear completely in later art. The image from 
the Agora is also a convincing argument for the 
Thracian perception of the Athenian iconogra-
phy and style.

The psychology of Eros: conclusions
Myth is multi-meaningful and evocative, 

and Eros is its typical creation. Since antiquity, 
and to our days, Eros is the symbol of sensual 
love. Still, his nature is not so straightforward 
because, although instantly recognizable for his 

environment: therefore, he can be named dif-
ferently: Eros, Pothos, Himeros, Anteros, even 
Thanatos.82

The tremendous number of Eros images, 
the trivialization mentioned above of his image, 

and in the ritual – within which the deep root 
of the Eros phenomenon became blurred to the 
commoners. A routine that (in the words of a 
modern scholar) conceals an unconscious, and 
a conscious, “dread” of the demonic power of 
sexuality. Indeed, Eros is the propulsion of sen-
sual love, but he is also inspiratory, as through 
love in the broadest sense, one individualizes, 
becomes aware of oneself. Hence the presence 
of Eros in the cosmogonic myth, precisely at the 
transition from material to spiritual, at the mo-
ment of the creation of the cosmic psyche, but 

81 
82 

the column from the Ephesian Temple of Artemis, c. 350, in 
-

is not at all accidental. The emergence of the 
psyche, and consequently of human conscious-
ness, could be interpreted as a second world 
creation. As formulated by Jung in a letter: 
“...the cosmogonic myths do not describe the 
absolute beginning of the world but rather 
the dawning of consciousness as the second 
Creation”.83

The relation of Eros to the psyche may 
explain the fact that most of the images from 
Thrace (from the interior and the Greek colo-
nies alike) come from tombs, hence Eros can be 
conceived as a mediator during the passage of 
the dead between the real world and afterlife. 
The funerary character of Eros, however, tends 
to be disputed.84

In the present article it seems we have dis-
covered some distinctive features of the Thra-
cian conceptualization of Eros, compared to the 
Greek one, as represented in the colonies on the 
Black Sea littoral. The golden ring with Eros 
from Sveshtari, found with “toys of Dionysos”, 
and the program of the Borovo jug scene sug-
gest the propagation of Orphic beliefs in Thra-
cian aristocratic setting, which, however, re-
mains to be proven more substantially. To us, 
the use of the jug for the purpose of initiation 
in the mysteries of Dionysos and of Eros seems 
more certain.

-
strated that in both Thracian and Greek ethnic 
contexts, in both cultural environments, Eros 
was conceived as a divine, and hence irresist-
ible force.85 He sets the Universe in motion and 
no one, neither humans, nor gods even, escape 
his power. Eros is always the victor.

83 Citation from Goodchild 2001, 487. For the transformation of 
the archaic cosmogony into philosophic structure, cf. n. 77.

84 -
posing view, see the comment about the Boston throne (450-
440) on the website of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston 
(inv. 08.205).

85 
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Fig.1. Red-figure lekythos from 

Eros offering a wedding shoe, 
early 4th

Eros and women burning scent 
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Fig. 3. Red-figure lekythos from Apollonian 

both sides of a thymiaterion and a xoanon 

84b, Inv. PIN 3648).

Fig. 4. Red-figure lekythos from Apollonia, with Eros and 
 

Fig. 6. Red-figure lekythos from the Apollonian 

Valeva).
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with Eros riding a dolphin 
(

Fig. 8. Red-figure bell-crater from Odessos, Varna 
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phiale (photo N. Genov).
Fig. 13. Borovo jug, detail with dancing Eros (photo 
N. Genov).
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Fig. 14. Dancing 
satyr, ancient 
impression and 
modern cast from 
a (silver?) vessel, 
Athenian Agora 
(Barr-Sharrar 

Fig. 15. Borovo jug, detail with Dionysos 
(photo N. Genov).

Fig. 16. Dionysos mask from a handle of a metal 

Julia Valeva



Ancient Thrace: Myth and Reality 
Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Congress of Thracology, Volume 2

More than 15 tumuli and three Thracian set-
tlements are known on the grounds of the village 
of Brestovitsa.1 Five of the tumular embank-

and three in 2013-2014 (Fig. 1a). At the current 
stage of research, the eastern necropolis (tumuli 
Nos 6 and 7) belongs to an earlier horizon: the 
6th  – the beginning of the 4th century BC, while 
the northern group (tumuli Nos 1, 2, 3, and 5) 
dates back to the second half of the 4th

half of the 3rd century BC.2 The most recent is 
the western necropolis (tumuli Nos 4 and 8, Fig. 
2), dated to the middle of the 2nd

of the 1st century BC.3 The last to be explored, 
in the campaign of 2014, was the tumulus No 8, 
presented here.

It is situated in the locality “Nad hizhata” 
(above the hut), in an uncultivated area. The tu-
mular embankment was approximately 20 m in 
diameter and had a height of about 2.80 m. Prior 
to the research it was divided into four sections 
(northwest, northeast, southeast and southwest), 
forming two major stratigraphic cross sections, 

After humus layer removal the mound pile con-
tained single fragments of Late Hellenistic ce-
ramics and small burned bones. The structures 
related to funeral rituals and practices are locat-

-
mulus, approximately at the level of the ancient 
terrain (Fig. 1b).

Funeral pyre (structure No 1). It has an 

and 4.22 m N-S), located approximately in 
the central part of the tumulus (slightly to the 
southwest) (Fig. 1b). It was registered at 223.67 

1 
2 
3 , ,  2016, 

207-224.

TUMULUS No 8 FROM THE VILLAGE  
OF BRESTOVITSA, ROUSSE REGION 

(PRELIMINARY REPORT)

Varbin Varbanov

meters above sea level4 and reached down to 
223.61 / 223.54 m. The funeral pyre consisted 
of baked orange-red soil, ash, charcoal mixed 
with ceramics, remains of burned bones, and 
many fragments of armour concentrated near 
the center. A burned curved iron knife without 
a handle and an iron spearhead were found in 
the northern part.5 Most of the fragments of a 
wheel-made pottery jug were found scattered 
immediately on top of the pyre and in the mound 
above and to the north of it. According to the 
anthropological analysis, the remains of one or 

age of 20 belong to this structure.6

The eastern part of the pyre was destroyed 
by structure No 2 (Fig. 1b, Fig. 2c), which has 

N-S. It was registered at about 223.80 m, and 
was exhausted at 223.54/223.50 m. After scrap-
ing at level 223.61 m, three small pits were out-
lined on the terrain, their bottoms were reached 
at 223.54 m. A large number of iron armor frag-
ments and of burned bones were discovered 
there. After analysis of the bone material the fol-
lowing individuals were distinguished: a child 

old). It is possible that the remains belonged to 
5-6 or as much as 10 individuals. A pit with oval, 

and 2.25 m N-S was clearly outlined at the level 
of 223.23 m in the eastern side of structure No 2, 

layers of brown and light whitish soil, charcoal 

4 All the levels in this text are at absolute altitude according to 
the Baltic altitude system.

5 
6 The analysis of bone material was done by Dr. Victoria Ru-

seva, Institute of Experimental Morphology, Pathology and 
Anthropology with a Museum at the Bulgarian Academy of 
Sciences.
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and the burned bones of an adult individual 40-
50 years old. The bottom of this pit was reached 
at the level of 222.83 m.

In addition to the features described above, 
three more structures were registered in tumu-
lus No 8, located in its north-western part, all of 
them in square Fig. 1b, Fig. 2b).

Sructure No 3
level 223.61 m, where the bottom of a pot was 
cleaned up. It contained the remains of a crema-
tion, molten bronze objects and three soldered 

vicinity, neither any changes in the mound soil 
color and physical characteristics. The age and 
the sex of the remains of burned human bones 
could not be determined.

Structure No 4. In the same part of square 
-

ramics, burned bones, ashes and charcoal in 
an oval spot about 1.10 m in diameter. The 
structure was finished about 20 cm after its 
registration. A Rhodian amphora (burned and 
fragmented), a bowl, three local imitations of 
relief bowls, five burned glass beads in as-
sociation with fragments and melted parts of 
several silver alloy fibulae, a deformed silver 
bracelet and fragments of other similar items, 
as well as pieces of a golden earring were de-
posited there. The remains of a woman about 
30-40 years old (at the top of the structure), 
and those of an individual under 25-30 years 

discovered in the feature. 
Structure No 5. At level 223.38 m, in the 

-
covered on a pile of burned bones. The fragment 
is decorated with a plastic strip and cut bundles 
of lines. The funerary inventory included an 
iron knife, a fragment of a bronze vessel, a clay 
spindle whorl / bead, a bronze tip of a scabbard 
and a bronze ring with three bumps (amulet). 
The bone remains belong to a 3-year-old child. 

Funerary ritual and dating
The funeral pyre (structure No 1) was lo-

cated slightly above the level of the ancient 
terrain (0.10-0.20 m), and the cremation of the 
body was probably performed elsewhere. Then 
followed actions that resulted in structure No 2. 
After that, there was a libation with a jug, the re-
mains of which were found over the pyre and in 

-

ment, the rest of the mound was accumulated, 
and as a part of this action the remains of sev-
eral cremations and various burial goods were 
placed in structures Nos 3, 4, and 5.

The earliest possible date for the accumula-
tion of tumulus No 8 at the village of Bresto-

by its morphology in the period 140-120 BC.7 
Another chronological benchmark is presented 
by the local imitations of bowls with embossed 
decorations datable between the middle of the 
2nd and the middle of the 1st century BC.8 The 

to the type 1a/1b of Aurel Rustoiu, widespread 
from the end of the 2nd to the middle of the 1st 
century BC.  The silver and bronze bracelets 
have no precise analogue so far.10 The rest of 
the discovered inventory can be dated generally 
between the 2nd and the 1st centuries BC. Sum-
ming up the existing data, a dating about the end 
of the 2nd and the beginning of the 1st century BC 
can be suggested for the tumulus No 8.11

At the current stage of research some 15 
tumuli from the territory of modern Northern 
Bulgaria can be dated in the period comprising 
the 2nd and the 1st centures BC,12 and a further 
31 tumuli of similar date have been explored on 
the territory of Romania. Their concentration in 
several regions reveals slight chronological vari-
ations. In Muntenia these tumuli are dated to the 
1st century BC, while in Transylvania and Mol-
dova their dating extends to the 1st century AD. 
Their appearance and peculiarities in ritual are 
associated with profound changes in the sphere 
of religious beliefs in the society of the Getae. 
In the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, the funerals of 
ordinary people “disappear”. The tumuli contain 
scanty inventories, in which a particular place is 
occupied by the armament. These changes come 

7 The determination of the amphora was done by Dr. Kalin 
Madzharov, NAIM-BAS. The dating is based on the pub-
lished stamped Rhodian amphorae with the same form as the 
one in question.

8 

10 
11 D. Sp nu suggests a 

– in the 80’s to 30’s of the 1st century BC, cf. Sp nu 2012, 42-

in question proposed by  Rustoiu. It is supported by 
the 
amphora (140-120 BC). According to Vnukov (2013, 57-64) 
the use and reuse of an amphora rarely exceeded a period of 
20-30 years.

12
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as a result of the emerging highly centralized 
state formation and religious organization.13

The inventory discovered in tumulus No 

protective), ornaments, household items and ce-
ramics.

Armament was discovered in structures 
Nos 1, 2, and 5.

:
– the back-end of a spear – sauroter (Fig. 

3a). The example from tumulus No 8 is heavily 
burned and its shape is not quite clear. Due to 

part, it could hardly have served as a spearhead. 
It can be determined as type I after the typology 
of Torbov.14

– a curved Thracian knife – sica (Fig. 3c). 
The example discovered in structure No 1 has 
a broken handle and is fragmented and heav-
ily corroded. It may have been with its sheath 
The preserved length is 34 cm and the maxi-
mum width is 3.5 cm. It cannot be determined 
whether there were any incised channels or im-
ages on the blade. According to the typology of 
N. Torbov, the knife is of type I according to 
the blade and the second type according to the 
handle.15

in the blade, the handle and the fuse have no 

were also made with them – the sica is more 
than a simple knife, it is an attribute of the local 
aristocracy, combining military and religious 
power.16

– the tip of the sheath of a curved Thracian 
knife (Fig. 3b), made of a single bent metal sheet 
and ending with a biconical ball with attachment 
holes. On the front side there is a decoration of 
six transverse grooves, and in the lower and up-
per part between two pairs of grooves there is a 
decoration of a shallow incised grid ornament, 
probably gilded in the past. A good parallel to 
the item from Brestovitsa is the one found in 
a grave mound near the village of Kostalevo, 
Vratsa region.17

13 Sîrbu
14 T  2003, 55-57.
15 
16 Rustoiu 2007, 68-72.
17 Tab. VII, 1.

Protective arms:
– fragmented armor(s) (Fig. 3l). In struc-

tures Nos 1 and 2, a number of fragments of ar-
mor from braided metal rings with a diameter 
of about 6 mm (6-8 mm) were discovered, as 
well as metal plates of the gripping and fasten-
ing mechanisms. All the remains of such armor 
in Northern Bulgaria have been found in graves 
dating to the end of the 2nd-1st century BC.18

Ornaments
The ornaments include three bronze brace-

lets, one silver bracelet and the burned remains 
of another one of the same type, remains of a 

beads of glasspaste.
– silver alloy bracelets (Fig. 3f) which have 

no exact analogies. The “torc” from the Borovan 
treasure can be considered as a possible paral-
lel.  It belongs to the round bracelets made of 
solid wire with open ends and zoomorphic or 
geometric decoration.20

Fig. 3j) made of 
silver alloy. The preserved fragments include 
a needle holder and a piece of a foot, parts of 
the bow with one bulk and two beads, also two 
spirals of bronze (the needle was probably of 
iron). According to the typology of A. Rustoiu, 

widespread from the end of the 2nd to the middle 
of the 1st century BC.21 They were most common 
in Transylvania.22 A parallel from Bulgaria is 

Dabnik, Pleven region.23

– a ring (Fig. 3g) made of moulded bronze, 
with three bumps, each with three outgrowths 
from the three sides, except the inner side. Rings 
of this type were widespread among both the 
Geto-Dacians and the Celts, and also in areas 

a wide dating from the 7th – 6th century BC to 
the 7th th century AD further east.24 Their 
most widespread use and spread in the Thracian 
world dates back to the 1st century BC, most fre-
quently occurring in Transylvania. Multifunc-
tional, according to the available archaeological 
18 Torbov

 .
20 Spânu 2012, 57-61, 138-145.
21 Rustoiu .
22 Spânu
23 , 
24 Glodariu Rustoiu Sîrbu et al. 2005, 

.

Tumulus No 8 from the village of Brestovitsa, Rousse region (Preliminary report)



evidence, such rings were used as amulets, as 
details of ornaments, as part of horse ammuni-
tion and buckles.25

– bracelets made of copper alloy (Fig. 3e). 

correspond to a type in which the two ends dif-
fer when they twist. Three fragments have been 
found, fragmented and soldered together at one 
end. On the outside, incised decorations, circles 
and skew lines are visible. The decoration is 
similar to that of the silver bracelets described 
above.

– fragments of a golden earring (Fig. 3k). 
Preserved are some melts, a thin ring, as well as 

is of the hoop earring type, ending with a hol-
low bulge.26 It remains unclear whether this was 

– beads from glass paste. Only one of them 
was not burned, the others were highly damaged 
by burning and fragmented. Two were small and 
oval, torn in the middle. The others had a coni-
cal shape and a vague color after the burning –  
rather brown with white strips. It is possible that 
one fragment belonged to a glass bracelet (Fig. 
3h).

Household items
All three objects that can be considered in 

this category were found in structure No 5.
– an iron knife (Fig. 3d) with protector and 

preserved handle rivet. It has an exact parallel 
from a tumulus near the village of Dobrusha, 
Vratsa region.27 Such knives are among the fre-

typology of blades found in a ritual context in 
Pietroasa Mika it is of type E.28

– a fragment of a bronze vessel (or phalera? 
Fig. 3i). It is not clear to what type of vessel 
or ornament this fragment belonged. It has em-
bossed decoration.

– spindle whorl/bead. Made of poorly puri-

used as a bead.

Ceramics
This group includes nine fragmented ves-

three permit tentative reconstruction but none 

25 .
26 .
27 
28 Sîrbu et al. 2005, 20.

was fully collected. Besides them, ther were 
also 113 ceramics fragments from other vessels.

– a jug (Fig. 3p). The bottom of the jug and 
fragments of its lower part were found directly 
on and above the “pyre” (in its northern part), 
but they were not burned. Its upper part was 
discovered at about 40 cm higher in the mound. 
Only two little fragments are missing of it. Par-
allels of the jug exist in the cult complexes of 
Bagachina and Rousse in Bulgaria, the dating 
of the latter is from the 1st century AD.  From 
the territory of modern Romania there are par-
allels from Muntenia and Moldova – Popesti 
(dated in the second half of the 1st century BC), 
Sprâncenata (dated in the 1st

Doamnei, Poiana (dated in the 1st century BC – 
1st century AD) etc.30

– a pot. In structure No 5 the remains of 
human bones and gifts were covered with the 
lower part of a pot with combined decoration: 
incised and plastic bands. Parallels of similar 
decoration on pots exist in the pit complex near 
Rousse, the vessels are generally dated in the 
period 2nd century BC – 1st century AD.31

– another pot (Fig. 3n). In the north-west-
ern section were found 18 fragments of the low-
er part of a pot in the mound of the “primary 
tumulus”, and in the south-western section over 
structure 1 (without being burned) were found 
another nine fragments of the upper part of a pot 
with a cylindrical handle and plastic strips com-
ing out of it. By technological and physical fea-
tures, it can be assumed that all these fragments 
belonged to the same vessel, which allows its 
approximate reconstruction. Such pots are re-
ferred to the second and most widespread type 
in the Rousse pit complex where they are dated 
in the period 2nd century BC – 1st century AD.32 
From the territory of modern Romania there are 
parallels from archaeological sites near Sprân-

.33.
– another pot (Fig. 3m). About 40 frag-

ments from a burned pot with polished surface 
were found in the north-eastern section, main-

 XL
VII, 4.

30 Palinca  Plan a VII Preda Pl. 

.
31  
32 .
33 Trohani 2006, Pl. 

128, 4 Trohani
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ly in structure No 3. Its shape is similar to the 
pots from the north-western and south-western 
sections. Parallels exist in the Rousse pit com-
plex.34.

– a handmade bowl (Fig. 30). It has been 
burned and, like the amphora and the relief 
bowls, the color and the degree of smoothness 
of the surface are not clear. The biggest part 
was preserved, only several fragments are miss-
ing. In the Late Hellenistic period, this type of 
bowl is widespread in the territories of today’s 
Northern Bulgaria and Romania. Parallels come 
from the Rousse pit complex, discovered in a pit 
dated to the 1st century BC – 1st century AD.35

– three imitations of relief bowls (Fig. 3r-t), 

34 .
35 .

made on a fast wheel and with a mould. These 
can be dated to the second half of the 2nd and 
until the middle of the 1st  century BC.36 They 
have no exact parallels among the published 
examples. The relief ornaments on one of them 
resemble a similar vessel from Popesti. It should 
be mentioned that there is information for frag-
ments of such bowls only in the mound necrop-
olis near Popesti.37

– a Rhodian amphora (Fig. 3q). The handle 
from Brestovitsa is similar in shape to the han-
dles of stamped Rhodian amphorae dated to the 
middle and the second half of the 2nd century 
BC. According to the chronology of Finkelstein, 
these containers date to about 137-123 BC.38

36 Varbanov .
37 Sîrbu .
38 The determination of the amphora was done by Dr. Kalin 

Madzharov, NAIM-BAS.
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Fig. 1
a) Map of Brestovitsa village 
with known tumuli; b) Plan 
and profiles of Tumulus No 8

Varbin Varbanov



Tumulus No 8 from the village of Brestovitsa, Rousse region (Preliminary report)



Fig. 3
a) Iron sauroter; b) Bronze tip of the sheath of a sica; c) Iron sica; d) Iron knife; e) Bronze bracelets; f) Silver 
bracelet; g) Bronze ring; h) Part of a glass bracelet (?); i) Part of a bronze vessel (phalera ?); j) Fragments 
of silver fibula/e; k) Fragments of golden earring/s; l) Fragments of chain-mail; m) Clay pot; n) Clay pot; o) 
Clay bowl; p) Clay jug; q) Rhodian amphora; r) Relief bowl; s) Relief bowl; t) Relief bowl (all photos by the 
autor, the finds are in the Rousse Regional Museum of History)

Varbin Varbanov
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Les termes la Thrace, les Thraces semblent 
e s. av. J.-C.1 pour la 

groupes de tribus, n’acceptant que le leadership 
-

dote le plus nombreux après les Indiens,2 n’avait 

-

nombreuses notions qui nous sont familières 
comme le H
Thraces, le diaspora Thrace et tant d’autres. Du 
point de vue numismatique, les monnaies qui re-

3 pro-

grecques voisines (5e s. av. J.-C). Les monnaies 
des rois Thraces Odrysiens des siècles suivants 

monnaies grecques.4 Les auteurs anciens nous 
parlent de nombreux rois locaux et des chefs de 

monnaies, certains d’autres ayant pris place seu-

dernière phase, la phase terminale de la dynastie 
Thrace. Mais ce pseudo-royaume ne ressemblait 
1 
2 Hdt. 5.3.
3 

-
kovo).

4 

LES MONNAIES DES TROIS RHOEMETALKÈS,  
LES DERNIERS ROIS DE LA DYNASTIE THRACE

monnaies de prestige pour son compte, avec des 
types traditionnels, librement choisis. L’ico-
nographie5 des monnaies de ces derniers rois 

romaines (Fig. 1/3

monnaies comme des monnaies Thraces bien 

-
-

-
-
-

proviennent de deux sources: les monnaies de 
-

acquises par achat ou par don et nous ne pou-

-

5 

-
 

voir Petolescu 2011, 122-123.



 

-
daient au sud-est jusqu’au Pont-Euxin et Bi-

-
-

6 que 
les Odrysiens.7 Toutes ces terres feront partie du 
royaume vassal Thrace de Rhoemetalkès I, ami 

monnaies appartenant aux rois Thraces de l’Est. 
Nous les appelons ainsi parce qu’ils avaient gou-

Thrace qui avait fondu le seul royaume connu 

8 on peut 

pendant le règne de Kersobleptès, et elle avait 
appartenu au royaume des rois Odryses de l’Est. 

-
naies d’alliance :

6 Voir Fig. 2 er s. av. 
J.-C.)

7 

8 

saisons 2000-2010 Kersobleptès, Philippe II, Alexandre III, 

-

cotyle -

Les membres de la famille des derniers rois 

Brutus et les triumvirs, pour pouvoir prendre 

10

-
sale. Après le meurtre de Caesar, les terres de 
ces rois passeront cette fois-ci sous le contrôle 

-

bas âge, Cotys III, chez Brutus.11 Après la ba-
taille d’Actium Auguste le mettra sur le trône 

-
tant celles de la dynastie Odrysienne et le ma-

deux tribus. La dynastie des rois Thraces Odry-

12

La romanisation des dynasties Thraces 

de Cotys II et Sadalas II, ce qui est clair sur les 
monnaies de ces derniers rois Odrysiens/As-

13 Les monnaies Thraces qui portent sur 
l’avers le buste de Sadalas (ou bien Cotys) et 
sur le revers un aigle debout sur une foudre (Fig. 
1/1-2), des symboles qui renvoient aux victoires 
romaines,14 sont parmi les monnaies de fouilles 

sur le revers. Les monnaies d’Hebryzelmes, de Cotys I et de 

somme des monnaies. Le problème c’est que la plus grande 
-
-

10 
11 -

-
-

12 
13 L’aigle qu’on voit sur le revers des monnaies de Cotys II et 

14 Les revers de ces monnaies portent les inscriptions  



celles de Mostis. Les symboles et le système 

et les monnaies de ces derniers rois Thraces sont 
loins d’être des monnaies royales grecques ou 
même des monnaies provinciales, elles peuvent 

romaines. Les monnaies de bronze de quatre 
15

Pendant le règne de Rhoemetalkès I, les tri-
bus de la partie orientale de la Thrace se sont 

Augustus, d’abord tuteur de Rhascouporis II, 
-
-

une guerre qu’il menait contre les Besses, ac-
-

nier deviendra roi de Thrace. C’est avec le règne 
de ce roi, devenu plus qu’un vassal de Rome, 
un vrai Romain qui portait des noms romains 

16 que la Thrace est devenue 
une province Romaine bien que son statut of-

-
parties en groupes par les numismates.17 Ces 
monnaies sont dans l’ensemble en bronze et 

moins nombreuses que les bronzes, sont frap-
-

nation de Rhoemetalkès I.18 Les bronzes sont 
 le premier com-

prend les monnaies sans portrait humain, le deu-
xième, celles qui portent des portraits royaux. 

15 
16 

 

17 

rois Thraces et surtout celles des Rhoemetalkès.
18 

 -

des sous-groupes.

qui sont propres aux monnaies romaines: corne 
d’abondance, haste, capricorne, chaise curulle 
(cella curulis) (Fig. 1/4, 5, 6).20 Ce sont tous 

-

-

-
talkès I (Fig. 1/4 -

bronze. Cette monnaie sans portrait royal mais 
qui porte des symboles renvoyant aux victoires 

de sa sœur dont nous ignorons le nom et de 
-

qu’il ne pouvait mettre son nom, ni son portrait 

-

plus tôt sur les monnaies de Rhoemetalkès I et 
21 devrait être le prototype des monogrammes 

de Rhoemetalkès I, le futur roi de Thrace. Le 

monnaie (Fig. 1/6) qui porte cette fois-ci le nom 
-

rait donc accepter cette monnaie comme la deu-

Fig. 1/4) 
est la trace d’une ancienne frappe. Les lettres A, 

la frappe originale. La place et la composition 
-

Citharoedos de Mesambria.22 Cette suggestion 

20 
21 -

thrône.
22 
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paraît être acceptable car on admet que les mon-
-

23

Le deuxième groupe comprend les bronzes 
avec des portraits royaux portant a) deux por-
traits (Auguste et Rhoemetalkès I) (Fig. 1/7-
8 24 b) trois portraits (Auguste et Rhoemetalkès 

-
Fig. 1/9).25

contremarque sur une monnaie devrait prove-

monnaies du nouveau dynaste/roi. Les mono-
-

les monnaies de Rhoemetalkès I devraient être 
-

cation de ces monnaies: 
a) Le monogramme PA (Fig. 4/1

Fig. 
1/4, 6
plus haut, semble être le prototype des mono-
grammes de ce roi.26

b) Les monnaies avec le monogramme/
Fig. 4/2)27

de Rhoemetalkès I.
 

(Fig. 4/3)28 du nom du roi qui se voit presque 
toujours sur le cou du portrait, est le plus com-
mun parmi les contremarques de Rhoemetalkès 
I, de son vivant (Fig. 1/7).

Fig. 
1/8)

même, soit par Rhoemetalkès II. Elle est sou-

23 
24 Les inscriptions de ces monnaies sont -

 sur l’avers et -
 

sur le revers.
25 
26 -

P et A. La lettre K devrait 

-
naies nos. 4 et 6 qui semblent porter ce monogramme.

27 

28 
175. La contremarque da la monnaie no. 8 de notre catalogue.

 

30 (symbole d’Apollonia Pontica), 
31 (symbole de Mesambria)32 ou 

bien un monogramme en latin.
e) Le monogramme/contremarque avec des 

-
Fig. 4/4)33

Rhoemetalkès II, et appartient au chef de l’ar-

Thraces, ses compatriotes, lui fera gagner une 
 

 Une autre contremarque 
Fig. 4/5)34 sur une monnaie de 

comme sur les monnaies de ce roi de son vivant 

après la mort du roi de Thrace. 

nombre de monnaies de Rhoemetalkès I mais 
leur provenance reste inconnue. Ce roi est parmi 
les rois Thraces celui dont les monnaies sont les 

de propagation. La dispersion des monnaies des 

-

royaume et en même temps du lieu de l’atelier 

ont fourni peu de monnaies de ces rois ce qui 
-

peut-être perdu son importance politique pen-

-

voies qui menaient l’une vers Apollonia Pon-
tica, l’autre sur la Via Egnatia. Nous pouvons 
aussi parler d’une Route de Santé qui vient de 

30 

31 -

32 

33 
34 



-
ca et atteint Aquae Calidae, un autre centre de 

ses deux autres ateliers, Byzantion et Mesam-

-
35

contremarques des bronzes de Rhoemetalkès I 

Après la mort de Rhoemetalkès I qui avait 

Rhascouporis II. Les deux rois gouvernaient en 

deux par Auguste. Le portrait de Cotys et l’ins-

sur le revers des monnaies36 de ces rois montrent 
que Cotys avait une position plus avantageuse 

-
37 

Cette situation devrait amener Rhascouporis II 

tout seul en Thrace. L’assasinat de Cotys III par 

à Alexandrie, où une tentative d’évasion, reelle 
38 La partie 

-
poris II qui n’avait pas soutenu son père dans sa 

 

qui appartenait aux descendants de Cotys. Dans 
le partage de la Thrace fait par Auguste, le tu-

35 

36 

37 Tac. Ann. 2.64.
38 Tac. Ann. 2.67.

Tiberius nous montre la nouvelle politique que 
Rome allait appliquer en Thrace: Tiberius en-

Rufus, comme tuteur, pour gouverner la partie 
-

après J.-C.  Rhoemetalkès II recevra le titre de 

rendu en arrêtant les attaques des tribus Thraces 
ennemis – avec l’aide des Romains – lors des 

de la Thrace.40 -

politique militaire de Rome d’envoyer les sol-
dats thraces dans les pays lointains.41

Par son iconographie les monnaies at-

-

(Fig. 1/10).42

-
talkès I.43 Quant aux monnaies avec la contre-

deuxième contremarque sur ces monnaies, elles 
-

-
Fig. 4/5

-

-
times. Les morts successives de Tiberius en 37 
ap. J.-C. et de Rhoemetalkès II en 38 ap. J.-C. 

la Thrace sans roi ni gouverneur. Caligula uni-

au trône son ami d’enfance Rhoemetalkès III, le 

 
40 Tac. Ann. 4.46-51.
41 
42 Paunov 2013, 242.
43 
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-

-
44 

sur le droit on voit le buste de Caligula et sur le 
revers Rhoemetalkès III qui reçoit le diadème 
de Caligula, assis sur un trône. Cette monnaie 

-

taille, le poids (celui du sestertius), et la tech-
nique de frappe n’ont pas d’analogies dans les 
monnaies de bronze thraces. Mais on ne peut 

client, vassal de Rome. En somme, si on devait 

-

44 

Rhoemetalkès, l’empereur romain sur le droit et 
Rhoemetalkès III sur le revers fait partie de la 

Fig. 1/11).45

de ces monnaies mais nous savons que cet ate-
e 

siècle après J.-C., avec les monnaies provin-
ciales d’Hadrian. On accepte dans l’ensemble 

46 ce 
-

les monnaies de ces rois. Il faut donc chercher 
d’autres centres de production pour ces mon-
naies, Mesambria par exemple comme nous 

-
neia, Cardia et plusieurs autres villes grecques 
ayant la tradition de battre monnaie, pourraient 

-

Thraces.

45 

46 
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Fig. 1. Les Monnaies des derniers rois de la Dynastie Thrace
1. Kotys II (

Sadalas II (48-43 av. J.-C.): Buste diadémé de Sadalas -

3. Coson

4. Rhoemetalkès I contremarque

5. Rhoemetalkès I -

6. Rhoemetalkès I,

Rhoemetalkès I,

8. Rhoemetalkès I,

Rhoemetalkès I,
-

Rhoemetalkès II, /

11. Rhoemetalkès III, (38-46 ap. J.-C.): Buste lauré de Caligula / Buste diadémé et drapé de Rhoemetalkès III; AE, 
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Fig. 4. Monogrammes sur les 
monnaies des derniers rois de la 
Dynastie Thrace

Fig. 3. Repères chronologiques pour la Thrace des Rhémétalkès
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Research on the Thracian language has ex-
isted as an autonomous domain for more than 
120 years and has undergone several stages of 
evolution.1 The scarcity of available linguistic 
material (the lack of major complete texts) is a 
prerequisite for the emergence of two opposite 
types of myths. On the one hand, the wish to 
extract the maximum possible information from 
it is the reason for the emergence of overesti-
mation myths, and on the other – the mistrust 

knowledge of the studies, creates myths about 
the imagining that result in underestimation of 
research and in ignoring the linguistic picture.

In this way, in practice in the sphere of 
Thracian linguistics we found ourselves in-
volved in the dispute between Modernism and 

philosophy of history and has exercised the big-

in the humanities – a dispute between exces-
sive expectations from science (Geisteswissen-
schaften th century 
and the new paradigms of constructionism and 

-
sible interpretations. This involvement is ex-
plicable because the Thracian linguistic data 
are a purely linguistic issue, on the one hand, 

providing evidence on the entire chronological 
range of Thracian history: from the settling of 
the bearers of the Indo-European dialect – the 
future Thracian language – in the Balkan Penin-
sula (the earliest Thracian toponymy) to the end 
of Antiquity and the assimilation of the Thracian 
language and ethnos.

1 See 

MYTHS AND REALITY IN THRACIAN 
LINGUISTICS: THE THRACIAN LANGUAGE AS  

A LINGUISTIC AND HISTORICAL PROBLEM

Thracian linguistics that etymology can be its 
principal methodology. Indisputably, the strange 

the faith in the infallibility of historical truth, is 
built on the big successes of the comparative his-
torical method in linguistics in the reconstruction 
of unattested language states and initial sound 
forms and meanings, because the etymological 

languages were the principal factor for the for-
mation of that method. Unfortunately, however, 
we have at our disposal only several dozens of 
Thracian glosses, i.e., common names (a part 
of them with dubious belonging), whose mean-
ing we know and for which it would be possible 
to seek their etymologies with a high degree of 
probability. The rest is a large massif of ono-
mastic material, while for proper names there is 
no way of knowing their meaning in a language 
from which there are almost no common names. 
A huge number of etymologies are disputable 
even for common names from contemporary 
and from ancient languages, well attested with 

complicated in the Thracian language, as well as 
in other relict languages. By deriving etymolo-
gies on the basis of hypothetical meanings (in-
vented, actually), researchers apply in practice 
some kind of secondary semantic motivation, 
e.g., like the procedure for folk etymology.2 Let 
us cite as an example the proposed etymologies 

1. The name comes from I.-E. *sebh- “join, 
merge”, with cited parallels from the same root 

3

2. The name is connected with Hesychius’ 

.
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“spray, pour.”4 -
sider that etymology to be unacceptable.5

3. D. Detschew derives it from I.-E. *aw[e]
r- “moist, wet, water” based on a series of im-
probable associations, e.g., Hebrus – Ebrenus – 
Abrenus.6 However, it seems that he soon aban-
doned that etymology.7

4. V. Georgiev initially accepted A. Fick’s 

parallel from the same root.8

5. A second etymology proposed by V. 
Georgiev links the name with the Greek word 
for “wide” based on an (actually non-existent) 

 criticised by I. Duri-
danov and S. Yanakieva.10

-

hydronymy.11 The theory of pre-Thracian origin 
was accepted later by I. Duridanov as well.12

7. S. Mladenov considered the name to be 
non-Indo-European on account of the similarity 
with the name of the Spanish river Ebro, which is 
of Basque origin and means “big river, river bed.”13

Unfortunately, it is not possible to prove 
whether any of these etymologies is correct. 
The only thing that can be done is to speculate 
which are more improbable and which a little 
more probable. This is true of the entire ono-
mastic material.

The etymologisation in the interpretation 
of Thracian inscriptions is argumentized even 
worse, where due to the writing without spaces 
between the words the problem of the second-
ary semantic motivation is additionally com-
plicated by the issue of the actual separating of 
the words. There is partial coincidence between 
some of the variants among the about 30 exist-
ing interpretations of the inscription on the ring 
from Ezerovo, between others there is no coin-
cidence following the division in any “word,” or 
maybe in one, e.g.:

10

11
12
13 -

mologies in Janakiewa 2006.

14

15

16

On the basis of such an uncertain division 
it is subsequently claimed that through the ety-
mologisation of the hypothetical words the in-
scription can be interpreted, i.e., translated.

However, the bigger issue stems from these 
uncertain etymologies, because they are the ba-
sis for the historical phonetics of the Thracian 
language,17 for the determination of its place 
among the I.-E. languages18 and for the substan-
tiation of the thesis of the existence of two sepa-
rate languages: Thracian and Daco-Moesian.  
In spite of the doubts about the reliability of 
the etymologisation of the Thracian onomastic 
material, expressed by a number of linguists20 
and the studies based on other approaches,21 this 
method continues to be used to this day.22

The modernist view is opposed by that of 
contemporary postmodern philosophy of his-
tory: there is no historical truth, there are only 

by Nietzsche to destroy the idea of historical 
truth,23 the followers of Postmodernism from 
the second half of the 20th century developed 
further views that history does not exist as a re-
ality, that there is no truth and that it is attributed 
to the imagination,24 that the past must be exam-
ined not as facts, but as text,25 that historiogra-

14
15
16
17
18

216-243, etc.

etc.
20

21 -

22 Most recently: Paliga 2006
23 Nietzsche 1887.
24
25
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phy consisting of interpretations belongs to the 
circle of culture and art, in contrast to science,26 
and so on.27 In Bulgarian academic research on 
the Thracian antiquity at theoretical level, the 
postmodern view on the historical past as con-
structed past is defended by Ch. Marinov and 

-
cian studies as a construction and work on an-
cient history in Bulgaria (but also in Romania 
and Greece) as an instrument of national im-
agining.28 There exist criticisms of postmodern 
philosophy of history as well,  but they do not 
rule out its dominant position at the moment.

Naturally, the link of Thracian linguistics 
with these sophisticated philosophical prob-
lems is mediated. It consists in the possibility 
to use language data as a historical source and 
language analyses as elements and arguments 
in the historical analysis. That possibility was 
somewhat overestimated in the second half of 
the 20th century in connection with the modern-
ist view, hence e.g., V. Georgiev was certain not 
only that the historical phonetics of the Thra-
cian, “Daco-Moesian”, Phrygian, Illyrian and 
Macedonian languages was restored, but that 
he had reconstructed the ethnogenesis of the 
Thracians, Daco-Moesians, Illyrians, Albani-
ans and Romanians on the basis of the data of 
the ancient languages in the Balkan Peninsula.30 
Conversely, in today’s postmodernist situation, 
the Thracian language is not only neglected as 
a historical source, but it is entirely absent from 
the summarising Thracian discourse,31 because 
issues like ethnogenesis and ethnic processes, 
about which the data of the language have a 
certain value, are perceived as obsolete. This 
absence is also noted in P. Ilieva’s review on 
the Companion.32 The postmodern view is also 
complemented with a political moment, and 
every ethnic research is proclaimed and branded 
as a process of ethnicisation and nationalism of 
Bulgarian archaeology and Thracology.33

The scorn for linguistic research also leads 
to absurd conclusions like “Thracians, Slavs and 

26
27 The studies on these issues are countless, here only some ref-

erence points are noted.
28

Stone,  L.
30
31 Valeva et al. 2015.
32
33 Marinov, Zorzin 2017.

Bulgarians/Proto-Bulgarians have an oral non-
literary tradition and culture that ... belongs to 
their common Indo-European cultural-historical 
and linguistic circle” and “The entire Thracian 
culture, 
Thracian linguistic relics, is Indo-European, but 
Iranian.”34

Another range of issues stem from the in-

Internet in recent years. I have a folder named 
Pseudo-Thracology in my computer with sev-

be added) with “discoveries” by unprofession-
al “colleagues” on the Thracian language and 
script, most frequent among which being the 
“deciphering” of the Thracian script and the 
“discovery” that the Bulgarian language is actu-
ally Thracian (or that Thracian is actually Bul-
garian), and that accordingly we, Bulgarians, 
are Thracians. The latter has its roots far back 

enthusiasts in question are amateurs. However, 
they enjoy huge popularity and are invited by 

One of the public media: the Bulgarian National 
Television. Among these people there is one 
doctor of sociology and professor of cultural 
heritage,35 as well as one person with a Ph.D. 
in Bulgarian linguistics, according to whom the 
inscription on the ring from Ezerovo is in Bul-
garian.36 A whole section in the cited book by 
Ts. Lazova is devoted to one of them: the writer 
Nikola Gigov. Otherwise Dr. Lazova works on 
criticism of academic disciplines dealing with 
Antiquity.37 The borderline between profes-
sional and unprofessional, between scholarship 

-
otic moods, and by the thesis about the non-ex-
istence of historical truth about the past. I do not 
suspect that the amateurs in question have read 

but after the crash of the “grand narratives”38 
the loss of legitimacy of academic knowledge 
is drifting in the air, it is caught unerringly by 

34 ,
35 
36 
37 , .
38 According to Lyotard , in the postmodern situation 

people no longer believe in grand narratives.
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them and is perceived at some level as an open 

Experience has convinced me that in the 
process of historical research the two opposite 
concepts, applied in their pure form, reveal some 

-
ernism are clearer owing to the longer period of 
their scrutiny. The illusory character of the expec-
tation that historians write history just “as it was 
indeed”, as Ranke once believed, is obvious. The 
myth about the absolutisation of the concept of 

-
ferentiation was made between “historical” fact 
and “historiographic” fact. The unequivocalness 
and the reliability of the sources are disputed.

As it regularly happens in the evolution of 
science, a new trend emerges and gains momen-
tum through its criticism of the errors of the pre-
ceding one. That was how the postmodern theory 
criticised certain hyper-ambitions of modernism 
and set itself the task of demythologising the 
discipline. However, in the completion of that 
task, it creates its own “mythology.” Criticising 
justly the claims of historical science to attain 

of numerous interpretations and in this way, it 
puts the sign of equality between historiography 
and the historical novel or amateur writing. As 
T. Tholfsen notes, postmodernists are convinced 
that contemporary historians are attached to 
primitive empirism, continuing to share the 
views on the universality and objectivity of his-
tory as during the Victorian period, and as a re-
sult the end product of the postmodern discourse 
is a tendentiously incorrect description of pro-
fessional historiography.  Rejecting in general 
the possibility of the existence of historical truth 
deprives practically historical research from its 
essence: the attempt to understand a past reality. 
However complicated the search for truth might 
be, research – through the gradual accumula-

-
ent views – should bring us closer to it, even 
without the imperativeness of believing that we 
would attain the entire truth one day.

Constructionist critics of Bulgarian Thracol-

use of the ancient Thracians, while at the same 
time blending in one studies that are aspiring to-
wards objectivity and long rejected speculations 

 Tholfsen

and even such never accepted by the professional 
community, like those of Tsani Ginchev and Gen-
cho Tsanev, with hypotheses that are not accepted 
unambiguously by the guild,40 and with amateur 
writings of the type of the above-mentioned 
Nikola Gigov.41 At the same time, there is neglect 
and underestimation of criticisms by Bulgarian 
researchers of today’s speculations,42 as well as of 
publications containing a sober evaluation of the 
“contemporary construction of knowledge, nar-
ratives and beliefs” by combining actual explo-
ration of Thracian archaeological sites and folk-

43 
This leads to the claim that the Thracian heritage 
is a modern invention,44 and that all studies not 

approach – are archaic models of thinking.45 A 
more profound and comprehensive survey of the 

-
proach does exist.

In this way, again one model – the postmod-
ern one – is proclaimed as the highest and the 
only correct viewpoint. The least acceptable po-
sition is to bring all researchers under a common 
denominator and to present them as weak-willed 
pawns obeying some nationalist political order. 
In my opinion, proclaiming Thracology to be 
“constructed” comes very close to a conspiracy 
theory. I am not a specialist in the philosophy of 
history and I do not have a new theory in this 
sphere, but I suppose that such a theory will ap-
pear. Such attempts are being made46 and prob-
ably others will follow as well. It is important to 

theories.
In the sphere of Thracian linguistics the 

myths of the modernist approach continue to be 
reproduced in the purely linguistic aspect of the 
studies, while the myths of the postmodern ap-

historical studies, thus missing the opportunity 
to make linguistic analyses a part of the interdis-
ciplinary approach in historical research.

40 Marinov, Zorzin 2017.
41 
42 See , 148:  “This is part of the media notion 

about archaeology, which professionally knowledgeable col-
leagues are exploiting without  timidity.”

43 ,
44  2012, 15.
45  2016, 317.
46 See Vermeulen, van den Akker 2010, 2. The authors declare: 

“Our description and interpretation should be read as an 
invitation for debate rather than an extending of a dogma”.
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Introduction
The medieval fortress on “Kaleto hill” in 

Nicopol, on the right bank of the Danube River, 
was explored more than half a century ago. The 

after that by M. Asparukhov (Historical muse-
um Pleven). Several articles are dedicated to the 
site,1 but mostly to its edieval and Post Medi-
eval periods.2 Although no structures could be 
dated to the Iron Age, many pottery sherds were 
discovered.3 The aim of the present paper is to 
examine those with a chronology between the 
2nd c. BC and the 1st c. AD, or the end of the 
Late Iron Age and the beginning of the Roman 
period. It is limited only to the materials discov-

-
vided for the contexts and structures, the nature 
of the site itself remains unknown (a sanctuary 
or a settlement).

The pottery from Nicopol
-

pol belonging to the Late Iron age as a whole 

4  is represented 
by several shapes and is the most numerous. 
This is probably due to the selective collecting 

-
tery is predominant in the other studied sites.5 
The wheel-made group is presented entirely of 

1 For the later history of Nicopol and its fortress see 

 -
-

4 Processed in 2016. In 2018 more materials from Nicopol were 
discovered in the Pleven museum. However, they are exclud-
ed from the current paper.

5 For Sexaginta see 

POTTERY FROM NICOPOL AND NORTH CENTRAL 
BULGARIA ON THE EVE OF THE ROMAN 

CONQUEST (2ND C. BC – 1ST C. AD)

Vladislav Zhivkov

and pithoi. The pithoi are represented by two 
Table 1.1-2) is of uncer-

tain chronology,6 and the second, represented by 
a single piece (Table 1.3), can be dated broadly 
in the Late Iron age.

A sherd (Table 1.4) comes from the rim of a 
lekanis or of a lid.7 The shape is well known and 
has numerous analogies.8

(Table 1.5-6) are common for the sites of the 2nd 
and 1st c. BC and the 1st c. AD in the Central and 
Eastern Balkans, for example in Brad,  Turski 
Sanac10 and  near Bucharest.11

The most typical group is represented by 
vessels with a burnished decoration (Table 1.7-
9). A lot of research has been dedicated in recent 

-
ration.12 The chronology of the group is usually 
placed in the period 1st c. BC – 1st c. AD, how-
ever its earliest appearance is probably only af-

st c. BC, as in Serbia13. This 
suggestion is supported by the absence of any 
“burnished” ware in the Padea-Spahii group (in 
present day Bulgaria).14

The last sherd from a wheel-made vessel 
which will be examined here is the upper part 
of  a strainer (Table 1.10). The shape is common 
for the 1st c. BC – 1st c. AD period.15

Another typical shape for this period is the 
S-shaped bowl (Table 2.11-12).16

6 Zhivkov 2017, 203-204, 3rd-1st century BC.
with comments on the chronology.

8 

10 
11 Ignat, Vintil Gavril XII.212.
12 Vag-

alinski 2007.
13 Sladic
14 The only exception is Koilovtsi.
15 Câpitanu

D , Sanie XXV.4 Cavruc 2003, cat
Teodor, Nicu au 2000/2001, Fig. 70-75.

16 Dizdar 2013, Table 5.1.
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As already mentioned, the hand-made pot-
tery from Nicopol, at least what is preserved, 
is too limited in number, which is not typical 
for the period. The pitcher (Table 1.13) is of a 
well-known type. These vessels are most typi-
cal for the 2nd and 1st c. BC: Brestovitsa, mound 
4,17 Bagachina18, Panagiurski kolonii, necropo-
lis 1, mound 1,  Demir baba teke,20 Riben,21 
Novgrad,22 Ruse,23 Kriva bara,24 although their 
earlier appearance is possible.25

The most common hand-made vessels are 
the bowls (Table 1.14-17). The shape is typical 
for the 3rd/2nd – 1st c. BC /1st c. AD, with many 
known analogies.26

The group of mould-made bowls is presented 
by nine examples (Table 2). Currently such ves-
sels are known from Bagachina,27 Yakimovo,28 
Zgalevo,  Batin,30 Ruse,31 Sboryanovo,32 and 
Provadia.33 All of them can be dated in the 2nd 
or 1st c. BC34 and the geographical distribution 
of the group is limited to Northern Bulgaria.35 
One of the shards (Table II.1) deserves special 
attention. The decoration is in negative, proba-
bly made by stamping with a tool similar to that 
used for the creation of the moulds.

Besides the examined materials, a few 
amphora sherds and painted pottery are also 
reported,36 however I was unable to locate them 
in the Pleven museum. The presence of painted 
pottery37 is important, because only a few exam-
ples are known from modern Bulgaria: Ruse,38 
Krivina,  Svishtov (Table 3.1), Batin40, Ratiar-

17 .
18 XXVIa.

I.3.
20 I.1.
21 Zhivkov 2017, cat. 26.
22 .
23  2013, XII.3, 7.
24
25 
26 XXXVI LI

Petrescu-Dimbovita, Sanie Vulpe, Teodor 2003, 
73, Fig Sandu 2017, Pl. V

27 XLV, XLVI
28 

30 2014, 
31 VIII
32
33 Unpublished.
34 
35 Varbanov 2012.
36 32, 
37 

38
 Vagalinski 2007, cat a,  7.  

40 Unpublished.

ia41, Oescus42, Rassovo43, and Bagachina.44 Cur-
rently the geographical distribution of the group 
seems limited to the Danube bank.

An amphora stamp is published on a photo 
from the excavations of Nicopol – Kaleto.45 The 
item deserves special attention. It was consid-
ered as evidence for contacts of Nicopol with 
the Mediterranean,46 however I should stress 
that it is actually from a locally produced am-
phora with an anepigraphic stamp. The distribu-
tion of this type of amphorae is currently limited 
to this region, the westernmost example being 

Northwestern Bulgaria.
Although not very numerous, the presented 

materials from Nicopol cover the main reper-
toire of pottery from the period 2nd/1st c. BC and 
1st c. AD in the central part of modern North Bul-
garia. The presence of a relatively high quantity 
of mould-made bowls is something that can be 
observed in the eastern zone – although present 
in Bagachina and Yakimovo, they are by far less 

-
garia.47 On the other hand the S-shaped vessels 
are typical for the western part and were prob-

During the 1st c. AD early Roman camps 
were established in the region as a part of the 
Roman limes. The presence of a Roman for-
tress on the Kaleto hill is not accepted by mod-
ern researchers.48 
and an important inscription mentioning the 
ala Scubulorum  attest the presence of the Ro-
man army before the middle of 1st c. AD in the 
region. Not far to the west, the Early Roman 
castellum of Anasamus was established near 
Cherkovitsa,50 while to the east, probably near 
Zmijskata kanara north of Dragash voyvoda,51 
was situated Securisca.52. Besides the problems 

41 Unpublished.
42
43 Unpublished. This information and the shard itself were pro-

vided by St. Alexandrov, K. Boyadzhiev and M. Markov.
44
45 This item is currently inaccessible. 
46 Ibid.
47 No mould-made vessels are known from the region of Vratsa. 

I am in dept for this information to N. Torbov.
48  with further comments.

 ILBulg. 138.
50
51
52 

Vladislav Zhivkov
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epigraphic data clearly points to Roman pres-
st c. AD. 

The fate of the local site (a sanctuary or a settle-
ment) on the Kaleto hill in Nicopol remains un-
clear due to the lack of excavated and published 
archaeological contexts. The absence of early 
Roman imports, especially amphorae and lux-
ury pottery (like Samian ware) or coins, should 
be noted.53 This situation is in contrast with the 
picture in the west, where around the rivers Tsi-
britsa (anc. Cebrus) and Lom (anc. Almus) the 
native sites probably established contacts with 
the newly arrived imperial authorities. This is 
attested in the archaeological record by the pres-
ence of imported wares.54 A similar “adaptation” 
to the early Roman realities can be observed in 
Smochan, where some rich graves from the 1st c. 
AD have been excavated.55 Nicopol, situated on 
the Imperial border, was probably abandoned in 

st c. AD. A similar situation 
can be observed in Russe, where the Thracian 

to Rome or a bit later.56

North Central Bulgaria
The attestation of archaeological material 

from the period of the 2nd – 1st c. BC and the 1st 
c. AD in Nicopol is not in any way surprising. 
The revision and publication of materials from 

-
prehensive overview of the settlement system of 
this period. The published attempt to collect the 
data for the Pleven region57 is lacking a precise 

example the treasure from Bohot is considered 

the hoard published before this monograph,58 
it remains uncertain why D. Mitova-Dzhonova 
considered the Late Iron Age settlements as 
“prehistoric”. Despite the chronological dif-

several sites are well known and dated to the 
period of interest. The most famous is probably 
Zgalevo,
mould-made cups (“Megaro-Delian imitation”) 
53 I was able to identify a single coin of Caligula in the Reading 

Hall in Nicopol.
54 Zhivkov, Vl. forthcoming (1, 2).
55 .
56 2013, 
57 .
58 .

.

were found. The Thracian settlement under the 
Lovech fortress continued to exist in the period 
of interest here: although almost no material is 
published, a Late Rhodian amphora handle is 
giving a terminus for the destruction of the site 
after the middle of 2nd c. BC.60 One of the dwell-
ings in Devetashkata cave dates from the end of 

nd – 1st c.) BC,61 al-
though a lot of earlier material is also published. 
There is a tendency of publishing coin hoards 
in recent years.62 They will not be examined in 
detail here, however it should be noted that the 

denarii ends in this region, around the western 
bank of the Yantra river.63 Unpublished materi-
als of interest – burnished ware, handmade jars 
with currycomb decoration and dacian cups, 
have been collected in Byala voda, Obnova, 
Gulyantsi, Todorovo, Slavovitsa, Koilovtsi and 

-
tapa”). Another site that was excavated and pub-
lished quite recently is Riben.64

Several mostly destroyed graves have pro-
duced materials dating from the period of inter-
est: Gorni Dabnik,65 Bezhanovo,66 Brestnitsa,67 
Koilovtsi,68 probably also Gumoshtnik,  
Doyrentsi,70 Smochan,71 Lesicheri,72 Pleven73 
and Belene.74 The famous Roman sanctuary at 
Glava Panega was probably established some-
what earlier as well.75

The unpublished materials and the revision 
of the old publications attest a relatively dense 
settlement system in the period of the 2nd and 1st 
c. BC and the 1st c. AD. Pottery typical for the 

in Svishtov. The period of interest is noticed 

60  dated to 144 BC by 
2008, 33.

61
62 Pau-

nov, Prokopov 2002.
63 Paunov, Prokopov
64 Zhivkov 2017.
65
66 Information provided by M. Martinova. A part of a La Tène 

sword scabbard and a sica knife were discovered in destroyed 

67
68 Lazarova, Paunova 2003.

70
71 -

72
73 , 274-280
74 .
75 only numismatic evidence.

nd c. BC – 1st c. AD)
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76 a sherd with painted decoration, a da-
cian cup and a “lustrator” tool (Table 3.1-4) are 
of special interest. 

An interesting site was registered recently 
near the village of Sopot.77 Most of the material 
is typical for the 2nd – 1st c. BC. (Table 3.5). As 
the Late Iron Age is the only period attested, this 

(Table 3.6). Two whole vessels were discovered 
by chance near Bukovlak together with a coin of 
Germanicus.78 A prehistoric and antique habita-
tion is known at this location.  In the central 
part of modern Pleven, a whole jug and a dacian 
cup were discovered during construction works 
in the middle of 20th century (Table 3.9
the possible localization of the early Roman mu-
tatio of Storgosia in this area,80 it seems that a 
local settlement had existed along the important 
Roman road Oescus – Philipolis. The place of 
the Roman fortress of Dimum (the modern town 
of Belene) is extremely important for the “tran-
sition” from the Late Iron Age to the Roman 
period. Two whole pitchers81 with burnished 
decoration are kept in the museum collection 
of the town (Table 3.8). Their chronology in 
the 1st -
cissa brooch (Table 3.7). Italian sigillata from 
this area has been published and discussed.82 As 
this is all typical for the Early Roman period of 
Moesia, the presence of some pre-Roman mate-
rials should be noted: an anepigraphic stamp83 
and Late Hellenistic amphorae with stamps of 

84 A curved knife 
(sica) and a spearhead were discovered in a de-
stroyed grave nearby.85 The development of the 
local sites and their connection with the Roman 
fort is extremely important and hopefully new 

76
77
78 8. The date of the coin (which cannot be 

-
fonov (ibid., 7). It was probably one of Germanicus Julius 
Caesar who died in that year and not of his son Caligula. The 
coin type cannot be precised and the coin can be dated broad-
ly in the 1st c. AD because posthumous coins were minted 
throughout that century.

- .
80
81 

2012a, 3-4.
82 Kabakchieva, Lazarova 

83 recognized by Varbanov 
2011, 53.

84
85

data will be gathered in the future excavations 
at Belene.

In the district of Veliko Tarnovo, several 
sites can be dated in the period of interest here. 
The published material from Hotnitsa, espe-
cially the burnished gray ware,86 is a clear in-
dication of the chronological interval of the 1st 
c. BC – 1st c. AD, at least for some of the Late 
Iron Age sites.87 Some of the reported brooches 
from the region of the village can be dated in the 
Late La Tène and Early Roman period.88 One of 
the vessels with knobs from Tsarevets hill has 
been published as Late Bronze Age.  Analogies 

 and Covasna.  The 
sole other example of this type from Bulgaria 
is from Bagachina.
Late Bronze Age,  is a Late Iron Age pitcher, 
with exact parallel in Ruse.  This gives some 

Iron Age settlement on the Tsarevets hill in the 
1st c. BC. Graphite pottery,  although typical for 
the Middle La Tène,  was used until the Late 
La Tène period.  Amphorae  and coins of the 
2nd and 1st c. BC were found beneath the medi-
eval levels of the nearby Ryahovets fortress.  
Several hill forts were excavated in the northern 
foothills of the Haemus Mountain, mostly by At. 
Milchev. He sustained that all of them were de-

the 3rd c. BC,100 but some of the published mate-
rial is probably later, especially a Rhodian am-
phora.101 A similar site was later excavated by a 
Bulgarian-Polish team near Starmen on the Yan-
tra river. A brooch found there deserves atten-
tion.102 It can be dated in the LT D2 period (sec-

86
87 

they remain without any precise chronology – 
32 … is readable.

88 III.e, VII
V.8.

 
, Pl. 7.4.

.
2002-2003, IV.

XII.10, XIII.21.
.

 Anastassov 2011, 234.
 

with a possible date in the late 2nd and 
the 1st c. BC.

overview by 
100
101 Ibid. X.
102 -

published and discovered near Yakimovo.

Vladislav Zhivkov
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ond half of the 1st c. BC)103 which is probably 
104

This brief overview of the sites in North 
Central Bulgaria attests the potential of the re-
gion for future research for the period of the end 
of the Iron Age and beginning of the Roman 
period. However, the main problem of the area 
is the lack of publications of the materials and 

mostly because of imprecise excavations con-
ducted in past.
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Table 3. 1-4. Pottery from Svishtov (drawings and photos by the author). 5. Pottery from Sopot-Kichera 

Aucissa fibula from Belene (photo by the author). 8. Burnished pitcher from Belene (drawing by the author).
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BALEY NECROPOLIS AND THE PROBLEMS  
OF THE APPEARANCE AND DEVELOPMENT  

OF THE “GROOVED” DECORATION IN THE WESTERN PART  
OF THE LOWER DANUBE REGION

Stefan Alexandrov, Georgi Ivanov, Tanya Hristova

THE POWER OF IMAGES AND ANCIENT ROYAL PORTRAITURE:  
A VIEW FROM THRACE

Zosia Archibald

The second millennium BC necropolis at 
Baley revealed so far 61 cremation graves and 
3 features connected to the mortuary practic-
es. The main ritual was cremation outside the 
boundaries of the necropolis. Four chronologi-
cal groups in the necropolis have been estab-

 

Early Iron Age. The mortuary practices pre-
sented at groups 2 and 3 include only amphorae 
used as urns while the graves included in group 
4 show a particular change in the ritual – with 
adding large bowls (up to 3 in number), and 
even double vessels used as containers for the 
burnt bones.

The pottery from that group is decorated 
exclusively with grooves. In both necropolis 

and settlement a gradual development of the 
“grooved” decoration techniques and patterns 
is to be observed. This gradual development 
is connected to a gradual change of the pottery 
shapes as well. Levels III-II from the settlement 
(related to the Encrusted Pottery Culture) and 
the respective features from the necropolis show 
a co-existence of “rounded” and “squared” cups/
kantharoi decorated with both encrusted patterns 

some new forms like bi-conical amphorae. Lev-
el Ia and the last group of graves ceramic assem-

that are generally accepted to represent the end 
of the Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron 
Age, respectively.

bronze portrait head, close to the entrance of 
the chamber tomb of Golyama Kosmatka tumu-
lus, north-west of Kasanlak, which nestles in the 
foothills of the Stara Planina range, provided 
scholars of ancient Thrace with a potentially new 
type of evidence relating to royal power in the re-
gion. The close resemblance between the features 
of the bronze head, and portraits of Seuthes III 

on the king’s copper alloy issues, became quickly 
apparent. Yet, at the time of its discovery, it was 
by no means easy for students of Classical an-
tiquity to accept all the claims made about this 

from the Classical and Hellenistic periods are ex-
tremely rare. The best authenticated pieces have 
been recovered from shipwrecks. Finds from 
excavations have more often consisted of small 
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Not surprisingly, there were doubts about the au-
thenticity of this portrait.

-
dino 2012-13) have now vindicated many of the 
claims made by the object’s discoverer, Georgi 
Kitov. The iconic use of this portrait head in the 

manufacture and design provide a foundation 
on which we can begin to consider this sculp-
ture in the context of other, contemporary royal 
portraits, as well as coin portraits of earlier and 
later Thracian princes.

The existence of such a royal portrait nev-
ertheless raises many historiographical and 
semantic questions that have not been asked 
before. If the bronze head really is a portrait of 
Seuthes III, which was deliberately cut from a 
full body representation and buried in the en-
trance to the king’s own tomb, was the portrait 
in fact a religious dedication, and the burial of 
the head a religious act? In view of the probable 
date of this portrait, should we see any analo-
gies between the divine portraits of Antigonos 

Monophthalmos or Demetrios Poliorketes, or 
the Alexander portraits on the silver of Lysi-
machos (Kroll 2007), and this head of Seuthes 
III? Should we also reconsider the portraits of 
earlier Thracian kings and princes in this light? 
This paper will provide some preliminary an-
swers to these questions.

Kroll, J. 2007: The emergence of Ruler Portraiture 
on Early Hellenistic Coins. The Importance of 

eds, Early Hellenistic Portraiture. Image, Style, 
Context, Cambridge.

Martinez, J.-L., A. Baralis, N. Mathieux, T. 

provenance of the Goljama Kosmatka (Bulgaria) 
bronze head. – Journal of Archaeological Science 
36, 520-527.

Saladino, V. 2012-2013: Il ritratto di Seuthes III. Con 
un appendice di Edilberto Formigli. – Jahrbuch 

125-206.

Abstracts of papers and posters presented to the congress but not submitted for publication

A THRACIAN TOMB IN EGYPT?

Vessela Atanassova

-
co-Egyptian mission has excavated the Persian 
fortress of Tell el-Herr in Sinai in north-eastern 
Egypt. According to their research the use of 
the site continues for nearly a millennium: from 
the 5th century BC to the 5th century AD. Two 
fortress walls enclosed a 2,16-ha area which 
housed a large number of residential and stor-

the early 5th century BC in a period when Egypt 
became an Achaemenid satrapy. It was built 
probably by the Achaemenid rulers to control 
the new Egyptian satrapy or to quell riots at the 
end of the reign of Darius I. The second wall 
was erected shortly thereafter (at the end of the 
5th century BC).

In 2010 the research mission encountered 
unusual building called by its discoverers the 

5th century BC. The building is oriented north-
south and is about 20m long. It consists of a 
round room with a dome almost entirely dug 
into the ground and a long staircase of two 
parts separated by landing. The displacement 

the domed room is nearly 5m. The entire build-
ing was constructed in a pit dug in the sand. 
The walls are built mainly of rectangular gray 
unbaked bricks and deprived of any mortar. 
There are no traces of a burial. Despite this the 
archaeologists of the site compare the build-
ing with the famous Thracian tomb near the 
village of Mezek because of its long corridor 

-
cians were employed in the Persian army and 
reached Egypt. So, is it possible that Thracian 
commander who settled in Sinai while serving 
the Persian army built the Hypogeum?
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A TREASURE OF GOLD APPLIQUES OF HORSE HARNESS 
FROM PRIMORSKO

Petar Balabanov, Daniel Pantov

THE AFTERLIFE REALITY. THE EARLY IRON AGE 
FUNERARY CONTEXTS FROM BACEA (ROMANIA)

In 2016, as the result of massive looting, 
rescue archeological excavations have been 
conducted of the Thracian burial mound in the 
“Silahlar” area.

The level of the antique terrain has been dil-
igently leveled using clay mixed with pebbles. 
Below the geometrical center of the mound, 
a heap of crushed and well-processed stones 
has been discovered, likely originating from a 
destroyed orthogonal premise. Quadrae were 
found among the crushed stone, along one of the 
surfaces, the line plastering of which has been 
preserved. An alley covered with a single line 
of stones continued eastwards. Fragments of hu-
man skull and bones scattered over a large sur-
face area have been found on top of them. In the 
eastern section of the mound, below a large heap 
of crushed and processed stones, the foundations 
of a rectangular premise have been uncovered. 

out of a layer of ceramic fragments, poured with 
mortar. The preserved parts of the northern and 
the western walls, and in some places from the 
ground level, have collapsed in depth due to the 
settlement of the embankment.

In the course of examining the structure, 
a total of 40 gold appliques for decoration of a 
horse harness have been discovered below the 

semi-cylinder form, decorated along its foun-
dations with protruding edges, covered with a 
belt of notches. The large appliques are 8 in to-
tal, four of which are round and are decorated 

The decoration of two appliques with elongat-
ed form is similar. The central part is a shield 
covered with ornaments, to which the head of 
an eagle is attached. A round applique was also 
placed above the nose of the horse, decorated 
with moldings.

Together with the gold objects below the 
northeastern corner stone of the premise, a ful-
ly-preserved clay lamp has been found, accord-
ing to numerous analogies, dated in the period 
320 – 280 BC.

In its characteristics, the treasure is closely 
analogous to similar sets from Ivanski and Sbo-

evidence of individuality in the creation of the 
treasure from Primorsko.

The recent salvage archaeological excava-
tions on the A1 motorway led to the discovery 
and research of some funerary contexts in the 

Hunedoara County. They consist of a cremation 
urn grave and a cremation grave in a large pit, 
surrounded by a stone ring. The architecture of 
the features, the graves’ inventory, as well as the 
composition of the assemblage allow the dating 

-

sylvanian Early Iron Age, towards the end of the 
-

complex regarding the identity of the deceased, 
as revealed by the funerary structures and sev-
eral details of the rituals performed inside them. 

testify the practice of multiple steps burials at 
the end of the Early Iron Age in south-western 
Transylvania.
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THE ROCK SANCTUARIES IN SOUTHERN THRACE – 
TRADITIONS, RITUALS AND CONTINUITY

Borislav Borislavov

SELECTED HOUSE-INVENTORIES OF THE LATE BRONZE 
AGE (MINING-) SETTLEMENT AT ADA TEPE – A PRELIMINARY 

FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION

Laura Burkhardt, Barbara Horejs

During the Second millennium BC a new 
phenomenon appears in Thrace – rock sanctu-
aries on mountain peaks. Although this prob-
lem has periodically attracted the attention of 
Bulgarian archaeologists many questions re-
main unanswered. None of the sanctuaries are 
completely studied yet, but there is enough 
archaeological data for some preliminary con-
clusions. This article aims at presenting the 
complex and multiple aspects of research of 
the rock sanctuaries in Southern Thrace. Sites 
located in Sakar and the Rhodope Mountains 
which were studied mainly during the last 
twenty years – some of them by the author, 

will be discussed. The ritual practices and 
structures visible in the archaeological re-
cords will be presented along with the organi-
zation and structuring of the sacred space. The 
offerings, sacrifices and the way of deposition 
of the remains will be analyzed. Changes dur-
ing the Bronze and Early Iron Age will be 
marked. Special attention will be attributed to 
the cases in which topographic and ritual con-
tinuity is demonstrated. The significance of 
rock sanctuaries in the settlement system, es-
pecially during periods of transition, is great 
because such shrines remain the only constant 
structural element in this system.

The Ada Tepe Mountain lies next to the 
modern village of Krumovgrad in the eastern 
Rhodopes and is up to now the only known pre-
historic goldmine in Europe to be excavated. 
Due to the high gold concentration, which is 
embedded in quartz on the surface in the up-
per part of the hill, this section is going to be 
mined by a modern mining company. For this 
reason excavations by H. Popov and his team 
of the National Institute of Archaeology with 
Museum at the Bulgarian Academy of Science 
(NIAM – BAS) took place between 2005 and 
2013. They provided evidence of remains of 
Late Bronze Age open cast mining structures 
(around the hilltop), waste heaps (which are 

situated in broad areas on the slopes of the hill) 
and two settlements. One on the peak and one 
on the north-eastern slope – both are connected 
with the mine. Our presentation is focusing on 
the north-eastern settlement and its functional 
aspects. This settlement quarter consists of nine 
houses, which are situated in two rows along the 
hillside. The evaluation of the house inventories 
and their broader contextualization is the key as-
pect of our contribution. Regarding the descrip-
tion of the ceramics, not only its shape but also 
its paste/fabric were analysed macroscopically. 

-
logical structures of the settlement, it is possible 
to get a basic understanding of its function.
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LA QUESTION DE L’INTERPRÉTATION ETHNIQUE 
DES MONUMENTS DU VIIÈME – IIIÈME SIÈCLES AV. J.-C. 

DE L’ESPACE ENTRE LE PRUT ET LE DNIESTR

Andrei Corobcean

THE DACIAN WALLS OF COVASNA – FAIRIES FORTRESS  
(COVASNA COUNTY, ROMANIA)

L’espace entre le Prut et le Dniestr pour 

l’historiographie comme une zone de contacte 
entre les monde thrace (thraco-gète) et scythe. 

-

-
-

tre les Carpates et le Dniestr. L’attribution eth-

-

rôle distinct dans ce sens appartient au caractère 

traditionnelle de la culture. Aussi, d’une grande 
importance, dans les attributions ethniques, est 

d’habitat. Cette sphère est très relevant pour la 
-

-

-

The archaeological site Covasna – Fairies 
Fortress is located in the south-east of today 
Transylvania, Romania. The Dacian fortress 
found here is an important power center of the 
Dacian Kingdom. The fortress oversees a rich 
metallurgical and agriculture area and controls 
the trade route across the Carpathians.

As a result, the site, placed on top of the 

walls with wooden palisade on top. The walls 
defend and sustain three large terraces and an 
acropolis (covering approximatively 8000 m2). 

of dwellings, workshops and temples. The walls 
were made of stones summarily processed, 
bounded with clay, a characteristic technique 
of this area of the Dacian Kingdom. Along the 
walls, especially near the access road, quadri-
lateral towers were raised. The fortress had an 
obvious military role and it was destroyed in the 
Dacian wars with the Romans in the beginning 
of the 2nd century AD.

This military main function of a fortress, to 
control and protect a territory, cannot outline the 

-
es are rather an expression of peace and pros-

-
ganization and development cannot be made in 

resources concentration for such large projects 
can take place only in the absence of immediate 
military pressure.

Apart from the functionalist point of view, 
from an abstract angle, the Dacian fortresses, 
like the one from Covasna, were symbols of 
power, a direct result of an elite ideology. Ma-

roads) this ideology should be visible in order 
-

cations location in visible places from nearby, 

So the fortresses have to see a territory but also 
to be seen from a territory.
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THE THRACIAN LANGUAGE AND  
THE EPIGRAPHICAL EVIDENCE

Peter A. Dimitrov

Stoyanka Dimitrova

Although considered an ill-attested lan-
guage belonging to the group of the “fragmen-
tary languages” with short inscriptions that have 
no agreed-upon interpretation, Thracian is also 
to be traced in many Greek literary sources, as 
well as in Latin ones.

As long as it goes about facts written in 
Thracian language there are some epigraphical 
texts as well as genuine texts that are seemingly 
bilingual in essence in Thracian and Greek. This 
is the way to be explored.

It is hard to apprehend the geography of the 
habitat of the Thracians through the ages. This 
fact is due to lacking comprehensive evidence 
on the history of the populous Thracian ethnos, 
being among the oldest Indo-Europeans that set-
tled in Anatolia most probably at the end of the 
3rd millennium BC.

-
dence of a long-time extinguished language such 
as the Thracian is presented. The reader should 
have in mind that language is not a means to de-
termine whether an ethnos or people that once 
spoke the ancient Thracian is, ethnically speak-
ing, by all means Thracian. And I would like to 
underline this particular statement limiting my 
observations to the linguistic side of the question. 
I think that there is no way of determining the in-
ner aspects of the culture of the ancient Thracian 
ethnos as far as one is informed in many ways 
only partially of the totality of the story.

Therefore, I tend to present evidence per-

-

onomastics.
Among the many questions that might arise 

as a result of scrutinizing the few texts that seem 
to be written in the Thracian language there is 
this along general lines logic one: How do we 
know that this is in Thracian? On one hand, the 
fact is that there are but two longer inscriptions, 
the Kyolmen one on a reused stele and the Eze-
rovo one on a gold ring. Both are our longest and 
oldest evidence of the Thracian antiquity ever 
to be found on proper Thracian territory (be-
side some short inscriptions on gold rings and 
objects). Those two inscriptions were found in 
what is now Bulgaria. This mere fact was used 
for political purposes over the last century. The 
reader of this text has to be aware of it in trying 
to comprehend the multifarious history of schol-
arship involved. I am puzzled with this strange 

possibility of other inscriptions in the Thracian 
language existing outside of present-day Bul-
garia to be found.

The archaeological site of Mesemvria/Zoni 
on the Aegean coast in north Greece has pro-
duced some interesting evidence on clay sherds 

have been found in the late eighties of the past 
century. Unfortunately, the long awaited publi-
cation of these materials is being delayed.

Cotisoni – Cotiso and a new attempt to identify 
Thrace after the death of Burebista, during the 
civil war in Rome (44-42 BC) and strengthening 
the authority of Octavian Augustus.
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RECONSTRUCTIONS OF THE EARLY IRON AGE WOMEN’S 
COSTUME IN THE WEST RHODOPI MOUNTAIN (BULGARIA)

THE PISTIROS INSCRIPTION – NEW INVESTIGATIONS  
AND COMMENTS

Lidia Domaradzka, George Bevan, Stefka Pristavova

According to recent studies, clothing is a 
form of nonverbal communication. Its accesso-
ries are the archaeological signs of status and 
belonging, as they indicate the adaptation of 

styles in the material culture. Previous research 
on the subject distinguishes some of the charac-

and destroyed graves. The focus is on the analy-
sis of separate elements (accessories and jewel-
ry), their typological diversity, prototypes, their 
dating and distribution (the biggest diversity of 
types in the 8th – 7th c. BC).

The recent archaeological research of Ear-

Mountain has produced a good database for the 
creation of hypothetical reconstructions of the 
costume, based on the information about the lo-
cation of its elements in the excavated graves. 
38 complexes allow the determination of the ty-
pological diversity of the elements, and in 24 of 
them the precise location is determined, which 
allows the hypothetical reconstructions (as also 
the comparison with costume reconstructions in 
other territories). The data for the materials of 
the clothing are indirect – the instruments for 
their production, textile remains in neighboring 
and more distant territories, and the scarce data 
from the previous periods.

In the past three years a series of interdis-
ciplinary analyses have been carried out to fur-
ther shed light on the provenance of the Pistiros 
inscription, aimed at localising the source of 
origin of the stone slab on which the inscrip-
tion was carved. Petrographic analysis was car-
ries out in the laboratories of the University of 
Mining and Geology ‘St. Ivan Rilski’, polished 
samples and thin sections were studied by SEM-
EDX. On the basis of the analysis carried out, 
their chemical and compositional features, but 
also based on presently known data about the 
rocks from the region, has been arrived at a con-
clusion about the source of the rock fragment 
from the Pistiros inscription.

Furthermore, extended investigation of the 
surface of the Pistiros Inscription was made, 
using photogrammetric techniques. A high-
quality 3D data was processed in the open-
source Cloud-Compare software to reveal 

the naked eye. Using a process called “an adap-
tive depth-mapping” a high-contrast image of 
the inscription was produced, so that the am-
biguous characters could be clearly seen, cor-
rections to the text made by the carver and thus 
far not observed by epigraphers could now be 
inferred.

The aforementioned research allows us to 
draw conclusions about the provenance of the 
stone slab, as well as to make in-depth observa-
tions about the creation process of the inscrip-
tion, including notes on mistakes, made during 
the inscribing process and then corrected by the 

-
ings of certain unclear sections of the Pistiros 
inscription, made by various scholars since its 
discovery.
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DEPOSITIONS OF CERAMIC POTS IN THE BRONZE AGE. 
A DISCOVERY FROM TRANSYLVANIA

Cristinel Laurentiu Fantaneanu

LOWLAND DACIANS’ CULT PRACTICIES IN SOUTH-WESTERN 
TRANSYLVANIA AT THE END OF THE SECOND IRON AGE

Iosif Vasile Ferencz, Marius Gheorghe Barbu

BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON SUBSISTENCE 
ECONOMY AND LAND USE DURING THE LATE BRONZE AGE  

AND IRON AGE IN SOUTH-EASTERN BULGARIA

Delphine Frémondeau, Elena Marinova, Bea De Cupere, Plamen Georgiev,  
Ivanka Hristova, Lazar Ninov, Krassimir Nikov, Hristo Popov

The archaeological discoveries processed in 
this paper are coming from the rescue archaeo-
logical excavations carried out in 2014 and 2015 
on the Lot 3 Sebes – Turda highway (Romania).

Geographically, the settlement is located 

terrace, near the northern part of the Gambas 
village (belonging to the municipality of Aiud, 
Alba County, Romania).

The end of the Iron Age in south-western 
Transylvania (Romania) is characterized by the 

BC and AD 106). This chronological interval is 
characterized by open settlements and plane or 

BC hillforts with stone walls were built on some 
hill tops. In this geographical area there are walls 
which were built in Hellenistic manner.

Concerning the religion, even if we have 
few data about this topic, there are to be pointed 

From the Late Bronze Age onwards, ancient 
Thrace underwent major social and economic 

-

market economy, which resulted in a large human 
impact on the natural environment. All this likely 
brought about the necessity to adapt agricultural 
economy and animal husbandry practices, and af-
fected the landscape and its use by humans. This 
paper aims at investigating past husbandry prac-

“The vessel deposition” was deposited into 
a pit and contains eight ceramic pots. The big-
gest pot was deposited upside down covering 
three vessels. The other vessels were scattered 
on the bottom of the pit. Among them was found 
a double bowl.

Chronologically, the archaeological com-
plex which is the subject of our paper, belongs 

out the monumental buildings made of stone 
and wood interpreted as temples, found in con-
nection by hillforts.

On the lowlands cult manifestations were 
-

tions. Their inventories suggest a dedication to 
some deities.

This paper is proposing to take into con-
sideration some pits recently investigated on a 

Romania.

tices and their evolution in modern southeastern 
Bulgaria over the Late Bronze Age and Iron Age, 
by integrating the results from archaeobotanical, 
zooarchaeological and stable isotope analyses. 

or animal species preferential choice, crop ma-
nuring and watering, or livestock feeding man-

change through time within their environmental 
context.
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THE INVESTIGATIONS OF THE ELITARIAN GETIC NECROPOLISES 
IN SBORYANOVO: SOCIETY, BELIEFS AND POLITICS

Diana Gergova

SANCTUARIES, MEGALITHIC COMPLEXES 
AND SETTLEMENT SYSTEM IN ANCIENT THRACE

Aleksey Gotsev

The advanced studies of the Hellenistic 
necropolises of the Getic spiritual and political 
Centre “Dausdava – Helis” in the Sboryanovo 

tombs architecture, corresponding to a hierar-
chy of a remarkably diverse burial rites, cult fa-

They contribute to the more precise charac-
terization of the Getic burial “rites of immortali-

Rhodope Mountains and their adjacent territo-

Gora Mountain. The plains between the mountain 
ranges are also considered and their natural and 
geographical peculiarities are taken into account. 
Such a distinction allows a synchronous investi-
gation and comparisons between the mountain-
ous area and the lower lands in between.

Recent progress in Thracian archaeology 
featured new problems and even created new 

-
est in Thracian religious beliefs and especially 
in cultic places as archaeological sites, as well 
as the huge amount of empirical data compiled, 
permits launching of new hypothesis. Thus the 

cults to some gods in the context of the Pythago-
rean and Orphic ideas.

The multiethnic population of the area, in-
cluding Celts, Greeks, etc., raises the question 
about the character of the relationships between 
locals and foreigners.

the most famous Getic rulers from 4th – 3rd cen-
tury BC gives ground to discuss their policy in 
the period of the apogee of the Getic state.

reconstruction of Thracian antiquity would be-
come more detailed and vivid. Now there is 

places” and their characteristics which would 
lead to a better understanding of the reasons for 

At the present stage of research three ma-
jor groups of Thracian sacred centers can be 

-

complexes. Each of them displays characteristic 
features which objectively require a particular 
approach in their investigation. To understand, 
however, reasons for the formation of various 
religious centers must seek their place in the 

-
graphical regions.

NOTIONS AND REALITY ON THE COINS OF PAUTALIA

Lily Grozdanova

The interpretation of the ancient coins as a 
medium of notions and information has been a 

-
ture for a long time. Furthermore questions as to 
what extend or even if at all the coins are able 

mirror the reality, also how can they be used for 
the dissemination of ideas and suggestions, are 
also objects of active research. Regardless of the 
argumentation and defended thesis the scholars 
agree that the coin imagery is meaningful and 
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CONDITION OF THE SURVEYS OF THE LATE IRON AGE 
IN THE RHODOPE MOUNTAINS

Sophia Hristeva

closely controlled. In the case of the roman pro-
vincial coinage that is even more important as 
our understanding of the issuing system itself 
is in ongoing development, due to the lack of 
ancient sources directly describing the process. 
Nevertheless the central authorization of the 
city minting bestowed by the emperor and his 
administration is most certainly the key element 
making the existence of the polis coinage pos-
sible. 

The coins of Pautalia, a city in the province 

In recent decades, interest in the Rhodope 
region resumed the need for new reference ma-
terial and the extension of the territorial scope 
of the study of Thracian culture. At this stage 
of archaeological studies the main part of the 
sites carrying information about the second 
half of the 1st millennium BC, are the mounds, 

studied methodically and thoroughly, at the 
expense of the settlements, the fortresses and 

-
cient number of complex and interdisciplinary 
research is observed – in the statistical pro-

via regular or rescue archaeological excava-
tions. Another 147 were generally related with 
the Thracian period or Iron Age.

This poses many questions about the status 
quo of the studies of the Late Iron Age in the 
Rhodope region:

of Thrace founded in the time of Traianus (AD 

light on the enlisted above questions. Though 
issuing just over seven decades in the time of 
the Antonine and Severan dynasties, the city 
mint is very active. These numismatic materi-
als are not just opulent in quantity but the type 
and die design diversity is more than impres-
sive, thus presenting the researchers with in-
triguing cases of reality and notion representa-
tions on coins.

 To what extent we can rely on accurate 
dating and interpretation of the most 
of the objects registered and studied in 
the early stages of exploration of the 
area?

 On how many of them is conducted a re-

initial interpretation and dating?
 To what extent the data accumulated 

-
sequent excavations?

Are we restricted by the territorial imbal-
ance studies? YES or NO to statistical meth-
ods? 

This work aims to carry out a comparative 

will include the sites studied in full or via drill-

The second will be based on the overall infor-
mation we have: excavations, sampling, and 

interpretation.
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EARLY IRON AGE HOUSEHOLD AT THE VILLAGE OF VASKOVO, 
LYUBIMETS MUNICIPALITY

Stanislav Iliev, Elena Marinova, Bea de Cupere, Delphine Frémondeau, Ivanka Hristova

CONSEQUENCES OF THE “SCYTHIAN WAR” 
ON THE MONETARY CIRCULATION AT HISTRIA AND TOMIS

Theodor Isvoranu

Studying the Early Iron Age faces various 
problems. It is intriguing that until recently in 
various parts of present-day Bulgaria, the num-
ber of the detected “sanctuaries” from the period 
exceeded several times the settlements. In the 
last few years, this somewhat peculiar model of 
interpretation of the archaeological record gave 
way to a more logical and less mystic interpreta-
tion of certain structures as settlements.

-
tion of the results from the investigations of a 
dwelling and the adjoining (household?) struc-
tures near the village of Vaskovo in Southwest-
ern Sakar. The archaeological remains provide 
a glimpse in the everyday life of an Early Iron 
Age household. This approach reveals a num-
ber of problems, such as the period and the 

The war between the Roman Empire and 
the coalition of “Scythian” populations lead by 

the life of the Lower Danubian provinces. His-
tria and Tomis, two of the most prosperous cities 

-

the Thracian-Moesian area by the Roman ar-

the slowing or cessation of commercial activities 
and, not least, a disruption in the supply of new 
currency. It can be assumed, therefore, that at cer-
tain times the local monetary market was based 
solely on the stock of old currency, the transac-
tions being minimized. The chronology of events 

stages of its existence, the organization of the 
inner space, the place of the institution of the 
“household” in the structure of the Early Iron 
Age society (at least in this microregion). These 
questions will be discussed in the paper with 

problems for future investigations, and in the 
same time to present in a synthesized form our 
interpretation of the archaeological record.

Of particular interest is also the cultural 
layer of the settlement. A group of dolmens 
have been investigated in its immediate vicin-
ity. Investigating a dwelling/settlement in such 

the settlement-necropolis/ dwelling-grave rela-
tion in this microregion.

in the Historia Augusta by the term excidium, the 
ancient sources do not provide relevant data for 
this period about Tomis.

In support of completing the sequence on 
the situation of the two cities, we appealed to the 
numismatic data through a comparative statis-

Tomis in the interval of AD 238-282. Our obser-
vations are based on two groups of coins almost 

distribution, as follows: 140 antoniniani and 32 
provincial coins (Histria), face to 143 antonini-
ani, a denarius and 44 provincial coins (Tomis). 

two monetary markets at certain times show a 

economic life.
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ASCLEPIUS RASUPRENOS (IGBULG. III/1, 1185) – 
SOME NOTES ON THE POSSIBLE REINTERPRETATION

Michaela Jordanova

«THRAKISCHE HALLSTATT» IM NÖRDLICHEN 
SCHWARZMEERGEBIET. AUF DEM BEGRIFF, 

DER KULTUR UND DER MODERNEN FORSCHUNG

One of the witnessed appellations of the 
Heros Asclepius from the big sanctuary near 
Batkun is Rasuprenos (IGBulg. III/1, 1185). Ac-

part of this appellation contains the personal 
Rhasos, as a parallel form of Rhesos. In this line 
of thought it makes impression also the noticed 
analogy between the mythologemes of Rhesos 

-
imation stems from the linguistic fact that both 
Rhesos and Heros are not personal names but 
appellatives, most likely synonymous, meaning 
“lord”, “ruler” and from here also “king”. This 
conclusion creates the opportunity of interpret-
ing in a new light the semantics of the relief 
images of the Heros with the help of restored 
structural cores of the primary myth for Rhesos. 
The hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that 
the name Rhesos in its Thracian transcription 
is most likely an ancient cult name. It is pre-

In allen Konzepten wird Osteuropa als ein 
-
-

chen Quellen zeigen aber ein vollkommen an-
deres Bild unterschiedlichen kulturhistorischen 
Rhythmen. Das östliche Karpatenvorland zum 

-

-
enbecken, dem mittleren und dem unteren Don-
auraum stammen, besiedelt war. In ihren Herkun-
ftsgebieten entsprechen sie chronologisch den 
Stufen HaA bis HaD. Deswegen werden sie in 

-
stattkulturen” genannt. In der russischsprachi-

served in the epic, but it is not attested in the 
epigraphic monuments of the cult. Additional 
proof to the theses is the fact that the reliefs 
whose vocative part contains the formula kurios 

-
pius Zelmidrenos located in the northern slope 
of the Rhodopes (Izvor, Batkun, Philippopolis), 
the district where, according to the belief, is the 
Heroon of Rhesos. According to the map of Ka-
zarov, the Rhodopi district with its surrounding 
territories is the region with the highest density 

Thracian Heros. Thus there is a belief for the 
Thracian Heros that, being powerful to take the 
soul of the man to the underworld, he is able 
also to repel every disease and mortal danger, 
thus getting aspects of healer, similar to those of 
Rhesos and Asclepius, from where most prob-
ably originates the iconographic approximation 
of the myth-ritual complexes. 

-
ches Hallstatt” verwendet. Heutzutage wird 

der Forschung um diese Hallstattzeitlichen Kul-
turen des Karpaten-Donau-Raumes und nicht 
um die Hallstattkultur Mitteleuropas. Die Rede 
ist von drei Hallstattzeitlichen Kulturen und ein-
er Kulturgruppe. In dem Vortrag werde ich die 

-
tieren. Die technologischen Innovationen, die 

Ende des 2. Jt. v. Chr. gebracht haben, werden 
auch beschreiben (Die Forschung wird durch 

-
wissenschaften (RGNF), Projektnummer 15-31-
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GYNE UND SYMBIOS: DIE ERINNERUNG AN DIE EHEFRAU 
IN DEN GRIECHISCHEN GRAB- UND VOTIVINSCHRIFTEN 

AUS THRAKIEN

Dobriela Kotova

A DISCUSSION ABOUT UNDERSTANDING  
WHAT POTTERY CAN TELL

Andrei Magureanu

CULTURAL EXCHANGES IN THE LOWER DANUBE AREA 
IN LATE ANTIQUITY

Andrei Magureanu, Bogdan Ciuperca

Als Medien der Erinnerung verfasst, leiten 
die Grab- und Votivinschriften ein persönliches 
und selektives Bild des vergangenen Lebens 
weiter und wecken Emotionen.

Der Beitrag setzt sich mit dem Problem 
auseinander, inwiefern die Grab- und Votiv-
inschriften der römischen Zeit aus Thrakien 
eine Aussagekraft hinsichtlich der Familien-

besitzen. Analysiert werden vor allem epigra-
phische Texte in griechischer Schrift, was aber 
den Vergleich mit lateinischen Inschriften nicht 
ausschließt. Dabei ist die Frage nach der emo-

-

Lower Danube basin covers, from geo-
graphical point of view, the north part of Balkan 
Peninsula. In Late Antiquity here was the con-
tact zone between roman world and barbarians 
coming from either from steppe regions, either 
from forest zone of the East Europe.

-
tween those two worlds. From this point, pot-

Lower Danube area is a region split it be-
tween two worlds: Roman Empire and Barbari-
cum. Even those worlds seem to be antagonistic, 
as the written sources try to make us believe, in 
fact the situation look to be quite an opposite one.

In this paper we try to explain, from an 
archaeological point of view, the cultural ex-
changes between those two worlds, starting 

-
essant zu untersuchen was aus der gemeinsamen 
Vergangenheit dem Mann, der Frau und den Ver-

gemeinsame Leben bezeichnen: “Gyne” und 
“Symbios”. Im Hinblick auf ihre unterschiedli-
che geographische Verbreitung wird der Ver-

zu diskutieren, ob sie den gleichen rechtlichen 
und emotionalen Inhalt zum Ausdruck bringen 
oder auf verschiedene soziale Gegebenheiten 
beruhen.

tery can be seen as one of most expressing one.
-

ing a tradition forgotten by roman potters. In the 
same time, wheel made ceramic is seen as a su-

the barbarian zone.
But a closer look to ceramic discoveries 

dated in Late Antiquity can tell us a lot more.

from the lowest level of discussion like kitchen 
ware (hand made pottery) till the highest level 
like Christianization.

From a chronological point of view, the 
discussion is going in the time span of 4th – 7th 
centuries, the time when Europe, as we know it 
today, was born, Lower Danube being a cradle 
of nations.
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EVIDENCE OF NON-FERROUS METALLURGY 
IN THE GETO-DACIC EXTRA-CARPATHIC AREA

CRAFT AND CREATIVITY. A DICUSSION 
ON SEVERAL GETO-DACIAN BELT BUCKLES

“AROUND THE HEARTH” – CONSIDERATIONS ON CERTAIN 
COMBUSTION STRUCTURES IN THE WIETENBERG CULTURE

Antoniu Tudor Marc, Cristina Bodó, Ioana Lucia Barbu

In diverse sites of Latène epoch were dis-

ferrous artifacts. Moulds, crucibles, small tools 

a typological point of view, represent the evi-
dence for local production.

This paper tries to gather all the available 
data that can be useful for an understanding of 
the process of this kind of production, but, most 

were brought to light by archaeological research 

be regarded as special items.
Our approach is intended to outline the 

skillfulness and creativity of the craftsmen can 
be viewed by reconstructing the operational 
chain of making the belt buckles, by observ-
ing what materials they choose and by studying 

The site from Uroi – Sigheti (Simeria, Hune-
doara County) was discovered in 2011, during 
the archaeological preventive investigations, by 
the construction of the highway segment Deva 

The discoveries from the Bronze Age pro-
vide interesting information regarding the spir-

of all, to reconstruct how the production area 
may have looked and its place in the topography 
of the Geto-Dacian settlement.

This kind of demarche can complete the in-
formation about the non-ferrous metallurgy and 
bring new hypotheses on understanding this im-
portant part of artisan activity in the time of the 
Geto-Dacian classical epoch (2nd-1st century 
B.C.).

their decoration technique.

piece for the Late Latène set of clothing adorn-
ments, the belt buckles are considered, accord-
ing to the archaeological context, either as a 
part of women dress garniture, or as a part of the 
warrior’s panoply.

their ornamentation can be seen as a reference 
to a polysemantic symbolism existing within the 
Geto-Dacian society in the late Iron Age.

itual life of the community here – such as pieces 
with special character (eg, fragments of Pyrau-
nos-type vessels, a bird-shaped vessel, wagon 

deposits – pits with vessel deposits, fragments 
of a decorated hearth, a complex consisting of a 
succession of hearths, two tombs (one of burial 
and one of cremation).

in the south-eastern side of the investigated area 
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MYTHOLOGICAL SYMBOLS 
FROM THE THRACIAN MEGALITHIC SANCTUARIES

Vassil Markov

THE MYSTERIES OF THE GREAT GODS, SAMOTHRACE: 
SAMOTHRACIAN MYTHOLOGY AND THE REALITY 

OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH

Dimitris Matsas

The ancient Thracian megalithic and stone-
hewn sacred places are full of symbols closely 
connected with the Thracian mythology and an-
cient cult practices which were typical for this 
area. Among them the most numerous are the 
huge stone-hewn human footprints, which in 
Bulgarian folklore were regarded as the foot-
prints of the hero Krali Marko, who was thought 
of as the guardian of the people in Bulgaria. In 
the contemporary science studying Thrace he is 
believed to have been the folklore successor of 
the Thracian Dionysus.

Marking the sacred place with a stone-hewn 
footstep altar of the hero was an authentic evi-
dence for the believers in ancient times that the 

Samothrace in antiquity was the island of 
-

tion rites promised protection at sea and the op-
portunity to “become both more pious and more 
just and better in every respect than they were 
before.” The nature of the Mysteries’ initiation 

the deployment of a series of innovative build-
ings that once framed the rites within the sacred 
landscape of the Sanctuary of the Great Gods on 
Samothrace, one of the most important expres-
sions of Hellenistic sacred space in the Aegean. 

god had been there in primordial mythological 
times. In this way, through the contact with the 
divine, monumental rock turns into a sacred and 
the place turns into a sanctuary. The raw be-
comes boiled, Nature becomes culture.

the sole religion in the Roman Empire since 4th 
century, some of the Thracian megalithic sanc-
tuaries have been abandoned. Others have been 
Christianized. Later, others in the Middle Ages 
were converted into Islamic sacred places. In 
this way they became permanently sacred plac-
es on the Balkans. Part of the signs-symbols in 
them got a new meaning in the spirit of the new 
religions.

century has explored most of the details of its 
development without, however, having much 

-
ings with the associated information transmitted 
through the fragmentary literary tradition of the 

overview of these rather independent sources of 

neither texts nor archaeology can lift the veil of 
secrecy covering the mysteries and the various 
buildings of the Sanctuary.

(probably representing the edge of the settle-
ment from the river). It is a complex deepened 
about 1 m from the ground level of the time. 
Here they were discovered several overlapped 
hearths. There is a succession of hearths crusts, 

levels of pot shards (some of whole vessels), 
layers of ashes and coal. On the bottom of the 

of earth, with coal pigments, ashes and a large 
quantity of river shells.
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PROCESSING OF HORN AND BONES IN THE EARLY IRON AGE 
IN THE SPACE BETWEEN THE PRUT AND THE DNIESTR 

IN LIGHT OF DISCOVERIES FROM LIPOVENI 
(R. CIMISLIA, REPUBLIC OF MOLDOVA)

Sergiu Matveev, Vlad Vornic

RITUELS FUNÉRAIRES ET NON-FUNÉRAIRES 
DANS L’ENCEINTE DE STOLNICENI (RÉPUBLIQUE DE MOLDAVIE): 

OBSERVATIONS, ANALYSES, RECONSTRUCTIONS

Rodica Ursu Naniu, Andrei Corobcean

BALBUS, A ROMAN SURVEYOR IN DACIA

Alexandru Morintz

Archaeological research completed in the 
last years on the site with multiple levels of 
dwellings in Lipoveni (r. Cimislia, R. Moldova) 
has lead to the discovery of several pieces of 
horn and bone that are helpful in demonstrating 
how the industry of hard animal materials has 
developed in the beginning of the Iron Age. If 
the cultural belonging of this living level on the 
site near Lipoveni is one still under discussion, 
while both forest steppe and steppe characteris-
tics are present, its dating corresponds largely 
to the early Iron Age. Namely in this period it 
is thought that the formation of early Thracian 
communities occurred.

moments critiques de l’existence, on faisait des 

ne pouvait être fait que par la prise en compte 

par l’accomplissement de certains rites et rituels 

lequel pouvait se trouver non seulement le par-

The poster proposes a new approach of 
the ancient writing Expositio et ratio omnium 
formarum, emphasizing on technical informa-
tion contained in the text. This information will 

The horn and bone landmarks site described 
here is composed of harnesses, arrowheads, 
hilts, items with unknown use, etc. The scope 
of this communication is to introduce these arti-

in typological schemes existent in the context of 
similar discoveries.

Typological analysis and mapping of simi-
lar horn and bone items, correlated to other item 
categories, especially ceramics and bronze items, 
would allow to make certain conclusions on chron-
ological order and cultural background regarding 
the transition from the late Bronze to the early Iron 
Age in the space between the Prut and the Dniestr.

-
-

ceni, et les recherches au cours des campagnes de 
fouilles de 2015 et de 2016 ont fait apparaître de 

-

-

et celle de la mort. 

be analyzed in the context of available math-
ematical notions, and in particular geometry, 
documented by other sources for the Ist – IInd 
century AD.
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(SLING) BULLET POINTS ON THE MILITARY CAMPAIGNS 
OF PHILIP II OF MACEDON IN SOUTHWEST THRACE

Emil Nankov

THE REALITY BEFORE SEUTHOPOLIS: 
EARLY IRON AGE LIFE IN THE KAZANLAK VALLEY

Georgi Nekhrizov, Nadezhda Kecheva

Scholarly research concerning the Mac-
edonian expansion in inland Thrace during the 
reign of Philip II of Macedon is traditionally 
dominated by historians who deal exclusively 
with written sources. Lead sling bullets can 
serve as a reliable marker for mobility of ar-
mies, speaking directly through their singular 
function and personal names often inscribed 
on them. Apart from leading us in the footsteps 
of Macedonian commanders who ventured into 
the perils of mountainous Thrace on the orders 
of Philip II, they can help locating unknown 
aristocratic seats of power often nestled in the 
rugged terrain of the interior.

The present paper discusses a number of 
unpublished lead sling bullets from museum 
collections in Southwest Bulgaria. All items 
entered the museums as donations or after be-

The report aims at characterizing the cul-
tural development in the Kazanlak valley in 

st mill. BC. The goal is to 
present the settlement system before the re-
gion transformation into a center of a Thracian 
state organization that happened after 4th c. 
BC. Main sources are the results of the sys-
tematic archaeological surveys that have been 

for non-destructive surveys and application of 
GIS technologies. Data is also gathered from 

ing seized from looters who collected them 
through illicit metal detecting on archaeologi-
cal sites from the Middle Nestos and Middle 
Strymon River valleys. The sling bullets are 
inscribed with the names of Philip II and his 
generals otherwise attested on towns besieged 
by Philip II on the Chalcidice peninsula dur-
ing the 350s and the 340s BC – testifying to 
the substantial reliance on light troops (sling-
ers) at the time. The study of the bullets’ spatial 
distribution could help us trace the movement 
of the Macedonian army, thereby challenging 
our current perceptions of the scale of Philip’s 
military campaigns in inland Thrace. It is now 
clear that his strategy involved multiple points 
of entry, including the courses of not only He-
bros and Tonzos, as is traditionally assumed, 
but also those of Nestos and Strymon.

single artifacts uncovered by the excavations 
of later sites. Spatial analysis using GIS tech-
nologies allows for drawing the dynamics of 
the settlement life in the Kazanlak valley in the 
period 11th – 6th c. BC. The results from the trial 
excavations on some EIA settlements provide 
data for sketching out their internal organiza-
tion. The EIA burials, though few in number, 
allows also to infer about the funerary rites 
during the period and to compare with those 
from the LIA, attested by a numerous excavat-
ed complexes.
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FROM BRONZE TO IRON IN THRACE

Georgi Nekhrizov, Julia Tzvetkova

UN TRÉSOR DE MONNAIES ET DE BIJOUX DU IIIE SIÈCLE AV. J.-C. 
DÉCOUVERT EN RÉPUBLIQUE DE MOLDAVIE

Eugen Nicolae, Aurel Vilcu, Mihai Ciocanu

CORRELATION OF ANTHROPOMORPHIC AND ANIMALISTIC 
STYLES IN THE THRACO-GETIC AND SCYTHIAN ART

The transition from the Late Bronze to the 
Early Iron Age is a period of multiple cultural 

studied for the Mediterranean region and Anatolia, 
in Thrace only the excavation from the last two 

-
-

riod.
The investigations of sites with considerable 

-

sur deux monnaies d’or, 53 monnaies d’argent, 

parce qu’il est certain qu’il ne contenait pas 
d’autres monnaies d’or et bijoux et seulement une 

-
nue. Le lot de monnaies inclut deux statères post-
humes de type Alexandre le Grand, 43 monnaies 

-
tradrachmes de type Philippe II. L’un des statères 
de type Alexandre le Grand, sans monogramme, 

1132, env. 300 – env. 280 av. J.-C.). L’autre statère 

A number of art samples were found for-
tuitously or in archaeological research in the 
Balkan-Carpathian-Pontic area and the north-
ern and western regions of the Pontus Euxinus. 
The earliest pieces with artistic decor are luxury 
vessels imported from the Eastern Greek cit-
ies, which are dated between the end of the 8th 
century BC and the 7th century BC. The follow-

stratigraphic accumulations made it possible to 

analysis of the pottery complex enabled tracing the 
-
-

low for building the absolute chronology and the 
synchronization of period. Recent excavations on 
Gluhite kamani (East Rhodopes) reveal it as a key 
site for our understanding of the habitation from 
the period.

de type Alexandre le Grand semble être une imita-

-

Danube on discute la chronologie des monnaies is-

circulation, l’utilisation et la chronologie des imi-

-

ing period from the 6th to the 3rd centuries BC 
is characterized by the spread mainly of orna-
ments, toreutics items, pieces of horse harness, 
festive/religious arms made of precious metals.

The study of the forms of the objects, the 
decor content and techniques for presenting 
scenes as well as the ornamentation techniques 
reveals two distinct chronological stages. The 
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STRABO’S ACCOUNT ON THE ‘DIFFERENTIA’ 
OF THE THRACIAN ETHOS

Ioanna Papadopoulou

In the 7th book of Strabo’s Geographica 
pieces of information regarding the Thracian 

passages relative to the Thracian descriptions 
and accounts aim to strengthen, to support and 
to prove the main point of the Geographer: the 
accuracy of Homer and Homeric poetry as a part 
of geographical studies. Thus Strabo provides a 
brief description of the Thracians’ ‘physiogno-
my’, in geographic and anthropological terms, 
emphasizing on their simple diet, the polygamy, 
their special relation to religion, while stressing 

their nomadic and just way of life.
The paper will focus on Strabo’s account 

of the Thracian characteristics exploiting two 
-

bo’s point of view is in accordance with the pre-
vious, especially poetic, ancient Greek tradition 
regarding the Thracian tribes?, and b) Given the 
(partly fragmental) ancient Greek references 
and sources, can it be concluded that Strabo’s 
description is accurate or represents only an at-
tempt to write a sort of ‘paradoxology’ about the 
Thracians?

early stage (6th – 5th centuries BC) presents the 
time when animalistic style was predominant, 
for example, representations in the form of a 
moose head used to decorate the tops of cano-
pies or birds of prey claws used for decoration 
of Scythian quivers “goryti”, handles of swords, 
or as clothing items. In the second stage, which 
is dated in the 4th – 3rd centuries BC, both in the 
Thraco-Getic and the Scythian metalwork two 
styles were practiced simultaneously: anthropo-
morphic and animalistic.

The analysis of Scythian art objects made 
of gold, silver and, rarely, of bronze highlights 
the accuracy and perfection in the process of 
their manufacturing. This means that the over-
whelming majority of works of art attributed to 
the Scythians were made in the workshops of 
the Greek poleis.

At the same time, the detailed analysis of 
art objects discovered in the Getic sites of the 
4th and 3rd centuries BC located north of the 
Balkans shows that the iconographic concept 
usually has a coded religious-mythical nature 
associated with the contemplation of the period-
ic changes in the environment and man’s place 
in cosmic space. The most explicit example in 
this regard is the case with the presentation of 

and a rodent in its claws (Earth), which thus 
represents three areas in which people carry out 
their activities.

In terms of material, the Thraco-Getic 
works of art are made of gold, silver, bronze, 
and, in rare cases, of iron. The products, regard-
less of their shape or nature of the scenes, were 
made in the technique of repoussage and press-
ing, a technique borrowed from the Achaemenid 
art, combined with Greek geometric style.

The clumsiness in the depiction of scenes, 
the ignorance of the principles of perspective, 
the failure to comply with the proportions in 
rendering anthropomorphic and zoomorphic 

and horse is about 1:3 in favor of the rider, 
reveal a primitivism which prevailed in the 
Thraco-Getic metalworking and point to the 
fact that these products were made by local 
craftsmen.

The mapping of the Thraco-Getic works of 
art outlines their area of use – the space between 
the Balkan Mountains in the south, the Car-
pathian mountains in the west, the Black Sea in 
the east, and the middle reaches of the Dniester 
River in the northeast.
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COIN FINDS AND PAYMENTS IN THE THRACIAN AND GETIC AREA 
AT THE END OF THE 4TH CENTURY BC

Emanuel Petac

RITUAL SACRED AREA AND DACIAN SETTLEMENT

Horea Pop

Recently, the numismatic collection of the 
Romanian Academy was increased with a new 
and very rare posthumous Alexander type sta-
ter (Price 202) having a bee as a symbol on the 

-
man county, it belongs to a little known series 
from Pella, struck during the last few years of 
Kassandros’ reign. The single comparable is-
sues for staters are those with ants on the re-
verse (Price 831-832) assigned to Amphipolis 
and considered to be struck in the last years of 
the 4th century BC. The succession of the die-
links from Amphipolis staters shows that those 
having ants on the reverse belong exclusively to 
the 6th and especially 7th issues, struck around 
300 BC or a little earlier. It will be a reason-
able supposition that the Pella issues with a 
bee must also be placed in the last years of the 

in Northern and North-Eastern Bulgaria but 

In what fallows, we shall make a presenta-

settlement on the Moigrad knoll.
Known in the historical literature of this 

ritual character that initially been interpreted as 
funeral monuments, the Moigrad knoll appears 

settlement, within which-us in some other cas-

ritual complexes, adjoining the numerous ele-

20 deepened dwellings, 20 ovens and 40 so-
called “ceramical platforms”. It is quite pos-
sible that some worse-preserved ovens, due to 

-

also in the Northern part of the Danube com-
ing from the late 4th c. BC as a result of the 
direct involvement of some Thracian and prob-
ably Getic contingents of mercenaries in the 

-
dorovo (Bulgaria) – 15 km East from Sbory-
anovo. The most recent coins from these hoards 
seem to be Price 172 (Amphipolis, issue 1, 

(around 310 BC) and probably also for Codlea. 
Concerning the Todorovo hoard, the most rel-
evant sample is Price 832 (issue 7 from Am-
phipolis), having a common obverse die with 
Price 3128 b (Amphipolis, issue 8, around 300 
BC). The context of these inputs of Macedonian 
Kassandros’ time gold coins is probably linked 

Poliorcetes, suggesting the implication of local 

es, but this fact will not fundamentally change 
the data of the problem.

Another detail that deserves to be men-
tioned is the fact that from among the 500 pits 
already discovered, at least 60 are pits of heavy 
stanchions for Roman buildings, or heavy Da-
cian stanchions, 10 are prehistorical pits. The 
rest could be Dacian ritual pits.

As far as the so-called “ceramical plat-
forms” are concerned, we stand for their 

“ceramical platforms” include in their stock 
broken vessels, burnt and unburnt bones as well 

Their forms are irregular. They often suppose a 

the case, we consider them as shallow dwell-
ings built on wood beams, because of their high 
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ANTONIA TRYPHAENA AND HER SUCCESSORS. TO THE THRACIAN 
HISTORY IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 1ST C. AD

Ruja Popova

Antonia Tryphaena who is presented in the 
seven inscriptions known at now as a daughter 
of kings, mother of kings, herself queen, used 
her own authority and financial potential to 
guarantee her successors with places dignified 
to their own background in a world, controlled 
by the Roman Empire. Tryphaena succeeded 
to promulgate her influence through the Black 
Sea, Propontis, and Aegean littoral, to present 
and to inculcate her four known children on 
two continents. In 38 AD Rhoemetalces (III) 
was appointed as a king in Thrace, Polemo (II) 

Armenia Minor (most probably in the later 38 

earlier Antonia Tryphaena managed to con-
nect her daughter Pythodoris in matrimony 

with the dynast, later became a king of Thra-
ce Rhoemetalces II, son of Rhascuporis – the 
murderer of her husband Cotys. According to 
the inscriptions the couple had children. Two 
epigraphic documents announce the names 
of probably her nephews beside her name – 
Gaius Iulius Rhascos, son of Rhoemetalces, 

of Rhoemetalces and Rhascuporis’ nephew. In 
the beginning of the 20th c. F. Hasluck con-
nected the name of the latter with Gaius Iu-
lius Cotys, whose name is mentioned on a coin 
from the emperor Titus epoch, as his brother. 
Obviously the story of Antonia Tryphaena’s 
notable family continued even after the an-
nexation of Thrace as a Roman province in the 
Claudian time.

Moigrad knoll. These beams have left behind 
no archaeological traces that could have been 
detected.

The older researchers made some investi-
gations which regarded especially the eastern 
and south-eastern part of the plateau, between 

surface of 7 hectares, being on an maximal al-
titude of 514 m.

Generally, the deepened dwellings of the 
Moigrad knoll have a circular plan and they 
penetrate the rock from about 0,3-0,4 m to 0,7 
m.

The roof is made up of two slopes and it 
is supported by stanchions situated within this 
construction, which deepens even 0,6 m under 
the inner level of the stepping. It varies from 2,5 
to 3,5 m in diameter. None of this type of dwell-

-
ing is dated to the 1st century B.C. This sort of 
dwellings has in its stock pottery, bones, small 
tools and stones which had fallen from the roof 

very probably made of straw (or thatch).
Like shallow dwellings, which are dated 

in the 1st century A.D., the deepened dwell-
ings were found in only two thirds of the whole 
area of the plateau of the knoll, which measures 
70.000 sqm. Therefore, the 45.000 sqm used 
during 200 years before the Roman conquest 
are mostly represented by the borders of the 
plateau, which were sheltered from the winds 
due to a diminished altitude, compared with the 
top of the hill.

From the 70.000 sqm of the plateau, there 
were systematically investigated only about 

In this surface there were found all the Dacian 
discoveries.

The actual stage of the investigation does 
-

nal conclusion, due to the sounding-character 
of the archaeological inquiries concerning both 
the archaeological site of the Moigrad knoll, 
where exhaustive diggings on representative 
microzones are necessary.
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THRACIANS IN PALAEOBALKAN-WESTANATOLIAN COMMUNITY

Alexandar Portalsky

THASSOS TYPE COINAGE IN THRACIA, 6TH – 5TH CENTURY BC

Ilya Prokopov, Valentina Grigorova-Gencheva

NEW APPROACHES REGARDING THE BEGINNING 
AND EVOLUTION OF THE THRACIAN COIN 

IN THE REGIONS SITUATED NORTH OF THE DANUBE

Silviu I. Purece

-
aeobalkan-westanatolian community. The com-

the political systems too.

the second half of the 2nd millennium BC., 
slightly blurred in Hellenistic and Roman pe-
riod, but its strong fundamentals hold until the 
end of antiquity. The announcement of Con-
stantinople as an imperial capital plays a big 
role for that. It, in turn, is conditioned by the 
existence of this core that ensures the centuries 
long existence of Byzantium. Late manifesta-
tions of Palaeobalkan-westanatolian communi-
ty are well documented and easily noticeable. 

The authors study all published hoards and 
single coins from Thracia. Two major maps are 
presented, created in accordance with the GIS 
requirements. The publication also contains an-
alytical and quantitative tables of the coin types 
and nominals.

The presence of coins and hoards is stud-
ied from territorial and chronological per-
spectives. The authors trace the South–North 

The beginning of the coin minting process, 
in the regions situated north to the Danube, was 
very disputed by the researchers. Another big 
problem is to determine the correlations between 
various monetary types, very important for un-
derstanding of the political and social changes. 
The interconnections between the Celtic culture 
and the North-Thracian one, created a new social 

may identify this community and what might 

with the presence of similar natural conditions 
and the common to a great extent religion, as 
well as with the eased communication around 
the three seas – the Aegean, Sea of Marmora 
and Black sea.

-

the community appear some of the earliest pro-
topoleis and cities in Europe. The Greek polis 

type of culture and polity in comparison to the 
monarchy, but both are formed gradually and 
would have hardly strengthened without inter-
action with the other political formations in the 
Palaeobalkan-westanatolian community.

circulation roads, localize important trade 
centres and crossroads and comment upon 
the “contact zone” of circulation of the large 
nominals. The analysis includes observations 
of other coin types distributed together with 
the Thassos type coins. In addition to the 
known coins and hoards, the publication pre-
sents several inedita, as well as detailed tables 
with photographs.

and political climate in which appeared a taste 

issues have to be retaken in discussion because 
of the large amount of new discoveries made by 
the metal detectorists. Also, new evidence about 
the local spirituality emerged from the study of 
these new discoveries. One very good example 
is the case of Prundu-Jiblea coin type.

Abstracts of papers and posters presented to the congress but not submitted for publication
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IMPERIAL CULT IN PRIVATE CONTEXT? 
SOME OBSERVATIONS FROM ROMAN THRACE

Milena Raycheva

The notion of a possible private aspect of 
the imperial cult has long been overlooked with 
the a priori assumption that emperor veneration 
is, after all, a political phenomenon, and an in-
dividual could not possibly perceive the ruler 
on the same level as the traditional gods. Very 
rarely does the topic of emperor worship in non-

-
though there is literary evidence in favor of it, 
such as Tacitus’ account that the ruler’s portrait 
could be seen “in every household”.

some extent the information in written sources. 
The ruler image is attested in private environ-
ment: as decoration on personal items, everyday 
objects, and even furniture. This comes to show 
that certain individuals indeed seem to have 
demonstrated their personal attitude towards the 
emperor and/or his likeness outside the frame-

The paper attempts to contribute to the study 
of this problem by examining evidence from 
Roman Thrace that may be related to emperor 
worship in a private circle, with examples from 
various cities, such as Philippopolis, Augusta 
Traiana, Pautalia, Serdica, Plotinopolis, etc. 
These examples comprise objects with impe-
rial images that are usually found within house 
interiors or as funerary inventory. Due to size 
or quality, such items cannot be linked to the 
public imperial veneration. The transformation 
into grave goods shows that they held a special 
meaning for their owners. Some of these objects 
are luxury ones, but others are made of cheap 

paper will try to analyze the use of these objects 
and their role in the social and cultural context 
of Roman Thrace.

Abstracts of papers and posters presented to the congress but not submitted for publication

In the spring of 2015, in the territory of 
the village Olteni, commune Bujoreni (Vâlcea 
County) was discovered a very important hoard 
for knowing the type Prundu-Jiblea. This, in 
conformity with the discoverer’ declaration, 

following: 178 Prundu-Jiblea type and 1 Celtic 
imitation after a drachma issued by the king of 
Macedonia: Alexandros III. The large quantity 
of Prundu-Jiblea coins, which measure over half 
from the number of knowing coins until the dis-
covery moment, makes the Olteni hoard very 
important for the study of the this coin type.

The importance of the Prundu-Jiblea coin 
type is especially one, in the context of the pre-

roman coinage from the region situated north to 
the Danube. Several monetary types that follow, 
from the chronological point of view, have an 
iconography which is inspired after the Prundu-
Jiblea type. This stylistic lineage can be ob-
served over several centuries, until the end of 
the minting period for the local coin. The char-
acteristic elements for this type are: the presence 
on the obverse of a human had with beard and 
curly hear and on the reverse it is represented a 
rider, moving towards the left, wearing a hel-
met with crest, in his left hand keeping a branch. 
The coins of the Prundu-Jiblea type seem to be 
present in a large area, and their origin is being 
intensively debated.
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THE MYTH OF THE FEAST. THE EARLY IRON AGE SITULAE 

 
Antoniu Tudor Marc, Ioana Lucia Barbu

DISCOVERIES OF TOMBS AND FUNERARY INVENTORIES 
IN SOUTHEASTERN TRANSYLVANIA

Lucica-Olga Savu

CULTIC DISCOVERIES FROM THE LATE BRONZE AGE 
 

(ROMANIA, HUNEDOARA COUNTY)

The preventive archaeological research in 

commune, Hunedoara County, enriched the 
information on one of the most important 

-
cal periods being documented in this point. 
Among the numerous findings, fragments 
from at least two situlae were unearthed. The 
morphological characteristics, especially the 

geometric patterns, allow their dating at the 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the 

the IV century BC until the Roman conquest 
of Dacia. The approach will aim to recover as 
much information as possible regarding the 

of the last century and completing the repertory 
of discoveries with all the details that were re-

The preventive archaeological research 

led us to discover a large settlement belonging 
to the Late Bronze Age, on the terrace of the 

southwestern Transylvania, Hunedoara Coun-
ty). Some of the investigated features from 
this site contain large quantities of pottery and 
bone artefacts. These artefacts are vessels with 
celestial symbolic representations, decorated 
hearths and portable stoves (pyraunoi) with 
anthropomorphic plastic applications. Among 

end of the 6th or in the first half of the 5th 
centuries BC, as shown by the analogies from 
the neighbouring western area. Although lack-
ing the representations of the so-called “Situla 

an unknown chapter in the archaeology of Ha 
D in south-western Transylvania: the feast. 
This paper explores the possible symbolism 
of the vessel deposit, bringing into discussion 
other Early Iron Age ritual discoveries from 
the mentioned region.

covered about newly discovered tombs and fu-
nerary inventories. Important information will 
be obtained, with reference to old discoveries, 
by reconsidering the double-tomb discovered 
in Sânpetru-Talinenberg and the tumulus-tomb 
found in Viscri, both in Brasov County. The 
complexes recently discovered which will be 
discussed in this paper were discovered in the 

these, there are animal bones such as vertebras 
and phalanges, some of them processed and 
with intense using traces. Another category of 
special objects were the whole or fragmentary 
clay wheel models found in several pits. De-
spite being part of the assemblage of a clay 
wagon model, these items were found separate-
ly, indicating that the wheel itself had a special 
meaning in the imagination of the community. 

-
cial function in ritual activities and also that 
they were probably used in shamanic practices.
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THRACARCHS, ARCHIEREIS, AND NEOKOROI

Nicolay Sharankov

-
dents of the Thracian provincial council (koinon) 

for the imperial cult in the Roman province and 
its cities. An up-to-date list of the holders of this 

corrected through re-examination of previously 
known texts, is presented. The scope of known 
thracarchs’ activities has also been enriched by 
new inscriptions.

According to the available evidence, the 

AD – most probably under emperor Domitian 
– as ‘archiereus of the province/koinon’, while 
the earliest appearance of the title ‘thrakarches’ 
is dated to the second half of the second cen-

europarches’ was introduced at the end of the 
third century AD, in accordance with the new 
provincial system of emperor Diocletian. All 
early thracarchs – and many of the later ones 
– are proven to have been descendants of old 
Thracian aristocracy, and several are even ex-
plicitly noted as hereditary holders of this title. 
All thracarchs whose full names are preserved 
were Roman citizens, and some of them be-

connected with the imperial cult in Thrace, 
which was hitherto only vaguely known – that 
of the neokoroi – is now shown to have been 
closely related to those of thracarchs and ar-
chiereis.

same county, in administrative areas of the lo-
calities Brasov, Hoghiz and Rotbav.

In all cases, in the vicinity of discoveries 

to North-Thracian as indicated by the artifacts 
that were recovered) were mapped contempo-

rary civil settlements. Only the overall analysis 

the location of residential centers in each mi-
crozone, is able to contribute to identifying the 
factors that had determined the development of 
southern Transylvania in the second Iron Age.

THE DACIAN STANDARD (DRACO) ON A CLAY VESSEL 
NORTH OF THE DANUBE

So far, this is the only known representa-
tion of the Dacian standard from archaeologi-

a very special item. The absence of the famous 
Dacian standard in the Geto-Dacian hoards of 
the 2nd c. BC – 1st c. AD is inexplicable, given 
its notoriety, highlighted by the many represen-
tations on Trajan’s Column in Rome or by the 
written sources.

The vessel fragment, probably from a cup, 
-

meaning of the representation. There was a gen-
uine silentio stampa on the item, even the suspi-
cion of forgery, perhaps because V. Teodorescu 

dated it to the 5th – 4th c. BC, which goes far be-
yond the accepted archaeological and historical 
context of this representation.

A new analysis of the item, including by 
means of an electron microscope, has shown 
that the Dacian standard was rendered on the 

inside the incision. Therefore, it is beyond any 
doubt that we are dealing with a genuine artefact 
and, implicitly, with a representation that, so far, 
is unique.

-

circles, accompanied by all the available data, 

A new analysis of the discovery conditions has 
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MORTALITY AND RITUAL PRACTICES IN THE CASE OF DACIAN 

A detailed analysis – from an archaeologi-
cal, anthropological and interdisciplinary stand-

remarkable changes in the mortuary practices 
related to the sex, age and social status of the 
dead. This is a rare case of encountering many 
human bones, with a rich and diverse inventory, 
given the almost total absence of necropolises 
in the Geto-Dacian world, particularly those for 
common people, during the 1st c. BC – 1st c. AD.

The 34 deposits of human bones from 
-

als, 48 of them inhumed and just nine cremated, 
from the period between 300 BC – 101/106 AD. 
Most of the inhumed were children, 38 of them 
under the age of seven, and 20 of them less than 
one year old! On the other hand, of the cremat-
ed individuals, only one was a child, but with 
a warrior´s inventory. There was no discernible 
pattern of placing or orienting the inhumed in-
dividuals based on sex or age. The number of 

from one to six dead. Of the 48 inhumed indi-
viduals, only 25 had complete skeletons, one did 
not have the skull and 22 of them consisted of 
just isolated bones!

interpret the vestiges.

community applied, for four centuries, a strict 

rituals applied to the dead present here?
If this was a standard necropolis, it means 

practiced, and the dead were warriors (including 
an Infans I) and b) a transition stage followed, 
when one practiced cremation, as well as inhu-
mation, for adults, adolescents and children, and 
c) in the last stage, only children were placed 
here, all of them inhumed.

Or did this become in the last stage of use, 
namely the 1st c. AD, a sacred area where only 
children were inhumed, after corpse exposure/
decomposing? If so, we have to ask what hap-
pened to the other dead, to those that did not 
meet the community’s selection criteria, which 
varied so much over time.

The dead originated from local communi-
ties, given that there is a fortress in the immedi-
ate vicinity of the area with human deposits and 

of the Dacians. 

led us to date it, most likely, to the 2nd – 1st c. 
BC, and to discuss its meaning in the context of 

art from that period.

attesting the use of the draco by the Geto-Da-
cians north of the Danube. The meaning of the 
Dacian standard has been analysed by renowned 
specialists, such as V. Pârvan, D. Tudor, S. Sanie 

and M. Eliade, to name just a few.

– wolf head on a dragon/snake body – is a sym-
bolic cross between two animals with profound 
meanings in Geto-Dacian mythology. The wolf 
is an apex predator (that is to say, an exempla-
ry warrior) and the snake stands for regenera-
tion (namely, immortality), thus pointing to the 
mythological side of their history, as M. Eliade 
so beautifully put it.
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A PARTICULAR DACIAN CULTIC CENTRE

Valeriu Sirbu, Sebastian Matei

comparison with other Geto-Dacian discoveries, 

-
plexes. By the end of the 4th and in the 3rd century 
BC, also in the second half of the 2nd – early 1st 

settlement, then a fortress in the 1st c. BC, and in 
the 1st century AD an important cultic place.

The archaeologists have found only two 
types of characteristic complexes dated in the 

the mound type were surrounded by stone rings, 

rings. The rings measured 0.40-0.80 m in diam-
eter, and 0.20-0.50 m, the present height.

The deposits of the mound type display a 
wide range of burnt pieces of dwellings, togeth-
er with a part of their inventory, brought from 
other settlements. As certain categories of ob-
jects are missing while others are very numer-
ous, one could suppose a certain selection.

Deposing a rich and varied inventory, con-

sisting mainly of artefacts already used, some-
times items with a great value or very often 
used, could mean a strong cultic motivation, 

they gave up such belongings. The essential re-
mark is that no type of habitations or household 

Christian era has been found.

inhabitation complex, but only a great number 
of deposits, mount type, similar to those of the 
Plateau, still having certain particular features, 

Consequently, we could consider there is 
conclusive evidence to state the existence of an 
important sacred enclosure (temenos), a cultic 
centre, so far unique in its manifestation ele-
ments. By analysing the complex types and their 
inventory, we will try to identify the order of the 

variety of the types of known sacred zones in 
the 2nd century BC – 1st century AD in the Geto-
Dacian world.

CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE FUNERARY PRACTICES 
IN THE BEGINNING OF THE SECOND IRON AGE 

IN NORTH-EASTERN THRACE

In the northern peripheries of the early 
Odrysian polities, the late Hallstatt communities 

pace, to the changing funerary ritual of the 5th c. 
BC, but, as the cemetery study indicate, it was 
rather a slow and gradual transition, without ma-
jor disruptions, in which the main burial sites of 
the previous century remained in use for some 
time. In parallel with these older cemeteries, 
new burial grounds appear particularly in the 5th 

sequence with the key-items spanning for long 
periods), novel sites that reveal a change in the 

-

the commercial circuits, political relations or 
even type of economy).

Using their results of a decade long exca-

Celic Dere (a settlement with a reinginerindu 

dated in the 6th – 3rd c. BC, encompassing inhu-
mations and cremations, Thracian, North Pontic 
elements and also early Greek imports), the au-
thors will discuss the transition in North-eastern 
Thrace from the late Hallstatt funerary ritual to 
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PLACES OF MEMORY OR PLACES OF POWER? 
REGIONAL APPROACHES TO BURIAL MOUNDS IN THRACE

Adela Sobotkova

THE STARRY SKY OF THE THRACIANS 
ON AN ANTHROPOMORPHIC STELE

Nikolay Sivkov

Burial mounds are the most conspicuous 
and ubiquitous feature of the Bulgarian land-
scape. Referred to as Thracian burial mounds, 
these monuments have been used for mortuary 
and other rituals from the Early Bronze Age 
through the Middle Ages. Mound construc-

through time. This paper applies probabilistic 
modelling, visibility, and spatial analysis to a 
regional dataset of burial mounds in order to 
delineate diachronic patterns in the locational 

Cosmological ideas in antiquity were asso-
ciated with the observation of the movement of 
celestial bodies. The monuments of that era that 

are quite fragmented. During the Paleolithic pe-
riod those were images of astral objects among 
other petroglyphs in the caves.

A picture of the sky above the Balkan Pen-
-

pomorphic stele from the village of Kalishte, 

of a warrior armed with a sword in a sheath, and 
with a battle axe. The studies of the stele until 
today were related to its dating as an archaeo-
logical object.

This artifact of Thracian times is of inter-

behavior and purpose of mound builders. The 
organisation of burial mounds in space will be 

-
cal beliefs as well as the political geography of 
contemporary communities in Thrace. Territo-
rial demarcation, hostility, competition, and as-
sertion are just a few processes that characterize 
interaction between neighbouring communities. 
Prevailing patterns, if discernible, will indicate 
the dominant processes that operated within the 

est both from an archaeological point of view, 
as well as from archaeoastronomical and cul-
tural points of view. The details of the star pat-
tern (the position of the constellation Orion, the 
North Pole of the world), allow us to date it to 
the Bronze Age (IInd millennium BC).

The mythological themes which are pre-
sented on the background of the star sky on their 
side allow us to consider this monument also in 
relation to cosmogony.

The anthropomorphic stele of Kalishte is 
yet another piece of evidence of the astronomi-
cal knowledge of the Thracian tribes who used 
to inhabit the territory along the upper and mid-
dle course of the Struma River, as well as of 
the Thracian mythology and beliefs during the 
Bronze Age.

the emergence of the so called Getic Horizon 
of the 4th – 3rd c. BC. Issues followed will be: 
tumuli size, collective versus individual bur-
ial, secondary graves, relation between tumuli 

to cremation, interventions pits in the graves, 
longevity of burial sites, graves with akinakes, 
early Greek imports.
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Irina Sodoleanu

LIVING AT EXTREMES DURING THE END OF THE IRON AGE. 
THE CASE OF DACIAN TRIBES IN EASTERN TRANSYLVANIA

territory of Callatis, ceased to function after the 
end of the 3rd century BC. From its very begin-

-

correspondent area in its proximity. There was 
though a campaign that focused on the archaeo-
logical situation on the western part of the pla-

Plenty of Roman material was gathered. There-
fore the plateau seems to have been inhabited 

The coldest region of Romania, with an an-
nual average of 160 days of frost, is represented 
by a group of depressions positioned inside the 
Curved area of the Carpathian Mountains. Sur-
rounded from all sides by high crests, the small 
sized lowlands, covered until mid-20th c. by ma-
jor swamps and turf moors, resemble naturally 

-
ment, a clear land-occupation peak is notice-
able for the end of the late Iron Age, in the two 
centuries before the Roman Conquest of Dacia: 

nd 
c. BC – 1st c. AD) make the Carpathian depres-
sions of Eastern Transylvania one of the most 

-
cia, raising questions about the nature and size 

when, like in other peripheries of the Mediter-
ranean polities, North Danubian Thracian tribes 

of pottery that were discovered demonstrate that 
the relation with Callatis was still vivid in the 
Roman period. This poster is meant to show dif-
ferent types of Roman artifacts discovered in the 
researched area and also to include this particu-
lar example in a more general situation regard-
ing the relation between the cities situated on 

settlements and populations living in their hin-
terland, in Roman times.

established centralized power systems, based on 
the performance of collective cults in specially 
designed spaces and the emergence of proto-
urban settlements.

Using the results of recent investigations 
(excavations, remote-sensing, geophysics), the 
authors will give a synthesis on the main cultur-
al and material trends of the area during the Da-
cian period, focusing on the spatial relations be-
tween central places and open settlements, types 

and burial of silver hoards, structuring of au-
thority as embedded in the spatial organization 
of sites and strategic routes, questioning at all 

into the larger centralized trends and investigat-

type of society developed in the region in the 
late Iron Age.
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THE UPPER TONZOS VALLEY WITH OR WITHOUT CELTS

Juliy Emilov Stoyanov

PIGMENTS USED FOR DECORATION OF ESCHARAE  
FROM TUMULI NOS 21 AND 31, SBORYANOVO NATIONAL 

RESERVE, BULGARIA

Eugenia Tarassova, Mihail Tarassov, Diana Gergova, Rositsa Titorenkova

GETAE, MOESI, DACI: THE NORTHERN THRACIAN WORLD?

Karl Strobel

The poster will illustrate two case studies 
in the Upper Tonzos Valley during the Early and 
the Middle Hellenistic period (3rd-early 2nd 
century BCE) – Seuthopolis and Cabyle. Ex-
amining the question: how urban communities 
along the course of the Tonzos river “survived” 
the Celtic invasion, focus on the available evi-
dence of contact and interrelations of newcom-
ers to local groups.

Seuthopolis and Cabyle provide exam-
ples of different strategies of adaptation and 
resilience in inland Thrace during the turbu-
lent times of the 3rd century BCE. In the case 

Subject of the present study are pigments 
used for the painted decoration of the altars – 
escharae, found in some dug out in the ground 

only for the Getic burial practices cult construc-
tion. The studied pigments are taken from two 

and 31, on the eastern Necropolis of the Sbory-
anovo National Reserve. The two escharae have 
the form of short truncated pyramid decorated 

In a general sense, the summarizing 
denomination ‘Thracians’ or “of Thracian 
stock” was used by the Greeks and by Greek 
authors for all the people between the North-
ern Aegean and the “Scythians”. At the same 
time, Thracian and Getic people were seen 
to be divided into different groups north and 
south of the Haemus. Contrary to these de-

of Seuthopolis it seems plausible to allow a 
small mercenary unit of Thracian Galatians 
attached to the local elite. Cabyle case raises 
the topic of Cavarus short-term political dom-
ination in the third quarter of the 3rd century 
BCE. “Byzantion model” (tribute to “barbar-
ian menace”) serves as reasonable explana-
tion of Cabyle silver issues in Cavarus name, 
but this short-term solution to potential Celtic 
danger (or financial silver-to-coin operation?) 
points to “without Celts” historical scenario 
about the urban community at the great bend 
of the Tonzos river.

with incised geometric ornaments colored in 
red, dark-blue and white. Optical microscopy 
(OM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis 
and micro-Raman spectroscopy are applied for 
investigation of phase and chemical composi-
tion of the used pigments and binding material. 
On the base of obtained results, several conclu-
sions on the provenance of the used raw materi-
als are made.

nominations the ethnic name “Dacians” and 
the geographic term “Dacia” were only in-
troduced by the Romans in the middle of the 
1st century BC. The relationship between the 
different ancient terminologies and the prob-
lems originating from these denominations 
in modern research and historical constructs 
will be discussed.
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L’ORFÈVRERIE DES ODRYSES À LA FIN DU IVE SIÈCLE  
AV. J.-C. À TRAVERS LES PARURES DU TUMULUS  

MALKATA PRÈS DE CHIPKA

Milena Tonkova

-

-

composite inclut deux colliers en or, l’un com-
-
-

dernier se rangeant parmi les chefs d’œuvres de 

type thrace. Le lot inclut encore un pectoral en 

L’examen des pièces d’orfèvrerie du tumulus 
Malkata montre des courants artistiques multiples 
dans l’orfèvrerie de la cour des Odryses au temps 

probablement des œuvres d’ateliers divers. Les 

aussi bien la tradition des parures d’apparat des 
Odryses du Ve siècle av. J.-C. connue par les bi-

-

conduisent vers une liaison avec les ateliers des 

-

-

SOME NOTES ON THRACIAN SOLDIERS

Ivo Topalilov

The image of the Thracians as good warri-
ors led to their enrolment into the Roman army in 

Augusti, legions and eventually the Praetorian 

nomenclature, status in society, and the future of 
their progeny in various aspects, including the 
possibility of military career in the legions and 

unit, either in its nomenclature, Roman citizen-
ship requirement or recruitment, undoubtedly had 

veterans themselves and their progeny. So, in this 
paper will be presented and studied some cases of 
veterans’ nomenclature, mostly praetorians of the 
late 2nd rd century which would 
allow further comments on their origin, Roman 
citizenship, names etc.

NEW TYPES AND DENOMINATIONS OF THRACIAN TRIBAL 
AND ROYAL COINS PUBLISHED IN STUDIES OF BULGARIAN 

COLLECTORS IN THE PERIOD OF 1994–2014

Stavri Topalov, Alexander Toromanov, Svetozar Soyanov
It has been established in the investiga-

tions and studies of collectors of ancient coins 
in Bulgaria during the last 20 years that there 
are a very great number of unknown types and 
denominations of Thracian tribal and mostly 
royal coins. Photos and descriptions of sev-

eral dozens of such coins having been minted 
in Thracian lands in the period from the end of 

AD and published in reviews of small circula-
tion are given in the study. Due to the exist-
ence established of coins of kings in Thracian 
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lands about which there is no information in the 
sources and the epigraphic monuments it was 
possible to make additions in the list of Thracian 
kings having really existed and to get a more 
exact idea of the coinage of the Thracian kings 
already known. The results of the study of the 
coinage on the territory of the early Odryssian 
Kingdom (end of 6th century BC – middle of 4th 
century BC) are particularly impressive. On the 
background of 24 types of early Odryssian regal 
coins known 10 new types of early Odryssian 
regal coins have been published among which 
two types of anepigraphic silver coins minted in 

domestic commercial relations on the territory 
of the Odryssian Kingdom. Information about 
the existence of some several thousands coins of 
kings of the early Odryssian Kingdom included 
in private collections and about the regions of 
their provenance was submitted together with 
the new types of early Odryssian regal coins. 
Owing to these studies it became possible to es-

tablish that there was in the Odryssian Kingdom 
a policy well considered in advance and strictly 
followed of selection of basic and additional im-

-

time of coins using non-precious metals and of 

towns owned by Odryssian kings. As a result 
of the studies of Bulgarian collectors it became 
possible to establish that the Odryssian kings 
after Teres I belonged to two kinship branches 
of the ruling dynasty, which were the territo-
ries controlled by both branches and the order 
of succession of the power by both branches of 
the dynasty. These studies allowed to correct the 
date of foundation of the early Odryssian King-
dom which is not after the withdrawal of the 

-
ning of the Persian campaigns, i.e. by the end 
of the 6th century BC and to explain a number of 
events in Thracian lands which were not related 
in the works of ancient authors.
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DIE VERZIERUNG DER MESSER MIT DEN GESCHWUNGENEN 
SCHNEIDEN (II JH. V. CHR. – II JH.)

Nartsis Torbov

-
-

Serbien besitzen. Jeder Messer ist den wichtigen 

entdeckt war. Nekropolen sind im breiten chro-
nologischen Rahmen datiert – II Jh. v. Chr. – I 

Es gibt einen terminologischen Unterschied – in 
den bulgarischen wissenschaftlichen Publika-

serbischen Literatur.

Die Verzierung war auf die Schneiden der 
Messer graviert. Sie besteht aus einigen Element-
en – Kerben, Dreiecke und Kreise. Sie bilden in 

-
ben die reiche und interessante Verzierung. In der 
Mitte der Scheide waren zwei Vögel graviert. Ein 

oder zwischen ihnen. Diese Darrstellungen haben 

den religiösen Vorstellungen der Krieger verbun-
den, die Besitzer der Messer waren.
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GREEK ART AND FEMALE DEPICTIONS OF SCYTHIA 
AND THRACIA. DISTINCTIONS AND PARALLELS

Marina Ju. Vakhtina

Greek colonial movement reached the 
coasts of ancient Scythia and Thracia in the late 
7th – early 6th centuries BC. The extension of re-
lationship between the Greek colonies and the 

local cultures. The special role played cultural 

early distribution in local contexts of pieces of art 
produced by Greek craftsmen. At the same time 
Greek art with its well-developed realistic tradi-

strengthening and expansion of anthropomorphic 

that the processes took place synchronously. The 

number of images produced by local workshops, 

for Scythia there is a reasonable assumption that 
the main part of the famous objects of the so-
called “Greek-Scythian” toreutics were manufac-
tured by Greek artists. The attempts of local pro-

for Thracia the anthropomorphic images in art 
testify to an original line of development.

The masterpieces decorated by human im-
ages from Scythia are considered created in 
the frames of one of the branches of peripheric 
Greek art. On the other hand, the decorations of 
the so-called Greek-Scythian toreutics can also 

and tastes of the barbarians. In the paper the 
pieces of art from Scythia and Thracia will be 
considered from the point of view of their chro-
nology, distribution, iconography, and “degree 
of Hellenization”.

THE DOLMEN IN THE LOCALITY KLIFTINOVA NIVA – 
40 YEARS LATER

Todor Valchev, Petya Kirilova

Prof. Alexnader Fol from the Institute of Thra-
cology organized two expeditions: “Sakar” and 
“Apolonia – Strandzha”. The aim of the projects 
was to visit and report all known and preserved 
dolmens in the Sdrandzha and Sakar Mountains. 

-
ited and 5 dolmens were excavated.

One of these dolmens was situated in the lo-
cality Kliftinova niva near the village of Sakart-
si, present Haskovo district. It was excavated in 

chamber and dromos, with huge stone blocks 
in front. During the excavations of the dolmen, 
pieces from hand-made and wheel-made pottery 
were found, as well as parts from two bronze 

The aim of the report is to show the results 
from the old archaeological excavations in a 
new light. Development of our knowledge about 
Thracian culture and megalithic monuments al-
lows us to have a new point of view about the 
dolmen in locality Kliftinova niva and its place 
in the world of Ancient Thracians.
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FIGURATIVE PAINTINGS IN THE NECROPOLIS 
OF HELLENISTIC MARESHA (MARISSA), ISRAEL

Boaz Zissu

The ancient city of Maresha (Marissa) is 
situated in the Judean Foothills, about 40 km 
southwest of Jerusalem. During the Hellenistic 

city.
The archaeological site consists of a Tell – 

the Upper City (=UC), a Lower City (LC) and 
a Subterranean City (=SC). A vast necropolis 
forms a ring surrounding the LC and includes 
three main cemeteries (Northern, Eastern and 

-
olis started in 1873 and has continued up until 
the present day.

The cemeteries consist of more than 40 
rock-cut burial chambers or hypogea. A typi-
cal hypogeum includes an elongated rectangu-
lar hall into whose walls loculi (burial niches) 

additional chambers were cut, forming a burial 
complex. The loculi were used for primary and 
secondary burials.

dating from the 3rd century BCE. The paintings 
are characterized by a mixture of funerary mo-
tifs, mostly of Greek or Alexandrian origin. The 

-
cially the animal frieze painted in Tomb 1 (551, 
The “Sidonian Community Tomb”) is a unique 
document of its kind in the Hellenistic world. 

Following their discovery, the painted tombs at-
tracted much scholarly attention.

The Hellenistic period hypogea of Mare-
sha were long-term family sepulchres – cut in 
the soft chalk for the burial of the city residents 
along several generations. The tombs served 
this purpose throughout the 3rd and 2nd centu-
ries BCE, until the destruction of the city by the 
Hasmoneans, c. 111 BCE. Some of the tombs, 
located in the Northern and Eastern necropoleis 
were reused in the Roman period.

The architectural plans of the hypogea 
probably reached Maresha from elsewhere in 
the Hellenistic world. The hypogea resemble the 
architectural and artistic style of Ptolemaic pe-

in the Shatbi necropolis of Alexandria in Egypt.

ethnic composition of the city, combining Idu-
maeans, Phoenicians, Greeks, some Egyptians 
and possibly a few Judeans. These ethnic ele-
ments produced the outstanding social and cultur-
al fabric of the city during the Hellenistic period.

The planned lecture will present the archi-
tecture and art of the rock-cut burial chambers of 
Marissa in light of comparable hypogea known 
from the Greek and Hellenistic world. The pa-
per will discuss, among other issues, the wall 
paintings of Maresha, their Thracian parallels, 

program.
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